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Abstract
The following dissertation provides a comparative analysis of four Québécois and
Canadian literary authors—Fulvio Caccia, Ying Chen, Wayson Choy, and Lawrence Hill—and
the manner in which they have responded through varied use of genre to present-day racial and
ethnic discourse, as it occurs within both wider society and the Canadian and Québécois literary
institutions more specifically. The dissertation begins with an introductory chapter that takes up
the central concepts that inform the study, namely, those of ethnic literature, écriture migrante,
race, ethnicity, hybridity, transculture, and comparative literature. The main body of the
dissertation is divided into two parts, the first dealing with the francophone authors Caccia and
Chen, the second with the anglophone authors Choy and Hill. In the first part, the writers are
shown to employ defamiliarizing and ‘unreadable’ literary strategies drawn from the nouveau
roman (or French new novel) and fantastic literary genres in an effort to resist common
understandings of race and ethnicity, with the creation of a universal, deracialized literary space
resulting to differing degrees in each case. In the second part, the study focuses on the use that
Choy and Hill have made of more traditional and readable literary forms—realist and
autobiographical in nature—in the attempt not so much to reject outright the discourse of race
and ethnicity but to resignify the meaning of these latter terms in ways that allow for the
production of a more open sense of identity. In this regard, by informing and historicizing certain
cultural realities (here, Chinese Canadian and African Canadian respectively), Choy and Hill
seek to challenge the reductive views that have in the past affected these often marginalized
segments of Canadian society. Ultimately, the dissertation attempts to explore how the four
authors in question participate in a shared project of sorts through their contestation of dominant
racial and ethnic discourse, despite the different stylistic approaches they may take. A secondary
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aspect of the project addresses, through recourse to reader-response theory, some of the
difficulties that may arise when a mainstream readership approaches works of ethnic literature.

Keywords: Fulvio Caccia, Ying Chen, Wayson Choy, Lawrence Hill, ethnic literature, écriture
migrante, race, ethnicity, hybridity, transculture, comparative literature

Résumé
La thèse qui suit présente une analyse comparée de quatre auteurs québécois et
canadiens—Fulvio Caccia, Ying Chen, Wayson Choy et Lawrence Hill—et la façon dont ils sont
intervenus face au discours de la race et de l’ethnicité tel qu’il existe à ce moment dans la société
et dans les institutions littéraires du Canada et du Québec—et cela à partir d’un emploi de divers
genres littéraires. L’introduction de l’étude passe en revue les concepts centraux qui sous-tendent
la thèse, à savoir ceux de la ‘littérature ethnique’ (ethnic literature), l’écriture migrante, la race,
l’ethnicité, l’hybridité culturelle, la transculture et la littérature comparée. Le texte principal de la
thèse comprend deux parties, la première portant sur les écrivains francophones Caccia et Chen,
la deuxième sur les écrivains anglophones Choy et Hill. La première partie cherche à rendre
compte de comment Caccia et Chen ont recours dans leurs écrits à des procédés littéraires
défamiliarisants et ‘illisibles’ tirés du nouveau roman et de la littérature fantastique dans le but
de subvertir les lieux communs sur la race et l’ethnicité, avec comme résultat la production d’un
espace littéraire qui est à différents degrés universel et déracialisé. La deuxième partie traite de
l’emploi que font Choy et Hill de styles littéraires plus traditionnels et lisibles—de nature réaliste
et autobiographique—avec l’objectif non pas de rejeter tout court le discours de la race et de
l’ethnicité, mais de réinscrire ces dernières notions de telle façon à rendre possible une vue de
l’identité plus ouverte. À cet égard, en remettant dans leur contexte social et historique certaines
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réalités culturelles (ici, sino-canadienne et afro-canadienne respectivement), Choy et Hill arrivent
à contester les idées réductives qui dans le passé ont été faites de ces secteurs souvent
marginalisés de la société canadienne. En fin de compte, la thèse tente de mettre en lumière la
manière dont les quatre auteurs en question participent en quelque sorte à un projet partagé en
conséquence de leur opposition au discours dominant de la race et de l’ethnicité, bien que leurs
approches stylistiques soient sensiblement différentes. En s’appuyant sur les théories de la
lecture, un aspect secondaire de l’étude aborde quelques-uns des problèmes qui peuvent se
produire lorsqu’un lectorat de la société majoritaire cherche à lire un texte migrant.

Mots-clés: Fulvio Caccia, Ying Chen, Wayson Choy, Lawrence Hill, écriture migrante, race,
ethnicité, hybridité culturelle, transculture, littérature comparée
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Introduction
Cultural difference is a loaded concept these days, one that recurs either explicitly or
implicitly in discussions of globalization, religious fundamentalism, nation, gender, and
sexuality—all concerns, among any number of others, that preoccupy the contemporary Western,
if not global, imaginary. The question of cultural difference has also figured pre-eminently in the
field of literary studies in North America and Europe, which in the last few decades has been led
to confront a sense of ‘difference’ building within its institutional and disciplinary boundaries in
the form of a growing body of literature written by subjects who do not fit the dominant racial
and ethnic norms and who are often of recent arrival. The present dissertation attempts to address
some of these issues from within the context provided by the ‘minority’ writing that has of late
been produced in Quebec and Canada.

Ethnic Literature and Écriture Migrante
Cultural difference has been a central topic in Canadian literature from the beginning,
with the writings of Jacques Cartier in the sixteenth century and those of Samuel de Champlain
in the early seventeenth century documenting the initial encounter of Europeans with First
Nations people, a motif that would be drawn upon throughout the ensuing colonial period
(Siemerling, “Cultural” 265). Despite this history, it is changing immigration patterns at the turn
of the twentieth century—tied to an influx of immigrants from northern and eastern Europe
towards the Prairie provinces—that would lead to the publication of what can be considered to
be the first ‘ethnic’ authors of non-British descent in English Canada (Bennett 184-86).1 The best
known of these authors are Frederick Philip Grove, Martha Ostenso, and Laura Goodman
Salverson (with origins in Germany, Norway, and Iceland respectively), whose first publications
would appear in the 1920s. According to Donna Bennett, these works “not only revealed the
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realities of contemporary settlement life but also recorded new ways of experiencing a frontier.”
These writers, who were read widely by Canadians of British descent, were not however seen as
being “concerned with questions of immigrant or ethnic identity but accepted into the
mainstream because they were recording a settlement experience common to all Canadian
immigrants.” Even if their readers were frequently situated in other parts of the country, such as
southern Ontario and even further east, these authors were still perceived as somehow
“articulat[ing] what it meant to be Canadian” (186). The first works by “ethnically identified
writers” would not begin to appear until the 1930s and the publication of A. M. Klein’s poetry,
which brought with it for the first time questions of institutional inclusion and exclusion. It is
Klein, in Bennett’s view, who initially served to open up a space for other ethnic minority
writers, Jewish and otherwise (186-88). The early history of immigrant writing in Quebec would
follow a roughly similar course, with authors as recent as Alice Parizeau, Naïm Kattan, Michel
Salomon, and Jean Basile not being thought of in ethnic terms either (Siemerling, “Cultural”
269). Immigrant writers were nevertheless publishing in Quebec throughout the province’s
literary history, ever since 1764, the year in which the first printing house was established
(Moisan and Hildebrand 57). Prior to the twentieth century, the writers in question were
predominantly French speaking, hailing from France, Belgium, and Switzerland for the most part
(57). Up until 1959, most immigrant authors in Quebec were still from France and Belgium (51).
In an article covering the history of immigrant writing in Quebec, Daniel Chartier claims to have
located close to six hundred authors who would qualify as precursors to what is today considered
to be the field of ‘écriture migrante’ in Quebec, from a generation born in the first part of the
1800s to one born in the 1920s, including Kattan, Monique Bosco, and Anthony Phelps, for
example (306).
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With the exception of a few minority writers of European ancestry, then, the literary field
in English Canada was up until a few decades ago composed largely of authors and critics of
British origin (Ty and Verduyn, Introduction 6-7), with something similar to be said about the
predominance of French Canadian writers in Quebec. It is in the second half of the twentieth
century that certain social conditions would eventually provide for the emergence of what is
recognizable today as ethnic literature in both the anglophone and francophone contexts. Eleanor
Ty and Christl Verduyn point to the importance of changes brought about by a more open postwar immigration policy which, especially as of the 1960s, altered the dynamics of cultural
diversity in the country. Controversies surrounding both the Writing Thru Race conference and
the appearance of Neil Bissoondath’s Selling Illusions in 1994, as well as a general debate over
cultural representation and appropriation throughout the 1990s, would also serve to heighten
public awareness of racial and ethnic issues. In addition to these social factors, a concerted
outgrowth in the publication of anthologies during the same period and the formation of a more
“suitable critical framework” with an antiracist and postcolonial focus would have an expansive
effect on the literary production by ethnic minority writers (Introduction 6-11). Perhaps more
than any other consideration, the advent of federal multiculturalism policy in the country,
whatever its constraining effects may be, is seen by many as having contributed significantly,
along with certain of its funding policies, to the development of ethnic literature in English
Canada beginning in the 1970s.2 In Quebec, the emergence of écriture migrante is generally
accepted as having taken place in the 1980s, with 1983 sometimes being given as a pivotal year.
Among other events, this year saw the publication of the Italian Québécois anthology Quêtes,
edited by Fulvio Caccia and Antonio D’Alfonso, and Régine Robin’s La Québécoite as well as
the first appearance of Vice Versa, a journal devoted to ‘transcultural’ issues. To a large extent,
Quebec society was affected by the same changes in immigration policy that were carried out in
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English Canada during the latter half of the twentieth century, which were responsible for a new
and sudden entry of immigrants from southern countries that would increase the felt presence of
the immigrant population in the province both socially and politically. Likewise, changes in how
ethnicity itself was perceived socially—with an older static view ceding to one that was less
restrictive—were accompanied by a profound shift in the national discourse, with Quebec’s
traditional, agrarian, and homogeneous collective identity coming to be displaced by one that
was modern, urban, and pluralistic. Added to these developments were the outcome of the 1980
referendum, which led to a reassessment of the political status of the immigrant presence in
Quebec, and the implementation of the language laws of 1977, which, over time, increased the
French-language literary production by immigrant authors who might otherwise have written in
English. Finally, as in the anglophone context, critical recognition of the writing along with the
creation of periodicals dealing with cultural issues such as Dérives, Moebius, and Spirale had a
bolstering effect on the literature.3
Underlying the discourse on immigrant writing in Canada and Quebec since at least the
1990s has been a certain tension over what Graham Huggan has called “the politics of labelling,”
that is, the terminology by which the literature is designated and spoken of (“Exoticism” 116).
The use of ‘ethnic literature’ in particular has been strongly contested in English Canada due to
the term’s racialist overtones and the marginalizing effect it creates, and critics have consistently
sought out alternatives to it—immigrant, diasporic, multicultural, and so on. None of these
designations can be said to be wholly adequate either, however, mainly because they all contain
a differentializing logic in some form that authors are actively trying to overcome, all the while
failing individually to capture the full nature of the body of writing in question. Such
alternatives, in other words, are not able to account for the entire range and variability of the
social positionings that can characterize the body of writers in question, having the tendency to
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concentrate on certain aspects of immigrant or minority experience that may in a given situation
pertain very well to some authors, but not always to all. (Not all writers are immigrant strictly
speaking, for example; not all belong to a diaspora; multicultural often connotes a sense of
cultural insularity and relativism that some authors are resistant to.) In circumstances where
labelling itself is the problem, it is unlikely that the proper label to designate the field will ever
be found. The true solution, as most seem to agree, would lie in finding ways to approach the
work in question outside of the major-minor binary framework that remains implicit in any
attempt to classify the writing at all. I continue to use ‘ethnic literature’ in the dissertation,
therefore, because it has the farthest reach and takes into account the widest range of experiences
relating to ‘minority’ existence. If the term can be seen as having any value, it is to be located in
the way it keeps in full view the sense of othering that continues to affect this set of writers and
that the dissertation, in a rather fundamental manner, attempts to resist. In a way that reflects the
contradictions inherent to racial discourse, where any direct contestation of ‘race’ necessarily
ends by participating in and upholding racialist thought in some manner, recognizing the
intervention of the literary authors examined in this study in relation to the discourse of race and
ethnicity maintained by the literary institution in Canada and Quebec seems to unavoidably
require situating them as minority authors writing out of the ‘ethnic’ literary context somehow.
On another level, it is important to remember that a critical focus on ethnic experience may not
have the same limiting effect when it is not used to isolate or contain authors, meaning that the
notion of ethnicity may also remain open to more positive forms of reinscription—a possibility
that is taken up in the second part of the dissertation. In Quebec, the somewhat idiosyncratic
‘écriture migrante,’ or migrant writing, has come to acquire common usage and, while some still
see the designation as marginalizing and unnecessary in some regards, it has accrued more
positive connotations here that make its use somewhat less questionable than that of ethnic
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literature.4 In the dissertation, I use both terms with the understanding that they remain
problematic.
Regardless of the terminology used, critics appear to concur on the disruptive influence
that the writing by ethnic minority authors has had on the national literatures in Canada and
Quebec. Numerous commentators have remarked on the unsettling effects produced by this body
of work that, even if very often traditional in style, especially in its earlier stages, has also tended
frequently to dwell on the difficult experience of displacement and cultural adjustment.
Politically speaking, Roy Miki observes that writing by ethnic authors has since the 1990s
“opened a network of articulations and theoretical concerns that not only undermine
assimilationist pressures but also allow for provisional spaces where writers of colour can
navigate diversity within the specificity of histories, languages, and subjectivities.” At times
confronted by certain “reactionary voices” and with the charge of causing “the country’s cultural
disintegration,” he states, “the resistance of writers, cultural workers, and community activists of
colour has created the possibility of explosive conflicts with establishment institutions” (Broken
107). In somewhat more aesthetically oriented terms, Lucie Lequin notes that, if a concern with
questions relating to identity is to be found throughout Quebec’s literature at the end of the
twentieth century, migrant writing has brought its own particular perspective to the matter. In
this way, “[l]es questions inattendues que les écrivains de l’exil posent dérangent le légendaire
culturel québécois; le lectorat, une partie à tout le moins, reprend conscience de son propre
métissage, de sa dérive et (ré)apprend à lire.” For Lequin, the literature, along with its distinct
use of language and form (“jeux tensifs, mais néanmoins dialogiques”), tends to bring into view
the immigrant basis of North American culture as a whole (“Rencontres” 47-48).
Still, despite this disruptive quality, a number of critics have suggested that the
oppositional aspect of ethnic writing and écriture migrante has also been neutralized to some
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extent by certain institutional forces and the book market, what Huggan has referred to as “the
North American culture industries,” which “increasingly support yet still might be seen,
paradoxically, as disfavouring writers from ethnic minority backgrounds” (Huggan and
Siemerling 82). In a similar way, speaking of the burgeoning interest in minority writing in the
mid-1990s, Miki sees the anthology in particular as “a marketable container” that serves “to
present a ‘variety’ of writers from one ethnic or cultural enclave, all at once as it were” (Broken
119). In the francophone context, Pierre Nepveu sees écriture migrante as having in part become
“une étiquette commode,” well suited to the structuring needs of the national literary institution
(“Vice Versa” 90). As Simon Harel writes, “Cette appellation [écriture migrante] qui, au moment
de sa création, avait une pertinence inventive, a depuis fait l’objet d’une institutionnalisation
massive.” The mainstream’s absorption of écriture migrante in Quebec and the latter’s
subsequent reduction, Harel claims, is symptomatic of the national literature’s attempt to
redefine itself in more open and plural terms following the breakup of the traditional national
discourse and the identitarian grounding it had allowed for (Les passages 72). Caccia has also
shown himself to be suspect of the rapidity by which écriture migrante was taken up by the
literary institution in Quebec, questioning the apparently altruistic motives behind this
acceptance whose function more often than not “est justement de préserver la citadelle de
l’identité.” “La réception des écritures migrantes s’est faite certes,” he observes, “mais par
glissements progressifs, sans remettre en cause le dispositif idéologique de base [de la littérature
nationale]. Nous affirmons même qu’elles l’ont renforcé” (“Les écritures” [Gravili] 60-61).
Smaro Kamboureli has spoken of the process of institutionalization to which Canadian literature
has been subjected to in its entirety. “Sometimes subtly, sometimes crudely,” she states, “it has
always been employed as an instrument—cultural, intellectual, political, federalist, and
capitalist—to advance causes and interests that now complement, now resist, each other.” The
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situation, she maintains, is not unique to Canada but affects all national literatures at the present
moment. Time and again, “literature has been mobilized as a discourse that, no matter the
diversity of its particular aesthetic and formal configurations, has served the geopolitical and
sociocultural ends of institutions that are often at odds with what it sets out to accomplish”
(Preface vii-viii). Barbara Godard comments in a related way on what she sees as a
transformation that occurred within Canadian literary discourse between the 1950s and 1990s.
Today, she writes, “literature works no longer in the service of the nation’s identity within a Cold
War competition between communism and capitalism but to further [the nation’s] economic
security in an era of global capitalism.” If ‘culture’ had, since the industrial revolution, occupied
a position “within a social whole” as a countervailing force to capitalist rationality, it has in
recent years become “an autonomous and self-regulating field of social reproduction and domain
of value positioned asymmetrically as a counterforce to democracy within an all-encompassing
‘economy’ to whose ends it is subordinate” (211).5 Located within such a dire framework, it is
perhaps inevitable that ethnic literature in Canada and Quebec be instrumentalized in a similar
fashion. In a sense, it is within this space between transgression and containment that the authors
studied in this dissertation can in part be situated.
Given their similar histories and institutionalized condition, the two ethnic minority
literary traditions in Canada and Quebec would seem to share certain attributes. However, one of
the central problems in either case—the literature’s relation to dominant society and the literary
institution—has been given a slightly different focus. Unlike its Québécois counterpart, ethnic
literature in English Canada today is “a hyphenated literary tradition” (Siemerling, “Cultural”
269). Part of this may have to do simply with the size of the Canadian population relative to
Quebec’s.6 The larger number of ethnic writers in Canada may allow for the authors to be more
frequently grouped in the criticism according to ethnic origin. (Consider, for example, Ty’s
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various books on Asian Canadian/North American literature; H. Nigel Thomas’s collection of
interviews Why We Write and George Elliott Clarke’s overall work dealing with African
Canadian authors; or the table of contents of Winfried Siemerling and Sarah Phillips Casteel’s
Canada and Its Americas, grouping criticism on Aboriginal, black, and francophone/Latin
American literary production separately.) By comparison, such clustering is less frequent in
Quebec. (Consider Suzanne Giguère’s collection of interviews Passeurs culturels; chapter 12 in
Nepveu’s L’écologie du réel (197-210); or Harel’s comparative analysis in Les passages obligés
de l’écriture migrante, each of which brings together migrant authors of various origins.)
Although this generalization needs to be qualified—Siemerling’s Writing Ethnicity and
Verduyn’s Literary Pluralities both arrange the criticism in a more varied manner, just as the
interviews in Caccia’s Sous le signe du Phénix and Jean Jonassaint’s Le pouvoir des mots, les
maux du pouvoir concentrate on authors of Italian and Haitian origin respectively—in broad
terms, the distinction seems to hold. As Verduyn has pointed out, most literary critics in Quebec
also tend to be white and of the dominant culture (“Perspectives” 191), which means that critics
are perhaps less likely to be drawn to a single literature as occurs in English Canada, where
literary critics of colour are both more frequently found and more liable to focus on ‘their own’
literary tradition.
As a result of this hyphenated condition, Canadian literature may be somewhat more
susceptible than Quebec’s, at least at first glance, to what Rey Chow has called the logic of “the
ethnic supplement,” by which non-Western authors are often obligated to demarcate their
scholarly work in relation to a Western norm “by way of ethnic, national labels” and the addition
of modifiers such as ‘Chinese’ or ‘Japanese’ or ‘Indian’ to their titles, which has the “tendency to
stigmatize and ghettoize non-Western cultures,” effectively ‘specializing’ the work out of the
realm of “general interest” (“Introduction” 3-5). This way of reasoning applies equally to ethnic
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literary authors, who in a similar manner continue to be marginalized today in relation to the
majority literature in Canada. If the Canadian in ‘Canadian literature’ is often read as an apparent
sign of plenitude, Kamboureli remarks, the term “also siphons off large segments of this
[national] space and its peoples into oblivion at worst, and circumscribed conditions at best,” be
these the speakers of the French language or the “idioms of English” belonging to other
indigenous and diasporic groups (Preface ix). The degree of visibility that has been granted to
ethnic writers can thus be said to have ultimately had a limited effect on existing social
disparities. In this regard, George Elliott Clarke, speaking in 2000, sees a contradiction as
residing in official multiculturalism policy in Canada, where Canada is said, in a way that
implies equality, “not [to] have official cultures,” even if
writers and artists from so-called ‘ethnic communities’ have often had to rely on
Department of Multiculturalism, and now Heritage Canada, grants while watching
Anglo-Saxon and French-Canadian derived writers and artists receive the lion’s
share of Canada Council funding, on the grounds that they are considered to be
‘real’ or ‘serious’ writers and artists, while we coloured folks in Third
World/allophone and First Nations groups are merely folklorists, contributors to
local colour, residents of ‘ghettos’ of one sort or another.7 (qtd. in Huggan and
Siemerling 99)
Clarke’s comments are indicative of a problem that has persisted in the field from the
outset, which has involved a generally reductive and dismissive view of ethnic literary
production. As Ty and Verduyn maintain, “The work of Canada’s multicultural writers has often
been regarded as autobiographical and thus of secondary literary status. Alternatively, it has been
critiqued [in the words of Joseph Pivato] as ‘stuck in the convention of literary realism’”
(Introduction 11). The literature has tended furthermore to be burdened by sociological, or
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‘autoethnographic,’8 readings that ignore the aesthetic aspects of the writing and that are
associated with limiting conceptions of racial and ethnic identity, pushing authors into what
Clarke has called “a kind of sociological service camp” (“George” 56). In this sense, Paul Lai
sees literary criticism in North America as having “a decades-long tradition of considering ethnic
literatures as autoethnography, legitimizing certain texts over others for their adherence to
[dominant] conceptions of cultural representation” (55). This general inclination among
mainstream readers to approach the work of certain authors through the restrictive purview tied
to the “labels” of racial or ethnic classification, according to Kamboureli, “more often than not
reinforces stereotypical images of the authors themselves and of their cultural communities.”
Such “labels prematurely foreclose our understanding not only of the complexity inherent in
individual communities but also of the various ways in which authors position themselves within
their cultural groups and the Canadian society at large” (“Introduction to the First Edition” xxxxi). Race and ethnicity, and their discursive representation, have thus become a prevailing
concern in the anglophone context (xxxii). Reflecting at the end of the 1990s on how racial and
ethnic experience in Canadian literature has traditionally been either excluded or distorted (10103), Miki writes that “[t]he pervasive power of ‘English Canadian’ centrality—white and AngloSaxon—has acted as such a weighty cultural pall that the process of over-coming imposed
representations, misrepresentations, and erasures has been an almost insurmountable obstacle for
... communities of colour in Canada, until only recently” (Broken 103-04). As he goes on to
observe, however, “there are signs that writers and cultural workers of colour have begun to
create theories, texts, and visual works that foreground issues of representation, appropriation,
race and ethnicity, and subjectivity” (104). Indeed, following Cornel West, Miki posits a
growing awareness among the racialized of the emergence of a “new politics of difference,”
which seeks “to trash the monolithic and homogeneous in the name of diversity, multiplicity and
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heterogeneity; to reject the abstract, general and universal in light of the concrete, specific and
particular; and to historicize, contextualize and pluralize by highlighting the contingent,
provisional, variable, tentative, shifting and changing.” Such a political outlook, Miki says, may
finally allow ethnic authors “to assume responsibility for the frames of reference through which
their subjectivities are reproduced in public discourses” (104-05).9 Ty and Verduyn have also
noted a certain reorientation in political and formal terms that has occurred in more recent years
in the ways that race and ethnicity are seen and represented. If the writing of the 1970s tended to
provide realist, autobiographically defined representations of racial and ethnic experience, today,
they observe, the work has “become more diverse and experimental in form, theme, focus, and
technique. No longer are minority authors identifying simply with their ethnic or racial cultural
background in opposition to dominant culture. Many authors consciously attempt to question or
problematize the link between ethnic identity and literary production, while still recognizing the
racialized context in which they write” (Introduction 2-3). Although he recognizes the shift that
has occurred in Canadian society since the turn of the twenty-first century towards an increased
acceptance of transnational identifications, in In Flux, Miki nevertheless speaks in a comparable
manner of the ongoing need these days to work on the opening up of the category ‘Asian
Canadian’ as a discursively constituted racial formation (xi-xiii). Indeed, the book as a whole can
be seen as a continuing effort on Miki’s part to reinscribe the latter notion, in addition to being
characteristic of the concern with the representation of race and ethnicity that has served to orient
the field of ethnic writing historically.
In Quebec, critics have been reluctant to categorize migrant authors according to ethnic
identity because of the concept’s sociological associations (“affiliations sociologiques”) and its
perceived irrelevancy by both writers and critics alike (Simon and Leahy 393-94, 399-400). Still,
this has not kept the literary field from dividing along a major-minor axis. Robin, in particular,
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sees a paradox as characterizing the Québécois literary institution. The Canadian model of
multiculturalism, she says, has been largely rejected in Quebec in favour of an intercultural
approach to cultural diversity that can at times be more integrationist in nature, with the result
that Quebec’s national literature
n’est pas une littérature à trait d’union comme elle l’est dans des sociétés de plus
en plus structurées selon des lignes ethniques. On a forgé un nouveau mot pour
désigner les écrits et fictions d’auteurs qui viennent d’ailleurs. On dira littérature
néo-québécoise ou encore romanciers, poètes ou dramaturges immigrés. Cette
littérature ne vit pas en marge de l’institution littéraire, mais la désignation de
‘néo-québécois’ constitue un marquage et est l’indice d’un problème.
(“L’écriture” 26)
As Giguère observes, despite the proliferation of migrant writing at present, “Le processus de
reconnaissance et d’inscription de ces voix plurielles dans la société et l’institution littéraire
québécoises ne semble cependant pas entièrement acquis,” with authors still needing to struggle
to maintain their presence within the field (Introduction 19). A number of commentators have in
fact remarked on the somewhat ambiguous positioning of the migrant literary corpus in Quebec,
which is seen to reside, despite Robin’s apparent claim to the contrary, both inside and outside
the national literature.10 Harel is perhaps the one to have theorized this relation to the furthest
extent. In Les passages obligés de l’écriture migrante, he argues that, given its place within the
North American minoritarian space of Quebec society and literature, which has in a way become
centred inwardly upon itself, migrant writing, here, can be said to exist “à la marge de la
périphérie.” As such, the minority literature has come to be set up as a kind of externality that
continues to allow Quebec to define itself internally as a nation. “Ainsi, créant sa propre
périphérie, la littérature québécoise aurait solidifié ses assises identitaires,” Harel writes. “À cette
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occasion, la littérature des communautés culturelles participerait de la littérature québécoise et de
son devenir problématique—en même temps qu’elle correspondrait à l’affirmation d’une
dissidence face au désir quelque peu contrarié d’une unité du corps littéraire.” In this manner,
écriture migrante remains inextricably bound to the national discourse in Quebec even as it poses
a challenge to its drive towards self-realization (“le projet national”) (21-23). Hence Harel’s
reference to migrant writing as being “en bordure,” “un pourtour” (24); “une extériorité
troublante qui pose la question difficile de l’intégration ou encore du pluralisme culturel” (24),
“[qui] pos[e] la difficile question de la légitimité symbolique du projet national québécois” (38);
“ce ‘ghetto’ littéraire [qui] est d’autant plus dérangeant que sa permanence fragile paraît
s’opposer aux tenants d’une historicité forte de la littérature québécoise” (36).11
Migrant authors have thus transformed the literary landscape in Quebec to the extent that
they can no longer be ignored, but it remains to be seen if they will be integrated in any adequate
way. Whereas minority authors in English Canada have often sought to challenge and correct
dominant representations of racial and ethnic identity, writers in Quebec have, within the present
framework, tended to be more concerned with escaping the sense of marginalization that
excludes them from the national literature—a sense of exclusion that is not always overtly or
primarily based on race or ethnicity. The words of Émile Ollivier can be taken as representative
to some extent. Acknowledging that classifications are needed to organize the literary field to
some degree, he states, “Je préférerais être reconnu comme écrivain. Point à la ligne. Je suis
identifié selon les circonstances comme un écrivain migrant, afro-caraïbéen ou québécois. Cela
m’irrite parfois ... . Je demeure un peu ambivalent sur cette question” (56-57). Or as Gilberto
Flores Patiño puts it, “D’après mes papiers d’immigration, je suis écrivain. Cette classification
‘d’écrivain migrant’ me gêne parce qu’elle désigne deux catégories d’écrivains, ‘nous’ et les
‘autres.’ J’aimerais pouvoir dire ‘nous autres écrivains’” (165).12 As a result, there is greater
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insistence in the criticism in Quebec on the similarities—thematic and stylistic—between the
major and minor literatures. (Indeed, as will be discussed at greater length in the dissertation, the
conventional, ‘naturalist’ style that Québécois authors have tended to use traditionally, much as
in the anglophone context, has been harshly criticized by Caccia, precisely because of the sense
of racial and ethnic difference and hierarchy that it tends to reproduce in his view [“Les
écritures” (Gravili) 75-78, 81; “Fulvio” 29-30; “La guerre” 70].) Lequin refers to a certain selfawareness among literary critics in Quebec in the mid-1990s regarding the need to foster a sense
of commonality between migrant writers and the literary mainstream in an effort to offset the
segregating effects of the literary institution (“Rencontres” 51). In this vein, what characterizes
the body of migrant writing that emerged in the 1980s, for Nepveu, “c’est sa coïncidence avec
tout un mouvement culturel pour lequel, justement, le métissage, l’hybridation, le pluriel, le
déracinement sont des modes privilégiés, comme, sur le plan formel, le retour du narratif, des
références autobiographiques, de la représentation.” If there is a certain correspondence between
migrant writing in Quebec and prevailing postmodern literary trends at the end of the twentieth
century, which threatens to annul the minority literature’s innovative force, Nepveu also sees
here “la possibilité d’une convergence qui ne cesse de se vérifier depuis quelques années entre la
montée des écritures migrantes et le fait que l’écriture québécoise dans son ensemble n’ait jamais
été autant cosmopolite et pluri-culturelle” (L’écologie 201-02). Nepveu argues in fact that the
majority literature in Quebec has since the 1960s shown itself to be concerned with some of the
same themes as écriture migrante, such as exile and a longing for origins and belonging (“pays
absent ou inachevé”) (200-01). In a similar way, Robin claims that the dominant literature in
Quebec maintains an interest in the question of identity “[qui] ne travaille pas seulement les
textes des écrivains ‘migrants.’ Depuis les années 1980, une nouvelle conscience de
l’américanité s’est déployée, une nouvelle interrogation sur le passé et la mémoire, une véritable
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reproblématisation de l’identité [nationale québécoise]” (“Régine” 250). It is for these reasons
that migrant writing in Quebec can in some cases be associated with a search for universal
values, with an attempt to create “un espace public qui tout en étant national est universel”
(Caccia, “Avant-propos” 13)—a tendency that will be the topic of the first part of the
dissertation.
At the centre of the tradition of migrant writing in Quebec, then, lies a struggle for
integration, one that is seen as involving a process of transculturation, that is, a sense of cultural
mixing and reciprocal exchange that will be addressed at greater length below. According to
Nepveu, the idea of écriture migrante as it was initially conceived of in the 1980s, and as he
continues to see it, assumes the existence of “un espace [littéraire] défini d’entrée de jeu comme
dialogique, une double dimension: celle des écrivains venus d’ailleurs intégrant leur parcours à la
culture québécoise constituée, mais aussi celle des écrivains québécois d’origine dans leur quête
imaginaire de l’ailleurs” (Préface 12). Under these terms, the process of integration would serve
at once—through certain “mouvements transculturels”—“à éclairer la périphérie et à redéfinir le
centre” (Lequin, “Quelques” 129), would involve the creation of “un nouvel imaginaire social
dans lequel le décloisonnement des origines, des langues et des cultures correspondra[it] à
quelque chose de l’ordre du ‘transverse’” (Robin, “Régine” 251-52). Reflecting on how Vice
Versa, a magazine that circulated in Quebec from 1983 to 1996 and that is closely aligned with
the field of écriture migrante, represented an intellectual space that was resistant to static
conceptions of culture and identity, Robin notes that the periodical offered “[u]n lieu où l’on
pouvait se sentir chez soi sans être enfermé dans un carcan identitaire. Je n’étais pas, quand
j’écrivais pour ‘Vice Versa’ la juive de service. Comme Lamberto [Tassinari] ou Fulvio [Caccia]
n’étaient pas les Italiens de service. Nous étions des intellectuels cherchant notre place dans un
Québec qui avait perdu un premier référendum, qui par là même recherchait des voies autres”
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(“Vice Versa” 76). She goes on: “Nous ne voulions pas jouer les minorités culturelles, chacun
dans son joyeux ghetto et sa spécificité, nous ne voulions pas d’une simple cohabitation tolérante
dans le cadre du multiculturalisme, nous voulions un vrai métissage culturel, une imprégnation
des cultures, un processus de passage, de mouvement, de métamorphose” (77). The overall
debate on its place in the national literature, according to Harel, turns on whether migrant writing
in Quebec is to be taken as a permanently autonomous field, as a body of authors awaiting
integration into the majority literature, or as a corpus of writing that has already in some way
added to the heterogeneity of the national literature (Les passages 25-26). Robin’s statement here
plainly takes the part of the second position. It is a position held, moreover, by a number of
others and that can at times be imbued with a certain self-conscious utopian outlook that is not
often encountered in the anglophone context. Écriture migrante, for Lequin, is in this sense to be
associated with “une nouvelle utopie d’un humanisme à venir,” a sense of ethics that gives shape
to “de nouvelles visions du soi et du monde” (“Écrivaines” 118-19).13
In the end, there are two ways of responding to the exclusionary and stigmatizing norms
of the literary institution: the minority writer can, as in the francophone context, work against
them through a discourse promoting equality and inclusion or, as in the anglophone context,
attempt to redefine the terms of the debate by working from within the institution’s identitarian
confines. One could say that in the anglophone context, difference has tended to be privileged in
answer to a discourse of overwhelming sameness and homogeneity, an “ideology of
assimilation” that, according to Miki, continues to prevail in Canada at the turn of the twentyfirst century “despite the so-called ‘multiculturalist’ lip service” (Broken 105-06). In the
francophone context, what amounts at times to a search for universality takes place in response
to a logic of differentialization and exclusion. These tendencies can in a sense be seen as
opposing reactions to the dilemmas commonly raised by the same discourse of race and
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ethnicity, a problematic that will be explored in greater detail in the dissertation. Before
proceeding with the main analysis, however, the theoretical framework that will inform the
dissertation—and its key terms of race and ethnicity, hybridity and transculture, and comparative
literature—needs to be set in place.

Race and Ethnicity
Scholarly interest in the area of race and ethnicity has been increasing since the 1990s, to
the point that the topic is almost taken for granted in certain English departments today.14 As one
reads through the literature, however, one finds that things in the outside world do not appear to
have gotten all that better. They at times seem in fact to have gotten worse, as reflected in the
growing disparity at present between the rich and the poor, the enfranchised and the
disenfranchised, divisions that tend to track along racial and ethnic lines.
The concept of race in particular has its origins in colonial history—a matter that tends
now to be commonly accepted among academics. In a way, race partakes in a cognitive
process—the need to classify—that has always existed among humans. But the idea of race, as it
developed over the modern period, has been put to especially nefarious use, largely as a means of
justifying colonial expansion and African slavery. There are different ways of charting or
periodizing the emergence of the race concept. As Walter D. Mignolo observes, the historical
conditions that gave rise to racial discourse are “messy,” comprising “a heterogeneous
historicostructural node mapping the emergence of the racial matrix, the modern-colonial world,
and the foundation of capitalist economy.” Put otherwise, the exact nature of racial discourse
would have differed according to the time and place in which it occurred, with “racial
manifestations in sixteenth-century Spain and the New World” necessarily diverging “from those
in eighteenth-century France,” for example (“Racism” 1738). Still, in broad terms, a prescientific
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understanding of race can be said to have taken shape in Europe progressively over the course of
the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries. At this stage, racial categories were relatively open and
fluid, their formation being motivated largely by sectarian religious doctrine and a burgeoning
interest in taxonomy; and the physical traits that were observed among varying human
populations in the latter case were not always associated with innate, ‘inner’ qualities. It is in the
latter part of the eighteenth century that the present-day, ‘scientific’ notion of race emerged as
the grounds of a rigid system of classification in which physical differences were linked to
essential, unchanging moral and mental attributes. A social hierarchy among racial groups—with
the European invariably located at its summit—would thus come to be erected on the basis of
somatic variation and the newly acquired authority of the natural sciences. Racial science would
alter its course in the first part of the twentieth century, and especially following the Second
World War, with the rise of research in genetics, which eventually served to refute essentialist
racial thinking and its assumed biological underpinnings. By the early 1970s, Richard Lewontin
had published the results of what has become a well-known study demonstrating that greater
genetic variation tends to occur within human populations than between them, a study that has
yet to be disproven. Due to a sharp increase in knowledge and the gains made in ways of
technology, much of what is known of the human genome today has only very recently been
learned and would simply not have been available just a few years ago (Jordan 10-11). What has
emerged is an understanding of the genetic homogeneity of the human species, with any two,
randomly selected individuals being shown to share 99.9 per cent of their genetic makeup
(although some lower estimates have also been made at 99.5 per cent) (44-45, 112-13). While the
remaining 0.1 to 0.5 per cent of variation within the genome still allows for a significant amount
of diversity among humans, these differences can in no way be aligned with existing racial
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classifications. The long history of migration and intermixing among humans has only produced
uncontainable continuities between both populations and genotypes.15
Alongside these changes in how race has come to be conceived of in biological terms, a
manner of thinking about race that is discursive in nature has established itself within the
academic domain. In a seminal work on the issue that remains remarkably current, Colette
Guillaumin comments on how, in the social construction of race, any physical trait can more or
less stand as the basis of socially assigned racial identifications, with the value attached to such
features frequently varying from one cultural context to the next. Under these terms, the
designated sign of racial difference “se manifeste donc comme pur signifiant, porteur des
catégorisations et des valeurs d’une société. Dans le racisme, dans les conduites de contact entre
groupes, la caractéristique physique est une valeur sémantique, c’est en retour qu’elle se donne
pour causale” (96-97). As she goes on to write, “L’idée de race dans les phénomènes sociaux
relève de l’univers des signifiants. C’est un phénomène sémantique, non un phénomène concret”
(97). In another foundational study on the topic, Michael Omi and Howard Winant speak in a
similar way of how, today,
[t]he effort must be made to understand race as an unstable and ‘decentered’
complex of social meanings constantly being transformed by political struggle. ...
Although the concept of race invokes biologically based human characteristics
(so-called ‘phenotypes’), selection of these particular human features for purposes
of racial signification is always and necessarily a social and historical process.
(Racial 55)
Whatever racial differences may be said to exist in the world, these turn out, “upon serious
examination, to be at best imprecise, and at worst completely arbitrary” (55). Seen in this light,
the discursive approach to race allows for a sense of identity that is highly variable. Yet an
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awareness of race’s social construction does not in itself resolve the problem of racial inequality,
which persists today in highly resilient forms. As Pilar N. Ossorio puts it, “the issue of whether
something exists ... is completely separable from the question of whether it can be found in our
genes.” In her view,
race is real because people believe in it and act on those beliefs. Race is deeply
rooted in the consciousness of individuals and groups, and it structures our lives
and our physical world in myriad ways. It is a strong predictor of where people
live, what schools they attend, where and how their spirituality is practiced, what
jobs they have, and the amount of income they will earn. Race is real because
human beings continually create and recreate it through the [discursively based]
process of racialization.16 (180)
There is now a certain consensus that takes the constructionist approach to race as
holding the greatest promise in contesting and undermining racialist thought.17 Yet there
continues to be some debate over how and to what extent this can be carried out. Chetan Bhatt
addresses a well-known problematic when he points to the paradoxical situation surrounding the
concept of race in the social sciences, where the notion is renounced as a scientific myth while at
the same time being seen as “a reification that requires analysis and rejection, critique and
refutation. In this way racial discourse—and the idea of race—proliferates through their
disavowal.” As he goes on to write, “The critique and refutation of race and racism is a
synchronised deconstruction—reproduction of racial ideas and identities such that it is
impossible to refute race without in some way affirming the field of intelligibility that allows
race to exist in the first place.” This “impasse” ultimately leads to questions concerning whether
or not ‘race’ as an analytic concept ought to be used at all in academic study (90-91). In the
Québécois context, Micheline Labelle has proposed, in a way that represents one side of an
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argument that she says can be traced back to the 1980s (14, 17-23), that the quandaries
surrounding race would be alleviated if the term were excised from social discourse, referring to
the need “[de] faire disparaître le vocable ‘race’ dans la lutte visant à éradiquer le racisme, cette
notion étant un produit de l’idéologie raciste elle-même et non sa cause” (Racisme 10). She
maintains that the language of race might initially be overcome by making adjectival or modified
use of the term in phrases such as “préjugés à caractère raciste,” “discrimination à caractère
raciste,” “groupes vulnérables au racisme,” and so on, rather than using it directly, which would
create a shift in focus away from the reified concept and towards what she sees as a nexus of
social processes relating to racist behaviour (23). While such a shift in emphasis is not to be
undervalued, it remains clear that Labelle has not entirely removed herself from racial discourse
here, and anyone who hears these derivatives will understand that they are still referring to
situations involving racialized subjects. The debate, as Labelle herself acknowledges, remains
unresolved (Racisme 24).
The risk involved in attempting to avoid the talk of race altogether is that it will leave the
difficulties associated with the notion, as it circulates in the everyday discourse of racialized
societies, unchallenged (Lionnet 1506; Wallis xii). According to George J. Sefa Dei, denying the
existence of race and racial difference in itself will not solve the problem of racism. He considers
the argument that racism produces race rather than the other way around to be “a powerful
thought.” Still, he writes, the view tends to overlook how “[c]onstructs themselves are
constitutive of social practices.” If “there is a connection between racism and race, ... the link
cannot simply be understood as unidirectional.” Rather, “[i]t is precisely because of this
connection (perhaps conundrum) that we cannot choose discursively to separate race and racism.
... [A]nalytically and discursively, the focus must be on racism and not on race. When race is
ignored, however, racism is further reproduced” (56-57). Most commentators see a need to
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reinscribe the meaning of race in some way, although even here there is some disagreement over
whether the idea, at this point in history, will ever be entirely expunged from human
consciousness. As Omi and Winant put it, “Structural racism is not a fixed feature of United
States society. It can be named; it can be challenged; it can be reduced” (“Once More” 1570).
Yet, writing elsewhere, Winant claims to doubt that the world will “ever get beyond race.” In his
opinion, the issue at hand has less to do with ridding social discourse of the terminology in
question than with “overcoming the stratification, the hierarchy, the taken-for-granted injustice
and inhumanity that so often accompanies the race concept” (110). By comparison, Paul Gilroy
sees the possibility of doing away with the notion of race over time, and his work has
consistently sought to recontextualize and rehistoricize black experience in the West to this end.
For Gilroy, the presence of race in social discourse is too overpowering to “be readily resignified or de-signified, and to imagine that its dangerous meanings can be easily re-articulated
into benign, democratic forms would be to exaggerate the power of critical and oppositional
interests” (Against 12). Instead, he calls for a “radically nonracial humanism” that is
characterized by “the deliberate and self-conscious renunciation of ‘race’” (17). As he sees it,
“the old, modern idea of ‘race’ can have no ethically defensible place” in contemporary society
(6), and his book Against Race in particular attempts “to place a higher value upon the
cosmopolitan histories and transcultural experiences whereby enlightenment [antiracist]
aspirations might eventually mutate in the direction of greater inclusivity and thus greater
authority” (7). Having noted how not speaking of race in France, where a purported republican
ideal of universal civic equality prevails, has not put an end to the issue of racism, Magali
Bessone argues that race must be spoken of at present because it is required by the historical
conjuncture, all the while acknowledging that in an ideal world this would not be necessary (1012). In her words, “dans la perspective d’une transition vers une société racialement juste, les
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usages des concepts s’inscrivent dans une pragmatique contextuelle. Parlons des races, si et
lorsque c’est utile, et parlons-en correctement” (22). In the end, there may be moments when it is
entirely appropriate to avoid speaking of race and times when it is not. In a sense, the dissertation
explores both possibilities. If the second part examines how Wayson Choy and Lawrence Hill
have attempted to resignify the idea of race, the question of race is only minimally touched upon
in the first, reflecting the reluctance of Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen to being identified racially
and ethnically.
As a social category, ethnicity functions in ways that can at times closely resemble race,
leading to similar forms of social exclusion, containment, and inequality. In the earlier part of the
twentieth century, social scientists had predicted that ethnicity along with race would gradually
recede in importance as a means of social organization as individuals of various backgrounds
integrated into a larger modern society characterized by urbanization, a higher frequency in
cross-cultural exchange and intermarriage, an increasingly diverse labour market, growth in
communications technology, better education, and the rise of the unified nation-state (Cornell
and Hartmann 5, 8). Contrary to expectation, the second half of the twentieth century produced
an upsurge in ethnic attachment throughout the world. If ethnicity has at times been a source of
pride and solidarity for many, in past decades it has also been the cause of conflict and violence,
with events ranging from the Holocaust of the Second World War, to the civil rights movement
in the US during the 1960s and 70s, to the ‘ethnic cleansing’ committed in the former
Yugoslavia during the 1990s (1-4). The term ‘ethnicity’ has a longer history than ‘race.’ It is
commonly understood to derive from the ancient Greek ethnos, meaning nation or people. The
historical account written by Herodotus of the Persian wars against the Greeks offers a number
of early descriptions of various ethnic groups. While “recognizing that they were geographically
and politically fragmented,” Herodotus argued that the Greeks too “constituted an ethnic group
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because they were of common descent and had a common language, common gods, sacred
places, sacrificial festivals, and customs, and common mores or ways of life, as well as ‘the
common character they bear.’” If his view was hierarchical to some extent, in his distinction
between Greeks and barbarians, this hierarchy was based on social and cultural rather than
somatic traits (Satzewich and Liodakis 4-5). The adjective ethnikos would eventually come to be
used in demarcating religious difference, those ‘others’—pagan or heathen—who did not belong
to the dominant Greek faith, with this meaning of ethnic still to be found in fifteenth-century
England (Sekulic). Philippe Poutignat and Jocelyne Streiff-Fenart attribute the first use of
ethnicity in the English language in the modern sense to the US social science discourse of the
1940s, where it was employed in referring to cultural groups that were not Anglo-American in
origin—a tendency that persists into the present day and that is consistent with the word’s
etymology, its use in distinguishing between self and other (22, 23n1). The term truly establishes
itself in the American social sciences in the 1970s in parallel with the rise of ethnic conflict and
reassertion throughout the world (24-25). At the same time, a more universal understanding of
ethnicity develops at this point alongside its more exclusive manifestations, in which ethnic
belonging comes to be seen as a general condition involved in all human experience (26). The
designation enters the field of anthropology at this moment in its effort to move away from the
language of ‘tribe’ and ‘tribalism’ in dealing with so-called primitive cultures, with ethnicity
being now used indiscriminately in speaking of all societies (32). In Rey Chow’s estimation,
however, attempts to focus on the more universal aspects of ethnic identity have often led to “a
disavowal of, and consequently an inability to account for, the hostility and intolerance that
accompany ethnic struggles” (Protestant viii). If the more inclusive perspective on ethnicity
seeks to present white people as being “just as ethnic as nonwhites,” in practice things prove to
be otherwise (25-26). As she points out, in the United States (and Canada as well, one could
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say), ‘ethnicity’ is customarily used in referring specifically to non-white groups and thus retains
a sense of hierarchy (27, 28-29).18
The discourse of ethnicity is structured along the lines of an opposition that is analogous
to the one found in racial discourse between biological and discursive accounts of race, in this
case, the opposition being between primordial and socially constructed views of ethnicity. The
primordialist position can in a way be taken as the starting point of all contemporary discussions
of ethnicity because of its attempt to explain the ineffable, at times irrational, and profoundly felt
sentiments relating to ethnic belonging (Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart 96). As Stephen Cornell and
Douglas Hartmann explain, the primordialist view emerged in the mid-twentieth century when it
became apparent that the world’s ethnic groups were not going to be easily assimilated into
larger mainstream cultures as predicted (50). They define primordialism briefly as “the idea that
ethnic and racial identities are fixed, fundamental, and rooted in the unchangeable circumstances
of birth.” Being born into a social context in which certain cultural experiences “happen to us
first,” “happen before we have the opportunity or capacity to make meaningful choices” leads to
the creation of a sense of identity that is “incomparably resilient and enduring” (51). Closely
linked to the primordialist perspective are the notions of blood ties and kinship (Allahar 32-33).
Two figures stand out historically in the intellectual developments through which the primordial
model of ethnicity came to be countered. The first is Max Weber, who early on saw the identity
of the ethnic group as being founded on “a subjective belief in ... common descent,” and possible
“memories of colonization and migration,” regardless of whether such descent was objectively
real (qtd. in Cornell and Hartmann 17). Taken from Weber’s vantage point, ethnicity becomes a
highly subjective matter, a question of self-perception (Cornell and Hartmann 17). As described
by Richard Jenkins, Weber’s approach further “suggest[s] that the belief in common ancestry is
likely to be a consequence of collective political action rather than its cause; [that] people come
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to see themselves as belonging together—coming from a common background—as a
consequence of acting together.” The cultural content of ethnic identity is in this manner of
secondary importance to the collective action that serves to establish group membership (10-11).
The other figure involved is Fredrik Barth, who is said to have produced “nothing short of a
Copernican revolution in the study of ethnicity” (S. Malešević, qtd. in Jenkins 24). In a way that
is not unrelated to Weber, Barth drew attention away from the content, what he referred to as the
“cultural stuff” (qtd. in Jenkins 12), of ethnic identity and towards social processes of
differentiation, replacing what had long been a static conception of ethnicity with one that was
dynamic in nature (Lapierre 11-12). According to Jenkins, “Barth began with what actors believe
or think: ascriptions and self-ascriptions. He focused not upon the cultural characteristics of
ethnic groups but upon relationships of cultural differentiation, and specifically upon contact
between collectivities thus differentiated, ‘us’ and ‘them.’” Barth’s focus was thus directed
towards the “boundaries of identification and differentiation between ethnic collectivities” rather
than what was often perceived to be the autonomous, ‘bounded’ group or society. As Jenkins
writes, “Shared culture is, in this model, best understood as generated in and by processes of
ethnic boundary maintenance, rather than the other way round: the production and reproduction
of difference vis-à-vis external others is what creates the image of similarity internally, vis-à-vis
each other” (12-13).19
The thought of Weber and Barth is widely recognized as having laid the groundwork for
the constructionist paradigm of ethnicity which has become current today.20 According to
Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart, two points resulting from the historical critique of primordialism
are now taken for granted in the study of ethnicity, namely, that the ethnic self is always
constituted in opposition to an excluded other, and that ethnic identity is not static but variable
across time and different social contexts (134-36). As with race, then, the constructionist view of
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ethnic identity provides for a certain openness, yet, here again, such identities are also invariably
constrained by the circumstances in which they occur socially, circumstances which are not
always chosen. Jenkins opens Rethinking Ethnicity by making the common distinction between
two processes: ‘categorization,’ where a social category is imposed upon an individual or group
from the outside, and ‘identification,’ where a social categorization is voluntarily assumed by the
individual or group—both processes being “fundamental to how ethnic identification, or indeed
any kind of identification, works” (3). The first process in particular, that of categorization, is
profoundly affected by relations of power, a situation that relates “to the capacity of one group
successfully to impose its categories of ascription upon another set of people, and to the
resources which the categorized collectivity can draw upon to resist, if need be, that imposition.”
In this sense, identification and categorization are always to some degree associated with
relationships of domination and subordination (23). This distinction between internally and
externally motivated forms of definition, as Jenkins explains, is also in large part analytical,
given that, “[i]n the complexity of day-to-day social life, each is chronically implicated in the
other in an ongoing dialectic of identification. ... Ethnicity—the production, reproduction and
transformation of the ‘group-ness’ of culturally differentiated collectivities—is a two-way
process that takes place across the boundary between ‘us’ and ‘them.’” And it is through this
dual process of definition that identity takes shape (55).21 This distinction between voluntary
identification and involuntary categorization has in some cases been used in attempts to
differentiate between the concepts of ethnicity and race themselves, with a self-affirming ethnic
identity being seen as resulting from the first process and a subordinating racial identity from the
second. (This is basically the position that Cornell and Hartmann take [xix, 28, 30-31, 105].)
However, as Jenkins points out, this view, which turns up rather frequently, needs to be “heavily
qualified,” not least because ethnic, culturally determined traits are often subject to “hostile
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categorization” and, conversely, because “groups may come to identify themselves positively in
‘racial’ terms.” Added to this, the relational nature of the two processes in question allows for the
possibility that ethnic identification will “be strengthened or generated as a response to
categorization” or that an ethnic group will categorize others in the terms by which it selfidentifies (23; see also 83-84).
There in fact continues to be some disagreement over the precise nature of the relation
between race and ethnicity, a situation which has, in some cases, created the conditions for
radically different understandings of the two concepts to be put forth. The term ethnicity has, in
the period following the Second World War, often simply been employed in both social and
academic discourse as a euphemism for race (Berry and Laponce, “Evaluating” 5; Guillaumin
85, 87; Jordan 52), usually with the aim “to play down” the less palatable aspects of racial
discourse and its history (Feagin and O’Brien 53). The traditional and most common approach,
introduced into the social sciences at the turn of the twentieth century in an effort to avoid
confusion between a group’s physiological and mental properties, has been to oppose race and
ethnicity in terms of phenotype and culture respectively—a distinction that remains tacit in most
discussions on the topic to this day (Berry and Laponce, “Evaluating” 5; Poutignat and StreiffFenart xiii-xiv). This opposition proves difficult to sustain, however, given that physical
appearance can at times serve as the basis for ethnic identification without ideas of race being
involved, such as with hair colour, for instance. Alternately, racial differences have in the past
been established based on traits that were “either invisible to the unassisted naked eye,” with
cranial indices serving as one such example, “or utterly imaginary” (Jenkins 80-81). In a related
way, Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart observe that a sense of ethnic belonging can often result from
external, stigmatizing pressures usually associated with race, such as slavery, colonization, or
racism (xv). (And, in contrast, they look further on at how race and ethnicity in Weber’s thought
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were both more or less taken as cultural phenomena [38-41].) If treating race and ethnicity in
terms of phenotype and culture “necessarily subsumes ethnicity within race,” making race the
broader, primary category, a current trend in the social sciences in the US involves dealing with
race as a subset of ethnicity, making ‘ancestral origins’ a contributing factor to one’s larger
social/ethnic positioning (Denton and Deane 67-68). This is the general direction that Jenkins
takes when he posits ethnicity as a universal, “first-order dimension of human experience,” given
that collective forms of ‘ethnic’ identification have in large part “probably been around for as
long as cultured humans have lived in social groups,” whereas this is not the case with race,
which has a relatively recent history located in modern colonial experience, making it a secondorder social attribute (78, 80), what Jenkins also calls “an allotrope of ethnicity” (170; see also
22-23, 81). For Bessone, race and ethnicity are effectively identical, referring to the same social
phenomenon, with the latter designation serving, when it is used, as a more respectable substitute
for the former—again, a sort of euphemistic use of ethnicity that she rejects (12-13). Caroline
Knowles, by comparison, all the while acknowledging that the two terms have different histories
and meanings and that “they often operate in tandem,” claims to use race over ethnicity in her
writing because it is simply “less clumsy than always using both terms” (39n1), a rather
functional approach to the problem. Knowles’s position serves nonetheless to direct attention
towards the closely interrelated nature of racial and ethnic discourse, the idea that the two
discursive systems are, in the words of Rey Chow, often “mutually implicated” (Protestant 2324). There may in the end prove to be different ways of justifiably approaching the concepts of
race and ethnicity. As Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart see it, what may be called for ultimately in
studying the topic is not necessarily “de donner les ‘bonnes’ définitions de la race et de l’ethnie
valables en tous lieux et en tous temps, mais d’organiser un rapport entre ces notions qui soit
heuristique pour l’analyse des sociétés pluri-ethniques contemporaines” (xvi-xvii).
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If it is generally agreed upon that race and ethnicity are fundamentally different concepts,
the fact remains that there is a significant amount of overlap between the areas that they cover.
Both notions have an overlapping ‘biological’ aspect—genotype and phenotype on the one hand,
the practice of endogamy on the other (which can create the impression of primordial descent, of
blood ties and kinship)—as well as a geographical aspect—continental region of origin on the
one hand, and what is often formulated in terms of nation of origin on the other. Perhaps the
clearest way to distinguish between race and ethnicity is by looking at their history, with the two
concepts having emerged under different social conditions and following different trajectories. In
the dissertation, I will at times use ‘race and ethnicity’ as a single category, in a manner that
attempts to keep in view at once the culturally constituted nature of race and the racial element
that is almost always implied in ethnic identity. At other times, depending on what exactly is
called for, it may be sufficient to use one or the other term.

Hybridity, Transculture, and the Cosmopolitan Ethos
The problem at this stage, it is perhaps all too apparent, has to do with finding the means
to counter the exclusion and inequality produced historically by racial and ethnic discourse,
along with the fear of the other and the unfamiliar that it also tends to generate. It is here that the
notion of cosmopolitanism offers itself as a possible remedy. As a field of intellectual endeavour,
cosmopolitanism can be described in broad terms as the attempt to conceive of a sphere of
human existence that moves beyond the confines of nation and territoriality and towards a social
reality that is characterized by an equitable distribution among the world’s inhabitants of
economic, political, legal, and personal well-being. At the same time, and in keeping with this
more geopolitically oriented understanding, cosmopolitanism can also be thought of as a mode of
cultural existence, a certain material state of being. While there has been renewed scholarly
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interest in cosmopolitanism since the 1990s (Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism ix, 4;
Zarka 11), the phenomenon is still not fully understood. As Sheldon Pollock et al. put it,
We are not exactly certain what it is, and figuring out why this is so and what
cosmopolitanism may be raises difficult conceptual issues. As a practice, too,
cosmopolitanism is yet to come, something awaiting realization. ...
Cosmopolitanism may ... be a project whose conceptual content and pragmatic
character are not only as yet unspecified but also must always escape positive and
definite specification, precisely because specifying cosmopolitanism positively
and definitely is an uncosmopolitan thing to do. (577)
Be that as it may, the authors see the “timeliness” and “urgency” now surrounding the issue of
cosmopolitanism as resulting from the building presence of nationalism, globalization, and
multiculturalism in the contemporary world, which have in combination led at once to the
undermining and re-entrenchment of the old national identities put in place by the history of
modern colonialism (578-80).22 For Pauline Kleingeld and Eric Brown, “The nebulous core
shared by all cosmopolitan views is the idea that all human beings, regardless of their political
affiliation, are (or can and should be) citizens in a single community.” If the meaning of this
sense of community tends to vary according to the perspective—political, moral, or economic,
for instance—that is brought to the issue, in general terms, “[t]he philosophical interest in
cosmopolitanism lies in its challenge to commonly recognized attachments to fellow-citizens, the
local state, parochially shared cultures, and the like.”
There are, it turns out, a number of ‘taxonomies’ (Kleingeld and Brown) that have been
put forth by various authors in an effort to classify and bring some coherence to what has
become a large area of study. Such taxonomies attempt to account for the various modes of
cosmopolitan discourse that are currently operating and tend to agree on the existence of three
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central trends in present discussions towards political, moral, and cultural concerns, with various
other categories (postnational, transnational, economic, philosophical, for example) being added
at times in ways that reflect the researchers’ individual vantage points. If the values of the main
categories having to do with the political, the moral, and the cultural do at times appear to
coincide or overlap in these different classifications, just as often authors seem at pains to
segment the field in their own particular manner, which is perhaps a sign of the ambiguity and
heterogeneity of the area of study at the moment.23 For present purposes, the simplest manner to
distinguish between the various approaches to the practice and study of cosmopolitanism may be
to follow Jon Binnie et al.’s division of the field into two main areas. The first addresses the
ways that cosmopolitanism functions in everyday life, with “a focus on cultural diversity and
difference. In particular, cosmopolitanism is [in this case] often deployed in terms of a specific
attitude towards difference and thus the possession of a set of skills that allow individuals to
negotiate and understand cultural diversity.” The second area concerns scholarly research
involving “a political geography and philosophy of global citizenship.” Following D. Hiebert,
Binnie et al. see this approach as favouring “universalistic standards of moral judgment,
international law and political action” that are “underpinned by a rejection of citizenship and
loyalties based upon the nation and nation-state” (4-5). The two perspectives are not unrelated,
with the latter political framework usually looking for ways to implement the social values
generated within the first; however, the present discussion will be primarily concerned with the
cultural dimension of cosmopolitan existence.24 And even here, within this cultural domain, it is
necessary to distinguish between what a number of authors take to be an elite, neoliberal strain of
cosmopolitanism, with ties to professional, middle-class leisure and travel, and a minoritarian
mode linked to migrant and working-class existence for the main part. As Pollock et al. maintain,
the more meaningful forms of cosmopolitanism at this point in time are not those associated with
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the venerated ideals of the Enlightenment or a passport-bearing ‘citizen of the world.’ On the
contrary, the cosmopolitan subjects who are of greater interest “today are often the victims of
modernity, failed by capitalism’s upward mobility, and bereft of those comforts and customs of
national belonging.” Quite frequently consisting of “[r]efugees, peoples of the diaspora, and
migrants and exiles,” cosmopolitans these days are just as likely to be construed as the
“problem” of liberal, multicultural societies—a condition that is suggestive of a certain sense of
marginality but also of “the critique of modernity that minoritarian cosmopolitans embody in
their historic witness to the twentieth century” (581-82). In seeking to give substance to a mode
of democratic social existence, it is to the second framework, with its basis in everyday lived
experience among cultures and its “critique of modernity,” that one must turn to for insight.25
At the centre of cosmopolitan discourse lies, in one shape or another, a belief in universal
belonging whose first manifestation can be traced back to the famous pronouncement made by
the Cynic Diogenes in the fourth century BCE, where he claimed to be “a citizen of the world,” a
statement that rejected the Greek understanding of citizenship at the time (demanding loyalty to
one’s polis) while declaring allegiance to a larger human community (Skrbiš and Woodward,
Cosmopolitanism 41-42). Diogenes’s assertion is considered to be somewhat ambiguous
politically, however, and it is in the moral philosophy of the Stoics which emerges in the third
century BCE that cosmopolitanism begins to take on a more ethically tangible aspect (Delanty
20-22; Kleingeld and Brown). For Gerard Delanty, it is during the Renaissance that
cosmopolitanism comes to acquire its modern dimensions that are recognizable in present-day
terms. Prior to this period, cosmopolitan thought had remained relatively marginal and neglected
by mainstream intellectual trends. Cosmopolitanism as it is known today was in fact shaped in
significant ways by the colonial expansion, the rise in modern secularism, and the scientific
discoveries of the early modern period (29-30). Delanty identifies Immanuel Kant as being
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“without doubt the main figure” in the early history of the field’s development, with the latter’s
work remaining “a pivotal reference point for contemporary cosmopolitanism” (31). He speaks
in particular of Kant’s notion of the right to hospitality—“the right of a stranger not to be treated
with hostility when he arrives on someone else’s territory,” in Kant’s words—which was to be
protected by a world order of autonomous republican states, a principle that has become a “core
tenet of modern cosmopolitanism” (34).26
The general ethos privileging human coexistence put forth historically by the advocates
of cosmopolitanism from Diogenes to Kant remains present today in discussions on various
social issues, having the tendency to occur in both direct and less direct ways. Kwame Anthony
Appiah, for example, clearly situates his work on cosmopolitanism in continuity with the Cynics
and the Stoics of the fourth and third centuries BCE, and especially with their valuation of
human difference and moral responsibility towards others (Cosmopolitanism xiii-xv). Central to
the argument in his study is the ‘cosmopolitan’ notion of “conversation,” which he presents in
both the literal and metaphorical sense, namely, as the “engagement with the experience and the
ideas of others” (84-85, xviii-xx, 28-31, 57-58, 96-97). Yves Charles Zarka locates his study on
cosmopolitanism even more thoroughly within Stoic and Kantian philosophy (2, 7-8, 17, 20-26),
in a manner that informs his call for a new humanism (“un autre humanisme”) and what he refers
to as “[l]a responsabilité cosmopolitique pour l’humanité,” “cette responsabilité supplémentaire,
indirecte, qui s’ajoute à celle, directe, de nos actes individuels ou collectifs, privés ou publics”—
a sense of responsibility that he conceives of in both moral and legal terms (1-3, 35, 97-98). Paul
Gilroy, for his part, positions his thought on the issue of race more loosely within the
cosmopolitan tradition, alluding to it at various moments throughout his work but without
making any extended reference to its history or attempting to define it in any way. Yet his
arguments in favour of a “planetary humanism” (Against 2, 17, Postcolonial 4), a “planetary
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consciousness” (Postcolonial 75), and “conviviality” (Postcolonial xv) all resonate with the
ideals of human understanding and solidarity associated with cosmopolitan discourse. Judith
Butler, in her book on the representation of military conflict, Frames of War, makes no mention
at all of cosmopolitanism, but she too invokes basic cosmopolitan principles in her reflections on
the universal “precarity” and interrelatedness of human existence and the moral obligations that
this situation imposes on individuals (xvi-xvii, xxx, 2, 13-14)—an approach which serves to set
the work within the cosmopolitan tradition, even if unacknowledged. Other examples could be
provided. What emerges in the attempt to outline a cosmopolitan ethos is an overall sense of the
need to engage willingly with the other in culturally and politically relevant ways, which entails
a certain responsibility towards those who exist outside of one’s immediate social surroundings,
understood in personal, cultural, and national terms. By promoting exchange and cross-cultural
solidarity in this way, and by rejecting closed and static conceptions of culture, cosmopolitanism
can be seen as attempting to create a social space which is resistant to the boundaries of racial
and ethnic classification and in which the potentially open and fluid nature of racial and ethnic
identity can express itself.
Since the end of the Second World War, countries in the West, having established
themselves as ‘countries of immigration,’ have been searching for ways of dealing with the
cultural diversity accumulating within their borders. In Canada, the federal government has opted
for policy measures favouring multiculturalism. Although the idea of the cultural mosaic
associated with multiculturalism in Canada had begun to circulate during the interwar period,
multiculturalism was introduced officially as government policy in 1971 in response to the
building pressure of Quebec nationalism on one hand, and the growing demands of ethnic
minorities in this and various other parts of the country on the other. Initially concerned with the
preservation of folkloric traditions, the policy has shifted with time in an effort to address issues
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considered to be of greater relevance to the members of immigrant groups, such as social and
economic integration, the creation of antidiscrimination guidelines, and questions of
citizenship.27 While some consider the idea of multiculturalism to be somehow salvageable if
taken in the proper direction (Bannerji 118-19; George Elliott Clarke, qtd. in Huggan and
Siemerling 100-01; Padolsky, “Multiculturalism” 143-44; Satzewich and Liodakis 168-69),
many see the policy these days as having largely failed to bring about the changes that it had
initially promised. Indeed, the amount of criticism that has been launched in the direction of
official multiculturalism in Canada seems overwhelming if one considers that it was ostensibly
intended to promote forms of cultural conciliation. Multiculturalism policy is widely recognized
today as constituting part of the state’s nation-building program, for its role in undermining
Quebec’s own bid for sovereignty, and for its continued promotion of stereotypical
representations of culture that serve to contain and manage cultural difference—an approach, in
the latter case, that ultimately keeps the state from dealing with the more concrete problem of
racism and other forms of discrimination (most notably relating to class) in any effective manner.
Hence Vic Satzewich and Nikolaos Liodakis speak of “a global backlash” that is presently taking
place against multiculturalism as a form of state policy, largely due to its tendency to create
cultural enclaves that impede adequate social integration (175). As Arif Dirlik observes,
multiculturalism and an accompanying restrictive language of cultural diversity have in a sense
racialized issues of equality and justice. Despite all the good intentions underlying
the advocacy of multiculturalism or diversity, this concept forces its constituents
into boxes labeled with the names of ‘cultures,’ an action that, reprehensible
enough in itself for its cultural reification, more often than not covers up the fact
that culture in most of these instances is a stand-in for race, ethnicity, or
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nationality. Diversity conceived in this fashion suppresses the actual diversities
that are internal to all these categories.28 (1373)
Although the government in Quebec has sought to deal with the shifting demographics in
the province since the late 1960s through recourse to various immigration policies and language
laws, it was in 1981 that the state introduced its first policy initiative concerning cultural
diversity in Quebec. Presented under the rubric of interculturalism, the initiatives that have
followed since then have generally been seen as acting as a counterweight to federal
multiculturalism. Unlike the situation in the federal context, however, the Quebec government
has not passed legislation on cultural diversity and the policy on the matter remains dispersed
throughout various individual statements. Interculturalism in Quebec was characterized as being
integrationist and concerned with ‘cultural convergence’ from the beginning, yet it too has been
hampered by an inability or reluctance to fully respond to existing social and cultural realities
and, as with multiculturalism, has been criticized for its shortcomings, with the added difference
that it has also been perceived by some as being assimilationist.29 In brief, the same sense of
cultural containment that characterizes the multicultural framework in English Canada can be
found in Quebec in some form. To the extent that neither the Canadian nor Québécois approach
to cultural diversity has succeeded in generating cultural integration in any proper way, a cultural
space conceived of in cosmopolitan terms cannot be said to exist in either the anglophone or
francophone domain, at least not officially.
Different models of multiculturalism have been put forth over the years outside of the
Canadian context, each with varying (and at times even productive) objectives and consequences
(Delanty 133-41; Gilroy, Against, 241-45; Siemerling, New North 119). However, what positive
readings have been made of multiculturalism, which allow for cultural transfer or ‘translation’
and the mutual, interactive transformation of individuals and cultures, might be less ambiguously
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set under the headings of cosmopolitanism, or hybridity and transculture more specifically. To a
large extent, it is in very opposition to the more static paradigms of multiculturalism that
hybridity and transculture present themselves as modes of cosmopolitan counterdiscourse, with
the idea of cosmopolitanism itself having at times been associated with this same sense of
cultural movement and interpenetration.30
Hybridity, the first of two terms that will be discussed here, provides a conceptual
framework that clearly is better suited than multiculturalism to the everyday realities of the
present-day world, where the traditional social and cultural boundaries that were once easier to
identify and maintain have begun to dissolve. Generally acknowledged today as a feature of
contemporary society, hybrid identities and cultural formations, produced under the social,
political, and economic pressures of globalization, are often seen as acting as disruptive forces in
areas regimented by essentializing thought and practice. Situating hybridity in contrast to
multicultural discourse and its segregating logic (504-05), Claire Alexander writes that recent
theoretical interest in hybridity, and its counterpart diaspora, has led to a challenging of the old
nation-state paradigm and its definition and legislation of racial and ethnic identities. As
analytical concepts, she notes, “diaspora and hybridity assert the impossibility of absolute
boundaries, and insist on the imbrications of global histories and transnational affiliations”; they
are concerned in a crucial way with “movement across borders/boundaries and ... processes of
translation and cultural fusion which transcend and transgress the nation, and disrupt the
ascription of neat, bounded and homogeneous cultural/minority identities” (488-89). In addition,
the attention directed towards hybridity has had the effect of “shifting the focal point away from
the ascriptions and presumptions of the Imperial centre to the experience of the colonised
periphery, the salience of marginalised knowledges and the unsettling, ‘anxious’ encounters of
the colonial subject within the heart of the metropolis” (488).
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One can thus, in keeping with these terms, take hybridity as a state of cultural existence
that is located and operates within the interstices of dominant culture and social discourse, one
that privileges what Ien Ang has called “complicated entanglement” and “togetherness-indifference” (On Not 3). But hybridity can, and perhaps must, also be thought of as a process, the
mechanism by which cultural change itself is seen to take place. Homi K. Bhabha is the theorist
who has in all likelihood been the most closely associated with the notion of ‘hybridization.’ For
Bhabha, cultural change involves an ongoing, performative process that takes place at the site of
the hybrid, understood as that moment in space and time in which disparate cultural elements
meet and ‘engage’ with one another. “Terms of cultural engagement, whether antagonistic or
affiliative, are produced performatively,” he writes. Under these conditions, “[cultural]
difference must not be hastily read as the reflection of pre-given ethnic or cultural traits set in the
fixed tablet of tradition” but rather as the result of contact between cultures, an “articulation”
leading to “a complex, ongoing negotiation that seeks to authorize cultural hybridities that
emerge in moments of historical transformation” (Location 3). It is at the “limit of culture,”
where the difference of cultures is in a sense brought into relief through their encounter, that new
forms emerge. Hence cultural change is said to occur “at the significatory boundaries of cultures,
where meanings and values are (mis)read or signs are misappropriated. Culture only emerges as
a problem, or a problematic, at the point at which there is a loss of meaning in the contestation
and articulation of everyday life, between classes, genders, races, nations” (50). What Bhabha
calls the “enunciation of cultural difference” (50) is, again, a performative process in which
tradition comes to be continuously transformed through its reproduction, a state of iteration that
serves to bring into being “new cultural demands, meanings, strategies in the political present, as
a practice of domination, or resistance” (51; emphasis added). Cultures are, in this way, always
‘split’ in the hybrid sense—between past and present, tradition and the new—in a manner that
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allows them to contain both at once. What is worth retaining here for the moment is that this
performative process can move in either direction, towards the right or the left, towards
domination or the resistance to domination. It eludes full control and is to some extent
unpredictable. In addition to these performative underpinnings, it is the fact that culture is
located in language that ensures that cultures cannot exist as integrated, self-contained entities.
This matter has little to do with the ‘content’ of culture but rather “with the structure of symbolic
representation itself,” which can be said to introduce an inescapable division between sign and
referent. As Bhabha explains, “It is this difference in the process of language that is crucial to the
production of meaning and ensures, at the same time, that [the] meaning [of culture] is never
simply mimetic and transparent” (52-53). All cultures, in other words, are hybrid not only
because they emerge in tense, interconnected relation to one another but because they are, as
systems of representation, constituted through the chaotic workings of language. The meaning of
culture results not from a sense of semantic presence or fullness but from internal ‘difference,’
“the différance of writing” (52). As Bhabha has stated elsewhere, in a way that takes in this
overall sense of movement and change, “all forms of culture are continually in a process of
hybridity” (“Third” 211).
This latter claim has proven somewhat contentious, with some holding that with the
concept’s extension into all areas of the cultural domain it is effectively evacuated of any real
analytical significance. A number of critics also maintain that, in its euphoric and at times
indiscriminate usage these days, the idea of hybridity is often assigned an inherent capacity to
produce progressive political change that it simply cannot guarantee. As Floya Anthias points
out, hybridity, taken in the basic sense of cultural mixing, does not of necessity lead to
transgression or empowerment: “even where [diasporic subjects] adopt some of the cultural traits
of the new society, they may remain marginalised and seen as ‘strangers’” (“Diasporic” 26). Not
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to mention that racism itself has in the past taken forms that could be considered “ambivalent or
hybrid and [that] fascism may be a reactionary version of hybridity.” “The pick and mix of
cultural elements” that is so popular today, according to Anthias, in no way requires “a shift in
identity or indeed the demise of identity politics of the racist or anti-racist kind” (32). Alexander
addresses this dual criticism when she cites Pnina Werbner’s observation “that there is a paradox
in seeing hybridity as a transgressive and interruptive force, and as something that is
commonplace and part of everyday cultural practices. If everyone and everything is hybrid, then
no-one and nothing is distinctively so, and [hybridity’s] critical analytical power disappears.”
Under these terms, Werbner is led to ask, “What if cultural mixings and cross-overs become
routine in the context of globalising trends? Does that obviate the hybrid’s transgressive power?”
(Alexander 498). In responding to these queries, one must begin by noting that, although it is
directly implicated in all processes of cultural change, hybridity must not be assumed to always
lead to good—something that Bhabha himself acknowledges. Additionally, if one takes as a
further starting point the fact that all societies are historical and that no culture is static, it
becomes less difficult to accept that hybridity is an ever-present, transformative phenomenon.
What seems to have occurred today is that globalization and the mass migrations of the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries have produced an acceleration and intensification in the processes of
hybridization that has simply made the resulting ‘hybrid’ cultures more visible than they would
have been in more traditional societies in the past, where the rate of hybridization would usually
have been more moderate. One could add that it is as a consequence of the present historical
context, where a rigid and essentializing racial and ethnic discourse prevails in many parts of the
world, that what should be a ‘natural,’ everyday process has acquired a transgressive and
disruptive value. It is possible that the more visible forms of hybridity with which human society
is presently being confronted will eventually become “routine,” as Werbner puts it. If this is
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because static identities and cultural formations have become permanently destabilized, then
hybridity as a theoretical concept will have served its purpose. If this is because hybridity as an
idea and cultural practice has been co-opted and reduced by neoliberal forces (as is the case with
so many forms of cultural innovation), then new sources of resistance and transgression will
again need to be found.31
If hybridity is the term more frequently encountered in the anglophone context in Canada,
in Quebec, transculture is the designation that has gained currency in referring to present-day
cosmopolitan social realities. Like hybridity, it too can be thought of as both a mode of cultural
existence and a process of cultural transformation—a dual nature that is reflected in the
terminology commonly used in Quebec, with ‘transculture’ referring to the state of being and
‘transculturation’ to the process.32 From the time of its appearance on the cultural and political
scene in the early 1980s, the discourse of transculture presented itself explicitly in oppositional
terms, counter to the official discourse of multiculturalism, in addition to being a response to
traditional, closed perspectives on the nation more generally (Harel, Les passages 75-77). Simon
Harel associates Vice Versa (the periodical that was largely responsible for disseminating
transcultural thought during the 1980s and 90s) with “une pensée subversive” which drew its
inspiration variously from the events of May 1968, the Situationist International, and American
counterculture (Les passages 77). Bruno Ramirez, one of the magazine’s contributors, describes
his discovery of the concept of transculture in the 1980s, which he contrasts with the official
discourse on culture in Canada and Quebec:
À un premier niveau, j’y trouvais un outil critique pour mieux comprendre
l’attrait que la politique du multiculturalisme (ou de l’‘interculturel,’ au Québec)
exerçait à l’époque dans les milieux politiques et associatifs. Alors que la
transculture—telle que je la vivais—reflétait une réalité quotidienne marquée par
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la traversée constante des frontières, le multiculturalisme était avant tout une
politique étatique qui, tout en valorisant la diversité culturelle, et en dépit de la
métaphore employée (la mosaïque), officialisait les frontières culturelles à des
fins essentiellement électoralistes. (“À ma façon” 160)
Ramirez also points to the revisionist value that the conceptual framework of transculture held
for him as an historian, allowing for “une réévaluation critique de l’État-nation et du rôle de
paradigme interprétatif que les historiens—consciemment ou inconsciemment—lui avaient
attribué” (161). Walter Moser refers to “l’accueil mitigé, si ce n’est hostile,” that Vice Versa met
with in the early years of its circulation due to the tense political climate it attempted to insert
itself into and its effort to rework Quebec’s national identity (48-50). For Harel, the irritation
(“agacement”) with which the idea of transculture has been received in some quarters in Quebec
may in fact be taken as a sign of its success (Les passages 71). Pierre Nepveu has proposed that it
was Vice Versa’s avant-gardism and its often demanding conceptual orientation (“souvent
impensable, du moins difficile à penser”) that led to the magazine’s tepid reception among
Quebec’s intellectuals. Still, he too, like Harel, sees the Vice Versa outlook as having somehow
been imperceptibly absorbed by the literary institution during the time of the magazine’s
publication, leading to a pluralization and ‘transculturalization’ of Quebec’s literature.
Gradually, he writes, “l’impensé de ‘Vice Versa’ s[’est] gliss[é] dans des pratiques, dans des
problématiques qui auraient été inimaginables dix ou quinze ans plus tôt” (“Vice Versa” 9091).33
The concept of transculture was never formally defined in the pages of Vice Versa during
the latter’s existence (Tassinari, “Sens” 17); however, the proponents of transculture have
consistently sought to promote more open forms of identity that are not unlike those associated
with the discourse of hybridity—a sense of identity set at once in opposition to and in
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compliance with the forces of capitalist global culture and its contradictions. Writing in 2006,
Lamberto Tassinari, a former editor of Vice Versa, explains how the periodical attempted to
provide a framework for understanding “un flux radical” that was taking shape throughout the
world in the 1980s, “un flux alternatif au mainstream, composante saine et nécessairement
marginale de la culture mondialisée que nous définissions, justement, de bonne transculture”
(“Sens” 19). Yet he also speaks somewhat ambivalently of transculture in terms of a “nouveau
cosmopolitisme” that, since the 1980s, has resulted from mass migration and the speed of the
new technologies in transportation and communication: “Il s’agit là, je le sais, d’une
homogénéisation culturelle à double tranchant; elle nous rapproche tous physiquement, mais elle
risque à tout instant de nous séparer en tant que personnes et de nous rendre indifférents” (20).
Nevertheless, transculture is ultimately, for Tassinari, something to be experienced at both an
individual and collective level. As he puts it,
Si à la base de la vision transculturelle il y a, au niveau de l’individu, la poursuite
et l’acceptation d’une identité multiple, hybride, en devenir continuel, alors sur le
plan politique, de la cité, à cette identité devrait correspondre une société libérée
des fantasmes du pouvoir, la diffusion du pouvoir de l’État et la naissance d’un
pouvoir faible [associated with minority existence], enfin l’avènement d’une vraie
démocratie à travers l’autonomie de l’individu. (23)
As with hybridity, transculture is also linked to a process of cultural transformation
involving contact and exchange that is usually referred to in terms of ‘transculturation.’ The
latter idea has a relatively recent history, originating in the thought of the Cuban anthropologist
Fernando Ortiz. It must be added, however, that the concept has not been theorized to the same
extent as hybridity—Ortiz observed the process in question but did not explain how it happens.34
Nor does the notion appear to have achieved the same widespread use and recognition as
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hybridity, at least outside of Latin America (see Coronil xxxvi). Ortiz defined transculturation in
Cuban Counterpoint, an ethnographic study of Cuban agriculture first published in 1940. He
introduced the term here in an effort to move away from the language of acculturation that was
gaining in acceptance within the field of anthropology but that he felt did not adequately describe
the cultural phenomena that he was concerned with, namely, “the extremely complex
transmutations of culture that have taken place here [in Cuba]” from the paleolithic and neolithic
periods to the time of colonization. The end of this latter interval would see the annihilation of
the territory’s indigenous people and the immigration/importation of others from all parts of the
world, as colonizers, slaves, and labourers—“each of them torn from his native moorings, faced
with the problem of disadjustment and readjustment, of deculturation and acculturation—in a
word, of transculturation” (97-98).35 For Ortiz, the process in question consists of more than the
experience of unilateral adaptation that is implied in the idea of acculturation. It is a transitional
process that “also necessarily involves the loss or uprooting of a previous culture, which could be
defined as a deculturation,” as well as “the consequent creation of new cultural phenomena,
which could be called neoculturation.” As a whole, it is a process that leads to the production of
a new formation that contains something of both cultures involved (102-03).36
Hybridity and transculturation share certain traits, then, but they tend to place a different
emphasis on the question of cultural exchange. At the centre of the discourse of transculturation
lies an expectation of reciprocity that occurs infrequently in considerations of hybridity. This
shows through in Bronislaw Malinowski’s own 1940 definition of transculturation, where every
change in culture is said to involve “a process in which something is always given in return for
what one receives, a system of give and take. It is a process in which both parts of the equation
are modified, a process from which a new reality emerges, transformed and complex, a reality
that is not a mechanical agglomeration of traits, nor even a mosaic, but a new phenomenon,
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original and independent.” Transculturation, he maintains, involves “an exchange between two
cultures, both of them active, both contributing their share, and both co-operating to bring about
a new reality of civilization” (lviii-lix). This sense of symmetricality is further reflected in
Ortiz’s comparison of transculturation to the reproductive process in which “the offspring always
has something of both parents but is always different from each of them” (103). This focus on
reciprocity will recur in discussions on transculturation in Quebec, as illustrated in Moser’s
comments on the appeal of the concept here, “[qui] permet de penser, dans le contact des
cultures, une réciprocité d’influences entre les deux cultures en contact, même si elles sont de
forces inégales. C’est cette composante du concept que captera plus tard au Québec le titre de la
revue Vice Versa qui promeut la notion de transculturation.” As he goes on to write, “c’est ici, je
crois, que réside l’enjeu principal de ce nouveau concept: il attribue à la culture dominée dans le
processus de la colonisation une force créatrice propre. ... La culture colonisée ou issue d’une
colonisation ... n’est pas passive dans le processus de transculturation. Elle ne subit pas
seulement, elle crée aussi” (38). This aspect of the concept has led some to comment on its
“mouvement hégélien” (Caccia, “Vice Versa” 35), its tendency “toward Hegelian sublation”
(Siemerling, New North 29). However, having noted the Hegelian and “dialectically contoured”
nature of transcultural reciprocity as it occurs in the work of Nepveu, Winfried Siemerling also
finds a certain tension in Nepveu’s thought on the matter, between this sense of dialectical
transformation and transculture conceived of in the more disjoined manner of a Brechtian
“pluralité des centres,” following “a more multicultural (rather than transcultural) logic” (New
North 29). In a way, the tension identified by Siemerling can be said to resurface throughout the
discourse on transculture in Quebec, in its attempt to account for the coming together but also the
dissonance involved in cultural contact and exchange. If one reads of “synthèse” (Caccia,
“Fulvio” 33), “fusion” (Bissonnette 314), “liaisons” (Nepveu, “Qu’est-ce que” 19), “osmose”
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(Tassinari, “Sens” 23), “une imprégnation des cultures” (Robin, “Vice Versa” 77); one also
encounters references to “la brutale superposition des cultures” (Caccia, “Fulvio” 33), “ruptures”
(Nepveu, “Qu’est-ce que” 18-19), “choc” (Bissonnette 314), “douleur,” “violence” (Caccia,
“Vice Versa” 35), “non complétude,” “non-coïncidence” (Robin, “Sortir” 37). To some extent,
this same tension was already present in Ortiz’s formulation of the idea of transculturation,
which, despite its emphasis on reciprocity, also allows for the ‘collision’ of worlds that is
involved in colonization, “the shock” and “uprooting” of migration (Ortiz, Cuban 99-100). As
Fernando Coronil puts it, Ortiz’s work attempted “to apprehend at once the destructive and
constructive moments in histories affected by colonialism and imperialism” (xv), “the conflictual
and creative history of colonial and neocolonial cultural formations” (xxx).
Hybridity too allows for a sense of cultural exchange and what can be thought of as a
form of solidarity among cultures. If Bhabha is resistant to the idea of universality, at least from
the “liberal relativist perspective” (“Third” 209), he provides the opportunity for cross-cultural
understanding through the idea of ‘cultural translation,’ which he derives from the work of
Walter Benjamin and which allows him “to suggest that all forms of culture are in some way
related to each other” because they each exist as “a signifying or symbolic activity” (209-10).
Indeed, it is the nature of hybridity itself, the state of living in constant and direct proximity to
cultural difference, that creates the “basis for making international connections” (Location 8),
that allows for individuals and collectivities to assess their commonalities and for the
“envisaging [of] national, anti-nationalist histories of the ‘people’” (56).

More recently,

Bhabha has referred to “cultural hybridity as a critical discourse committed to the practice of
empowering minorities by envisioning forms of agency and affiliation not easily ‘named’ in the
accredited architectures of political power” (Foreword xi; emphasis added). As Sherry Simon has
remarked, if hybridity works against “l’aplatissement des différences (l’homogénéisation),” it
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also works in the opposite direction, against “[l]’hyperdifférentiation (la ré-ethnicisation,
l’intégrisme ou la xénophobie)” (Hybridité culturelle 32).37 Although an even sense of
reciprocity may result from hybridity, however, this is not necessarily the outcome of
hybridization at all times. More often than not, ‘disjunction’ and ‘incommensurability’ are the
terms that recur in Bhabha’s thought. While he acknowledges the “inspiration” that he has
received from the discourse of transculturation, the idea, he says, does not correspond entirely
with the nature of the phenomenon that he has in mind, which remains “so disjunctive at times
and so problematic and so incommensurable”:
The kind of continuity and the complex temporalities that I want to signify in
making some reference to culture as contestation or as crisis is not delivered for
me in some of those theories [of transculturation], which is why I try to do what I
do. Because increasingly I believe that the term culture only emerges to signify
conflict. It is not a descriptive term about certain forms of national life, but rather,
I think it emerges as a site of discursive exchange when there is conflict. (qtd. in
Hassan 29)
It may be possible in the end to explain some of the divergencies that exist between
hybridity and transculturation by looking at the cultural (and postcolonial) contexts in which the
two concepts were devised. Bhabha speaks briefly in The Location of Culture of how the course
that he has followed as a scholar has been largely influenced by his experience as a Parsi from
Bombay, referring to “the unresolved tensions between cultures and countries that have become
the narrative of my life, and the defining characteristic of my work” (x). And, indeed, Bhabha’s
understanding of hybridity can be said to correspond with the South Asian experience of
colonialism, with the cultural exchange that did take place here tending to be one-sided in nature,
with the colonized coming to absorb British culture without any transmission necessarily
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occurring in the opposing direction.38 Ortiz, by comparison, takes Cuban culture as his main
example, where indigenous,39 European, African, and Asian cultures and traditions are seen as
having combined into a new, single cultural entity. Although he recognizes that these cultures
have not always existed harmoniously together, have “at times giv[en] rise to the most terrible
clashes,” Ortiz also believes that Cuba’s “vast blend of races and cultures overshadows in
importance every other historical phenomenon” in the country (99; emphasis added). In keeping
with these general tendencies, the discourse of transculture in Quebec is tinged with a sort of
self-reflexive utopianism that is not commonly found in English Canada, reflected in titles such
as Métamorphoses d’une utopie (Lacroix and Caccia) or Utopies par le hublot (Tassinari), with
the latter in particular being suggestive of the acknowledged distance and inaccessibility of the
ideals that the transcultural outlook strives towards.40 Throughout the literature in Quebec, one
encounters appeals to cross-cultural solidarity and mutual exchange, calls for a new humanism
(Caccia and Lacroix 12; Tassinari, Utopies 21, 23-24) and the search for universality (Robin,
“Sortir” 36-37; Tassinari, “Transculture” 134-35; “La ville”), with North America itself standing
at times as the land of transcultural possibility (Caccia and Lacroix 12; Robin, “Notre”).
Of the two processes in question, hybridity can thus be taken as the more common one,
necessarily involved in transculturation even if reciprocal exchange does not always result from
hybridization. (Alternately, transculturation can be said to be a particular form of hybridization
that entails a sense of reciprocity.) As such, hybridity is presently operating in Canada and
Quebec (as it is in any cultural system), but it is impossible to say if this will ever lead to the
transcultural ideal of reciprocity among cultures. As will come across in the dissertation, the
notions of transculture and hybridity inform the general literary context in which écriture
migrante and ethnic literature are produced in Quebec and Canada respectively. There are other
concepts that can be aligned with a cosmopolitan ethos and that attempt to account for the
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coexistence of cultures that might have been addressed here, such as creolization or mestizaje for
example. I have chosen to look at hybridity and transculture because these are the terms that tend
to recur most often in Canadian and Québécois cultural criticism.

The Role of Comparative Literature
What remains to be seen at this point is how the study of literature can serve to bring
about the realization of the ideals and values that are associated with the cosmopolitan ethos. To
some extent, it is precisely the pursuit of cosmopolitan, cross-cultural understanding that can be
said to define the discipline of comparative literature as it exists today. As Djelal Kadir writes,
“Comparative literature is neither a subject, nor an object, nor is it a problem. Comparative
literature is a practice. It is what its practitioners do. ... [C]omparative literature takes on its
significance by what is done in its name and by how those practices become ascertained,
instituted, and managed” (“To World” 1). The practice that Kadir speaks of here is, some would
say, essentially one of creating relations—between texts, cultures, and disciplines (Ahearn and
Weinstein 78-79, 80, 81; Weninger xviii). For Rita Felski and Susan Stanford Friedman,
reflecting on the nature of comparative literary studies, “[c]omparative thinking” is “relational
thinking,” and the latter “lies at the very heart of a field that has always sought to make
connections across traditions, boundaries, and identities” (Introduction 2). If comparison is
commonly viewed as a basic function of human cognition, it is one that has become especially
necessary, “ubiquitous and inescapable,” in the present-day world of large-scale migration and
“global flows” (Felski and Friedman, Introduction 1-2; Friedman 34, 36-37).
Comparative literary studies emerged under the rubric that Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
for the first time in 1827, named ‘world literature.’ According to Theo D’haen, David Damrosch,
and Kadir, the field of world literature in France, Britain, and North America “evolved [initially]
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in a somewhat uneasy coexistence with” what at the time was the more recent term and
discipline ‘comparative literature,’ with world literature, in a reversal of sorts, eventually coming
to be seen as a subdiscipline of the latter (Preface xviii-xix). By the early twentieth century, the
two fields had largely parted ways, with comparative literature turning its attention to European
literatures for the main part and the reading of works in the original language (Bermann 170-71).
Haun Saussy has remarked on how the development of comparative literature and world
literature as disciplines in the nineteenth century was intricately bound to the rise of European
nationalism and the creation of national literary traditions, with the comparative practice coming
to depend on, and to some extent further, the nation-state paradigm (which generates the
literatures to be compared) even as it works against its insulative logic (“Exquisite” 5-7, 9-10,
25). “Without training in specific languages and canons,” Saussy writes, “a comparatist will have
nothing to work with.” The discipline of comparative literature “occupies a second floor and has
no stairway of its own: the only way to get there is through a national language” (11).41
Comparative literary analysis does not in itself guarantee the undermining of traditional,
exclusionary national literary paradigms, but at its most productive it does hold out the promise
of cross-cultural understanding, revealing a capacity to resist closed or divisive cultural
formations. Hence the mention made throughout the critical commentary to the possibility of
reading “in a worldly way,” of “reading globally” (Cooppan 11, 12); to a form of “global
consciousness” (Pratt, “Comparative” [Bernheimer] 62), of “planetarity” (Spivak, Death 100,
101-02); to “processes of interchange” (Saussy, “Exquisite” 11) and “cultural interrelatedness”
(Bermann 178); and to the need to foster a sense of “transnational literacy” (Spivak, “Teaching”
468, 483), “a kind of civic and cultural literacy” (Ahearn and Weinstein 81). At its best,
comparative literature provides for the possibility of creating a literary space that is conducive to
cultural encounter and exchange. As such, it too, in ways that recall the discourse of transculture,
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carries a certain political and ethical value that has at times been characterized as utopian. Rey
Chow has spoken of what are the frequently unexamined utopian aspirations of comparative
literature and sees comparison itself as a concept as having a “linguistic cosmopolitanism and the
peaceful coexistence of national and cultural traditions as its telos,” in a manner that “is
understandably grounded, as the etymology of the word suggests, in the notion of parity—in the
possibility of peer-like equality and mutuality among those being compared” (“Old/New” 28990), even if this utopian vision, as with most utopianisms perhaps, “tends to run aground in
practice” (296).42
Indeed, it is widely recognized that comparison in the past has just as often led to the
reaffirmation of hierarchies and difference, where what was previously known has frequently
“operate[d] as measure of the unknown” (Friedman 34-36), a tendency that was especially
prevalent at the moment of comparative studies’ emergence in nineteenth-century colonial
thought (Felski and Friedman, Introduction 1).43 Still, having acknowledged the potential for
reductiveness and the exercise of dominance in all comparisons (34-36), Friedman points to the
unavoidability of comparison, not only in basic cognitive terms but in ethical terms as well: “We
compare because we must. We compare because if we do not, there are worse consequences than
the political, decontextualizing problems of [faulty] comparison. ... To refuse comparison is also
a political act, one that can potentially reinstate the existing hierarchies by not challenging them”
(36-39). Indeed, when properly carried out, comparison can have emancipatory effects:
Comparison across cultures defamiliarizes what one takes as ‘natural’ in any
given culture. ... To learn through comparison that others see things differently is
to recognize the constructedness of one’s own frame of reference. Such
defamiliarization of ‘home’ through engagement with the ‘other’ is often the
cornerstone of transcultural political analysis. In other words, one effect of
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comparing cultures is to call into question the standards of the dominant precisely
because it is unveiled as not universal.44 (38)
Implicit in Friedman’s statement is the suggestion that comparative literature can lead to genuine
forms of reciprocal cultural encounter. For R. Radhakrishnan, the most productive comparisons
are in fact those that generate a sense of reciprocity, the opportunity “to learn from ‘other’
experiences that are not one’s own.” Such learning is transformative (16-17), says
Radhakrishnan, and tends to rework what he calls “I-We” configurations in ways that can serve
to produce the possibility of “a new ‘we’” (21-22). The problem, as he sees it, involves deciding
how such new self-other relations will be (re)defined when “the reciprocity that is enjoined by
[cultural] recognition is [paradoxically] anchored in the axiomatics of the Self-Other paradigm”
(22-23). “The critical utopian hope,” he writes, “is that somehow the ‘we’ of the present that is
hopelessly mired in the binary logic of Us-Them and Self-Other will find a way to launch into
history the ‘other we’ that will not be complicit with the wretched binary rationale” (24). In these
terms, the task to be carried out has to do with finding the means “of expanding perennially the
domain of the ‘we’” (25). It is for these reasons relating to the possibility of cultural exchange
that it creates that the discipline of comparative literature has at the turn of the twenty-first
century come to be associated by some with a certain cosmopolitan orientation.45
The obligation to extend “the domain of the ‘we,’” as Radhakrishnan puts it, has in a
manner been recognized within the discipline of comparative literature since the mid-1990s. In
1995, amid a call to expand the field of comparative literature in such a way as to allow for the
study of a wider range of cultural productions and disciplinary and conceptual frameworks (such
as race, gender, and postcolonialism, for example), Charles Bernheimer, in his report to the
American Comparative Literature Association, pointed to the need for comparative literary
studies to move away from their traditional, Eurocentric perspective (Introduction 12-15;
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“Bernheimer” 41-42, 44-45). The need to do so was again signalled by Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak some years later in Death of a Discipline, where she urged comparatists to direct attention
towards “the languages of the Southern Hemisphere” (9-10, 15-16). Since this time, a general
agreement appears to have established itself throughout the field on the necessity to resist the
discipline’s long-standing Western-focused orientations. In his report to the ACLA, Bernheimer
also indicated the need to address “the significant differences within any national culture” having
to do with “region, ethnicity, religion, gender, class, and colonial or postcolonial status”
(“Bernheimer” 43-44). His suggestion at the time was made alongside corresponding opinions.
Rey Chow, in her contribution to the same collection, remarks on the necessity to acknowledge
“the multiple languages and cultural enclaves that already exist within English” in North
America (“In the Name” 113-14), with Marjorie Perloff taking a similar stance in her article
“Living in the Same Place” on the obligation to challenge the “mononational” logic of national
literary traditions (249). In 2004, Chow repeated her claim in “The Old/New Question of
Comparison in Literary Studies,” re-emphasizing that knowledge of multiple languages can no
longer represent the primary standard by which the discipline of comparative literature defines
itself. More recently, Mary Louise Pratt has explored the ongoing trend among the children of
immigrants who, in their writing, take up the national language of their receiving countries rather
than their home language in ways that, once more, lead to a remarkable degree of diversification
within the national literatures in question (“Comparative” [Behdad and Thomas] 284). In this
manner, the migration patterns of recent decades and related social conditions can be said to have
changed the face of comparative literature in significant ways, leading to a broadening of who
and what qualifies as the object of comparative analysis as well as to a loosening of the
disciplinary boundaries between the comparative and national literary traditions, where, in the
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latter case, another “viable kind” (Chow, “Old/New” 303) of comparative analysis can now also
be said to be taking place.
In whatever form that it takes, one has the feeling that there is something pressing about
the study of cultural difference at the moment, when “the contacts and the conflicts” throughout
the world can only be said to be building in intensity (D’haen, Damrosch, and Kadir, Preface
xix-xx). As Kadir has stated, there may be “something at stake beyond mutual understanding” in
the study of comparative literature today, with the implicit suggestion that genuine change
(arrived at through contestation), more than simple consensus, is what is now needed
(“Comparative” 134). Howard Winant has gone so far as to propose that the outcome resulting
from the current tensions surrounding the issue of race in the world is likely to determine the
future of democracy itself (100). Emily Apter ends Against World Literature, a study on the
untranslatable, with a reflection on how the future of the world at this moment—in an age of
“planetary dysphoria” (338) linked to “the premonition of earthly extinction” (335)—constitutes
in a way the ultimate untranslatable at the centre of the meaning of world in ‘world literature’
(341-42). It is this state of impending planetary crisis, one could argue, that lends the study of
comparative literature, with its potential to create the cross-cultural understanding that is so
desperately needed at this juncture in time, its present urgency.
It has been observed that in the last decade or two national literature departments have
gradually come to incorporate comparative methods (‘transnational’ interests, theory, and
interdisciplinarity) into their programs in an effort to address the new heterogeneity intrinsic to
the literature, to the extent that these methodologies are now often taken for granted (Behdad and
Thomas, Introduction 1-2; Saussy, “Exquisite” 3-4). In keeping with this general orientation, the
program that I am working out of at the Université de Sherbrooke represents something of a
strange cross between comparative and national literary studies, where the study of a bilingual,
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bicultural, binational national literature demands a comparative methodology, with the recent
increase in minority writing only adding to the internal differentiation of the literary tradition.
Though it should also be added that the program at Sherbrooke was inaugurated in 1963, which
predates the current trend in absorbing comparative methods into the national framework. (Some
might justifiably insist here that the Canadian and Québécois literatures are two fully
autonomous traditions. Still, the context provided by Sherbrooke’s program in comparative
Canadian literature allows for their study as a single entity.) The dissertation, which brings
together two authors from the Québécois context (Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen) and two authors
from the Canadian context (Wayson Choy and Lawrence Hill), is thus comparative in nature, in
that it studies writers belonging not so much to different national literary traditions (the
customary approach) but, rather, authors situated within the same (bifurcated) QuébécoisCanadian literary tradition, with the said authors writing in the country’s two official languages.
Altogether, the dissertation examines the response of these four writers to Western racial and
ethnic discourse through their varied use of genre. The literary analysis in the project attempts to
shed light on the discursive workings of race and ethnicity, with literary and non-literary
discourse (the latter drawn from sociology, anthropology, philosophy, and history) being brought
together in a manner that is meant to allow these various perspectives to inform one another.
The dissertation is divided into two parts which I have placed under the headings of the
‘universal’ and the ‘specific.’ I have chosen to organize the dissertation in these terms rather than
those of the universal and the particular because the latter concept is traditionally bound up with
that of the universal. (One is frequently said to accede to the universal through the particular.)
Clearly, Choy and Hill, who figure in the second part, would welcome universal readings of their
work derived from the reality that they depict in their novels. However, they are also trying to do
something more than this. They are attempting to introduce their readers to a very specific
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cultural domain that is to be valued for its own sake as well. In a way, the overall structure of the
dissertation can be said to reflect a fundamental need in the formation of identities for a sense of
both sameness and difference in relation to others (an idea that will return in passing on a few
occasions in the study). The authors in each part of the dissertation are paired together according
to the writing styles that they have selected to use (what will be shown to be unreadable, or
defamiliarizing, in the first, and readable in the second), with Caccia and Chen producing a more
universalist fictional space, and Choy and Hill a more specifically oriented one. Readers will
notice that the second part of the dissertation is considerably longer than the first. There are two
main reasons for this: first, Choy and Hill work out of more genres than do Caccia and Chen
(autoethnography, memoir, realism, neo-slave narrative, autobiographical novel, and historical
novel versus the French new novel and the fantastic respectively); and second, Choy and Hill
deal with issues having to do with race and ethnicity that Caccia and Chen are actively trying to
get away from and therefore leave unconsidered.
The arrangement of the dissertation, with the experimental authors writing in French and
dealing with universal issues, and the realists writing in English with attention given to more
specifically oriented subject matter, should not give the impression that this reflects any sort of
clear-cut difference between the francophone and anglophone literary fields at present. Writers
deal with culturally specific material in Quebec, just as Canadian authors are at times concerned
with questions of cosmopolitanism and universality, with both sides drawing variously on
traditional and experimental literary conventions. Two works by Dionne Brand in fact run
counter to the tendency presented in the dissertation, with A Map to the Door of No Return
(2001) making use of an experimental approach in dealing with the author’s particular cultural
background, and What We All Long For (2005) taking up a naturalist style in the attempt to
render a potentially cosmopolitan urban space. In a related manner, Michael Ondaatje is
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generally known for his universalist predisposition and his consistent attempts to evade the
strictures of the ethnically identified author, yet his work has involved both a somewhat more
traditional use of narrative form (In the Skin of a Lion [1987]) and one that is more experimental
in nature (Coming through Slaughter [1976]). In the francophone context, Régine Robin’s La
Québécoite (1983), as well as her later collection of short fiction, L’immense fatigue des pierres
(1999), provide examples of works that draw on experimental conventions in at once
approaching the author’s specific cultural situation and looking to depict a social space that is
open to the universal. In this regard, the authors studied in the dissertation can be taken as
occupying opposite poles of a traditional-experimental, realist-nonrealist stylistic spectrum, with
Caccia and Chen being situated at the nonrealist end and Choy and Hill at the realist. However, if
Caccia and Chen employ a distinctly experimental and nonrealist style in their writing, Choy and
Hill’s location in the continuum needs to be more closely assessed, being positioned somewhere
in between authors such as Hiromi Goto (Chorus of Mushrooms [1994]; The Kappa Child
[2001]) and Pan Bouyoucas (La vengeance d’un père [1997]; L’autre [2001]) on one hand,
whose work would to varying degrees serve to set them more closely towards the centre, and
Rohinton Mistry (Tales from Firozsha Baag [1987]; Such a Long Journey [1991]) and Abla
Farhoud (Le bonheur a la queue glissante [1998]; Splendide solitude [2001]) on the other, who
can be set further to the realist end of the spectrum. Although they cannot be classified as
postmodern authors, Choy and Hill, as will be shown in the dissertation, do at times draw on
postmodern theoretical principles in their work, and their deployment of the realist form departs
in certain ways from the sense of referentiality that is usually associated with the latter, which is
what permits their work to be situated away from the extreme realist end of the spectrum to some
extent. In this overall manner, the dissertation allows for a movement beyond the twentieth-
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century debate that tended to pit experimental writing against traditional writing in dualistic
terms, with each side accusing the other of being apolitical or politically ineffective.46
Under these terms, the dissertation opens with a chapter on Caccia, who has been at the
forefront of discussions on transculture in Quebec since the beginning. In keeping with the
transcultural outlook, Caccia’s work focuses on the more universal aspects of immigrant
experience, without necessarily abandoning the specificity of the latter entirely. The chapter
deals centrally with Caccia’s resistance to the traditional écriture migrante paradigm and his
recourse to ‘nouveau roman’ and fantastic literary conventions in doing so. Chapter 2 looks at
the work of Chen, who holds a distrust of collective identity similar to Caccia’s. However, if
Caccia’s immigrant characters remain ‘ethnic’ in some, albeit indeterminate, way, Chen goes
even further in ridding her characters of racial and ethnic traits in an effort to create a
deracialized literary space founded on universal human attributes and experiences. In the same
chapter, I consider some of the universal issues that Chen deals with in her writing: the
discursively constituted nature of the gendered subject, the problem of collective memory, and
the question of alterity. Although working at a more metaphorical level, Chen, like Caccia,
responds to some of the problems tied to migrant writing through the use of new novel and
fantastic literary conventions. In chapter 3, I consider how Choy also attempts to resist the
constraints imposed upon the racial and ethnic subject by collective identity, although he takes a
stylistic approach that departs from that of Caccia and Chen, who make use of unreadable
literary conventions. Working from within the autoethnographic framework (in brief, a resistant
mode of ethnographic writing), Choy draws on the sense of ‘narrative truth’ that is associated
with the genre in an effort to alter what it means to be Chinese Canadian today—a racial and
ethnic identification that, unlike Caccia and Chen, he ultimately allows himself to be situated
within. Through his use of autobiography and the realist ethnic novel (forms that are more
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readable and traditionally oriented), Choy seeks to reinscribe the present meaning of Chinese
Canadian cultural existence. The chapter concludes by looking at how racial and ethnic identity
can be resignified through the use of realism and provides a further account of the workings of
Homi K. Bhabha’s theory of hybridity. In ways comparable to Choy, Hill, in the fourth chapter,
is primarily concerned with revisiting his own cultural origins and the collective history of
African Canadians as a whole, both of which are shown to have been deeply affected by the
experience of slavery. In the chapter, I explore his use of the neo-slave narrative—a form with
ties to the traditional slave autobiography—in carrying out this task. The neo-slave narrative, as
deployed by Hill, draws in turn on the (readable) conventions of realism, autobiographical
fiction, and the historical novel—all of which contributes to Hill’s autoethnographic project,
which, bearing similarities to Choy’s, seeks to resignify the meaning of black North American
racial identity. Chapter 4 ends by extending the discussion on the discursively constituted nature
of race and ethnicity and the issue of hybridity begun in the chapter on Choy. The study’s
conclusion, finally, provides a brief consideration of the sense of social function that literature
implicitly carries—with its capacity to affect readers’ thoughts and behaviour—and how the
authors examined in the dissertation participate in this more politically oriented dimension of
literary production through their contestation of dominant racial and ethnic discourse, a view
which serves to relocate their writing from a mere ‘ethnic’ (and thus lesser or minor) framework
to one that is more broadly encompassing and ethical in nature. If the four authors dealt with in
the dissertation make distinct use of certain literary genres and conventions in some regards,
what brings them together ultimately is a common effort to challenge the existing discourse of
race and ethnicity, and their related attempt to conceive of a more favourable mode of crosscultural existence and understanding.
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On a secondary level, the dissertation, by drawing on reader-response theory, attempts to
show ‘what happens’ when mainstream readers approach ethnic literature. The analysis in
chapter 1 addresses the role, and responsibility, of the reader in assigning meaning to the ethnic
text, a work of literature that often calls upon the reader to engage with unfamiliar subject matter.
In the same chapter, I look at how Caccia resists the role of the ethnic representative or
spokesperson that writers are often forced into by a literary institution (involving publishers and
readers) that tends to generate and maintain certain assumptions concerning cultural difference. I
introduce here the idea of the implied author, or ‘second self,’ as a way of conceiving of this
social positioning that affects not only Caccia but each of the other authors in the dissertation as
well, as will be illustrated in the chapters that follow.

Part 1
The Universal

Chapter 1
Fulvio Caccia: Transgressive Aesthetic, Social Function
The Italian immigrant community holds a prominent place in Quebec society and has a
relatively well-established and well-studied history. In their volume which looks at the place of
Italy in the Québécois imaginary, Élisabeth Nardout-Lafarge and Carla Fratta describe the
particular relationship that Italian culture has with Quebec. “Si l’Italie est l’une des Europes de la
culture québécoise,” they write, “à la différence de la France, elle ne se situe pas à l’origine;
n’appartenant pas au passé d’où l’on vient, elle est à la fois ailleurs et ici, Europe où l’on va et
Europe venue à soi, en même temps passé et présent” (14-15). The sense of Europe tied to Italy
in Quebec’s imaginary, in other words, is less monolithic than its French counterpart and
provides a conceptual framework that allows for an alternate way of seeing the world, an
understanding of Europe that is not French in nature. The idea (and reality) of Italy in North
America, however, is dual. If Italy, in the New World, has in the past been perceived as the
centre of Western civilization and high culture (Nardout-Lafarge and Fratta 8), a different, less
distinguished situation has often existed in practice in the countries of immigration. Bruno
Ramirez explains how the influx of Italians to Canada and Quebec occurred in two main
stages—in the early twentieth century, and then in the two decades or so following the Second
World War—to the extent that in Quebec the Italian population is now considered to be the
largest minority after the British (“Italiens” 79-80).1 The second phase of immigration in
particular was motivated by a sudden need for labour in Quebec and Canada due to rapid
economic growth. For the majority of these immigrants, moving from a rural setting in the
country of origin to an urban one in North America represented one of the central challenges in
adapting to their new home country, and language and skill requirements usually meant that they
were confined to work in construction, manufacturing, or other forms of underpaid employment,
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such as in the service industry. Nevertheless, in Quebec, immigration was significant enough that
a number of regionalisms, such as dialects and social customs, were successfully maintained in
what were to become new immigrant neighbourhoods (80-82). “Après un siècle d’immigration et
d’acculturation au Québec, les Italiens sont plus qu’une simple minorité ethnoculturelle,” claims
Ramirez; “aujourd’hui leur présence dans le paysage métropolitain constitue en effet, un apport
solide au développement d’un authentique cosmopolitisme québécois” (87).
Pierre L’Hérault says something similar with respect to the role played in Quebec by a
number of young intellectuals of Italian ancestry, whose reflections beginning in the early 1980s
on the relation of the Italian Québécois community to Quebec society overall contributed to the
reconfiguration of the latter’s national identity (179). To some extent, the greater insertion of this
younger generation, among whom Fulvio Caccia would have figured, into Quebec society
relative to prior generations of Italian Québécois was made possible by Quebec’s passage at this
stage from a collective outlook based on a sense of ethnic nationalism to one founded on a more
inclusive civic nationalism—a process begun in the 1960s but confirmed in 1977 with the
passing of the language laws that, in recognizing the immigrant presence in the province, led to
the ‘de-ethnicization’ of the once homogeneous national identity (180-81). Yet projects, more
literary and cultural in nature, such as the publication of the anthology Quêtes, edited by Caccia
and Antonio D’Alfonso, and the founding of the magazine Vice Versa were also important
factors involved in the dissemination of this generation’s thoughts during the period (181-82); as
was the concurrent success of Marco Micone’s theatre, which added to the increased visibility of
the group (Simon and Leahy 390). Enoch Padolsky, writing in the mid-1980s, refers in fact to an
“explosion of Italian-Canadian writing” at this time, produced equally in Italian, English, and
French, that could not have been predicted ten years earlier, when hardly any work was being
generated at all (“Place” 138). One possible reason for this sudden outburst in literary production
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may have to do with the fact that, by 1985, a large portion of the younger generation of the
Italian community in Canada had managed to acquire a university education that allowed it to
not only leave behind the more menial employment once assigned to its parents but to devote
itself to more artistic endeavours (Pivato, “Shock” 30).
From the beginning, the Italian Québécois writers in question saw their work as being set
at a crossroads with other cultures. The anthology Quêtes and the collection of interviews Sous le
signe du Phénix, also edited by Caccia, are both a documentation of the Italian immigrant
experience and trajectory in Quebec (and Canada to some extent) and two early texts in the
écriture migrante corpus.2 In the introduction to the first volume, Caccia and D’Alfonso observe
how the “triangulation des cultures” which characterizes Italian culture in Canada and Quebec is
rich in creative possibilities, precisely because the interstitial positioning of Italian Canadians
and Québécois allows them to live outside of and thus resist the dominant North American social
order to some extent. The state of living between and across two or three cultures, according to
the editors, offers a distinct view on the functioning of cultural phenomena (“une nouvelle façon
de lire la réalité”) (9-10). Likewise, if Sous le signe du Phénix provides interviews with writers
and visual artists working out of the Italian Québécois context more specifically, in his
introduction to the volume, Caccia also situates their remarks within the broader area of a shared
immigrant experience (10). Indeed, for Caccia, the most recent ‘baby boomer’ generation to be
interviewed in the collection—to a large extent bilingual, if not trilingual—has undergone a
transformation relative to former generations that cannot be thought of outside the theoretical
(and cross-cultural) framework of transculture in Quebec, which informs the latest stage in the
collectivity’s evolution (20-21). More recently, Simon Harel has noted how Italian Québécois
authors today continue to “refuse, in their writing, all forms of communitarianism, of ethnic
classification,” how, “[w]orking against the presupposition that écriture migrante is associated
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with an ethnic imperative, these writers refuse all forms of solipsism” (“Italo-Québécois” 228).
Harel goes on to observe that “Italo-Québécois writers have certainly been among the first to
mourn their ethnicity in order to promote a new way of representing collective Québécois
society” (229). This does not mean that these authors have given up all sense of connection with
an ancestral past; however, in maintaining this memory, “they no longer express either
depressive guilt or a sense of mourning for a group that must be betrayed (or forgotten) in order
for them to finally be able to create” (236). In this manner, the output in cultural production by
the Italian Québécois since the 1980s has been a determining factor in the development of the
discourse on immigrant culture in Quebec as a whole (L’Hérault 200).
Caccia has become a central figure within this particular context, and his fiction can be
said to reflect this same tension between a need to retain some form of cultural memory and a
desire to avoid ethnic identification altogether. As will be shown throughout this chapter, despite
his significant involvement in cultural matters as an Italian Québécois author and editor, Caccia,
in his writing, clearly wants to distance himself from, if not escape, his community’s sense of
collective identity, what Régine Robin has called the “roman mémoriel,” the collective narrative
“par lequel un individu, un groupe ou une société pense son passé en le modifiant, le déplaçant,
le déformant, s’inventant des souvenirs, un passé glorieux, des ancêtres, des filiations, des
généologies, ou, au contraire, luttant pour l’exactitude factuelle, pour la restitution de
l’événement ou sa résurrection.” An ethnic group’s roman mémoriel, according to Robin,
consists of
un ensemble de textes, de rites, de codes symboliques, d’images et de
représentations où se mêlent dans une intrication serrée l’analyse des réalités
sociales du passé, des commentaires, des jugements stéréotypés ou non, des
souvenirs réels ou racontés, des souvenirs écrans, du mythe, de l’idéologique et de
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l’activation d’images culturelles ou de syntagmes lus, entendus, qui viennent
s’agglutiner à l’analyse. (Le roman 48).
If Caccia wishes to step away from his community’s collective narrative, it is perhaps because,
under present circumstances, it is precisely the stereotypes, the myths, and the ideology
mentioned by Robin that seem to have taken the upper hand in the process of collective
remembering taking place not only in Canada and Quebec but elsewhere in the world as well.
Caccia can thus be seen as trying to advance another sort of collective narrative founded on
cultural coexistence that moves away from a folkloric past while retaining those elements
relating to cross-cultural (immigrant) experience able to help orient a society increasingly feeling
the pressure of contending cultural differences. As Micone has observed, folklore is of interest
only if it helps to understand present reality and the cultural values that are related to it (“La
parole” 264). Likewise, Lamberto Tassinari does not deny the importance of identity and origins
outright, so long as they are perceived as shifting and help prepare the individual for encounters
with other cultures (“Le projet” 303).
In an early article on Italian Canadian writing, Padolsky provides a discussion of what he
sees as the key themes in this burgeoning body of work—exile, language, family and gender
relations, religion, and community are all topics that are said to reoccur within the more
encompassing framework of Old and New World tensions (“Place” 139-44). Added to these
elements might be the experience of the return journey, which, according to Joseph Pivato,
“recurs so often that it can be described not just as a major theme but as an obsession in the
Italian-Canadian imagination” (qtd. in Ireland 23).3 While exile and gender relations are
addressed to varying degrees in Caccia’s novels, one gets the impression that the author has in
fact deliberately avoided the greater part of these common topics in his work, at least as they
have tended to occur in ethnically specific ways within Italian Canadian art and culture. Caccia
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indicates early on in La ligne gothique, the first novel in his trilogy, that he is not all that
concerned with telling a typical narrative of the return journey in the book. As Jonathan states,
Je n’étais pas allé à Ramontel [his city of origin] depuis quinze ans; la ville,
disait-on, avait beaucoup changé. ... On m’avait prévenu que je ne la reconnaîtrais
plus. Le nouveau gouvernement facilitait le retour des immigrés par toutes sortes
de mesures incitatives ... . Or je ne me voyais pas du tout dans ces habits-là. Non,
mon ‘grand retour’ était très circonstanciel, trop intéressé pour participer à la
reconstruction du pays. Il devait, en principe, ne durer que quelques jours. Trois
au maximum. C’était en cela qu’il était différent des autres. L’expression ‘le mal
du pays’ me laissait de marbre; quant au discours sur l’appartenance, j’en avais
horreur. (15)
Caccia has not entirely abandoned the discourse of ethnicity but his treatment of it, he signals,
will be somewhat different. The most extended passage dealing directly with ‘ethnic’ issues in
his novels is the discussion between Leila and Jonathan in La coïncidence on the nature of exile,
which lasts all of two pages (69-71). Caccia’s fiction contains a certain number of exilic figures,
yet most of them, much as with Jonathan in this latter scene (La coïncidence 70-71), do not seem
to think of themselves as such. The traditional notion of exile is in fact altered somewhat from
Leila’s perspective: “C’est l’exil, mais cela n’est plus une fatalité, un malheur, plutôt une
expérience intérieure” (69). Exile here is to some extent seen as the universal experience of one’s
“propre errance” (69), of one’s estrangement from oneself and of a sort of existential drifting. In
a similar manner, Leila’s interpretation in the same novel of the ‘dream of return’ is also more
open: “les rêves de retour sont aussi nombreux et récurrents qu’il y a d’immigrants sur la terre”
(77).
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Despite his claim that his experience will be different than that of other immigrants,
Jonathan in La ligne gothique is nevertheless affected by the effects of memory and the anxiety
that are commonly linked to immigration (15-16, 13-14). He also continues to believe
unselfconsciously in the militaristic myth of Ulysse, the charasmatic head of the resistance in
Ramontel, whose legend has been passed down through family history (33). Somewhat as
expected, Ramontel, his place of origin, has changed, Jonathan observes upon his return (41-42),
and, in a somewhat typical manner, instead of being well-received as a local, he is identified as a
“foreigner,” in English, by the first Ramontelian that he encounters (30). Yet these rather
common immigrant experiences as represented in La ligne gothique remain ethnically
indeterminate, without any indication being given as to what culture Jonathan actually belongs
to. Something similar occurs with Richard in Le secret, who notes how, with his arrival in
France, “[j]’étais redevenu un immigrant. Comme mon père. Comme mon grand-père” (138).
The narrative is thus about an immigrant in some way, but Richard has just emigrated from
Ramontel, a fictional city that, as will be discussed later in this chapter, does not really exist and
that takes on multiple disorienting qualities throughout Caccia’s novels. Richard goes on to make
a statement on his artwork that might conceivably be seen as coinciding with Caccia’s point of
view concerning his own trilogy: “Je voulais charger ce triptyque de ma pauvre vie: mon
quadruple héritage occidental, mes diverses langues, mon expatriation, mon expérience nordaméricaine ... , ma hargne, mes frustrations devant les perversions de l’époque, mais aussi mon
espoir. Le public pourrait y voir ce qu’il voudrait” (142). Richard is clearly aware of his
immigrant past, yet his cultural origins are never explicitly identified in Caccia’s novels, in such
a way that his experience can be seen as corresponding with that of many other migrants,
regardless of where they may come from.
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This ambiguous representation of the ‘ethnic’ subject, I will attempt to demonstrate in the
chapter that follows, is a feature that characterizes Caccia’s fiction. The chapter begins, however,
with some more theoretically oriented considerations that will provide the basis for the
discussion in both this and later chapters, having to do with the universal and the nature of the
author’s and reader’s involvement in the reception of the ethnic novel. I also look at how Caccia
resists the limiting effects of the naturalist ethnic novel in more general terms before turning to
his use of French new novel strategies, accompanied by elements of the fantastic, in creating a
deterritorialized and indeterminate fictional space that is conducive to the opening up of the
language of race and ethnicity as it has historically presented itself.

Transculture and the Universal
As indicated in the introduction, the idea of transculture provides one possible way out of
the restrictions associated with the discourse of race and ethnicity. To this end, a fundamental
characteristic of transculture in Quebec has been its search for what Fulvio Caccia has called, in
a somewhat different context, “a pragmatic universalism,” whose democratic republican basis
would serve to mitigate the stringencies of racial and ethnic difference as they are lived at the
present moment (Republic 20-21). In their comparable attempt to conceive of a universalism that
would move away from the term’s traditional, circumscribed meaning, Sheldon Pollock et al.
write, “No true universalism can be constructed without recognizing that there is a diversity of
universals on which analyses are based, and that these are often in fact quite particular—not
universals at all, but rather interpretations devised for particular historical and conceptual
situations. These are less universals, and more in the nature of arguments for the universal”
(583). The universal, here, is put forth as a process and as a search for commonality grounded in
particularity without any necessary end outside of its own capacity to adapt. This relation
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between the particular and the universal, as evoked by Pollock et al., is not new. Tzvetan
Todorov returns to an often-heard claim when he writes, “Regardons les écrivains: ceux qui ont
accédé à l’universalité n’ont pas emprunté des éléments à toutes les cultures du monde, mais ont
su atteindre des profondeurs inconnues de l’être humain, grâce à la parfaite maîtrise qu’ils
avaient de leur culture.” As he sees it, “c’est grâce au maintien des cultures particulières qu’on
pourra encore accéder à l’universel” (“À quoi” 7). In closing The New North American Studies,
Winfried Siemerling in a related manner speaks of how contemporary racial identities—at once
the locus of oppressive historical forces and the site of cultural affirmation—must be allowed to
convey aspects of cultural difference even as they continue to seek out narratives of human unity.
Both elements are required if the subject’s identity is not to become restrictive. Accordingly,
there is a risk involved in the search for universals, in Siemerling’s view, and it is that these are
quite frequently “in the business of projecting their very own ‘common’ sense” onto the world
around them with, in the present period, an efficacy that very often has “brutal consequences.”
Such a tendency towards cultural assimilation, Siemerling claims, “is one of the reasons why
opposition to current processes of globalization has been strong and sustained. These processes
seek to extend more and more homogeneously, and without difference (or democratic
accountability to different constituencies), not only economic principles but ... also definitions
and principles of culture” (151-54). In this regard, Pierre Nepveu cautions that the pluralism at
times promoted in various sectors of Quebec society may, in seeking to reduce difference,
actually end up negating alterity in much the same way that an assimilative vision of society
does. One must guard against false pluralisms (“faux pluralisme, niant abstraitement toute
identité, toute origine”) (L’écologie 202), says Nepveu. If there can be said to be a good and bad
transculture, Lamberto Tassinari, in the same way, identifies the homogenizing forces of
neoliberal globalization as providing the grounds for “la mauvaise transculture” (“Sens” 28-29).
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In such a context, where the reduction of cultural reality is to be avoided, Nepveu states,
“toute théorie de la trans-culture n’a de véritable sens et ne trouve sa portée que dans une
pratique ... où le pluriel et le métissage se réalisent dans des circonstances particulières, et à
travers des tensions, des paradoxes, des limites” (L’écologie 202). As Caccia puts it, transculture
becomes possible at the moment “où l’on consent à ce qui est, au lieu d’y résister, de le nier”
(“L’altra” 45). Indeed, what gives the transcultural project its credibility in Quebec, according to
Tassinari, is the fact that it is based on the lived experience of the people who make up Quebec’s
diverse immigrant population. In trying to approach transculture as a social phenomenon, he
states, “on ne peut pas faire abstraction des hommes, des femmes qui l’incarnent. Son émergence
est partie intégrante de ces gens” (“Le projet” 299). In the end, what is significant about the
transcultural perspective in Quebec is that it has in large part been conceived of by the racial and
ethnic minority and not the nation-state. And it is this aspect of the discourse that accounts for its
potential to produce a veritable universal culture founded in material reality rather than myth and
abstraction.
Although all of Caccia’s thought is informed by transcultural theory, it is not immediately
evident if and how a transcultural space manifests itself in his literary writing. Throughout his
novels, there are what come across as attempts at the transcultural, though these often turn out to
best be seen as portrayals of a ‘false’ transculture. In La ligne gothique, Lucia ends Valente’s
talk at the Gothic Club with a dance that Jonathan qualifies as “un mélange de jazz, de danse
tribale et de ballet classique” (84-85), and in the following scene others will dance to “des
rythmes afro-cubains” (88). Yet it is not entirely clear if these are moments of genuine cultural
exchange or economically driven forms of cultural consumption instead. Given the context—a
vaguely suspect social club, which presents itself in the rather ambiguous terms of an
“association culturelle” (64), and the “fantasmagorie” of Mardi Gras (88)—one senses that these
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are more than likely a case of the latter. In La coïncidence, music is in a similar way heard
coming from the “centre culturel” across from Jonathan’s apartment—jazz at one moment (43),
African music at another (72). Reggae, rap, and jazz are mentioned in Le secret contiguous to
rock and heavy metal (119), which again points to the music’s status as consumer good rather
than cultural product. Djembe, traditional West African hand drums, are used in La frontière
tatouée in the rather contemporary urban setting of a graffitists’ rally (157), and another cultural
artefact is appropriated in the video arcade episode in La ligne gothique, where a fake Easter
Island head is given the task of telling the player’s fortune (114-15). Two versions of
Véronique’s body occur in La frontière tatouée in a way that seems to sum up the problem
relating to transculture’s search for universal values. Richard meets Véronique for the first time
in the narrative in l’Orée du bois’s commercial centre. In addition to her blue jeans and running
shoes (and the MP3 player she is listening to), she is wearing a turban, “un grand foulard en
batik,” an embroidered blouse, and a culturally unidentified assortment of necklaces and
bracelets—a style of dress that captures the current spirit of the liberal pluralist condition in the
West, where a folkloric sense of ethnicity has been relativized and commodified. Véronique’s
way of dressing here can be taken as representing a negative mode of transculture, more a form
of multiculturalism in its patching together of cultural signs that, once appropriated, lose their
initial meaning. The narrator’s reference to “l’époque des hippies qui revenait à la mode” in
describing Véronique’s appearance suggests that her choice in clothing is more of a fashion
statement than an attempt at cross-cultural exchange. Whatever genuine and justified “[r]age”
she may feel as a disenfranchised adolescent girl, it has been funnelled into a sort of consumerist
desire that effectively neutralizes her anger (25). In her second encounter with Richard at the
latter’s home in a suburb of l’Orée du bois, Véronique has shed her multicultural regalia for what
might be called secular dress. It is in this manner that her character seems to possess a more
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universal quality as an instance of the human subject. “C’était Véronique et en même temps ce
n’était pas elle” (114), Richard observes. This is again made apparent as he prepares to paint her
portrait: “Plus Richard la regardait, plus il voyait quelqu’un d’autre à travers elle. Son image se
détachait du flux des autres images. En elle se concentraient les éléments primordiaux: l’eau, le
feu, l’air, la terre, comme si elle était le génie de ce lieu” (122). The universal aspect of her
character in this scene is ultimately reflected in the removal of her clothing and whatever
remaining symbolic baggage it may carry. An image is provided in the same novel that is
emblematic of the transcultural situation, ideologically speaking. Richard, looking out from a
window at his home, compares the National Defence tower in the nearby woods to “Gulliver au
milieu d’une forêt de bonsaïs” (46). On one hand, the personal reflection might be taken as a
transcultural moment, demonstrating as it does the way various cultural elements can often enter
unconsciously into everyday experience. Yet, at the same time, the image is also suggestive of
the Lilliputian scale of minority groups or movements when faced with the domineering Gulliver
of Western culture.
Of Caccia’s four novels, La frontière tatouée is the one that deals most directly with
questions relating to the elaboration of a transcultural space. A possible example of the latter is
represented in the opening scene, where Richard and David revisit the site of Joe’s murder. An
abandoned industrial zone, the area in question exists on a kind of borderland outside the city
proper and on the fringes of the uninhabited l’Orée Forest. Discarded by dominant culture, it has
been taken up by graffitists as a place to practise a minor public art form. It is a transitory space,
a “terrain vague,” marked by an “indétermination propre à ce qui change.” Resistant to
mainstream culture, the transcultural nature of the space is reflected in the coexistence of the
multiple tags painted on its walls, “[d]evenus lierre, hiéroglyphes phosphorescents, mosaïque.”
If, however, “lierre” and “hiéroglyphes” suggest a state of cultural intermingling and the
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undecipherability of the unfamiliar, the term “mosaïque” also brings to mind multicultural
discourse and the idea of assigned territory. Both the forces of liberalism and transculture may in
fact be at work here, providing for at least one source of the space’s indeterminacy. The
limitations of this transcultural space are signalled by the poverty and violence that will come to
be associated with it in the novel; it is depicted as being about to erupt due to building social
pressure. The atmosphere in the opening scene is oppressive, described as being “soumise à
l’étrange pression d’un vortex invisible qui aspire tout l’oxygène, rendant ainsi sa densité
palpable,” and carries a “sensation de fête suspendue, d’abandon, de tension” (13). The
sociologist Osvaldo Euler will identify Limes, a poor neighbourhood where a number of
graffitists live, as a powder keg (“[u]ne vraie poudrière”) (74-75). In the end, the area portrayed
in this first scene is on the verge of being converted into the new downtown of l’Orée du bois
(13), indicating its ultimate powerlessness to fully impede or resist the economic forces affecting
it.
HB’s basement, where his friends tend to gather, is presented as another sort of minor
transcultural space related to graffiti culture in the novel, “avec d’un côté la reproduction kitch
du bonheur domestique et de l’autre les prémisses du Nouveau tel qu’il germe dans tout endroit
frais et obscur.” The basement contains both the old furniture no longer adequate for upstairs
adult use and the latest in computer technology (77-78). In fact, the space brings together
different realities that are once more difficult to extricate from one another in some ways. Many
of the young people who frequent HB’s home are participants in the online role-playing game La
septième face du dé, also referred to as the Grand Jeu, which brings together individuals from
different parts of the world in a way that requires them to speak “un genre de sabir où le français,
l’anglais, l’espagnol se mêl[ent] à des termes informatiques” (116). One plays poker in one
reality for points in the other (78). It remains unclear what might be the precise nature of the
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‘New’ with the upper-case N in this particular setting, however. The detective Max Merle
explains “que le monde du graphe [est] l’objet de multiples influences et se trouv[e] à
l’intersection de l’ancien et du nouveau” (82). But one wonders if the newness mentioned here
can be entirely trusted, with the Grand Jeu in particular engaging more in a sort of neoliberal
‘global’ culture than in any locally meaningful experience. Whatever may be the basement
culture’s claims to the new, as a space “made habitable” by its occupants, in a manner that is
characteristic of the transculturation process (Coronil xv), the basement also comes across as
something of an adolescent ghetto, at once marginalized and exploited by dominant culture.
At the other end of the social spectrum is Balthazard McInthyre’s art gallery, which
provides yet one more example of a potential transcultural space in La frontière tatouée. Upon
entering the establishment early on in the novel, Richard compares Balthazard himself to a
Buddha (“bouddha écossais”), his gallery to a Hindu ashram (28), and mentions the presence of a
sculpture of the Virgin Mary (30). The problem, here, is that these allusions to religious
traditions are simply juxtaposed to one another and it is not immediately apparent how or if they
interrelate. Moreover, each of these cultural references occurs within a highly commercialized
space, which is only confirmed by Gap’s arrival with the news of his €66,666 Harley Davidson
contract (32-33). In a 1984 Vice Versa article, Caccia mentions a project named “Transculpture”
underway in France which was meant to highlight the cultural diversity of Paris through the
production of a “sculpture labyrinthique” that would bring together artists of different cultural
backgrounds (“L’ethnicité” 13). In La frontière tatouée, Balthazard’s last exhibit (which failed)
was also called “Transculpture” and had consisted of a series of “installations ‘habitables’” (31,
30), which again brings to mind the role that transculturation plays in creating suitable living
environments for individuals. The failure of the exhibit, however, signals the economic nonviability that may characterize certain forms of transculture, or at least a sort of incompatibility
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with the dominant economic system. When Gap’s own paintings are compared to a kind of
sculpture immediately following the mention of the unsuccessful exhibit (“C’était comme s’ils
avaient brusquement bondi de leurs murs pour s’approprier la troisième dimension, et devenir
sculpture”) (32; emphasis added), one is given the impression that the gallery’s transcultural
space may be in the process of being taken over through an economically motivated form of
appropriation. The fact that the survival of Balthazard’s gallery depends, after the losses incurred
in the previous showing, on the commercial success of its next exhibit (30) points once more to a
scenario in which culture, even when approached sincerely, continues to be subordinated to
market forces—a situation that will be dealt with in further detail in this chapter’s conclusion.
If there is, finally, a transcultural space in La frontière tatouée, it is not easily located and
perhaps by definition cannot exist in any pure form. The city of l’Orée du bois in its entirety,
with its diverse working-class population (50), as well as its more marginal areas (its public
housing, the l’Orée Forest, and its many basements linked by abandoned mine tunnels), may be
the closest that one comes to a fully realized transcultural space in Caccia’s fiction. If, in his
writing, Caccia attempts to create a fictional world that is somehow representative of the
universal culture that is sought after in transcultural thought, this sense of the universal remains
highly problematic and subject to the pressures of dominant culture. As will be made clear in the
latter part of the chapter, the attainment of a universally oriented fictional space is no longer
possible for Caccia by means of the realist conventions of traditional ethnic fiction. In seeking to
produce such a space, Caccia’s aim, again, is not so much to transcend minority experience in his
fiction but to deal with some of its more concrete problems and issues outside of the racial and
ethnic framework typically imposed upon the minority subject by liberal society and culture. If a
conceptual shift has occurred in relation to the customary discourse on race and ethnicity, it is to
be situated in the fact that, in his ‘argument for the universal,’ as Pollock et al. put it above,
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Caccia no longer seems to conceive of his particular experience as a migrant writer as being
strictly Italian but as relating to a more widely encompassing minority culture.

The Implied Author and the Role of the Reader
As addressed in the opening of the dissertation, the position of the migrant writer is a
difficult one to occupy these days, since no matter the extent to which one resists the literary
institution’s norms and values, it is virtually impossible to avoid being co-opted by the latter in
one form or another. Writing out of the anglophone context, Roy Miki has pointed to one
prevailing problem in particular, having to do with how the writings by ethnic authors in Canada
today are often taken by a mainstream readership “as ‘insider’ accounts of minority” experience,
in ways that ultimately serve to fit these works of literature into a pre-established dominant
‘ethnic’ framework (Broken 121). For Winfried Siemerling, one of the main difficulties that face
the literary critic under such circumstances involves finding ways to counter the sense of cultural
authenticity and determinism that usually accompanies such ‘sociological’ readings of minority
texts. Placing this sort of reductive emphasis on the relationship between author and text, he
writes, “invokes a host of critical problems related not only to the ‘relative autonomy’ of literary
productions with respect to sociological categories but also to the specificity of texts. ... [M]ost
theory, to the extent that it ponders the mediation of pre-textual experiences in layers of the
literature, would hold that texts are greatly underdetermined by such factors.” Drawing on a few
other thinkers, Siemerling maintains that, “[w]ith respect to ethnicity, such notions [as
authenticity, determinism, and related reductive ideas concerning identity and representation] do
little justice to the complex, differing affiliations of individual writers, deny the dynamism
inherent in ethnogenesis [the generation of identity] and in the construction of ethnic boundaries,
and neglect internal differences in order to define external contrasts” (“Writing” 17-18). Simon
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Harel calls this effect by which authors come to be taken as representatives or spokespersons for
their culture as the personalization (“personnalisation”) of the migrant writer: “Afin
‘d’authentifier’ cette littérature [migrante] et de lui attribuer les insignes de la migrance, on a
tendance à en appeler au témoignage, au récit de vie, à l’interview. De façon on ne peut plus
paradoxale, la personnalisation de l’auteur, qui peut répondre à des stratégies éditoriales ou
médiatiques, permet de justifier l’ethnicité de l’écrivain et de lui octroyer une place prescrite
d’avance” (Les passages 24). The public’s recognition of the ethnic author, in other words, has at
the same time the tendency to reaffirm his or her own ethnicity and marginality. This kind of
notice, according to Harel, often results from a prior need in present-day Quebec to promote a
view of the national identity that is open and tolerant (25). The personalization of the author, he
claims, has as a final outcome “[l]a sanctification projective de l’ethnicité” on the reader’s part,
“[qui] croit identifier clairement, à la faveur de la littérature des communautés culturelles, les
contours d’une altérité dont la définition est manifeste” (27). The result is an oversimplified
reading of the author’s ethnicity, and the challenge for the migrant writer in this kind of scenario
involves finding the means to avoid those situations that position him or her as a witness to a
particular ethnic experience (30-31).
Where Fulvio Caccia is concerned, the attempt to disrupt the constraining ties commonly
made between ethnic author and text has involved the reworking of the category of what Wayne
C. Booth has called the ‘implied author,’ a notion that will require a substantial digression here
to be fully appreciated. Booth introduced the idea of the implied author in The Rhetoric of
Fiction in 1961 and it recurs throughout the volume without being of primary importance to it. In
brief, the book looks at the writer’s authorial presence within the literary work. According to
Booth, the author can never be entirely expunged from the text, as the very act of organizing a
written narrative betrays the author’s presence. As he puts it, “the author’s judgment is always
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present, always evident to anyone who knows how to look for it” (20). For Booth, what he refers
to as “the author’s individuality” is continuously revealed through his or her writing:
As he writes, he creates not simply an ideal, impersonal ‘man in general’ but an
implied version of ‘himself’ that is different from the implied authors we meet in
other men’s works. ... [T]he picture the reader gets of this presence is one of the
author’s most important effects. However impersonal he may try to be, his reader
will inevitably construct a picture of the official scribe [Jessamyn West’s term]
who writes in this manner—and of course that official scribe will never be neutral
toward all values. Our reactions to his various commitments, secret or overt, will
help to determine our response to the work. (70-71)
In this statement, Booth makes two claims, namely, that the reader’s imaginative conception of
the author made via the text is unavoidable, and that it is largely founded on the social and
political values that the writer allows to show through in the work, which is also inevitable to
some extent. The identity of the implied author is at some level shifting, says Booth, depending
on which of the author’s texts one is reading (71). The identity may be constructed on the basis
of the narrator’s direct commentary (as occurs especially in early forms of realism) but is most
importantly so through the choice of narrative that the author seeks to convey in the first place
(71-73). Booth also refers to the implied author in terms of a writer’s “second self,” a designation
borrowed from Kathleen Tillotson (71), and specifies that the implied author is not to be equated
with the narrator, which remains a rhetorical device (73). In the end, the reader’s construction of
the implied author relates to the more general search for a work’s overall meaning and “the
reader’s need to know where, in the world of values, he stands—that is, to know where the
author wants him to stand” (73). As Booth sees it,
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Our sense of the implied author includes not only the extractable meanings but
also the moral and emotional content of each bit of action and suffering of all of
the characters. It includes, in short, the intuitive apprehension of a completed
artistic whole; the chief value to which this implied author is committed,
regardless of what party his creator belongs to in real life, is that which is
expressed by the total form. (73-74)
It is in this final claim that Booth’s conservative formalism shows through most clearly perhaps,
in his attachment to structural unity and his severing of the real author from the text. Indeed, it
becomes evident that one of the formalist functions of the implied author is precisely to keep the
real author separate from the literary work. “It is only by distinguishing between the author and
his implied image that we can avoid pointless and unverifiable talk about such qualities as
‘sincerity’ or ‘seriousness’ in the author” (75), writes Booth. To all appearances, the concept is
created to solve a contradiction—the need to extricate the real author from critical discussion
without having to claim that literature is devoid of moral values. These merely come from the
invented implied author rather than the human one, a much less complicated situation (76).4
Other problems generally tied to New Critic inclinations such as Booth’s (Valenti 49) and
the historical period out of which he is working are those of fixed meaning and a text-oriented
understanding of the reading experience. In their introduction to Théories et pratiques de la
lecture littéraire, Bertrand Gervais and Rachel Bouvet reject such a view, which they see as
resulting from a communication model of reading (1), and, drawing in part on cognitive theory
(2), describe reading instead as “un processus dynamique, d’abord et avant tout, ... une activité
mettant en présence un lecteur singulier et un texte singulier.” Bringing together as it does a
complex system of processes, the act of reading “ne doit pas être conçue comme un geste unique,
toujours équivalent, toujours parfait, mais comme un équilibre particulier et à chaque fois
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renégocié entre ses divers composantes” (1). As the editors go on to explain, “Un texte n’existe
jamais seul, mais uniquement par la lecture. Il est ce que nous en faisons, sa seule autorité est
celle que nous lui décernons dans nos diverses pratiques” (3). In the same collection, Gilles
Thérien and Jean Valenti critique in a similar way the communication model put forth by earlier
proponents of reader-response theory, based on the interactive experience of dialogue rather than
the solitary act of reading, and relying on a static understanding of language that has the effect of
excluding the role of the reader as agent (Thérien 16-20). For Valenti, the problem with such
text-oriented theories of reading is that they tend to be reformulations of earlier formalist
methodology, concealing within a terminology that seems to privilege the reader—such as
Umberto Eco’s ‘model reader’ or Wolfgang Iser’s ‘implied reader’ (whose function is said to be
inscribed within the text as part of the author’s act of communication)—a prior position that the
actual reader is in fact required to conform to (44-46). “Affirmons-le,” Thérien writes,
la lecture d’un texte n’est pas un acte de communication. Il s’agit plutôt d’une
entreprise de décodage d’informations et d’assimilation. L’objet littéraire est un
objet du monde et comme tel, dans sa nature matérielle, il est habituellement
immuable. L’auteur, autre objet du monde, n’est pas présent dans son livre en tant
qu’objet du monde. Il n’y a pas relation de communication avec un objet littéraire
puisqu’il n’y a ni modification d’un des deux pôles de la situation ni échange
entre les deux pôles. (19)
Thérien specifies that the literary work itself is furthermore a particular form of discourse to be
distinguished from other modes of writing, such as science writing, the personal journal, or the
book review, for example—a distinction that is usually made by the reader through an appraisal
of the text’s peripheral elements (“paratexte”) or, this failing, its opening lines. As such, the web
of meaning that the reader will create upon its reading is directly related to the order in which the
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literary text unfolds (21). In contrast to models of reading founded primarily on theories drawn
from linguistics, Thérien proposes that the ‘literary object’ be seen more precisely as resembling
a musical or pictorial object, whose significance arises through its relation to the reader (40-41),
who retains sole responsibility for the outcome of this relationship (22). In the end, although they
continue to rely on semiotics, both Thérien and Valenti stress the need to move away from
linguistics-based approaches to the topic (“l’impérialisme linguistique” [Valenti 44]), which,
according to Thérien, do more to reinforce the disciplinary status of linguistics than to explain
the act of reading (40-41).
It will be helpful at this stage to look a bit more closely at Thérien’s theory of reading as
it is not only central to the present discussion but will be brought up again later on in the chapter,
especially what he has to say concerning the idea of the “préconstruit.” Thérien’s model
identifies five overlapping processes simultaneously implicated in the act of reading a literary
work: 1) the perceptual, the visual recognition of signs to be read; 2) the cognitive, the
understanding of what is being read based on pre-existing knowledge; 3) the argumentative, the
reformulation of the information gathered during the reading into a coherent whole; 4) the
affective, involving the emotional and imaginary experience tied to reading; and 5) the
integrative, the assimilation of the information acquired into what is known as a result of
previous social or reading experiences (24-32). What serves to orient the subject’s involvement
in these five processes while reading are what Thérien postulates to be four pre-existing
“préconstruits” (subject, space, action, and time), which can be taken as the constituent cognitive
categories of human consciousness, constructed in relation to the subject’s environment in an
ongoing manner. A preconstruct, as it occurs in the real world, is split and comprises both a
fixed, minimal core (“noyau fixe minimal” [33]) and a fluctuating element that is open and
shifting (the name, age, and sex of the people one encounters in day-to-day existence remains
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relatively stable, for instance, even if their various roles in life are continuously changing). These
four preconstructs that operate in the everyday correspond, for Thérien, to character, setting,
action, and time in the literary work. In this sense, if the text provides certain established
details—the names and descriptions of characters, specific actions, and so on—it remains up to
the reader to assign meaning to them through an interpretive process that draws on knowledge of
the real world and that is individual and variable (32-37). As Thérien observes, however, the
functioning of the four preconstructs with regard to the literary text is complicated by an
additional element—the “présupposé,” or what can be thought of as the reader’s expectations
that have accrued over time as a result of repeated reading experiences. The “présupposés”
accumulate into what Thérien refers to as “un véritable intertexte personnel,” a system of literary
and rhetorical knowledge that must be both acquired and maintained. These presuppositions are
thus “moins des contenus précis que des façons de penser divers objets du monde [the book, in
this case]. Chacun a les siens qu’il peut faire ou voir évoluer avec l’exercice de la lecture” (38).
The reading subject’s ‘preconstructive’ outlook, but perhaps just as importantly its
presuppositions, are those elements that can be said to affect the reading of the ethnic text.
Readers who may have a limited awareness of a certain cultural experience in both their real and
literary lives come to a work with certain expectations. A writer may, advertently or
inadvertently, satisfy these expectations, or alternately try to resist them.
In light of these developments in reader-response theory, the limitations to Booth’s
thought become more discernable. The Rhetoric of Fiction, which looks very little at the reading
act itself, focuses on the rhetorical strategies used by writers of fiction in what Booth calls “the
art of communicating with readers,” where rhetoric itself is said to represent “the author’s means
of controlling his reader” (xiii). Ignoring the authoritarian tone of this final remark, one might
conceivably see Booth as allowing here for the idea of a reader-text ‘relation’ that the more
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recent cognitivists will elaborate on, where the reader is seen as being engaged in a process of
interchange with the text somehow. Such a reading seems difficult to fully maintain, however, as
Booth’s theory remains inextricably text-oriented (xiii-xv).5 While acknowledging these limits, it
still seems worthwhile returning to the idea of the implied author, precisely because part of the
present problem concerning ethnic literature has to do with confronting the gap that exists within
this domain of literary production between the image of the author being generated by readers of
certain texts and its flesh-and-blood counterpart that dwells outside of these texts. Booth’s notion
of the implied author, or ‘second self,’ as a construct produced by the reader in the process of
creating a sense of the literary work’s overall meaning remains entirely relevant, and the
constraints that this construct tends to impose on the real author are an indication of a barrier that
exists within the audience with respect to the interpretation of cultural difference. The
expectations relating to the implied author can be said to be among the readership’s main
‘presuppositions’ that need to be reworked. If the idea of the implied author and its relation to the
real author appears to have attracted little interest in the field of reader-response theory, it may
be for understandable reasons, given the latter’s focus on the reader in the experience under
consideration. Moreover, in the reading of mainstream literature, the reader’s impression of the
author seems of little consequence; it is the ‘ethnic’ context that lends importance to the image of
the author. On another level, unlike a concept such as the implied reader (an abstraction created
in some cases to direct and legitimize certain reading practices), the implied author’s presence is
literally inscribed within the text through his or her name appearing on the title page, which
makes up part of the book’s actual format. In addition to the author’s name, further paratextual
elements involved in the reader’s construction of the implied author may include any features
attached to the text referring to the author, such as prefaces, information from the book cover, or
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illustrations, for example, but may also involve the work’s and author’s reputations as conveyed
through the commentary occurring outside the textual object itself.6
It goes without saying that the name of the author, whose consonance is often
immediately unrecognizable to the average reader, is the primary marker of his or her ethnic
identity within the literary text. And Caccia—conscious of his name, which he describes as
“indubitablement italien” (“L’altra” 44)—will indeed play with what he calls “la frontière
tatouée du nom” (Italie 68). (Richard, in La frontière tatouée, refers in a similar way to the
“destin du nom,” which he has attempted to escape by leaving Ramontel and his original name,
William Crollolanza, behind [172].) In the epilogue to Le secret, the unknown narrator signals
that Caccia means ‘hunt’ in Italian (204), and given this bit of information, one actually begins to
find references to hunting throughout Caccia’s work: “Le jeu est devenu chasse” (La ligne 118);
“Qui chasse le chasseur?” (La coïncidence 18); Jonathan Hunt lives on la rue du Pavillon de
chasse (La coïncidence 25). One of the first hunting metaphors occurs in the poetry collection
Aknos—“Attention chasseur! / Ne te laisse pas séduire par le frémissement des feuilles” (12)—
where, in this context, the hunter may be taken as either the reader or writer in search of
meaning. The author is thus in a way to be found everywhere in the text, not just on the title page
or in the main character (reflected most conspicuously perhaps in the way that the red Orion—
named after the hunter of Greek myth—circulates in each of Caccia’s novels). One might
compare the logic tied to the author’s name to another paratextual element, the cover illustration
of La coïncidence, which, according to Marie Labrecque, one of the novel’s reviewers, spoils the
book’s ending. One has to wait until the third novel to understand that the illustration in fact has
nothing to do with the events in the narrative. Leila does not kill Jonathan and the latter is
dressed in black in the final scene of La coïncidence (125)—the cover has a man in jeans and a
T-shirt. Given this incongruity, the reader might also be led to question the accuracy of the racial
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features of the woman who appears on the cover (half of whose face is concealed) in relation to
those of Leila’s character. An author’s name is a little like a book cover, one might conclude: it
may tell you something, but it does not tell you everything. (As Leila states in La coïncidence,
“Les noms ne sont jamais ce que l’on croit. Comme les personnes d’ailleurs” [41].) If Caccia did
not align himself with the main characters in his intentionally unsettling fiction through the use
of the name Hunt, on one hand, and his other character’s analogous name change from the
Latinate Crollolanza to the Anglo-Saxon Killroy, on the other, one might conceivably see Caccia
as trying to disrupt any attempt by the reader to create a sense of an implied author; but this is
not the case. Indeed, it seems rather that Caccia at times identifies with certain details in the text.
The effect he is seeking is perhaps not the eradication of the implied author but the opening up of
the category by rendering the author’s identity more complex and dispersed.
A similar tendency can be detected in the deployment of Italian cultural signs in the
novels, and will further illustrate this point. Caccia is known, in the literary field at least, as an
anthologist, journalist, editor, and writer working, to some degree, out of the Italian community
in Quebec, and the reader who approaches his literary writing for the first time might expect to
find in it a reflection of this cultural affiliation. There are in fact autobiographical references in
Caccia’s first novel that seem to invite such an alignment of author and text. Piotr Sadkowski
explains, for instance, that the letter by Dimitri inserted into Jonathan’s copy of La ligne
gothique corresponds with a real unsent letter written by Caccia’s father to the author Mario
Tobino, correcting the historical errors in the latter’s novel in which Caccia’s father—a member
of the Italian resistance during World War II—believed to have recognized himself (43-44).
Likewise, Caccia mentions in his interview with Suzanne Giguère that his father was a
typographer (“Fulvio” 36), and the voice from the past that is evoked upon Jonathan’s first
discovery of the Linotype in La ligne gothique can be interpreted as an added reference to the
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author’s father (94). Reading Caccia’s poetry collection Lilas, one also senses a connection
between the Paris suburb in which the author actually lives and l’Orée du bois in his fiction. But
these examples are notably unrelated to ethnicity; at other moments, such correlations will be
deliberately impeded. Crollolanza, Richard’s original name in Le secret, with its open vowels, is
ostensibly Italian, and the character enjoys eating in Ramontel’s Little Italy (47). Yet he also
lives near the Latin quarter (83), which makes it difficult to say if he ‘belongs’ to one
neighbourhood more than the other. In a similar way, the use of the English patronymic Hunt in
the naming of a central character, instead of an Italian one, and despite the sense of affinity it
may produce in one regard, also creates a sense of distance between the character and the author.
Further examples can be given. Parallel to more straightforward Italian cultural references in
Caccia’s fiction—fresco is identified as a Tuscan art form (La frontière 42, 67), the word strada
is mentioned as signifying ‘road’ in Italian (La frontière 79)—are repeated allusions to spaghetti
that quite often come across as double-edged, the motif being dealt with most sardonically in the
story “1989” of Golden eighties, where Lucia, an adolescent girl of Italian ancestry, suffers from
a fear of pasta. In Le secret, Richard has a dream set in the city of Pavia in northern Italy (37-38),
a detail that seems to distract him from the dream’s more likely meaning (43), which may have
more to do with Richard’s ambiguous positioning with respect to existing power structures in the
novel than with the Italian city. The title of La ligne gothique is likewise a reference to the
Second World War and twentieth-century Italian history (see Sadkowski’s comment below), yet
the novel turns out not to have anything to do with Italy. In this manner, the presence of Italian
cultural elements throughout Caccia’s work serves to tempt the reader into making connections
between the real author and the text while at the same time frustrating such efforts, creating a
sense of the author that is not so easily grasped.
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If Caccia attempts to disrupt the process of the reader’s meaning-making to some extent,
a literary text still depends on the reader for its eventual fulfillment. Patrocinio Schweickart
looks more closely at this problematic relationship in her essay “Understanding an Other,” which
shares with the contributors to Gervais and Bouvet’s collection a view of reading as an
interactive engagement between a reader and “a textual object,” whose author is absent and
whose final meaning is perpetually elusive (6). In the study, Schweickart attempts to rework
Jürgen Habermas’s “paradigm of communicative reason,” in a way that is based, she says, “not
on the discredited metaphysical premises of the ‘philosophy of consciousness,’ but on the
capacities and presuppositions that enable everyday communicative practices” (4). Looking to
address a lacuna in Habermas’s theory, having to do with the role of the listening subject in the
act of communicating, Schweickart puts forth what she calls “a receptive mode of
communicative action,” which focuses on reading and listening rather than the acts of speaking
and writing. In this sense, her theory deals closely with the role of the reader (a category that
may variously include publishers, reviewers, buyers, teachers, scholars, critics, students, and so
on [20n11]), whose “receiving function” in this context involves “understanding the utterance of
an other” (10-11). Despite the absence of the author in the process, not to mention that of the
fictional characters, Schweickart maintains that reading is nonetheless an inherently, if implicit,
intersubjective activity (11). As she observes, “the fate of a writer’s communicative project is in
the hands of the reader. The writer’s project fails unless the reader is willing and able to
undertake a careful and just understanding of what the writer has written” (13).7 Ultimately, she
offers her theory “as a framework for figuring out how people can understand each other across
race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, class, and other categories of social difference” (1617). In essence, she calls for what might be thought of as an ethics-based approach to reading
that focuses on the reader’s involvement in the process, a viewpoint that “enables a notion of the
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validity of interpretation that is not dependent on objective verbal meaning in the text but, rather,
on the cognitive and moral constituents of the receptive role of understanding the utterance of an
other” (4).
Schweickart does not look all that intently at the actual cognitive processes involved in
what she calls the “receiving function”; however, Valenti’s “Lecture, processus et situation
cognitive” gives some attention to the operations that are implicated in the reading of works
containing unfamiliar material. A significant part of Valenti’s theory, which draws on the
thought of Jacques Schlanger, is concerned with the reader’s self-knowledge (“connaissance de
soi” [65]), where the reader’s general epistemological orientation at what Valenti takes to be the
levels of theory, practice, and poetics is said to be generated respectively through modes of
contemplation, action, and creation (67). If self-knowledge is a fundamental starting point in any
reading, one frequently encounters in the same experience what Valenti calls the non-self (“nonsoi”). This is in fact an experience that is often sought after in the reading of a literary text:
“Dans la plupart des situations de compréhension en littérature, il y a tentative de saisir le nonsoi, l’Autre, l’Inconnu, la part insoupçonnée et peut-être même trouble de la connaissance. Mais
pour qu’il y ait connaissance du non-soi, il doit y avoir connaissance de soi. Or connaître autre
chose que soi suppose un nouveau type de rapport aux trois types de savoirs distingués plus
haut.” In order for the comprehension of this non-self to occur, says Valenti, the reading subject
is required to pass from a first-order cognitive orientation based on what is already known to a
second-order, self-reflexive orientation, one that is able to consider its own epistemological
workings. “Si le lecteur s’interroge sur ses difficultés,” Valenti goes on to state, “s’il se rend à
l’évidence que quelque chose ne va pas, il passera d’une situation cognitive de premier ordre à
une situation cognitive de deuxième ordre, d’une compréhension topologique à une interrogation
métaréflexive.” In some cases, the lack of understanding with respect to the non-self in a reading
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may result from the reader’s deficit in knowledge or from an error in interpretation, but just as
often it is a function of the literary text itself (68-69). As Valenti explains,
Certaines lectures en littérature connaissent de tels destins sans qu’il soit possible
ni même souhaitable de résoudre les problèmes rencontrés. C’est notamment le
cas de la lecture des textes fantastiques: on aura beau passer à un plan
métaréflexif, on ne pourra peut-être pas plus (s’)expliquer l’étrange; il en est de
même pour la lecture de textes de science-fiction ... . De l’inconnu, voire peut-être
même de l’inconnaissable, s’immisce dans l’acte de lecture et on peut en prendre
plaisir comme on peut s’en frustrer. (69)
Valenti notes that the privileging of the ‘unknowable’ as a literary device was also of central
importance to the writers of the French avant-garde and the new novel (69)—a factor that will
turn up in the reading of both Caccia and Ying Chen.
It seems fair to say that this shift in the reader from a formulaic perspective on race and
ethnicity to one that is more active and self-reflexive is just the result that many ethnic minority
authors are looking to produce through their writing. As Miki observes, the literary strategies of
“deterritorialization” that are at times used by ethnic writers are meant, precisely, “[t]o
problematize the function of readership” and “transform the process of reading from passive
consumption to critical interchange” (Broken 118-19). Faced with what he calls a “pseudolittérature” that is invading the public sphere in the name of consumerism, the need to create a
more critically oriented readership has become a pressing matter for Caccia, and this can only
occur, he argues, by inciting in the reader the urge to reclaim his or her right to interpret and to
imagine (“la liberté d’interprétation, d’imagination”): “Paradoxalement, l’attitude de réceptivité
totale et d’abstraction de soi-même du lecteur est l’expression même de sa liberté. Plus l’oeuvre
implique le lecteur dans le processus de sa propre création, plus grande sera la capacité de
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résistance de ce même lecteur aux oukases qui l’assignent à l’univocité de sa fonction
consumériste” (“Libre”). It is in this vein that Caccia speaks, in a way that brings to mind
Schweickart’s thought, of a need for a “lecteur citoyen,” whose (ethical) task it is to
reappropriate the literary text and the act of reading in an effort to restore to them their political
and critical value (“La guerre” 75-76).
The problem is that a number of factors may still interfere with an adequate reading of a
text, even among the most willing of readers. Thérien refers to how the rules and conventions
learned earlier in the acquisition of reading skills can continue to affect reading habits later on
(16). According to Siemerling, “specific horizons of expectation” put in place by the literary
institution in the past have frequently influenced the reception of ethnic writing in Canada
(“Writing” 7-8). The reader’s literary presuppositions, in Thérien’s sense, are thus often
institutionally imposed. Drawing on previous work in the area of reader-response theory,
Siemerling observes that the reader’s orientation towards to the literary text is
often ‘defensive,’ and based on psychologically motivated needs or identity
themes. Readers are shown to pay disproportionate attention to those aspects of
the text that are easily aligned with their existing dispositions, judgments, and
identity; by contrast, other aspects are de-emphasized or filtered out altogether ... .
Such reading is not interested in truly new perspectives or change, but seeks
pattern confirmation (recognition of what was already known) and perhaps, at the
most, new possibilities of confirmation. (“Ethics” 843)
In this same manner, Alain Robbe-Grillet remarked in the mid-1950s that terms such as ‘absurd’
and ‘avant-garde’ have frequently been used defensively by critics to contain work that does not
fit into established literary categories (18, 25-26). Stephen Heath likewise sees the designation
‘unreadable’ (which will be addressed at greater length below) as “a term with which we trace
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the horizon of our sense, of our desire not to read our limits” (21). Theoretically, such
defensiveness is to some degree an impediment that faces all ethnic minority authors who write
of an experience that is not shared by the dominant culture. Even so, the realignment of a
reader’s assumptions and values is something that is attainable (Siemerling, “Ethics” 843) and
that often occurs through a process of what Siemerling calls “re/cognition.” The latter operates in
the reader as a dual process that simultaneously disrupts some presuppositions (a function termed
“re-cognition”) while reaffirming others (a function termed “recognition”). If ‘recognition’ limits
what can be taken in by the reader to what is already known, it is also necessary to some extent
as a framework that enables the integration of new information (“Ethics” 839). By means of
strategies that resist the presuppositions that have been set in place by the reader’s previous
experiences with either canonical or other more conventional forms of writing, one can see how
a text may conceivably produce cognitive change in a reader (a process that will be addressed
once more and at greater length in chapter 3). Such change, again, constitutes a major aim of
much ethnic minority writing today, which seeks to create in the reader a reorientation with
regard to his or her knowledge base in matters attending to the interpretation of cultural
difference and the attribution of value to other cultures. The possibility of producing such change
is an underlying assumption that will inform both the remainder of this chapter and the
dissertation as a whole.
References to the act of reading and to reader-response theory recur throughout Caccia’s
novels. In one of his several reflections in Le secret, Richard will wonder, with respect to the
writing of the literary text, “D’ailleurs, qu’est-ce qu’un auteur? Est-ce celui qui tient la plume,
cet hacedor [worker, creator, maker (see “Hacedor”)] sur lequel s’était longuement interrogé
Borges, ou celui qui en prend connaissance et, ce faisant, le recrée à son tour?” (163). The
detective Max Merle responds to Richard’s theory on Joe’s murder in La frontière tatouée in the
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following terms: “Rien n’est farfelu, à condition qu’on puisse le prouver” (140). Having found
Richard’s manuscript in Le secret, Leila will undergo a defamiliarizing experience that is
intimately tied to the reading of literature. As Richard relates,
elle me parla du ‘changement’ qui s’était opéré dans sa vie depuis qu’elle l’avait
en sa possession. Les gens autour d’elle n’étaient plus les mêmes. Ou c’était elle
qui les voyait différemment. L’anxiété l’avait envahie. Elle se réveillait en sursaut
le matin parce qu’un détail du roman était venu la hanter dans ses rêves. Elle avait
relu le manuscrit plusieurs fois et, chose étrange, elle avait l’impression que sa
propre vie était couchée sur le papier. (117)
Yet, when she rereads the manuscript more than fifteen years later, her understanding of it has
somehow changed: “Contre toute attente, sa lecture, malgré les multiples ajouts, s’avéra légère,
drôle, pleine d’ironie. Les moments les plus dramatiques conservaient certes leur émotion mais
dépouillés de tout l’affect qui, à l’époque, l’avait anéantie. Était-ce elle qui avait changé ou le
manuscrit?” (193-94). Distance in time, here, has allowed for a different reading of the text,
whose meaning is shown to be open and shifting. Richard in Le secret, perhaps due to his
traditionalist mindset, will, as a narrator in the novel’s opening, address the reader directly (910), which in this context has the effect of calling attention to the latter’s role in the reception of
the narrative. This manner of direct address is used most extensively and most assertively by
Ariane in the prière d’insérer at the end of La ligne gothique. Ariane begins her monologue in a
rather conventional manner—the ‘je’ speaking is established as being “moi Ariane” and the
reader is referred to obliquely in the third person as “[l]e lecteur” (141). But not long into the
monologue Ariane’s attitude becomes more forceful, as she turns to the second-person pronoun
in accusing the reader of having taken her for granted as a character within the text: “Je vois déjà
les sourcils se lever, les fronts se plisser, la perplexité envahir ton esprit, lecteur. Tu penses que
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je ne suis qu’une inoffensive figure de rhétorique, une image opportunément convoquée pour ...
conclure ce voyage [littéraire du roman.]” And she goes on to say how she has often felt like a
simple name buried in the narrative of Jonathan’s past (“un simple nom enfoui dans le passé de
Jonathan”) (144). At the same time, she admits that she too, as with Jonathan, whom she claims
has worked incidents from his personal history into the main narrative of the novel, cannot avoid
seeing herself reflected in the characters in the text in some ambiguous way: “je ne parviens pas
à m’extirper de ce vortex de sensations familières qui m’oblige à mimer les faits et les gestes de
Jonathan pour essayer de reconnaître les miens. Qui parle maintenant? Ariane, Jonathan ou leurs
divers avatars?” (147-49). In the final pages, Ariane turns on the reader aggressively, as she tells
of how Jonathan failed on two occasions to murder people he was meant to kill:
j’espère que toi, lecteur, tu auras plus de courage.
... Cet espace blanc dans lequel tu viens d’entrer n’est pas ce sommet de
montagne mais un endroit que tu connais bien; il se trouve en équilibre entre ciel
et terre, sur la ligne gothique.
... Tu as cru me posséder [as a character in a book] sous prétexte que tu m’avais
achetée, mieux, volée. Puis, tu as cherché à te reconnaître dans cette histoire
éclatée parce que c’était peut-être aussi la tienne. C’est alors que tu t’es rendu
compte que quelque chose n’allait pas dans ces personnages, qui s’évanouissent
dès lors qu’on veut les saisir. ... Il faut te rendre à l’évidence: tu ne peux plus
reculer. Tu as le dos au mur. ... [T]u n’avais pas prévu qu’il te faudrait aussi
mettre les mains dans le cambouis et exécuter toi-même la dernière sale besogne.
(150-52)
Ariane’s ‘je’ begins at this point to merge with that of the novel’s (implied) author: “Peut-être
aurais-je dû t’amener ici par des chemins plus directs, te raconter une vraie histoire, avec des
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personnages mieux dessinés, avec une psychologie et tout le tralala, des faits vraisemblables,
repérables dans la trame des faits contemporains” (152). But neither Ariane nor the author seems
prepared to relieve the reader of his or her responsibility by providing an easily consumable plot.
“[T]u n’avais peut-être pas imaginé qu’un tel retournement puisse avoir lieu,” Ariane states.
“Dans tes propos incohérents, tu me diras que tu as été manipulé, que tu ne voulais pas venir, que
c’est de ma faute! Alors, comme tu le fais à cet instant, tu me regarderas droit dans les yeux. Tu
reculeras, effrayé, tu ne parviendras pas à articuler le moindre son. C’est à ce moment-là que tu
braqueras ton arme sur moi. Et tu tireras” (153). The reader, back to the wall, is placed in what
might be seen as a defensive position by Ariane. By referring to the reader’s situation as being
located “sur la ligne gothique” (a boundary that is associated with the law in the novel and
which, in this context, can be taken as the law established by the literary institution in the form of
a certain ‘horizon of expectations’8), Ariane acknowledges the reader’s place as the maker and
keeper of the law in the literary work, and assigns to him or her the final duty of the text’s
interpretation. With the ethnic text, this may quite often amount to the killing of its meaning,
and, in fact, each of Caccia’s following novels, with the exception of Rain bird, ends with a
murder of some sort.
A similar metafictional passage occurs towards the end of La coïncidence. Overtly an
ordinary exchange between the novel’s two main characters, it also carries the sense of a
dialogue between text and reader at the moment of the realist narrative’s final unravelling:
— Étrange que l’on se soit rencontrés.
...
— Et maintenant?
— Nous sommes arrivés à la conclusion.
— Que veux-tu dire?
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— Ce qui a été noué doit être dénoué. (125)
It is at this point that Jonathan’s revolver emerges, which recalls the ending of La ligne gothique
where Ariane places a similar pistol in the reader’s hand, and that a talk of hunting recurs. “Dans
la chasse,” Jonathan tells Leila, “il y a la proie et le traqueur: le chassé et le chasseur. Tu ne peux
résoudre ta vie que si tu consens à prendre position pour l’un ou pour l’autre” (126). With the
gun in her possession, Leila takes on the role of the reader relative to the text, but it is not
entirely clear what she does with the weapon. In the epilogue, a gunshot is heard and a young
woman is seen by some running from the apartment. The police classify the death as a suicide
(133). The reader is led, perhaps by literary convention and the need for resolution, to presume
that Leila is Jonathan’s killer. One has to read the third part of the trilogy to learn what ‘really’
happened, that Leila has not chosen to come down on the side of the hunter. Within the context
provided by reader-response theory, one might say that she has remained open to what is
unfamiliar and has resisted the role of the defensive reader.

Heteroglossia and the Naturalist Novel
A problem that continues to be of some importance today for an author such as Fulvio
Caccia has to do with finding a way to recover the sense of disruption that originally
characterized the field of écriture migrante before it was effectively neutralized by the literary
institution. For Caccia, the question entails locating a mode of writing that can escape the
tendency towards ethnic differentiation that he sees as defining much of the present work in the
area. In The Protestant Ethnic, Rey Chow explores how the social process of what she calls
“coercive mimeticism,” with its attendant logic of “self-mimicry” (whereby the ethnic subject is
made to perform its own ethnicity in the terms determined by dominant culture), operates
significantly through ‘confessional’ literary genres. The scope of the problem, she claims, is
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reflected these days in “the overwhelming popularity of self-referential genres, such as
autobiographies, memoirs, journals, and diaries,” but also in the burgeoning of “scholarly venues
such as critical essays, forums, conferences, and public lectures.” The general phenomenon,
according to Chow, is related to a sudden mistrust of metanarratives that has taken shape since
the end of the twentieth century and to the perceived risk of “speaking for others.” As she writes,
“By capturing the unique, the solitary, and the particularistic, and by not making general claims,
self-referential articulations now seem to many to be the only acceptable type of representation”
(107, 112). There is a problem attached, however, to such a focus on ethnic particularity and the
attempt to avoid critical discourse at a more universal level that is linked to “the age-old realist
fallacy, which allows [certain ethnic writers] to attribute to self-referentiality the capacity for an
unproblematic representation of reality, in this case, the reality of the self.” Attempting to limit
expression to our own experience, says Chow, cannot “redeem us from the fundamental and
contentious binary structure of representation in which one is always (inevitably) speaking of/for
something or someone else” (113). Drawing on Michel Foucault, Chow argues that the trouble
with the self-referential approach is that it “imagine[s] the self as a refuge beyond the reach of
power ... when the self is simply a relaying vehicle for institutional forces of rational
systematization at the individual level.” Through the use of self-referential genres, Chow
maintains, the ethnic subject is in a way led to respond affirmatively to the interpellative call of
ethnicization: “When minority individuals think that, by referring to themselves, they are
liberating themselves from the powers that subordinate them, they may actually be allowing such
powers to work in the most intimate fashion ... , in a kind of voluntary surrender that is, in the
end, fully complicit with the guilty verdict that has been declared on them socially long before
they speak” (114-15).
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Taking a similar approach, Caccia contends that écriture migrante continues to propagate
what he sees as the ethnic differentiation that has characterized both North American and
Québécois culture since their beginnings. This sense of differentiation, says Caccia, contains and
reduces the numerous cultural imaginaries involved in the writing, in such a way as to negate
those attempts at transgression that this otherwise diversified corpus of works often seeks to
produce. Whatever manner of equality the literary institution and society at large may profess
officially, it is largely belied by material conditions in which a ‘differentialist’ social discourse
continues to push ethnic authors into stereotyped positionings, “à coller à sa culture et à sa
langue sans avoir la distance requise pour la critiquer.” In a way that recalls Chow’s view,
Caccia argues that the concomitant decision taken by certain migrant writers to act as
representatives for their own culture results in fact from their internalization of the liberalist
values that served to marginalize them in the first place. It is this situation, according to Caccia,
that explains the widespread success of ‘ethnic’ authors at the end of the twentieth century in
both the anglophone and Québécois literary institutions, whose work often tends to simply
reaffirm the existing beliefs and values of dominant society (“Les ‘écritures’” [Neue] 61-62).
Acknowledging that his own achievements are tied to these same circumstances and that the
effects of the ethnic literary tradition have not been entirely negative, Caccia claims that the
latter’s apparent benefits, and the liberal ideology of recognition that underpins it, need to be
relativized (62). For Caccia, the general dilemma of the minority condition (“le dilemme de la
condition minoritaire”) results from an ever-present need to situate oneself within an ongoing,
alternating search for a sort of cultural withdrawal and introspection (“repli”) on one hand, and a
form of cosmopolitan openness on the other. And it is precisely this sense of oscillation that the
more common forms of migrant writing tend to annul despite their sometimes transgressive
appearance, halting “la dérive qui saisit toute parole ébranlée par l’incertitude identitaire et qui
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cherche dans la fuite en avant, dans une abondance proliférante, les signes extérieurs de sa
propre existence.” The display of cultural difference, under these conditions, ultimately points to
a kind of sameness relative to the dominant culture and its values, Caccia maintains. In his view,
such a focus on difference effectively nullifies the pole of the equation that allows for a full and
genuine social existence, and it is the inability of certain modes of migrant writing to operate at a
wider social level that serves to cancel their political import (63). Moreover, the naturalist and
autobiographical forms commonly employed in this type of writing themselves cannot lead to the
conception of a new social order as they too remain circumscribed by the differentializing
ideology of dominant culture (65). Speaking elsewhere, Caccia has argued that this style of
writing actually runs counter to the desired outcome of social and institutional integration that is
sought after by many writers:
nul ne peut vivre longtemps dans [cet environnement littéraire migrant] sans
reproduire les travers du minoritaire: fixation au passé, allégorisation de la langue,
tendance à l’autobiographie ... C’est ainsi que la littérature de l’immigration
participe de l’idéologie dominante qui, au Québec, comme dans le reste du
Canada, érige la condition minoritaire en fait majoritaire. ... Aussitôt affirmée,
voilà que cette différence est renvoyée à la frontière indépassable de sa
singularité. De la sorte, le travail littéraire de l’immigrant est épinglé comme une
‘variante du devenir migrant’ sans qu’il y ait eu de véritables confrontations avec
les autres représentations de la littérature nationale. (“Fulvio” 29-30; 1st ellipsis in
orig.)
By Caccia’s account, an opposition presently exists within the field of écriture migrante,
between naturalists and those who would seek to rework the literary language (“La guerre” 70).
In an article dealing with the forces of territorialization and deterritorialization operating within
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Quebec’s national literature, whose latest literary representatives resurface in Monique LaRue’s
distinction between the ‘arpenteur’ and the ‘navigateur,’ Caccia states,
Ce qui est en jeu [ici], ce n’est ni plus ni moins que le contrôle et la pratique du
langage: le pouvoir. Quelle élite professionnelle devrait légitimement l’exercer?
Le poète ou le prince philosophe? La violence avec laquelle Platon [in his
Republic] attaque le poète s’explique justement par la crainte de voir sa
‘redoutable’ efficacité rhétorique [here associated with semiosis] détourner le
citoyen de la recherche de la vérité [associated with mimesis]. (68-69)
Écriture migrante, as it presently stands, is affected by the same sense of polarization, says
Caccia, between a majority producing work that is naturalist in style and territorializing in effect,
and a relative few looking to contest the situation through attempts at deterritorialization (70).9
Caccia has since the beginning of his writing career been drawn to the latter notion as first put
forth by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in the 1970s, which seeks to account for the ways that
language can be pushed to its expressive limits.10 Roy Miki explains the appeal of the idea in the
following terms: “The act of ‘deterritorialization’ through writing [represents] a viable method
for resisting assimilation, for exploring variations in form that undermine aesthetic norms, for
challenging homogenizing political systems, and for articulating subjectivities that emerge from
beleaguered communities—even at the risk of incomprehensibility, unreadability, indifference,
or outright rejection” (118).
A basic effect of deterritorialization, then, and the writing by which it is generated,
involves the subversion of the (territorialized) social limits put in place by dominant culture. In
his avant-propos to 1985-2005, Caccia reflects more specifically on the need for an international,
‘world literature’ that is, to this end, able to transcend the restrictions associated with national
literary traditions. As he sees it, “Les écritures migrantes ont été et demeurent une tentative pour
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inscrire les jeunes littératures néocoloniales dans le ‘grand contexte’ [supranational]. Telle est, à
mes yeux, sa seule et unique valeur heuristique. C’est pourquoi envisager les écritures migrantes
seulement dans le ‘petit contexte’ [national] n’a strictement aucun sens” (5). The necessity for
such a world literature is more pressing than ever, Caccia claims. At the current conjuncture,
where spaces allowing for genuine social discourse and exchange contract and recede, “il devient
urgent de réintroduire à la lettre la loi de l’étranger [which Caccia aligns with the barbaric
outsider, but also with a sort of universalizing xenophilia (12)] qui permettra de séparer ce qui
participe du nouveau de ce qui, sous un vernis de modernité, demeure passéiste”—a shift in
orientation that would allow conceivably for the formation of a more open literary field (14-15).
Caccia has in another context again spoken positively of the same ‘world literature’ that Goethe
had called for in the nineteenth century as well as the humanist ideal of universality that he sees
as potentially being tied to such a literature, an ideal that, today, can also be associated with a
sense of deterritorialization. Drawing on Milan Kundera, Caccia observes that, due to its capacity
to render life’s complexity (“esprit de complexité”), literature by nature runs counter to the
reductive forces of the science and information technology that form the technical basis of
globalization, and that it is these disruptive and regenerative forces grounded in immanence,
rather than capitalist abstraction, that in fact support the Western humanist belief in the universal
(“La guerre” 64, 76-77).
It is possible to see this opposition between the forces of territorialization and
deterritorialization as being dramatized in La ligne gothique as a Bakhtinian struggle over the
form and content of the ethnic novel. The presence of M. M. Bakhtin’s thought can actually be
felt throughout Caccia’s fiction, and there is a parallel to be made between Deleuze and
Guattari’s understanding of the internal tensions that exist within language and the centripetal
and centrifugal forces that make up an indispensable part of Bakhtin’s own theory on the topic.
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There is, according to Bakhtin, an ever-present tension within language between these two
opposing forces—with the centripetal having a centralizing and unifying effect on language, and
the centrifugal a decentralizing and differentializing effect (66-67). These forces are also referred
to respectively in terms of monoglossia and heteroglossia, and occur concurrently within any
unitary language. A “unitary language” is what one might think of as a society’s ‘official’
language, instituted by certain historical and ‘centripetal’ forces. “[A]t every moment of its
linguistic life,” Bakhtin writes, unitary language “is opposed to the realities of heteroglossia.” Its
function is to “guarante[e] a certain maximum of mutual understanding” through “the unity of
the reigning conversational (everyday) and literary language, ‘correct language’” (270). Yet even
monoglot languages are to some degree internally differentiated as a result of the competing
social discourses that occur within them. “[M]onoglossia is always in essence relative,” Bakhtin
observes. “After all, one’s own language is never a single language: in it there are always
survivals of the past and a potential for other-languagedness.” There is, in other words, always an
“intense struggle that goes on between languages and within languages” (66). As Bakhtin again
puts it, “Every concrete utterance of a speaking subject serves as a point where centrifugal as
well as centripetal forces are brought to bear. The processes of centralization and
decentralization, of unification and disunification, intersect in the utterance” (272). This sense of
a sustained struggle between language’s centralizing and decentralizing forces is occasionally
pointed to in Caccia’s use of imagery. Following the first bombing in La ligne gothique,
Jonathan observes the crowds moving towards and away from the site of the event, as centripetal
and centrifugal forces, one might say, with the result that “[l]eur rencontre provoque des
tourbillons au-dessus desquels flottent d’étranges cantilènes” (63). Likewise, Jonathan, in La
coïncidence, will compare the flow of people using the metro to “[l]e mouvement du sang vers le
coeur: diastole, systole” (21). And the horizontality of the landscape and verticality of the sky
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will be conceived of in the same novel as “deux masses [qui] s’attirent et se repoussent, combat
singulier et silencieux” (51).
For Bakhtin, the novel, while not strictly a modern form, is the only literary genre that is
still in development. Compared with the more traditional and static genres that have acquired the
stability of a unitary language, the novel is a genre that tends in the direction of heteroglossia
(272-73). “In the novel,” Bakhtin notes, “this internal dialogization [involving heteroglossia that
is to be found in language itself as a whole] becomes one of the most fundamental aspects of
prose style and undergoes a specific artistic elaboration” (284). In his view, it is the novel’s
capacity to incorporate other forms—letters, diaries, or confessions, for example—that marks it
as a still-evolving genre; its relation to other modes of discourse is always open and changing
(33). Bakhtin identifies five “basic types of compositional-stylistic unities” that, in an
interrelated way, allow for various discourses to enter into the novelistic text. These are: 1) direct
authorial narration; 2) “oral everyday narration”; 3) representations of written speech (introduced
through the use of other forms, such as letters or diaries, for instance); 4) “literary but extraartistic authorial speech,” drawing from various other discourses, such as the moral,
philosophical, or scientific; and 5) the speech of characters. According to Bakhtin, “These
heterogeneous stylistic unities, upon entering the novel, combine to form a structured artistic
system, and are subordinated to the higher stylistic unity of the work as a whole, a unity that
cannot be identified with any single one of the unities subordinated to it.” It is these
“compositional unities” that allow heteroglossia to enter into the novel—“each of them permits a
multiplicity of social voices and a wide variety of their links and interrelationships” (262-63).
The novel’s storyline is itself, Bakhtin claims further on, “subordinated to the task of
coordinating and exposing languages to each other” (365).
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If one takes all of this into account in approaching Caccia’s fiction, one indeed remarks
that it is rife with shifts in narratorial point of view, with insertions of letters, poems, and the
recounting of dreams, and with reflections on both artistic and “extra-artistic” topics. As
mentioned above, La ligne gothique in particular can be seen as staging the monoglot-heteroglot
struggle at work within the institutional domain of the ethnic novel, where the figure of Valente
comes to take on the values associated with the conventional, ethnicized discourse, and Jonathan
is aligned with their resistance. The opposition between Jonathan and Valente is established at
the moment that the latter is introduced into Jonathan’s cabin on the train taking him to
Ramontel. In the discussion that ensues, Valente makes an ambiguous comment concerning the
Homeric Ulysses in the land of the Phaeacians: “C’est là où Ulysse recouvre sa mémoire. En
trouvant son passé, celui qui n’est ‘personne’ sait désormais ce qu’il est devenu” (32). The
observation is actually a veiled reference to the contemporary commandant Ulysse, member of
the resistance in Ramontel, rather than the epic hero, made evident when Valente goes on to
speak, rather disdainfully, of the former (33). The statement can also be taken as a comment on
the recovery of memory, in this case, of national memory, which, as it later turns out, Valente
appears to be in the process of fabricating. The following remarks made by the characters on the
control of history would in fact seem to point to the ongoing political conflict taking place in
Ramontel (33-34).
It is with Valente’s speech at the Gothic Club, however, that his position becomes
somewhat more tangible. A struggle over the potential meaning of transculture itself becomes
apparent in the scene, reflected in the fact that Jonathan has mistakenly taken his invitation to the
conference as coming from the Institut de psychiatrie transculturelle (IPT), for which Dimitri had
worked during the previous war, rather than from Valente’s organization, known as the Institut
transculturel de psychiatrie (ITP) (11, 66). The former, dealing with transcultural psychiatry, is
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presumably concerned with the study of ailments resulting from immigration or related
‘intercultural’ experiences. It is described earlier in the novel as being “consacré aux
traumatismes de guerre” (11), suggesting the possibility that Ramontel may be the site of ethnic
violence. A research centre likewise devoted to disorders linked to cultural trauma
(“comportement transculturel”) appears in Golden eighties and is named after Fernando Ortiz
(132), giving the institute a positive connotation. It is not exactly clear what Valente’s
organization is involved in: its meeting at the Gothic Club does not resemble what one would
expect of an academic conference nor the gathering of a resistance movement. Keeping in mind
that the relation between the Gothic Club and Valente’s institute is never explicitly accounted for
(the latter is merely mentioned as the sponsor to the event [66]), the people here seem to have
assembled to celebrate Mardi Gras rather than to discuss transcultural issues. In Valente’s
opening address to the conference, it becomes apparent that his organization has in fact
appropriated the language of resistance of its opponents in order to better mislead the latter’s
public supporters. Referring to his own foundation (“fondation”), he speaks of “l’universalité de
ces valeurs pour lesquelles nous avons combattu et combattons encore.” Yet his comments that
follow come across as being imbued with eternal and abstract significance rather than drawing
on the more materially oriented values usually privileged in transcultural discourse. The gothic
line that demarcates the territory and that is collectively held in esteem, for instance, is more than
a geographic boundary, according to Valente. “[E]lle partage ce qui est advenu et ce qui va
advenir, intangible comme le temps dont elle est issue” (80-81). Likewise, he claims to be wary
of the doubt and vacillation affecting the present ‘civilization’ (80)—two factors generally
favoured in transcultural thought. As he discusses the significance of the gothic line, his speech
wanders into a sort of obfuscation, where the discourse of language, territory, and nation is
evoked and some confusion produced over architectural and military terminology (“arche,”
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“ogive”) (81). If the motif of the boundary in Caccia’s novels, to which the ‘gothic line’ points,
is associated in its broadest sense with the internalized law governing human society, Valente’s
remarks signal his desire to conserve the traditional, mythic meaning of this boundary. “La ligne
est de partout et de nulle part,” he states; “elle est de toute éternité, traversant les forêts, les
montagnes, divisant les familles, les dispersant aux quatre coins de la planète, rasant les villes, en
érigeant d’autres dans le désert, se glissant dans le mouvement même de mes paroles, les coupant
par le milieu. Elle demeure de tout temps avec ses acteurs, ses actes de bravoure, ses tragédies ...
” (81; ellipsis in orig.). He speaks of the gothic line in a celebratory tone, even if certain of its
effects—“divisant les familles,” “rasant les villes”—do not seem to merit celebration. The main
object of Valente’s speech is to denounce the commandant Ulysse, head of the resistance, yet he
does so in a rather tortuous way, claiming to honour the original Ulysse, who has been killed by
a usurper, who must, in place of the former, now in turn be denounced. Valente presents himself
as working against “le Simulacre,” like the original Ulysse, but he is actually working to produce
it (82-83). His manipulation of reality is most plainly illustrated by the passing remark in his
speech that the gothic line divides north and south (80-81), when it is said earlier to divide east
and west (11, 32). Perhaps the only true observation in his speech is that “le combat, quel qu’il
soit, ne se déroule pas seulement au front mais bien aussi dans les esprits” (83), suggesting that
the gothic line in the novel represents the site of an internal struggle as well as an external one. If
Jonathan has mistaken the ITP for the IPT, he may not be the only one. Many of the audience
members—identified as supporters of the resistance and with a “force centrifuge” (85)—question
the pertinence of Valente’s comments without entirely understanding much of what he is saying.
Still, they seem mainly satisfied to have heard the renown Valente speak (81-84).
Valente’s position manifests itself in a more concrete manner perhaps in the novel that he
has written. Chapter 15 in La ligne gothique provides an excerpt of the text (61-62), where the
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characters who habitually frequent the Hotel Una, also known as the Chateau, have been
gathered together to be interrogated by state officials. It is implied that they are all members of
the resistance. The narrative is told in what comes across in this brief excerpt as a naturalist,
autobiographical style (based, it would appear, on Dimitri’s experience and his role as the
steward (“intendant”) of Ulysse during the war [21]), with a first-person narrator, and where the
names of Lucia and Prudence at least do not seem to have been changed—all of which invites a
direct association between text and author. The scene depicted leads one to suspect that by
writing about these members of the resistance, Valente may have profited from, if not exploited,
an experience that others suffered through. Where Jonathan is concerned, the mimetically driven
novel contains a wealth of information to help him find his way in Ramontel as he revisits the
city, although he notes that the text misrepresents the size of the Hotel Una (it is larger in the
novel). On the novel’s style, he states: “tout y est méticuleusement décrit dans la grande tradition
du récit naturaliste. Mais cet ouvrage n’a d’intérêt que documentaire; le style y brille par son
absence et les personnages manquent singulièrement de mystère, au point de télégraphier leur
action.” Jonathan goes on to wonder how the book could have won the prestigious prize that it
has, coming to the conclusion that it was awarded more because the author was a prominent
member of the resistance (now having apparently changed sides, if he ever was a genuine
member) and an accomplished psychiatrist than because of the work’s literary merit—a reference
not only to the corruption that seems to surround Valente but also to the political and institutional
values that tend to enter into artistic interpretation and valuation (49-50).
This is the novel that Jonathan is requested (if rather forcefully) to help rewrite. Locked
away in the print shop, Jonathan’s impression is that the publication of the second text that he
has been given along with his ‘mission’—with its additions, revisions, and numerous
corrections—was stopped in mid-course, possibly, the reader is led to infer, when the publishers
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discovered Valente’s interference in the attempt to rewrite his novel. For the text includes a
preface by Valente, which begins by praising the writer of the novel but where Valente gradually
comes to insert his own name into the place of the original author’s. In comparing the two
versions of the novel, Jonathan notes, “bien qu’ayant le même titre, les mêmes personnages et la
même intrigue, ces deux ouvrages ne se resemblaient guère. Le premier, qui provenait de
Dimitri, était plus naturaliste, plus prévisible; le second, plus métaphorique, plus imprévisible, et
pourtant c’était la même histoire qui était racontée” (96-99). It is in Jonathan’s reworking of La
ligne gothique that the tension in question between the forces of unitary language and
heteroglossia is most clearly dramatized. The second rendering of the original work, he states,
n’était pas qu’un simple toilettage, mais bien une véritable opération de
redressement: des passages entiers étaient biffés et remplacés par des variantes
dans la marge. Les crapules devenaient des personnages positifs, les bons, de
sinistres ratés. Des épisodes se déroulant la nuit étaient éclairés par la lumière du
jour, des dialogues dits par des femmes l’étaient maintenant par des hommes.
L’attentat à la bombe se transformait en feu d’artifice. Les pôles s’inversaient
ainsi que les lieux. (100)
Jonathan’s use of the analog Linotype reflects his opposition as a character in the novel to a
technologically dominated society. His left-handedness (“gaucher” [19]) has the effect of
aligning him with the forces countering institutional authority but also, in a somewhat more
common sense, as Piotr Sadkowski suggests, with the crooked, the deviant, the twisted (45)—
with whatever is not ‘right,’ in other words. Indeed, after days of confinement, Jonathan now
claims to look like “un barbare” (104), in a way that seems to take back the figure appropriated
by Valente in his earlier talk: “Le barbare [qui] s’immisce dans le bel ordonnancement du monde
et le transforme” (81). Sadkowski has indicated the difficulty in distinguishing between
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Jonathan’s version of La ligne gothique and the one being read by the real reader (46-47).
Although Ariane identifies the text published as Caccia’s novel as belonging to Jonathan (141),
at least one difference between the two works is that the novel within the novel bears Jonathan’s
name as the author’s (77). Nonetheless, given the manner in which the (protean) manuscript
circulates in the trilogy, Caccia’s version, while perhaps not coinciding exactly with Jonathan’s,
may plausibly be taken as a close variant of it. In Valente’s version, the larger part of the action
is said to occur in the basilica (100); in Caccia’s, the latter is only of peripheral importance (63,
121-27). If Valente’s novel accused Dimitri of treason, Caccia’s in a way clears his name and
turns the charge back on Valente (22, 101-02). Caccia also uses an autobiographical style and
first-person narrator in his version of the novel, but the expectations generally associated with
these conventions in the ethnic literary context are disrupted by Caccia through recourse to
certain strategies which, I will now try to illustrate, can be said to allow for heteroglossia to enter
more easily into the work.

The French New Novel
In the avant-propos to 1985-2005, Caccia reflects on what may constitute the migrant
aesthetic at the present time. According to Caccia, it is no longer to be situated in
plurilingualism, the subversion of genres, or narratives of wandering (“dérives”) from a given
point of origin. If it was, at a time when traditional literary genres (“modèles littéraires”) were
clearly defined, relatively easy to work against their conventions and to produce something
appearing new and modern, such is no longer the case: “depuis le milieu du siècle dernier après
les chocs successifs de Proust, Joyce, Kafka, mais aussi de Beckett, et de Ionesco ces illustres
transfuges de la langue française, cette posture est devenue à son tour un lieu commun, travaillée
par l’idéologie.” Today, a new aesthetic must be sought for elsewhere, perhaps at a more
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subjective level, “à partir d’une phénoménologie de la sensation qui est mouvement, émotion.”
The new, says Caccia, functions according to its own law—“barbare, étrangère”—and is to be
found in the transgression of the familiar (13-14). Accordingly, there is in Caccia’s fiction a
central importance given to the sensorial and the emotive, reflected in the work’s abundant
rendering of dreams and evocations of memory, but also in the considerable attention given to
bodily sensations, sometimes conveyed in a sort of impressionistic style that points to a nontranscendental experience of the world. This focus on the sensorial is to be most notably
discerned in the many sexual encounters that occur in the novels and the recurring descriptions
of the female body. A representative example of this tendency occurs in La ligne gothique, when,
having awoken alone in the Hotel Una, Jonathan recalls his recent sexual exchange with
Prudence, during which peripheral details—sounds, light, surrounding objects—are fleetingly
perceived. As he makes his way through the house immediately after, he is overcome
inexplicably by feelings of nostalgia and sadness, a state that adds to the narrator’s sense of
disorientation in the novel, both intellectual and emotional (57-59). The dream state (Jonathan
has more or less been between sleep and wakefulness since his arrival in Paris) carries over into
the next scene, as Jonathan wanders into the area where the first bomb has just gone off: “Un
silence oppressant s’abat sur toutes choses vivantes et inanimées, les faits paraître étranges. D’où
cette impression d’entrer subrepticement dans un repli de l’espace-temps” (63). It is perhaps
Richard’s opening reflection in Le secret on how painting altered his life that best summarizes
the way art in Caccia’s universe represents a space in which bodily sensation and emotion are
allowed to coexist and overlap: “J’ai découvert la puissance de la couleur, la fascination de la
forme, les vertiges de la perspective et la lumière. L’émotion, mon émotion, a pu enfin
s’exprimer, exploser dans les pigments froids ou brûlants, dans la pâte onctueuse, l’odeur,
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l’huile, les lignes de fuites ...” (9; ellipsis in orig.). In this regard, one cannot get away from the
sensorial in Caccia’s fiction.
In this chapter, however, my main focus will be on the formal conventions employed by
Caccia in his attempt to ‘transgress the familiar,’ which involves, despite his claim that they may
no longer be effective, the redeployment of nouveau roman, or French new novel, narrative
strategies and in a related way the use of the fantastic. In a manner that resembles Caccia’s
position to a certain extent, the new novelists in the mid-twentieth century were also responding
to a literary aesthetic that had become sterile in their eyes. As Stephen Heath explains, the main
objective of the new novelists entailed the critique of the realist form and the “vraisemblable” it
claims to reproduce, that is, its “naturalization of that reality articulated by a society as the
‘Reality.’” The new novelists sought to challenge a genre whose success tends to be measured by
“the degree to which it remains unknown as a form, to which it is received as mirror of ‘Reality,’
ever confirmed by a fixed source exterior to its discourse” (20). As Vicki Mistacco puts it, the
“antirepresentational” work of the new novelists was meant in part “to expose the conventions of
the novel as mere conventions, as artifice, by showing how language leads to the creation of
illusory meanings” (380). In a similar way, Alain Robbe-Grillet, in Pour un Nouveau Roman,
rebukes the traditional critical institution in France, whose language, because it is so commonly
and easily employed, is rarely seen for what it is—an institutionalized system of aesthetic value
and judgment (25). Stylistic innovation among the new novelists was in this sense motivated by a
need to disrupt the intellectual ossification produced by what had come to be accepted as
canonical literature.
As already suggested by Caccia’s comment above, a charge that has previously been
aimed at the new novel has to do with its lack of political commitment. Perhaps due to the
historical distance that she has on the more celebratory discourse that surrounded the new novel
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at moment of its production, Nelly Wolf at times casts a rather severe eye on the genre. Having
established that a central objective of the new novel was to progressively evacuate the novelistic
form of its content, to write without saying anything (“de ne rien dire”) (95-96), she goes so far
in the final chapter of her book as to link the new novel’s rise to literary prominence to French
society’s desire at the time to forget its collaboration with the occupying Nazi regime during the
Second World War. The new form answers almost literally in this sense to a need to say nothing
(193-203). In a related way, Wolf also sees the new novel in the 1950s as representing an early
experiment in literary marketing, fuelled importantly by the factor of novelty (48-49, 52). Heath
also admits that the new novelists were lacking in political rigour but adds that the value of the
new novel is to be found in its indirect critique of dominant ideology (30-33). The new novelists
were themselves aware of the criticism directed towards them, as reflected in the critical writings
of both Nathalie Sarraute and Robbe-Grillet, two of the genre’s more notable practitioners.
Without exactly looking to defend the new novelists, one might say that they were more
uncommitted than apolitical. In other words, they were not forcibly devoid of political views but
only reluctant to express these views through their work. Robbe-Grillet in fact sees an explicit
need to keep separate politics (a mode of thought based on ideological certainties to some extent)
and art (whose task it is to interrogate certainties of all sorts) (120-21). Although it may be
tempting to posit a link between art and direct political intervention, in practice things are never
so simple, says Robbe-Grillet. He is not unsympathetic to political causes but merely sees the
ideological instrumentalization of art as having a hindering effect not only on the art but on the
political cause as well, due to the oversimplification that occurs in such situations of both lived
reality and artistic practice (33-39). It is an open and more tentative art form, according to
Robbe-Grillet, that may have the more favourable, if indirect, political outcome in the long run
(121).11 One could say that the new novel is contestatory to the extent that dominant aesthetic
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values, such as those it questions, are always in one way or another related to an institutionalized
system of thought. Artistic development, in this sense, might be put forth as constituting a
political end in itself for the new novelists. Robbe-Grillet’s chapter “Du réalisme à la réalité” in
Pour un Nouveau Roman deals at length with the idea that the elaboration of new forms runs
parallel to the search for a better understanding of the world and the ‘reality’ that realism is said
to portray (135-44). Earlier in the same book, having observed that a central aim of the new
novelists is to redefine the human (“inventer l’homme”), he states that in such a context “la
répétition systématique des formes du passé est non seulement absurde et vaine, mais qu’elle
peut même devenir nuisible” (9). Robbe-Grillet thus sees the new novel, much as Sarraute does
in her chapter on Dostoevsky and Kafka in L’ère du soupçon (13-55), not as a break with the
past but as the most recent stage in the novel’s ongoing aesthetic evolution (115-16), a facet of
the genre that can be said to bear certain latent political implications.
Both Heath and Wolf point to contradictions in the theoretical work of the new novelists.
Does Robbe-Grillet, Wolf asks for example, want to be unreadable in his search for formal
innovation or accessible?12 This type of discrepancy, she claims, is in all likelihood the result of
the new novel’s nebulous positioning. The genre is ultimately defined negatively—as being
opposed to the traditional literary institution rather than by any shared objective, and this at a
time, she points out, when formal experimentation had become well accepted in certain quarters.
The critique of the realist tradition is required in a way to shore up a radical standpoint (44-47).
Heath also devotes a chapter in his book to some of the fundamental contradictions in RobbeGrillet’s theory (67-152). My aim in this section is not so much to analyze the internal
consistency of Sarraute’s and Robbe-Grillet’s thought but simply to identify a few common
strategies employed by the new novelists that might be used to orient a reading of Caccia’s own
fiction. For the new novelists, the main task was to get away from character and plot, and
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mimesis more generally (Sarraute, L’ère 144). Robbe-Grillet speaks of the character—with a
name, parents, and above all a personality—as a reliquary of the nineteenth century which
modern novelists have continuously sought to resist (26-28). Sarraute likewise reflects upon the
rejection of the traditional character by both authors and readers:
Aujourd’hui, un flot toujours grossissant nous inonde d’oeuvres littéraires qui
prétendent encore être des romans et où un être sans contours, indéfinissable,
insaisissable et invisible, un ‘je’ anonyme qui est tout et qui n’est rien et qui n’est
le plus souvent qu’un reflet de l’auteur lui-même, a usurpé le rôle du héros
principal et occupe la place d’honneur. Les personnages qui l’entourent, privés
d’existence propre, ne sont plus que des visions, rêves, cauchemars, illusions,
reflets, modalités ou dépendances de ce ‘je’ tout-puissant. (L’ère 61-62)
This development is not limited to the new novel, she claims, but is a common feature in modern
fiction (she mentions Proust and Sartre here among others). Such a change at the level of
character, she goes on to state,
témoigne, à la fois chez l’auteur et le lecteur, d’un état d’esprit singulièrement
sophistiqué. Non seulement ils se méfient du personnage de roman, mais, à
travers lui, ils se méfient l’un de l’autre. Il était le terrain d’entente, la base solide
d’où ils pouvaient d’un commun effort s’élancer vers des recherches et des
découvertes nouvelles. Il est devenu le lieu de leur méfiance réciproque, le terrain
dévasté où ils s’affrontent. (62-63)
Robbe-Grillet speaks similarly, if somewhat ironically, of storyline. According to the common
understanding, he writes, the novel “est avant tout une ‘histoire.’ Un vrai romancier, c’est celui
qui sait ‘raconter une histoire’” (29). And he adds that an unspoken rule has established itself
between reader and writer: “celui-ci fera semblant de croire à ce qu’il raconte, celui-là oubliera
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que tout est inventé et feindra d’avoir affaire à un document, à une biographie, à une quelconque
histoire vécue. Bien raconter, c’est donc faire ressembler ce que l’on écrit aux schémas
préfabriqués dont les gens ont l’habitude, c’est-à-dire à l’idée toute faite qu’ils ont de la réalité”
(29-30). Traditional devices involved in the creation of a conventional plot include the use of the
simple past verb tense; third-person narration; and linear, chronological story development—all
of which serves to convey a coherent, stable, and decipherable (“déchiffrable”) universe (31).
For modern writers at the end of the 1950s, says Robbe-Grillet, the question has not been so
much to abandon storyline as to find new forms allowing for its expression (31-32). As Sarraute
observes with regard to the same standard, linear plot, the reader “a vu le temps cesser d’être ce
courant rapide qui poussait en avant l’intrigue pour devenir une eau dormante au fond de laquelle
s’élaborent de lentes et subtiles décompositions; il a vu nos actes perdre leurs mobiles courants et
leurs significations admises, des sentiments inconnus apparaître et les mieux connus changer
d’aspect et de nom” (L’ère 68). According to Sarraute, the coming of Joyce, Proust, and Freud
has ruined the reader for the traditional realist novel (67). The latter’s subject matter—“la plate
apparence du trompe-l’oeil”—can no longer be said to appeal to its audience (65).
If the author, as noted above, has thus had to adjust to the demands of the new reader,
now grown in literary sophistication, at the same time, Sarraute maintains, this same reader’s
apparently innate and ever-present need to totalize or to restrict (“typifie[r]”) the openness of the
literary character has prompted experiments in characterization on the author’s part that have had
the effect of pressing the reader towards greater attentiveness in his or her practice of reading
(L’ère 72-74). Robbe-Grillet speaks in like manner of how the new novel has led to “un autre
mode de participation” with respect to the reader: “Ce qu’il [the new novelist] lui demande, ce
n’est plus de recevoir tout fait un monde achevé, plein, clos sur lui-même, c’est au contraire de
participer à une création, d’inventer à son tour l’oeuvre—et le monde—et d’apprendre ainsi à
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inventer sa propre vie” (133-34). Both Heath and Mistacco as well have noted how the new
novel form relies heavily on the reader in the production of its meaning. As Mistacco puts it,
“What the reader of this type of antirepresentational fiction has been made to expect is not the
security of linear development but the possibility of topological sliding in all directions, linking
textual units in a variety of configurations to which only she or he can set limits” (380). The
“effect of unreadability” that new novels produce—what Heath also calls “their irretrievability”
(67)—is ultimately, in the latter’s view, what makes them “unavailable for consumption, which
means, in fact—and this is the unease they cause—that they have to be read” (30). Related to this
sense of unreadability is an effect of what Heath calls ‘hesitation.’ The mode of realism
conveyed by the new novel, according to Heath, “is not the mirroring of some ‘Reality’ but an
attention to the forms of the intelligibility in which the real is produced, a dramatization of
possibilities of language, forms of articulation, limitations, of [realism’s] own horizon” (22). The
direction of the reader’s attention towards the discursive nature and limits of the real in this
manner is what ultimately produces the effect of hesitation in the latter. This sense of hesitation,
says Heath, affects not only the reader’s attitude towards the written text but “our very
conception of the ‘author’ as an originating moment of discourse” (24). To which he adds,
The practice of writing [characterizing the new novel] is not a lapse into the
unreflective adoption of the fiction of some ‘essence,’ but a constant activity of
suspicion of language and forms, of their questioning and ‘undoing.’ Its silence is
not the retrieval of some original depth untouched by any process of articulation,
but the very movement of its activity, which in its effect of hesitation places
writer and reader in the ‘hollow’ of the realization of the play of forms that opens
‘Reality.’ (28)
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As it turns out, this sense of hesitation is also the effect sought after by the author of the ethnic
novel looking to push the reader from an unquestioned cognitive orientation with respect to
racial and ethnic identity into a self-reflexive one. Winfried Siemerling speaks in a related
manner of the need, in dealing with racial identification, to find ways of countering “[t]he drive
of consciousness to make sense—its sense—out of [the] contradiction” that usually attends
encounters with otherness. With reference to Sacvan Bercovitch, he states that “the recognition
of the limit” in the subject’s perception of otherness (what can be thought of as a kind of
hesitation)
increases the chances of avoiding the pitfalls of projection. This implies moving
not within but constantly across the borders and against the dict(at)ions of [what
Charles Taylor calls] a ‘home-understanding’ [that is reductively differentializing
in nature]. ... Such composition of contradictions is perhaps not what pragmatic
varieties of consciousness—those that steer us individually and communally
through our daily praxis—would easily like to maximize; yet without it
consciousness, as [Kwame Anthony] Appiah says of group identities, would ‘go
imperial.’ (New 153)
It is through the use of new novel conventions and the effect of hesitation that they create
that Caccia attempts to resist the ‘imperializing’ tendencies of the ethnic novel’s reader, and in
the remainder of this section I examine some of the strategies that Caccia employs in producing a
deterritorialized fictional space that will be shown to be of primary importance in his conceiving
of a more open form of racial and ethnic identity. It should be noted at the outset that the
unreadability of Caccia’s work remains somewhat more moderate than that of the more extreme
experiments of the new novelists. As Wolf explains, in contrast to the formalism that begins to
take shape in France in the 1960s, the new novel is initially more readable. It does not do away
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with narrative altogether and retains a certain level of referentiality, even if its meaning remains
enigmatic or difficult to fully determine. This changes in the mid-1960s, when the novelists are
compelled to adjust to the newly emerging critical climate and its structuralist injunctions (8487). Caccia’s writing is thus to be more accurately compared with the earlier forms of the new
novel: if he is attempting to defamiliarize or frustrate his reader, it is not to the point of alienation
that certain formalist writings lead to. Although each of Caccia’s novels draws on new novel
conventions, La ligne gothique, his first novel, is the one that makes most vivid use of these. One
finds in it, for instance, a higher proportion of what might be called unmotivated description than
in the other novels. In response to a novelistic tradition where the object and human action have
historically been subordinated to their literary signification, Robbe-Grillet claims that the new
novelists, through their use of description, are looking to create “un monde plus solide, plus
immédiat,” where object and action exist for their own sake outside of any pre-imposed system
of reference (20). The rejection of what he calls “[l]es vieux mythes de la ‘profondeur’” is
intended to counter an essentialist discourse founded on deep meaning. “[L]a surface des choses
a cessé d’être pour nous le masque de leur coeur, sentiment qui préludait à tous les ‘au-delà’ de
la métaphysique” (22-23), he writes. One thinks of the description of the Hotel Una mentioned
above as one example of new novel description in La ligne gothique, which does virtually
nothing to contribute to the plot, other than to add to its labyrinthian atmosphere perhaps. In the
same novel, the scene inside the parade float with Dora (who is compared to a “lettrine” set
within an “in-folio”) seems to take the reader ‘inside’ the literary text somehow, revealing “les
moindres détails de la construction du char allégorique,” but again does nothing to further the
action (109-11). Another typical, if briefer, example occurs in the opening of the novel, where
Jonathan provides a description of his injured hand: “Ma main droite est un surprenant système
de poulies reliant le pouce et l’index par des élastiques. Lorsque je la mets en mouvement, je
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ressens un picotement sous l’ongle: le fil de nylon qui perce mon doigt est trop tendu” (19). If it
is linked to bodily experience, and if it creates a parallel between Jonathan’s hand and the
Linotype (“une énorme machine aux rouages complexes” [91]), the description remains
somewhat incongruous at the level of the mechanical imagery that it employs.
The unreadability of La ligne gothique is however more significantly related to the sheer
complexity, and one could say incompletion, of its plot, reflected in the range of questions that
remain unanswered at the end of the novel. Among the more conspicuous are: Why the breakup
between Jonathan and Ariane? Why is Jonathan invited to read Dimitri’s letter at the conference
in Ramontel in the first place? And by whom? If the letter was never mailed by Dimitri, how
could anyone know about it? To what extent is Jonathan’s involvement in Ramontel politics
premeditated by others? Does he really escape from the Gothic Club, or is this also planned
somehow? And, finally, who does Jonathan think he is at the end of the novel? Not only does the
narrative remain unresolved but the reader cannot be all that certain of what happens to begin
with. As a means of approaching this sense of unreadability, it is helpful to return to the theory of
Gilles Thérien and his notion of the “préconstruits,” which, in the real world, consist of subject,
space, action, and time, and, by analogy in the fictional world, character, setting, action, and
time. If these cognitive categories allow human consciousness to situate itself within the material
universe, they also allow the reader to find his or her way through the literary one. According to
Yves Baudelle, unreadability occurs at the moment that a fictional work begins to stray from
what he calls “les lois intangibles du réel” (76), which in his schema depend on narrative
categories—character, action, linear progression, among others—that correspond more or less
with Thérien’s preconstructs (75). As Baudelle puts it, “Le romanesque, par définition, tolère une
marge d’invraisemblance, et le propre de l’imagination est précisément d’être ce domaine de
liberté où s’amollit la rigidité du vrai. Mais aucune logique interne, aussi serrée soit-elle, ne
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permet à la fiction de défier totalement les contraintes référentielles” (76). In other words,
“L’illisibilité apparaît alors comme un égarement, comme une infraction à cette loi d’équilibre
[between inside and outside the text] qui semble nécessaire à la lecture dès lors que le système
du texte, loin de refléter simplement l’ordre du monde, entre en concurrence avec lui” (83).
Baudelle claims that his theory ultimately contests the formalist dogma (“dogme formaliste”)
concerning the autonomy of the text, “c’est-à-dire le postulat d’une fracture irréductible entre
l’univers référentiel et l’univers fictionnel. En fait, les mondes virtuels reflètent le nôtre, c’est le
monde réel que le roman me donne à voir, mais à travers le regard d’un autre. Non seulement la
fiction dérive du monde, mais elle y retourne, pour nous le rendre intelligible” (86).
Space is the first and most apparent preconstruct to be undermined in La ligne gothique.
In Baudelle’s view, the rupture between text and referential world that produces unreadability
can occur at any level, though his essay deals mainly with the role of proper names in the reading
process. As he sees it, “le nom propre est le signe de référence par excellence, le cordon qui relie
la sphère textuelle au hors-texte. ... Si l’onomastique se dérobe, ce n’est pas seulement la
crédibilité de la mimesis qui vacille, c’est la nécessaire connexion de l’univers de la fiction avec
le monde où je suis qui peine à s’établir” (77). The breakdown of space as a narrative category
thus begins almost immediately in La ligne gothique with the mention in the fifth paragraph of
Ramontel, the narrator’s destination in the novel that has no counterpart in the real world (10).
As most commentators have pointed out, Ramontel—“cette ville au nom curieusement français”
(La ligne back cover)—is the anagram of Montreal, a city that has always held a particular
significance in the transcultural imaginary in Quebec as a place of possibility and cultural
regeneration. For Régine Robin, the city represents “un nouveau départ, un ailleurs, un ‘autre,’
l’inquiétante étrangeté indispensable et angoissante, un lieu pour penser les morceaux épars de
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notre modernité, pour mettre sur le papier ce qui se déploie à nouveau de nos désastres obscurs”
(Le roman 17).13 Caccia maintains a similar outlook:
Pour moi, Montréal reste toujours présent dans ma représentation du monde. Y
compris dans ce roman [La ligne gothique] et dans les autres aussi qui, je l’espère
vont venir [...] les poètes et les écrivains migrants trouvent à Montréal des
conditions idéales pour exprimer leur différence. La minorité anglophone et la
majorité francophone qui s’y rencontrent ont permis d’ouvrir un champ tiers, qui
est le champ transculturel. (qtd. in Urs 66; ellipsis in orig.)
Piotr Sadkowski remarks how the fictional city of Ramontel evokes the topography of Montreal
(44), with its principal thoroughfare that, beginning at the city’s port, divides the urban space
between east and west (La ligne 46), much as the St. Lawrence Boulevard does. The city also has
a large park at its centre (La ligne 46, 47). “Le partage de la ville en deux zones découle de la
période coloniale, ainsi que les deux principaux dialectes qui ont cristallisé les tensions entre les
communautés,” Jonathan observes as he recounts the city’s history (47). Yet Jonathan claims
early on in the novel to be leaving Montreal (13), which lessens the tenability of taking Ramontel
as a direct fictional equivalent of the other city, confirmed by Jonathan’s further discussion of
Ramontel’s past: founded by the Romans, invaded by the Avars and the Slavs, and so on (46-47).
Indeed, despite the historical details given by Jonathan, it is still difficult to say where exactly the
city could be located. The presence of Slavic place names suggests an eastern European setting
(Sadkowski 44), but the city as it occurs in La ligne gothique is also near a sea (28) and a
mountain where it snows (30, 39), even though there are palm trees in the city itself (41)—a
combination of elements that is difficult to equate with any real European locality. The sense of
onomastic disorientation reaches a high point in Jonathan’s description of the gothic line that
borders the space, which strings together a number of non-existent place names: “Combien de
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fois ai-je scruté sur une carte cette ligne qui alors montait du lido et passait sous le village de
Votor en effectuant une boucle étroite vers le mont Glativor avant de courir jusqu’à Tlenije?
Aujourd’hui, je l’ai sous les yeux. L’ancienne ligne est là, se prolongeant vers le pays de la
montagne qu’elle traverse jusqu’à la grande route qui relie Tujevac à Dor” (32). This is not the
usual line going directly from one point to another; nor is it the gothic line which, as Sadkowski
states, “dans le monde réel départageait les fronts de la Seconde Guerre Mondiale en Italie” (43;
emphasis added). A rift is in this way produced between the text and the referential world. In the
end, Ramontel is perhaps best perceived as a reflection of the author’s “géographie intérieure,”
which, he says, “consiste à convier les divers lieux que j’ai habités pour les transcender par le
style, à allier le Nord au Sud, conjuguant la lumière pastellisée du Sud avec la lumière boréale,
plus franche, plus blanche. Une géographie qui déclinerait les contraires” (“Fulvio” 28).
A similar effect occurs at the level of time, with the novel being difficult to situate
temporally. Certain reference points are given time-wise: Jonathan emigrated from Ramontel
with Dimitri and Ariane at least fifteen years earlier and has lived with Ariane for twelve years
up until his departure at the beginning of the novel (15-16). Dimitri is said to have disappeared
with the fall of Ramontel during the last war, which ended ten years earlier (10, 13). Though to
complicate matters somewhat, there have been at least two wars in Ramontel. Jonathan refers to
a “première guerre” (20), and Dimitri in his letter to Valente speaks of having lived through
some sort of military conflict prior to his emigration before the outbreak of the most recent war
(21, 16). Jonathan is said to arrive in Paris on 20 February (13), but it is not stated in what year.
Indeed, the chronology of the events that occur in the novel, while clear enough in itself, is
difficult to locate historically. Dimitri’s letter is vaguely dated “le 18 mai 19 ...” (21). The First
and Second World Wars are mentioned as past history (65) and, in addition to a certain building
identified as being “du début du siècle” (90), the number two thousand is seen spray painted on
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the wall of an old blockhouse (32)—all of which serves to situate the narrative at the end of the
twentieth century. Yet a puzzling anachronism occurs during Jonathan’s interrogation by the
commandant Marcovic, where he acknowledges having once served as an “infographiste” in
running a government website for Ramontel’s Ministry of Communications (68), which means,
if Jonathan left fifteen years earlier, that the country would have had a graphics-based Internet
system operating in the mid-1980s. In a way, time actually seems to slow down towards the
middle of the novel at the moment that Jonathan is imprisoned in the workshop. The temporality
of the novel is decipherable up to this point. Following the indication that Jonathan arrives in
Paris on 20 February, he begins his first day of work in the print shop on the morning of the
22nd, which he will carry out for an extended period of time. He refers to how the appearance of
his food “se répétait chaque matin” (95), which itself suggests the passage of a significant
amount of time. For a brief period, he refuses to do any work at all (95). Then he begins his
initial task—the printing of tourist brochures, invitations, and similar material (95)—which
comes across as taking several days, not to mention the time required to rewrite the novel, which
is completed at the moment of the second explosion by which Jonathan is liberated. The
extended duration of this overall period is underscored by a shift in the episode to the imperfect
verb tense, which adds to the sense of the ongoing nature of the work (95-100). But it is difficult
to say exactly how long Jonathan has been locked away. When he leaves at seven o’clock in the
evening (103)—a degree of precision that is entirely unlocatable within the novel’s
temporality—he sees that he has grown a beard without saying how long it is (104-05). (He will
refer vaguely to “ma barbe de quelques jours” [138] at the very end of the narrative, which seems
out of keeping with the time that appears to have gone by.) Added to this, the Mardi Gras
festivities are still going on. Often ranging in duration depending on the locality, no indication is
given as to how long the carnival is meant to last in Ramontel, again making the passing of time
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in the novel hard to gauge. Towards the novel’s conclusion, Jonathan will state, “Plus tard, le
recul des années aidant, je penserai peut-être à cet épisode comme à un tournant de mon
existence. Car ma mission me dépasse et me dépassera toujours” (131). The remark is meant as a
summarizing thought, but the odd use of the future verb tense only points to the muddled nature
of Jonathan’s sense of time. The claim that his mission will always exceed his understanding
signals a retrospective point of view, yet in the preceding sentence he alleges not to know the
future. The final chapter of Jonathan’s narrative returns to the imperfect verb tense, emphasizing
the openness of the ending but also reasserting the ambiguity (and unreadability) of the novel’s
timeline (137-38).
If the preconstructs of setting and time and their functioning in La ligne gothique remain
hard to reconcile with the laws of the real world to some extent, it is Jonathan’s perspective as
narrator that provides the stability needed by the reader to confront the narrative’s strangeness.
This is in large part due to the character’s initial (preconstructive) compliance with “[l]a sacrosainte analyse psychologique,” which Robbe-Grillet sees as having constituted fiction’s principal
base in the West arguably since the seventeenth century (15). La ligne gothique’s first chapters
provide an entirely plausible exposition to a novel—an unnamed narrator is on a train travelling
to a foreign city to look for a lost friend, who happens to be the brother of his partner, with
whom the narrator has just broken up. At this early stage, Jonathan asks himself the questions
relating to character development that the novel will presumably answer: “Pourquoi tout cela [his
life with Ariane and Dimitri] avait-il basculé? Qu’est-ce qui avait poussé Dimitri à partir? Et
Ariane à le haïr brusquement tant d’années plus tard?” (14). Other implicit promises of character
development are made throughout these same pages. Jonathan suggests that his trip is linked to a
search for personal fulfillment in some way—“je ne pouvais renoncer à ce voyage sans me nier
moi-même (ou le peu qu’il en restait). Cette violence retournée [in an earlier confrontation with
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Ariane] était l’affirmation brutale de ce que j’aurais voulu être, de ce que je devais être” (12).
Indeed, he seems to feel inadequate for some reason. He admits to be lacking in confidence (1920) and early on his state of mind is presented as being somewhat unstable (13-14). As he states,
“si je m’engageais dans ce voyage, c’était uniquement pour moi. Savoir comment était disparu
mon meilleur ami était indispensable si je voulais que le deuil [both a common psychological
process and sign of vulnerability] puisse enfin s’accomplir. Mais ceci ne constituait, à vrai dire,
que la partie visible d’un projet plus vaste dont les ressorts se trouvaient loin, très loin dans le
passé” (14). Jonathan’s psychological unreliability is thus intimated to some degree at the same
time that the expectation of realist character development is created. But this sense of
development is never truly achieved. In fact, Jonathan will go on to make a number of unfounded
statements throughout the novel that lead the reader to anticipate the progression of the storyline
in a manner that never takes place. Following his encounter with Valente on the train, Jonathan
suddenly believes that Dimitri’s fate is linked to that of Ulysse (34). As he is locked away in the
print shop in Ramontel, he has another epiphany: “aussi étrange que cela puisse paraître, je sais
désormais que je retournerai chez moi”—a remark preceded by the inexplicable claim that his
name is composed of ten (rather than twelve) letters (94). Likewise, as he escapes from his
prison, he concludes, “Une chose est sûre désormais: Dimitri est vivant, sinon on ne
s’acharnerait pas autant sur moi” (104). In addition to all this, it is only halfway through the
novel that the narrator’s name is finally given. Yet, far from adding to the character’s integrity,
this occurs at the moment that Jonathan’s identity is actually undercut as a result of being
erroneously taken for Dimitri, the person he has himself been looking for (70-71).14 According to
Robbe-Grillet, description in the realist text has since the beginning served as the frame for the
work’s ‘legitimate’ content. In the new novel, however, description is given a function other than
simply preparing the ground for the action:
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C’est que la place et le rôle de la description ont changé du tout au tout. ... La
description servait à situer les grandes lignes d’un décor, puis à en éclairer
quelques éléments particulièrement révélateurs; elle ne parle plus que d’objets
insignifiants, ou qu’elle s’attache à rendre tels. Elle prétendait reproduire une
réalité préexistante; elle affirme à présent sa fonction créatrice. Enfin, elle faisait
voir les choses et voilà qu’elle semble maintenant les détruire, comme si son
acharnement à en discourir ne visait qu’à en brouiller les lignes, à les rendre
incompréhensibles, à les faire disparaître totalement. (125-27; emphasis added)
Wolf likewise points to the common employment made in the new novel of what might be
thought of as a strategy of creation leading to destruction: “Le Nouveau Roman présémiologique [that is, in its earliest stages] amorce et désamorce l’illusion narrative. La croyance
tout à coup s’effondre et l’histoire racontée ou promise s’avère n’être rien” (147). The technique
here concerning description and action can feasibly be carried over to character, as suggested by
Ariane’s observation that the characters in La ligne gothique “s’évanouissent dès lors qu’on veut
les saisir” (151). Caccia’s application of this strategy of ‘creation and destruction’ is perhaps
most readily apparent in the breakdown of Jonathan’s character, who, in keeping with Ariane’s
remark, falls asleep or loses consciousness at least eight times in the novel (14, 23, 42, 57, 91,
111, 128, 137). What is created throughout the narrative as a relatively reliable characterization
is destroyed in the final chapters, beginning at the moment that Jonathan enters the video arcade
and its “monde d’illusions,” where, in somewhat hallucinatory terms, he momentarily seems to
think of himself as Dimitri (whom he also confuses with Ulysse) (114-16, 124). As Jonathan
heads into the mountains in the final scene, the reader no longer feels secure in trusting his
judgment as a character and narrator.
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There may be a justifiable way to explain the collapse that both Jonathan and Ariane
appear to suffer psychologically at the end of La ligne gothique, although it requires some
digging into Caccia’s text. Ariane’s prière d’insérer also begins by promising a rational,
psychologically reliable explanation of the narrative that has just been read but, as with the main
part of the novel, fails to follow through, breaking down in the end into a confusion of pronouns
and referential ambiguity (152-53). It is only late in her monologue that Ariane reveals in rather
vague terms that she and Jonathan are sister and brother, separated at a very young age (150).
This detail is not spoken of anywhere else and occurs in Ariane’s account only at the point where
the soundness of her opening comments begins to erode. “[L]es liens du sang qui nous
unissaient” (145), noted by Ariane earlier on, is not a reference to nation or ethnicity, but to
family. Incest would seem to be the fault (“faute”) that both characters are guilty of (143-44),
and it is this transgression of the gothic line, the internalized law that, in this context, governs
relations between men and women in patriarchal societies, that can be taken as leading to their
madness.15 Added to this shared feeling of shame is the possible death of a son, mentioned only
in Jonathan’s nightmare on the train (27). If this element is not simply dreamed, it would help
explain the confused hospital visit referred to near the beginning of La ligne gothique (16-17),
which, by Ariane’s later account, the reader is led to believe is related to the death of her brother
Dimitri (141-42). The death of a child would only add to the couple’s dejection. If Caccia
challenges conventional character development in his novels in some way, he clearly does not
abandon human psychology altogether.
It is through the disruption of the interrelated categories of setting, time, and character
that action itself as a preconstruct seems to founder in La ligne gothique. To some extent, Caccia
is not above simply omitting or inserting details into the narrative purely to mislead the reader. It
becomes apparent, for instance, that Prudence had at some point called Jonathan before his
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departure from Montreal, inviting him to read Dimitri’s letter to Valente at the conference in
Ramontel (51, 55). But Jonathan makes no mention of this phone call at the beginning of the
novel, leading the reader to believe that the invitation has to do with an article that he has just
written (11). The omission creates confusion, as it leaves open the question as to what Jonathan
is doing in Ramontel to begin with. Likewise, Jonathan will claim that the man struck down and
killed by the Orion on the beach is Ulysse (130) (although he identifies the victim as Valente at
the time of the incident [119])—a statement that is neither confirmed nor pursued. Perhaps the
‘untruth’ of greatest consequence in La ligne gothique is Jonathan’s assertion, “Je suis sorti des
arcades aux premiers cris de la multitude,” made towards the novel’s conclusion. He claims to
have exited the virtual reality video game that he had wandered into earlier but this seems
questionable given the continuity that occurs between the action inside and outside the arcade
(118-19). Indeed, Jonathan never does seem to leave the video game, which makes the ending of
the novel in its entirety a virtual one. Robbe-Grillet mentions four common effects resulting from
description in the new novel—contradiction, repetition, recommencement, and bifurcation (127).
The narrative in La ligne gothique can be taken as following along the lines of the latter. In this
sense, it is possible to take the events that occur in the video game as being based in certain ways
on Jonathan’s prior experience outside the arcade. The giant head in the simulated world—
named “La bouche de vérité”—appears to read Jonathan’s thoughts as a real-life fortune teller
had proposed to do earlier (114-15, 88), for example. The virtual setting might also explain, at a
more emotional level, the heroic aggrandizement of Dimitri which occurs in the final pages (13233) as well as the vilification of Zoran (133), whom Ariane will later identify as her abusive
dealer in real life (145-46). An allusion to “la rage contenue de Dimitri” (129) can be taken as
referring back to the aggression (“violence retournée”) that Jonathan holds back in his dispute
with Ariane at the beginning of the novel (12). Jonathan’s ultimate inability to save Ariane (who
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through her ties to Zoran can also be aligned with Lucia’s character in the main narrative) from
her captors and his flight in the face of her impending torment may in part be associated with the
sense of shame (“honte”) that he somewhat inexplicably feels at a prior point in the novel as well
(135, 86). The fact that elements of Jonathan’s earlier dream on the train (27-28)—soldiers on a
mountainside, Lucia in a sheepfold—correspond with the final events in the novel suggests that
the latter are some sort of manifestation of Jonathan’s preoccupations or latent desires. Again,
the action in the novel is not easily accounted for in everyday terms, and the sense of liberation
that Jonathan’s narrative ends with is difficult to accept entirely (138).

The Fantastic
The French new novel and the fantastic can be taken as bordering genres. Nelly Wolf
mentions that the two types of writing make similar use of contradiction as a narrative strategy
(151). And Yves Baudelle notes that the fantastic is also just as liable to become unreadable if
the text’s internal system of reference deviates too greatly from the laws of the outside world
(81). Jean-Baptiste Baronian has commented on the difficulty of defining what remains a rather
ambiguously delimited field of literary production (19). Even if it is sometimes criticized,
Tzvetan Todorov, in Introduction à la littérature fantastique, provides one of the better-known
contemporary definitions of the fantastic. According to Todorov, the latter is essentially a
nineteenth-century genre. The fantastic-like writing that has been produced in other eras has not
been as aesthetically satisfying (“esthétiquement satisfaisan[t]”) and the central effect of the
form, which Todorov also calls ‘hesitation,’ has not been dealt with in the same way (174-75).
Although the two ideas cannot be equated, this sense of hesitation identified by Todorov, or
questioning of what is being read, is not entirely unrelated to the effect that Stephen Heath sees
as underpinning the new novel. The fantastic, in Todorov’s view, occurs when the character at
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the centre of a narrative, usually along with the reader (35-36), is left unable to decide if events
that have taken place are to be explained by natural or supernatural laws: “Le fantastique occupe
le temps de cette incertitude; dès qu’on choisit l’une ou l’autre réponse, on quitte le fantastique
pour entrer dans un genre voisin, l’étrange ou le merveilleux. Le fantastique, c’est l’hésitation
éprouvée par un être qui ne connaît que les lois naturelles, face à un événement en apparence
surnaturel” (29). Although she rejects what she perceives to be the sense of rationalism involved
in Todorov’s definition which ignores the reader’s affective response to the text (50), Rachel
Bouvet’s study of the fantastic also focuses on a kind of hesitation, produced by the
indeterminacy that she sees as being the main source of pleasure associated with the genre.
According to Bouvet, “Le récit fantastique suppose chez ses lecteurs un certain abandon du désir
de tout comprendre” (49). As she goes on to write further on, “Le plaisir de l’indétermination,
c’est de se laisser happer par le vide, de ne rien offrir en compensation, de se laisser glisser au
bord de l’abîme, juste pour avoir la sensation d’être à la dérive, d’avoir perdu pour un temps les
repères familiers et rassurants du monde quotidien” (62). For Bouvet, the fantastic allows for a
vantage point on the sense of pleasure involved in the reading of literature more generally (50).
As with Bouvet, Baronian critiques Todorov’s view of the fantastic as well, claiming that the use
of hesitation as the sole defining feature of the genre is unduly restrictive (26). Baronian in fact
assigns a greater social function to this area of literary production which he claims is often
dismissed as a minor subgenre and as mere divertissement (19), with his perspective coming
closest perhaps to explaining, in political terms, Caccia’s own reasons for drawing on the form in
his contestation of existing racial and ethnic discourse. For Baronian, the fantastic at its most
basic involves a tension between the “explicable-inexplicable, rationnel-irrationnel, naturelsurnaturel, rassurant-effrayant. Et, bien entendu, l’idée primordiale selon laquelle ce qui est tenu
pour fantastique serait lié à quelque chose d’inattendu, de bouleversant, de confondant par lequel
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une certaine habitude de l’existence et du monde sensible serait subitement étourdie” (22). Yet
the emphasis of contemporary fantastic writing has also shifted relative to the time of its origins,
according to Baronian. No longer satisfied with a simple search for the unfamiliar, the fantastic
today is interested less in the strange for its own sake “qu’à proposer une mythologie originale,
qu’à mettre en place des systèmes de transcendance, sans que le mot soit nécessairement compris
dans une acception religieuse, ni davantage dans un sens subjectif, qu’à inventer des systèmes de
remplacement.” The role of the fantastic is not simply to disrupt, says Baronian, but to do so in
the name of rethinking the real. If some of the founding “fantastiqueurs” of the present period,
such as Jorge Luis Borges, Dino Buzzati, Julio Cortázar, Italo Calvino, Vladimir Nabakov, and
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, have continued to write out of certain established aesthetic traditions,
their works are also concerned with the need “à détourner les perspectives traditionnelles
d’appréhension de la réalité” (258-59).
Much of the ‘strangeness’ that occurs in Caccia’s fiction can, as illustrated, be taken to a
large extent as resulting from the author’s use of new novel narrative strategies. Yet at least two
elements remain that allow Caccia’s work to be situated within the realm of the fantastic as
well—elements that, once again, reflect Caccia’s attempt to work against the dominant racial and
ethnic discourse and its reductive and differentializing assumptions. The first of these is the city
of Ramontel. With its capacity to change continents and to occupy non-existent space, the city is
a central source of unreadability in Caccia’s fiction. If Ramontel in La ligne gothique is situated
somewhere in Europe (a moderate train ride from Paris), in La coïncidence, it is said to be
located five thousand kilometres from the same city (18), which would place it somewhere as far
as western China, South Africa, or the interior of North America. As a result, the fictional city
remains at the periphery of the narrative in La coïncidence, which is set in Paris, but it returns as
the site of the action in Le secret, with indications that it is now to be found in the New World
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(16), and in North America more specifically (61). As in La ligne gothique, certain factors in Le
secret serve to associate Ramontel with the city of Montreal. In La coïncidence, Ramontel is
referred to as a northern city with a mountain within its limits (46-47, 50). The city’s
northernness is reasserted in Le secret (10), and its port is said to be among the world’s “grands
ports fluviaux” (43). In fact, the river in Ramontel as described in the novel conforms in some
respects with the St. Lawrence—it is twelve hundred kilometres in length and has a similar
colonial and immigrant history (77). Despite these similarities with Montreal, however, English
place names and other related details suggest that Ramontel is situated somewhere in New
England in Le secret and that the French language that is spoken in the first part of the narrative
is a language of translation.
The difficulty involved in locating the city of Ramontel aligns it with what Régine Robin
has called the “hors-lieu.” For the writer of literature, the hors-lieu is associated with a certain
state of being in the world, according to Robin. The hors-lieu permits the writing subject “[de] se
dessaisir en permanence de toute tentation de maîtrise,” allows for the expression of a “voix
narrative du lointain, de l’ailleurs, du neutre” (Le roman 16-17). The hors-lieu, says Robin, is the
opposite of the site of rootedness (179); it represents an “espace de démagnétisation de
l’épaisseur historique et de ses connotations, processus d’amnésie partielle contrôlée” (181). It is
a space of deterritorialization, “comme un non-lieu, comme un nulle-part, donc comme un lieu
possible,” she states, drawing on Robert Briatte. Acknowledging that such a space is in all
likelihood not fully attainable (“un lieu impossible”), Robin claims that her writing is
nevertheless motivated by the search for the “nouveau regard” that the hors-lieu provides onto
the world (195). Both North America and Montreal more specifically have been thought of as
hors-lieux by the transculturalists in Quebec, as spaces that allow for a positioning outside of the
regulatory norms of dominant society. In their introduction to Métamorphoses d’une utopie,
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Caccia and Jean-Michel Lacroix speak of the former in particular as a sort of utopian space in the
European imaginary, as an “‘hors lieu’ où les colons européens ont cherché à fonder (en le
déniant parfois aux peuples autochtones) une nouvelle humanité. Humanité enfin dépouillée de
son eurocentrisme, débarrassée du carcan de l’Histoire où il serait possible de réinventer la
culture en saisissant l’absence, l’entre-deux qui conduit à l’altérité créatrice” (12). In a similar
way, Caccia has remarked on Montreal’s ambiguous, in-between (“métisse”) localization with
respect to both Europe and Paris on one hand, and New York on the other, “ces villes jumelles et
impériales [qui] ont souvent rivalisé[es], se plaisant à s’imiter mutuellement” (Présentation 4-5,
7). It is the city’s North American situation, in Caccia’s view, that leaves Montreal open to the
influences of both its colonial context and its cultural ancestor (8-9). Having noted Gaston
Miron’s reference to “le désordre universel” of the city (5), Caccia proposes that “Montréal est
peut-être le paradigme même de la ville mondialisée, avec ses bons et ses mauvais côtés” (9).
Even if it may not be the ideal republican space sought after in much of Caccia’s nonfictional
writing, Ramontel at its most fantastic can be taken as a literary embodiment of the hors-lieu,
provided with a sense of indeterminacy that frustrates the easy binary between host country and
country of origin that tends to dominate immigrant writing.
The second fantastic element in Caccia’s novels is the manuscript, capable of becoming
whatever the reader either desires or fears. The product of human hands, it has made it through
Jonathan’s trek into the mountains (Le secret 204) and survives the fire at Max Gotlieb’s (32-33).
It also resists, in Richard’s possession, being torn apart and set ablaze. It is soon after salvaged
from a trash can and avoids being thrown into the river in Ramontel (Le secret 76-78). It has
travelled through time and space while, to all appearances, having avoided being reproduced in
any way. If these details can all be explained by natural laws, David Horowitz’s abrupt response
to Richard’s query late in Le secret as to why he was chosen to search for Jonathan and the
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manuscript does not provide any straightforward explanation of things. His statement, “C’est toi
l’intouchable. C’est Toi qu’Il a choisi pour communiquer avec nous” (189), inexplicably
introduces a supernatural element into the narrative.16 Tied to the manuscript is the unidentified
narrator of Le secret’s epilogue, who proposes—“à visage découvert”—to account for the events
leading to Jonathan’s death and other unresolved elements in the novel, but who also resists
being identified decisively in either natural or supernatural terms. Indeed, it never becomes
entirely clear who the narrator is, other than Jonathan’s murderer. The reader can only deduce
who he is not—neither Richard, nor Leila, nor Mike Belleville, nor O. T. Richardson, nor
Gotlieb, nor Kristina, nor Gaspard Sachs, nor Thomas Seyyad, nor Horowitz, nor even Caccia
himself, with whom, given his knowledge of the characters, the narrator might be confused.
(Each of these figures is referred to in the third person by the speaker in the epilogue [201-04,
210].) The narrator admits to being the driver of the Orion that recurs in each of the novels and to
some extent the one who controls the manuscript and the characters’ destinies, but he is not
omniscient nor infallible (201-03). He has been in a “course-poursuite” after Jonathan not only
since the end of La ligne gothique but since an episode (the publication of a classified ad in a
local newspaper) in Golden eighties (203-04).17 His claim in the epilogue’s opening to be taking
back the ‘je’ that he has temporarily allowed Richard to employ in the novel defies the narrative
logic that maintains a division between inside and outside the text (201)—he is able to move
between both worlds to some extent. One character with whom the narrator may possibly be
identified is Leila’s lover Robert, as suggested by his remark, “je voulais juste savoir ce qu’il
[Jonathan] ferait, jusqu’où il irait lorsqu’il saurait qui j’étais; lorsque Leila lui apprendrait ce qui
s’était véritablement passé cette journée, la veille du drame du 9 décembre 1989” (205). Robert
is the only other unnamed male character involved with Leila that day, and the day before (La
coïncidence 118-19). But the revelation raises more questions than it provides answers to, given
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that the minor character is not mentioned again in this or any other of Caccia’s novels. The
narrator and Jonathan could be related through their work, as the former has been in the board
room of Horowitz’s agency (Le secret 204), and the narrator’s mention of a “basse besogne” that
he was obligated to carry out in Jonathan’s place (205) may be a reference to the disappearance
of a Middle Eastern agent alluded to earlier in the novel (60-61, 65, 94). However, the exact
connection between Jonathan and the narrator is never fully explained. Aligned with death itself
in some ways (210-11)—both the ultimate universal and unreadable—the narrator’s identity in
the end remains entirely indeterminate, and he is perhaps best taken, along with the manuscript,
as representing the limit to human awareness, the unknowable and elusive element that—without
regard for racial or ethnic categories—circulates within all texts, whether literary or social.
Associated in this manner with the sense of hesitation that Caccia’s work privileges in its
contestation of the norms of the ethnic novel, the narrator may well be the secret surrounding
human existence referred to in the third novel’s epigraph by Borges: “le Secret ... [qui] les unit et
les unira jusqu’à la fin des temps” (3).

The Dispersion of Race and Ethnicity
Part of my objective so far in this chapter has been to suggest that Fulvio Caccia’s
combined use of the French new novel and fantastic forms, at times taken in the past as being
apolitical in nature, involves a critical edge. In fact, what can be said to distinguish Caccia’s
deployment of the avant-garde strategies that he maintains have since the mid-twentieth century
been brought into line with dominant ideology is the ‘ethnic’ context in which they are used,
which lends them a political value that they may, in some cases, never have originally had. In
concluding, I will look a bit more closely at how Caccia’s work does more than defamiliarize the
reader, at how it also attempts to resist the differentializing logic of racial and ethnic discourse
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and lend a sense of universal value to what has to a great extent come to be thought of more
narrowly as racial and ethnic experience. This overall tendency can be seen in the way that the
categories of race and ethnicity themselves are reworked in Caccia’s fiction. In her early study
on the semiotics of race, Colette Guillaumin notes that in racialized society it is always the
minority subject who is physically marked as different:
Corrélativement le majoritaire, lui, n’est pas marqué; il représente au contraire la
liberté vis-à-vis de la marque. Contrairement à ce que la logique pourrait nous
apprendre, les caractères physiques du majoritaire n’en sont pas. ... Les caractères
physiques du majoritaire n’ont pas le statut de marque, en effet ils ne sont pas
destinés à être des limites ni des spécifications. ... Ce qui prend rang de marque
est réservé au minoritaire et ne prend son sens que dans son rapport à ce qui n’est
pas marqué; la race prend son sens de ce qui n’est pas racisé. (108-09)
According to Guillaumin, the majority subject “n’est en aucun cas constitué comme une totalité,
mais au contraire fragmenté et dispersé. Il est à la fois considéré comme ‘allant de soi,’ et
inexistant en tant que groupe. Le racisme prend alors l’apparence d’une somme de particularités
individuelles au sein d’un ensemble qui serait neutre virtuellement” (116). By comparison,
members of the minority “sont posés comme particuliers face à un général. Ils sont recouverts
d’un cachet de ‘particularisme’ quelle que soit la forme concrète qu’il revêt. Ils sont, en cela,
différents de la majortité qui, elle, est dépourvue de particularité et conserve pour elle-même la
généralité psychologique et sociale. Le rapport des minoritaires à la majorité est recouvert du
sceau de la différence” (120). As a consequence, “le groupe majoritaire reste ouvert à toutes les
possibilités, ... il laisse ainsi le champ libre à toutes les particularités individuelles de ses
composants, ... son champ est l’ensemble du champ humain. Ce sont les groupes minoritaires qui
sont clos, enfermés dans le champ de possibilités définies” (257-58). Toni Morrison has in a
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similar way pondered the taken-for-grantedness of whiteness as the racial norm in Western
culture in Playing in the Dark. In her reflections on American literary history, she points to how
this way of thinking is to be discerned in the worlds both outside and inside the literary text, with
the first necessarily influencing the second through what she calls the literary tradition’s
“embedded assumptions” (xii). In the United States, she writes, “American means white, and
[racialized] Africanist people struggle to make the term applicable to themselves with [the
euphemistic use of] ethnicity and hyphen after hyphen after hyphen” (47). Still in this vein, Rey
Chow, referring separately to the work of Robyn Wiegman and Ann Laura Stoler, explains how
the historical “privilege of whiteness” in North America has more recently been “simply
reconstituted and reinvested in a different way” through a more socially acceptable multicultural
framework that remains somewhat implicit in nature. She notes that dominant racial discourse
these days no longer opposes the emancipatory language of the disadvantaged but instead
appropriates it through a false discourse of tolerance (Protestant 12-13, 14). In this manner, racial
violence today—alongside its more open forms—is shown to have become “internal to the
workings of the social body” (15).
In La frontière tatouée, a work that at once draws on and resists the tradition of the
popular detective novel, Caccia parodies the sense of stereotype resulting from racial and ethnic
discourse when Richard, in his excursion into the l’Orée Forest, encounters a Mongolian
shepherd (187-88). Few characters in Caccia’s fiction are identified in so limiting a manner at the
level of race and ethnicity.18 A similar Mongolian figure occurs in an earlier scene in the same
novel, coinciding with the detective Max Merle’s introduction into the narrative—a moment
which, within the stock context of the detective novel, can be taken as a meeting of stereotypes
(101-03). In the later of the two episodes, the setting is itself exotic, if not orientalist, filled with
strange plants and animals, including what comes across as a scale-covered dog (187-89). The
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shepherd can in these terms be seen as inhabiting a space that is more a reflection either of
Richard’s imagination or the popular literary subgenre’s epistemological limits than of any
concrete reality. In Republic Denied, Caccia speaks of the role that exoticism has come to play in
French literature in the second half of the twentieth century as “a place holder for otherness,”
whose “function is to keep the Other, the barbarian, outside the symbolic walls of the city so as
to prevent him from pillaging the beautiful Cartesian orderliness of French and imposing his
impure language infested with idiosyncracies” (103).
It is just this sort of identitarian confinement that Caccia works against in his fiction.
Throughout his writing, he tends to avoid identification based on racial categories, such as white
or black, for example, although he does occasionally resort to descriptors—“cuivrée,” “lactée,”
“blondeur” (La ligne 16), “mate,” “roux,” “métis,” “blême,” “ébène,” “blond” (La frontière 23,
32, 40, 108, 155, 165)—that have the effect of drawing attention away from the abstraction of
racial classification through their focus on a more material experience of the body. La frontière
tatouée is the novel that addresses the problem of racial identification most directly. Caccia too
has observed how the defining characteristics of the dominant ethnic group in any given society
tend to remain invisible in contrast to the society’s minorities (“L’ethnicité” 13). In the West, as
Joseph Pugliese puts it, “the very power of whiteness is enabled ... by the fact that its borders are
unclear and its status unstable” (153). In his fiction, Caccia can be seen as attempting to transfer
this sense of indeterminacy and openness associated with the majority subject over to the
minority subject as well. L’Orée du bois in La frontière tatouée can be qualified safely enough as
a minority space. The mention of the “crise des banlieues” at the beginning of the novel by the
police investigating Joe’s murder (16) evokes the ‘ethnic’ violence that erupted in certain Paris
suburbs in October 2005, when two adolescents in Clichy-sous-bois (the name itself resonates
with that of the novel’s setting) were killed in a power station in their attempt to escape the
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police.19 Allusions to rioting and the burning of vehicles similar in nature to what arose as a
direct result of this first incident are made throughout La frontière tatouée, and the appearance of
a power station at the end of the novel (109, 193) can also within this context be taken as a
possible reference to the circumstances surrounding these two deaths. In addition to this,
Richard’s and Joe’s knowledge of the Hebrew and Arabic languages may point to the cultural
makeup of the space as well (94-95, 139). At the same time, the city of L’Orée du bois also
comes across as a racially mixed space, as reflected in the nature of David’s own family, whose
mother is identified as white (with reference being made to her “blondeur,” her “doigts
diaphanes” [17]) and father as (potentially) non-white (with “sa peau mate, ses cheveux noirs”
[23]). David himself is said to identify as “un peu espagnol ou portoricain” without any precise
explanation being given (184-85). It is the ambiguity of the space in this sense that makes it
impossible at times to situate characters racially or ethnically unless the information is provided,
and even then things may remain uncertain. The fact that David’s eye colour (blue) is given in
the first sentence of the novel signals its importance as a thematic detail. But, if his eyes can
shine (“brillait”), they also have their “manière de noircir” (13). Such a change in aspect may
initially be attributed to a metaphorical use of language pointing to the shifting nature of David’s
mood. However, the situation becomes somewhat more difficult to grasp with Ariane 93, whose
skin is described as nacreous (“nacre”) at one moment (154) but who is treated as an “ombre,” a
“totem d’ébène” the next (155). (In keeping with this sense of somatic instability, Richard in Le
secret is said to have blue eyes in one context and brown in another [10, 64], just as Manuel in
La frontière tatouée is described as being “râblé” in David’s presence but as “maigre et nerveux”
in Richard’s [40, 89].) HB’s racial identity in La frontière tatouée is never provided and his name
itself resists ethnic categorization, although the term ‘hard black’ (after the pencil lead) is highly
suggestive. In a related way, Gap’s blond hair (32, 50) turns out to be dyed (34), which means
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that he could plausibly be the “grand métis aux cheveux de jais” that Xan is rumoured to be (43),
even if Gap’s race is never explicitly given either. (Gap is also said to have green eyes late in the
novel [198]; however, at this stage, the reader may be left to wonder what shade of green.) The
possibility that Gap may not be white would explain the title of his art exhibit in the novel, “La
frontière tatouée”—a reference to racial difference that Gap sees as a limit to be transgressed
(136). Caccia’s novel proves to be about the same issue. La frontière tatouée can be seen as
revisiting the idea of the law governing human society first addressed in La ligne gothique,
although the ‘boundary’ in this case can be said to manifest itself through the workings of racial
identity. In the end, the space represented in the narrative is characterized by a certain
indeterminacy rather than racial or ethnic particularity, thus tending in the direction of the
universal as discussed at the beginning of the chapter. Although the characters continue to be
affected by ‘ethnic’ and ‘immigrant’ issues that are social and economic in nature, one has the
impression that race and ethnicity are somehow the norm in this space and therefore do not
necessarily need to be underscored in any explicit way. It is the woman on the cover of Le secret,
whose blue skin defies racial identification, that perhaps best sums up the logic of Caccia’s
fiction with regard to the question. She can be of any race because she belongs to none.
Caccia’s treatment of the École polytechnique massacre provides another instance of his
attempt to reduce the sense of difference that undergirds racial and ethnic discourse through an
appeal to universality. Contributors to Vice Versa were among the more vocal at the time in
attempting to speak about the murders; space in two issues of the magazine in 1990 (issues 28
and 29) was given to the topic. Marie Labrecque observes however that the incident has not
subsequently been taken up as the subject matter of artistic production in Quebec.20 In an article
published around the same time as his second novel, Caccia explains his decision to go against
what has turned out to be a form of collective self-censorship and to speak of the event: “Je suis
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de ceux qui croient qu’il est important d’en parler non pour s’abolir dans la douleur,
commémorer un crime supplémentaire que les hommes-bourreaux ne cessent d’infliger aux
femmes-victimes, mais pour comprendre, ‘humaniser’ cet acte, connaître ce qui s’est joué en ce
jour fatidique.” La coïncidence is an attempt to respond to the sense of incomprehension that
continues to surround the event, according to Caccia. To unsettle what lies hidden or
unacknowledged—such is the political objective (“utilité publique”) of fiction
(“Polytechnique”), he claims. As a whole, one can say that Caccia’s central aim in the novel is to
disperse the blame over the incident, to direct it away from Thomas Seyyad as an individual and
towards society at large. Leila explains not only how her brother was mistreated by his father but
also how the latter was in turn affected by his own family background, how under different
circumstances her father might have been an ordinary man—“semblable à beaucoup d’autres
immigrants” who manage to adapt to their new cultural surroundings (114). But the father’s
conflict with his own father (Thomas’s grandfather), who had opposed his desire for an
education (73), and the added rejection by Thomas’s father of certain Western values pertaining
to gender eventually rendered the latter bitter and abusive (114). In the end, the father in the
novel is shown to be caught in a well-known cycle of violence. As Leila concludes, “cette
violence venait de bien au-delà, des générations d’hommes avant lui” (114). She also refers to
her and her brother’s “héritage paternel” which eventually led to Thomas’s crime in terms of a
“violence sourde qui se perpétue de génération en génération” (115). For Caccia, what took place
at the École polytechnique is at least in part related to problems of immigration
(“Polytechnique”), yet the fact that Thomas has a North American mother (115, 116) indicates
that the issue in question is not to be limited to non-Western cultures. Indeed, Leila remarks that
her mother has also in a way internalized certain patriarchal values that are connected to her own
family’s past (116). That Leila herself seems to have accepted the blame not only for her father’s
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mental illness but also for Thomas’s act itself signals that she has somehow internalized her
society’s patriarchal values as well (85-86, 108-09, 116-17), which are thus shown to be shared
collectively to some degree. It is in this sense that Leila—conscious of her place in a masculine
world but unable to extricate herself from the predicament entirely—takes on a kind of universal
value in Caccia’s second novel: “Comme si la féminité de Leila contenait celle de plusieurs
femmes à la fois” (25). Patriarchal violence in Caccia’s fiction is in this manner finally shown to
exceed racial and ethnic boundaries. In his article “Polytechnique,” Caccia in fact sees “cette
violence originelle” that characterizes patriarchal society as being located in language itself; it is
a violence “qui nous constitue en tant qu’être parlant.”
The place of art in Western society is another topic that Caccia addresses through his
work that has a certain universal reach. In Utopies par le hublot, Lamberto Tassinari takes up the
question relating to the public’s abandonment of art in the modern period. Art’s progressive
removal from the religious sphere in the name of secular humanism during this period is a
significant achievement, according to Tassinari, but during this same time, the forces of the
liberal market have also worked to transform art’s sacred nature into one that is more mercantile
(106). The rift that has taken shape between modern art and mass culture, says Tassinari, is
linked to “le monde pragmatique qui nous domine, composé de gens d’affaires et de politiciens,
[qui] est très éloigné de toute vision artistique et spécialement de la vision conceptuelle et
abstraite de l’art moderne. S’il s’en approche, il le fait avec prudence, préférant plutôt l’art
traditionnel, rendu inoffensif par la tradition ...” (107; ellipsis in orig.). An outcome of this sense
of division is that the public has lost its capacity to appreciate and to interpret the conventions of
the artwork that these days, even if sponsored at times by the state and large companies,
continues to be produced mainly by and for a small elite, made up of practitioners and a select
audience. The division is maintained by power structures that have imposed themselves on
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society in the second half of the twentieth century (97-99). In a situation where the present-day
patron is no longer an individual but quite frequently a multinational or a team of civil servants,
artists, Tassinari observes—“devenus de plus en plus des professionnels”—have been led to
move away from the social function once associated with the creative process (109-10).
In this context, it is possible to see the opposition created between Richard and Gap in La
frontière tatouée as reflecting this distinction made by Tassinari between a more traditionally
oriented artistic practice and its contemporary professional equivalent. Upon his first appraisal of
Gap’s work in the novel, Richard in fact recognizes a similarity between his own canvases and
the latter’s: “elles ressemblaient étrangement à ce qu’il peignait lui-même, mais elles avaient
quelque chose en moins” (31). One supposes at this stage that the difference here may be tied to
a lack of sincerity, in that Gap has somewhat opportunistically transferred his tag from public
space to canvas. Richard recalls having seen the motifs in the metro, which comes across as their
legitimate setting: “Maintenant qu’il les voyait sur toiles, il remarquait leur étrangeté. C’était
comme s’ils avaient brusquement bondi de leurs murs pour s’approprier la troisième dimension,
et devenir sculpture” (31-32). However aesthetically pleasing Gap’s paintings may be, they are
no longer quite what they were in their natural element. In a later scene, Richard will identify
what he initially sees as missing in Gap’s work, what he calls a sense of the fault (“faute”).
“Votre univers est dépourvu de faute,” he tells Gap.
Il est répétitif. La série domine en se démultipliant à l’infini. Aucun drame,
aucune tension ne vient troubler le ciel lisse de vos toiles. Vos lignes sont de
belles sarabandes qui distraient l’oeil et lui font miroiter un monde dépourvu
d’inquiétude.
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... Trop de culpabilité fige l’homme, l’empêche d’avancer, mais son absence le
fait basculer dans la toute-puissance. Pour se prémunir contre ce double péril, il
lui faut la loi. (53)
Gap, whose reach does seem to extend into virtually every possible space in the novel, major and
minor, appears in fact to have appropriated for himself the “toute-puissance” that Richard
cautions against. It is in this regard that he resembles the insinuating figure of Valente in La ligne
gothique. A first parallel occurs in his choice, as Xan, to use a “trompe-l’oeil” style, an ancient
fresco technique deployed “au goût du jour” (42, 66-67), as Osvaldo Euler puts it. The use of a
traditional representational style by both characters in their artwork can be said to cater to what
Tassinari identifies as the mainstream audience’s tastes for realism and naturalism in the present
period (Utopies 107-08). A second parallel is to be found in the tactics that Gap employs in
diverting notice away from his own involvement in graffiti culture. Just as Valente attempts to
distract public attention from the gothic line’s more legitimate meaning (La ligne 80-81), Gap
denies the possibility of conflict and violence among graffitists (73-75), with his explanation of
the additional dot on the die of the HMJ tag being typically obfuscating (76; see also 199).
Richard is to some degree complicit in the baser workings of the art world as well, however, to
the extent that he too depends on Balthazard’s gallery for his own survival financially. If the
religious references occurring in Richard’s initial visit to the gallery in the novel point to the
traditionalist and sacred associations that art seems to hold for him (27, 28, 30), his comparison
of one of the gallery’s storage areas to Ali Baba’s cavern (“une caverne d’Ali Baba”) has the
effect of aligning the art industry with a kind of thievery (31). As it turns out, Balthazard is
himself suffering from the failure of his last exhibit, which explains in an important way the
arrival on scene of Gap: the gallery owner’s hope is that his meeting with Richard will increase
the latter’s production and sales (28-30). Indeed, it is eventually revealed that Gap is Richard’s
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most important patron (51). As Tassinari points out, the ‘difficult’ art such as produced by
Richard, all the while being the domain of a small, specialized elite, remains in the end “une des
dernières illusions sociales au service du pouvoir,” because of the way it is contained by market
forces and how it continues to participate in and uphold certain socio-economic hierarchies
(Utopies 118-20).
Tassinari, in Utopies par le hublot, might actually be taken as putting forth an argument
in support of the graffiti culture portrayed in La frontière tatouée, which can be seen as renewing
the tie between art and the public sphere. Tassinari speaks of a certain crisis in artistic circles at
the end of the twentieth century concerning the meaning and function of art in society (113). In
response, he argues, “Aujourd’hui, au moment même de la plus grande confusion, d’une crise
généralisée et du triomphe incontesté du marché et du spectacle, il est possible et nécessaire
d’affirmer que la créativité artistique et ses produits (l’art) ne doivent plus être perçus comme
exception individuelle mais plutôt comme normalité de la vie humaine commune” (116). For
Tassinari, the problem has to do with finding ways to demystify art and to extract it from the
mythic interpretive framework in which it has come to be set in Western civilization (121-22).
He provides an admittedly utopian vision that sees art, under these demystified conditions, as
returning to what it was in ancient times: “un jeu thérapeutique aux profondes implications
sociales et politiques au sens large du mot. Parfois sublime et divin, toujours gratuit. Non plus un
mât de cocagne. Alors, en cette future Antiquité, tous les artistes seront libres de faire circuler
leurs oeuvres sur toute sorte de supports, dans et hors des musées, des galeries, des maisons
d’édition, des salles de théâtre et de cinéma” (123). In keeping with Tassinari’s view, the practice
of graffiti in La frontière tatouée is depicted as a sort of outlet for the tension that has built up in
certain ‘ethnic’ neighbourhoods. Appearing on television, Euler attempts to explain the rioting
and social violence erupting in the novel as a response to “la reprise en main de l’espace public
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par les plus forts, les mieux dotés, capables d’utiliser la liberté ‘naturelle’ [of the citizen in liberal
society] et productrice d’inégalités.” Yet Euler goes on to defend the graffitists themselves
against charges of violence, comparing, in the narrator’s words, “la prolifération des graphes aux
manifestations des barbares dans la Cité antique. Face à l’économie de marché qui s’était
substituée à la religion de jadis, le graphe demeurait l’un des seuls moyens pour restituer à
l’espace public sa force de profanation: sa valeur d’usage” (56-57). Following on Gap and
Richard’s inconclusive debate over the issue (52-55), Euler’s reading of graffiti here is perhaps
the most productive, signifying not a simple transgression of the law but, at its most ideal, the
reorientation of the law towards publicly held values. To some extent, it is important not to
romanticize the figure of the graffitist. Graffiti culture in La frontière tatouée is shown to have its
own aesthetic tradition (42, 66-67) and social tensions (73-75), its own hierarchies (47, 78, 9091) and laws (14-15) that frequently implicate it in the same social order as Gap and Richard.
Still, on another level, it is David and his friends’ sense of self-reflexive irony concerning the
society that they live in that seems to signal the subculture’s potential for resistance. As the
discussion by ‘professionals’ throughout the novel on the work of the graffitists makes clear, the
latter can also be approached as a legitimate art form. The minor artistic practice, quite often
conducted out of ethnic ghettos, is thus revealed to have wider aesthetic and ideological
implications with respect to the place and role of art in the contemporary world. In a way, Caccia
and the other authors examined in this study can, in their turning towards the question of race
and ethnicity as it presently exists, be seen in a similar manner as trying in their own work to
renew the ties between art and its social function.

Chapter 2
Ying Chen: Voice, Gender, Memory, and Otherness
Ying Chen’s situation as a writer of Chinese origin publishing in Quebec differs from
Fulvio Caccia’s in two significant ways. First, East Asia holds a less prominent place in the
Québécois imaginary than Italy. There are relatively few francophone authors from this part of
the world in Quebec and its culture and history have not been studied to the same extent. (In
2011, people of Chinese descent in particular represented approximately 1.3 per cent of the
overall population in the province [Statistics, 2011; by ethnic origin].) In their introduction to a
2005 special section in Voix et images on Asia (or “l’orientalisme”1) in Quebec’s literature,
Mounia Benalil and Gilles Dupuis note that the theme of the Orient has only recently emerged
with any constancy in the national literary discourse, even if a minor interest in the East has
existed here in one form or another since the nineteenth century (9-10). To date, few studies have
been published on the topic in Quebec (10). The authors cite three other special sections dating
from 1985, 1988, and 1990 (10n8), without mentioning an issue of Spirale published earlier in
2005, also with a special section on East Asia edited by Janusz Przychodzen, who makes similar
observations on the recent nature of the interest in the topic in Quebec. The first full special issue
on the place of the East in Québécois culture appeared in 2006 under the title Identités hybrides:
Orient et orientalisme au Québec, this time under the direction of Benalil and Przychodzen.2
Despite this shortage in notice, and this is the second difference, Chen herself has attracted more
critical attention than Caccia. She was the first author of Chinese origin to publish in French in
Quebec (Lequin, “Entre” 200) and is identified by Nicole Côté as possibly being the province’s
best-known migrant author (65).
On a more personal level, Chen’s own attitude towards her cultural origins is somewhat
ambivalent. If the ‘betrayal’ of emigration (“[c]ette trahison”) “n’a jamais été définitive ni sans
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douleur” (Quatre mille 42), as she claims, she has elsewhere commented on what she takes to be
the backwardness and oppressiveness of Chinese society, resulting from both the Communist
regime and Confucian tradition.3 Indeed, she sees herself as belonging to an entire generation of
young people having left China at the end of the 1980s for similar political reasons (Lachance).
In this respect, she believes that her eventual decision to use French as her language of writing
was liberating to some extent: “Malgré la difficulté de la langue, je n’avais pas, en écrivant en
français, à soulever le poids de la tradition, des ancêtres, la pesanteur de l’éternité” (“Combat”).
Her remaining ties to China are maintained through family and language, she says, and she has
an interest in the country’s literature.4 “Le lien qui m’attache maintenant encore à ce pays,” she
writes in Quatre mille marches, “est un lien anodin, quotidien, affectif et intime. Ce qui me reste
de mon pays natal n’est rien d’autre que ma famille et le souvenir de mon enfance” (121). The
ambiguity of Chen’s cultural positioning is reflected in the various ways that her work has been
categorized. She has herself often asserted her distaste for classifications altogether, preferring to
see herself as Canadian (Interview [Encres]), or simply as North American (Montpetit, “Ying
Chen”). “Je préfère être considérée comme un être humain qui écrit et non comme une Chinoise
qui écrit en français” (Arseneault 24), as she puts it. The fact is however that, even if sometimes
studied by anglophone critics, Chen is infrequently read outside of the Québécois and écriture
migrante context. An exception occurs with Eleanor Ty, in whose work Chen’s name recurs
consistently, albeit without, for reasons relating to language presumably, necessarily leading to
the analysis of her writing.5 In Asian North American Identities beyond the Hyphen, edited with
Donald C. Goellnicht, Chen is included within the category of ‘Asian Canadian’ (6), and more
recently Ty has placed her among a group of what she calls “Asian global” authors (Unfastened
132), an international body of writers whose “works fit uneasily into this hyphenated space of”
existing ethnic categories “because of the way they locate themselves and because of their
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subject matter” (130). In a similar way, Janet Paterson situates Chen not as a migrant writer
(aligned closely with a country of origin, typically) but as a transnational author (16), a category
of writers whose literary production tends to be characterized by a reluctance to engage in closed
forms of identitarian discourse (15).6 Although she would probably resist being identified as a
member of the Chinese diaspora (the term is ethnically differentializing, even if broadly
inclusive), Chen’s work, it will be shown, has goals and effects that are nevertheless in keeping
with Ien Ang’s view of the diasporic paradigm and its undermining of Chineseness as a category
of identification (On Not 40). According to Ang, “The condition of diaspora, literally ‘the
scattering of seeds,’ produces subjects for whom notions of identity and belonging are radically
unsettled” (44). Much in the same way, Chen can also be seen as seeking to challenge what Rey
Chow has called the “myth of consanguinity” (qtd. in Ang 49), which, in Ang’s words,
“constructs the subject as passively and lineally (pre)determined by ‘blood’ [rather than] as an
active historical agent whose subjectivity is ongoingly shaped through his/her engagements
within multiple, complex and contradictory social relations” (49).
This chapter will explore the manner in which Chen, in her fiction, has in effect chosen to
move away from questions not only of Chineseness but of race and ethnicity in general—a move
that, as with Caccia, nonetheless retains a certain political impulse, with Chen maintaining an
interest in social issues that commonly concern people affected by racial and ethnic
categorization. Like Caccia, Chen has recognized the need to distance herself from the
constraints of ethnic literary discourse, a mode of writing that, as discussed previously, often
tends to participate in and thus perpetuate the dominant culture’s logic of racial and ethnic
differentiation that most ethnic authors are actually looking to escape. By accepting to partake in
its own particularization, such writing is seen as largely impeding attempts at genuine crosscultural exchange. In a letter written by Chen to Georges Dufaux and read by the latter in his
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documentary on the author, Voyage illusoire, Chen explains how, in writing her first novel, La
mémoire de l’eau, she had intended to portray an aspect of the human condition (“condition
humaine”) in a way that was Chinese to some degree but that was not to appear strange or
foreign to a Western audience. Following the appearance of the novel, however, readers, to
Chen’s surprise, spoke mainly and reductively of “l’horrible condition féminine chinoise”—“ce
qui n’est qu’une petite réalité de mon livre,” she specifies. Experiences such as this have led
Chen to spurn the discourse of national and cultural origins, that ideologically inflected body of
myth and memory that Régine Robin has called the “roman mémoriel” (Le roman 48) and that is
often promulgated by the literary institution through what has become the minor tradition of
écriture migrante. For Chen, cultures are founded in hybridity and the idea of cultural origins is a
fiction (Quatre mille 26, 8-9). Likewise, the nationalist mindset is met with suspicion: “Le
nationalisme me semble invincible en tant que sentiment humain. Mais il ne devrait pas être pris
pour un principe, une noble cause. Un nationalisme, quand il est petit, a peut-être mille raisons et
mérite mille fois la compassion; mais dès qu’il devient grand ... son pouvoir peut être
destructeur” (20). In this regard, Chen’s views correspond with Caccia’s, who also sees the
notion of ‘community’ as a trap (“piège”) (Caccia, “Les ‘écritures’” [Neue] 65). Finding it
difficult to gain acceptance with the local feline community in Espèces, Chen’s narrator declares,
“je déteste ce mot qui sent le rigide, l’imposé, le restreint et l’irrévocable, me faisant craindre le
froid lorsque je suis dehors et l’étouffement lorsque je suis à l’intérieur” (165).
Focus on the individual, for Chen, has been a way of responding to the pressures of
collective thinking. “Mon véritable foyer est là où je deviens ce que je veux être” (13), she writes
in Quatre mille marches. An origin, if it exists, is in her view to be found in the self, though this
emphasis on the self is not to be associated with the individualism of liberal society. Speaking of
how she hopes to avoid being taken for her own child’s origin, Chen states, “Je préfère alors
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penser que, comme il nous arrive de chercher partout une clé que nous tenons pourtant dans
notre main, nous ne trouverons pas nos origines, car nous sommes notre propre origine. Chacun
de nous est un mince ruisseau qui se jette dans la mer où se retrouve l’humanité entière” (26).
Situating one’s origin in a predecessor is thus perceived to be misleading. According to Chen, it
is the individual who must find his or her own reason for living, even if this individual cannot
entirely escape being part of something larger: “je ne suis pas mes ancêtres, je ne suis pas les
autres. Mais je ne serais pas moi sans mes ancêtres et sans les autres” (122). The task of
literature, as Chen sees it, is in this sense to promote “une vision du monde microscopique, de
transformer si possible le dialogue des cultures en des dialogues entre des individus, sinon en
monologues. ... / Je pense donc que le monde sera peut-être sauvé le jour où on distinguera
moins entre les groupes qu’entre les individus” (50-51).
In a related way, Chen has deliberately attempted to resist the constraints of the implied
author imposed upon her by the literary institution, what might be thought of in a general manner
as a symptom of collective thinking. She has explicitly stated on numerous occasions that she
wishes to avoid what Simon Harel calls the personalization (“personnalisation”) of the ethnic
writer, where the author is set up by the public as a representative or spokesperson for his or her
own culture in a way that only serves to reinforce the author’s ethnic standing (Les passages 2425). As discussed in the previous chapter, it is primarily the author’s name on the title page, seen
as different, as ‘ethnic,’ that at first approach orients a typical reader’s expectations concerning
the text under consideration. The discourse on écriture migrante has over the years served to
institutionalize these expectations to some extent, and it is these quasi-canonical values that Chen
attempts to disrupt in her work. In “La poussière des étoiles,” Chen relates how, “[à] la suite de
la publication de mon deuxième roman, Les Lettres chinoises, j’ai été sollicitée à parler pendant
des années sur la problématique de l’immigration et à comparer les cultures. Je m’adapte très mal
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à ce rôle qui, je trouve, n’est pas vraiment le mien, ou qui convient peu à la vie que je mène, une
vie sans repère ni destination fixe, rendant ainsi toute comparaison difficile” (73). Dealing with
the effects of the implied author, of what may also be called the writer’s ‘second self,’ can
become a burden for an author. “Les critiques littéraires, les journalistes,” Chen claims, “peuvent
très bien faire des liens entre les deux [literature and life], mais c’est très dur pour quelqu’un qui
écrit de tenir le même rôle dans son oeuvre et dans sa vie. C’est même insoutenable” (qtd. in
Arseneault 26). The situation has led Chen to erect what one interviewer refers to as “une
muraille entre ses livres et sa vie privée, entre l’auteur et la femme” (Arseneault 26). Both
Michel Arseneault and Georges-Hébert Germain have noted Chen’s refusal to speak of her
personal life in public (25; A1). “Idéalement,” Germain writes, “elle ne signerait même pas ses
livres, ou qu’avec ses initiales, afin que le lecteur n’ait pas de repères, ni de préjugés, qu’il ne
sache même pas qu’elle est née en Chine au XXe siècle, ... qu’il ignore tout de son parcours et
qu’il aborde ses livres comme du jamais vu, du jamais lu.” Yet, again as with Caccia, Chen is not
necessarily looking to dissociate herself completely from the content of her work, only its
ethnically identified elements. As she puts it in Quatre mille marches, “en tant qu’individu, je ne
vis pas en dehors de la vie réelle, mes personnages ne sont pas tombés du ciel” (120). If she is
reluctant to acknowledge the existence of any direct link between author and character, she is
also led to admit that her characters are informed with her own sense of being in the world (50).
Speaking elsewhere, she allows, “Je suis dans toutes les pages [de mes romans] mais je ne sais
pas où ni quand” (qtd. in Grangeray). Although she makes use of the first-person pronoun,
common to the traditional (and often autobiographical) ethnic text, in Chen’s later novels it
becomes virtually impossible to directly associate the author with her narrator, at least at the
level of race or ethnicity, an element that is entirely eliminated from these works. If any
alignment remains possible, it occurs at the level of the narrator’s social commentary, an overall
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approach that serves in a way to open up the category of the implied author simply by refusing to
participate in the norms of the ethnic narrative.
In this vein, what is of greatest significance within the scope of this dissertation is Chen’s
aesthetic response to the discourse of race and ethnicity put in place by the literary institution in
Quebec and elsewhere. The end of the previous chapter dealt with the implications of Colette
Guillaumin’s observation in L’idéologie raciste that, in a racialized social context, it is always
the minority subject that is marked as differing from the majority subject, who represents the
social norm and is thus perceived as being unmarked, which allows in the end for a more open
identity and sense of self. According to Guillaumin, it is the marked subject who is continuously
measured against the standard of the unmarked majority subject (107-09). It is from this
predicament that social determinism arises: if the unmarked subject’s existence remains open to
all possibilities, that of the marked subject is limited and its outcome largely predetermined by
his or her social positioning (257-58). Ty makes a similar claim in her introduction to The
Politics of the Visible in Asian North American Narratives, where, following Shirley Geok-lin
Lim, she refers to the physical “hieroglyphs” that mark the person of Asian descent as different
in North America (3-4). As she puts it, “we can be defined only by what we are not, by our lack
of whiteness” (25). Chen’s response to the problem—by now commonly recognized in the
criticism—has involved the search for a progressively deracialized space in her writing, achieved
ultimately through what can be thought of as a universalist literary style. Marie Claire Huot, in
particular, writes insightfully of this transition in Chen’s work in an article that proposes to chart
“la venue à l’écriture de Ying Chen, d’une part d’un français classique à un français apatride; de
l’autre, d’une mémoire chinoise à une mémoire délocalisée” (71). Huot sees Chen as having
moved from “l’exposition ethnographique,” “le côté ‘bonne élève’ de composition,” “le côté
‘information pour non-Chinois’” to what she refers to as “[un] mordant et impitoyable
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commentaire philosophique—voire politique—de nature universelle” (75). The development of
Chen’s work stylistically has served to render it “inclassable, ‘in-ghettoïsable’” (78), according
to Huot. “Avec ses deux dernières oeuvres, L’ingratitude et Immobile, Chen est devenue une
écrivaine francophone sans qu’on ait à ajouter des épithètes telles que ‘chinoise,’ ‘immigrante’
ou ‘exilée’” (81).
As with Caccia, then, Chen can in this way also be seen as attempting to carry the sense
of openness and indeterminacy typically associated with the identity of the majority subject over
to her own characters as well. If there is a difference, it is that Caccia’s characters remain
‘ethnic’ to some extent (they are largely immigrants), even if their race and ethnicity are not
always strictly specified. Chen goes even further in ridding her fiction of racial and ethnic
markers. By evacuating all overt references to cultural specificity from her later novels, Chen can
be said to work at a much more generalized, even metaphorical level. Her characters, if they are
described at all, are never portrayed racially or in any way that might signal their belonging to
any single ethnic group but are depicted solely in terms of what may be thought of as universal
features—mannerisms, mood, age, or other non-racial bodily traits. Of the prince in Immobile,
the narrator will refer to “sa figure sèche et son allure lasse” (24). S. has a “visage brave et
serein” (Immobile 103). The narrator in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double speaks of “mes
trente-neuf ans officiels” (112), and her school friend in Le mangeur is said to be “un garçon
délicat, timide et silencieux” (27). Even something such as hair colour is avoided in Chen’s later
novels, except when greying. In two of her more recent works, A. is said to have acquired “[d]es
cheveux presque entièrement gris” (Un enfant 97), has “plus de rides et de cheveux blancs” than
the narrator (Espèces 56). The non-use of proper names also plays into this deracializing
strategy. As Judith Butler observes, in the gendering of the subject, “naming is at once the setting
of a boundary, and also the repeated inculcation of a norm” (Bodies 7-8). In the same way, if the
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name genders, it also ethnicizes. By not naming her narrator and characters, Chen manages to
avoid the situation altogether. Still in this way, the space that the characters occupy in Chen’s
novels is impossible to locate in any certain manner, being furnished with a minimum of spatial
markers, which have otherwise become ubiquitous in contemporary urban culture—the
university, the patisserie or bakeshop, the café (Immobile 16), the movie theatre and grocery
store (Le mangeur), the market (Un enfant 14). Finally, the narrator’s marriage to A. turns out to
be a legal one (Immobile 39), with no identifying ethnic ceremony, and the tension between
urban and rural life, between modern and traditional values that occurs in Le champ dans la mer
constitutes another widely experienced phenomenon today. In this regard, Chen can be taken as
working towards a conceptualization of the universal that is comparable to that of Caccia as
discussed in the previous chapter, although her sense of the universal has been arrived at largely
through her own personal experience and is not all that closely aligned with transcultural theory.7
Consequently, Chen’s work can, as with Caccia’s, be seen as being intrinsically political,
however unreadable, and therefore ‘unattached,’ it may at times appear. If she has spoken of a
desire to write a ‘pure’ novel (“Un roman où il n’y aurait rien qu’une histoire”), she also
immediately admits that such a work is in all likelihood an impossibility (qtd. in J. Lapointe). “Je
ne suis pas encore complètement guérie de ce vieux conflit entre l’art pour l’art et l’art engagé,
entre la conscience artistique et la conscience sociale des écrivains,” she writes in Quatre mille
marches. For this reason, she claims to accept to speak on occasion on matters concerning
culture and immigration despite the unease she feels with regard to this role. “Je me force à
participer,” she says, “j’espère pouvoir faire quelque chose, malgré mes connaissances bien
restreintes au sujet de la culture chinoise et d’autres cultures, malgré ma réelle incompétence à
analyser les phénomènes littéraires ou sociaux” (49-50). In a similar way, Chen has commented
on how the primary aim of her novels, as topical (“utiles au monde”) as the issues they address
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may be, is aesthetic: “Leur intention est dans l’écriture. Ils visent une exploration du langage
dans sa subtilité instable. Le langage occupe le centre de la scène. Pour moi, c’est tout, c’est la
raison d’être de la littérature” (La lenteur 90-91). At the same time, she recognizes that the novel
is an inherently politicized form, “un genre engagé, dans le sens où, même si la pensée en sera
ultimement détachée, l’écriture procède de façon ‘attachée,’ l’écrivain doit se mettre ‘dedans’
pour raconter et décrire.” As a result, she states, “malgré mon désir de me tenir ‘dehors,’ tous
mes livres, sans exception, sont écrits avec un profond engagement social et émotionnel, et avec
tant de sérieux que je me sens fragilisée par l’exercice de l’écriture. Aussi longtemps que j’écris
des romans, je m’engage” (94). Following in this sense, Martine-Emmanuelle Lapointe qualifies
Chen’s work as “une forme d’intolérance tranquille”: “C’est dire que Ying Chen privilégie, plus
que l’expression d’un certain moralisme, le travail souterrain du politique, dans la mesure bien
sûr où le genre du roman l’y autorise. Qu’on ne se méprenne pas, l’oeuvre de Ying Chen n’est
pas ouvertement engagée, mais elle offre néanmoins un point de vue sur les errements et les
discours de la Cité” (124). As this chapter will illustrate, although Chen may comment on
Chinese culture in some of her personal writing, it is contemporary middle-class society in its
more general aspects that proves to be her main object of criticism in her fiction, the “Cité” that
Lapointe speaks of. In a very basic way, whatever claims Chen may make about a search for a
politically detached literary aesthetic, her decision to react at the level of style to the public’s
reception of her first two or three novels cannot be taken as anything but a political act.
As with Caccia, Chen has also chosen to draw on French new novel and fantastic literary
conventions (if in differing proportion) in an effort to destabilize the racial and ethnic framework
out of which both authors are required to write. Within this context, I will look a bit more closely
in what follows at a few of the issues relating to gender, collective memory, and alterity that
Chen explores in her later fiction—issues that can be seen as being universal in scope and as
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exceeding the limits of racial and ethnic classification. In this sense, the chapter is centrally
concerned with Chen’s turn away from the ethnic literary tradition in her search for a
deracialized literary space, which is arrived at through a focus on universal human experience.
Following from this, Chen’s work provides an indication of how the move away from racial
thinking may be accomplished without necessarily abandoning the social concerns that can
otherwise affect the racialized subject—a problematic that was initially addressed in the
introduction to the dissertation. Given that a significant amount of criticism already exists on
Chen’s first three novels,8 the present discussion will focus on the later series beginning with
Immobile, each novel of which can be read as an extension or continuation of Immobile without
necessarily needing to be read in succession. Aesthetically speaking, these works best exemplify
Chen’s present orientation and compare most productively with what Caccia has attempted to
carry out in his own writing.

The French New Novel and Nathalie Sarraute
As discussed in the previous chapter, the aim of the French new novel initially was to
undermine both the conventions of the realist novel, especially plot and character, which by the
mid-twentieth century had come to be seen by some as being stagnant and institutionalized, and
the sense of the real that this form tended to promulgate. According to Stephen Heath, the new
novel attempts to demonstrate how language does not so much reflect reality as constitute it: “Its
‘realism’ is not the mirroring of some ‘Reality’ but an attention to the forms of the intelligibility
in which the real is produced, a dramatization of possibilities of language, forms of articulation,
limitations, of [realism’s] own horizon” (22). Through the sense of unreadability that it creates,
the new novel produces what Heath refers to as an effect of “hesitation” in the reader (22, 24,
28). Such hesitation in the reading of a literary text, following Jean Valenti’s argumentation,
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tends to push the reader out of an unquestioned, first-order cognitive orientation towards the
work in question and into a second-order, self-reflexive consideration of his or her own
knowledge base relative to what is being read—an effect that is actually sought after in different
literary contexts, such as in the new novel but also the fantastic (68-69). As with Fulvio Caccia,
Ying Chen’s objective in her later novels is to lead the reader precisely in this way into a more
critical engagement with what he or she is reading, especially as it pertains to the ‘reality’ of the
minority cultural experience, often reduced or stereotyped in dominant social discourse and
traditional ethnic writing. If, however, Caccia resists the readability of the realist plot to some
extent through unmotivated descriptions of scenes and events that do little to advance the novel’s
action, Chen does so by reducing the presence of plot in her novels altogether. The latter may not
be devoid of action, but it tends to be spare and slow moving. At the level of characterization,
Caccia’s novels operate according to a strategy of ‘creation leading to destruction,’ whereas
Chen again responds by effectively ridding her novels of characters, preferring what amounts to
the use of an extended monologue by a single narrator. If Chen’s narrator becomes more familiar
to the reader over the course of each novel, it is hard to say if she actually develops as a
character. As will be discussed further on, her real existence appears to reside in her other,
secondary lives and experiences, whose telling tends to require somewhat more conventional use
of plot and character (the narrator’s affair with S., her infatuation with V., the double’s life in a
neighbouring city, and so on).
As previously illustrated, the unreadability associated with the new novel tends to occur
when what is portrayed in the literary work fails to agree in some way with the laws of the
referential world. According to Yves Baudelle, the fictional work, by definition, allows for some
departure from the standards of everyday existence but not their total abandonment (76). With
Caccia, a certain level of unreadability is maintained throughout each of his novels. Chen,
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however, will use a different narrative approach by presenting an initial situation in each novel
that is immediately unreadable but that is gradually explained in such a way as to become more
comprehensible to the reader, though never entirely ‘realist’ in any way. In the previous chapter,
I borrowed from Gilles Thérien’s reader-response theory in demonstrating how these departures
from referentiality in the unreadable text can take place at different levels, what amounts to a
lack of correspondence between the functioning of character, setting, time, or action in the
literary work and what is expected, respectively, of subject, space, time, and action in the real
world. The opening of Immobile plays with these four cognitive ‘preconstructs’ to varying
degrees by introducing a narrator who can remember her own birth and who claims to have had
more than one mother. She is married to a man called A. but speaks of an affair with a man she
names S. because she says that she cannot recall his real name. (In fact, she has trouble
recollecting her present husband’s name as well.) The affair in question took place within the
residence of an unnamed prince and apparently with a body different from the one that she has
now (7-8). The confusion created with regard to time frames and space in the passage is at first
defamiliarizing (the question of space in Chen’s novels will indeed never be adequately
answered). The lack of names is likewise in a way. Most importantly perhaps the narrator’s two
bodies and her capacity to remember (and not remember) defy the logic of character and action.
As the novel progresses, however, the problems raised in these first few lines are eventually
resolved by the reader, at least within the parameters set by the fantastic narrative. Similar
situations initially arise in the novels that follow: an old village reappears on a contemporary
seaside; the narrator hears the voice of a woman buried in the rubble of a distant earthquake; the
narrator claims to be the great-grand-daughter of a human and a fish; a child mysteriously
appears on the steps to the narrator’s house; the narrator becomes a cat.
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If Chen draws on the effect of unreadability produced by the new novel in the attempt to
frustrate the reader’s expectations concerning ethnic literature, an element of the new novel can
also be said to lie at the centre of the sense of universality that is attained in her writing. In this
respect, and although she is said by some to have outlasted the vogue of the new novel that first
secured her recognition (Gosselin-Noat and Rykner, Avant-propos 6; Wolf 9), Chen has
identified Nathalie Sarraute as an important literary predecessor.9 Chen makes greater use of
setting than Sarraute, even if it is stripped of spatial markers. Her work is virtually devoid of
dialogue, a device that holds a privileged place in Sarraute’s writing.10 But Chen’s avoidance of
proper names may be derived in part from Sarraute (though play with names is also in keeping
with avant-garde strategies more generally [Sarraute, L’ère 74-76]). Heath has noted how, in her
own paring down of character and action, character names in Sarraute’s writing are kept to a
minimum as well (49). Something similar can be said of Chen’s use of repetition, which may
also be inspired by Sarraute, even if the latter herself has pointed to how this as well had by the
1970s become a common new novel convention of its own (“Ce que” 36). Jean Pierrot has
devoted an essay to the use of repetition in the work of Sarraute. According to Pierrot, “Ces
répétitions objectives [of events in the narrative] prennent parfois une importance si grande que
tout le récit peut être rythmé par les mentions successives d’un même événement” (141). He goes
on to analyze different strategies employed by Sarraute: repetition with variation, where
repetition subtly changes the meaning of a particular event, rendering its meaning ‘thicker’ and
more complex (143-45); repetition without variation, which serves to amplify the archetypal or
symbolic meaning of a scene or gesture (146-48); and the repetition of spoken phrases, which
allows for the structuring of the work in one way or another (148-49). The latter mode of
repetition, given that Chen does not use dialogue, may not apply, but the others do appear in
Chen’s fiction in at least two ways. The recurrence of the scene of the narrator’s first meeting
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with A. on the train throughout the novels may be taken as an example of repetition without
variation. The repetition here serves to provide continuity between the novels but it also often
emphasizes the importance of this moment as a turning point in the narrator’s life, as a
divergence of sorts in her perceived itinerary.11 Le champ dans la mer in its entirety is structured
around a form of repetition with variation, as the narrator relates in an interwoven way the stories
of her own and her father’s deaths. The meaning of the events surrounding these deaths builds
through a process of accretion or sedimentation. The circumstances of the pair’s dying are given
in the early pages of the novel (12), but details are added as the narrative progresses and the
narrator repeatedly goes over the scenes in question: that the father fell onto a concrete terrace
(42-43), only a short distance from the lawn that might have softened his fall (84); that the roof
tiles were slippery due to a recent rainfall (85); that the father was on the roof when he had been
called over to fix a leaking pipe (106). Finally, there is the suggestion that the narrator’s own
demise is caused by some sort of trap set by V.’s father (106) and is the result of a local feud
spurred on by the narrator’s own mother. The narrator proposes to relate the story of her father’s
death in the novel (19) but ends by telling it through the narration of her own in a way that builds
through reiteration.
Perhaps the most significant parallel between Sarraute and Chen has to do with the
latter’s use of voice. More than the other new novelists, it would seem, Sarraute was preoccupied
with what she refers to as “la création d’un univers mental” in her work (“La littérature” 50).
Heath points out that, while Sarraute’s writing falls within the category of the new novel, it needs
to be distinguished from a phenomenon that is commonly seen in the terms provided by Alain
Robbe-Grillet’s theory on the genre. If “both of them attempt to seize a basic reality,” says
Heath, Robbe-Grillet’s work tends to focus on the apprehension of an external world, with an
understanding of language as convention, whereas Sarraute’s approach is more psychological,
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more internally oriented. “Nathalie Sarraute’s own theory of the novel is fundamentally
concerned with the novel as a representative, mimetic medium, a medium suitable in this respect
for the psychological realism that she defines as the aim of her writings” (44-45), Heath states.
Sarraute’s interest in human psychology nevertheless differs from what is to be found in the
traditional realist novel and occurs in her work at a somewhat more direct or concentrated level.
In a sense, her interest is in psychology in itself and not as an element of characterization (L’ère
73-74). The idea of the tropism, borrowed from the physiology of plants, can be taken as the key
concept underlying Sarraute’s entire corpus (Heath 47). As she writes in L’ère du soupçon, what
she refers to as tropisms (“tropismes”) are “des mouvements indéfinissables, qui glissent très
rapidement aux limites de notre conscience; ils sont à l’origine de nos gestes, de nos paroles, des
sentiments que nous manifestons, que nous croyons éprouver et qu’il est possible de définir. Ils
me paraissaient et me paraissent encore constituer la source secrète de notre existence.” These
movements, as Sarraute calls them, exist outside of the range of spoken language and even the
interior monologue, occurring in a continuous flow that is too rapid to be grasped in any certain
way. They lie concealed behind the most mundane of speech and gestures and can only be
communicated to the reader through the use of images that seek to create an analogous effect. As
these tropisms comprise the central aspect of her work, she writes, neither character nor plot are
allowed to distract the reader from this experience (8-9).
The concept of the tropism as envisioned by Sarraute is radically universalist, going so
far as to circumvent sexual difference. The psychological world that she explores in her writing,
she claims, is “une matière anonyme qui se trouve chez tous les hommes et dans toutes les
sociétés” (L’ère 95). As Ann Jefferson puts it, “[t]he inner life” represented in Sarraute’s work is
a space “where differences of all kinds are thoroughly erased. The psychology of the tropism is
one that presupposes that differences, even if they exist, do not count. ... The truth of Sarraute’s
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psychology is one that transcends differences of age, gender, class, creed, race and nationality”
(27). However, the question that remains to be answered is if the ‘internal movements’ that
Sarraute describes can really exist outside or before language, as she suggests, since their very
intelligibility would seem to locate them within discourse by definition. Sarraute’s reluctance in
her theoretical work to address the constructed nature of the tropism is what renders the idea,
according to Heath, a “dubious concept” (57-58).12 Nonetheless, there is a sense in which Chen’s
later writings coincide with the spirit of the tropism, all the while departing from the notion in
ways as well. Chen has on numerous occasions made claims similar to Sarraute’s relating to her
interest in the interiority of the self, referring to “des forces intérieures” (“La poussière” 74), “les
ténèbres profondes,” “les combats internes” (“Marine” 37). The narrator in Immobile claims to
be aware of a “moi profond” (123). Writing in Quatre mille marches with regard to the
publication of the latter novel, Chen states, “Si je n’avais jamais voulu pratiquer le folklore et la
littérature ethnique, désormais je ne les supportais plus. Je cherchais une esthétique et une
approche propres à moi pour exprimer ce qui se passait réellement en moi, ce quelque chose de
profondément historique, cosmique et existentiel lié au questionnement de l’identité” (101).
Indeed, one might go so far as to say that the intensely reflective nature of the narrator’s voice in
Chen’s later novels represents their primary characteristic. Chen’s work is more intellectualized
or abstract in nature than Sarraute’s, however. Her narrator’s monologues are overtly thought out
and therefore more plainly located ‘in language,’ whereas Sarraute’s approach comes across as
being more perceptual in nature, concerned with what might inadequately and vaguely be called
atmosphere or mood, the feeling of a subjective experience of a given moment or event. Whereas
Sarraute claims to render the reality of the tropism through images and speech, Chen operates
through the interior monologue. Sarraute employs a multiplicity of characters and perspectives;
Chen has chosen to work with a single narrator. If Sarraute’s notion of the tropism as a
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prediscursive phenomenon is “dubious” to some, it nevertheless points to the existence of what
might be taken to be an underlying universal, which is human consciousness in itself (though it
must be stressed that this sense of subjectivity will of necessity be constituted differently in
varying contexts). By focussing on the individual interiority of her narrator as a thinking being,
stripped of racial and ethnic markers, Chen also gains access to a figure of the universal. One
might go on to say that the very constitution of the human subject through language, which will
in part be my next topic, is in fact another kind of universal experience that Chen addresses in
her writing.

Gender and Abjection
Ying Chen’s choice of narrator provides an opportunity for an extended reflection on the
female condition in its more universal dimensions; and the following reading will give an added
indication of both the antirealist and metaphorical quality that Chen’s work as a whole can take
on in its resistance to the ethnic literary tradition. Chen’s narrator can be seen in a rather
straightforward way as suffering from the androcentrism of her society, a social institution that is
explored in Pierre Bourdieu’s La domination masculine. For Bourdieu, male dominance is “une
institution qui est inscrite depuis des millénaires dans l’objectivité des structures sociales et dans
la subjectivité des structures cognitives.” It springs from a view of the world that is so engrained
in men and women’s ways of thinking that it is in some regards unthought, making it difficult not
only to evaluate but to delimit as a very object of study (156). Likewise, the notion of gender
division that accompanies this mindset has shaped human society in all its forms since its earliest
times (113-14); if changes have occurred recently that seem to have improved the situation of
women socially, Bourdieu believes that these changes continue to conceal invisible structures
(“structures invisibles”) that are more permanent in nature (145). Male dominance, in Bourdieu`s
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view, is the effect of a “doxa” that perpetuates itself through a “violence symbolique, violence
douce, insensible, invisible pour ses victimes mêmes, qui s’exerce pour l’essentiel par les voies
purement symboliques de la communication et de la connaissance ou, plus précisément, de la
méconnaissance, de la reconnaissance ou, à la limite, du sentiment” (11-12). Bourdieu situates
the symbolic violence that women suffer within his long-held and -theorized notion of the
symbolic economy (“l’économie des biens symboliques”) (54-55). This economy exerts itself
through what Bourdieu calls the habitus, “schèmes de perception, d’appréciation et d’action”
(58-59), or “[la] loi sociale incorporée” (75), as he puts it. A society’s gender divisions,
according to Bourdieu, generate habitus that systematically serve to maintain the rift between
male and female subjectivities (81). The clear example of the dominant male in Chen’s later
novels is A., embodiment of the bourgeois habitus to whom the narrator is perpetually
subordinated. Not only does he conform to the habitus but he enforces it on the narrator as well.
He is closely attuned to gender difference, directing how his wife carries her body, eats, speaks,
and dresses (Immobile 11). His first mention in Immobile is in fact associated with the
maintenance of gender roles. He responds to the narrator’s expressed desire to be something
other than what she is with a discourse of responsibility (8), setting up gender as a sort of moral
obligation towards some greater order.
At the level of gender, marriage is the most visible manifestation of the workings of
Bourdieu’s symbolic economy. The imbalance in symbolic capital that exists between the sexes,
which accounts for how the female subject is inherently held as inferior relative to the male
subject, comes out most apparently in a society’s marriage system (“le marché matrimonial”),
according to Bourdieu, where women are effectively traded not simply as objects but also as
symbols whose value is based on the extent to which they contribute to the increase in symbolic
capital of the men involved in the transaction. It is a value that ultimately lies outside the range
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of the female subject’s influence (65). The outcome of this scenario is that women are
consistently rendered dependent as a consequence of this paucity in symbolic capital (Bourdieu
refers to a “dépendance symbolique”) (94), with the added result that their role in society has
usually been relegated to the domestic sphere and the task of reproduction (133). Again, the
narrator’s marriage to A. coincides with this arrangement. In Immobile, she literally goes from
one situation of dependency to another, from living in an orphanage to living with A. She admits
to having first been attracted to A. because of the sense of security that he seemed to offer and
that she was in need of (38-39), and to not voicing her unhappiness with the relationship out of
fear of riling A. and being abandonned again (89). Likewise, part of A.’s initial interest in the
narrator is as the mother of his future son, who represents, here, the projected continuation of the
family lineage in a patriarchal social order (12), although the narrator eventually proves to be
incapable in this regard. In Un enfant à ma porte, the narrator concedes that part of the reason for
taking in the boy at the centre of the novel is in fact to maintain her marriage with A., “en lui
offrant un héritier de seconde main, ce qui valait mieux que rien” (97). The narrator’s awareness
of this particular state of affairs is reiterated throughout Chen’s later novels. Her strongest
attempt to respect her gender role as “maîtresse de maison” (66) occurs in Querelle d’un
squelette avec son double, where she is assigned the responsibility of planning a dinner party for
A.’s friends. Yet the tension in her marriage, here and elsewhere, results from her ultimate
inability to conform to the habitus of the married middle-class couple. A state of isolation ensues
for both characters to some extent, even if the narrator will repeatedly claim to still care for A. in
some way. If at the beginning of Immobile, the narrator feels justified in aspiring to some form
of happiness with her husband (19), by the end of the novel this outlook has changed.
“Aujourd’hui, en effet, nous ne parlons plus du même bonheur,” she states. “Celui que nous
recherchons maintenant consiste en une sorte d’état serein et somnolent ... [où] tous les rapports
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deviennent légèrement froids, purifiés, fraternels” (131). Strangely, the marriage is recognized as
having more or less failed by both characters, yet it remains intact. The reason that the two stay
together after years of dissatisfaction would thus seem to be symbolic rather than physical or
emotional; it is required by social custom.
None of this is new in any way but serves here to give an idea of what the narrator, in her
own manner, is resisting in Chen’s novels.13 In Bodies That Matter, Judith Butler looks more
closely at the question of female subjectivity as a discursive experience, and in a related way at
the underlying principles at work in the narrator’s relation to A., who can be seen, in Butler’s
terms, as the normative subject of patriarchal society. One of Butler’s main objectives in her
book is to contest what was and perhaps still is a common assumption in feminist thought that
sees sex as a prediscursive phenomenon, “a passive surface” upon which gender as a social
construct is said to unilaterally base itself. Sexual difference, for Butler, is equally constructed
and is not to be taken as a material reality that somehow lies inactively outside of language (xixii, 4-5). On the contrary, she writes, “‘sex’ not only functions as a norm, but is part of a
regulatory practice that produces the bodies it governs, that is, whose regulatory force is made
clear as a kind of productive power, the power to produce—demarcate, circulate, differentiate—
the bodies it controls” (1). Following Jacques Lacan, Butler observes that sex under such
conditions “is a symbolic position that one assumes under the threat of punishment, that is, a
position one is constrained to assume, where those constraints are operative in the very structure
of language and, hence, in the constitutive relations of cultural life.” In the heterosexually
oriented environment of Western society, certain identifications with regard to sex will be
allowed and others disallowed, and the subject is necessarily formed in relation to a set of
behaviours that are socially proscribed (95-96). The situation serves to produce “a domain of
abject beings” that lies outside the realm of the normative subject, made up of
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those who are not yet ‘subjects,’ but who form the constitutive outside to the
domain of the subject. The abject designates here precisely those ‘unlivable’ and
‘uninhabitable’ zones of social life which are nevertheless densely populated by
those who do not enjoy the status of the subject, but whose living under the sign
of the ‘unlivable’ is required to circumscribe the domain of the subject. (3)
The subject under such circumstances is effectively constituted through what it excludes and
abjects, at the same time generating what Butler calls “a constitutive outside to the subject, an
abjected outside, which is, after all, ‘inside’ the subject as its own founding repudiation” (3).
Indeed, despite its status as “constitutive or relative outside,” the abject is also ‘inside,’ “internal
to that system [by which the subject is formed] as its own nonthematizable necessity. It emerges
within the system as incoherence, disruption, a threat to its own systematicity” (39). In this
manner, the normative subject founds its own intelligibility on an unintelligible other, on an
“excluded and illegible domain that haunts the ... domain [of the intelligible subject] as the
spectre of its own impossibility, the very limit to intelligibility” (xi; emphasis added).
This language of haunting immediately calls to mind Chen’s narrator—the ghost (“à la
fois vivante et morte” [Chen, “Interview” (Lingua)]) who can be taken as the metaphorical
embodiment of the abject as described by Butler. As the narrator says, “Mon corps représente
impérieusement ce que ma tête ne comprend pas” (Le champ 99). According to Evelyne LedouxBeaugrand, citing Luce Irigaray, the figure of the female in androcentric society is in its
abjection often associated with waste, with what is “périssable,” “pourrissable” (63). In keeping
with this logic, a couple in Immobile will claim to have left the narrator as a newborn in a
garbage can, and she is aligned with refuse once again at the end of the same novel (51, 156). It
is in Le champ dans la mer that she begins to more consistently associate herself with earth or
dirt: “Alors, je deviens comme une plante bizarre, je rampe sur la vaste terre que je n’arrive pas à
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couvrir. Après d’innombrables années de contact monotone, cette terre m’est devenue
insupportable. Mais on la dit essentielle à mon développement, elle semble convenir très bien à
ma nature. Je meurs et je repousse avec lassitude, sans donner de fleurs bien sûr, avec de plus en
plus de racines” (20-21). It is a comparison that will in different contexts convey a sense of
materiality,14 death, and degradation. As a figure of the abject, Chen’s narrator in fact turns out
to inhabit a sort of outside space at the extremities of language, signalled by her continued
allusions in the later novels to the unspeakable, the “indicible.” The father in Le mangeur
attempts to tell his daughter at one point that he will someday have to kill her, but she stalls and
avoids open dialogue:
Des choses indicibles, je préférais qu’il les taise. ... Car des secrets inavoués,
n’ayant pas encore enjambé le seuil de la certitude que je redoutais, ressemblaient
à des affaires sans contrat d’où les parties, par bonté comme par habileté,
pouvaient se retirer, ou tout réinterpréter librement, sans inconvenance, donnant
ainsi à croire à une fluidité des choses, à la souplesse des contraintes, à
l’immensité sereine des champs en dehors de la muraille des mots. (92-93;
emphasis added)
The narrator will repeatedly make reference to this world outside of language, speaking of an
“indicible inquiétude” (Querelle 54), an “indicible bonheur” (65), “une indicible sagesse rusée”
(Un enfant 49), “une indicible pulsion obscure” (83), “une indicible satisfaction” (Espèces 13).
Within the scope of this discussion, the most pertinent mention made is perhaps to the “indicible
ampleur” that V.’s existence takes on in the narrator’s life in Le champ dans la mer (75), which
can be taken as coinciding with the amplitude of V.’s status as a male in patriarchal society
relative to her own. In a similar vein, the narrator senses in the same novel “une indicible
distance entre V... et moi” (50).15 As an occupant of this external space, the narrator remains
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strangely unintelligible to those around her. In Chen’s own words, she is “une femme de nature
ambiguë” (Quatre mille 113). In Immobile, she seems to frighten her caregivers at the orphanage
and is rejected by the other children (54-55). She is also immediately disapproved of by her inlaws for reasons that are not given (39). Sitting on the beach in Le champ dans la mer, she will in
a similar way inexplicably attract the derision of the surrounding children (33). Her state of
abjection is sensed by the people in both her past and present lives in Immobile—“il te manque
encore quelque chose” (21), they comment.
Yet, as Butler has said, the abject is never excluded in an absolute way but exists in a
constitutive relation with the normative subject. “Abjection,” she writes, “literally means to cast
off, away, or out and, hence, presupposes and produces a domain of agency from which it is
differentiated. ... [T]he notion of abjection designates a degraded or cast out status within the
terms of sociality” (Bodies 243n2). In this sense, the normative subject depends on the abject for
its own sense of agency and plenitude as a social being, meaning that A. in Chen’s novels may
be as dependent on the narrator as she is on him in the end, if only in a less evident way.
Although A. himself never explicitly refers to this dependency on his wife, his continued
relationship with her, despite his apparent dissatisfaction with her, points in this direction. In
Espèces, A. is grieved, “profondément blessé dans son orgueil de mâle,” by the narrator’s lack of
interest in his profession: “Je ne suis plus une femme, il ne peut plus me désirer, à partir du
moment où je questionne ses convictions. Sa masculinité est ébranlée dès que je cesse de le
flatter, de l’admirer, de l’approuver, de prendre son parti” (25).
Significantly, for Butler, the constitution of the sexed subject occurs over time, through a
process involving the repetition of gendered ‘acts’ that she calls “performativity.” The latter, she
explains, “must be understood not as a singular or deliberate ‘act,’ but, rather, as the reiterative
and citational practice by which discourse produces the effects that it names.” Performativity is
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to be taken “not as the act by which a subject brings into being what she/he names, but, rather, as
that reiterative power of discourse to produce the phenomena that it regulates and constrains” (12). The construction of sex is thus not an act which happens once and for all “but a process of
reiteration by which both ‘subjects’ and ‘acts’ come to appear at all. There is no power that acts,
but only a reiterated acting that is power in its persistence and instability.” In keeping with
Michel Foucault, power in Butler’s view is not to be taken “as a grammatical and metaphysical
subject,” that is, as an abstract and clearly regulated entity existing outside of language in some
way, but as a social force that manifests itself in a more dispersed manner through “the formation
and sustenance of subjects” (8-9). Associated with Butler’s notion of performativity is an
imagery not of linearity, which would presuppose a sequence of isolated enactments, but of
sedimentation, accumulation, and congealment (244-45n8). Still, the fact that construction
necessarily occurs by way of repetition means that the materialization through discourse that
Butler speaks of, however unyielding it may seem,
is never quite complete, [as] bodies never quite comply with the norms by which
their materialization is impelled. Indeed, it is the instabilities, the possibilities for
rematerialization, opened up by this process that mark one domain in which the
force of regulatory law can be turned against itself to spawn rearticulations that
call into question the hegemonic force of that very regulatory law. (1-2)
As Butler goes on to say, it is the repetition involved in construction that produces the “gaps and
fissures” within the latter, those instabilities that affect the reproduction of the normative
construct. These instabilities (often tied to the abject, to “that which cannot wholly be defined”)
represent for Butler “the deconstituting possibility in the very process of repetition, the power
that undoes the very effects by which ‘sex’ is stabilized, the possibility to put the consolidation
of the norms of ‘sex’ into a potentially productive crisis” (10). It is the repetition that is entailed
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in the process of construction, in other words, that leaves open “the possibility of its own failure”
(108).
Chen’s narrator, in her inability to satisfy the sexual norms of her society, to perform her
gender role, can be taken as representing this potentially disruptive force contained within
repetition that Butler speaks of. The narrator’s faults inherited from her past life in Immobile—
“[m]on extrême paresse, mon besoin d’attention et de soins, mon arrogance presque théâtrale”—
infuriate A. (83). She compares her position in A.’s household to that of “un élève distrait, une
esclave paresseuse” (Espèces 20). Indeed, she fails as a homemaker generally: she is unable to
garden (Un enfant 106, Espèces 35) and, aside from her sterility, suffers from a “manque
d’instinct maternel” (Un enfant 93), needing a baby-sitter in Un enfant à ma porte, and someone
to clean the house twice a week (79-80), even if she has no job outside the home. The narrator’s
most important fault, however, is, again, her incompetence in shoring up her husband’s sense of
self, both present and past. She will compare A. in Immobile, alternately and sometimes all at
once, to the three men from her former life—S., the prince, and the general—which has the
effect of undermining A.’s sense of individuality, not to say his originality, as the narrator’s
husband in a manner that disturbs and angers him (40). Likewise, by telling the prince that his
feet smell, the narrator commits an error that the other wives in the household would never have
made, an error which immediately sees her fall out of favour with the prince and lose her
privilege as the latest addition to his family (43-45). She is not made to survive in the patriarchal
social order.
At the same time, one of Chen’s objectives in Immobile in particular is to contest what is
sometimes thought of as the ‘voluntarism’ of performativity, the idea that one may deliberately
choose one’s gender identity. As Butler observes, “the agency denoted by the performativity of
‘sex’ will be directly counter to any notion of a voluntarist subject who exists quite apart from
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the regulatory norms which she/he opposes.” The fact that the subject is constituted in a
fundamental way through the norms that it would seek to resist means that agency, if not wholly
excluded from the realm of possibility, must be taken “as a reiterative or rearticulatory practice,
immanent to power, and not a relation of external opposition to power” (Bodies 15). Immobile
can in this sense be read as an extended demonstration of how the gendered subject’s agency is
just in this way always constrained, how it remains “immanent to power,” as Butler puts it. The
performative aspect of gender is dealt with metaphorically in the novel through the portrayal of
the narrator’s past life as an opera singer—a metaphorical element that is not immediately
apparent in the storyline as it is represented and that requires some explication. The narrator’s
occupation as an actor early on in the novel allows her to live and create in a way that will be
impossible in her later lives with both the prince and A. and serves initially to provide her with a
false sense of freedom. She refers to the stage (“la scène”) as “mon foyer depuis toujours, en
dehors de laquelle la vie n’en valait pas la peine,” and her gender identity has evidently been
influenced by the fact that she is in this context continuously exposed to heroic tales and courtly
romance. “Des émotions et des gestes excessifs me tenaient lieu de goûters quotidiens,” she
states. Hence she believes unselfconsciously in the roles that she is given to play: “Je me
gaspillais, m’épuisais dans le jeu, me laissais emporter par mes rôles ... , incapable du
détachement exquis dont se prévaut mon mari de maintenant” (22-24). This paradisaical period is
brought to an end, however, when she is purchased by the prince and more visibly enters the
patriarchal symbolic economy, a condition that is reflected in her rank and status as third wife in
the prince’s household (25). The narrator is at the outset taken with her new situation, which she
finds theatrical and romantic (25, 28). Pleased as she is with her new status as wife, her gender
role still seems natural to her as she approaches the prince for the first time with “un sourire
muet, naturellement féminin” (28). She believes at this moment that she will be different than the
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other wives (“Je serais différente” [30]) but cannot anticipate to what extent this will be so. She
soon finds herself dissatisfied with her existence at the palace, however, because it fails to live
up to the impression of aristocratic life that she had created for herself at the opera. “Tout
manquait de perfection” (45), she claims, in a way that points to the confusion that exists in her
mind between the conventions of life and stage. She eventually finds herself reduced to a sort of
excluded, abject state, neglected by the prince. She expresses her discontent in terms of an
evisceration, the losing of her entrails (“entrailles”). “J’étais devenue incomplète,” she relates.
“Je désirais une scène, un décor, un partenaire. ... Je ne pouvais rayonner qu’à travers la lumière
d’autrui” (46-47; emphasis added). The stage represents a space where she can be recognized by
the other and thus exist socially. By attempting to escape from the prince’s palace, she hopes to
recover the sense of agency that she had once had as a member of the opera troupe but finds that
her life and what she thought was her freedom have been sold to the prince under a contract that
she has no control over. She forces her way onto the stage to sing in any case and is jeered at for
breaking the illusion of the action taking place there. Her own disillusion thus produces an entire
series of disillusions, so to speak, which ultimately has the effect of bringing the whole stage
down as the audience attempts to expel her from it. With the social system being as resilient as it
is, this sense of disorder (produced by the intrusion of the abject into normative existence) proves
to be temporary. The narrator soon finds herself roughly handled by the general and summarily
returned to the palace, which she comes to understand is the site of her true gender identity (4748).
Here, the narrator enters a state of torpor, acquires a sense of complacency and accepts
her enslavement in exchange for a certain level of comfort (61-62). Singing constitutes her only
source of pleasure in the palace, and S. becomes her main spectator. Their affair is the major
misperformance of social norms in the narrative: “Le mal [resulting from the relationship] était
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fait, si vite et si facilement. Contre le prince, contre toutes ses épouses, les précédentes comme
les suivantes. Contre moi. Contre ma voix qui ne pouvait que crier la tristesse. Contre la tristesse.
... J’étais redevenue un personnage” (67). The narrator’s relationship with S. represents a
transgression against the aristocratic social order in its entirety and allows the narrator to regain
her belief in the legitimacy of her gender role and the freedom that she associates with it. But just
as quickly her own sense of social hierarchy is thrown into a state of confusion as well. “Avec le
temps, nos rôles s’étaient inversés,” she declares. “Mon esclave était devenu mon maître. Je ne
savais plus mon rôle” (68). Neither the opera nor life with the prince so far have prepared her for
this situation involving S. With what she refers to as “notre crime quotidien” (69), she is led into
a new territory of sorts. The relationship has a similar effect on S., allowing him to exceed his
position as servant. However, if the narrator is invigorated as a result of the affair, S. is
threatened by it to some extent, as it arouses in him feelings of anger and resentment over his
position as a slave (69-70). In a way, it is the two characters’ shared status as the prince’s slaves
that forces them into a relationship that goes against their society’s norms concerning
heterosexual relations, which typically end in matrimony—an outcome that S. at least recognizes
as unattainable despite the pair’s mutual desire to be married. It is this impossibility to act
according to their desires that generates the conflicted emotions that the characters feel towards
one another (71-73).
The narrator eventually decides to destroy S. because she cannot tolerate the way that he
accepts his servility. S. fails as a lover in her eyes because he does not know how to adequately
assume his gender role (“imiter les hommes de son temps”). Rather than attempting to escape
with her, he chooses to remain in his position as a slave, and the narrator sees this attachment to
his role as servant as a sign of indifference towards her. What she fails to recognize is that his
position represents a source of security that he could probably not find elsewhere (74-83). Nor
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does she discern that it is his pronounced sense of servility towards herself that in a way leads
him to transgress against the prince’s honour by risking an affair with his wife, whereas another
servant, more ‘masculine’ perhaps, might have resisted or denounced her in a way that would
maintain the patriarchal order simply by accepting to live according to its rules. S. makes what
might be taken to be a more masculine stand when he reveals his intention to leave the palace to
the narrator one night, but he fails to follow through on the claim. Instead of heading towards the
sea, he unexpectedly turns inland and eventually returns to the narrator with a gift. If he eludes
the prince’s guards who go out after him, it is because “[il] n’était pas sur le chemin où il devait
être” (101-04, 111-12). In retrospect, the narrator comes to understand that she was not
unaffected by her society’s norms, which she ended by imposing on S. In wanting S. to be
something that he cannot be, she shows that she too is driven by a need for intelligible gender
roles: “J’espérais que notre rapport pourrait aboutir à quelque chose de concevable pour une
intelligence normale. Je voulais un mariage. Je cherchais en lui un homme ordinaire, à l’exemple
du prince et du général. ... Je lui avait imposé mon idéal. ... J’étais son tyran. Je l’avais assassiné
bien avant de le trahir et de le livrer au fer” (87-88; emphasis added). The narrator comes to see
that her melodramatic desire for revenge against S. and what she takes to be his indifference
towards her is taken from the opera, that his death is meant to give his life meaning in the eyes of
others rather than his own (81-82). There is a sense that the narrator in the end discovers her
error in judgment, that she in fact may be the indifferent one (112-13). But having put into play a
series of events that will lead to S.’s death by betraying him to the general, she sees that she has
set something in motion that is outside of her command (“la machine était en marche, le jeu
devait continuer”) (112-14). She finds that she does not control the performance of the social
norm but is rather controlled by it. “Depuis que j’avais quitté la scène, que le palais m’avait
récupérée, j’avais céssé de vivre. Quand on n’est pas le joueur, on devient le jouet” (122), she
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observes. If the statement suggests that there may still potentially exist a voluntarist position that
can be occupied by an autonomous “joueur,” by the end of the narrator’s account of her past life
this possibility is presented as an illusion and as no longer tenable. Accordingly, S.’s real-life
execution is treated in terms of a performance (“spectacle” [133]) to which the entire town turns
out to participate in:
L’échafaud avait la hauteur d’une scène, car les gens aimaient voir les détails de
l’exécution. On avait réservé aux habitants du palais les meilleures places. On
attendait le condamné. Le silence régna un moment. Puis on le vit apparaître,
monter lentement, s’élever au-dessus des spectateurs. Les gardes se contentaient
de le suivre, de lui céder la place. La scène lui appartenait. Il était la lumière. Tous
les yeux se fixèrent sur ce corps encore palpitant de jeunesse. Jamais je n’avais eu
autant de succès, autrefois, dans la troupe d’opéra. (136)
By causing S.’s death, the narrator is finally confronted with the power of social convention,
with its pervasiveness and with its inescapability.
Part of the narrator’s problem in Immobile springs from her misunderstanding of what
she takes to be the conventions of life and stage. She believes the latter to be more significant, in
a way that leads her to forget the history of the roles that she plays in both settings. Yet, as Butler
writes with respect to the ‘act’ of performativity, this act can never be taken as anything other
than the repetition of a norm that has been constituted over time. If it is given “an act-like status
in the present,” this only serves to “concea[l] or dissimulat[e] the conventions of which it is a
repetition.” An act, Butler goes on to emphasize, “is not primarily theatrical; indeed, its apparent
theatricality is produced to the extent that its historicity remains dissimulated (and, conversely,
its theatricality gains a certain inevitability given the impossibility of a full disclosure of its
historicity)” (Bodies 12-13). Put otherwise, the performance of gender always involves “a
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provisional failure of memory” (244n7); its enactment requires by necessity that the subject
‘provisionally’ forget in one way or another that it is repeating an ancient pattern of behaviour.
In keeping with this arrangement, the narrator in her earlier life in Immobile consistently loses
her sense of detachment from the events occurring around her. “J’oubliais sans cesse que j’étais
sur scène et que la vie n’était qu’une question d’exécution” (73), she remarks.16 By contrast, in
her present life, the narrator remembers in a way that the other characters are unable to, and this
is perhaps what makes her aware somehow that her existence is governed by predetermined
gender roles that she is not quite able to conform to. She is conscious of the error committed
towards S. in the past and in fact comes to take on his ostensibly servile perspective on things at
the end of the novel. “J’aspirais à un amour exclusif,” she states with respect to this former
period, “au lieu de me contenter d’un généreux séjour chez le prince et d’y attendre ma fin
tranquillement, avec reconnaissance même” (149). The narrator concludes the novel by
contemplating the boulders on a seashore in terms that recall S. and that point to the lesson that
she appears to have learned from him: “Les rochers stériles, réduits au silence, dans une solitude
qu’aucun désir ne peut troubler, lavés de toute empreinte du temps, parfaitement lisses, unis et
insensibles, devenus un instant magnifiques parce que soumis. Le malheur vient du moment où
l’on aspire à devenir autre que ce qu’on est” (155). In the final paragraph of the novel, the
narrator associates herself with the ruins of the prince’s palace, the refuse from another time now
being removed to presumably make space for the city that is growing nearby (156). The
recognition of her abject status here, even if dissatisfying, frees her from the desire to be
something that the world she lives in will not permit her to be. Paradoxically, the narrator’s
inability to perform has kept her from having to participate in the social order represented by A.,
and she has, despite appearances, managed to save herself as the fortune teller who appears at the
end of the narrative says she can (149). Clearly enough, it is a partial victory—she has succeeded
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in eluding her present condition without having necessarily escaped her eternal one. The only
satisfaction she can find is within herself, it turns out. As the fortune teller states, “La mer est
sans borne, la rive ne se trouve nulle part sinon en soi” (148). The fact that A. has to save the
narrator late in the drowning scene signals that the latter’s agency, if it can be called this, is not
exactly self-sustaining. She continues to depend on A. to a large degree; yet one might be led to
question if any position is ever fully self-sustaining. “Au fond, il faut savoir sortir en demeurant
où l’on est” (148), the fortune teller once again says. The statement corresponds with the
narrator’s condition, who can be seen as being both immobile and mobile at once. If she is
paralyzed at least outwardly in appearance by her position in society, in a way that the title of the
novel indicates, at the level of intellect—endlessly in motion—she has found the means to
inhabit this position.17
Part of Butler’s goal in Bodies That Matter is to understand how what has been expelled
by the social body may be reintegrated (23). To this end, the task for Butler has to do with
finding ways of keeping the unintelligible and excluded subject in view within existing social
structures in a manner that serves “to refigure this necessary ‘outside’ as a future horizon, one in
which the violence of exclusion is perpetually in the process of being overcome.” In this regard,
“the preservation of the outside” is required to some degree as this is precisely “where the
opacity of what is not included in a given regime of truth acts as a disruptive site of linguistic
impropriety and unrepresentability, illuminating the violent and contingent boundaries of that
normative regime precisely through the inability of that regime to represent that which might
pose a fundamental threat to its continuity” (53). The aim is to find a way for the abject to stand
“not as a permanent contestation of social norms condemned to the pathos of perpetual failure,
but rather as a critical resource in the struggle to rearticulate the very terms of symbolic
legitimacy and intelligibility” (3). Hence full inclusion may not be the final objective but rather
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the maintenance of the abject’s positioning in such a way that it may bring into view the limits of
existing social discourse, or, in somewhat different terms, the strategic deployment of the abject
in an ongoing attempt to reformulate the norms of this discourse, made with the understanding
that such ‘visible’ exclusions are precisely what allow ultimately for reconfigurations to occur
(53). According to Ann Jefferson, who cites Julia Kristeva, literature, and the artistic experience
more generally, represent an important means by which the unintelligibility of the abject may be
rendered intelligible (62). In this regard, by simply giving a voice to her narrator, Chen mobilizes
the figure of the abject in just such a way as to bring a critical perspective onto the social system
that produced its repudiation to begin with.

The Fantastic
Ying Chen’s use of fantastic literary conventions recalls the work of Fulvio Caccia in that
she too attempts to challenge the expectations associated with the ethnic novel through the use of
the indeterminacy and unreadability typically associated with the former genre—an approach
that ultimately ties in with her attempt to deal in a universal manner with issues that have often
been addressed from within the established and more limiting framework of racial and ethnic
discourse, much as with her treatment of gender, for example. Despite the fact that an abundance
of material presently exists on the topic, Tzvetan Todorov’s 1970 Introduction à la littérature
fantastique remains a standard reference in the field (Bouvet 1, 43). At the centre of Todorov’s
theory, touched upon in the previous chapter, is the sense of ‘hesitation’ felt by the character in a
narrative, usually along with the reader (35-36), in response to an extraordinary event, where the
character is led to question if the said event is to be explained through recourse to either natural
or supernatural laws. “Le fantastique occupe le temps de cette incertitude,” Todorov writes; “dès
qu’on choisit l’une ou l’autre réponse, on quitte le fantastique pour entrer dans un genre voisin,
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l’étrange ou le merveilleux. Le fantastique, c’est l’hésitation éprouvée par un être qui ne connaît
que les lois naturelles, face à un événement en apparence surnaturel” (29). The fantastic, for
Todorov, is thus to be situated between two neighbouring genres, what, again, he calls
“l’étrange” and “le merveilleux.” If at the end of a reading, the reader decides that the event can
be explained by natural laws, the text falls within the first category; if the event is explained by
supernatural laws, it falls within the second. A work may produce a fantastic effect (“effet
fantastique”) over the course of a reading, but if at the end the reader is led to decide in favour of
one explanation over the other that effect is lost (46-47). Todorov’s definition of the genre has
frequently been seen as excessively restrictive by other theorists of the fantastic, however.18
Aside from favouring the effect of hesitation, he rejects certain criteria that have been put forth
by others in the past, such as the unequivocal presence of the supernatural in a work, or the
elicitation of fear; the fantastic as a reflection of the author’s troubled psyche, or as a genre
simply opposed to realism (38-41). He also limits the fantastic to the nineteenth century. Other
works have produced an effect of hesitation in other eras, according to Todorov, but not as
systematically as those of the nineteenth century, which, he says, represent “les derniers
exemples esthétiquement satisfaisants du genre” (174-75). Roger Bozzetto, by comparison,
provides a view of the genre that is less restrained historically; as he sees it, the fantastic
emerged in eighteenth-century Europe with the advent of the industrial revolution, which
produced a breakdown in an ancient symbolic order that had once served to maintain the natural
and the supernatural, the rational and the irrational in a clearly differentiated relationship (1718). It is a mode of writing that would furthermore continue to be affected by the scientific and
technological discoveries of the nineteenth century (24-25). Likewise, Jean-Baptiste Baronian
provides an intentionally open definition that privileges the irrational, or what resists common
understanding. “En somme, le fantastique est d’abord une idée,” he writes. “L’idée que notre
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monde, notre quotidien peut à tout moment être dérangé, transgressé, bouleversé de fond en
comble, être perçu autrement que par la raison raisonnante, devenir un champ d’inconstance,
d’aléa, de duplicité, d’équivoque, une chimère, le mouvement même de l’imaginaire.” In his
view, the fantastic is a genre that manages to speak logically about events in the world that are to
some extent illogical, that escape objective reasoning (27-28).
This challenge to “la raison raisonnante,” as Baronian puts it, also aligns the fantastic
with the new novel to some extent and its resistance to mimetic representation. Indeed, the
fantastic narrative is just as susceptible to the effects of unreadability as the new novel, according
to Yves Baudelle. As with the latter genre, a lack of continuity between events in the text and the
laws of the referential world can affect the reception of a fantastic work as well (81). Some have
seen this sense of unreadability, which the fantastic produces to varying degrees and which may
serve to unsettle the footings of representation, as one of the genre’s primary characteristics. If
he acknowledges that an important objective of the fantastic is “de provoquer le frisson de la
terreur, ou le malaise lié à l’angoisse devant ‘l’impossible et le pourtant là,’” Bozzetto also sees
it as working towards “la déstabilisation de notre croyance en la solidité des représentations” (62;
see also 130). Jean Bessière has likewise recognized the fantastic’s capacity to draw attention to
the uncertain relation of text to referent. To this extent, he distinguishes between what he calls
representation and presentation, the latter applying to fantastic literature in the sense that the
genre tends to depict characters and events that do not exist in the real world, in such a way as to
call attention to the artifice of representation itself. In the fantastic, says Bessière, “la
présentation prend acte du défaut de garantie de la représentation—la représentation ne peut se
donner pour valide dès lors qu’elle est celle de ce qui ne peut pas être ... . Cela fait la possibilité
de l’élargissement de la présentation, et de la critique de la représentation qui livre sa propre
validité et dont le meilleur exemple est fourni par la représentation qui joue de l’alliance du
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monde narrant et du monde narré” (11-12). The task of the fantastic, according to Bessière, is
“[de] mener la fiction à son extrême, à ce point où elle risque de se défaire comme fiction, sans
pour autant livrer quelque réalité autre que l’imagination” (12).
However, just as the new novel attracted criticism for its lack of political involvement,
other critics see a need to look beyond the sole effect of formal disruption in assessing the value
of the fantastic genre. Denis Mellier argues that in order to have any sort of social or extratextual
significance (“valeur collective”) the fantastic text must in fact be interpreted, a position that
presupposes the possibility of finding some form of stable, determinate meaning in a work (22).
Although he ends his essay in a way that coincides to some degree with Bessière’s point of view,
namely, by seeing the fantastic as “une fictionalisation de la certitude incessamment interrogée et
représentée par le spectaculaire des indéterminations et des figures effrayantes” (29), Mellier
criticizes what he refers to as “le paradigme de l’indétermination,” which, as he sees it, situates
the value of the fantastic entirely within its capacity to disturb the reader’s sense of things (23).
The fantastic is also the site of a commentary on the question of human existence (28), he insists.
Baronian’s definition of the fantastic keeps in mind this political dimension of the genre.
Acknowledging that the work of the major authors of the twentieth century—Borges, Buzzati,
Cortázar, Calvino, Nabokov, Garcia Marquez (258)—produced a significant challenge to “les
perspectives traditionnelles d’appréhension de la réalité,” he also writes that “le fantastique
actuel consiste moins à attenter la monotonie des évidences, moins à accueillir l’inadmissible
qu’à proposer une mythologie originale, qu’à mettre en place des systèmes de transcendance,
sans que le mot soit nécessairement compris dans une acception religieuse, ni davantage dans un
sens subjectif, qu’à inventer des systèmes de remplacement” (259). The ultimate aim of the genre
in this regard is not simply to disrupt the reader’s sense of reality but to find new ways of
apprehending the latter that will support, orient, and facilitate life within it.
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Much as with the new novel, then, the political value of the fantastic is bound up with its
capacity to upset the reader’s perception of both the text and the outside world. If there is a
difference, it seems to lie in the fact that writers of the fantastic do not appear to have shied away
from the political to the same extent that the new novelists did, with the consequence that the
fantastic in some cases opens itself up to a more stable form of ‘interpretation’ that the new
novel may have resisted. Rachel Bouvet’s Étranges récits, étranges lectures can be said to offer a
means of approaching this tension between the indeterminacy and unreadability of the fantastic
narrative and its social function in a way that is able to reconcile these two features of the genre.
Bouvet’s work studies the reader’s response to the fantastic text and is thus heavily oriented
towards the reading experience. It is in fact structured around the distinction that she makes,
drawing on other theorists, between two modes of reading—“lecture-en-progression” and
“lecture-en-compréhension,” which can roughly be equated respectively with a first reading of a
text and its subsequent rereadings. Though Bouvet emphasizes that such a distinction is always
somewhat arbitrary and that readings are often dual in nature: a first reading will usually involve
an element of analysis, for example, just as a rereading will require some form of linear
progression through the literary work (36-38). According to Bouvet, what she calls the “effet
fantastique” is founded on the indeterminacies that occur within a text and on the pleasure
evoked from the impossibility of full understanding (61), with the affective response to the text
forming the crux (“la pierre angulaire”) of the effect produced by the fantastic narrative (63). “Le
plaisir de l’indétermination,” she writes, “c’est de se laisser happer par le vide, de ne rien offrir
en compensation, de se laisser glisser au bord de l’abîme, juste pour avoir la sensation d’être à la
dérive, d’avoir perdu pour un temps les repères familiers et rassurants du monde quotidien” (62).
The indeterminacies of the fantastic work, Bouvet explains, are produced by certain lacunae
within the text, leading to the production of enigmas (“énigmes”) (19), largely at the level of
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content, though not strictly so, as will be shown below. “À force de brouiller les cartes,” she
maintains, “le récit met le lecteur dans une situation quelque peu frustrante, puisqu’il n’est
jamais possible de savoir exactement ce qui se passe, pourquoi tel événement s’est produit, etc.
... [D]ans le récit fantastique, l’attente de l’explication est toujours frustrée: l’énigme se présente
comme un espace que le lecteur peut habiter le temps d’une lecture” (27). The ‘enigmas’ raised
by the fantastic text are, in other words, never fully solved and can be said to push the reader into
a second-order, self-reflexive engagement with the literary work that is without end. The reading
of the fantastic in this regard requires of its reader “un certain abandon du désir de tout
comprendre” (49), as Bouvet observes. But this sense of indeterminacy, by Bouvet’s account,
tends to be felt more upon a first reading (lecture-en-progression) and is likely to dissipate with
rereadings (lectures-en-compréhension), which are more inclined to provide an analysis of the
text in question (159-60). She proposes in fact that it is the indeterminate nature of the fantastic
text itself that evokes a desire in the reader to explain or interpret, that is, to bring some form of
coherence to the text (165, 169). The third chapter of Étranges récits, étranges lectures deals with
the interpretation of fantastic literature and considers the different ways in which readers may
attempt to resolve the incoherencies in a given work (163-217).
In the second chapter, Bouvet explores various narrative strategies (“procédés” [63]) that
may be employed in producing the ‘effet fantastique’ that is at the centre of her study and that
correspond in certain ways with what Chen is doing in her own writing—although it must be said
at this stage that Chen’s work in itself may to some extent be difficult to fully situate within the
fantastic genre to begin with, at least as it has been traditionally conceived of. Among the effects
produced by the fantastic, Bouvet lists “le sentiment de l’étrange, les frissons de peur, l’angoisse,
le suspense, l’effet de surprise, l’étonnement ou la perplexité” (59). If Chen’s novels do arouse a
feeling of strangeness and perplexity, this tends to be associated more with a sense of curiosity
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than with fear or anguish. Likewise, throughout the genre’s history, fantastic narratives have
tended to be works that can be quickly read and have often been considered to be popular or low
literature (Bouvet 69), which is not really the case with Chen, who has herself stressed the
literary, and even poetic, effect that she is after in her novels. In an interview with Yvon Le Bras,
the latter refers to Le champ dans la mer in terms of a “poème en prose,” and Chen herself claims
that her work since Immobile has become “très métaphorique ou symbolique” (“Interview”
[Lingua]). As she writes in Quatre mille marches on the development of her later style, “je crois
que j’ai enfin trouvé un style qui me convient. Un style peu descriptif, dépouillé à l’extrême,
avec une intensité intérieure. J’espère que cela se rapproche de la poésie et du théâtre. ... Je me
préoccupe du rythme, de la musicalité du texte. Je voudrais que chaque phrase, sinon chaque
mot, ait un sens double ou ambigu, tout en étant clair et direct. Car c’est ainsi que je perçois la
réalité” (115-16).19 Chen’s fiction could be more properly classified along the lines of what
Francis Berthelot has called “fictions transgressives” or “transfictions,” a genre that he describes
as having emerged in the twentieth century, occupying the border between the realms of
‘literary’ and imaginative fiction, and that has served in a way to challenge the easy division
often made between high and low literature (14). The authors who fall under this category are
generally of two types: writers of mainstream literature who are looking to move away from the
restrictions of realism and, conversely, writers of imaginative fiction who in a similar manner are
attempting to break away from the generic conventions of their own field. “Selon leur
tempérament,” Berthelot writes, “ils recourent à divers modes de transgression, qui, utilisés seuls
ou en combinaison, donnent lieu à d’infinies variations” (16). Following this schema, Chen can
be taken as corresponding with the first type of writer identified by Berthelot, as a realist author
who has drawn from the imaginative in order to escape the confines of the ethnic novel. Indeed,
at some level, Chen’s later stylistic choices may be difficult to fully appreciate without some
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understanding of the social and literary context that she is writing out of and, in effect,
responding to. According to Bozzetto, any attempt to define the fantastic as a genre must take
into account individual texts and the social, literary, and historical context in which they are
produced, and he argues that the genre has succeeded in regenerating itself over time precisely
through a process of “hybridation” that draws from the surrounding cultural conditions of the
period (33). A sense of Chen’s personal and literary background may thus in these terms help in
assessing her use of fantastic literary conventions and what can be seen as the increasing
tendency towards the abstract in her work, directed by a desire to do away with the labels
(“étiquettes”) that have been applied to her as a woman of Chinese origin writing in French
(“Interview” [Lingua]). She in fact describes her later writing as “une révolte poétique contre un
comportement de lecture trop souvent guidé par le classement ethnique, avec une attention
extrême accordée à l’aspect social et national des écrits” (Quatre mille 120), and sees the
symbolic register that she employs as the one best suited to address the notion of the universal
that she is concerned with (114-15).
Despite this poetic strain in her work, the fantastic narrative strategies that Bouvet
identifies in Étranges récits, étranges lectures can be discerned plainly enough in Chen’s fiction.
First among these is the use of suspense, which Bouvet sees as occurring in the fantastic in two
possible ways: the first pertains to the advancement of the plot, where the reader awaits in
anticipation the next development in a chain of events; the second relates to the comprehension
of a given scenario, where the reader is held in expectation of an explanation of a vaguely
understood situation (73-74). Chen’s use of suspense is related to, and perhaps inseparable from,
her use of new novel strategies in plot construction, where she introduces a situation in each
novel that is immediately defamiliarizing but that gradually becomes more comprehensible as the
narrative develops. The suspense in this case, where action in the narrative is reduced to a
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minimum, tends to be more situational than plot driven. A mild exception might occur in
Immobile, where the story of the narrator’s past life advances in a more conventional manner. Le
mangeur can actually be seen as playing with the use of suspense by slowing down the
progression of the plot to such a degree that the reader’s expectations concerning literary buildup
are somewhat frustrated. The third chapter of the novel opens on what the reader already knows
will be the day of the narrator’s death—“cet après-midi fatal” (10)—who begins counting down
the minutes to the arrival of the friend who may possibly save her from this end: “Mon ami
devait arriver à 14 h 30. Il était 12 h 45” (27). The narrative is subsequently structured around the
narrator’s clock-watching: “13 heures et quelques minutes” (31); “13 h 30” (41); “13 h 50” (43);
“14 heures” (53); “14 h 20” (81); “presque 14 h 30” (99). The actual description of her being
ingested by her father is put off till the later pages of the novel, but even here the text deals
mainly with the narrator’s thoughts as she is swallowed rather than with the ‘action’ itself (11317).
Use of ambiguity is another strategy examined by Bouvet, which can occur either at the
level of language (the double or uncertain meaning of a word or sentence) or at the level of
narrative content (84). At the level of storyline, Le champ dans la mer provides what is perhaps
the best example of Chen’s use of ambiguity in her fiction. It remains unclear if the narrator
properly interprets the situation that she finds herself in throughout the novel, her innocent
outlook constituting the main source of the text’s ambiguity. In the end, she probably dies from
some sort of snare set by V.’s parents, who are looking to account for the attack on their son
organized by the narrator’s mother (another incident that is never clearly explained). The father’s
death may also have been planned, but it is impossible to say because the narrator is too young to
really understand what is happening. (Her father may have inadvertently offended V.’s parents
by refusing to work for them as a labourer [78].) The violence that seems to underlie everyday
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existence in the village is simply not noticed by the narrator because of her infatuation with V. In
a related way, the narrator declares at the novel’s conclusion, “J’avais probablement côtoyé des
fantômes en qui je n’ai jamais cessé d’espérer. Et parmi cette armée de fantômes, il y avait ses
parents [à V.] et les miens. Nous étions enfants de fantômes, citoyens des ruines” (109). Taking
the statement literally rather than figuratively introduces the possibility that at least some of the
villagers in the narrative are ghosts. The hovering and fluidity with which some of the characters
seem to move throughout the novel may not be metaphorical but ghostly.20 This last citation
points to a more general aspect of Chen’s style, mentioned above in passing, which has to do
with her use of verbal ambiguity. The adjectives that return consistently in the reviews of Chen’s
novels are ‘spare,’ ‘concise,’ ‘sober,’ yet this does not rule out the occasional intrusion of
linguistic ambiguity into her work. In the following passage taken from Querelle d’un squelette
avec son double, the narrator is in the process of losing her grasp on her socially assigned gender
role:
Car j’ai l’impression de glisser de nouveau sur une pente, toujours la même
d’ailleurs, à travers des décennies, des siècles, vers le point de départ, vers une
fente originelle, où je m’aperçois de loin, où je vois mon propre corps en train de
subir tout le poids du monde, de souffrir toutes les souffrances humaines différant
peu des animales, de rêver les plus grands bonheurs, de vouloir l’esprit en plus de
la chair, d’expérimenter les pires supplices, de manifester toutes les laideurs, et de
devenir démesurément vieille, en une journée, en un instant, comme s’il y avait
une éternité devant et derrière moi, une infinie plénitude que je voudrais briser.
(112-13)
If not strictly related to the fantastic, such use of language at once defamiliarizes the reader and
forces engagement with the text. Passages such as this one are not exactly frequent in Chen’s
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work but they do lead the reader to pause occasionally in his or her reading and to go over the
text. It is this use of language that makes Chen difficult to read at times and not strictly her
choice of story to tell. The passage here also illustrates how unreadability may result from a
deterritorialized use of language that is not necessarily connected to the disruption of
referentiality and the laws governing the worlds inside and outside the text.
A third strategy, somewhat related to the use of ambiguity, that Bouvet looks at involves
the play with frames of reference (“cadres de référence”), where an incident can be given various
and sometimes contradictory meanings depending on which frame of reference is employed to
explain it. A ‘frame of reference’ amounts roughly to the cognitive perspective that either
character, narrator, or reader brings to an event in an effort to understand it. Indeterminacy arises
from the incapacity of different frames of reference, often conflicting, to satisfyingly bring
meaning to a situation (101-03). Although Bouvet does not mention it, and although she
develops the idea in a more extensive way, it is this formal strategy that comes closest to
corresponding most closely with Todorov’s notion of hesitation, where the character in a
narrative is pressed to choose between explanations relating to an incident that are either natural
or supernatural in nature. Within this context, it is the narrator’s ‘condition’ that represents the
greatest source of indeterminacy in Chen’s later novels. On one hand, her problems may be
approached in a way that coincides with her own metaphysical vantage point, which would see
her as the reincarnation of an eternally transient soul. The novels invite such a reading to some
extent by providing material evidence that supports the narrator’s stories, mainly through her
capacity to ‘sympathize’ psychosomatically with her other selves and certain aspects of her
paranormal experiences. In Immobile, for example, she and A. not only find confirmation of her
memories in a history book and a space that would seem to conform with her claims (132, 147),
but she also turns out to know the language of the ancient period that she alleges to come from,
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something she should not know given her lack of formal education (130). Likewise, in Le champ
dans la mer, the narrator develops a swelling on the head that she links to the tile that hit her as a
child in the other life (31, 74). In Querelle d’un squelette avec son double, her own paralysis
increases as her double is progressively buried, and, by the end of Le mangeur, she has acquired
the father’s hunger and his need for continual bath-taking (105-08). In Un enfant à ma porte, the
narrator finds in the same way that her old clothes no longer fit her, as if she is still recovering
from a pregnancy (30), and her dinner guests notice that she has put on weight (32-33). On the
other hand, A.’s perspective—modern, rationalist—may be taken in explaining the narrator’s
situation. In brief, he finds her mentally ill, and this view will remain constant throughout each
of the novels. His mindset leads him to reject his wife’s stories, all the while refusing to entertain
the possibility that it is married life (with him) that is causing her distress (Immobile 59-60).
From this vantage, the narrator’s troubled state may be the result of difficulties that are more
personal and social than metaphysical. She in fact announces her dissatisfaction with life
immediately in Immobile’s opening: “Maintenant comme autrefois, j’aurais voulu devenir
quelqu’un d’autre, sinon quelque chose d’autre” (8). She is referring to her place as a woman in
society, yet part of her unhappiness also results from her having been abandoned as a child. “Je
désire m’inventer des ancêtres à moi,” she states, “mais je sais la chose impossible. J’ai vécu
avant mes parents. À la limite je peux prétendre que je suis mon propre ancêtre. Je comprends
alors la profondeur de ma misère” (9). The statement signals that the narrator’s sadness is linked
to her personal history somehow, and her claim to be reincarnated may be a way of dealing with
the fact of not having had parents. In a way, life with A. also forces her into this state: “Ses
exigences me rendent malgré moi nostalgique de mon ancienne vie qui, même si elle n’était pas
un succès, me paraît à présent relativement simple” (13). There may be other more
straightforward explanations concerning some of the narrator’s experiences as well. If she finds
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everything in the father’s house in Le mangeur as she left it years earlier (59-60), for instance, it
may be because the father and daughter have in reality only recently disappeared in the present
time frame (24). The fact that the narrator runs to let the caterer into the house late in Querelle
d’un squelette avec son double also suggests that she may be feigning her paralysis (128), and
the contusion on her head that she develops in Le champ dans la mer may actually be due to the
innkeeper’s kicks that she receives in the novel’s first lines (7). The narrator’s other existence is
already associated with sleep in Immobile, which suggests that the space she inhabits may
literally be a sort of dream world (88). If her character in her other lives seems to ‘develop’ more
fully than she does in her present one, it may be because her immediate environment does not
allow her to do so. The fantastic effect, according to Bouvet, may in part be due to the failure of
the frames of reference mobilized by a narrative to fully explain the events that occur within it
(103). Chen’s novels are structured in such a way that it remains impossible in the end to say if
the situations depicted in them have ‘really’ happened or not. Although most commentators
would no longer take it as an obligatory defining characteristic, Chen’s novels invariably
conform with Todorov’s standard of hesitation.
The final strategy explored by Bouvet, in an analysis that is not intended to be exhaustive
(71), has to do with the aberration of space, which is closely related to the aberration of time,21
and which adds to the fantastic effect through the disorientation that it produces in the reader.
The aberration of space may occur at the level of content but also at the more formal level of plot
construction. In her reading of Jean Ray’s “La ruelle ténébreuse,” Bouvet identifies three sources
of complication (“dédales”) in the narrative: the first occurs at the level of setting; the second
relates to the intricacy of the story’s plot; and the third to the use of spatial markers (“repères
spatiaux”) within the text that leads the reader into a sort of narrative trap (121-24). The second
factor does not apply to Chen, given the simplicity of her storylines, but her play with space
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produces one of the main effects of her writing and the reader’s experience with regard to setting
in fact results from a lure of sorts, at least in Immobile. Interference with the preconstructs of
character, action, time, and space and the unreadability it creates raises a somewhat different
problem in fantastic literature than it does in the new novel, as it characterizes the genre in
another way. The undermining of preconstructs in the new novel is carried out as a challenge and
in relation to the realist form and its logic; it has other motives than in the fantastic text, where it
often occurs in and for itself. (Although, as indicated at the beginning of this section,
unreadability has also served at times to trouble the illusion of representation in the fantastic as
well.) A certain departure from reality is expected with the fantastic and the reader is less pressed
to find reasoned, internally consistent explanations to events. The reader more readily accepts the
imaginary, nonrealist world that he or she is faced with. While Chen’s compliance with
Todorov’s principle of hesitation mentioned above creates a sense of indeterminacy at the
(preconstructive) level of character and action, and is more clearly related to the production of a
fantastic effect strictly speaking, her use of time and space, if still tied to the fantastic, takes
things in a somewhat different direction and is more precisely linked to her response to the
discourse of race and ethnicity and the disruption of the social expectations it creates.
The challenge to the preconstruct of time in Chen’s fiction comes primarily from the
narrator’s condition, with the latter’s experience of time becoming especially complex, and even
confounding, in two of the novels following Immobile in particular. If the distinction between
past and present realities is easy enough to make in Immobile, this is less the case in Le champ
dans la mer. Here, the other life is acknowledged as having taken place in the past by the
narrator, who refers to it throughout the novel as a former existence. But it is also shown to occur
in the twentieth century—V. wishes to become an air pilot (91); there is a washroom with
running water (38)—which allows for an overlap in temporalities, a possibility that is
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substantiated by the narrator’s encounter with V. as an older man early on in the novel (20). The
perplexity over time reaches a high point in Le mangeur, where the narrator’s other existence
occurs, as she puts it, “[d]ans un temps peut-être non pas avant ma naissance, mais sûrement
après une mort” (33). One might say that the time and space of the two worlds in this novel exist
in some sort of parallel manner, are “juxtaposé” (61). The father’s city turns out to be a bus ride
away from the narrator’s (25, 37), though upon arrival she learns that her death in this city
corresponds with the date on which she met A. on the train in her present life, which occurred
years earlier (48-49). She believes that her death in one time frame is what allowed her to pass
into the other, “[de] sauter d’un temps à l’autre vers 14 h 30 par l’intermédiaire de mon père”
(51). (Though this raises the question as to who or what she was in her present life between the
time of her birth and her meeting with A. on the train if she was not yet ‘occupied’ by this other
self.) The two temporalities are interpenetrating as well to some degree, however. The narrator
entertains the possibility that the reason the two time frames have encountered one another is
linked to her own personal existence somehow (“ce temps ... croisait un autre temps à cause de
moi”) (61), yet the narrator’s two lives might not have intersected either if the latter had not
initially noticed the father’s paintings one day in an art gallery in her own city (22-25). There
may not be any conclusive way to explain the correspondence between the two time periods in
this novel.
If the undermining of time in Chen’s novels results mainly from the narrator’s
experience, the challenge to space comes from the author herself, from her play with the
expectations associated with the ethnic novel. The narrative lure mentioned above occurs in
Immobile. Franck Thibault has suggested that the definition of fictional genres can be based on
the degree to which texts conform with the reader’s experience of the referential world, with the
naturalistic work occupying the mimetic pole of what can be considered to be a formal spectrum
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and a genre such as science-fiction occupying the opposite, non-mimetic pole (79-81). Thibault
argues that a boundary divides this range into two domains, which he calls “mimèsis” and
“fantasia.” He demonstrates how a single detail or incongruity that contradicts the reader’s
knowledge of the real world may cause a narrative to be cast from the realm of the mimetic into
that of the imaginative. Likewise, a detail that is not recognized as imaginative may cause a
fantastic work to be read as realist (81-83). Chen plays with this situation to the reader’s dismay.
It is easy for a Western reader to inadvertently take the action in Immobile, especially after
having read Chen’s first three novels, as occurring in China (and Chen in all likelihood intends
for this to happen). The second chapter of Immobile introduces the story of the narrator’s past
life and presents a series of cultural elements that are potentially Chinese (21-32). There is, first
of all, a depiction of feudal society: the narrator is bought by a prince who has multiple wives
and who lives in a palace that is protected by a general and attended by slaves, but who has also
been cast out from the court of his brother the king for unexplained reasons. The narrator also
cites a seemingly authentic ancient saying taught by “les maîtres”—“la rivière n’est fraîche que
lorsque l’eau coule sans arrêt” (24). Perhaps the most peculiar ‘Eastern’ feature involves the
servant S., given to the narrator by the prince as a wedding gift. “[U]ne anecdote spectaculaire”
tells of how his father cut off his ear so that it could be sold to fishermen in need of sacrificial
flesh in order to raise the money required to sell his son into slavery and thus ensure the latter
some form of livelihood (“comme depuis toujours, il fallait payer pour devenir esclave, les
candidats étant nombreux”) (26). If, to the reader of the ethnic novel, the situation appears
somewhat bizarre, one nonetheless places one’s faith in the author, who presumably has inside
knowledge of the culture in question. However, the third chapter opens: “J’ai rencontré A... dans
le train qui devait me conduire sur la côte ouest ... , là-bas au bord de la mer” (33). The
geographical detail signals that the novel is not set in China, and the realist ethnic novel suddenly
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becomes something else. The mention of a “cérémonie des salutations au moment des repas” in
the prince’s household (63) and allusions to other such apparently authentic cultural elements
will continue to be made throughout the novel but, given the references to the western sea (33,
59), the reader can no longer be certain of where the narrative is situated. A number of details in
Immobile and the novels that follow indicate in fact that the works could just as likely be set in
the West. The ease and comfort that the characters enjoy in the novels, in particular, certainly
comes across as a middle-class phenomenon that has its equivalents in Western society. In this
way, the rendering of both time and space contribute to the production of an hors-lieu, or nonlieu, in Chen’s later novels that others have already commented on and that is reminiscent of the
city of Ramontel in the work of Fulvio Caccia. The hors-lieu in Chen is a deterritorialized
space—offset temporally, nearly vacant spatially—where the typical signs that might serve to
orient a ‘sociological’ reading of her fiction have been disturbed. The points of reference
allowing for the linearity of national and family history commonly associated with ethnic
discourse are subverted in this space, and racial and ethnic identity is allowed to dissipate.

Collective Forgetting and Remembrance
In keeping with the view that finds some form of social function in the fantastic, and as
demonstrated in the previous discussion on gender in Ying Chen, the latter’s novels do not only
disrupt but also invite interpretation. At the centre of these novels is the unusual memory of the
narrator, who can be seen as representing a sort of cultural memory that is missing from
contemporary society—a situation that evokes the question of collective memory that one
invariably (and universally) encounters at the core of racial and ethnic experience. Immobile, in
particular, establishes an opposition between two modes of remembering, as embodied by A. and
the narrator. In La mémoire, l’histoire, l’oubli, Paul Ricoeur distinguishes between remembrance
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(“remémoration”; derived from the Greek anamnēsis, the deliberate work of recollection [22])
and memorization. “Avec la remémoration,” he writes, “l’accent est mis sur le retour à la
conscience éveillée d’un événement reconnu comme ayant eu lieu avant le moment où celle-ci
déclare l’avoir éprouvé, perçu, appris. La marque temporelle de l’auparavant constitue ainsi le
trait distinctif de la remémoration, sous la double forme de l’évocation simple et de la
reconnaissance concluant le processus de rappel.” Memorization, by comparison, does not carry
this temporal component but is more clearly directed towards the acquisition of knowledge to be
employed within a well-defined domain. This form of memory is characterized by the ease and
spontaneity with which information may be recalled in the process of carrying out a given task:
“On peut à cet égard tenir la mémorisation pour une forme de la mémoire-habitude [a term taken
from Henri Bergson (75)]. Mais le processus de mémorisation est spécifié par le caractère
construit des manières d’apprendre visant à une effectuation facile, forme privilégiée de la
mémoire heureuse” (69-70). Ricoeur goes on to observe that it is at the level of this “mémoirehabitude” that the abuse of memory sometimes takes place to the extent that the knowledge
obtained through memorization is misused in the aim of ‘mastering’ and orienting the latter
process in its entirety. “Car c’est bien dans cette ambition de maîtrise que réside la possibilité de
glisser de l’us à l’abus” (70), he writes. It is the ‘memorized’ nature of this latter form of
knowledge that effectively isolates it from the past, unlike remembrance, which exists by
definition in some form of relation to a past event. One can see this distinction plainly enough as
coinciding with the attitudes held towards the past by A. and the narrator in Immobile.22
A. is identified immediately in this novel as a rationalist with a need for control over his
surroundings. “[I]l aime la précision: chaque chose à sa place, les êtres sont ceci ou cela. Luimême est d’une espèce très exacte, très pure” (8-9), the narrator states. The use of the term
“pure” here can be seen as applying to A.’s cultural outlook and sense of being as well:
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Il parle sans accent, c’est-à-dire comme un vrai natif de sa région. Il n’aime
d’autre cuisine que celle de sa mère. Il possède un livret généalogique de sa
famille, papier jauni et fragile, aux caractères vagues et méconnaissables, qu’il
prend tendrement à deux mains de peur de le réduire en poussière. Ce livret aurait
pu être plus épais si on y avait ajouté toutes les femmes de la famille. Pour
simplifier les choses à l’intention des générations à venir, on a décidé que cet
arbre généalogique serait exclusivement masculin. ... A... met ce livret dans le
premier tiroir de notre petite armoire. Je ne peux y ranger d’autres affaires. (9)
A. is in this manner portrayed as a traditionalist, which comes with androcentrist implications. If
he treats the purity of his family and cultural history (“la pureté de son sang” [9]) as something
sacred, he also excludes the female side to this history. Indeed, his sense of cultural origins
represents a sort of impediment in his relationship with his wife (“un rempart contre moi”): “Il
s’enfonce dans sa terre, les pieds bien plantés et lentement rongés par les autres racines connues
et inconnues, à tel point qu’il me semble à moitié souterrain, à moitié mort” (10). A.’s role as a
male archaeologist in Chen’s novels makes him the most fitting foil for the narrator in a way, as
his discipline is founded on the timelines, stratification, and linear logic that Chen is attempting
to resist in her critique of collective memory. His background as an archaeologist points to the
‘structured’ conditions in which his knowledge of the past was acquired, and his (institutional)
positioning as a professor aligns him with official history. Ironically, despite the temporal
orientation of his work, A. seems able to put aside his knowledge of the past and leads a
presentist lifestyle that is historically disconnected, motivated by the need to conform to the
expectations of modern society: “Son cerveau semble préoccupé par les plaisirs quotidiens et,
dans sa tête, la vie se réduit à quelques décennies” (15-16).
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The narrator’s sense of time, in contrast, is less regimented. “Je n’ai jamais appris à
mesurer ni à situer proprement une durée selon le concept de A., d’en déduire un aller simple,
droit, précis et raisonnablement court,” she maintains. “Je me débrouille en accumulant les
événements, les enchaînant de mon mieux mais sans conviction sur une ligne que j’espère
chronologique mais qui ne peut pas l’être. Résultat, c’est le désordre total” (Le mangeur 20). The
narrator’s relation to the past also proves to be more sensorial, as signalled in the opening
paragraph of Immobile:
Bien que je n’aie pas connu ma dernière mère, je me souviens toujours de la
pénombre humide, de la chaleur écrasante de ce tunnel si étroit, coincé parmi tant
d’organes digestifs, où la lumière est encore un rêve. Tout semble provenir de là,
de la profondeur des origines coulent les premiers pleurs de l’être. Maintenant je
suis devenue moi aussi une origine que j’espère stérile, séchée, ne pouvant
procurer ni joie ni peine, fabriquer ni héros ni lâche. Car ma mère inconnue a eu
l’infortune d’enfanter une lâche. Je suis une lâche. Ce n’est pas tout à fait sa faute,
elle n’a pas voulu d’enfant. Elle n’a pas souhaité ma venue, c’est pourquoi elle
s’est détournée de moi dès le premier jour. Ma naissance est due à ma propre
volonté. Je dois naître. (7)
By evoking the mother’s womb as the universal site of the first memory, the passage
exemplifies, in metaphorical terms, the narrator’s (and Chen’s) material understanding of
memory and origins, situated in the body and the self rather than collective myth. If the narrator
wishes herself sterile, it is to prevent her ever having to be another’s origin, that is, to impose her
own dominance over another in the way that national and collective memories often do.
Following Maurice Halbwachs, Régine Robin sees collective memory, in its most legitimate
guise, as necessarily carrying an affective element. Highly normative on one hand, this form of
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recollection represents a vital tie between the past and living memory on the other. Collective
memory, according to Robin, “entraîne un affect qui trahit l’émotion. Faite de souvenirs réels ou
de souvenirs écrans, de souvenirs ‘enveloppés,’ faite de témoignages directs ou de traditions
familiales, elle doit déclencher un affect qui établit la participation du corps au souvenir” (Le
roman 52). Collective memory is productive when it is alive and evolving, “vivante,” she writes,
in the more metaphorical sense, “et donc ouverte à tous les risques, et ouverte à l’aléa, à l’insu, à
l’événement, une mémoire qui ne craint pas l’indéterminé.” Otherwise, memory becomes static,
“pétrifiée, morte” (73). In Chen’s novels, A. is the more prominent holder of collective memory,
yet he seems to embody only its inert or static side; relative to the narrator, he is affectively
detached from what he remembers. (As indicated, his emotional investment is more in his
family’s genealogical booklet than in the past itself.) The narrator, by comparison, has a more
‘visceral’ connection to the past and therefore comes across as having the more legitimate and
genuine relation to it, precisely because her memory tends to exceed the established norms of
cultural and family tradition. Her way of remembering can hardly be aligned with most forms of
collective thought, however, and she is perhaps best considered as an idiosyncratic element
existing outside the range of traditional collective memory, “une voix ... singulière” (87), as
Marie Claire Huot puts it. Indeed, the narrator’s orphan status would seem to divest her of any
genealogical heritage whatsoever (Huot 85). If A.’s memory represents a sort of forgetting in a
way, signalled by the manner in which the female past is elided in his family’s genealogy, the
narrator can be seen as standing in for that excluded element. The situation is captured in the way
that the narrator spends half of Immobile narrating a story, that of her past life, which will be
summarized in a few lines in one of A.’s history books (132).
In this regard, there may be something else missing from A.’s memory at the level of
collective existence. In a well-known, early statement on nationalism, Ernest Renan once noted,
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“L’oubli, et je dirai même l’erreur historique, sont un facteur essentiel de la création d’une
nation, et c’est ainsi que le progrès des études historiques est souvent pour la nationalité un
danger. L’investigation historique, en effet, remet en lumière les faits de violence qui se sont
passés à l’origine de toutes les formations politiques ... . L’unité se fait toujours brutalement”
(227). Writing more than a century later, Ricoeur as well sees all collectivities as being founded
in some way on the violence of war: “Ce que nous célébrons sous le titre d’événements
fondateurs sont pour l’essentiel des actes violents légitimés après coup par un état de droit
précaire. ... C’est ainsi que sont emmagasinés dans les archives de la mémoire collective des
blessures symboliques appelant guérison” (96). He treats this latter historical condition in terms
of a pathology (a “mémoire blessée, voire malade”) (83) and suggests further on that the only
solution to this form of forgetting is historical study (579). The proper recollection of this past
reality, according to Ricoeur, is what genuine collective memory works towards (96-97).
However, Renan observes that the recollection of past violence can also be painful and
exhausting. “Pour tous il est bon de savoir oublier” (235), he writes. It is in this sense that Chen’s
narrator does not seem to be able to forget in the way that most others in her social environment
do. Indeed, if, as Ricoeur says, the reparative process of remembrance in question is to be
undergone not only by the individual but by the collectivity as a whole (96), the narrator can be
seen as doing at a personal level what the group, as embodied by A., has failed to do. With this in
mind, it is possible to see how the narrator’s memory might represent a threat to A.’s sense of
history—hence her abject status in the novel. She is excluded not only due to her gender but her
memory as well, which represents another source of unintelligibility to the people she associates
with. This sense of unintelligibility is reflected in her melancholic disposition and in the songs
that she selects to sing, which serve to disturb both her past and present audiences in search of
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lighter fare, and which will eventually have her expelled from her city’s entertainment venues
(64-65, 124-25).
If, throughout Chen’s novels, the narrator’s unusual experiences occur spontaneously for
the most part, in Immobile, she deliberately begins to work on her memory at the orphanage (“Je
commençais à travailler ma mémoire” [53]) out of dissatisfaction with the ancestors encountered
in the books provided to her by her caregivers (52-54). It is here that she begins to remember her
past life and to develop some form of attachment to this former period. As she explains, “J’avais
des dettes à payer, une mort à consoler, une conscience à décharger, et peut-être aussi un amour à
rendre: je cherchais S...” (33). She believes initially that finding S. will somehow allow her to
atone for the fault that she committed in her other lifetime but eventually acknowledges the
futility of this desire (41, 119). She begins to sing again at this stage, she claims, with the aim of
reliving her days in the opera (122), but there is also a sense that she is attempting to make up for
the past and to appease the guilt she feels over S. (124). She is ultimately unable to ignore her
memory:
je ne reconnais plus ce monde. Les frustes villages que j’avais l’habitude de
traverser du temps de la troupe d’opéra ont fait place à des villes prospères. Le
triomphe du métal est irrévocable, de même que la défaite de la terre. Je vois les
traces de destruction et l’évidence de la prospérité. ... L’histoire est une valse où
les danseurs ne comptent pas. Alors je chante. ... J’ai perçu le grand mensonge
que fabrique la machine de l’histoire. L’illusion collective. Les quelques siècles
de vicissitudes racontées dans d’innombrables livres égalent le néant que j’ai
traversé en un clin d’oeil. Personne ne veut l’avouer. C’est pourtant facile à
constater. On aime tant la fiction. On ignore le vide. Tout le monde vient du vide
et personne ne s’en souvient. (123-24)
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According to Lucie Lequin, if the narrator is effectively debilitated out of the guilt she feels for
having caused the death of S. in her prior existence, she is in a way redeemed in her present life
through her memory and her incessant attempts to come to terms with what she remembers,
despite the sufferring this causes her (“Ying Chen” 74-75). In the last chapter of Immobile
dealing with her past life, the narrator finally describes the scene of S.’s execution and, five years
later, the mass suicide of the prince’s family at the unexplained command of his brother, the
territory’s king—several needless deaths which amount to a massacre of sorts. It is this violence
that others forget but that the narrator cannot escape.
One of the problems that arises in Chen’s novels, however, pertains to whether the
narrator’s memory can be trusted or not. As Ricoeur writes on memory’s faithfulness to the past,
“La fidélité au passé n’est pas une donnée, mais un voeu. Comme tous les voeux il peut être
déçu, voire trahi” (643). In the first chapter of La mémoire, l’histoire, l’oubli, Ricoeur ends by
attempting to grasp how memory and the imagination are associated. The two, he argues, cannot
be radically distinguished. Following Henri Bergson, he demonstrates that recollection in fact
also has an imaginary aspect, one that operates between the potential extremes of fiction
(understood in terms of the construction of narratives) and hallucination, the latter of which,
according to Ricoeur, “constitue pour la mémoire le piège de l’imaginaire” (61-64), as it is
precisely this element that allows for memory to be wrong or misconstrued (66). It is this
situation that raises the question as to whether history can ever tell the truth about the past. For
Ricoeur, the imagination’s function must ultimately be seen as a “forme mixte,” involved in the
work of recollection to some degree as well as in that of the imagination proper (66). The
narrator’s reality in Chen would seem to conform with this view. Of the voice that she hears
throughout Querelle d’un squelette avec son double, she states in Un enfant à ma porte, “Il se
peut que j’aie imaginé tout cela. Je mêle tout: les souvenirs, les impressions, l’imagination, les
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croyances et les faits. L’une des caractéristiques de ma condition, celle qui déroute le plus les
autres, c’est justement de confondre tout cela” (18-19). Under such circumstances, it is difficult
to say if the narrator’s experience in the novels is real or imagined. The fictional, indeed
fantastic, context makes it impossible to decide. Unlike the evocations of the past that are made
by Wayson Choy and Lawrence Hill in the realist work that will be studied in the second part of
the dissertation, where some judgment as to the veracity of the past events depicted can be made,
Chen calls up the relation between memory and the imagination without providing any means of
settling on where the narrator may stand on the matter. Working at a metaphorical level, Chen
avoids any mention of the real historical referents that would allow a reader to orient him or
herself in relation to the outside world. Memory and imagination are problematically and
inescapably bound up with one another in a way that points to the nature of collective memory
itself, where the real and the imaginary are often interwoven in such a manner as to make such
thinking also difficult to evaluate at times. Nevertheless, despite memory’s fallibility, Ricoeur
argues that “nous n’avons pas mieux que la mémoire pour signifier que quelque chose a eu lieu,
est arrivé, s’est passé avant que nous déclarions nous en souvenir,” that “nous n’avons pas
d’autre ressource, concernant la référence au passé, que la mémoire elle-même” (26).23 However
flawed and inconsistent it may be, human memory, as embodied by Chen’s narrator, constitutes
the only available defence against forgetting.

The Double and Alterity
I will end this chapter with a reading of Querelle d’un squelette avec son double, a novel
that speaks to a further problem that in a fundamental way underlies the discourse of race and
ethnicity, namely, that of alterity. Both Ying Chen’s fiction and nonfiction are informed with a
sense of living in the declining stage of a civilization. She has spoken on various occasions of
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how Le champ dans la mer tells of the end of a “civilisation du maïs,” meant to stand in
metaphorically for the way that all civilizations are eventually threatened with extinction.24
Likewise, a motif of ruins, which since the Renaissance in Europe at least have signified the
mortality of civilizations (Bozzetto 153), permeates her work: the names and dates that the
narrator finds in history books in Immobile are described as “[des] ruines méconnaissables” (53);
she will go on to speak of “les ruines de notre foyer” in Le champ dans la mer (16), of a
“royaume de la ruine” in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double (64), and so forth. In a related
way, the homes in Chen are sometimes marked by cracks that recall the “barely perceptible
fissure” (400) that will have a fatal effect on the House of Usher at the end of Edgar Allan Poe’s
canonical fantastic tale. “[J]’ai remarqué une lézarde sur le mur extérieur,” the narrator notes
upon leaving the house in Le champ dans la mer (28). She will speak of “notre maison assez
vieille, pleine de fissures imperceptibles” in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double (19), of
“notre maison séculaire souffrant d’un pourrissement invisible et présentant des fissures visibles
dans toutes les pièces” in Un enfant à ma porte (61). This is another area in which Chen is more
vocal politically. Her concern for the future in her work is inescapably tied to her own children’s
well-being. In a letter written to her seven-year-old son at the time of the appearance of her most
recent novel in 2003, presumably Querelle d’un squelette avec son double, and published in
Quatre mille marches, Chen states, “En écrivant ce livre, j’ai été préoccupée par le visage de ton
époque. ... [A]ujourd’hui plus que jamais, je suis intéressée par le visage de l’avenir qui te
concerne” (99). She goes on in the following text in the collection to say how she sees the
planet’s present geopolitical orientation as the main hindrance to her children’s welfare: “Je sais
que mes enfants n’auront pas une vie facile sur une terre déjà concrètement arpentée, le monde
n’aura pas de paix tant que les barrières de toute sorte sont encore farouchement défendues alors
même qu’elles ne correspondent pas à la réalité des êtres et des choses, alors même que mes
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enfants, en tant qu’êtres dans leur situation, ne font pas partie d’une minorité” (109). In a broad
sense, this issue regarding the planet’s future can be said to form the backdrop of the novel in
question.
It is the narrator’s capacity to self-multiply in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double
that produces the figure of the double. The latter seems to share the narrator’s ghostly condition
to some degree, even if she claims to be mortal (28, 98) and is able to reproduce sexually. Her
existence, she says, constitutes a taboo of sorts, goes against “la dure croyance non seulement
que vivre plus d’une fois et exister dans plus d’un corps est impensable, mais aussi qu’on ne peut
pas naître autrement que d’un ventre femelle, et qu’on n’est jamais à la fois ici et ailleurs” (4243). Part of the double’s strangeness results from the moments where, in addition to being caught
in the debris of an earthquake, she appears to be her own self, with a life in another city, where
she has friends and a child resulting from an earlier relationship; as well as from passages where
she describes her search for the narrator in the latter’s own city, waiting to approach her as if she
were a long-lost relative—all of which is belied by the fact that everything she says is being
heard inside the narrator’s head, to the extent that she becomes part of the narrator. The situation
transgresses against the preconstruct of character through a sort of blending or confusion of
states of subjectivity and intersubjectivity. It also provides an opportunity to reflect at length on
the question of otherness.
Issues relating to alterity at the present point in history, according to Pierre Ouellet, are of
primary importance both in political and social terms but also with regard to cultural production
and the envisioning of a future world (“Le principe” 8). If the notion of alterity has become
commonplace in social discourse, says Ouellet, its function in contemporary existence remains to
be fully understood, largely because it tends to be experienced at the more profound level of
what he refers to as a “forme de vie” rather than at the level of what one may consciously believe
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about the surrounding world. Indeed, alterity, as it is lived in present-day society, is perhaps to be
taken more accurately as involving “une véritable ‘sensibilité,’ un ensemble d’attitudes, d’affects
et de comportements qu’on peut appeler une aisthesis et un ethos,” a general attitude that
influences not only how one perceives self and other but also how one engages with the world at
large (9). Fundamental to such a view of alterity is the recognition that the self is constituted in
relation to the environment that it lives in. At the same time, the experience of otherness cannot
be limited strictly to encounters outside the self but must be seen as occurring ‘inside’ as well.
Writing in another context, Ouellet observes, “Il n’y a pas de présence à soi pleine et entière qui
permettrait de saisir dans l’immédiat l’essence de son identité: la différenciation interne à soimême, comme dans le rapport aux autres, ... nous oblige à prendre en compte les nombreuses
strates du monde d’images et de paroles au sein duquel les identités se construisent et se
déconstruisent sans relâche” (Préface 12). The fact that it is constituted in a language, which is
never fully one’s own, introduces an “écart irréductible” into any identity, whether individual or
collective (13-14). Jean-Christophe Bailly makes a similar claim in “La scène pronominale,”
where he considers how the self can only ever exist through the semiotic workings of the
pronoun ‘je’ (51-54). He goes on to emphasize that the ‘je’ is always constituted not only in
relation to a single ‘tu’ but to a multiplicity of such others whose identities ultimately remain
undecidable (“indécidable” [56]) (55-57). For Bailly, an example of this experience, of what can
be thought of as a sort of mutual undecidability that still manages to resist the absolute separation
of self and other, occurs in condensed form in the contemplation of a portrait, either painted or
photographed (57-58): “Entre soi et un autre de soi toujours à venir, comme entre soi et tous les
autres, ce qui est donc filmé, c’est d’abord une variabilité infinie, c’est la fragilité de toute
position et de toute posture, et c’est l’identité de ce qui en nous a pu dire (et redit) ego sum et de
ce qui a pu dire (et redit) ‘je suis un autre’” (59). Put otherwise, the viewing of the portrait, the
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momentary relation it entails between two subject-objects perceived mutually in their nonfullness, points, for Bailly, to the ever-shifting and unstable nature of such relations, but it also
seems to represent the nature of the self as well—at once self-present and other to itself.
Querelle d’un squelette avec son double dramatizes this situation and the experience of
alterity it entails through the narrator’s encounter with her double; both characters will speak of
the strangeness felt upon seeing the other. “[J]’ai eu l’impression,” the double states, with respect
to her first encounter with the narrator in the street, “de me trouver devant le miroir où
apparaissait un fantôme, un squelette en mouvement, qui était moi mais pas tout à fait” (22-23).
She will go on to say again further on, “c’était comme si je me regardais dans un miroir, ... je
ressentais à la fois amour et insatisfaction, familiarité et malaise” (36). In a similar way, the
narrator will also relate how she came face to face with herself at the patisserie: “La vue de cette
personne m’a inspiré un sentiment très étrange. ... [J]’ai cru me voir dans un miroir. Elle semblait
dotée exactement des mêmes traits physiques que moi. ... En regardant cette personne, j’avais
l’impression de regarder ma propre photo, ... étonnée de me découvrir sous une forme aussi
complète mais détachée de moi, précise et pourtant douteuse” (134-35). She continues to observe
the double at the patisserie from the balcony of her house but stops going out, not out of a direct
fear of the other but due to the unease created by the intense emotional attraction she feels
towards the double: “Je me sentais pleine d’elle. L’autre me remplissait au risque de se substituer
à moi. Et j’avais horreur de cet état d’âme.” She also speaks, conversely, of how “[c]e corps
quasi identique au mien, lorsqu’il s’éloignait, m’inspirait une langueur indicible, un sentiment de
manque presque douloureux. Cela ressemblait à un trou vague et infini, que l’on aperçoit la nuit
dans un rêve, et qu’au lever du jour on cherche en vain à combler” (137-38). If the double’s
appearance as other awakens an intense curiosity in the narrator and a desire to know who she is,
the narrator finds the encounter unsettling as well because she feels that her own sense of self is
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threatened by the other figure. As the double puts it, “Ma présence sème le doute sur l’unicité de
votre personne. Tout à coup vous devenez copiable. Votre histoire n’est que répétition en série.
... Vous êtes aussi pauvre que moi” (47). The narrator is thus confronted with her own state of
non-originality, her true nature as copy, that is, that the self has no solid basis and, following
from this, that there may not be any real way to escape the strangeness of seeing the self as other
and the anxiety that this provokes.
One might argue that it is seeing the self in this way, with the instability and openness
that it entails, that allows for more genuine relations with external difference. Ouellet speaks of
alterity, and the relationality that it implies, in a way that signals its intrinsic involvement in
human existence. The other, in his view, is never a thing in itself (“chose en soi”); otherness is
always, rather, the result of one self’s intersubjective encounter with another that is recognized as
differing. “[L]’autre existe,” Ouellet writes, “mais jamais en lui-même. Il est hors de lui, tout
comme moi” (“Le lieu” 186). In keeping with this way of thinking, Judith Butler, in Frames of
War, reflects on the vulnerability, or precariousness, of human society that results from this
shared relational condition. “This way of being bound to one another in precariousness is not
precisely a social bond that is entered into through volition and deliberation,” she writes; “it
precedes contract, and is often effaced by those forms of social contract that depend on an
ontology of volitional individuals. It is to the stranger that we are bound, the one, or the ones, we
never knew and never chose” (xxv-xxvi). She goes on later in the book to argue that “if my
survivability depends on a relation to others, to a ‘you’ or a set of ‘yous’ without whom I cannot
exist, then my existence is not mine alone, but is to be found outside myself, in this set of
relations that precede and exceed the boundaries of who I am.” The self’s ‘boundary’ under these
terms cannot be thought of as providing for an absolute separation from the outside but is, rather,
“a function of the relation [between self and other], a brokering of difference, a negotiation in
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which I am bound to you in my separateness” (44). Self and other are thus interrelated; however,
by resisting the voice that she hears (“Cet appel, comme provenant du fond de moi, mais sans
être le mien” [Querelle 20]), the narrator in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double can be seen
as metaphorically shutting out the other through whom she is socially constituted, who is inside
her somehow while being outside. And it is this effort at resistance that makes up a significant
part of the novel’s subject matter.
Querelle d’un squelette avec son double as a whole can be seen as depicting a debate
between privileged and unprivileged subjects, between what can be taken to be the individual of
liberal society and the other of the developing world, where the former attempts to defend itself
against the incursion of the latter. In accordance with Chen’s approach to portraying race and
ethnicity, the figure of the unprivileged in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double is not
racialized but is identified semi-metaphorically as the inhabitant of a space prone to disaster, “un
endroit voué aux catastrophes” (16), where the recent earthquake may be seen as some sort of
economic or environmental collapse or calamity and the river separating the two cities—“cet
abîme qui nous divise” (7)—as a reference to economic disparity. What keeps the double from
moving permanently to the narrator’s city are the restrictions on her passport (96), or her
nationality. The double ends her opening monologue by describing the space that she finds
herself in as an “espace restreint, sans issue où je manque d’air, ... ce tombeau que je n’ai pas
choisi” (9). In the narrator’s opening monologue, by comparison, the latter is planning a dinner
party for A.’s friends and the couple has moved into a new home facing a patisserie: “La journée
s’annonce bonne. Pas un nuage dans le ciel. Pas un soupçon de catastrophe” (10). The narrator is
attempting to conform more adequately to her gender role and her singing has become less
disruptive, to the point of being silenced (25-26, 12-13). In her world, there is no visible sign that
a disaster has occurred across the river (64). If in the novel’s opening the double is buried up to
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her waist (7), the narrator has “[le] bonheur d’avoir les jambes libres, les jambes complètes”
(12). When later the narrator receives her catered meal (128), the double is reduced to drinking
her tears and consuming her blanket (125). In Un enfant à ma porte, the narrator will speak of the
recent event in the other city in terms that resonate with the discourse on immigration commonly
encountered in dominant Western society, and elsewhere as well perhaps: “Depuis la
catastrophe, la ville a du mal à se rétablir et de plus en plus de gens ... viennent vivre dans des
rues de notre ville, exposent sous notre nez la misère des autres que nous ne voulons pas chez
nous, nous obligent à la partager” (17-18). She states again later on, “après le tremblement de
terre, nous croisions dans notre rue de plus en plus d’individus à la mine de clochards, prêts à
voler les emplois à la jeunesse de notre ville, prêts à faire toutes les corvées pour presque rien,
compétitifs et inquiétants, car ces gens-là n’avaient rien à perdre, tout cet envahissement
inattendu qui coûtait une fortune à notre ville dans l’effort de résoudre le problème” (53-54).25
The narrator’s resistance towards the double in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double is
thus generally in keeping with liberal society’s way of perceiving the other. As Butler contends
in Frames of War, a book that deals mainly with how war is depicted in contemporary media, the
manner in which reality is ‘framed’ discursively determines in a fundamental way how life itself
is seen. “Such [representational] frames are operative in imprisonment and torture,” she writes,
“but also in the politics of immigration, according to which certain lives are perceived as lives
while others, though apparently living, fail to assume perceptual form as such.” Under these
circumstances, the loss of certain populations will be taken as “eminently grievable” while that
of others will not be grieved at all:
The differential distribution of grievability across populations has implications for
why and when we feel politically consequential affective dispositions such as
horror, guilt, righteous sadism, loss, and indifference. ... This differential
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distribution of precarity is at once a material and a perceptual issue, since those
whose lives are not ‘regarded’ as potentially grievable, and hence valuable, are
made to bear the burden of starvation, underemployment, legal
disenfranchisement, and differential exposure to violence and death. (23-25)
The ‘grievability’ of the double’s life, in Butler’s sense of the word, is not discerned by Chen’s
narrator, or it is blocked out. She claims to have once had “une aversion instinctive et
inexplicable” for the city across the river (40), and her rejection of the double’s plea occurs
immediately in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double through a sort of self-righteous
rationalizing based on a principle of individualism that denies her responsibility in the situation
but that just as quickly contradicts itself: “Ce n’est pas juste. Chacun devrait, n’est-ce pas,
assumer son propre destin, se plier devant son propre sort, se réjouir de sa fortune mais aussi en
porter le fardeau. Chacun vit pour soi. Rien n’est jamais juste” (12; emphasis added).26 A
desensitized indifference eventually adds itself to the rationalizing. With regard to the calls for
help and the scenes of disaster that are regularly disseminated through the news, the narrator
declares, “[le] spectacle est quotidien, cela n’étonne plus personne. Je me demande d’ailleurs si
cela vaut la peine d’accourir pour dénicher des corps de toute façon perdus, pour soutenir des
murs qui ne tiennent plus. Le secours est une entreprise dangereuse, elle va nous coûter cher, elle
va nous entraîner nous aussi dans des ruines” (64-65). There are indications that the public
(people in the street outside the narrator’s house) may have learned about the earthquake, but its
subsequent indifference seems to coincide with the narrator’s (83, 92). The double ends the novel
on a tone of resignation mixed with bitterness. The hope for her own survival that she had held to
throughout the narrative is now in a sense transferred to the son that she continues to believe is
alive but that may be caught in circumstances similar to her own. She nevertheless continues to
try to make some sort of connection with the narrator, although she largely recognizes the futility
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of this as well. She believes ultimately that her child may someday find shelter and assistance
with the narrator, even if she herself was not able to do so (161-62). Throughout the novel, sleep
represents death for both characters. “Il ne faut pas dormir si on doit se réveiller par la suite”
(159), as the narrator says. Towards the end, the double chooses to close her eyes, and the
narrator finds herself at the door to her bedroom and feeling tired (147-48, 160), suggesting that
both hers and the double’s deaths are imminent.
There is a sense that something decisive has been lost at the end of Querelle d’un
squelette avec son double, even if the people in the narrator’s neighbourhood do not yet seem to
understand this. As Butler writes, “The apprehension of the precarity of others—their exposure
to violence, their socially induced transience and dispensability—is, by implication, an
apprehension of the precarity of any and all living beings, implying a principle of equal
vulnerability that governs all living beings. Since we are also living, the apprehension of
another’s precarity is implicitly an apprehension of our own” (Frames xvi). If this is the case, if
discerning another’s vulnerability necessarily involves the recognition of this same sense of
vulnerability in oneself in some manner, it is telling that the narrator appears to die along with
her double at the end of the novel. Her death in a way is the result of her own insensitivity and
inaction.27 “To kill the other is to deny my life,” as Butler puts it, “not just mine alone, but that
sense of my life which is, from the start, and invariably, social life” (xxv-xxvi). However, there
may be another side to Chen’s narrator, one that she herself is unaware of and perhaps even
reluctant to acknowledge. In Un enfant à ma porte, she will refer back to the double’s situation in
the previous novel in a way that shows that she is capable of empathy. “Elle avait lutté pour
survivre, peut-être même sans en être consciente, son enfant était l’ultime objectif de cette lutte,”
she states. “J’avais l’impression d’avoir été moi-même là, à sa place, d’avoir perdu mon enfant,
d’être morte dans l’angoisse de ne pas encore connaître son avenir, de n’avoir aucune certitude
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de sa survie à lui” (18). Likewise, the narrator demonstrates in Querelle d’un squelette avec son
double that she is able to imagine what is taking place in the double’s world, as, half waking at
one point, she visualizes the events resulting from the earthquake on the other side of the river
(33). There is the suggestion in fact that the narrator takes in the child in Un enfant à ma porte
partly in an effort to compensate for her failure to act in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double
(Un enfant 53-54). If she can identify with the other, it may be because she is herself in a similar
manner trapped in her own culture, its “confort inconfortable,” which has the effect of separating
the individual from his or her own ‘real’ self more than anything (Querelle 32). The narrator’s
own subordinate condition may in this sense be seen as a potential basis for cross-cultural
understanding, even if she avoids overtly coming to such conclusions. To this extent, one may
conceivably take the double’s situation—slowly being buried alive in a cramped space—as a
reflection of the narrator’s own position in patriarchal, middle-class society, a reading which
brings one back to the possibility that the double may somehow be an actual part of the narrator.
Indeed, there are moments when the double’s speech comes across as the inner voice of the
narrator’s conscience. The voice seems to emerge at those moments when the narrator
participates in the economic disparity at the centre of the novel. If she had begun to hear the
voice only when she went to the patisserie, it has, by the beginning of the novel, entered her
home: “Chaque fois que je vais à la pâtisserie, j’entends cette voix dont je suis la cible. Et
maintenant elle monte dans ma maison, enveloppée de l’odeur de la farine cuite. Quelle audace
et quelle indiscrétion! ... Elle ne me lâchera pas. / ... Cette voix me perce les oreilles” (10-11,
12). The narrator’s underlying receptivity towards the other is signalled finally by the increasing
paralysis that she physically shares with the double throughout the novel and by the fact that she
does by the end of the narrative attempt to make the call for help (150, 155). If still insufficient,
the narrator’s outlook is more constructive than that of A. and the world he represents, who
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remain entirely immune to the voice that the narrator hears (18-19). In the end, the narrator finds
herself in something of a double bind, for even if she were to report that a voice in her head is
calling for help from a neighbouring city, she would, as she herself observes, be taken as
requiring psychiatric help or creating mischief (120). If, in her own world, the narrator turns out
to be the most amenable to the double’s plight, at a pragmatic level, she is the least equipped to
follow through on this sense of recognition. In a way, she represents a different, more receptive
subjectivity that is however not yet viable in the present social environment. Mixed in with the
profound sense of dissatisfaction that the novel communicates with respect to the world’s present
state of affairs is the indication that the situation is not entirely irrevocable. Yet a more open
political context is required—one in which the dissent of the other can be heard and acted upon.

Part 2
The Specific

Chapter 3
Wayson Choy: Truth, Fiction, and Cultural Change
With this chapter, the dissertation turns to literature produced in English Canada,1 and
more specifically to the work of Chinese Canadian2 Wayson Choy. As others have noted, Asian
Canadian writing has been rather absent from the Canadian literary scene until recently, despite
the presence of Asian immigrants in the country, and some efforts to write, dating back to the
nineteenth century. This absence can in part be explained by the fact that, prior to the midtwentieth century, Asian Canadians were denied the full rights of citizenship and, due to the
difficult economic conditions that resulted, were often more concerned with establishing
themselves in their land of adoption than with literary expression.3 The lack of visibility can also
be attributed to a persistent tendency to subsume Asian Canadian writing within other categories.
As Eleanor Ty explains, extending the thought of Donald C. Goellnicht, “Asian Canadian
literature was read before the 1990s mainly as postcolonial literature, ethnic literature, or part of
Canadian multicultural literature. Only in the last decade or so has the term Asian Canadian been
more widely used to refer to a field of study and as a category of people” (Unfastened xviii). The
question of categorization has itself attracted some critical attention. ‘Asian Canadian’ as a basis
of classification in English Canada usually takes in people from East, South, and Southeast Asia
but omits those from the western part of the continent (Ty and Verduyn, Introduction 15).
However, the rubric ‘Asian Canadian literature’ at present more often tends to refer solely to
work by East and Southeast Asian Canadian writers (Goellnicht, “Long Labour” 16). Despite the
vast heterogeneity encompassed within terms such as ‘Asian,’ or even ‘Chinese,’ Goellnicht
proposes that a certain value nevertheless resides in them, given “their potentially powerful
political valences, their ability to unite diverse diasporic subjectivities, groups, and individuals
distinguished by class, language, national origin, religion, region, ethnicity, gender, and
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generation, under a single umbrella.” Though he adds that, in an effort to put off the
reductiveness that such designations may acquire with time, “it is imperative that [these terms]
be constantly interrogated and renegotiated” (“Forays” 153-54). In “A Long Labour,” Goellnicht
discusses the newly emerging trend of locating Asian Canadian literature within the even broader
category of ‘Asian North American literature.’ While he cautions that this course “is fraught with
its own implications of U.S. cultural imperialism” that might leave the Canadian element
“vulnerable to ‘colonization’ by Asian American literary studies,” he also sees in it the
possibility of creating “a strategic alliance that would benefit both minority literatures” (21). In
2004, he, along with Ty, set a collection of critical essays, Asian North American Identities
beyond the Hyphen, within the Asian North American framework, “with the proviso that both
the national differences between the U.S. and Canada and the significant heterogeneity within
the purview of the term [be] acknowledged and explored” (Ty and Goellnicht 2). Nevertheless,
in The Politics of the Visible in Asian North American Narratives, published in the same year,
Ty still sees herself as among the few to have chosen to bring together the two literatures (29), an
approach that she will maintain in her most recent work Unfastened: Globality and Asian North
American Narratives (xix-xxi).
Having gained more notice to date in English Canada than in Quebec, Asian Canadian
literature as a category of academic study only began to take shape, in a “fitful” way, in the
1990s, according to Goellnicht (“Long Labour” 1-2). This despite the fact that Asian Canadian
creative writing has existed in Canada to some degree since the end of the nineteenth century,
and especially since the 1970s (2). Writing in 2000, Goellnicht still hesitated to fully affirm the
emergence of Asian Canadian literary studies as a field of academic pursuit (3). As he sees it,
Asian Canadian literary studies failed to emerge as did its counterpart in the United States, which
has been in place since the late 1960s, because of differences in the social and political context at
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the time; the various civil rights movements of the 1960s did not materialize to the same degree
in Canada due to smaller numbers and difficulties in organizing nationally, and thus were unable
to produce the same changes to the institutional structures of the university system (3-8, 23, 2628). In 2000, Goellnicht noted the prior publication of two special issues on Asian Canadian
writing (appearing in 1994 and 1999), two conferences on the topic (held in 1993 and 1997) (12), and “no periodical devoted entirely to criticism of Asian Canadian literature and culture”
(13), with an earlier effort—the Asianadian—having folded in 1985 (12). The first books in the
field were Lien Chao’s Beyond Silence (1997), Roy Miki’s Broken Entries (1998), and Fred
Wah’s Faking It (2000) (14). A quick look through some of the major journals on Canadian
literature published since Goellnicht’s “A Long Labour” uncovered two more special issues on
Asian Canadian literature: Asian Canadian Studies, a 2008 special issue of Canadian Literature,
and an issue of West Coast Line devoted to Larissa Lai, put out in the fall of 2004 (issue 38.2).
In addition to the works of criticism published by Ty and Goellnicht already mentioned above,
an edited volume by Tseen Khoo and Kam Louie, Culture, Identity, Commodity, was published
in 2005, and another by Ty and Christl Verduyn, Asian Canadian Writing beyond
Autoethnography, was published in 2008. Ty and Verduyn themselves refer to a special issue of
Amerasia devoted to the question of “Pacific Canada,” published in 2007 and guest edited by
Henry Yu and Guy Beauregard, and a 2005 issue of Essays on Canadian Writing also called
Asian Canadian Studies, edited by Beauregard and Yiu-Nam Leung. They mention Ricepaper as
a periodical dealing with Pacific Asian Canadian cultural issues and West Coast Line, which has
consistently featured Asian Canadian contributors without having “an exclusively ‘Asian
Canadian’ mandate” (Introduction 14)—all of which gives the impression that the field is
maintaining itself without necessarily attracting a larger share of attention. Most recently, Miki
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has published the work of criticism In Flux (2011), and Larissa Lai Slanting I, Imagining We
(2014).
Unlike Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen, Choy in his writing sets out to directly explore his
own cultural origins, and the history of the early Chinese presence in Canada more broadly.
Arriving in the country via the Pacific rather than the Atlantic, as was the case with most
immigrants at the time, Chinese pioneers were involved in the development of British Columbia
during its earliest stages as a province in the nineteenth century. Drawn initially by the discovery
of gold along the Fraser, Thompson, and Columbia Rivers, Chinese immigrants eventually found
employment in other areas as the province expanded, working in saw mills, salmon canneries,
coal mining, land clearing and construction of the infrastructure, domestic service and laundries,
as well as in vegetable gardening and farming. While Chinese labour was crucial to the growth
of British Columbia’s economy, however, Chinese immigrants were usually paid one half to two
thirds of what was earned by white workers and were led to accept longer hours and seasonal
work in remote areas, as well as “almost uniform relegation to the lowest occupational tasks” (K.
Anderson 34-35, 36). As with other immigrant groups during this period, most of the early
Chinese settlers were men attempting to support or prepare the way for the immigration of
overseas families (35). According to Bennett Lee, the mass emigration of Chinese in the latter
part of the nineteenth century in response to rumours of gold in North America was caused by a
range of social, economic, and environmental problems in the country of origin, including
famine and civil war. Aside from a small number of merchants who could afford to pay their
own passage, most Chinese immigrants came to Canada through some form of indenture, often
managed by Chinese labour brokers, or through a credit system that advanced the immigrant his
travel costs (“Early” 3). It could take more than ten years for an early sojourner to pay off the
debts incurred from his travel to Canada (D. Lai 20), and once in North America working
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conditions were often harsh. The measures taken to ensure the safety of Chinese labourers during
the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, for example, did not equal those extended to
white labourers (B. Lee, “Early” 4). It is estimated that somewhere between five and six hundred
Chinese died during the construction of British Columbia’s portion of the CPR in the 1880s, or
approximately “three Chinese workers for every kilometre of track” (D. Lai 32).
A head-tax system was eventually put in place to limit the entry of Chinese to Canada
beginning in 1885, when the CPR was completed and their labour no longer needed. This year
would see a first fifty-dollar head tax imposed on newly arriving immigrants, with exemption
given to government officials, tourists, merchants, and students (K. Anderson 55-58). The
amount of this head tax would in time be raised to one hundred dollars in 1900 and to five
hundred dollars in 1903 (K. Anderson 61, 62). The tax was initially calculated according to the
cost of living in Canada and what an individual could not afford to pay with a year’s unused
disposable income (which in 1885 was estimated to be forty-three dollars) (D. Lai 53). Given
that it was a one-time fee, it was obviously seen as worthwhile paying to many (especially as it
was sometimes paid by the Chinese merchants who required the immigrant labour [K. Anderson
70]). In the early 1900s, a Chinese labourer might still expect to earn ten to twenty times in
Canada what was earned in China (approximately two dollars per month) (D. Lai 55). If the head
taxes had any effect, it was in limiting immigration mainly to male labourers, as the taxes made
it too expensive for most to allow wives and families to immigrate as well (276).4 Building antiChinese sentiment in Canada would eventually lead to the passing of a law barring the entry of
Chinese immigrants outright (K. Anderson 139-40). Also known as the Chinese Exclusion Act,
the Chinese Immigration Act of 1923 was highly effective in fulfilling its objective. Under the
new regulations, current Chinese residents were permitted to leave Canada for no more than two
years at a time, after which period they lost their right to re-enter, a factor that served to sever
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most labourers from their families remaining in China (D. Lai 56). As a result of the legislation,
the Chinese population in Canada entered a steady state of decline beginning in the early 1930s
(58, 60).
As with most ethnic enclaves, Vancouver’s Chinatown, the setting of most of Choy’s
work, grew in response to the discriminatory practices and animosity that were directed towards
the Chinese community during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Due to “the officially
sanctioned process of race definition” that served to orient the city’s layout, Kay J. Anderson
writes, “[r]ich and poor Chinese settlers were confined through informal suasion and defensive
reaction to a swampy settlement close to the business centre. In time, the small area came to be
associated with Chinese settlement, and movement beyond it was socially classified for many
decades as ‘off limits’” (29). Even by the 1950s, attempts by Vancouver property owners to
maintain the segregation of the Chinese through unwritten agreements were still occurring (127).
From the beginning, the Chinese quarter in Vancouver was associated with unsanitary living
conditions that made it the target of racially motivated grievances. Complaints, however,
typically did not take into account the fact that the area was not provided with sanitation
services, nor “the constraints on Chinese family settlement, job and pay discrimination, or the
physical condition of the [local False Creek] tidal flats” (84-88). In addition to charges of
uncleanliness, there were moral qualms with Chinatown, portrayed in the social imaginary as the
“lawless” home to gamblers, opium addicts, and prostitutes (92). This way of thinking had the
effect of casting a reductive and homogenizing sense of racial identity and place onto the
location that would last well into the twentieth century (94).5 During the 1930s, Vancouver’s
Chinatown entered a period of transition in which the old imagery of immorality persisted while
nevertheless beginning to be displaced by a more favourable image, founded “on Western
romantic conceptions of ‘Orientals’ and their ancient and opulent civilization.” If this new
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“amiable perception” made life easier in some respects, it did nothing to dislodge the racial
thinking that had served to shape the neighbourhood to begin with. As Anderson puts it, “the
romantic idea of Chinatown relied on prior conceptions of it as an aberration from white society.
It grew out of the earlier vice discourse in a continuous process, and ... the old and new
conceptions converged in a more or less uneasy alliance ... for the balance of Chinatown’s
career” (144-46). In Paper Shadows, Choy speaks of how Chinatown became something of a
tourist attraction during the Second World War in just this way. Once “impoverished,
undesirable,” he writes, “Chinatown was now seen as a friendly two-block exotic adventure, safe
terrain in which to spend the extra wartime dollars pouring into West Coast port cities such as
Vancouver” (68-69).
Choy’s work can in this respect be taken as a corrective to some of the reductive views of
the Chinese presence in Canada that, as a result of this history, continue to circulate in the
country today. It represents a more culturally specific attempt to fulfill the task of remembrance,
with regard to his own and the nation’s collective past, as addressed at a more metaphorical level
by Chen. Choy, in his writing, is looking to bring to light the racial violence that shaped the
experience of early Chinese immigrants to Canada and that official history has not always
acknowledged. If Caccia and Chen are concerned with somehow leaving behind their culture’s
‘roman mémoriel,’ Choy sets out to work from within it, in a comparable attempt to resist the
stereotypes, myths, and ideology that are often constitutive of collective historical narratives.
According to Régine Robin, such restrictive discursive formations, when they do occur, cannot
be maintained perpetually; there are moments when social and historical conditions call for their
transformation (Le roman 60). In this sense, Choy’s overall objectives can be said to correspond
to a significant degree with those of Robin as described in Le roman memoriel. Referring to her
attempts to address her own Eastern European, Jewish ancestry, Robin identifies a tension in her
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work, “une tension entre la mémoire collective et la mémoire culturelle [the latter being more
individually oriented and open (56-57, 59)], entre la mémoire-identité et la mémoire qui
pulvérise cette identité, qui la transforme en mémoire critique et poétique.” As she goes on to
write, “Tout mon travail a été la recherche d’un entre-deux immaîtrisable entre une mémoire de
reconquête des racines et un dé-tissage, dé-maillage de cette mémoire, avec pour seul point
d’ancrage, la littérature comme territoire, les frontières de l’histoire comme lieu possible ou
probable et la mémoire-fiction comme objet et comme écriture” (101). Choy’s project is
characterized by a similar tension between an effort to reclaim a past, a sense of cultural origins,
and an attempt to contest and rework—through his writing—the sense of collective identity on
which the discourse of origins depends. In his endeavour to record the experiences of his
predecessors to prevent their being forgotten, he seeks to maintain a tie between the past and
living memory, which is the real, legitimate function of collective memory (Le roman 52),
according to Robin. As Choy himself has stated, he sees a current need to retrieve these “stories”
of the past from the silence that he finds “so common to Canadian history,” “to connect the past
to the present” in a world that has lost interest in its own history (“Importance” 105, 103-04).
Speaking of The Jade Peony, he explains how he wanted, in this novel, “to pay tribute to the
pioneer generation of Chinese-Canadians who set in motion freedoms that Asians enjoy now.” If
this time is often neglected today by Chinese Canadians, “because it’s seen as a shameful
period,” Choy maintains that they should be proud that they were able to survive such severe
conditions, largely as a result of their “5,000 years of common history” (qtd. in E. Lee 40-41).6
The comment is indicative of how the people that Choy writes of suffered from the
effects of racism during Canada’s earlier history yet nevertheless managed to overcome the
hostility that surrounded them. There are often problems associated with taking the stance of
victim in social debates. As Ien Ang writes, the discourse of victimhood can have
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counterproductive effects in that its “binary simplification of the world between good and bad”
can interfere with the subject’s attempt to create “a complex and evenhanded sense of [its] own
past, one that is appropriate for the conditions of the present.” Such discourse tends to efface
injustices committed by the ‘victims’ themselves and “constrains the creation of the conditions
of possibility for reaching out, reconciliation, and coexistence, especially with those we feel
rightly or wrongly victimized by” (“Trapped” 21-22). Paul Gilroy takes a similar stance but adds
that there is also “much to be learned by foregrounding that experience of being victimized and
using it to challenge the willful innocence of some Europe-centred accounts of modernity’s
pleasures and problems. That difficult operation yields more than a coda to the conventional
historical and sociological stories of modern development” (Against 112-14). Narratives of past
wrongs, in other words, may serve to shift attention towards questions that remain insufficiently
explored. Ultimately, Gilroy claims, it is important “that histories of suffering ... not be allocated
exclusively to their victims. If they were, the memory of the trauma would disappear as the
living memory of it died away” (114). If Choy is in this way intent on commemorating the acts
of racial hatred that were directed at the Chinese Canadian community on one hand, he is, on the
other, just as concerned with depicting its capacity to endure and to persist in a manner that also
takes in the complexity and ambivalence of the victim’s position (his characters are at times the
perpetrators of ethnic hatred and patriarchal violence as well, for example). The theme of
survival can thus be seen as a consistent feature in Choy’s writing and recurs throughout the
author’s commentary on his own work. Reflecting on his objectives as an writer, he explains
how he has sought in his work “to understand the horrible times [his] parents and the pioneer
generation went through, and why and how they were able to survive at all.” According to Choy,
if the community succeeded in making it through this period, it is because life in Chinatown was
more than a perpetual state of racial victimization: “there were daily pleasures, there was much
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to laugh at, and there was strength at being part of a fighting-back community. Chinatown was
not a community of victims. There were the racist attitudes towards the sexual activities of a
people who were told they had no more right to life than animals. They surmounted all of that,
those who did survive.” As he goes on to say concerning The Jade Peony, “I really wanted to
write a book about survivors. I wanted to write a book about people who were decent and who
survived (“Interview” [1999] 41).7
As he seeks to reclaim this past, this sense of cultural origins, Choy is nevertheless
conscious of the constraints imposed by previous generations—both white and Chinese—on the
idea of Chineseness itself. Indeed, for Kay Anderson, who looks at Vancouver’s Chinatown from
a Western perspective, as a construct that reflects the nature of European dominance in the
world, “‘Chinatown’ is in part a European creation. Like the idea of a Chinese race, ‘Chinatown’
has possessed a tradition of imagery that has lodged it firmly in the popular consciousness of
Europeans.” The product of Western racial thinking, “‘Chinatown’ belongs as much to the
society with the power to define and shape it as it does to its residents” (9-10). As such, the space
has in large part been a source of myth, reductive thinking, and misunderstanding. As Choy sees
it, there is a need “to create a literature in which those images are seen for what they are:
stereotypes and dark imaginings projected by outsiders”; and he hopes that books such as those
he writes “will challenge and remove those images from the reality that was Chinatown”
(“Being” 22). At the same time, there is a need to contest historical notions of Chineseness that
have been generated from within Chinese culture as well. Although the characters in Choy’s
work would have thought of themselves more in terms of an “overseas” Chinese community
(77), their sense of ethnic identity can also be addressed through the idea of ‘diaspora,’ which
emerged as a popular concept during the last few decades of the twentieth century (Ang, On Not
76). Feelings of diasporic belonging in the more traditional sense, according to Ang, have
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usually been founded on a sense of allegiance to what she calls a “mythic homeland” (25) and
have tended to produce identities that are largely essentialist in nature (12). As she puts it, “The
notion of a single centre, or cultural core, from which Chinese civilization has emanated—and
the so-called Central Country complex—has been so deeply entrenched in the Chinese historical
imagination that it is difficult to disentangle our understandings of Chineseness from it” (41).
This way of thinking Chineseness tends “to suppress ... the ways in which diasporic identities are
produced through creolization and hybridization, through both conflictive and collaborative
coexistence and intermixture with other cultures” (45). When such lived experience is taken into
account, however, the notion of diaspora, in Ang’s view, holds “the potential to unsettle static,
essentialist and totalitarian conceptions of ‘national culture’ or ‘national identity’” (34). Under
such circumstances, “Chineseness becomes an open signifier, which acquires its peculiar form
and content in dialectical junction with the diverse local conditions in which ethnic Chinese
people, wherever they are, construct new, hybrid identities and communities” (35). Succinctly
put, “Being Chinese outside China cannot possibly mean the same thing as inside. It varies from
place to place, moulded by the local circumstances in different parts of the world where people
of Chinese ancestry have settled and constructed new ways of living. There are, in this paradigm,
many different Chinese identities, not one.” Thinking of Chineseness through this more dynamic
language of diaspora, for Ang, creates “a symbolic space for people ... to be Chinese in [their]
own way, living a de-centred Chineseness that does not have to live up to the norm of ‘the
essential Chinese subject.’” (38-39).8 As will be made evident in this chapter, the sense of
Chineseness put forth in Choy’s work (whom Ang would consider “a distant member of the
diaspora,” given that he was born outside of China and does not fluently speak the Chinese
language [On Not 39, 37-38]) is manifestly affected by the hybrid cultural conditions that inform
the lives of his North American characters. As a whole, the author seeks to challenge the
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essentialisms that have characterized the discourse on Chineseness in the past and to render what
in Canada has long been considered a foreign people and space intelligible to a mainstream
readership. The remainder of this chapter will consider how Choy has chosen to work out of
various literary genres—autoethnography, memoir, and realist novel—in an effort to reinscribe
what it presently means to be Chinese Canadian.

Autoethnography and Narrative Truth
The writing by ethnic authors that began to emerge in the 1970s and 80s in English
Canada was for a long time read primarily for its sociological value. In her discussion of the first
wave of anthologies of ethnic writing that was published during this period, Smaro Kamboureli
observes that this body of writing tended to focus predominantly on the author’s experience of
immigration and displacement, which was seen “as the essential determinant of [his or her]
subjectivity.” The migrant experience portrayed in this work, “even though it signals difference
[in a more positive sense], is given an ironic privileged status as it reifies both the essentialism of
ethnic identity and its marginalized position.” At the same time, this category of writing has
tended to omit the portrayal of experience unrelated to immigration as well as attempts to deal
critically with mythic constructs of the “ancestral country” (Scandalous 135). According to
Kamboureli, the privileging of historical or sociological value over aesthetic value that often
enters into the evaluation of ethnic writing in Canada is in keeping with both dominant society’s
and official multiculturalism’s perspectives on minority culture as being somehow less than fully
comparable to majority culture (150-51). Such writing, Paul Lai writes somewhat ironically, is
seen as “carr[ying] a veneer of the unsophisticated. It is the underdeveloped cousin of serious
literary fiction or experimental writing; it is fiction that mimetically produces the cultural
experiences of the author’s ethnic group (usually in non-white or off-white understandings of
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‘ethnic’), writing that strives for unquestioning verisimilitude.” Often self-referential in nature,
this mode of writing is narrowly assumed to be “about the author and, by extension, her cultural
group” (56). Speaking of ethnic writing in terms of the sociological value that it possesses,
however, may nevertheless allow for the highlighting of an aspect of this body of literature that
remains of some significance, namely, its potential to inform the reader about a certain cultural
reality. If such a view of the literature would still need to be distinguished from ‘sociological’
readings that simply reiterate taken-for-granted assumptions about immigrant experience and
reproduce essentialisms and notions of cultural authenticity, the value of the realist style of
writing that is often used by ethnic authors would, under these terms, be located in its very
capacity to represent the referential world. It is to this effort to inform that the framework of
autoethnography lends itself most productively.
The term ‘autoethnography’ is often used, among others, in referring to what has also
been called critical ethnography, a practice and field of study that emerged in the 1970s and 80s
in response to traditional ethnographic methods. In his introduction to the seminal Writing
Culture, James Clifford speaks of this development, where a new focus on “writing, the making
of texts,” has come to displace an approach once founded on participant-observation and “an
ideology claiming transparency of representation and immediacy of experience.” The authors
brought together in his edited volume, he claims, “see culture as composed of seriously contested
codes and representations; they assume that the poetic and the political are inseparable, that
science is in, not above, historical and linguistic processes. They assume that academic and
literary genres interpenetrate and that the writing of cultural descriptions is properly
experimental and ethical.” The attention given to language in the collection, according to
Clifford, ultimately points to the constructed, historically contingent nature of ethnographic
representation and the sense of authority on which it is based (2). Ethnography practised under
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such conditions becomes an “interdisciplinary phenomenon” which serves to bring ethnography
and literary theory and practice within range of one another in such a way as to “blu[r] the
boundary separating art from science” (3). Still in this vein, Arthur P. Bochner and Carolyn Ellis
propose that a central objective of these new modes of ethnographic writing has in effect been
“to change the reading practices of social scientists,” in an effort “to reach across the disciplinary
boundaries of sociology, anthropology, communication, cultural studies, race and gender studies,
aging, education, nursing, and medicine” (15). This methodological realignment, they say, stands
as an acknowledgement that culture as a topic of study—“the practices, texts, and representations
of culture that circulate and mediate lived experience”—has taken root productively in fields
other than anthropology (16-17). The move to new forms of ethnography has also in part been
made in an attempt to render the discipline more relevant and accessible to a larger audience (2628), Bochner and Ellis maintain, while at the same time seeking to recognize the subjective
aspect that goes into ethnographic writing. As they put it, the autoethnographic “project begins
with the assumption that ethnographers cannot stand above and outside what they study” (19).
In The Ethnographic I, Ellis provides a brief definition of autoethnography as it has come
to be at the turn of the twenty-first century, presenting it as a type of social science writing that
“claims the conventions of literary writing” with the intent of producing “research, writing, story,
and method that connect the autobiographical and personal to the cultural, social, and political”
(xix). To this end, all creative forms are admitted into the process, ranging from fiction, poetry,
and drama to personal essays, journals, and more conventional modes of science writing (38).
The main objective is to create a kind of writing that is able to convey “the complexities of
concrete moments of lived experience” while promoting a sense of “social awareness and
empathy” (30). As it lays claim to the conventions of literature, however, such social science
writing simultaneously admits a certain indeterminacy into the truth that it can propose to
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transmit on the realities that it studies. Ellis deals at some length with this problem in The
Ethnographic I, as well as the degree to which literary writing in itself is to be admitted into the
category of autoethnography. According to Ellis, autoethnographers tend to privilege “narrative
truth” over any sense of an objective, “unconstructed truth” in their descriptions of social
experience, with the aim of making these “believable, lifelike, and possible” to the reader (30).
Ellis compares the truth of autoethnography to the “truth of experience” conveyed by novelistic
writing in which readers “often find profound insights and moral lessons about how to live,”
even if the ‘facts’ of such writing are not always verifiable. “The stories we write as
ethnographers do not have to be factual to be true,” she argues. “Novels and ethnographies
coexist on a continuous plane of truth seeking; they are not oppositional forms of truth telling”
(332). To the challenge that such work is “just storytelling,” Ellis responds, “Stories are the way
humans make sense of their worlds. Stories are essential to human understanding and are not
unique to autoethnography. Stories are the focus of Homeric literature, oral traditions, narrative
analysis, and fairy tales.” As such, Ellis proposes “that stories should be both a subject and a
method of social science research” (32). In the end, lived experience is never fully representable.
As an autoethnographer, she writes, “your goal would not be so much to portray the facts of what
happened to you accurately, ... but instead to convey the meanings you attached to the
experience” (116). Under these conditions, the idea of validity itself needs to be redefined.
Following Y. Lincoln and E. Goba, Ellis suggests that validity can be measured to the degree
“that we and those we study feel safe to act on what we find.” Validity is thus to be judged
according to “the processes and outcomes” that research generates and not “the methods by
which outcomes are produced” (123-24). As Ellis sees it, “validity means that our work seeks
verisimilitude; it evokes in readers a feeling that the experience described is lifelike, believable,
and possible. You can also judge validity by whether it helps readers communicate with others
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different from themselves or offers a way to improve the lives of participants and readers—or
even your own” (124).
Hence Ellis hesitates to make a clear distinction between literature and social science,
preferring the idea of “blurred genres.” She acknowledges that certain anthropologists and social
scientists have produced poetry and fiction that both is and is not related to their professional
lives, and claims to “want to keep the boundaries blurry and inclusive” instead of providing set
standards against which autoethnographic work is to be assessed (38-39). However, Ellis’s trust
in ‘literary’ truth at times comes across as somewhat “conflicted” (326), as she herself puts it.
Referring to her continued attachment to theory as a social scientist, she admits that she “can’t
shake the feeling that if I don’t present formal theory, somehow my knowledge claims will be
suspect” (18). Such anxiety, she concedes, is an indication that she may in some way “still
privileg[e] traditional theory over theory through story” (18), that she may still be “influenced by
the hierarchy that values scientific approaches over humanistic and artistic ones” (326).
Deliberating over the question as to whether “any literary story that includes the author [can] be
considered an autoethnography,” Ellis again stresses the need to keep boundaries open, but adds,
“I prefer that autoethnographic stories include self-conscious analysis in introspection, dialogue,
or narration, and move toward illuminating social science concepts. ... We must not neglect the
‘ethno’ part of autoethnography.” Although she accepts the value of writing stories “for self as
audience” in developing one’s thoughts as a social scientist, she contends that “the final
rendering” should still be recognizably ethnographic in nature (199-200). The difference between
writing that is and is not autoethnography would thus seem to rest largely on certain formal
considerations in addition to how informative a work is with respect to a certain topic, a
distinction that is based on apparently tangible features but that may be misleading. As Laurel
Richardson writes,
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Despite the actual blurring of genre, and despite our contemporary understanding
that all writing is narrative writing, I would contend that there is still one major
difference that separates fiction writing from science writing. The difference is
not whether the text really is fiction or nonfiction; rather, the difference is the
claim that the author makes for the text. Declaring that one’s work is fiction is a
different rhetorical move than is declaring that one’s work is social science. The
two genres bring in different audiences and have different impacts on publics and
politics—and on how one’s ‘truth claims’ are to be evaluated. (Richardson and St.
Pierre 961)
Ellis takes a similar position, maintaining that “[w]hether a work is called fiction or fact,
autoethnography or memoir, is connected to writing practices” (39). In general terms, she says,
autoethnographers tend to hold back from producing purely fictional writing, although a
researcher may alter the identity of a participant to protect his or her privacy or “collapse events”
to create a more effective narrative (125)—strategies that are also commonly employed in more
conventional ethnographies (126). Social science work tends to retain the use of theory and
citations, but its distinction from fiction also depends on who publishes a work, who its expected
audience is, how it is promoted, and who reviews it (39). As it happens, all of the students in
Ellis’s fictional classroom in The Ethnographic I are addressing sociological problematics with
the intention of generating some sort of productive, if not precisely measurable, outcome, and
thus bring a somewhat more ‘scientific’ perspective to the issue. (An underlying premise in the
book is in fact that qualitative research is just as valid and effective as quantitative when it comes
to producing knowledge.) It may be that the indeterminacy of literary truth continues to be
somewhat inefficient in a context such as this one, where researchers are still seeking relatively
direct answers to clearly established problems or questions.
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This does not mean that fictional writing more properly speaking has been fully excluded
from the social sciences. Michael V. Angrosino, working out of the field of cultural
anthropology, which he considers to be “the ‘softest’ (that is, the most humanistic) of the social
sciences,” counts himself among the admittedly less common ethnographers to have accepted
“fictionalized writing as a way to represent cultural reality in all its multiplex ambiguity” (32728). Reflecting on a previously published story called “Babaji”—a piece of what might otherwise
be called autobiographical fiction—that deals with the death and funeral of a real-life informant
of the same name in Trinidad, Angrosino explains how the text contains no direct references to
theory: “by contrast, my explanations and interpretations are expressed obliquely, in the way the
characters talk and interact; the people and their actions invite the reader’s engagement and
participation without a scientist’s exposition to guide them” (329). The story, he claims, “deal[s]
more with my emotional response than with the traditional ethnographic particulars—even
though all those particulars are present, albeit not set out in the dryly objective style of the
depersonalized dissertation account” (329-30). Angrosino, who has published over half a dozen
other more conventional ethnographic studies on Trinidad (329), ends his essay by stating that,
even if his experience is fictionalized in this story, “I firmly believe that it is the most truthful
piece I have ever written about the Indian world of Trinidad, and about my role as an
ethnographer therein,” and he offers the story to his readers “in a spirit of reflective dialogue”
(334).
In her introduction to Auto/Ethnography, Deborah E. Reed-Danahay provides a brief
history of the term autoethnography, which she claims, in 1997, “has been used for at least two
decades by literary critics as well as by anthropologists and sociologists, and can have multiple
meanings” (4). (Despite her reference here to the literary context, all of Reed-Danahay’s
examples in her introduction are nevertheless taken from the social sciences in a way that seems
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to allow autobiography into the discussion but not necessarily fiction.) Often the term has
applied to situations where the ‘native’ subject is somehow implicated in the production of an
ethnography of its own culture, or where an anthropologist decides to study his or her own
culture in an ethnographic project. The term has been used to describe ethnographies that deploy
autobiographical conventions, whether by ‘outsiders’ or ‘insiders’ to the culture in question. It
can also refer to a situation where the native author appropriates the ethnographic form as a way
of responding to or contesting the influence of the colonizer. In a general way, Reed-Danahay
claims to use autoethnography in referring to “a form of self-narrative that places the self within
a social context. ... Autoethnography can be done by either an anthropologist who is doing
‘home’ or ‘native’ ethnography or by a non-anthropologist/ethnographer. It can also be done by
an autobiographer who places the story of his or her life within a story of the social context in
which it occurs” (4-9). In this respect, ‘autoethnography’ remains a rather open category (Ellis
counts over sixty terms designating this general area of interest, though autoethnography has
acquired the widest usage [40]). The ethno in ‘autoethnography,’ as Ellis puts it, does not in its
broadest sense necessarily refer to ethnicity but to almost any kind of cultural or social
environment that may be encountered by a researcher, who may or may not belong directly to the
‘culture’ under study, with the auto being a reference to the subjective terms in which the
research is ultimately expressed. In Ellis’s fictional classroom in The Ethnographic I, in addition
to more anthropologically oriented questions, students address doctor-patient relationships in an
oncology clinic, the experience of breast cancer survivors, interracial relationships, domestic
violence, and palliative care.
As Ellis points out, however, what is commonly considered to be the first use of the term
autoethnography was made in 1979 in reference to a sort of ‘native’ ethnography, where the
researcher is considered to be “a full insider” of the culture under study (38), and which is the
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meaning more commonly encountered in literary studies. Following in this sense, Mary Louise
Pratt has put forth a definition of autoethnography that most accurately applies to Wayson Choy
and the issues addressed within the present chapter. According to Pratt, autoethnography is a
mode of writing
in which people undertake to describe themselves in ways that engage with
representations others have made of them. Thus if ethnographic texts are those in
which European metropolitan subjects represent to themselves their others
(usually their subjugated others), autoethnographic texts are representations that
the so-defined others construct in response to or in dialogue with those texts.
Autoethnographic texts are not, then, what are usually thought of as
autochthonous or ‘authentic’ forms of self-representation ... . Rather they involve
a selective collaboration with and appropriation of idioms of the metropolis or
conqueror. These are merged or infiltrated to varying degrees with indigenous
idioms to create self-representations intended to intervene in metropolitan modes
of understanding.9 (“Transculturation” 28)
Pratt’s description of autoethnography here is made within a rather unambiguous colonial
context, where colonizer and colonized are clearly identifiable. This is complicated somewhat by
the immigrant experience that Choy is dealing with, where sojourners in Canada, while certainly
exploited by a colonial system, were not colonized strictly speaking. Nevertheless, in keeping
with Pratt’s terms, Choy can be seen as writing out of the European autobiographical and
novelistic traditions (into which he was more or less born; these are not entirely foreign to him),
and especially their ‘ethnic’ branches reserved for (and created by) non-white authors. He can be
seen as responding to the ethnographic discourse on Chinatown as well, which in the Western
academy has become something of its own tradition (K. Anderson 9). If, as Ellis sees it,
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qualitative research in the social sciences occurs “along a continuum ranging from an orientation
akin to positivist science to one similar to art and literature,” Choy’s work must also be seen as
occupying the extreme artistic and literary end of this spectrum, where autoethnography is said
to be practised (27, 30).
The point to be made here is that the truth conveyed by literary work such as Choy’s is
now recognized by many in the social sciences as being empirically, if not quite scientifically,
valid. Situating Choy’s work within the category of autoethnography legitimates the knowledge
generated by such writing as rigorous and useful. The volume Asian Canadian Writing beyond
Autoethnography, edited by Eleanor Ty and Christl Verduyn, looks more closely at how literary
authors and critics in particular may work productively from within the framework of
autoethnography. To some extent, the editors of the collection use a basic definition of
autoethnography that coincides with Pratt’s (“the practice in which a member of a marginalized
group studies, examines, and speaks on behalf of that group” [Introduction 4]), but the book’s
literary perspective shows through in the genres that are studied in it, namely, fiction,
autobiography, the visual arts, and cross-generic forms which sometimes involve poetry. At the
same time, the title of the collection itself signals a desire to move away from the constraints
associated with autoethnographic readings, which have in the past overemphasized the ethnic
element in literary works, serving quite often to transform an author into a “native informant” (P.
Lai 56). In her contribution to the collection, Kamboureli questions the feasibility of such a move
‘beyond,’ which, to her, “suggests a crossing over that assumes there is already some unspecified
critical space awaiting us ... [,] that there is a (better?) space we can reach and inhabit as critics.”
For Kamboureli, the more pressing concern involves “investigating how autoethnography has
come about, and what it signifies” (“Politics” 32). Her essay deals mainly with the complicity
that exists between cultural anthropology and the Western academic and colonial institutions
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from which it emerged as a discipline, and this despite its efforts to remake itself through the
method and practice of autoethnography—a situation from which literary studies have not
managed to extricate themselves either. Having acknowledged that, at the moment of its
emergence within the field of anthropology, autoethnography was seen as “a radical shift” in
methodology (33), Kamboureli maintains that “[t]he desire in cultural anthropology to
reconstitute the representation of otherness parallels the practice of literary critics to read the
writing of diasporic authors as a reflection of their communities’ social realities and histories.” In
both disciplines, the practice of autoethnography is “often complicitous with the process of
othering and fetishizing diasporic subjects” (38). A central factor in this problem has to do with
the fact that almost all definitions of autoethnography “are informed by the quandary of
insider/outsider, and by the related question as to whether or not the autoethnographer is or acts
as a native informant” (37-38). Even in situations where such an equation is not explicitly made,
Kamboureli argues, autoethnographic method still “proceeds on the assumption that there is an
inexorable affinity between [writers] and their respective cultures and communities” (38-39).
The “move beyond autoethnography,” if it is to happen, Kamboureli says, requires “coming to
terms with complicity as an integral element of the autoethnographic method” (39). The selfreflexivity involved in such a perspective, she goes on to suggest, would allow for a
reassessment of the tradition that literary critics work out of and its role in perpetuating racial
and ethnic difference (41-42). In a very basic way, Kamboureli distinguishes between moments
when texts should and should not be read autoethnographically. “There is a fundamental
difference,” she points out, “between a writer wanting to record his or her own experience of
displacement through life-writing or fiction and the overdetermination of the critical act to read
diasporic authors autoethnographically, whether they write in that mode or not.” Speaking of
Rey Chow’s essay “Secrets of Ethnic Abjection,” where Chow offers a psychoanalytic (and thus
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de-essentialized) reading of ethnic subjectivity in autobiographical writing, Kamboureli proposes
that, in such work, “we have already moved beyond autoethnography,” if one takes the latter
term as referring to static sociological readings of ethnic identity (46-47).
In his contribution to the same collection, Paul Lai takes a similar position, allowing that
certain literary critics have approached the body of writing in question in more constructive ways
“by examining the representational strategies that ethnic writers employ” in producing their
work. Such criticism “complicate[s] the text, the medium through which authors transform and
transmit experiences to readers. What matters is the text as mediation, as language that
transforms and engages in productively disruptive ways what we consider to be reality.” With
this change in focus, the emphasis is placed on the reception of the autoethnographic text: “Such
a shift emphasizes the importance of the critic and the academy in bringing to visibility certain
writing over others, and points to the political impulses behind such criticism guiding the
selection of writing.” Ultimately, the move away from autoethnography at the level of content
may be less important for Lai than “considering how we take up, within various institutional
contexts, these writers and their texts as representing their cultural group. Instead of reading the
texts thematically or content-wise as non-autoethnographic, we might accept the impossibility of
escaping any notion of the autoethnographic subject in ethnic literary studies” (57). The editors
of the collection make a related claim when they explain in their introduction that, in using
“beyond autoethnography” in their title, they “are not signalling the end of the trend of
autoethnography, ... but suggesting that new possibilities in creative expression and writing by
Asian Canadians are not necessarily predicated on the exposition of one’s ethnic identity” (Ty
and Verduyn 4). The new focus is reflected in the issues that the editors identify as being central
to the creative works under study in the volume, relating to globalization and transnationalism;
the reworking of literary conventions; sexuality, gender, and “subjectivity not necessarily linked
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to ethnic culture”; and questions of hybridity. Without abandoning the notion of ethnicity
altogether, many of these works, Ty and Verduyn write, “are particularly conscious of redefining
‘Asian,’ no longer seeing it as a geographical point of origin, but as a space of mobility and
becoming” (16). My endeavour in what follows is to provide a reading of Choy’s work that is in
keeping with this more open and varied sense of the autoethnographic.

Autobiography and Paper Shadows
Although autoethnographic truth value is to be found throughout the body of Wayson
Choy’s writing, it may be more effective to begin the present analysis with a consideration of his
nonfiction, where such truth is likely to be more easily identifiable and less contested. Like
autoethnography, autobiography is associated with a kind of truth telling, a factor that is reflected
in Philippe Lejeune’s definition of the genre which, after forty years, has maintained a certain
applicability. In Le pacte autobiographique, Lejeune approaches what would otherwise be a
variegated corpus from the perspective of the reader (13). Adding to a rather spare initial
definition—“Récit rétrospectif en prose qu’une personne réelle fait de sa propre existence,
lorsqu’elle met l’accent sur sa vie individuelle, en particulier sur l’histoire de sa personnalité”—
Lejeune places his major emphasis on the relationship between the author, narrator, and main
character of a text: “Pour qu’il y ait autobiographie (et plus généralement littérature intime), il
faut qu’il y ait identité de l’auteur, du narrateur et du personnage” (13-15). This correspondence
between the author’s, narrator’s, and character’s identities is effectively established by the name
appearing on the cover or title page of a work, which serves to guarantee the referentiality of the
text’s content. As Lejeune writes, “C’est dans ce nom que se résume toute l’existence de ce
qu’on appelle l’auteur: seule marque dans le texte d’un indubitable hors-texte, renvoyant à une
personne réelle, qui demande ainsi qu’on lui attribue, en dernier ressort, la responsabilité de
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l’énonciation de tout le texte écrit.” By social convention, the name in such a case signals that a
real person has accepted responsibility for the reliability of the material contained within the
work (22-23). The definition of autobiography would thus depend less on the likeliness of a
work’s content than on the recurrence of the author’s name within the text. For Lejeune, a work
ceases to be autobiography if the main character assumes a fictional name, no matter how close
the events portrayed are to what is known of or what is suspected to be the author’s real life (the
text then becomes an autobiographical novel) (24-25). Conversely, even in a situation where a
narrative is totally false, if character and author share the same name, the text is still not
considered to be fiction but a ‘lie’ (“de l’ordre du mensonge”), which, according to Lejeune, is a
category specific to autobiographical discourse, not fiction (30). Given that the novel can, and
has often successfully done so, mimic the conventions of autobiography, the only way of
distinguishing between the two is, again, by means of the author’s name and its presence within
the text. What Lejeune calls “le pacte autobiographique” is founded on this sense of identity
between author and narrator-character (26), though he adds that the pact may also be based on
titles or prefatory material that confirm the autobiographical nature of a work in cases where the
author’s name is not mentioned within the text itself (27). Ultimately, the autobiographical pact
serves to orient the reader’s attitude towards a text, leading the reader to posit a basic, though
never fully determined, similarity between events inside and outside the work. The name and the
pact it produces serve to authenticate the narrative that the autobiography relates (26). The
advantage of such a definition, according to Lejeune, is that, to classify a work as autobiography,
one no longer needs to seek out the ‘real’ life story of the author, what Lejeune calls “un
impossible hors-texte.” The occurrence of the proper name suffices, given that the use of the
author’s name in a text “est fondée sur deux institutions sociales: l’état civil (convention
intériorisée par chacun dès la petite enfance) et le contrat d’édition; il n’y a alors aucune raison
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de douter de l’identité” (35). As a result, the autobiography can be compared to more referential
works dealing with scientific or historical subject matter, as each of these genres is underpinned
by what Lejeune calls a “pacte référentiel,” which he sees, in the case of life writing, as being
“coextensif au pacte autobiographique.” The difference lies in that the claims made in an
autobiography are not verifiable to the same extent that they are in more scientific writing, and
that the reader does not expect them to be so entirely (36-37).10
Choy himself has described his memoir writing in the rather broad terms of creative
nonfiction,11 a designation that in itself captures the tension between fact and fiction that lies at
the centre of autoethnographic truth telling. The same tension can be found within works of
autobiography. In a way that recalls Carolyn Ellis’s distinction between factual truth and
narrative truth, Lejeune speaks of the difference between accuracy (“exactitude”) with respect to
the intended object of the autobiographical narrative (the author’s life), based on the analysis of
specific details, and faithfulness (“fidelité”) to this object, based on the overall meaning of the
work (Le pacte 37). Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson have approached the issue in much the same
way, writing that, “[w]hile autobiographical narratives may contain information regarded as
‘facts,’ they are not factual history about a particular time, person, or event. Rather, they
incorporate usable facts into subjective ‘truth.’” As they see it, “To reduce autobiographical
narration to facticity is to strip it of the densities of rhetorical, literary, ethical, political, and
cultural dimensions” (13). Under these terms, autobiographical truth remains “undecidable,” in
that “it can be neither fully verified nor fully discredited.” The truth of autobiography, the
authors go on to argue, in fact “resides in the intersubjective exchange between narrator and
reader aimed at producing a shared understanding of the meaning of a life.” Such
“intersubjective truth” depends on the reader’s confirmation of the author’s interpretation of his
or her life: “If we approach such self-referential writing as an intersubjective process that occurs
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within a dialogic exchange between writer and reader/viewer rather than as a story to be proved
or falsified, the emphasis of reading shifts from assessing and verifying knowledge to observing
processes of communicative exchange and understanding. It redefines the terms of what we call
‘truth’” (15-17).
A concern for such narrative truth telling will recur in Choy’s commentary on his work,
where he has positioned himself as “an artist, as somebody wanting to know some truths, and not
just the facts” (“Are We”). In a talk given during the writing of Paper Shadows, Choy reflects on
the idea of truth at greater length. “Truth,” he states. “As I go about my research for this memoir
that I’m writing, I’m also struggling with the idea of truth.” Truth in the telling of one’s personal
history, he claims to now understand, is subjective. At the end of the process, “what you are left
with is who you are as a human being, a person composed of unique impressions of a time and
place. And for that same time and place, your family and friends will have parallel impressions
of their own” (“Importance” 95). Still, despite this sense of ambiguity, he goes on to observe,
“Truthful narratives incubate wisdom. Truthful narratives are invaluable, I believe, because such
stories provide a blueprint of how lives might be lived” (104). He refers to the need in
storytelling to speak with “flinching” rather than unflinching honesty, in a way that suggests that
truth, to be effective, may sometimes need to be adjusted (106).12 Such a view of truth—located
at the level of meaning rather than fact—is thematized in All That Matters. The novel opens with
an epigraph taken from Confucius: “With words, all that matters is to express truth.” Yet the idea
of ‘truth’ will be complicated in this work. The Mistress Mean Mouth storytelling scene in a way
addresses the notion of truth as it occurs in literature. In this scene, Kiam-Kim, almost ten, has
grown wary of his grandmother’s storytelling, which he now perceives as contrived. However,
by the end of the story which tells of a magical comb in Old China—a tale “rare and surely to be
fantastic” (127)—Kiam senses that something true has nevertheless been conveyed, especially to
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Jung-Sum (who, as with Poh-Poh, was also mistreated as a child). “At my clapping,” Kiam
remarks, “Jung must have felt the story was as true as the Old One wanted him to believe it was.
I knew he was thinking of his own life, of the belt that had [once] fallen upon his own back”
(134; emphasis added). The story (another of Poh-Poh’s tales of survival [136]) has in a
somewhat more obscure manner said something of the teller’s own unspoken personal
experience as well. As Kiam observes, “I saw a shadow cross the Old One’s brow. ... I had
sensed something impossible, something invisible yet ... there” (135; 2nd ellipsis in orig.). The
convoluted response of Mrs. Lim and Poh-Poh to Jung’s question in the same storytelling
episode—“Is that truly true?”—points to the opaque and elusive nature of truth (129-30). Father
learns a related lesson in the same novel as a result of his efforts to “pin down truth” by tracking
the developments of the war in China at the Chinese Benevolent Association. Father’s idea is
that, by explaining to people exactly what is occurring overseas through the precise pinning of
enemy positions on a map, they will somehow be empowered (297-98). Contrary to Father’s
expectations, however, the undertaking ends by only creating “gloom and despair” among those
present (302). It is only by diverting attention away from the map that Stepmother is able to
bring a more calming and unified atmosphere back into the room (303-04). Likewise, when
Father admits to Kiam that he still loves his first wife more than Stepmother, he obviously hurts
Stepmother, even if, as Kiam sees it, “he had [not] said anything that was not true” (352-53). A
truth that destroys may be factual, Choy suggests here, but it is not necessarily effective in
producing good.
In keeping with the autoethnographic form, Paper Shadows was thoroughly researched.
The memoir, Choy has explained, is in part based on the research begun years earlier in the
writing of The Jade Peony (Levesque). The extent of this research is reflected in the three pages
of acknowledgements that close Paper Shadows, the first half of which is directed towards
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various institutions—universities, libraries, archives, museums—and their representatives, as
well as dozens of aids and what might be called ‘informants’ in ethnographic terms (339-42).
Yet, as Kristjana Gunnars points out, Choy’s ability as a creative nonfiction writer shows
through in that “nowhere does this research intrude in a cumbersome or heavy way” (41). Choy
also dramatizes several of his interviews in Paper Shadows, which conforms with
autoethnographic strategies that serve to situate the researcher within the frame of the story (Ellis
59, 61). His interviews with Hazel (279-83) and Garson Lee and his sisters (329-32) are rendered
as informal conversations, and his interviews with his father are referred to in similar terms—
though Choy mentions that he had attempted a more formal approach with the latter in the past,
involving note-taking and a tape recorder, which was eventually abandoned (307). Although
Choy does not extensively portray his interviews with all of his informants, passing references
throughout the memoir, such as those to Fifth Aunty, or to Aunts Freda and Mary, indicate that
some kind of research has taken place, presumably of an informal nature. Fifth Aunty herself
poses a bit of a problem. Unlike Third Uncle, who is identified as “[F]ather’s direct and oldest
relation” (95), it is never clearly explained how Fifth Aunty is related to the family. She is
merely identified by Choy as someone “who often took care of me” (7). She may simply be a
friend of the family, just as many of Choy’s ‘uncles’ are. However, even if Fifth Aunty is
directly represented in the scene of Mother’s funeral (10-11), one might also be led to see her as
a character created by the author to help in the construction of the narrative—a sort of composite
character standing in for the elders of Chinatown, which is another autoethnographic device
(Ellis 174-75).
Paper Shadows is in large part about Choy’s very attempt to reconstitute his personal and
family history, and by extension about the process of historical writing and the construction of
narrative truth itself. Smith and Watson note that what and how people remember is culturally
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determined and historically specific: “A culture’s understanding of memory at a particular
moment of its history shapes the life narrator’s process of remembering. Often a historical
moment itself comprises multiple, competing practices of remembering” (23). As they go on to
explain, “remembering has a politics. There are struggles over who is authorized to remember
and what they are authorized to remember, struggles over what is forgotten, both personally and
collectively” (24). Such a “politics of remembering—what is recollected and what is obscured—
is central to the cultural production of knowledge about the past, and thus to the terms of an
individual’s self-knowledge” (25). This struggle over the recovery and meaning of the past—the
construction of its truth value—is an underlying concern in Paper Shadows, where the author
finds himself caught between a need to respect the will and memory of his predecessors (who
had maintained a silence on certain issues) and to speak of their experiences in a manner that is
relevant to the contemporary world. The difficulty at the opening of the memoir has to do with
the limits of early childhood memory in itself. The main body of the memoir begins with the
author’s “earliest memories” (6)—being woken at four and five years of age by the sound of the
milkman’s horse and reflections of light in the bedroom mirror while lying in bed with his
mother. The second of these memories in particular is rather uneventful: the author recalls
watching his mother sleep in the early morning. The only striking feature of this moment, aside
from an odd, unaccountable sensation of dread, would appear to be its vividness and the fact that
it still exists at all as a memory (8-10). Later, the author will implicitly associate this moment
with his first vague awareness of mortality (11). These memories are characteristically fleeting
and disconnected. As Choy writes, “Some come in dreams, mere fragments, weighted with a
sense of mystery and meaning. At such times, a sadness pervades me. I close my eyes: older,
long-ago faces, a few of them barely smiling, push into my consciousness” (12). A subsequent
scene that is left entirely unexplained is a visit to an unknown woman who appears to be dying in
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a somewhat claustrophobic setting involving narrow alleyways and cramped corridors (12-14).
Although the memory is never mentioned again, one suspects that Choy had been taken to see
his birth mother on her deathbed. Choy in a way acknowledges that much of what he knows of
this period he has learned second-hand from older relatives. “I remembered none of it,” he
declares in response to Fifth Aunty’s story of his first direct encounter with the milkman’s horse
(7). His recollection of these early events are in fact introduced from within a present time
frame—“When I think of my earliest memories ... ” (6); “I recall clearly ... ” (8); “To this day ...
” (10)—in a manner that points to the author’s retrospective attempt to interpret and bring
meaning to them. The process will be helped along by others as well, as suggested by the
mention of their involvement in piecing together moments in the author’s life: “Many years later,
Fifth Aunty reminded me ... ” (7); “Years later, Mother told me ... ” (19); Betty Lee “could still
recall ... ” (47). Although they are not entirely eliminated, these references to the memoir’s
present time frame and to the aid of others in reconstituting the main narrative trail off after the
fourth chapter, perhaps to avoid redundancy or perhaps because the author’s own memory has
become more reliable. The imaginative element implicated in the narrative’s reconstruction is
also reflected in moments such as Father’s early return home one night, an event where the
author was absent: “He arrived in the evening ... ”; “Father must have opened the door ... ”; “He
may have assumed we were out for a little while ... ” (37). Much in the same way, it is unlikely
that, as a three-year-old, Choy would have known that the opera performance he is attending in
the memoir’s third chapter is a “fundraiser [that] had been advertised for weeks, and featured all
the Canton and Hong Kong professional touring actors stranded in North America by the war in
China” (46). Whatever sense of coherence and truth value the narrative may take on throughout
the memoir, as a work of life writing, it is shown in these early chapters to be crafted,
constructed methodically and retrospectively from available materials.
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The rather nebulous memories of the memoir’s opening chapter are juxtaposed to a
sudden declaration. As Choy writes, “These are the documented facts that I have known all my
life: I was born Choy Way Sun, on April 20, 1939, in Vancouver, in the province of British
Columbia, to Nellie Hop Wah, age thirty-eight, and Yip Doy Choy, age forty-two, the gai-gee
meng, the false-paper names, officially recorded in my parents’ immigration documents. A
midwife, listed as Mrs Eng Dick, attended the birth” (14). These “documented facts,” as the
memoir will demonstrate, are not entirely reliable, however, as they are in part based on the
parents’ false immigration papers. And in the scene that immediately follows, Choy recalls how,
later in life, his mother and father continued to mislead him regarding the identity of his birth
parents in a way that conforms with the erroneous historical record (14-15). (He will learn
further on that his own birth certificate is a false document of sorts [279-80, 282].) One memory
passed down to him that he does seem certain of is that of his naming ceremony at six weeks of
age (15-17). But, given that the story is often told by Choy’s mother, who is here apparently
prone to lie about the past, even this memory now seems somewhat untrustworthy. Reflecting on
the ceremony, Choy himself wonders about his grandfather’s motivations in selecting the name
that he did for his grandson (“too distinctive” or “idealistic,” according to some [16]) (17)—a
detail that is now lost to the past.
Having exposed in this opening chapter of Paper Shadows the limits of personal memory
and inherited memory (whether written or oral), Choy will concern himself elsewhere in the
memoir with filling in the gaps that occur within what he knows of the world he was born into.
The main body of the memoir portrays Choy’s family life in a rather ordinary light, despite his
father’s long absences and the habitual disputes between his parents. It is only in middle age,
well after his parents’ deaths and having discovered that he was himself adopted, that Choy
begins to explore his family’s past more intently. His parents themselves, whom Choy had taken
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for granted as a child, are now shown to have another side to them that he had not been aware of.
Throughout the memoir, one is somewhat suspicious of Mother’s character who, despite being
an unquestionable source of comfort and affection to her son, is disposed to prevarication, as
illustrated in the early scene just mentioned and in her outings to the opera, where she will
sometimes reinterpret the action occurring on stage for her son to spare him from unhappy
endings or to avoid unnecessary explanation (55). In one of his last conversations with his father
before his death, Choy is finally able to form a better understanding of the latter’s own
stepfamily in Victoria and the sense of division caused within it by the domineering stepmother
Yune-Shee. But the exchange also ends with Father deliberately avoiding a question concerning
his birth mother’s death in China in a way that points to his own hidden past (309-11). Learning
of his adoption ultimately leads Choy to press his Aunts Mary and Freda for more information on
the family’s history. In a way, his aunts represent a form of living memory that serves to
supplement (indeed at times to surpass) the author’s own documentary research, which, given
Old Chinatown’s history of illegal immigration, is not always a reliable source of knowledge.
Through his aunts, Choy learns the “shameful story” of his paternal grandmother’s adultery and,
a detail that few in the family had ever known, that Father had in fact also left behind two older
sisters in China (314-17, 334-35). Searching through the government archives of British
Columbia, Choy is unable to find the names of his father’s family on the list of arrivals for the
year of its immigration and concludes that its members “undoubtedly came to Gold Mountain
with ‘bought names’ on false papers, gai gee documents, now lost or burned.” This seems
somewhat unsurprising to Choy, given that such archives are often a source of misinformation,
constitute a sort of repository for “the secrets of Old Chinatown families” (288-89). With
Mother, things are even less evident. Mother does not come to Canada with Father’s family but
as a ‘paper bride’ to a man named Hop Wah. Nellie Hop Wah is her false name and, officially,
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she is said to have been born in New Westminster, not Toishan. Hop Wah died around the time
of her arrival and Choy does not reveal if Mother spent any actual time as his wife, even if she
was expected to mourn publicly as his widow (297-98). The reader never learns Mother’s true
name, only that she spent her entire life in Canada under a false identity. Elsewhere, Choy speaks
of how, when remembering other people’s pasts, there are “silences we have to respect” (qtd. in
Little). He claims to have argued with one of his aunts over the revelation of Father’s secrets. “I
told her that I had to convey a narrative truth about that time, about the lives of the people who
loved me,” he states. “Now that my parents are gone, it’s really time to tell their story. ... I think
this book would have hurt them, and I have really struggled with that. But I hope that I’ve paid
tribute to them” (qtd. in Edemariam). It is never said how Choy learns about his mother’s real
identity, though it was obviously learned second-hand. If Choy withholds information
concerning his mother’s past, including her real name, it is perhaps out of respect for the silence
that she herself had maintained on the matter throughout her lifetime.13
This tension between the need to know and the need to respect people’s privacy informs
the final chapters of Paper Shadows. On at least three occasions, Choy will pursue his
investigations into his family’s past after being discouraged from doing so. His conversations
with Freda continue after being told by Hazel, “You don’t need to know any more” (282-83). As
they will again after the interview with Father (314-18), whose breaking down had temporarily
put a stop to Choy’s research (313). On a third occasion, the author will persist in his inquiries
with Aunt Mary after having momentarily concluded that he knows “as much as I need to know”
about his family’s past (333-35). The author is shown to persevere, cautiously, in responding to
his curiosity despite the deterrents he encounters. In the end, Choy realizes that as an elevenyear-old he probably watched a significant portion of his family’s history burn in the fire set by
Mother in the days before their departure for Ontario, an event that represents a loss of memory
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that Choy will never be able to compensate for in his research. It is not clear what Mother’s
thoughts are during this scene, where she destroys the last major traces of her father-in-law’s
existence. “Straws in the wind” is her only comment (270-71, 338), a brief acknowledgement of
the transitory nature of human existence.14 In what is far from an effortless chronicling of the
past, the narrator in Paper Shadows is shown to be engaged in a sort of struggle to come to terms
with the known and the unknown in his personal history, what one could call its narrative truth,
in which the opacity of the unknown proves to be an obstruction that is not fully surmountable.
The photographs included in Paper Shadows speak in added way to the historical aspect
of Choy’s autoethnographic project. Drawing on Roland Barthes, David L. Eng explains how a
photograph creates a tension in the viewer’s perception of reality as being something that is both
present and past. “If ‘reality’ implies an eternal, interminable, present,” Eng writes,
the temporal ‘this-has-been’ aspect of the photograph tells us that reality is no
longer with us, that the real—the live—of the photograph is impossible, that it has
slipped away and is no longer. Barthes labels this process the ‘mortifying effect’
of photography, suggesting that the abduction of the object by the camera lens—
its memorialization through the representational frame of the photographic
image—results not in its final capture but in its ultimate loss. (39-40).
In other words, in its apparent seizing of a specific moment in time, the photograph—in a
“simultaneous paradoxical preservation and annihilation of the object” (40)—also points to its
concurrent death. This temporal effect is perhaps most straightforwardly reflected in Paper
Shadows in the youthful photograph of Father captioned “Toy Choy’s first Gold Mountain
portrait” (303), which opens the chapter on Father’s death in old age. It can also be seen in the
juxtaposition of the images that open the chapters devoted to Choy’s grandfather (135, 157), one
taken in middle age, the other days before his death (147). In her reading of Denise Chong’s The
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Concubine’s Children, Eleanor Ty notes how, given that “most family photographs are taken at
formal occasions or celebrations, they tend to record moments of ineluctible [sic] joy rather than
misery” (Politics 39). She goes on to point out the disjunction between the formal portraits
included in Chong’s memoir and the rather harsh reality depicted within the text itself (41-42).
Something similar can be seen as being at work in the smiling family portrait of Father and his
stepsisters Mary and Freda that follows upon the scene of Father’s emotional breakdown,
brought on by questions about his own family’s past (314, 312-13). Here, the photograph would
seem to conceal as much as it reveals. A similar disjunction between the seen and the unseen
occurs in the photographs taken of Choy in cowboy costume that open chapters 5 and 7 (65, 85).
There is an element of irony in the second photograph that may not initially be apparent in the
first, as it follows the discussion in chapter 6 of how Hollywood cowboy culture is in part
responsible for the young boy’s loss of Chinese culture (80-82). The photographs, taken from
this perspective, are in fact evidence of a sort of cultural colonization, and their seeming
innocence is lost.
In keeping with the constructed nature of narrative truth, the meaning of the images in
Choy’s memoir must thus be taken as being somewhat unstable and changing. In a way that
corresponds with Choy’s overall intentions, historically speaking, Ty notes how, although they
“are traditionally used as evidence for the existence of people or things” (Politics 34),
photographs are “not real in themselves” (41). Rather, “they only become meaningful [when]
read within specific historical and social circumstances” (41). Photographs, like other texts, must
be assigned meaning through a process of reading and interpretation. The first photograph (and
visual ‘text’) in Paper Shadows—an historical streetscape from the Vancouver Public Library
Archive (n. pag.; see the memoir’s photo credits)—is simply captioned “Chinatown” and can be
seen as summing up the nature of Choy’s autoethnographic project, which is to memorialize this
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space and its people, and render them intelligible to his readership. As a photograph, it exists as a
sort of isolated fragment that needs to be explained through writing (3). The opening chapter of
the memoir ends with a spare description by the adult Choy of a photograph that he keeps on his
desk but that is not visually reproduced. It is a family portrait taken with his parents when he was
three months of age (17). At this stage, this is the first photographic trace that the reader has of
the author’s early existence, but it has very little meaning given that the reader has virtually no
knowledge of those depicted. Chapter 21 opens with the reproduction of this family photo (277).
If, at the beginning, the photograph was presented as a sort of undecipherable fragment of
historical evidence, all three subjects in the image are now thoroughly recognizable, known to
the reader as a result of Choy’s narrative. The epilogue opens in a similar way with a final family
portrait in which Choy is now a grown boy (323). However, the same chapter also begins with
the author telling of how not only his parents but the whole community, including one of his
closest friends, had kept the knowledge of his adoption from him (323-25). In a sense, the image
carries a value in the present day, for the author at least, that it simply could not have had at the
time it was taken, given that he now has a different understanding of the relationships that bind
the subjects in the photograph. In the end, all of the photographs in the memoir must be seen as
historical documents that are only partially knowable. They come across, on the actual page, as
documentary fragments that are surrounded and ‘filled out’ by the truth-bearing text of Choy’s
narrative, itself reconstituted through interpretation and writing.
In terms of content, the main body of Paper Shadows is also about growing up in
Chinatown during a particular period. In accordance with the autoethnographic mode, the
memoir contains innumerable informative passages on this particular experience, concerning, for
example, the women’s contribution to the fundraising for the war effort in China (57-60), or the
general late-wartime boom that develops in the district, bringing an end to the Depression (67-
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69). In Grandfather’s presence, the young Choy (and the reader) are given a detailed view of
certain Chinatown shops and lessons in Chinese etiquette (78-80). Chapter 6 opens with a history
of Chinese immigration to Canada beginning in the 1850s and speaks of the society of “bachelor
men” that eventually formed as a result (72-75). Chapters 16 and 17 tell of attending, and
skipping, Chinese school (213-26, 232-42) and include an intimate look at the cramped living
quarters behind the Modern Silk Shirt shop (236). At the same time, the memoir simply portrays
what everyday North American existence would have been like for an average working-class
family of this epoch. As a boy, Choy is faced, for instance, with the experience of a first day at
school (106-15), of having to wear itchy, but very affordable, Irish tweed trousers (93, 97), of
receiving a dog as a pet (190-99, 204-06, 208-12), and of learning to build a sand/mud castle
(169-77). The autoethnographic and autobiographical contexts lend this material a certain
referential credibility. Adding content-wise, one might say, to Lejeune’s autobiographical pact
(which they acknowledge [11]), Smith and Watson argue that the experience that
autobiographers tell of in itself is, in a somewhat self-sustaining way, a main source of their
authority: “the narrator’s lived experience is the primary kind of evidence asserted in
autobiographical acts, the basis on which readers are invited to consider the narrator a uniquely
qualified authority.” Such authority, when effectively conveyed, “invites or compels the reader’s
belief in the story and the veracity of the narrator; it persuades the reader of the narrative’s
authenticity; it validates certain claims as truthful; and it justifies writing and publicizing the life
story” (33). In these terms, the author’s authority and the narrative’s truth value depend to a large
extent on the reader’s acceptance of the experience depicted (34). Taken from this vantage,
Choy’s authority as an author in his memoir is based significantly on his rendering of his
experience as a racialized subject having lived through a period of elevated racial tension. The
issue of racism is undeniably present in Paper Shadows, beginning with the experience of the
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first Chinese immigrants that Choy tells of, involving the initial head taxes and, eventually, the
Exclusion Act, whose effects persisted into the writer’s own lifetime (72-75). Racism occurs
overtly, made to seem almost normal, as when signs in store windows are said to have “boasted”
the exclusive hiring of white labour (58). But it also takes place more subtly, as when the
kindergarten principal gives Choy a Little Black Sambo storybook, from which the boy will
begin to learn to read (119-21). Still in this vein, Choy’s grandfather dies in the segregated
basement of the Vancouver General Hospital and is buried at the Ocean View Cemetery,
“grounds designated ‘For Chinese Only’” (152-53). What is one of the more extended
discussions of racism occurs later in the memoir, at a time when the author claims to have
become “old enough to listen at last to Father’s stories about his labours on the CPR ships.” In
these stories, Father tells of twelve- to fourteen-hour shifts, of living conditions inferior to those
of white employees, and the prejudice of those in charge—all of which “created in him a
bursting rage that he had to struggle hard to contain. There were a dozen daily humiliations that
he had no chance to dispute.” Yet, as Choy goes on to write, “Father was not entirely helpless.
His pride often saw him through unjust situations and won him some respect” (243-44). In the
words of Smith and Watson, Choy in this manner often chooses to focus more on the
community’s capacity for “survival” than on the “stories of victimhood” that commonly attend
experiences such as those described in the memoir (27). Racism is present in Paper Shadows but
it does not overwhelm the text, which is indicative of Choy’s overall objective, that is, to show
how people were able to live with dignity despite the discrimination they faced in their daily
lives.
What is perhaps of greater significance in the memoir is its portrayal of the cross-cultural
experience that affects the narrator’s life—a state of cultural existence that is underlined by the
Cantonese epigraph—printed in both Chinese and English—that opens the work (n. pag.).
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Throughout Paper Shadows, the cultural boundaries that determine the child narrator’s
experience are never rigidly drawn, something that is especially evident in Choy’s early years
when he seems, at least at first glance, to exist outside the influence of any cultural system
whatsoever. Choy’s first memory in Paper Shadows—he recalls waking in bed with his
mother—does not yet appear to be affected by any awareness of race or ethnicity, by “family
history” or “the five-times-as-hard hard times [his] parents endured.” Still, already at an
unconscious level, the effects of ethnicity can be said to be present here, namely, in the form of
the kinship titles that serve to orient the narrator’s life—Mah-ma, Grandfather, Father, Fifth
Aunty (6-7). A year later, by the time he is five, the author again recalls waking in bed with his
mother, but he is now also aware of his father’s absence, who is away “on one of his frequent
alternating three- and five-week stints as a cook on a Canadian Pacific steamship liner” (8), a
form of employment closely related to the Chinese immigrant experience. Choy’s earliest
memories are in fact characteristically informed by the “warning” of his elders—“You never
forget you Chinese!” (12)—a declaration that will recur more than once in Choy’s body of work
and that is spoken by Grandfather in particular “as if thousands of years of cultural history stood
behind him” (136). However, although the family attempts to inculcate in the young boy an
awareness of the hostility that faces the Chinese in Canada (both Mother and Dai Yee tell, for
instance, of having spent three weeks “in the ‘Pig House’ customs building in Victoria” upon
first arriving in the country [31]), his first direct encounter with racism and racial division is met
with incomprehension. “[B]ut why would a boy make fun of that?” Choy questions, having just
seen a white boy laugh at his mother’s eyes in a Woodward’s department store (167). The North
American aspect of Choy’s cultural experience shows through in the difficulty he has with the
Chinese language. In the 1940s, as he explains, “All respectable Chinatown families felt obliged,
even coerced, to send their sons and daughters to one of the half-dozen private Chinatown
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schools” in Vancouver, where they would be taught formal Mandarin or Cantonese but never a
locally used dialect such as Toishanese. In conformance, Choy begins to attend Chinese school at
eight years of age, but such an education turns out to be somewhat irrelevant in the Canadian
context and, by age ten, Choy has become “a Chinese-school drop-out” (214). The inability to
succeed at Chinese school is perceived as a shameful thing by Choy’s parents (240-42), but signs
that Choy may not be equipped for Chinese school appear on his first day of attendance, when he
cannot follow the headmaster’s formal Cantonese and mumbles the words to “God Save the
King” because he does not know those to the Chinese national anthem (217). Choy compensates
for this inability by telling himself that he is Canadian. “I no longer felt I was a failure,” he
writes, “because I was no longer going to be Chinese” (238-39)—a view that will receive some
support from Aunt Freda, who concludes that this situation is perhaps to be expected, given that
“Sonny lives in Canada, not just Chinatown” (241). In fact, it becomes apparent that Choy is not
the only one struggling with Chinese school, and more parents begin to understand that there
may be “other ways to be Chinese” (242). Often enough, the narrator’s two cultures are shown to
coexist in somewhat surprising ways, such as when Choy hears in the tales of Hans Christian
Andersen “the Chinatown voices that told me stories of long-ago Ancient and Old China” (208).
In a similar way, Larry Wong’s father, proprietor of Modern Silk Shirt, owns a small movie
projector and a collection of Hollywood films, even if he also prefers to wear “a plain Chinesestyle shirt” rather than a Western one, such as those he makes himself (236-37, 238-39). One can
be ‘modern’ and Chinese at once, the character suggests.
However, these examples of reciprocity do not take into account certain asymmetries that
exist between the two cultures in question. The relationship between Chinese and North
American culture (and their relations of power) are represented emblematically, and more
precisely, one could say, in the comparison that is made in the memoir between the Chinese
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opera and the movie theatre. Chapter 3 of Paper Shadows is devoted to the Chinese opera, which
is described in terms that are in themselves resistant to essentializing notions of cultural
authenticity. Although the actors are professionals from China and Hong Kong (46), the theatre
itself is located in a building within range of the “noxious chemical smells from the False Creek
refineries” and the noise of freight trains, both of which have come to be accepted as a common
feature of the event (42). The opera is not a culturally purist space, as indicated by Choy’s
parallel awareness of Bugs Bunny (42), North American children’s songs (50), and “cowboy
movies” (53). (The storylines of the operas are also compared to Wuthering Heights [51] and
King Lear [52].) The opera, according to Choy, is “treated more like an open-air teahouse than a
formal theatre” (50); spectators smoke and eat snacks brought in from the outside and the
presence of children is accepted (44-45). It is an informal, popular setting, more in line with the
movie theatre in effect than with Western versions of the opera. Although the autobiographical
pact invoked in Paper Shadows does not really give the reader a reason to mistrust the
information that Choy provides on Chinatown culture in the memoir, the “trick” that the princess
performs at the end of the third chapter (she drinks wine from a goblet while bending over
backwards to prove that she is “the real princess” [54]) is perhaps meant to signal the possibility
that the author has, within the parameters of the autoethnographic and creative nonfiction forms,
“oversimplified and recast” some of the material provided—just as Mother had done for her son
as a boy (56). In a way, such a ‘trick,’ and the hesitation it creates in the reader, may serve to
interrupt readings that are potentially exoticizing.
The mythic atmosphere of the opera at this stage in the memoir is still captivating for the
young Choy, who is only vaguely aware of Hollywood (42); however, he soon begins to be more
consistently exposed to the “horse operas” (71) that will overtake whatever Chinatown is able to
produce. “I saw cowboys everywhere” (84), as he says. The movie theatre “lured me into the
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black-and-white world of cowpoke heroes and dastardly villains, a much simpler world than I
had ever encountered at the Sing Kew.” Here, “Good and Evil became crayon strokes” (80). The
Hollywood cultural industry effectively edges certain aspects of Chinese culture out of the boy’s
life. Choy explains how he soon began to refuse to go to the Cantonese opera, whose “table-andchair landscape” now seemed “laughable” and “ridiculous” by comparison to the effects
encountered at the movies (82). The process is helped along by an equally simple formula of
visibility and marketing:
I wanted to be a cowboy. All the boys in Chinatown wanted to be cowboys.
Woodward’s, Kresge’s, the Army and Navy, the Five and Dime, all the local
merchants began to sell cowboy stuff. I wanted everything: smoking cap guns,
Red Ryder rifles, Tonto knives, Roy Rogers six-shooters, Lash LaRue whips—
and all the cowboy comics, the flip-book images of the Lone Ranger hi-hoSilvering; I coveted the sheriff’s badges, embossed boots, Gene Autry hats,
Hopalong Cassidy suspenders ... Even Chinatown general stores began carrying
cowboy gum cards, displayed above the flags-of-the-world and the militaryairplane cards.
You could never buy opera stuff. Never see the South Wind General’s pennants
on store counters, never pick up the headdress with the quivering peacock feathers
from any store display. The cowboy-and-Indian world was infinitely superior,
because it was infinitely available. (81; ellipsis in orig.)
The forms of dominance that are present elsewhere in the memoir in social and economic terms
are here cast in a cultural light. The minority culture—no matter how vital or vibrant—is simply
unable to compete with the controlling presence of the United States film industry.
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The Implied Author and the Realist Ethnic Novel
Closely tied to Wayson Choy’s use of the autoethnographic genre in both his nonfiction
and fiction is the question of the implied author, which brings into play a sense of the author
founded on the cultural reality that is represented in his or her writings. The first chapter of the
dissertation identified the problem relating to the implied author as it exists in the field of ethnic
writing at the present time and the need to reduce the gap that tends to occur between the
‘images’ of the authors being produced by a mainstream readership and the lived reality of these
same authors—a disjunction that would seem to signal a difficulty or incapacity on the
audience’s part to read or interpret cultural difference. According to Wayne C. Booth, the
reader’s conception of the implied author, or what he also calls the author’s “second self,” is to
some extent the unavoidable result of the reader’s attempt to arrive at the meaning of a fictional
text, this sense of the author’s personality or individuality stemming from the social and political
values that emerge from the written work itself (70-71, 73-74). The first impression of the
implied author that the reader gets is usually tied to the name that appears on the title page of a
work, the figure of the implied author being a function of this name. The image of the author is
also often promulgated through interviews and public appearances. Simon Harel uses the term
personalization (“personnalisation”) in describing the effects of the implied author and how
ethnic writers in particular often find themselves, as a result of the racial and ethnic context that
they work out of, taken up by their readership as witnesses or spokespersons with regard to a
certain cultural experience in a way that tends to conform with the public’s limiting expectations.
The ultimate outcome of this process is the fitting of writers into pre-existing ethnic categories
that are suited to the needs of the literary institution and easily recognizable to the audience (Les
passages 24, 27). As Philippe Lejeune has observed, the relation of author to implied author,
their presumed identity, is a primary characteristic of the autobiographical form (Le pacte [1996]
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23-24). Drawing on Émile Benveniste’s distinction between the ‘I’ of the enunciation and the ‘I’
of the utterance, Lejeune points to how the ‘I’ of autobiography is a discursive construct, to how
“la première personne est un rôle” (19-21). According to Lejeune, the author does not exist as a
person to the reader, but as the image of a person that develops in relation to the body of writing
that the author produces over time (23). If Lejeune’s distinction between the subjects of the
enunciation and of the utterance (he will also use the terms “auteur” and “personne”)
corresponds to some extent with the one that Booth makes between author and implied author, in
the latter case, Booth is working with fiction, where the production of the author’s image is not
crucial to the reading. Autobiography, by comparison, is centrally concerned with the production
of this image, which remains intimately tied to the author’s name. In Lejeune’s view,
“l’autobiographie est le genre littéraire qui, par son contenu même, marque le mieux la confusion
de l’auteur et de la personne,” with this identification of author and image, he adds, having
directed the reception of literature in the West as a whole since the end of the eighteenth century.
As he goes on to state, “Le sujet profond de l’autobiographie, c’est le nom propre” (Le pacte
[1996] 33).15
The challenge for the ethnic author is to find ways of resisting the reductive forces
associated with the figure of the implied author (Harel, Les passages 30-31). Rey Chow refers to
how, within the ethnic context, the “very acts and utterances [of authors] are considered in an a
priori manner autobiographical or representative of their group.” She describes these writers as
“authors writing about themselves-always-deemed-to-be-writing-about-themselves” (Protestant
152), a phrasing that is suggestive of the inescapability and restrictiveness of the situation. Choy
seems to willingly situate himself within this arrangement to some degree, which may not be
entirely avoidable. He mobilizes the figure of the implied author produced through his fiction
and nonfiction in an effort to inform the reader, which is in keeping with his autoethnographic
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project. He chooses to put into play strategically the autobiographical elements that Fulvio
Caccia and Ying Chen have attempted to excise from their work. Though it must be recalled that
the latter are not against the autobiographical in itself, as revealed in their own writing and
commentary, but only those aspects that serve to maintain the differentializing racial and ethnic
boundaries operative in the literary institution and society at large. As Choy puts it in speaking of
The Jade Peony, “I think that all good writing is somehow autobiographical, whether it is fiction
or non-fiction,” adding, in a way that corresponds with the position of Caccia and Chen touched
on in the first part of the dissertation, “I do identify intensely with each one [of my narrators] at
different moments, in different parts of the book. But it’s scattered” (“Intercultural” 274). In a
way, Ien Ang describes what could be taken to be Choy’s motivation in deploying the figure of
the implied author through his work and public appearances. Drawing on Janet Gunn, Ang
proposes that autobiography, when effectively carried out, has less to do with the portrayal of
“the subject’s authentic ‘me’” than with the subject’s attempt to identify its “location in a world
through an active interpretation of experiences that one calls one’s own in particular,” with the
“reflexive positioning of oneself in history and culture.” As she sees it, autobiographical writing
has the potential to generate “a more or less deliberate, rhetorical construction of a ‘self’ for
public, not private purposes.” Under these terms, “the displayed self” becomes “a strategically
fabricated performance, one which stages a useful identity, an identity which can be put to work.
It is the quality of that usefulness which determines the politics of autobiographical discourse.”
If, for Ang, the autobiographical mode is to have any value beyond a sort of narcissistic celebrity
self-indulgence, it is by giving it political significance, “by moving beyond the particulars of
[one’s] mundane individual existence. ... [T]he politics of self-(re)presentation as [Stuart] Hall
sees it resides not in the establishment of an identity per se, full fledged and definitive, but in its
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use as a strategy to open up avenues for new speaking trajectories, the articulation of new lines
of theorizing” (On Not 23-24).
Nancy K. Miller proposes that what draws the reader to autobiography is the desire for
identification with the author. Reflecting on her own reasons for writing her memoir, which she
sees as involving an attempt to form a “relational tie” with someone “other,” Miller observes that
“[w]hat seems to connect memoir writers and their readers is a bond created through
identifications and—just as importantly—disidentifications. Although some degree of
identification, conscious or unconscious, is typically present in reading prose narrative (fiction or
non-fiction), memoir reading can’t do without it.” What results is a “heightened process of
identification” between reader and author, which she describes as a kind of codependency (2-3).
Such a relation of codependency is not always benign, as Miller goes on to state further on:
“writing about yourself puts your ego out there—all alone—in relation to the others who are
your readers. On the border between the ego and the other is the potential for identification or
repudiation, sympathy or revulsion, love or violence” (112). Carolyn Ellis speaks in a similar
way of how “honest autoethnographic exploration generates a lot of fears and self-doubts,” to
which is added “the vulnerability of revealing yourself, not being able to take back what you’ve
written or having any control over how readers interpret your story. It’s hard not to feel that
critics are judging your life as well as your work” (xviii). In opening oneself to public scrutiny,
“[y]ou become your stories to your readers, and to yourself” (33-34). The risk of reprisal is
especially present when one’s writing contests existing structures of power (Smith and Watson
85). One way of dealing with the perils of such (over)exposure is, quite simply, to control what
aspects of one’s personal life are to be made public. Although Choy does speak openly about
himself and his personal history, it is hard to ignore that a large swath of his life remains
untouched in both his writing and his commentary, that is, the period between his departure from
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Vancouver at age eleven and the discovery, at fifty-six, that he was adopted as a child—a period
of over forty years. His childhood narrative in Paper Shadows ends with his leaving Vancouver
for what he claims will be six years (274), but nothing is said of what happens after this
departure. The narrative picks up again in January 1980, when he learns of his father’s stomach
cancer (303). The ensuing brief chapter tells of Father’s final years, during the course of which
Choy passes over his own “teenage years” and his “thirties” in the space of two pages (306-07).
In Not Yet, Choy in a similar way mentions further moves between Vancouver and Belleville,
Ontario, at fifteen and seventeen in order to work in his father’s restaurant, but the precise
reasons for moving are not given (174, 160). (The family will in fact eventually re-establish itself
in Vancouver later on [Paper 336].) He just as quickly tells of leaving home in 1962, at twentythree, to hitchhike to Ottawa “on a civil rights protest” after having been refused a green card to
work in the United States (Not Yet 10-11, 121). Throughout his interviews and public
appearances, sporadic references are made to this neglected part of his life—which involved
teaching at Humber College and occasional attempts at creative writing—but these issues are
never dealt with in any detail. This rather glaring omission would seem to indicate a certain
reluctance on Choy’s part to instrumentalize his private life, to participate in the workings of the
implied author in an unrestricted way. Discussing Rigoberta Menchú’s decision “to keep some
aspects of her identity secret” in the writing of her autoethnographic testimony, Sidonie Smith
and Julia Watson maintain that such a strategy “subverts the comfortable cultural assumption of
readers that we can ‘know’ the life narrator by reading the narrative” (60-61). In this sense,
Choy’s resistance with respect to the figure of the implied author is reflected in the manner in
which he has deliberately chosen to shape his public persona. In a related way, Choy’s refusal to
act as a representative for his ethnic group offers another challenge to the strictures of the
implied author. Somewhat unexpectedly, given the nature of his work, Choy does not see himself
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as necessarily writing “as a Chinese-Canadian,” in the terms of his interviewer Rocío G. Davis.
Through the process of writing The Jade Peony, he tells of having “discovered that I work from
within my imagination and that when I write, this is what works for me.” Fictional writing is an
imaginative task, as it is for all writers, he states implicitly. If he happens to write about being
Chinese Canadian, it is because this is the experience that has shaped his imagination. Otherwise,
he does not see himself as “stand[ing] for Chinese-Canadians,” which, he says, “would be
presumptuous and embarrassing” (“Intercultural” 271-72). As will be revealed below, in his
attempt to emphasize the constructedness and hybridity of Chinese Canadian identity, Choy, in
his work, is not reaffirming the essentialisms on which the ethnic implied author is based but
undermining them.
Choy’s public self-positioning is to some extent a necessary attending factor to his
decision to work out of the traditional form of the realist ethnic novel, with its detailed
representations of racial and ethnic experience that tend to lead on the reader’s part to the
production of somewhat predictable images of the writing subject. However, as I will presently
argue, Choy carries out this latter task all the while resisting the sense of essentialization and
determinism that is typically associated with the genre, at times denounced for its naturalist
depictions of immigrant life. The boundary dividing realism and naturalism in itself, as the
ensuing discussion will attempt to illustrate, is not clearly nor easily drawn. Although realism
(and naturalism, one might add) developed in distinct ways in different countries and under
different historical and social conditions, nineteenth-century France is usually accepted as the
context “in which the realist novel genre was [initially] most consciously pursued, debated,
acclaimed and denounced” (Morris 47). As a result, the writings of French novelists from this
time period are frequently taken as being representative of the genres’ development, though
opinions on the evolution of the realist and naturalist literary styles and their classification and
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periodization tend to vary. In this regard, Erich Auerbach, in his charting of the mimetic form
throughout the history of Western literature, posits the emergence of realism in France as
beginning with Stendhal and culminating with Zola (while passing by Balzac, Flaubert, and the
Goncourts), without making any overt distinction between the realist and naturalist movements
(454-524). Although he does implicitly associate Zola with naturalism at one point (520), the
authors in his study are all approached as realists. This may have to do with the fact that
Auerbach, as he himself explains, is studying the development of a certain (‘seriously’ oriented)
kind of mimetic representation in the West dating from antiquity and is less concerned with
classifying authors into schools and movements (548, 556). In a more recent context, Pam
Morris also takes Stendhal, Balzac, Flaubert, and Zola as her main examples in her study of
realism’s history (55-74). Although she likewise mentions Zola’s ties to naturalism (70-71), she
does not place much emphasis on the matter and refers to the authors throughout her work as
realists as well. Colette Becker makes a more concerted effort in dividing the realist-naturalist
continuum. Acknowledging that realism as a form of mimetic representation has existed in
Western literature since its origins (2, 31), she also sees the term as referring more specifically to
a movement in literature and the visual arts that was especially prominent in France between
1848 and 1865. Altogether, it remains difficult to define as a style, however, as the idea of reality
itself, which it attempts to represent, remains ambiguous, altering through time, depending on
perceptions and attitudes towards the real, as well as the technologies and artistic conventions
available to represent it (31-32). Where the distinction between realism and naturalism is
concerned, Becker takes the two genres as having in the past been either too simplistically
distinguished from or conflated with one another, when in fact the relationship between the two
is said to be more a question of overlap. She sees both movements as responding to the
romanticism of an earlier period and contends that the differences that exist between them are
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mainly the result of the historical, social, and cultural circumstances in which they evolved—as
both the benefits and devastating effects of capitalism, urbanization, and scientific progress
became more evident over the course of the nineteenth century (1-3). With this in mind, Becker
situates Stendhal and Balzac as the “grands initiateurs” of the realist movement in France, that is,
as its predecessors, but does not include them within the realist movement proper (proposing in
fact that the traditional novel form “atteint son apogée avec le récit balzacien”) (45-51, 131).
Rather, she sees the movement as best represented by Flaubert, “le maître du roman réaliste”
(63), though she also includes Champfleury and Duranty as examplars of the genre (59-67). She
presents Zola as the leading figure of the naturalist movement (67-78). Jacques Dubois, by
comparison, expands the field of the realist novel, allowing it to range from Balzac (“le grand
concepteur du projet réaliste”) into the mid-twentieth century, based on the work of Céline and
Simenon (9, 14). However, he also admits that Balzac and Stendhal are still affected by the
romanticism of an earlier period and (somewhat in keeping with Becker) proposes that the
“phase réaliste-naturaliste” strictly speaking begins with Flaubert and reaches its height with
Zola (18-19). Following his own partitioning (“découpage”) of the realist continuum, Dubois
classifies the work of Balzac and Stendhal as a “réalisme de fondation” and that of Flaubert and
Zola as a “réalisme d’accomplissement”; to be followed by Maupassant and Proust as examples
of a “réalisme d’approfondissement,” and Céline and Simenon as that of a “réalisme de crise”
(156-57). In a somewhat typical manner, Brook Thomas, in his study of late-nineteenth-century
American realism, insists on distinguishing between realism and naturalism to some extent (11).
But he goes on to admit at least one text that is more often taken as a work of naturalism—Kate
Chopin’s The Awakening—into his corpus of ‘realist’ works (10, 288), which he admits to
having been selective in shaping (10).
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What results from this somewhat inconsistent partitioning of the realist-naturalist
spectrum is the difficulty of assigning conventions to the two genres in any unequivocal way.
What all would seem to agree upon is the sociological outlook that characterized the first
attempts at modern realist writing. According to Auerbach, it was Stendhal’s exploration,
through the character of Julien Sorel in Le rouge et le noir, of “the tragically conceived life of a
man of low social position ... within the most concrete kind of contemporary history” that
marked an entirely new development in the tradition of mimetic representation in the West (45758). As he writes, “Insofar as the serious realism of modern times cannot represent man
otherwise than as embedded in a total reality, political, social, and economic, which is concrete
and constantly evolving ... —Stendhal is its founder” (463). Balzac would develop this tendency
in a more systematic manner in his elaborate “history of manners” in which he put forward the
idea of the social type (drawn from the thought of “mystics, philosophers, and biologists” [474])
(473-80). For Auerbach, the novelty of Stendhal and Balzac lies in the fact that, prior to this,
depictions of everyday life were consigned to the lower styles, “could [only] be treated
comically, satirically, or didactically and moralistically” (481). The ‘scientific’ orientation of the
realist genre, already present in Balzac to some degree, would intensify in the latter half of the
nineteenth century in the work of the Goncourts and Flaubert (495-506). It is at this time that the
lower classes (“the masses”) begin to figure more prominently in the literature, adding to its
realism (497). It is also the point at which it becomes possible to more openly and directly
criticize society, and even one’s own readership (499-503). Auerbach is less praiseworthy of this
generation of writers, however, whose aestheticism he finds devoid of political insight (503-06).
It is with Zola, who belongs to the next generation, that depictions of the lower classes begin to
acquire a more tangible political value in his view (512). The people and settings that Zola
studies in his writing are more thoroughly researched than that of anyone who had come before,
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and Auerbach calls him “the last of the great French realists” (515). Dubois accepts Auerbach’s
view of realism’s development, in which, over time, “la condition de l’homme dans sa dimension
quotidienne, domestique, concrète, obtient droit de cité” (48). He considers the genre to be
founded in a search (“quête”) for truth, which, he claims, “est largement sociale” (45), and sees
this search as constituting an attempt to unveil “les mécanismes cachés qui régissent le grand
dispositif social” (51). The scientific turn in literary history that occurred with the emergence of
realism, Dubois points out, was in an important way due to the faith in science (“ce climat
positiviste”) that permeated the time in question (92-93). If the genre’s scientific pretensions
were not, and could never have been, fulfilled all that rigorously by a work of the imagination, he
concedes, the novel’s capacity to experiment with and comment analytically on certain social
situations should still not be wholly dismissed (62-64).16
Related to realism’s capacity to portray various social realities is the question of mimetic
representation itself. Realism as a genre is based on a rather strict system of conventions (what
Philippe Hamon calls a “discours constraint”) that attempts to conceal its own rhetoricity
(Dubois 36-37). As Becker puts it, “la règle fondamentale du roman réaliste/naturaliste est de
gommer les indices de sa fabrication et de faire croire à la possibilité d’un renvoi à un référent,
d’imposer l’idée qu’il n’est qu’un double du réel” (143). As a result, the genre, as it is commonly
seen, has come to be associated with “[t]he values of accuracy, adequacy and truth” (Morris 9).
In general, Morris writes, works of realism “present themselves as corresponding to the world as
it is, using language predominantly as a means of communication rather than verbal display, and
offering rational, secular explanations for all the happenings of the world so represented. ...
[Hence] questions of knowledge and relative truth are inseparable from an understanding of
realism as a representational form” (9-10). However, current self-awareness has affected how
readers now approach the realist works of the past and their claim to mimetic representation:
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“Nous savons désormais que le rapport mimétique que ces derniers [auteurs] croyaient entretenir
avec le monde était en partie illusoire et que leur prétention à la transparence masquait les ruses
et procédés d’une rhétorique” (Dubois 10). Morris considers this critique which was levelled at
realism throughout the second half of the twentieth century in the second chapter of her book but
ends, nonetheless, by defending the genre as a creative and imaginative activity for both writers
and readers, as a form that, despite its discursive limitations, still has the capacity to convey to
the reader an experience or sense of reality that may previously have been unknown (41-44).
Indeed, others have pointed to the fact that the realist authors themselves did not necessarily
‘believe’ in the mimetic capacities of language (Becker 146-47; Dubois 31; B. Thomas 13).
According to Becker, the realists were aware that a total, objective imitation of reality was not
possible and were more concerned with giving shape to a specific vision of reality, “l’illusion du
réel,” as she puts it. “Ils choisissent, trient, ordonnent, plient le réel à leurs intentions, à leurs
modèles, consciemment ou inconsciemment,” she writes. “[P]our la plupart d’entre eux, la
mimésis reste seconde” (28). As Brook Thomas remarks, the ‘representation’ that realists are
said to provide in their work must more accurately be taken in terms of “a presentation, and a
theatrical performance. Not trying to seize reality, they present or perform it” (13).
In addition to being an accessible, popular, and widely disseminated genre (3-4), critics
have observed that realism was also, from the outset, contestatory, being “propelled by radical
experimentation with narrative technique” (Morris 2-3, 47-48). If realism tended to focus on
middle-class existence, much of the writing, according to Morris, “was confrontational and
critical rather than conciliatory” (48). Becker makes a similar observation. “Tous les écrivains de
la réalité s’accordent pour attaquer les constructions de l’imagination, l’utilisation de
conventions et de stéréotypes, l’asservissement aux goûts du lecteur” (15), she writes, claiming
that the sense of discord created by the realists and naturalists at the time was in large part due
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not only to their mixing of high and low styles but also to their willingness to explore, at the
level of content, the hypocrisy and vice of the middle classes as well as the lower (84-86).
Becker lists six characteristics of the realist genre: 1) it is a contestatory style, challenging
tradition and official culture; 2) it has an unclearly defined field of interest, concerned with all
aspects of society and human existence; 3) it is concerned with the individual set within a
contemporary context; 4) it is serious, often well researched with a pedagogical or sociological
outlook; but 5) is equally assigned an aesthetic or creative value; and 6) it is at once preoccupied
with a search for truth and the verisimilar representation of this truth (33-36). What is of interest
is that Morris provides her own “four defining features” of the realist work which are very
similar to Becker’s, although her examples of the genre’s main authors consist of Stendhal,
Balzac, Flaubert, and Zola (55), whereas Becker does not include the first two authors within her
corpus. In a similar way, Brook Thomas contends that “[t]he techniques that realists developed to
engage their audiences are among their most important contributions to the construction of the
literary as presently defined” (xi). The main realist examples in Thomas’s study are taken from
the writings of Henry James, Mark Twain, and William Dean Howells published during the last
twenty years or so of the nineteenth century, and Thomas counts among the techniques employed
by these authors the “abandonment of an omniscient perspective for a limited point of view,” and
the related importance of “showing rather than telling” (9). He also mentions the leaving aside of
“model characters” (14) and, as suggested by his reading of Howells, the use of indeterminacy
and open-ended narratives (28, 153-55). Although Thomas uses ‘realist’ in designating these
strategies, however, they hardly call to mind the Balzacian novel (his authors are in fact writing
decades later); but they do correspond with the conventions that Becker assigns to both the
realist and naturalist traditions (that for her do not include Stendhal or Balzac either). She
enumerates these devices in her chapter “Stratégies et enjeux littéraires”: the abandonment of the
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omniscient narrator (the latter’s knowledge is now disseminated unobtrusively through
characters and descriptions of scenes and events) and the multiplication of perspectives; the
reworking of the traditional incipit and exposition; the heightening of detailed description
(sometimes to disorienting effect); the replacement of the traditional hero with a more
ambiguous, morally or psychologically complex character; the paring down of plot and action
(sometimes to the point of fragmentation); greater attention to sensory experience (often
transmitted through free indirect discourse); and the use of settings familiar to the reader (12142). In keeping with Thomas’s remark, recourse to such strategies is still considered to be a sign
of ‘good writing’ today, with their being used by both mainstream and experimental writers. Yet,
in a preceding chapter, “Quelques thèmes,” Becker outlines the themes that belong, in her
opinion, to the realist and naturalist movements but that some might assign to naturalism alone:
the greed and hypocrisy of the bourgeoisie; social degradation and degeneration; illness in
various forms; sexuality (especially female) and adultery; societal problems associated with
capitalism, industrialization, and urbanization; nature in its less than glorious dimensions (89106). These themes indicate, again, that Becker’s usage of ‘realism’ may not be the commonly
accepted one. If there is a point to this discussion, it is simply to indicate that a problem lies in
trying to decide if ‘realists’ today are drawing from prior realist or naturalist conventions in any
clear way, the two styles having merged in a significant manner. When one speaks of realism,
naturalist conventions are probably involved to some degree.
The general antipathy that has at times been directed towards naturalism has to do with
the sense of determinism that it engenders. If, as Becker says, the naturalist movement was
guided by certain contestatory stylistic principles (72), it was also heavily influenced by
developments in science, and especially in physiology. Basing their thoughts on discoveries in
medicine, naturalist authors “privilégient l’étude des marges du sain, les dégénérescences, la
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folie, les névroses, ils traquent l’hérédité, ce qui se passe sous la peau.” Accordingly, the
naturalists would adopt what they perceived to be a scientific method—derived from chemistry
and physics—in their observation of the world and human society (75-77). As Zola himself put
it, “Les naturalistes reprennent l’étude de la nature aux sources mêmes, remplacent l’homme
métaphysique par l’homme physiologique, et ne le séparent plus du milieu qui le détermine”
(qtd. in Becker 75; emphasis added). In Dubois’s view, a “principe déterministe” underlies all
realist writing to some extent, given its interest in causality (134-35, 99-100). However, it is in
Zola that this principle attains an exemplary status as a result of the author’s understanding of
natural and social forces. Zola, Dubois writes, “fait état d’un double déterminisme, celui,
physiologique, de l’hérédité, et celui, social, du milieu, dont il entend explorer méthodiquement
les effets. Dans son modèle, hérédité et milieu prennent la forme de grands opérateurs qui
conjuguent leurs pouvoirs de façon complémentaire ... . Vus sous cet angle, ils apparaissent
comme deux forces qui contraignent l’individu et sa liberté.” For Zola, the first force (nature)
was inescapable, but the second (culture) could potentially be resisted; still, he would often be
rebuked for his nullifying of free will (234).
More recently, a similar sense of determinism has been identified as occurring within the
field of ethnic writing, most often in the guise of a social force (though it may at times take on
the proportions of a natural one). In a discussion of the early ethnic anthologies produced in
English Canada during the 1970s and 80s, Smaro Kamboureli refers to the presence in much of
this work of an “assumed determinism binding diasporic subjects to their birth or ancestral
countries and certain inherited premises about ethnicization” (Scandalous 148). Fulvio Caccia, in
Quebec, and even within Canada, has been among the most vocal in decrying the determinism
tied to the differentializing impulse of the Québécois and Canadian literary institutions, a sense
of difference that he sees as being problematically based on a reductive notion of the ethnic
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community (“Les ‘écritures’” [Neue] 61-62). Writing in 1992, Caccia associates the newly
emerging body of immigrant writing in the West with a tendency towards autobiography and
“une esthétique naturaliste” (“Le roman” 92, 100). And he has spoken of écriture migrante in
Quebec in a more recent context as consisting, again, of “une majorité d’oeuvres plutôt
naturalistes qui s’inscrivent dans une logique de territorialisation” (“La guerre” 70), a form of
naturalism, in his view, that only caters to the dominant culture’s taste for exoticism and the
familiar (“Les écritures” [Gravili] 78). Caccia’s thoughts can be seen as coinciding to some
extent with those of Rey Chow, who uses the notion of “coercive mimeticism” in approaching
the preponderance of autobiographical ethnic writing that has been produced in North America
in the present period. Coercive mimeticism, as Chow sees it, is
a process (identitarian, existential, cultural, or textual) in which those [ethnic
subjects] who are marginal to mainstream Western culture are expected ... to
resemble and replicate the very banal preconceptions that have been appended to
them, a process in which they are expected to objectify themselves in accordance
with the already seen and thus to authenticate the familiar imagings of them as
ethnics. (Protestant 107)
These days, the general process of coercive mimeticism can be said to manifest itself most
clearly in the turn to narratives of the self that has occurred within the area of literary production,
a “form of confession, an act that, in the terms of this discussion, may be renamed self-mimicry,”
according to Chow; with this act tending to take the form of a “self-referential” mode of
discourse that presents itself (fallaciously) as the privileged source of authentic cultural
knowledge founded on personal experience (111-12). Although Chow does not use the term
naturalism in the literary analysis that follows, her understanding of coercive mimeticism can be
aligned easily enough with this mode of writing and its deterministic associations. Indeed, the
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examples that she provides, drawn from Garrett Hongo’s edited collection of personal essays
Under Western Eyes, come across as essentially naturalistic, “offer[ing] pictures that are
anything but freedom from the given,” conveying “a form of existential entrapment” (146).
While acknowledging that autobiography in the ethnic context can potentially provide for an
instance of self-valorization—“because it is the act through which it becomes apparently
possible, perhaps for the first time, to connect and compose oneself and thus attain a modicum of
the ‘self-regard’ that seems to be absent all along” (142)—the contrary, Chow claims, is very
often the case (143). What she calls coercive mimeticism just as frequently “interpellates ethnic
subjects into acts of confessions about themselves” in a way that only re-affirms the minority
position out of which they speak (138).
Choy will attempt to resist this sense of determinism associated with ethnic writing
without abandoning the realist form itself. As a whole, his use of realism—historically associated
with a sort of narrative truth-telling—allows him to depict the lived reality of a certain segment
of Canadian society in a manner that is in keeping with his autoethnographic objectives. JookLiang provides a description of her neighbourhood’s Odeon theatre and the shows—both stage
and picture—that were performed there (Jade 36-37). Sek-Lung informs the reader on Chinese
kinship terms, which are complicated for the children of his generation by the Canadian social
setting (148-49). Although the use of false papers is mentioned throughout The Jade Peony, the
first chapter of All That Matters—up to Stepmother’s arrival and including the initial experience
of Kiam’s own immediate family—illustrates the workings of paper families, how they were
arranged and brought over (5-10, 15-22, 25-30, 39-43). As Dubois observes, attention to the
details of the physical world is necessary to some extent in the realist novel simply in order for
the plot to move forward, but the genre has also made use of description—sometimes in a
straightforward way, sometimes not—in a manner that has at times pressed the reader into
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finding new reading strategies (88-90). Choy’s use of detail in describing the world of his
characters is not unconventional, but it does serve to authenticate the cultural reality that he is
representing, which is another of its functions within the realist framework (Dubois 88). One of
the more extended descriptions in The Jade Peony is of the making of Poh-Poh’s final set of
wind chimes, which places an emphasis on the patience and precision that goes into her work
and which spans approximately two pages (168-70). Another lengthy description of a space in
the same novel precedes Sekky’s first entrance into Mrs. Lim’s and involves a digression
explaining how the house was built (230-31), detailing the outside of the ramshackle house and
its two flights of unsteady stairs (232-34), before Sekky actually enters the home, the inside of
which is described in another four paragraphs (235-36). The description creates a sense of
mystery and dread that is immediately countered by the appearance of Meiying. But, in a way
that is characteristic of Choy’s representation of Chinese Canadian culture, which resists the
essentialisms upon which social determinism usually rests, the authenticity of the traditionalist
interior here is also undercut in a sense by the eccentricity of the house’s placement and its
history.
The same effect is produced in Jung’s description of the empty assembly hall of the Tong
Association in The Jade Peony:
The assembly hall smelled of dust and burnt rope. A line of Chinese carved
chairs stood on both the far sides of the room, and the walls were hung with
scrolls of calligraphy. At one end of the room, three large five-foot porcelain gods
of fortune stood guard, with incense pots beside each one. They looked fierce and
cast long shadows on the back wall, doubling their size. At night, Poh-Poh told
me, they came alive and worked as guardians for the Tong members and fought
back evil spirits. (126)
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Jung is describing the setting in which his impending bout with Frank Yuen will take place, but
the portrayal also lends a certain cultural authority to the narrative. This authority is immediately
subverted, however, by the sentence that actually ends this paragraph: “When I told Frank what
the Old One said, he laughed” (126). Frank’s presence and his secular reaction serve to disrupt
the sense of cultural authenticity that Jung’s initial view creates. The kitchen scene in All That
Matters, where Kiam helps Poh-Poh prepare the late-night supper for her mah-jong party, is yet
another occasion where some of “the daily textures” (Ty, Politics 119) of Chinese Canadian
experience are represented. The chapter-long, intermittent description of the meal’s
preparation—carried out under the authenticating gaze of Tsao Chung, “[t]he wild-eyed Kitchen
God” (72)—is at centre a display of Poh-Poh’s traditional cooking skills, and one of its main
effects is again to provide the novel with a sense of cultural authority. The sense of tradition
conveyed in this scene is not accidental, as, in teaching Kiam how to cook, Poh-Poh aims to raise
a cultural barrier that will protect her grandson from the ways of the Gold Mountain “barbarians
who boiled greens into mush and blackened whole chunks of meat the size of a man’s head, and
carved the dead thing and ate whole slabs employing weapons at the table” (92). Yet signs of
cultural impurity and inauthenticity are present throughout the scene that foreshadow the
inevitable failure of Poh-Poh’s intentions. Alongside the “best plates and bowls” and chopsticks
in Poh-Poh’s kitchen are an empty BC apple crate, a “broken-backed chair,” and a “flour-bag
apron” (77). Poh-Poh keeps a tissue in her sleeve to wipe her grandson’s runny nose (75), and
Kiam at one moment notices her long johns extending past the cuff of her “black Old China
pants,” the last detail pointing to how Poh-Poh herself is dressed not only in accordance with her
traditionalist outlook but also in response to her new environment, in an attempt to warm herself
against “the North Shore mountain winds coming down into Vancouver and the constant fog
rising from Burrard Inlet” (67).
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Choy resists the determinism of the ethnic novel in another way as well, which involves
the deployment of the sense of narrative truth tied to autoethnographic discourse. Without
necessarily distorting the truth that he is trying to convey in his work, Choy simply avoids the
situations in which the presence of social determinism would be most rampant. He does not
entirely omit descriptions of the more desperate circumstances in which some Chinese Canadians
lived; an early passage in The Jade Peony in fact gives an impression of the extreme poverty that
exists at the periphery of the action taking place in the novel:
In the city dump on False Creek Flats, living in makeshift huts, thirty-two Old
China bachelor-men tried to shelter themselves; dozens more were dying of
neglect in the overcrowded rooms of Pender Street. There were no Depression
jobs for such men. They had been deserted by the railroad companies and
betrayed by the many labour contractors who had gone back to China, wealthy
and forgetful. ... Soup kitchens could no longer safely manage the numbers lining
up for nourishment, fighting each other. China men were shoved aside,
threatened, forgotten.
During the early mornings, in the 1920s and ‘30s, nuns came out regularly from
St. Paul’s Mission to help clean and take the bodies away. In the crowded
rooming houses of Chinatown, until morning came, living men slept in cots and
on floors beside dead men. (10-11)
In All That Matters, the first year spent by Kiam’s family in a rooming house at the core of
Chinatown and among “the noise and smells of False Creek” (28) also provides the reader with a
sense of the squalid living conditions of the bachelor-men that Kiam will be fortunate enough to
escape. In a way, Wong Suk in The Jade Peony, with his broken body—“doubled-up and cruelly
crippled” (35)—after years of hard labour, is representative of the ‘bachelor society’ that exists
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at the margins of Choy’s fiction;17 just as the figure of Frank Yuen stands in for what might be
seen as the more disreputable parts of Chinatown. It is ultimately the Chen family’s ties to Third
Uncle and the merchant class that allow it to move into the rented house at the outer edge of
Chinatown. In this regard, the family in Choy’s fiction does not represent the norm in what is
still mainly a community of single Chinese men in Vancouver. According to Kay J. Anderson,
the city’s Chinese population in the early twentieth century “was economically differentiated into
a small élite of well-to-do merchants and their wives, a significant minority of small
businessmen, and a large number of workers. Family life was the preserve of a miniscule
proportion of the merchant sector who could afford the onerous head tax and whose often elegant
living conditions set them widely apart from the less privileged ‘bachelors’” (79). According to
the 1931 census, the vast majority (over eighty-five per cent) of the Chinese in British Columbia
were employed as unskilled labour or in the personnel sector as cooks, waiters, or restaurant
keepers, as well as in agriculture and various other ‘low-end’ occupations. The commercial and
retail sector—to which Third Uncle and his ‘paper family’ belong—accounted for about eight
per cent of the population, of which half were owners or managers (K. Anderson 150), meaning
that the Chens in Choy’s fiction belong to the four per cent of the population that would have
supported itself through wage labour in this latter area. As a result of Choy’s selection of setting,
the family in his novels is not rich in any way—the children dress in second-hand clothes and the
parents are continuously working to pay expenses—but it still attains a certain amount of
comfort that contrasts with the general impoverishment of its surroundings.
The focus on childhood, family, and domesticity in the novels is another aspect that
affects how the ‘facts’ of Chinese Canadian existence pertaining to the period in question are
represented in Choy’s fiction. Chinese Canadian culture since its beginnings was marked by a
pronounced imbalance between the number of its male and female constituents that, as just
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mentioned, precluded the possibility of family life for most. In Vancouver, the sex ratio
amounted to approximately eighteen men for each woman in 1911, to ten men for each woman
in 1921, to eleven men for each woman in 1931, and to thirteen men for each woman in 1941.
The sex ratio in Choy’s work is far more even; in fact, one does not really notice any incongruity
whatsoever, and family life is the primary experience depicted. This effect is in large part due to
the perspectives of the child narrators that privilege the domestic sphere: the picture would be
much different if the narratives were set in a labour camp, for example.18 To some extent, the
departure from statistical reality may also be due to the simple fact that contemporary issues of
gender turn out to be a concern of central importance in Choy’s writing, which in a way requires
an imaginative realignment of the historical setting. (Gender relations in Choy are probably more
egalitarian than they would have actually been at the time.) In each of these cases, Choy’s
characters, as a result of various aesthetic choices, are provided with a certain amount of dignity
and agency that goes against the determinism that is sometimes associated with the ethnic novel,
and their cultural lives, as will be addressed again shortly, are anything but essentialized.

The Ethnic Novel and the Resignification of Race
The chapter’s foregoing discussion will already have suggested that, at a more thematic
level, Wayson Choy’s work is centrally concerned with racial and ethnic issues. In the
introduction to his seminal ‘Race,’ Writing, and Difference, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., observes
that, while race in particular has been acknowledged as “a fiction” within the biological sciences
for some time, the idea continues to circulate in mainstream culture as if it were a living reality,
that it “pretends to be an objective term of classification, when in fact it is a dangerous trope”
(“Editor’s” 4-5). As a trope, ‘race’ has often served to reify the divisions that have occurred
between cultures, languages, and religions. “Race is the ultimate trope of difference because it is
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so very arbitrary in its application,” Gates writes. “Yet we carelessly use language in such a way
as to will this sense of natural difference into our formulations” (5). More recently, Paul Gilroy
has repeated the claim whereby the idea of race should not be taken as pointing to “physical
variations or differences commonsensically coded in, on, or around the body,” but as “refer[ring]
primarily to an impersonal, discursive arrangement, the brutal result of the raciological ordering
of the world, not its cause” (Postcolonial 39). In Kwame Anthony Appiah’s view, however one
may choose to approach race as a signified, “we are nowhere near finding referents for it. The
truth is that there are no races: there is nothing in the world that can do all we ask ‘race’ to do for
us. The evil that is done is done by the concept and by easy—yet impossible—assumptions as to
its applications” (“Uncompleted” 35-36). Indeed, the fact that race does not exist as a biological
reality does not prevent it from having a profound effect on the lives of the racialized. As
Michael Omi and Howard Winant remark, “Conscious or unconscious, acknowledged or denied,
the racial organization of everyday life is omnipresent: where we live, the work we do, what we
eat and what we wear, the language we speak and the idioms we use, the television programs we
watch; in short, nearly every aspect of our everyday lives is shaped in crucial ways by race”
(“Once More” 1568).
In response to such pressures, entire cultures have emerged that, while continuing to take
racial identity as their basis, have attempted to invert the negative values that have historically
been attributed to racialized subjects. Under these conditions, what were once signs of
denigration “are unexpectedly turned into important sources of solidarity, joy, and collective
strength,” Gilroy writes, with the added observation that “[w]hen ideas of racial particularity are
inverted in this defensive manner so that they provide sources of pride rather than shame and
humiliation, they become difficult to relinquish.” Yet whatever satisfaction such identifications
may bring, in Gilroy’s opinion, they ultimately need to be given up if they are not to simply re-
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entrench the racial logic that preceded them (Against 12). Even when valorized in such a way,
racial identities, according to Appiah, lead people into “obliterating the identities they share with
people outside their race or ethnicity, away from the possibility of identification with Others”
(“Race” 103). For Appiah, writing in “Race, Culture, Identity,” certain racial self-positionings
may be “historically [and] strategically necessary” but they cannot be an end in themselves,
because, if they are not eventually abandoned, those involved will only have “replaced one kind
of tyranny with another” (98-99). The solution, Appiah claims, resides in the formulation of
more open identities; and one way to help individuals negatively affected by their collective
identities would be to reduce differences between groups, especially those having to do with
socio-economic factors (99-103). Without leading to a state of cultural homogenization, the
outcome of such a change would in all likelihood involve “a more recreational conception of
racial identity,” where the issue of race would have the same minimal importance in the lives of
African Americans as it does, for instance, in those of Irish Americans (103). Appiah goes on to
speak of how “a work of the imagination” remains to be carried out in this area, suggesting that
the solutions to the problem have yet to be fully thought out. In sum, he states, “the identities we
need will have to recognize both the centrality of difference within human identity and the
fundamental moral unity of humanity” (105). The overall sense of Appiah’s argument is that the
reworking of racial identities should be initiated in a movement towards their eventual
effacement. Gilroy makes a similar claim in promoting what he calls a “radically nonracial
humanism” (Against 15). The solution to the problem of race, as he sees it, will not occur in “a
single, bold act of creativity, a triumphant, once-and-for-all negation” but will manifest itself
“more like a gradual withering away arising from growing irrelevancy” (37). To this end, Amy
Gutman has proposed that a distinction be made between “race consciousness,” associated with
traditional racial discourse, and what she calls “color consciousness,” which rejects the former in
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the attempt to foster “an awareness of the way in which individuals have historically come to be
identified by superficial phenotypical differences—such as skin color and facial features—that
serve as the bases for invidious discriminations and other injustices associated with race” (16364). One of the major tasks facing antiracist movements, Gutman contends, would in this manner
involve the reorientation of the existing discourse on race, the “decoupling” of colour
consciousness in its more open forms from older, static understandings of racial identity, the two
main outcomes of such a decoupling being the exposure of race as a social fiction and the
facilitating of cross-cultural exchange (167). Gutman’s notion of colour consciousness is
importantly tied to the contestation of racial injustice, yet it too is presented as a transitional
framework whose success can only be measured by its eventual disappearance (176), its
movement towards ‘irrelevancy,’ as Gilroy would have it.
Ethnicity as a system of classification operates in ways that are very similar to race.
Collective identities based on ethnicity are, for example, just as prone to what Rey Chow has
named “the logic of the wound,” where positive self-identifications that are immediately
gratifying turn out to be ultimately self-defeating (“Introduction” 6). As Chow observes, recent
attempts have been made to distinguish between an ancient usage of ethnicity—employed within
a religious context “as a term of exclusion and a clear boundary marker,” as a way of dividing
Jew from gentile, Christian from heathen—and a modern, universalist usage, where everyone is
deemed “an ethnic”—a usage “aimed at removing boundaries and at encompassing all and
sundry without discriminating against anybody” (Protestant 24-25). However, Chow goes on to
state, “in practice,” ethnicity is still used in exclusionary ways, as reflected “in the recurrent
antagonisms, atrocities, and genocides that take place every day around the world in the name of
one version of ethnic difference or another” (26). In the United States more specifically, the term
ethnicity continues to be used in a non-universalist manner in designating non-white groups (27).
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On the difference that is often said to exist between race and ethnicity as concepts, Chow
maintains that
it may actually be more productive not to insist on an absolute distinction between
the two terms at all times, for the simple reason that they are, more often than not,
mutually implicated. Their frequent conflation is not the result of mental
sloppiness on the part of scholars but rather a symptom of the theoretical
fuzziness of the terms themselves, a fuzziness that, moreover, must be
accommodated precisely because of the overdetermined nature of the issues
involved. (23-24)
In “Race as Category Crisis,” Joseph Pugliese sets out in a related way to demonstrate how race
(in this case, whiteness) cannot be easily disarticulated from ethnicity. Pugliese’s article is in part
a critique of Richard Dyer’s White (1997), which Pugliese sees as representative of a trend in
whiteness studies, where what Dyer refers to as the “geographical/physical differences” of race
are seen as prediscursive features, as somehow existing outside the semiotic structures of what
he calls racial “imagery” (149, 151). For Pugliese, in contrast, race is in its very self discursively
constituted and thus inevitably defined by ethnic context, the meaning of race/whiteness being
intrinsically dependent on “geopolitical location” and “the critical differences of historically
situated and discursively embodied subjects” (150, 151). As he sees it, “In insisting on the
separation of the geo-physical from the semiotic, Dyer effectively evacuates history and the
ethnic particularities that structure, contaminate and complicate the racial category ‘white.’ In
Dyer’s analysis of whiteness, ... what is effectively staged is a concept of race without ethnicity,
specifically, race (white) without an embodied ethnicity” (151). According to Pugliese, race must
rather be seen inherently as something whose meaning is socially assigned, with the resulting
fluidity of racial classification being signalled by the fact that whiteness in the past has at times
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been both purchased and determined linguistically (165, 166). Under these terms, where race is
seen as necessarily embedded in the social conditions that determine its meaning, race becomes
what Roy Miki calls “a floating signifier, stable only apparently in the conformity of reference”
(Broken 125).
As such, race and the issue of racialization can be productively approached through
Judith Butler’s notion of “performativity.” The previous chapter considered Butler’s view of sex
and gender as discursive constructs, where the gendered subject is shown to be constituted
through a performative process, through the largely unconscious repetition of gendered norms
over time. If gender roles come to acquire meaning and stability through an ongoing discursive
process of accumulation and sedimentation, the fact that they are maintained through repetition
means that they are unstable to some degree as well, and subject to change (2, 10, 108-09, 24445n8). Still, Butler emphasizes that one does not consciously nor deliberately choose one’s
gender, and that, whatever agency may exist in the (mis)performance of one’s gender roles, this
sense of agency cannot be taken as being “voluntarist,” that is, as operating from a position
outside of discourse and power that is not in some way complicit with the norms it is attempting
to contest (15). Butler’s focus in Bodies That Matter is on gender and sexuality but her argument
applies equally well to race. Butler herself in fact sees a need to recognize that racism,
homophobia, and misogyny are the result of interrelated “vectors of power” which “require and
deploy each other for the purpose of their own articulation.” As she puts it, “The symbolic—that
register of regulatory ideality—is also and always a racial industry, indeed, the reiterated practice
of racializing interpellations” (17-19).
In an added manner, Butler addresses the issue of gender and sexuality in Bodies That
Matter through the concept of abjection, in a way that seeks to explain how the Western
normative subject is constituted in relation to “a domain of abject beings,” whose behaviour and
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sense of self remain unintelligible to it. The normative subject is in this sense said to be formed
through what it excludes, through what Butler calls the “constitutive outside” of the abject,
which nevertheless exists “within the [social] system as incoherence, disruption, a threat to its
own systematicity” (3, 39). The problem for Butler has to do with finding a way for the abject
(whether gendered or racialized) to be drawn back into the realm of the normative, involves the
reworking of the terms by which a domain of abject bodies has been made “unthinkable and
unlivable” (xi). This entails bringing what is unintelligible and excluded within the range of
existing social structures without necessarily seeking its full inclusion, as it is the abject’s
incoherency (as “threat and disruption”) that also allows for the possibility of change,
representing “a critical resource in the struggle to rearticulate the very terms of symbolic
legitimacy and intelligibility” (3). For Butler, the abject is in fact to be associated with the
instabilities that characterize the reiterative process of construction itself (4, 10): “This instability
is the deconstituting possibility in the very process of repetition, the power that undoes the very
effects by which ‘sex’ [and race] [are] stabilized, the possibility to put the consolidation of the
norms of ‘sex’ [and race] into a potentially productive crisis” (10). If it is possible to challenge
the static nature of the social boundary set in place by normative subjectivity, Butler says, “it will
be from the exterior regions of that boundary (not from a ‘position,’ but from the discursive
possibilities opened up by the constitutive outside of hegemonic positions)” (11-12). Under these
conditions, the abject is to be seen “as an enabling disruption, the occasion for a radical
rearticulation of the symbolic horizon” (23).
The attending paradox, as indicated, is that one never stands outside the social norms that
one contests. As Butler explains, “the subject who would resist such norms is itself enabled, if
not produced, by such norms. Although this constitutive constraint does not foreclose the
possibility of agency, it does locate agency as a reiterative or rearticulatory practice, immanent to
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power, and not a relation of external opposition to power” (15). Whatever agency is to be found
in assuming a sex or racial identity will therefore be located in the performative process, in the
“turning of power against itself to produce alternative modalities of power” through repetition
(241). Such agency lies in the “constrained appropriation of the regulatory law” by which the
norm is constituted, in “the compulsory appropriation and identification with those normative
demands” (12). It is by “working the weakness in the norm,” by “inhabiting the practices of its
rearticulation” that the norm may be resignified (237). It is under these terms that the idea of
race, when understood as the historical outcome of a reiterative process, may come to be seen not
only as an effect of racism that has developed over time but also as a potential site for “the
contestation of racism” (18). As Butler argues, the fact that the categories of sex, gender, and
race have in the past been put to nefarious use “does not entail that we ought never to make use
of such terms, as if such terms could only and always reconsolidate the oppressive regimes of
power by which they are spawned. On the contrary, precisely because such terms have been
produced and constrained within such regimes, they ought to be repeated in directions that
reverse and displace their originating aims” (123). Hence race becomes the locus both of
domination and of possible discursive resistance, and, as such, “must continually be resignified
against its racist usages” (247-48n15).19
An important means by which such resignification may occur is through literature.
According to Uwe Multhaup, literature is especially effective in promoting cross-cultural
understanding, where a reworking of the categories of the subject’s “semantic network” is
required (11-12, 20-22). Speaking more precisely in terms of the acquisition of a new language,
Multhaup maintains that works of literature are of use not only because they are usually well
written and entertaining but also “because they provide interesting and informative contents and
contexts which are needed to make language learning a less tedious and formalistic affair” (9-
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10). At their most effectual, cross-cultural encounters occurring through the art, literature, or
other cultural products of another culture should not only affect how one sees the new culture but
should foster a “critical understanding of our own culture and society” as well, an understanding
of how “others see us” in return (16-17). Such realigning of the reader’s ‘semantic network’ may
occur through what Winfried Siemerling has called “re/cognition,” a process that involves an
“ambivalent and often contradictory duality by which cognitive change (‘re-cognition’)
inevitably draws on available categories in a process of pattern matching (written here simply as
‘recognition’) that produces identification as acceptance under dominant standards” (“Ethics”
839). The term‘re/cognition,’ in this sense, refers to the simultaneous occurrence of ‘recognition’
and ‘re-cognition’ that will at times enter into the act of reading literary works depicting
unfamiliar cultural experiences. Siemerling demonstrates how re/cognition may operate through
the analysis of Marie-Célie Agnant’s fiction, including La dot de Sara, a novel which “shows
group-specific realities but offers at the same time insights into many daily pleasures, dramas,
and concerns that are familiar to other readers ... . These situations open possibilities of empathy
that are diametrically opposed to the simplifying depersonalizations operative in stereotypes”
(841). Even in a situation where a reader is “defensive” or resistant to a text, and typically more
inclined to “pattern confirmation (recognition of what was already known),” Siemerling writes,
“it is evident that identities, judgments, and emotions can include new realities or objects if
modification sustains or strengthens core aspects of the cognitive process. ... Perceived
commonality in certain aspects important to the reader’s person and self-perception can lead to
identification with characters that may be entirely different in many other aspects” (843-44).
For M. M. Bakhtin, the modern novel as a whole is defined by its capacity to introduce
difference (what he calls “heteroglossia”) into both literary and social discourse. The first chapter
of the dissertation looked at the nature of the ever-present tension that occurs within all language
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systems between what Bakhtin saw as the centrifugal, destabilizing forces of heteroglossia and
the centripetal, unifying forces of monoglossia. According to Bakhtin, the novel is unique as a
genre as a result of its capacity to admit heteroglossia into its discourse formally through the
incorporation of other written or discursive forms (stories, songs, poems, letters, and diaries, for
example, but also rhetorical, scholarly, or religious modes of discourse). Such “incorporated
genres,” Bakhtin writes, “as they enter the novel, bring into it their own languages, and therefore
stratify the linguistic unity of the novel and further intensify its speech diversity in fresh ways”
(320-21). The novelistic form, in his view, is in fact characterized by a perpetual struggle to
situate itself within the tensile field created by a language and culture’s centripetal and
centrifugal forces, either through the search for new dominant styles or genres, or “the
renovation” of already existing styles, a process in the latter case carried out “in the interests of
those strata of the national language that have remained (to a greater or lesser degree) outside the
centralizing and unifying influence of the artistic and ideological norm established by the
dominant literary language.” As a result, the effects of this overall effort to alter “the dominant
literary language” cannot be seen as affecting the realm of the aesthetic alone; on the contrary,
the literary struggle that lies at the centre of the novel is, for Bakhtin, “inseparable from social
and ideological struggle, from processes of evolution and of the renewal of society and the folk”
(67-68).
Bakhtin’s thoughts on the place of difference, or heteroglossia, in the novel occur at a
rather generalized level. In Figures of Alterity, Lawrence R. Schehr considers how the realist
novel in particular has served historically to allow otherness into literary discourse and by
consequence into the realm of intelligibility. According to Schehr, “as French fiction set about
describing the world” in the nineteenth century, it was faced with the need to take into account
figures of otherness that had until that point been excluded from a fictional sphere that was white
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and androcentric, most notably relating to the feminine and the exotic (ix-x). For Schehr, realism
today continues to be characterized by an ever-expanding nature that allows it to perpetually take
in other experiences and other realities. This process of absorption is never entirely fulfilled,
however, because even as it attempts to include the other within its “universal discourse,” the
realist work is also concerned with the need “to maintain the particular nature of that which it
discovers, describes, or represents.” What results is a sort of “double movement” that allows for
the admission of difference into the realist purview in ways that can have a transformative effect
(13-14). As Schehr puts it,
Realism thus begins to extend its narratives to others, and spaces change in which
the others are accommodated. In some cases, what had been perceived to be
exotic even becomes a viable subject for enunciation, action, or judgment. In
others, the very space of representation is reformulated because the variable
subjects bring their own laws of representation and form: as it moves toward a
universal, or at least a sum, realism is its own undoing. (14)
In this regard, the realist novel can be said to permit the countering of abjection, in Butler’s
terms, by its way of “including those silent ones within the realm of the discursively possible”
(Schehr 24). To that effect, even as entry into representation entails a certain loss for the other—
“loss of the truly other”—the ‘figures of alterity’ that Schehr studies throughout his book
(pertaining to gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity) are “never fully assimilated” by the realist
text either (29, x). “The difference and the otherness remain,” Schehr claims, “as does a tension
between what it is supposed to be and the narrative that seeks to tame it. This is not to say that
the object exists outside the narrative but rather that the narrative, in positing the other, posits
that difference from itself as never completely overcome” (x). The difference of the other is
somehow registered by the realist work, one might say, but without being entirely neutralized.
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To this extent, it is through his “constrained appropriation,” to use Butler’s terminology,
of the realist ethnic novel and the position of the ethnic author that Choy can be seen as
endeavouring to resignify the markings of Chinese Canadian racial and ethnic identity, in such a
way as to bring Chinese immigrant culture in Canada within the range of dominant society’s
sense of intelligibility. In chapter 1, I discussed Colette Guillaumin’s view that posits the
majority subject in Western society as being racially unmarked in relation to the minority
subject, which is defined by its markings—a situation that has the effect of limiting the minority
subject’s opportunities in life by comparison to those of the majority subject (107-09, 115-16,
120, 257-58). As Guillaumin writes, “Ce qui prend rang de marque est réservé au minoritaire et
ne prend son sens que dans son rapport à ce qui n’est pas marqué; la race prend son sens de ce
qui n’est pas racisé.” The outcome of this scenario is that the unmarked subject’s life remains
open to various possibilities, whereas that of the minority subject is circumscribed and its
identity rendered static. The marking of race, as Guillaumin puts it, “est le signe du nonchangeable” (108-09). In The Politics of the Visible in Asian North American Narratives,
Eleanor Ty deals at some length with the nature of these markings as they occur within the
context of Asian North American social existence. As she sees it, the “hieroglyphs” of Asian
North American identity (a term borrowed from Shirley Geok-lin Lim) are not limited to skin but
comprise “a set of bodily markings, which include particular accents, a way of moving, culinary
habits, and other cultural practices that are fetishized as Asian and which contribute to the
shaping of our subjectivities” (3-4). One might be led to think that such markings have lost much
of their disparaging value in the contemporary world, but such is not the case, according to Ty.
“Charlie Chan and Madame Butterfly are not necessarily dead,” she writes. “Instead, they have
been relegated to the dark realms of the unspeakable and the unconscious” (12, 8). As a result,
the difference of Asian North American racial identity is often “worn as a hair shirt rather than a
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mantle of privilege,” and its markings tend to be regarded by many Asian North Americans
“with mixed feelings of pride, pain, vexation, and nostalgia” (187).20 A process of reinscription
is thus central to what Ty calls ‘the politics of the visible’—what amounts to the politics of living
in a state of chronic visibility, but that also involves a decided invisibility in mainstream
representations of culture (4, 11-12)—which requires a constant struggle and negotiation over
the meaning of racialized subjectivity. Accordingly, the task that faces the authors in her study
(among whom Choy figures) has to do with “rescript[ing] the hieroglyphs of their bodies” (12),
entails a work “of re-presenting, that is, to present again through filmic or textual narratives what
has misrepresented. They have to ‘re-orient’ and ‘dis-orient’ contemporary and prevalent myths
of the Orient” (xiv). The major challenge under such circumstances, according to Ty, involves
resisting the performance of the “typically Oriental or ethnic roles” assigned by dominant culture
“without rejecting the everyday little acts that constitute one’s self” (10). By doing this, authors
“begin to shift the unequal balance of power that accompanies such [reductive] structures and
representations” (11).
Choy himself has spoken of this process of reinscription and deracialization. Although he
distances himself from it, Choy is accepting of his racial and ethnic identity to some degree: “I
am obviously Chinese to look at,” he states,
and that Chineseness comes out of me. And I want it to come out of me, because I
want to suggest that I know it is there. But it’s odd, because as soon as I say that
my Chineseness becomes something, that ethnic dimension becomes alien,
because I can look at my Chineseness from the outside. It’s a very paradoxical
situation. ... I think people have to learn to see beyond that, but they need to be
told that my ‘difference’ is also a concrete fact: I am Canadian and I am also of a
Chinese background. ... Some people like to be integrated so that they’re
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invisible. I don’t want to be invisible: in the first place, because I can’t be and,
secondly, because I’m not ashamed to be visible. (“Intercultural” 281)
Despite his recognition of this sense of difference involved in his personal life, Choy
nevertheless sees the literary field itself as moving in a more universalist direction:
I think all minority cultures have to go through a period where they are in a
category, and I believe that you cannot escape that because you have not been
published before. So [when] your minority group begins to be heard, of course it
has to be categorized, it’s inescapable. But after that, I think we’re entering this
new period now where good writing is what will matter, and what will last and
what will be reviewed. I was very lucky because my book [The Jade Peony] was a
popular book as well as a critically successful one. But the point is they also said
it was an Asian story, an Asian Canadian story. Now I tell everybody, it’s a
Canadian story, period. And there are other Canadian stories, and we want to
listen to new voices. The categories don’t bother me because in the end, they will
simply be a historical footnote. The good books will last, whatever the footnote.
(“Interview” [2002]; 1st brackets in orig.)
Ultimately, Choy sees his writing as contributing to this transition towards a deracialized social
reality, towards a moment in which the signs of Asianness will be rendered less foreign. “When I
go and speak in high schools now, where they study my book [The Jade Peony],” he says, “I see
they’re integrating some of the values they see in my book, some of the ways of seeing life. It’s
not separate. You cannot read my book, or about people like me, as something or someone in
isolation. A good story leads you to think, for instance, of your own grandmother or of your own
brothers and sisters” (“Intercultural” 280). Regarding Jung’s sexual awakening in the novel, he
states,
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I hope I wrote it well enough that it has a universal aspect, not just a narrow one.
The essence of the experiences in the book could be the experiences of everyone.
So, to me, I know how the book has to be seen at one level [as an example of
ethnic writing] but I wanted it to be well-written enough so that it moves
experience beyond the borders of Chinatown. ... The reader, if I succeed, should
feel that the characters of The Jade Peony have become a part of their own
‘familiar’ experiences. (“Intercultural” 280)
In Choy’s hands, the realist form may in a way come to acquire a political value that is
not always attributed to it these days. In a manner that brings to mind Fulvio Caccia’s and Ying
Chen’s politicized redeployment of French new novel conventions that was studied in the
previous chapters, Siemerling defends mimeticism against the charge that it is an out-of-date
eighteenth- or nineteenth-century form, claiming that contemporary works of fiction often “reactivate [these] older literary forms” in such a way that “they take on new significance.” In his
view,
the value of mimetics and the precise functions of various modes do not follow a
uniform time-line parallel to the change in literary fields. ... While realist modes
are less dominant now than during the rise of the novel, they pick up specific
functions in current contexts that can make them artistically as relevant as more
experimental or ‘avant-garde’ forms; neither are necessarily ‘outmoded’ under the
circumstances. (“Ethics” 845)
As Pam Morris sees it, realism’s social and artistic value today is not necessarily to be found in
any sense “of accurate documentation” that it may provide but in “the world-disclosing
knowledge” that it has the capacity to convey, that is, “the knowledge of the possibility of other
possible real-worlds to the one that we inhabit and are habituated to. As such [realism
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potentially] extends the horizons of the patterns of existence that we can imagine for embodied
beings. It suggests to us that things do not of necessity have to be as we currently know them”
(144).21 In the first chapter of the dissertation, I argued that an important goal of ethnic minority
writers such as Caccia and Chen who are resistant to the realist tradition is to lead the reader into
a self-reflexive frame of mind with regard to his or her own understanding of cultural difference,
with the aim of disrupting formulaic or stereotypical modes of thought. In these terms, Caccia
and Chen attempt to create in the reading process an effect of what Stephen Heath, commenting
on the new novel, calls “hesitation” (22, 24, 28). If Caccia and Chen employ an unreadable style
to carry this out, Choy works at another level altogether, through an effect of readability
produced by his use of the realist form that serves to re-envision and rewrite the very terms by
which the racialized subject is perceived and understood. However successful Caccia’s and
Chen’s attempts may be at escaping the markings of racial and ethnic identity within the literary
text, this is not a choice that most people have to make in everyday life. If Caccia and Chen
provide an indication of what a deracialized reality might be like, one that can be aspired to,
Choy deals with things as they are at the present time. The two approaches are not necessarily
antithetical; rather, the latter may constitute a necessary step in realizing the ideals of the former.
Indeed, Choy can also be seen as attempting to create a sense of equality between white
and non-white characters in his work, even if he arrives at the problem from another direction.
Choy’s latest memoir Not Yet is somewhat unexpectedly (after his first three works) not
primarily concerned with ethnic issues, dealing instead with the author’s recovery from a health
problem. Although some characters in the text are directly identified racially or ethnically by the
author (Nina is East Asian [181]; Mary Jo is Irish [79]), the majority of the characters that appear
in the memoir—implicitly from various cultural backgrounds—are given European first names
only (often fictitious; see Choy’s author’s note [n. pag.]), rendering their racial and ethnic
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identities indeterminate. Such a strategy actually has much in keeping with Caccia’s and Chen’s
efforts to lend the identity of the racialized subject the openness typically associated with that of
the majority subject. More often, however, Choy’s approach involves marking his white
characters ethnically in a way that places them on a more equal footing with the non-white
characters in his novels. Virtually all the characters that inhabit the multi-ethnic, working-class
neighbourhood in Choy’s fiction, even if not physically described, can be identified according to
their patronymic—as are Grace Ventura (Jade 60), Bobby Steinberg (Jade 78), or Alfred
Stevorsky (Jade 195), for example. In accordance with the racial and ethnic hierarchies of the
day, the school teachers in the novels are in the same way invariably identified as British,
bearing such names as Miss MacKinney (Jade 146), Miss Jamieson (All 153), or Mr. Fry (All
307) (with a possible exception being Miss Lowe [All 32; cf. Paper 112]). In addition to this,
Choy assigns new meaning to the markings of race more generally by informing and
historicizing them. As Shu-mei Shih observes, the emergence of “a truly universal humanism”
would necessarily involve the reciprocal acknowledgement of the oppressive effects of race and
its pervasiveness as a socially determined “epistemology” by all members of society
(“Comparative” 1360-61). Hence a number of authors have pointed to the importance of
establishing the history of racial discourse in the aim of neutralizing its effects.22 Speaking of
The Jade Peony in particular, Ty notes that, if the novel offers “a record for posterity of the
hardships and suffering of early Chinese immigrants,” the difficulties that the characters
encounter are also “contextualized, shown to have arisen because of governmental policies and
the ‘yellow peril’ threats that underlie the protagonists’ world in the first part of the twentieth
century” (Politics 118).
Another means of informing the signs of race and ethnicity and admitting heteroglossia
(here the difference associated with the racially and ethnically abject) into the dominant literary
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and social discourse is the use of what Bakhtin calls “polyglossia,” that is, “the interanimation of
major national languages” (66), which, in the case of Choy’s fiction, exposes the reader to
another language. In a rather basic way, the introduction of the Chinese language into Choy’s
writing occurs through the inclusion of actual words and expressions in the text, which are
usually glossed in an unambiguous manner. The result is what Sherry Simon calls a hybrid text
(“texte hybride”), “un texte qui interroge les imaginaires de l’appartenance, en faisant état de
dissonances et d’interférences de diverses sortes” (“Hybridités culturelles” 233). In this regard
(though admittedly in a way that is more mild than what Simon has in mind), Choy allows a
form of difference into the European tradition of the realist novel in a manner that is common to
ethnic writing generally speaking, where multiple languages are often put into play. ‘Hybrid’ in
such a context “sert à désigner et à décrire un certain nombre de phénomènes largement présents
dans le roman contemporain et en particulier dans cette littérature que l’on peut appeler ‘écriture
des frontières.’ S’installant dans les zones entre les langues et les cultures, cette écriture exploite
les possibilités expressives des frontières, qu’elle ne cesse de confronter” (234). In keeping with
this overall sense of the hybrid text, polyglossia in Choy turns out in fact to be reflected not just
in the presence of foreign words in the text but also in the ‘syntax’ of the characters’ speech and
thoughts. Choy has spoken of how profoundly bound up his childhood memories are with the
language that surrounded him as a boy. The main dialect spoken during his youth was
Toishanese, though he claims to recall and understand what a language expert once told him are
another dozen or so. These “streams of Chinese dialects to me are a vital source of who I am as a
writer,” he says. “I think it’s quite obviously the source of my character’s [sic] thought patterns,
their speaking rhythms, how they fall back into ‘sayings’ and are sustained by the recurring use
of mythic images and their beliefs in positive and negative forces” (“Interview” [1999] 34-35).
Poh-Poh in particular is recognized locally as a keeper of Old China tradition in Choy’s fiction,
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as “the arbitrator of the old ways” (Jade 6), as Liang puts it. Her concurrent knowledge and
control of language, as Ty points out, is not only a sign “of rank and ability” but is what allows
her “to maintain her little matriarchy within the household” as well (Politics 131-32). As Liang
observes, “The Old One had a wealth of dialects which thirty-five years of survival in China had
taught her, and each dialect hinted at mixed shades of status and power, or the lack of both. Like
many Chinatown old-timers, ... Poh-Poh could eloquently praise someone in one dialect and
ruthlessly insult them in another” (Jade 8). In accordance with this traditionalist standpoint, PohPoh’s speech—and that of her generation as a whole—is nearly always rendered in what can be
called Chinese syntax, involving a limited use of verbs, which are employed in the present tense
when they do occur (see Bellassen and Arslangul 84, 96). Such ‘syntax’ is more a reflection of
the generation’s “thought patterns,” to use Choy’s words, than an indicator of language skill: the
characters are thus shown not so much to be speaking a flawed English as thinking traditionally
in Chinese. As Ty remarks, Poh-Poh’s “polyglot ability” (and the traditionalism associated with
it, one might add) is not passed on to the grandchildren in Choy’s fiction (Politics 132), and as a
consequence their speech is almost always presented in standard English. In an early scene in
The Jade Peony, as the entire family converses (in Chinese), the parents’ and children’s
contributions occur in standard English, but Poh-Poh’s is given following the patterns of Chinese
syntax. “Jook-Liang almost six,” Poh-Poh declares. “She look. I look” (13-14). A sign of their
intermediate positioning, the parents’ generation in Choy’s novels will alternate between the use
of English and Chinese syntax. Stepmother frequently speaks in standard English throughout All
That Matters but turns to Chinese syntax, for example, when reassuring Kiam that her next baby
will be male: “It be a boy ... . No worry, Kiam-Kim” (174).
Polyglossia is one possible source of heteroglossia but it is not the only one.
Heteroglossia, as mentioned above, also occurs within languages, and, in Choy’s fiction, it can
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be seen as operating at the level of the discourse of race, where its presence at a more thematic
level serves to disrupt static understandings of racial identity. According to Choy, the Chinatown
he grew up in was shaped by racial and ethnic barriers. “[W]e drew invisible borders when I was
growing up,” he has stated. “There was Chinatown where our life was and, although Chinatown
was integrated at the edge with other ghettoized people like the Irish, Italians and blacks, we all
had a sense that we did not—should not—cross those lines” (Intercultural” 276). In keeping with
this tendency, Choy’s narrators are highly aware of the immutability of their racial identity
within the North American setting. Both Kiam and Liang are confronted with it when they see
themselves in the mirror (All 70-71, Jade 41). As Sekky puts it, “But even if I was born in
Vancouver, even if I should salute the Union Jack a hundred million times, even if I had the
cleanest hands in all the Dominion of Canada and prayed forever, I would still be Chinese” (Jade
152). Still, there are moments in Choy’s novels when racial identity is also shown to be fluid.
Poh-Poh reluctantly allows Kiam to play with Jack O’Connor in All That Matters despite her
belief “that [although] children were not yet like their parents, [they] would soon grow up and
prove their roots to be from one or another kind of tree.” As she explains, “White come from
white tree ... . Chinese come from Chinese tree.” Third Uncle confirms this view, adding that
“cherries belon[g] to cherry trees, and oranges to orange trees” (34). The young Kiam accepts
this differentializing logic to some extent but not the racial content that goes with it. Comparing
his family to the neighbours’, he concludes that Poh-Poh and the acerbic Mrs. O’Connor must
have come from the same “bitter tree” (34, 36), and that the two fathers, rather more congenial,
come from their own tree as well (34). That Jack and Kiam are allowed to spend time together at
all in this way challenges the neighbourhood’s racial boundaries to some degree as well. On the
same occasion, after Kiam has played by the street until he is covered in a layer of “dirt and
cement dust,” Father jokingly identifies Kiam as a white boy—a jest that Kiam is willing to
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accept but that Poh-Poh irascibly rejects (36). Unlike Poh-Poh, Father’s understanding of the
race relations in his neighbourhood is historicized, informed by what he has been able to pick up
from books on Vancouver’s past. He explains to Kiam how the houses in the neighbourhood
“were built by white carpenters” and how “[t]here was a time when nearly every Keefer Street
house was occupied by an Irish family or by white people who spoke no English at all.” In the
end, he credits these earlier immigrants for having built the space that his family now lives in
(34). Even Poh-Poh’s view of racial difference is not absolute, one could say, as implied in her
very claim “that children were not yet like their parents,” that is, that one is not born but made
into a racialized subject. Although she sees no need to interact with the “white barbarian ghosts”
who share her neighbourhood, and despite her knowledge of Europeans in China “selling opium
and taking away Chinese territory,” she also accepts that there are certain “church people” who
care for the sick of Chinatown, “a rare breed of white foreigners who could sometimes speak
perfect Cantonese” (All 33). Thus, to Poh-Poh, Mrs. Nellie Yip, the European midwife with an
extensive knowledge of Chinese language and culture, “was mainly Chinese in her heart, which
was all that mattered” (Jade 105-06). The fact that the meaning of race is culturally assigned is
perhaps made most apparent through the figure of Poh-Poh’s first love in China, the albino
travelling magician who “had white hair and white skin to his toes” (Jade 169). Based on skin
colour, a situation such as this one might be construed as a sort of interracial relationship,
something that Poh-Poh would typically reject. Yet, in her eyes, whiteness, here, is inscribed as
Chinese, reflected to some extent in her comparison of the magician’s skin at one point to white
jade (Jade 171).
The possibility that race may be open to resignification manifests itself as well in how
certain characters in Choy’s fiction are assigned a different social value or meaning depending
on the ‘epistemology’ that they are seen through. Wong Suk’s first appearance in The Jade
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Peony is exemplary in this case. In the moments before Wong Suk’s arrival, Liang has been
listening to her grandmother’s storytelling, involving a world peopled by evil demons and
benevolent spirits (15). Contrary to the excessively formal terms in which Father instructs his
children to behave towards the old man (12), it is Poh-Poh’s storytelling universe that more
adequately prepares Liang for her initial encounter with Wong Suk. Poh-Poh refers to Wong
Suk’s eventual knock at the front door in terms of thunder (“‘Thunder,’ Poh-Poh insisted, ‘ghost
thunder.’”), whereas Father, using a formal title (12), identifies the unknown visitor as Wong
Sin-saang upon opening the door—“as if the shifting darkness might otherwise have no name”
(15), Liang observes. Liang herself, drawing on the knowledge of her grandmother’s stories,
wonders at first sight if this “dark figure” is to be taken as a demon or spirit (16). The entrance
scene in fact seems to hinge on this reading of “the shifting darkness” and what meaning will be
assigned to it. Rather than seeing the disfigurement that Father had warned about, Liang comes
to perceive Wong Suk through Poh-Poh’s storytelling discourse. “I heard ghost thunder,” Liang
says. “A mountain opened, and here, right in our parlour, staring back at me, stood Monkey, the
Monkey King of Poh-Poh’s stories, disguised as an old man bent over two canes. ... Poh-Poh was
right: she heard ghost thunder when I heard only the door” (18). Liang’s ‘reading’ serves to
dispel the tension of Wong Suk’s first encounter with the family and allows for an atmosphere of
familiarity to develop. It also leads to the old man being called Wong Suk, a title that fails to
correspond with his age in the way that the more appropriate Wong Bak does in traditional terms
(24)—a misnaming that signals the openness of Liang’s perspective.
As a figure of the abject, the outcast bachelor man is accepted into the family but he is
never fully integrated, as he eventually returns to China with the bones of the dead, to a space
where he more properly ‘belongs’ (72). In this sense, Liang’s story is about an encounter with
something that is in part other to her own reality, an experience that nevertheless alters her
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perception of the world and leaves an impression that will remain with her as an adult. In the
closing lines of the narrative, she finally seems to recognize the “wealth” that Wong Suk
bestowed upon her as a child simply in the form of memories of happy times (72). What might
awkwardly be called a concluding ‘acknowledgement of syntax’ indicates that a genuine
exchange has taken place between the two characters. Although they tend to speak a kind of
“Chinglish” during their time together (66), in the narrative’s final scene, Wong Suk explains his
departure to Liang in standard English (“I’m going on the Empress steamship this afternoon ... ”
[67]), and Liang recognizes his leave-taking in Chinese (“Dear Wong Suk, I never to forget you”
[72]). In a similar manner, Poh-Poh has the required ‘language’ to recognize Jung’s sexual
difference, which she interprets through a Chinese proverb—“Sun and moon both round ... yet ...
sun and moon different” (Jade 88). Indeed, she aligns herself with the moon as well. “Moon
people,” she explains, “felt things, as she did, things that others did not name” (139). This
emphasis on language and its mediatory role in the perception of reality occurs once more in the
portrayal of FrankYuen’s character. Frank’s first direct entry into Jung’s narrative in The Jade
Peony is preceded by two unglossed words (a relatively rare occurrence in Choy). High merchant
society is said to look down on the “fan quo and kai doi low life” that Frank tends to gamble with
(124-25). Neither of these words will be defined in the novel but, from the context, they are
clearly a reference to the unseemly (“kai doy” is in fact translated in Paper Shadows as “rough”
[68], as “louts” [70]). In a way, these unexplained foreign words in the text point to the nature of
Frank’s character, to his position within normative society. “Respectable mothers and fathers,”
according to Kiam, warn their children to stay away from Frank, considered to be “Chinatown’s
Number One black sheep” (All 263). Poh-Poh, however, tends to be somewhat more accepting
of the young man who brings her medicinal ingredients from the bush (Jade 124). She admires
“his tiger spirit” and claims that he is “a good demon-boy” when sober (All 265). Unintimidated
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by his capacity to swear “in a variety of languages and dialects,” she in fact curses “back at him
for swearing so boldly” (Jade 123-24), suggesting in an odd way that they share a certain
background. For the boys Kiam and Jung, Frank’s appeal lies in his unconventional (and
notorious) masculinity. In The Jade Peony, Jung ‘reads’ Frank through his knowledge of Joe
Louis that he has acquired from popular culture (123, 124). Kiam in All That Matters also
provides a reading of Frank that renders him more intelligible and less fearful. Frank’s “demon
eyes [become] suddenly human” to Kiam upon their first extended encounter (266). As will be
demonstrated, there are a number of such occasions in Choy’s fiction where people or things are
assigned disparate meanings or need to have their meaning interpreted in some way so as to
make them intelligible to the other characters (and readers). These cases stand in as examples of
how social matter such as race can be reinscribed and, to some degree, for Choy’s
autoethnographic project as a whole, which is to ‘gloss’ an entire historical and cultural reality.
Choy’s position shows through in his conception of good literature: “literature falls into places
where the reader belongs, and it doesn’t have a beginning or end. You simply fall into a world
that becomes part of yours. Even though it begins foreign, it ends up being familiar” (“Being”
21).

Cultural Translation and the Third Space
Wayson Choy has in fact spoken of his work in terms relating to translation. Commenting
on the writing of The Jade Peony, he states,
I knew that I was writing in English, which is in fact my second language but
certainly the one I normally use, since I only have childhood Chinese. English is
my main language, the one in which I create, receive and interpret the world.
There are always ‘translation limitations’ about going from one language to the
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other and from one cultural aspect to another. As a Chinese-Canadian writer, I
think that one of my privileges is to be able to have an experience in one culture
and re-create it in another language and culture. (“Intercultural” 281-82).
Choy goes on to explain how he has “had to make judgements about what it is possible to
translate into English without having the reader lose that sense of empathy for [the source]
culture,” and gives the example of his calling a child “‘useless boy’ or ‘useless girl’” in his
fiction, which is not as hurtful in Chinese as it would be in English. “I try and keep some of the
flavour” of the Chinese language, he claims, “and then pull back at other times to try and find
English equivalents” (283). Indeed, The Jade Peony begins with an epigraph taken from the
poem “Translations” by Wing Tek Lum, in a manner that would seem to announce the novelist’s
cultural and literary objectives (1). In some ways, translation is central to the ethnographic
process itself. In his contribution to Writing Culture, Vincent Crapanzano explicitly compares
ethnography to translation, though he adds that the former requires an additional step in the
process: “The ethnographer does not ... translate texts the way the translator does. He must first
produce them. Text metaphors for culture and society notwithstanding, the ethnographer has no
primary and independent text that can be read and translated by others. No text survives him
other than his own” (51). According to Talal Asad, writing in the same collection, use of the
notion of translation has, since the 1950s, become rather common in the field of social
anthropology in approaching the process in question (141), and he allows that a good
‘translation’ (in the emerging field of critical ethnography) may involve not only the standard
written account but an artistic production as well, such as “a dramatic performance, the execution
of a dance, or the playing of a piece of music” (159). Nevertheless, he places the same emphasis
as Crapanzano on the fact that ethnography as a translation-like process must not be equated with
translation itself, which works from a preceding original text (160).23 According to Sherry
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Simon, the somewhat ambiguous use of ‘translation’ in designating this general process of
cultural transfer is not universally accepted.24 Still, as she sees it, the idea of translation in itself,
however it gets used, “fait apparaître l’entrecroisement des imaginaires, le fait que la culture naît
au croisement des langues, dans des rapports d’échange, de résistance ou d’interpénétration”
(“L’hybridité et après” 321-22). Indeed, for some, all cross-cultural engagements can be said to
involve a form of translation to a certain extent. As Ovidio Carbonell writes,
Any approach to a given culture always involves a process of translation.
Translation is articulated at various levels, of which the linguistic level (of
semantic equivalence) may be adduced to be the first, or fundamental, one. Any
cultural discourse may be said to constitute a text. As a consequence, cultural
translation as a superior level of interaction takes place whenever an alien
experience is internalized and rewritten in the culture where that experience is
received. The handiest examples may be found in the anthropological and
ethnographic fields, but in fact this rewriting is imperative in any case of cultural
contact. (81)
In the current global context, Simon maintains that a large imbalance exists between the works of
literature being translated into English (very few) and those English works being translated into
other languages (many). In following with Carbonell’s view, she contends that major languages
such as English and French are nevertheless being infused with cultural difference as a
consequence of migration and the resulting cultural contact that it leads to: “Les langues de
grande diffusion (l’anglais et le français) sont porteuses d’imaginaires de plus en plus nombreux.
Ce qu’il est convenu d’appeler ‘la traduction culturelle’ prend le pas sur la traduction
linguistique. La traduction ne joue plus son rôle de répartition culturelle et linguistique, mais
génère à l’intérieur des langues une complexité croissante” (“L’hybridité et après” 319-21). It is
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under these general terms that Choy’s (autoethnographic) work may be taken as an example of
‘cultural translation’—a concept and practice that is also at the centre of Homi K. Bhabha’s
thought on cultural change, to which this chapter now in part turns.
A fundamental starting point in Bhabha’s theory consists of a semiotic understanding of
language as a self-referential system of meaning. For Bhabha, it is what Walter Benjamin called
“the foreignness of languages,” their inherent difference from one another, that ensures that there
will always exist elements of the untranslatable in any given language whose meaning cannot be
easily transferred from one system to another. An added, positive effect of this sense of selfreferentiality in Bhabha’s view is that it ultimately “makes all cultural languages ‘foreign’ to
themselves,” leading to a form of meaning that is profoundly unstable in nature, the result of
internal differentiation rather than mimetic wholeness. In accepting that meaning is generated
from within a particular language system and not through recourse to a universally accessible
signified, a more genuine mode of translation, aware of the specificities of cultures, is attained;
“it becomes possible to inscribe the specific locality of cultural systems—their incommensurable
differences—and through that apprehension of difference, to perform the act of cultural
translation” (Location 234-35). Within this framework, it is the migrant subject who, by its
liminal positioning between cultural systems, holds the privileged place as translator of culture in
the contemporary world, for whom translation becomes a part of “survival,” a part of “the act of
living on borderlines,” representing the way, in Salman Rushdie’s terms, that “newness enters
the world” (324). Almost all of Choy’s reviewers—of both his first memoir and his fiction—
have commented on the dual sense of cultural belonging that informs the lives of his characters.
And, in keeping with Bhabha’s perspective, Choy’s work is filled with an abundance of
situations where characters, located between Chinese and North American culture, are called
upon to translate in one way or another in their movement between these two systems, to the
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point that it clearly becomes a part of their way of life. At the age of five, Choy in Paper
Shadows is required to translate English labels at the grocery store in a rudimentary manner for
his mother who speaks little English, in such a way that she begins to depend on her son (83-84).
Likewise, Sekky translates twice for Stepmother in The Jade Peony, once with the postman who
delivers the parcel from Chen Suling, and then the correspondence inside the package as well
(159-61). In return, Mother, along with Chulip Sim at times (51), will ‘translate’ the action
occurring on stage at the opera for the young Choy throughout the third chapter of Paper
Shadows. In All That Matters, Father’s earlier employment at the China-Canada Mission House
in China involves translation (9), and Poh-Poh will refuse to translate the expletives that Kiam
hears as a young boy coming from the elders that he shares a rooming house with (23).
The process of translation in Choy is in fact problematized, shown to be a somewhat
inconsistent and not always predictable medium of communication. The potentially obfuscatory
nature of translation is portrayed in Not Yet when, during the shooting of a documentary on
Confucius in China, the film crew’s official interpreter obviously alters the complaints of a
vendor whose commerce at his market stall has been affected by the crew’s intrusion. Instead of
translating what is plainly the vendor’s anger over the interruption of his business, the interpreter
recites what comes across as a prepared script on Confucian tradition (132-33). In a similar way,
translation’s capacity to both hinder and facilitate human relations is portrayed in a brief scene in
All That Matters, where Mrs. O’Connor responds with a note to Stepmother for a gift of Chinese
tea. Mrs. Chong, associated with divisive Old China values in the novel, somewhat maliciously
reads the note to Stepmother as, “Thank you for the peasant tea,” which serves to arouse a sense
of indignation in Stepmother. Mrs. Leong’s daughter will read “pleasant tea” instead, which
encourages the cross-cultural relations that have developed between the two neighbours to
continue (233-34). There are moments in the same novel when translation simply fails. Kiam’s
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clumsy attempt to translate the label on an apple crate from the Fraser Valley Eden Farm is
received as “[n]onsense” by Poh-Poh (70); just as his accurate translation of Jack O’Connor’s
words (“he had asked Poh-Poh what smelled so rotten in our house” when she was preparing a
herbal soup) results in having “[t]he front door slammed shut in our faces” (79). In yet another
case, translation is shown to lead to new and unintended meanings. After a banquet celebrating
his birthday, Kiam, his pockets “bulging with lei-see,” offers one of his envelopes to Jack, a
“social ritual” whose significance Jack, and later his father, have difficulty understanding (5758). The gesture leads to a situation requiring a sort of cultural translation: Jack’s father comes to
the house to make sure that Kiam has not done something wrong (his reading of the act).
Significantly, Mrs. Chong, the only English-speaking adult present, does not really seem to be
able to explain the act to Mr. O’Connor either—here, the giving of lucky money to a white
person. At Poh-Poh’s insistence— “Now you tell that foreigner what you mean by that”—the
best that Kiam can do is, “For Jack to keep” (58). To some extent, Kiam manifests his own lack
of understanding of this Chinese social ritual by not recognizing the racial and ethnic boundaries
that determine its meaning. In response, Poh-Poh calls him “a fool” for giving lucky money
away, but Stepmother will compensate him for it by giving him additional coins (59). In some
regard, this is an unsuccessful attempt at translation (no equivalent meaning is conveyed; the
O’Connors do not understand why the money was given), yet Kiam’s mo li (“not only to lack
manners but to have little sense of social ritual” [56], a condition that comes with growing up in
an interstitial space) can also be seen as leading him to interpret or ‘translate’ the social ritual in
a way that alters its traditional meaning and that actually succeeds in crossing a cultural
boundary. Poh-Poh disapproves; Stepmother does not. In a related manner, Choy credits his
mother’s translations at the opera for his optimistic view on life. “I knew only Mother’s versions
of these stories, and so came to believe that the mythic forces of good eventually won out over
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evil; Luck always conquered Bad Fortune,” he writes. “Her whispered narratives constructed
within me a permanent barrier against pessimism, perhaps even against adversity” (Paper 56).
According to Simon, the dissonance (“effets de dissonance”) that tends to be produced by
what she calls the ‘hybrid text’ is quite often
le résultat d’un processus de traduction inachevée, une relation de transfert ou de
passage qui n’aboutit pas à un produit naturalisé, acculturé, mais qui laisse des
traces du premier texte dans le nouveau. Le texte hybride est donc un texte qui
manifeste des ‘effets de traduction,’ par un vocabulaire disparate, une syntaxe
inhabituelle, un dénuement déterritorialisant, des interférences linguistiques ou
culturelles, une certaine ouverture ou faiblesse sur le plan de la maîtrise
linguistique ou du tissu de références. (“Hybridités culturelles” 233-34)
Although Choy’s work is thoroughly glossed, and therefore more target oriented than what
Simon has in mind here, there are moments—subtle enough—when the text does produce such
an effect of ‘incompletion,’ creating a certain sense of opacity for the reader. Poh-Poh, for
instance, makes somewhat vague use of language in the scene dealing with Wong Suk’s false
papers in The Jade Peony when Liang pesters her about her own “paper-years” in the hope that
these will make her old enough to wear make-up: “‘You juk-sing years,’ Poh-Poh laughed. ‘You
Canada years’” (49). Poh-Poh’s use of “juk-sing years” is meant as a quip directed towards
Father and Wong Suk, and to certain readers, who understand the real meaning of the term. Juksing is not used anywhere else in the novel, but it is a somewhat pejorative expression used to
describe the Canadian born who look Chinese on the outside but who, on the inside, know
nothing of Chinese culture. (In All That Matters, Kiam defines juk-sing as “bamboo stumps,”
children “who were sturdy outside but held a hollow emptiness within” [71].) While most
readers will probably make the connection between the term and Liang’s Canadian-born status,
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they are unlikely to pick up on its full meaning. Drawing on Samia Mehrez, Carbonell observes
that the hybrid texts produced within the postcolonial context often involve the reader in a more
active way, requiring “a decoding of a referential world in which more than one language is
involved” (90). Such potential encounters with the untranslatable are not to be taken as absolute,
however. As Barbara Cassin would have it, “L’intraduisible n’est pas ce qui empêche de traduire
... mais ce qui fait que la traduction est un travail incessant” (qtd. in Simon, “L’hybridité et
après” 337). There is a sense that the ‘untranslatable’ in Choy, when it does occur, is meant to
spur the reader into a more active engagement with the text in just such a way. At times, the
meaning of unglossed words can be picked up from the context. A “two-stringed hu chin” in
Paper Shadows is not defined, but it is clearly an instrument that one plays in an orchestra (43).
The expression “mo li” is used without a gloss late in All That Matters (322), but it is by now
familiar to the reader due to its previous occurrence in the text. At other times, as in the case of
Frank Yuen mentioned earlier, unglossed words precede an encounter with foreignness,
signalling the need for increased attention or receptiveness on the part of the reader, and in a
certain manner on the characters’ part as well. The word “dim sum” is not glossed at the
beginning of the scene in All That Matters in which Kiam takes Jung up to his new bedroom for
the first time (107). This term is perhaps more commonly known in North America (it appears in
the Canadian Oxford Dictionary), but its usage nevertheless coincides with Kiam’s encounter
with difference at this moment. (“[N]ai-nai” is also used in a vaguely glossed manner in this
scene [111], defined later in the novel as “father’s mother” [367].) In a way that reflects his
immersion in North American popular culture, Kiam has been expecting to meet a robust child
out of the Our Gang movies (106, 108) but finds that his new brother’s body resembles a
“cartoon skeleton,” that his back is scarred “as if Long John Silver had tied him up and lashed
him a dozen times” (109). By briefly giving Jung’s background to Kiam—that his parents are
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dead, that people believe he is cursed, and that he is utterly alone in the world—Stepmother
introduces Kiam to a reality that he himself has never been exposed to (111-13). In the same
way, the word “jook” occurs without explication in All That Matters just before Poh-Poh begins
to teach Sekky how to make wind chimes. Somewhat misleadingly, Poh-Poh’s phrasing in this
passage—“Maybe stay home and I talk-story. You help me make jook. We make Old China
toys” (291)—may cause the reader to equate jook with toys, when it is a reference to food. (Choy
defines jook in Paper Shadows as “a kind of nourishing porridge ... , using leftover rice and a
mix of salty pork and soup broth” [142].) Initially, the family sees no problem in Poh-Poh’s wind
chimes, but her junk collecting in alleyways is eventually frowned upon by the community, with
its more ‘modern,’ Canadian outlook that is unable to appreciate the traditional, and here alien,
activity, which is finally suppressed.
As artistic creations that blend Old World tradition with the found materials of Canada,
Poh-Poh’s wind chimes are an emblem of her grandchildren’s reality to some extent and of the
‘newness’ that Bhabha associates with migrant culture. Drawing on Benjamin, Bhabha sees the
migrant subject, or “the subject of cultural difference,” as representing “the element of resistance
in the [ongoing] process of [cultural] transformation, ‘that element in a translation which does
not lend itself to translation,’” with “[t]he migrant culture of the ‘in-between,’ the minority
position, dramatiz[ing] the activity of culture’s untranslatabililty” (Location 321). What emerges
from this interstitial existence is a hybrid subject. Referred to as “a difference ‘within’” (19), as
being “neither the one thing nor the other” (49), such hybrid subject formations are associated
throughout Bhabha’s thought with a sense of ambivalence, of internal division (see 321). For
Bhabha, it is the “incommensurable elements” of cultural difference contained within the hybrid
subject that are brought to the fore at the intersections of culture, with these “stubborn chunks”
that will not fully dissolve into the melting pot of culture (Guillermo Gomez-Peña’s image)
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eventually coming to serve as “the basis of [new] cultural identifications” more generally (313).
According to Bhabha,
the importance of hybridity is that it bears the traces of the those feelings and
practices which inform it, just like a translation, so that hybridity puts together the
traces of certain other meanings or discourses. It does not give them the authority
of being prior in the sense of being original: they are prior only in the sense of
being anterior. The process of cultural hybridity gives rise to something different,
something new and unrecognisable, a new area of negotiation of meaning and
representation.25 (“Third” 211)
Ultimately, the formation of the hybrid subject of cultural difference occurs through a
performative process that Bhabha aligns with the notion of enunciation taken from the field of
linguistics (Location 50-51). As he puts it,
The enunciative process introduces a split in the performative present of cultural
identification; a split between the traditional culturalist demand for a model, a
tradition, a community, a stable system of reference, and the necessary negation
of the certitude in the articulation of new cultural demands, meanings, strategies
in the political present, as a practice of domination, or resistance. (Location 51)
Hence cultural identification is said to involve both the reaffirmation of tradition and the stasis
that is associated with it, and an ongoing need to work against this stasis (51). To some extent, it
is this unending rearticulation of tradition and the new, this process of enunciation which brings
together both past and present, that makes the purity or wholeness of culture an impossibility.
The impurity (and hybridity) of culture, however, is also due, in a basic manner, to the workings
of language itself. “Cultures are never unitary in themselves, nor simply dualistic in the relation
of Self to Other,” Bhabha writes. This is not due to some humanist ideal of universal belonging
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or a sense of “ethical relativism” that would promote identification with the other in some facile
way; it has to do rather with the fact that culture is constituted through language. In addition to
the ever-present split that exists between tradition and the new in any given cultural system,
“[t]he reason a cultural text or system of meaning cannot be sufficient unto itself is that the act of
cultural enunciation—the place of the utterance—is crossed by the différance of writing,” where
meaning is unstable, relational, and ‘decentred.’ In other words, it has to do “with the structure of
symbolic representation itself—not the content of the symbol or its social function, but the
structure of symbolization. It is this difference in the process of language that is crucial to the
production of meaning and ensures, at the same time, that meaning is never simply mimetic and
transparent” (52-53). As Bhabha goes on to state, “It is only when we understand that all cultural
statements and systems are constructed in this contradictory and ambivalent space of
enunciation, that we begin to understand why hierarchical claims to the inherent originality or
‘purity’ of cultures are untenable, even before we resort to empirical historical instances that
demonstrate their hybridity” (54-55).
The problem of living ‘in between’ cultures is unquestionably a central issue in the
everyday existence of Choy’s characters, where the images of Hollywood and North American
mass culture will sometimes vie, sometimes interact indiscriminately in their minds and
imaginations with those of Chinese culture. Choy himself describes the family in The Jade Peony
as living “in an in-between time and an in-between land,” that is, between the time of the last
generation of the old pioneers and that of the generation that would emerge from the Depression
and Second World War, but also between Old China and Canada (“Wayson”). Choy’s writing
depicts a world in which East and West are permitted to exist side by side in an unrestricted way
to a large extent. As a baby, before he is able to speak, Choy acquires an “English nick-name,
‘Sonny,’ because his parents had been fond of Al Jolson’s rendition of ‘Sonny Boy,’ and
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because, as a child, he had a sunny disposition” (Paper 17). And, when ill as a boy, friends and
family bring him “endless treats”—European “[b]utterhorns, egg tarts and sugar-crusted
ladyfingers” as well as Chinese “steamed pork buns, honeyed dried fruit, [and] chewy red
ginger” (88). Both herbalists and Western doctors are consulted over Sekky’s health (Jade 28,
All 155), and Mother’s most prized possession in Paper Shadows—in this Chinese-speaking
home, infused with Chinese folklore and tradition (23)—is her collection of British dinnerware
and teacups, pieces to which are customarily given to “Chinatown ladies” on special occasions
(24). Though he is initially frightened by it, the sound of the milkman’s horse in the memoir
eventually “become[s] as familiar as the sound of a chopstick hitting a milk bottle” to the young
Choy (8)—an image that again brings together elements of Chinese and European culture, a
“familiar” condition for the narrator. The dual sense of cultural belonging of the younger
characters in Choy’s work is ultimately signalled by their use of language—“Chinglish” becomes
a means for Choy’s generation to communicate with its elders after its Chinese language skills
have been largely displaced by English ones (Paper 83). Reading the story of Mother Hen to his
mother in Paper Shadows, Choy, age six, will “confidently babble out [his] rendering in a mixed
vocabulary of English-Chinese.” The story ends: “‘No-way help-ahhh! Ngoh-gah chicks and me,
three, four, five ... ’ I held up the correct number of fingers and recounted in Chinese, ‘Sam, say,
hmm—we hack ALL the bread-ahh!’” (131-32; ellipsis in orig.). Such use of language highlights
the crossing of sign systems that characterizes the particular cultural reality that Choy represents
in his writing.
The mixing of cultures that occurs as a result of this hybrid existence is clearly a
challenge to any notion of cultural purity or authenticity. However, it also entails a certain loss of
culture to some extent, reflected in the limited point of view of Choy’s narrators that a number of
commentators have pointed to. This limitation is to some degree due simply to the inexperience
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of the child narrators, and to the anglophone North American social context that determines what
the children take in culturally. It also has to do somewhat with the silence of the elders.
According to Choy, children of his generation often were just not told of what was happening
within the community because their lack of Chinese cultural knowledge made them unreliable
with regard to inquisitive immigration officials (“Intercultural” 272). Hence Liang in The Jade
Peony is politely asked to leave the room as Father and Poh-Poh discuss Wong Suk’s false
papers (51). Eleanor Ty observes that the loss of Chinese traditions in The Jade Peony is not
treated nostalgically by Choy; for his characters, “[t]here are new skills and new pleasures to
look forward to in the New World” (Politics 132). While this may be true, life in North America
can also be a source of anxiety for the younger residents of Chinatown. As Ien Ang puts it,
“hybridity is not only about fusion and synthesis, but also about friction and tension, about
ambivalence and incommensurability, about the contestations and interrogations that go hand in
hand with the heterogeneity, diversity and multiplicity we have to deal with as we live togetherin-difference” (On Not 200). Choy speaks of having himself experienced the strains tied to
hybrid existence: “I grew up with some of those [cultural] tensions as being part of the ordinary
way one lives one’s life, whether poor or rich, dark-skinned or light-skinned. I did not
understand these were tensions in any conscious way until I was old enough to recognize that my
confusion was a confusion of identity, of mixed-up associations, of still discovering hidden
boundaries and secret borders” (“Interview” [1999] 40). The author’s experience will eventually
find its way into his fiction, most notably in Sekky’s narrative perhaps, which Ty takes as
comprising “[t]he best example of ethnic confusion” in The Jade Peony (Politics 129). Sekky’s
conflicted condition is reflected in the limited control he has of his two languages. “I knew just
enough Chinese and English to speak to people,” he remarks, “but not always to understand the
finer points; worse each language was mixed in with a half-dozen Chinatown dialects. I never
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possessed enough details, in either language, to understand how our family, how the countless
cousins, in-laws, aunts and uncles, came to be related” (Jade 150). For Sekky, the words of the
English language are “more forthright ... , blunt, like road signs,” whereas those of the Chinese
language are “awkward and messy, like quicksand. I preferred English, but there were no
English words to match the Chinese perplexities” (150-51). Sekky’s lack of Chineseness is
complicated, however, due to his relationship with his grandmother. Despite the fact that he has
never been to China and has difficulty with kinship titles (he is the only one in the household to
call Poh-Poh Grandmama), he is, as a result of his closeness to Poh-Poh, more attached to the
‘old ways’ than even either of his two parents are. After her death, he alone in the family feels
prepared to insist, as Poh-Poh did, that “[o]ld way, best way” (185). The boy’s confusion also
manifests itself in his sense of cultural betrayal. In response to Mrs. Lim’s claim, “We are all
Chinese,” Sekky observes how “Grandmama nodded agreement, for to think anything else was
betrayal. And betrayal meant that one could still be shipped back to China, be barred from
Canada, taken away from Gold Mountain, exiled, shamed, removed from the privilege of
sending a few dollars back to the family-name clan starving in war-torn, famine- and droughtcursed China” (151-52). For someone authentically Chinese, exile would usually mean exile
from China, not Canada. In contrast, Sekky’s understanding of betrayal and shame is linked to
being discovered as an illegal immigrant by Canadian immigration officials, a rather Canadian
perspective. Sekky’s confusion shows through in All That Matters as well, when, despite all
intentions “to do everything right,” he decides to burn the image of the Kitchen God on the day
of the Western, rather than the Chinese, new year (379-81). This is not an error that Poh-Poh
would have made but no member of the family recognizes the error before it is too late.
The ambivalence associated with the hybrid subject is just as present in Kiam’s narrative
in All That Matters, where he finds himself unable to fully escape the contradictory pull of his
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dual heritage. As he puts it, “When I was almost ten, I stood with one foot deep in the rippling
waves of Poh-Poh’s storytelling while my other foot stood firmly on dry ground.” This sense of
“dry ground”—modern, rationalist—is inspired by Father and classroom chemistry
demonstrations, and, drawing on this latter perspective, Kiam resolves at this point in his life to
teach his siblings “to see the world as it truly was” (121-22). Yet, at the same time, he is unable
to entirely resist the draw of Poh-Poh’s stories and, as a result, decides to put off this instruction.
“No, I would be patient with Second Brother and Only Sister,” he states; “they, too, would need
a Chinese brain, or be forever mo no [meaning ‘brainless’ (61)]” (122-23). Throughout the scene
of the Mistress Mean Mouth story (123-39), Kiam proves in fact to be as absorbed in his
grandmother’s tale as Jung and Liang are, though he participates in a more conscious, selfreflexive way, aware of his younger siblings’ responses to the narrative as well as his own. By
the end of the story he now suddenly feels that Father’s demystified outlook has robbed him of
something:
I wanted to tell Second Brother what was real. Trains were only trains, as Father
had taught me. Combs were only combs, nothing more. He was older; he would
understand. All at once Jung’s knee pushed against my back, his heated hand
clutched at my shoulder, and I saw again his hopeful eyes; I knew then that saying
the obvious would be careless of me, that both Liang and he would suffer.
Something had been taken away from me. If I said anything now, something in
them, too, would perish. (138-39)
Although he is not always consciously aware of it, this tension in Kiam between his traditional
and modern identifications will remain with him throughout the novel.
If it can be a source of anxiety at times, this sense of hybridity and ambivalence that
characterizes Choy’s fiction and nonfiction is nevertheless vital to social and political change
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more broadly, as Bhabha sees it. As he explains, whatever emerges as new in political discourse
always develops out of what came before it through a performative process of ‘hybridization.’
Criticizing what he sees as an outmoded form of political discourse that views the world in
dualist terms, Bhabha contends that
[t]he language of [political] critique is effective ... to the extent to which it
overcomes the given grounds of opposition and opens up a space of translation: a
place of hybridity, figuratively speaking, where the construction of a political
object that is new, neither the one nor the other, properly alienates our political
expectations, and changes, as it must, the very forms of our recognition of the
moment of politics. The challenge lies in conceiving of the time of political action
and understanding as opening up a space that can accept and regulate the
differential structure of the moment of intervention without rushing to produce a
unity of the social antagonism or contradiction. (Location 36-37)
Bhabha designates this space of unresolved tension the “Third Space,” the space of the hybrid
that in a way ‘transcends’ the prior conditions from which it emerges in the creation of
something new. Following the differentiation made in linguistics between enunciation and
proposition (énoncé), Bhabha draws an analogy between the split nature of the hybrid “cultural
performance” and that of any given utterance.26 The meaning of an utterance is always
ambivalent, in the sense that it can never solely be derived from the enunciation (which provides
the utterance’s “positionality” in time and space) nor from the proposition (which provides the
basic content of the statement) alone. Context and content are distinct from one another yet both
necessary in the creation of meaning:
The production of meaning requires that these two places [involved in the
utterance] be mobilized in the passage through a Third Space, which represents
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both the general conditions of language [relating to the enunciation] and the
specific implication of the utterance [the proposition] in a performative and
institutional strategy of which it cannot ‘in itself’ be conscious. (53)
The ‘Third Space’ is not fully locatable in either enunciation or proposition, yet it is out of the
site of their intersection that meaning emerges. In this manner, the Third Space constitutes for
Bhabha “the ‘inter’—the cutting edge of translation and negotiation, the inbetween space—that
carries the burden of the meaning of culture” (56). Importantly, the Third Space does away with
any notion of stable and transparent referentiality, the “mirror of representation in which cultural
knowledge is customarily revealed as an integrated, open, expanding code” (54). Rather, it is the
“discursive conditions of enunciation” that serve as its basis “that ensure that the meaning and
symbols of culture [in the Third Space] have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same
signs can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and read anew” (55).27
It is this process of resignification that Bhabha associates with the Third Space that
profoundly characterizes the world of Choy’s writing. This concern with resignification is in fact
announced in the first scene in All That Matters, where Kiam, at three, approaches the West
Coast for the first time by steamship with Father and Poh-Poh. All three see “a black line”
working its way through the mountains towards the city of Vancouver. Father, more modern,
identifies the line as a train, an emblem of Western technological advancement, whereas PohPoh, as a traditionalist, sees the line in terms of a folkloric dragon (2-3). As a child, Kiam is
placed in a position to choose between the two readings, or perhaps produce a reading of his
own. There is a profusion of occasions such as this one in Choy where signs are read through the
‘wrong’ epistemology or perspective in a way that gives them unexpected or unintended
meanings. In the first childhood memories of Paper Shadows, figures of Chinese folklore are
superimposed on the Vancouver setting when the sound of the milkman’s horse and reflections
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of early morning light in a mirror are taken, respectively, for the sound of a monster and lucky
fireflies (6-7). Poh-Poh will in a similar manner teach Liang how to read the character Cheetah in
Tarzan movies through Buddhist legend. “Poh-Poh had educated me about this,” Liang explains.
“Cheetah was another one of the Monkey King’s disguises. It was a way for the Monkey King to
be with his monkey tribe and still keep in touch with Buddha’s commands, for Monkey could not
do without human company, black or white or yellow. After all, people were closest to Buddha,
Poh-Poh told me” (Jade 23). Liang and Wong Suk also come to approach their relationship in
this way through their understanding of Robin Hood and Marian which they have taken from the
movies (29-30): “So much like heroes of Old China” (37), Wong Suk claims. On a somewhat
different level, Kiam mentions at the end of All That Matters that he has called his grandmother
Poh-Poh (meaning mother’s mother) his whole life instead of Nai-Nai (father’s mother) out of
conformance with the family’s false immigration documents (367); just as Choy in Paper
Shadows, without being corrected, calls his grandfather Gung-Gung (meaning father-in-law) as
his mother does, rather than the more proper Ah-Yeh or Yeh-Yeh (86-87). Although it was
considered “a biting affront” at the time for a person of Chinese origin to be taken as Japanese
(K. Anderson 171), Meiying in The Jade Peony willingly enters Little Tokyo to be with Kazuo,
where she “blend[s] in” with the Japanese (243); much as Kazuo accepts to wear a button
reading, “I AM CHINESE,” to be near Meiying (259). Choy begins to learn how to read English
in Paper Shadows through his knowledge of Chinese culture when he takes the copyright notices
in his children’s books as a sort of “sacred script” (124) that he associates with the “mysterious”
writing (“the recipes-for-use” [122]) that appears on medicinal packets purchased at the
herbalist’s that no one ever seems to speak of out loud (122-23). At the same time, the notices
are also read through his understanding of Christian religion (124) and Western popular culture:
he approaches the books through his knowledge of “Aladdin’s magic carpet” (121), believing
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that the copyright notices contain “a spell,” such as “abracadabra” (124), and attempts to
decipher the print like Dick Tracy (122, 123-24). He rubs the notices while making “a wish” as
any North American child might, but also for good luck, as one rubs the decorative banners often
displayed on Chinese special occasions (125). As Choy observes with respect to his “lifelong
infatuation” with books that began at this moment in his life, “This connection evolved in ways
no single-minded Anglo-Saxon publisher—at least one in business in 1945—could ever have
imagined” (121).
On a more personal register, one of the more significant reinscriptions that occurs in
Choy has to do with the figure of the ghost. The ghost abounds in Choy’s world. ‘Ghost’ is a
term that can be called upon in different contexts, in referring to the spirit of the dead, but also in
speaking of white foreigners. Closely associated with the first meaning is the ghost as memory.
Kiam appears to use the word in this latter sense unwittingly, as something that inhabits people’s
“heads,” at the end of the Mistress Mean Mouth story in All That Matters (138), which seems to
call forth “a ghost” from Poh-Poh’s past (136). “Only memories,” he reassures himself (138). In
the scene in the same novel where Kiam asks for a demonstration of how unwanted babies were
put to death in Old China, Poh-Poh also refers to ghosts in a way that involves this third
meaning. “Ghosts have followed me here,” she tells her grandson as she attempts to shut out
certain thoughts from her mind (52). When she actually does see a ghost during the family’s
meal with Jenny, she dismisses the occurrence simply in terms of “[t]hinking Old China times”
(320). The sense of the ghost as recollection is present in The Jade Peony as well when Poh-Poh
identifies the knocking of Wong Suk at the front door (a person whom she had known thirty
years earlier in China [11]) as “ghost thunder” (15). In his writing, Choy is careful not to either
exploit the figure of the ghost or to reject it outright. According to Choy, the idea of the ghost
was central to the oral tradition that the elders of Chinatown brought with them from China. As
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he puts it, “Homer was an oral tradition ... spoken in vernacular language. ... I don’t see the oral
history of the Chinese villagers as any less valuable” (“Being” 22; 1st ellipsis in orig.). In a
somewhat unexpected manner (he is not writing out of the fantastic tradition), Choy will
consistently make use of a Todorovian sense of hesitation at those moments when ghosts enter
into his narratives. In The Jade Peony, Poh-Poh appears after her death both as a ghost and in
Sekky’s dreams in a way that might be taken as foretelling Meiying’s own impending death and
indicating the prior death of Miss Doyle’s brother (185, 202), though Sekky does not recognize
these ‘signs’ as such (which may in fact only be the product of his imagination). During the time
of what Sekky takes to be Poh-Poh’s haunting, the slamming of doors and windows is likewise
explained by the family as resulting naturally from the wind and humidity (Jade 179, 181), or
possibly from Father’s own slamming shut of a door (188). In Paper Shadows, the dying of an
evergreen at the family’s home after the death of each of Choy’s parents may have to do with
ghosts, or be caused by blight, as one neighbour suggests (336-37). In the ghost-seeing episode
in Not Yet, Choy again creates a sense of hesitation by having both Victoria (associated with Old
China tradition [154]) and his friend Larry (of Choy’s own Canadian Chinatown generation, who
would not be expected to do so) believe in the ghosts that he himself refuses to give credence to
(153-57). Something similar occurs in Paper Shadows, where Choy tells of two occasions having
to do with ghostly appearances—the first involves Chinatown elders (presumably prone to
believing in such superstition), but the second is related by Garson Lee (“now a successful
accountant” [329], a typically rationalist occupation) and his two sisters, members, again, of
Choy’s generation who should not normally believe in such things (327-32).
Hence it is perhaps not surprising that a language of ‘haunting’ recurs throughout Choy’s
nonfiction. “[A] vision began to haunt me,” he states in Not Yet as he recalls a childhood
memory (142). In fact, his “earliest memories” in Paper Shadows are referred to as “hauntings”
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as well (6). Speaking in his first memoir of what might be his biological father, Choy writes,
“What haunts me and remains with me still is that man’s lingering patience, his kind eyes”
(Paper 281-82). In Choy’s personal universe, the idea of haunting indeed takes on a rather
specific connotation. As he explains, “A haunting is any one moment that never seems to let you
go, that persists in your brain like a snapshot, or a snatch of melody, or a fragrance of a wet dog.
Such a ‘haunting’ can be a key to opening your individual history. It can unlock profound
meanings, reveal the foundation of your deepest or earliest hopes and fears” (“Importance” 95).
In a related way, the ghost in Choy’s world may, again, be taken as a sort of ‘living’ memory,
one that at times may seem to have a life of its own. Having learned from Freda in Paper
Shadows of the “shameful story” of Father’s mother in China (314), passed on to Freda by her
own mother and later by Choy’s mother, Choy remarks, “My father’s history had somehow been
passed on to me, father to son, however long and circuitous the journey. Why should this story
finally fall into my heart and brain? Ghosts are to be wrestled with, if not subdued” (317-18).
The same memoir opens with a ghostly encounter of sorts, as Choy receives a call from a
mysterious woman: “The voice on the hotel phone chattered on, spilling out details and
relationships, talking of Pender Gai, Pender Street, and noting how my novel talked of the
‘secrets of Chinatown’” (5). The woman’s voice produces a sudden recollection in the author,
who is led to recall the day of his mother’s death eighteen years earlier. The woman—associated
with “Vancouver’s Old Chinatown” (3)—just as quickly ‘vanishes’ as she hangs up the
telephone, leaving Choy in an emotionally uncertain state (4-5). The author’s most concrete
encounter with a ghost in his nonfiction occurs during his interview with his father in Paper
Shadows. As they prepare for the interview that day, Choy writes, “neither of us guessed that
some dark force would come between Father and me” (308). Yet the encounter with this “dark
force” will be experienced differently by each character. As Choy relates,
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All at once, I had the oddest sense that someone—something—was standing
before him. The sensation made me feel queasy. To see what Father was staring
at, I turned by head.
There must have come to him without any warning—as can happen to anyone at
any time—so exact a remembrance that something took hold of him. His lips were
trembling; his pupils focused on nothing but air.
Yet, something—someone—had stood before us. (312-13)
If Father experiences the event as a near-physical encounter with “someone—something” in a
more traditional sense, Choy explains the occurrence in terms of an intense “remembrance.” The
tape recorder will later be revealed to have malfunctioned at this moment (318), but it is not clear
if this is due to the influence of a ghost or because the machine “had double-bounced off the
airport floor” some time before (308). Altogether, such an event is perhaps characteristic of the
Third Space, where the incommensurable must often find ways to coexist. In a more general
sense, Choy compares the “histories” of the people of Old Chinatown to “ghosts” (Paper 337),
and his talk of ghosts may represent a way of keeping the memory of his ancestors alive
somehow, in such a way that prevents them from being too easily dismissed or forgotten. As
Choy puts it, “I think there is a place in the human brain inhabited by people who have loved
you, or who have become a vital part of your life, for better or worse. They occupy a dynamic
part of you as—for lack of a better word—ghosts.” He speaks of how his adoptive parents are,
under these terms, “still a living part of me” (“Discovering”). Having completed his part of the
exorcism in Toronto at the end of the ghost-seeing episode in Not Yet, Choy states, “I still do not
believe in ghosts, but I confess that I talk to them. I write about them. They haunt me. I will not
let them go” (171). Choy in the end reworks the image of the ghost in a way that gives it
personal connotations closely associated with the act of remembering, in a manner that perhaps
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privileges this aspect of the traditional meaning over the others, ultimately allowing the author to
maintain some tie with tradition, albeit without its imposed strictures.
Finally, through his attempt to dislodge Chinese Canadian identity from the reifications
of racial and ethnic classification, Choy’s work can also be said to offer a challenge to official
multicultural discourse in Canada. The discourse of multiculturalism—in Canada and
elsewhere—has often been charged with promoting an understanding of culture that is folkloric
and ahistorical, and thus prone to essentialization and containment. In this vein, Bhabha has
criticized the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights for stressing “the need for
minorities to ‘preserve’ their cultural identities, rather than to affiliate across emergent minority
communities. For all its good intentions, such rights [to cultural autonomy] neglect the ‘intercultural’ political existence and ethical imperative that” govern minority experience. Following
W. E. B. Du Bois, Bhabha writes, “a minority only discovers its political force and its aesthetic
form when it is articulated across and alongside communities of difference, in acts of affiliation
and contingent coalitions” (Location xxii). What is of crucial importance at this time, according
to Bhabha, when “the idea of society itself” is in the process of being redefined, “is the need to
think beyond narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or
processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural differences” (2). To this end, Bhabha
distinguishes between two modes of ‘multicultural’ existence operating in the world today, what
he calls “global cosmopolitanism” and “vernacular cosmopolitanism.” If the first involves a form
of neoliberal globalization that tends to celebrate diversity in the name of “healthy profit
margins” while avoiding “the problems of diversity and redistribution at the local level, and the
rights and representations of minorities in the regional domain” (xiv-xv), the second “measures
global progress from the minoritarian perspective. Its claims to freedom and equality are marked
by ‘a “right to difference in equality,”’” as Étienne Balibar has put it (Location xvi-xvii).
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Claiming this “right to difference in equality,” according to Bhabha, “has less do to with the
affirmation or authentification of origins and ‘identities,’ and more to do with political practices
and ethical choices. ... Vernacular cosmopolitanism represents a political process that works
towards the shared goals of democratic rule, rather than simply acknowledging already
constituted ‘marginal’ political entities or identities” (xvii-xviii). To some extent, Bhabha’s
notion of vernacular cosmopolitanism is to be associated with his sense of cultural difference,
which emerges at the site of the hybrid. Global cosmopolitanism, by comparison, is tied to a
notion of ‘cultural diversity,’ where culture comes to be taken as “an epistemological object” that
is static in nature. As Bhabha writes,
Cultural diversity is the recognition of pre-given cultural contents and customs;
held in a time-frame of relativism it gives rise to liberal notions of
multiculturalism, cultural exchange or the culture of humanity. Cultural diversity
is also the representation of a radical rhetoric of the separation of totalized
cultures that live unsullied by the intertextuality of their historical locations, safe
in the Utopianism of a mythic memory of a unique collective identity.28 (49-50)
The need to contextualize the presence of minority cultures in the West and to represent
their more material experience is thus of central importance in challenging essentialist liberal
notions of culture such as those described here. The historical outlook of Choy’s work fulfills
this demand in a significant way, as does his hybrid conception of Chinese Canadian cultural
existence. In this regard, Choy’s view of contemporary culture is in keeping with the
contestatory forms of vernacular cosmopolitanism and cultural difference identified by Bhabha,
to the extent that it privileges the “intercultural” over the multicultural (“Intercultural” 279-80).
If Choy has a critical view of multiculturalism in its more official manifestations, it is in part
based on his childhood experience. Vancouver “during the war years and after,” he explains,
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“was a very multicultural society” in the broad meaning of the term. Yet, despite this genuine
sense of diversity, “[e]verybody was in a ghetto, ... an Irish ghetto, a ghetto for the Ukranian
people, the Polish, the Chinese, and the Japanese who were moved out because of the war
situation”—a scenario founded on notions of cultural purity that continue to form the basis of
official multicultural discourse. “It’s not entirely a perfect dream that Trudeau had,” Choy
claims. “Multiculturalism celebrates differences, ... it is important to celebrate our similarities
before our differences divide us” (qtd. in Wilks). The world portrayed in Choy’s writing remains
a ‘multicultural’ space, then, but the cultural interaction that it allows for offers a challenge to
official versions of culture. In Paper Shadows, Choy describes the area in which the family
eventually purchases a home: “Along that one block lived families by the name of Chomyshak,
Splett, Bezzasso, Kelly, Anaka, Benastick, Minichiello, Parker, Wakaluk and Morrison. Between
and among them lived Chinese families named Woo, Cheong, Soon, Joe, Chow, and Wong.
Missing were Japanese names, since, after Pearl Harbor, all Japanese families had been forced
out of Vancouver” (181). The multiculturalism depicted here, with its intermingling of cultures,
does not quite conform to the mosaic of official discourse with its vision of self-contained
cultures. The space is not exactly faultless, as one group, the Japanese, has been barred from
inclusion due to external (and perhaps also internal) socio-political forces. The neighbourhood’s
working-class condition is also the result of minority and class status formed in relation to some
greater, absent Anglo-Canadian majority. It is nevertheless a space where the customary
divisions of race and ethnicity are perhaps less stringently enforced, as at least one of the Choys’
“Caucasian neighbours” understands enough Chinese to grasp the slight directed at him by
Mother. “[D]on’t call me a goddamn kwei!” he responds. “I’m no goddamned ghost!” (181).
Choy’s most direct attempt to address the issue of multiculturalism occurs in The Jade
Peony in his portrayal of Miss E. Doyle’s third-grade classroom, where the schoolteacher can in
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a way be seen as standing in for the Western state. Sekky describes Miss Doyle’s educational
objective in the following terms: “We were an unruly, untidy mixed bunch of immigrants and
displaced persons, legal or otherwise, and it was her duty to take our varying fears and
insecurities and mold us into some ideal collective functioning together as a military unit with
one purpose: to conquer the King’s English, to belong at last to a country that she envisioned
including all of us” (207). As suggested by this passage, Miss Doyle’s classroom is run with
militaristic rigour. “I am the General of this class” (198), she declares. “All of you are my
soldiers” (199). As if to remind the class of her disciplinary power, she uses the leather strap as a
pointer (200). And, in typical propagandistic fashion, in her daily descriptions of the Second
World War’s ongoing battles, she “rarely talked of people killing each other, but always
mentioned ‘rescue’ and ‘courage’ and ‘kindness’” (201). Sekky is initially so enthralled with his
first year at school that he may not see the stifling nature of Miss Doyle’s way. Or he is taken
with her military style of teaching as he is with everything else related to the war. Jung hates her
because he has been disciplined by her (205), and there is the suggestion that Sekky’s admiration
of Miss Doyle’s “staunch authority” also eventually wears out (213). Sekky will finally disclose
Miss Doyle’s essentialist view of culture. “In class,” he observes, “Miss Doyle had already
explained that Catholic families go to Catholic places, and Protestant families go to Protestant
places. Same for Jewish people. Same for Hindus and Buddhists. All the people in the world
belonged to families and had to stay with their families” (229-30). Two views of
multiculturalism are juxtaposed in this episode from The Jade Peony, one representing the
minority perspective, the other the Western liberal perspective. As Sekky sees it, “At recess, our
dialects and accents conflicted, our clothes, heights and handicaps betrayed us, our skin colours
and backgrounds clashed, but inside Miss E. Doyle’s tightly disciplined kingdom we were all—
lions or lambs—equals. / We had glimpsed Paradise” (212). In one view, the ‘unruliness’ and
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‘untidiness’ of immigrant culture are allowed to exist for their own sake; in the other, these
forces are to be contained within Miss Doyle’s “tightly disciplined kingdom.” There is a sense
that Miss Doyle’s “Paradise” is an idealistic realm that does not really conform with the world
outside the classroom. Miss Doyle is not an unsympathetic character or incapable of kindness;
the affection she evokes from her students and the generosity she extends to Tammy Okada (with
the empty pencil box [207-11]) indicate that her approach to teaching is well-intentioned. But her
method remains a standard imposed upon her multicultural classroom from a sort of
transcendental vantage point; if her students are all “equals,” none is equal to Miss Doyle herself.
(Consider how the students of Miss Doyle’s classroom are only given a ‘glimpse’ of Paradise,
not the real thing.) With its perpetual violence and bullying, the Strathcona School playground is
not always a space of cross-cultural harmony either, but it is perhaps less hierarchical, less
concerned with the management of cultural difference.
What comes across, in closing, is that Choy makes use of traditional forms in his
writing—the autobiography and realist novel—in decidedly non-traditional ways, allowing him
to rework common conceptions of race and to explore the hybrid functioning of culture in a
manner that challenges any closed, essentialist understanding of race and ethnicity. The next
chapter addresses the work of Lawrence Hill, which, I will attempt to illustrate, is very close in
keeping with Choy’s in the way that it draws on traditional, readable genres in dealing with
issues surrounding black racial identity in North America.

Chapter 4
Lawrence Hill: The Neo-Slave Narrative and the History of Blackness
African Canadian1 author Lawrence Hill writes out of a literary tradition that is better
established in North America than those of the other racial and ethnic minorities studied so far in
the dissertation for at least three reasons, each of which will be explored more fully in the
chapter that follows. First, people of African descent have been in North America for almost as
long as Europeans; second, literacy and literary production have long been valued among
African North Americans as a means of empowerment; and third, ex-slaves were in a sense
invited into the white literary institution in the nineteenth century by abolitionists in an effort to
advance the antislavery cause, an ‘invitation’ that most other racial and ethnic minorities would
have to wait until the 1970s and 80s to receive. Writing in the introduction to Other Voices,
which would become a landmark anthology, Lorris Elliott maintained in 1985 that little black
writing had been published in Canada before 1970. However, Elliott’s primary interest at this
time was in “poetry and prose fiction” and did not take into account works of nonfiction (4).
More recently, George Elliott Clarke has shown, using more open criteria, that the history of
black writing in Canada goes back much further than this. According to Clarke, the first
published African Canadian authors were black Loyalists who migrated to the Maritimes in the
eighteenth century in order to escape the American Revolution taking place in the southern
colonies of British North America. John Marrant, David George, and Boston King would each
publish a memoir under these circumstances in 1785, 1793, and 1798 respectively. These authors
would be followed by a number of other nonfiction writers in the nineteenth century, including
Josiah Henson, Mary Ann Shadd, and John William Robertson (“Introduction” xiii-xiv). In a
similar way, Clarke argues for the inclusion of certain African American authors in the African
Canadian corpus based on a period of residency in Canada. Martin Robison Delany would thus
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qualify as the first black novelist in Canada, with the publication of Blake, or the Huts of
America, serialized for the first time in the United States between 1859 and 1862 but written in
Chatham, Ontario. Along these same lines, the itinerant African American authors Noah Calwell
Cannon and James Madison Bell would become Canada’s first poets of African descent, with
Cannon publishing a volume of verse in 1833, and Bell two volumes in 1862 and 1901
(Odysseys 329). Clarke’s considerable bibliographical work has served to underscore this
historical aspect of the African Canadian literary tradition. His “A Primer of African-Canadian
Literature” first appeared in 1996 (and is reprinted in Odysseys Home [325-38]), at a time when,
Clarke says, African Canadian literature was still virtually absent from libraries (Odysseys 326).
Although he acknowledges Elliott’s pioneering work of the 1980s, Clarke’s objective in his
“Primer” is “to contest Elliott’s argument that ‘there is no real evidence of extensive literary
writing by Blacks in Canada before the 1970s’” and related views that typically see African
Canadian writing as beginning with the literary productions of West Indian immigrants during
this latter period—Clarke’s contention being that, if one takes into account works of nonfiction,
the history of black writing in Canada goes back to the nineteenth, and even eigtheenth,
centuries, when authors felt it more urgent to produce slave narratives, histories, and hymnals
than poetry and plays. “This feature of the canon must be investigated and theorized, not
categorically dismissed,” Clarke writes. For “we still know too little about early AfricanCanadian writing to be able to assess it in any conclusive manner” (326-27). Clarke’s “Primer”
provides an overview of African Canadian literature from the late eighteenth century to the end
of the twentieth, with a discussion of the role of small presses in the publication of later works
(333-34), of the awards that African Canadian writing has garnered (335-36), of works published
in translation (336-37), and of the periodicals published beginning in the 1970s (337). Clarke’s
bibliography “Africana Canadiana,” which follows the “Primer” in Odysseys Home, lists 84
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pages of individual authors; over 60 anthologies, many dealing with particular themes, published
from 1973 to 2002 (including two from 1966 and 1972 by the American-born Frederick Ward
which do not appear to deal with African Canadian content); over 160 periodicals published
between 1851 and 2002; and two dozen special issues and supplements published from 1976 to
2001 (339-448).
In the contemporary period, the first anthologies of African Canadian literature would
begin to appear in the 1970s, with the publication of Black Chat in 1973, edited by Camille
Haynes; One Out of Many in 1975, edited by Liz Cromwell (see Cromwell, Foreword); and
Canada in Us Now in 1976, edited by Harold Head (see Head, “We Have”). The first sustained
effort to anthologize black writing in Canada, however, was Elliott’s Other Voices, which he
describes as “the final section of a project that had been undertaken in the late seventies—a
project which also included a Conference of the Black Artist in the Canadian Milieu and a
Bibliography of Literary Writings by Blacks in Canada,” with the conference in particular being
sponsored in part by the Multiculturalism Sector of the Canadian Secretary of State (1). Since
2002, and the republication of Clarke’s expanded bibliography in Odysseys Home, a number of
other anthologies have appeared. These include the second volume of Djanet Sears’s Testifyin’
(2003), Donna Bailey Nurse’s Revival (2006), Adebe DeRango-Adem and Andrea Thompson’s
Other Tongues (2010), and Althea Prince’s In the Black (2012). Indeed, various commentators
have noted a burgeoning in African Canadian writing in recent decades.2 Both Clarke and Bailey
Nurse see the 1990s in particular as a transitional period which saw the literature’s “com[ing] of
age,” in Bailey Nurse’s words, with the publication of Clarke’s anthology Eyeing the North Star
(1997) serving, in her view, as “a pivotal moment” in the literature’s development (Bailey Nurse,
Introduction [Revival] xii; Clarke, “George” 42).
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Despite this relative abundance in the primary literature, literary criticism in the field has
not been published in proportion. Aside from What’s a Black Critic to Do? (2003) and What’s a
Black Critic to Do II (2011), two volumes by Bailey Nurse that bring together author profiles,
interviews, and reviews, and Why We Write (2006), a collection of interviews gathered by H.
Nigel Thomas, only a handful of books have been published that focus exclusively on African
Canadian literary criticism. A work of literary and cultural criticism, Black Like Who? by
Rinaldo Walcott was published in 1997, with a second revised edition appearing in 2003, and
Rude, a collection of essays edited by the same author, was published in 2000. In addition to
Odysseys Home, Clarke has published a second collection of essays called Directions Home
(2012), and Maureen Moynagh has edited the volume of criticism African-Canadian Theatre,
which was published in 2005. Most recent to appear has been Winfried Siemerling’s The Black
Atlantic Reconsidered (2015), which provides a wide-ranging history of black literature and
culture in Canada, along with a chronology, or “timeline,” that includes bibliographical material
up to 2014 (362-96). Beyond these publications, only two special issues seem to have been put
out by Canadian literary journals since 2002. An issue of Essays in Canadian Writing from that
same year, entitled Race and edited by Daniel Coleman and Donald Goellnicht, includes some
analysis of African Canadian literature, and an issue of Canadian Literature—Black Writing in
Canada—appeared in the fall of 2004, edited by Laura Moss. In some cases, the literary authors
themselves speak of facing continued difficulty in gaining full access to the mainstream
publishing industry in Canada, an impediment that was already being felt by black writers in the
1970s and 80s (Elliott 2-3). Then as now, the problem has to do with a publishing sector that sees
no “commercial viability” in black writing (Elliott 3). However, if the problem may once have
been race based, Ayanna Black claims that this situation is “no longer a colour thing” strictly
speaking, that it results from an industry which is unwilling to take risks with unknown authors
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who have little publishing history (“Ayanna” 8). For these reasons, she sees the need for a black
publishing house in Canada and greater involvement by literary critics (12). Clarke concurs,
noting that as a result of a “general contraction in the publishing industry in Canada” the
publication of black authors in the country is again on the decrease. As he sees it, “What we lack
still are critical institutions of reception and propagation of the material” (“George” 43).3
As with the history of Chinese Canadians in the writing of Wayson Choy, the early
history of African Canadians plays a central part in Lawrence Hill’s work. According to Daniel
G. Hill, the first-known black man to have “set foot on Canadian soil” was Mattieu da Costa.
Costa, who may or may not have been free, travelled with Pierre de Gua, sieur de Monts, during
the latter’s exploration of the Atlantic region of the North American continent from 1604 to 1606
and served as an interpreter between the French and the local Mi’kmaq. He was not a permanent
resident, however (3, 219n1). Hill identifies the first black inhabitant of what would become
Canada as being a six-year-old slave boy who was brought to New France in 1628 by a British
privateer, David Kirke. The boy’s original name is unknown, but he was baptized as Olivier Le
Jeune by French colonists in 1633. Le Jeune died in 1654 after having been set free in 1638 (3).
In keeping with these observations, Robin W. Winks maintains that Le Jeune “was neither the
first slave nor the first Negro in New France, but he was the first of whom there is any adequate
record,” adding that two previous explorers had enslaved, or attempted to enslave, Aboriginal
people living in the Atlantic region in 1501 and 1607, and that another “anonymous” black man
is mentioned in the historical record also around 1607. As Winks writes, “Le Jeune is not only
the first Negro to whom we can give more than a name, he is the first to have been transported
directly from Africa, to have been sold as a slave in New France, and apparently to have died a
free man” (Blacks 1-2).4
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Although it was accepted practice prior to this date, slavery in New France received
official sanction in 1689, at which moment slaves began to be introduced into the colony in
greater numbers. Slaves at this time were both black and Native (the latter also being called
‘panis’) and worked as domestics and field hands. In the more remote settlements, however,
black slaves were preferred as the Aboriginal slaves—“wilderness-wise” and more familiar with
the environment—were harder to retain (D. Hill 3-4; Winks, Blacks 2-3). Slavery in New France
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was not as strictly codified legally as it was in
the English colonies, and as there were more indigenous slaves than African (Winks says that
slaves were three times more likely to be panis than black [9]), slave status did not come to be
identified with blackness here as it did in the south (Winks, Blacks 3). According to Winks,
slaves in New France were not as badly treated as they were elsewhere in the New World
because they were expensive and often employed within the more intimate sphere of the
household (10-11). Despite their more ‘humane’ treatment in New France, Winks writes that
“the slaves themselves cannot have thought the system so agreeable, for there were numerous
attempts to escape” (14-15). However “benevolent” the institution of slavery may have been in
New France in relative terms, Winks notes that “nonetheless it was slavery, with accompanying
potentialities toward the dominance of one man, and of one race, over another” (17). Indeed, the
brutality of the practice is reflected in the brief life expectancy of black slaves in the colony,
which was approximately twenty-five years (10). The first British slaves may have arrived in the
region in 1713, when early British settlers from New England arrived in Acadia, which had
recently been ceded to the British by the French and renamed Nova Scotia. Many of these slaves
accompanying the settlers would have had training in certain trades, and it is known that slave
labour was used in the building of Halifax, which was founded in 1749 (D. Hill 5-6). In 1760,
when the British took control of New France, the latter’s slave system passed without any real
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difficulty into the hands of the former (6). Following upon this transitional moment, the end of
the American War of Independence would once again see a significant number of white British
Loyalists and their black slaves relocated to what was now the British colony of Quebec (Winks,
Blacks 33-35). Yet, for various social, moral, and economic reasons, slavery in British North
America had by the end of the eighteenth century largely become impracticable (112-13),
according to Winks. “While slavery remained legal in all British North American colonies until
1834,” he writes, a “combination of legislative and judicial action had so severely limited its
growth, applicability, and confidence as virtually to end the practice by the 1820s throughout the
provinces” (110).5 By the 1830s, Winks claims that the number of slaves remaining in British
North America would have been negligible (111).
As the importation of slaves began to taper off, black people started arriving in greater
numbers in British North America as immigrants. The first major wave of immigration occurred
in 1783 at the close of the American Revolution, a war in which the British had offered freedom
to slaves in an effort to undermine the economy of the southern colonies. The great majority of
these black Loyalists as they were called were sent to Nova Scotia with the assurance that they
would be provided for. Once in Nova Scotia, however, the black settlers received none of the
provisions that they had been promised and consistently smaller land allotments than the white
Loyalist settlers who found themselves in similar circumstances; and the grants that were given
(on generally poor soil) tended to be assigned in a way that promoted segregation (Winks, Blacks
29, 35-36). The townsite of Shelburne in particular, which will figure in Lawrence Hill’s The
Book of Negroes, was initially intended “to be something of a model community for resettlement
of the Negroes, and in truth it began as such,” Winks observes. “Relations in the first fifteen
months of settlement were harmonious between white and black and between slave and free”
(37).6 Yet, despite these auspicious beginnings, a race riot in July 1784 would disrupt the initial
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interracial harmony in Shelburne, as hundreds of former white soldiers, increasingly angered
over the need to compete with black labourers who tended to accept lower wages, attacked the
nearby black community of Birchtown, “rampaging through the settlement [and] pulling down
some twenty Negro houses” (38-39). Still, by 1787, there were about two hundred families living
in Birchtown, three to six miles away from Shelburne, where virtually all the free blacks in the
area had settled, half of whom had built houses and begun to work their land (37). Black labour
was central to the growth of Shelburne, which by 1785 had become “the largest and most
prosperous community in the province” (38). However, the economic boom would not last, and
by the end of the 1780s the town had entered into decline (39). In 1787, the government rations
that Birchtown residents had been receiving were cut off and the community was brought into a
state of near starvation. The people of Birchtown continued to be threatened by re-enslavement
and to face anti-black sentiment in Shelburne, and many could only find shelter in holes that they
had dug in the ground. Although Birchtown proved to be the greatest source of disappointment at
the time, similar problems relating to land allotments were occurring throughout Nova Scotia
(39-41), and black Loyalists were ultimately left to fend for themselves.
The rate of immigration to other parts of British North America at the end of the
eighteenth century was slow, though numbers would begin to increase after 1793 when the
passing of antislavery laws in Upper Canada encouraged black people to seek out refuge here (D.
Hill 46-48). The largest migration of black people to British North America, according to Winks,
would occur over the course of the first half of the nineteenth century as slaves in the United
States, beginning in the 1810s, started to look for asylum in Canada. Their reception varied,
however, with their being well received in some localities, especially early on, and less so in
others, mainly when their growing numbers began to be perceived as a threat (Blacks 142).
Immigration to Canada would continue at a lesser rate during the remainder of the century.
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Chapter 9 of Winks’s history is devoted to the first black settlers of British Columbia, who
remained largely isolated from the events occurring in the eastern part of the country. The first
immigrants to BC (and to Victoria more specifically) arrived in 1858. Although pressed to leave
California—a free state—due to increasingly racist government policies, the black immigrants to
BC were not fugitives in any way. Many had owned property in California, the sale of which
provided them with the capital to establish themselves in Victoria, and later elsewhere in the
colony. The majority were literate and skilled, an advantage which allowed them to prosper in
the region, where racial tensions appear to have been moderate, at least initially (272-78).
Another small wave of black immigration, mainly from Oklahoma to the Prairies, and especially
to Saskatchewan and Alberta, would take place in the first decade of the twentieth century, and
in the years 1909 and 1910 in particular. Many of these settlers had experience in dryland
farming and the first to arrive succeeded in establishing themselves securely enough (300-06).
Yet the development of these initial settlements was cut short as increasing anti-black sentiment
in the early 1910s soon led government to introduce measures that would impede black
immigration to the region (all the while continuing to promote the benefits of such immigration
to white Oklahomans) until 1914, when the outbreak of World War I would allow the state to
prohibit the entry of whomever it chose (306-13). Finally, the most recent influx of immigrants
dates to 1962, when new immigration regulations were introduced in Canada that “put stress
upon education and skills” (443). As the new policy read, a potential immigrant would now be
assessed individually, “entirely on his own merit, without regard to race, colour, national origin
or the country from which he comes” (qtd. in Winks, Blacks 443). Consequently, the number of
black immigrants to Canada, who had made up 0.22 per cent of all immigrants from 1946 to
1950, rose to over 3 per cent by 1966. A year later, immigrants from the previously barred
regions of Africa, the West Indies, and Brazil made up nearly 5 per cent of all immigrants for
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that year, and 8 per cent by 1969, with West Indians representing over 70 per cent of the total
number (444).
It is this variegated history of immigration, according to Winks, that is responsible for the
lack of unity in black identity and culture in Canada today. In his view, it is this lack of
coherence that has historically hampered attempts by black Canadians to mobilize socially and
politically in the manner that African Americans have succeeded in doing in the United States.7
To some extent, this variation within black Canadian culture is also the result of living in a
multicultural society, “a reflection of the general Canadian condition,” as Winks himself
acknowledges (Blacks 473-74, 477-78). However, if Winks at the turn of the 1970s saw this state
of things as a weakness, it is considered by many today to be an inescapable characteristic of
most cultures and a source of possibility in the area of cross-cultural existence. Clarke has taken
this latter position consistently throughout his criticism. In a way, Clarke’s perspective
corresponds with that of Winks in his recognition that the culture of African Canadians (who
since the mid-nineteenth century have made up 2 to 3 per cent of the total Canadian population
[Winks, Blacks 493; Clarke, Odysseys 36])8 “is a conglomeration of many cultures, a spectrum
of ethnicities,” involving both “the old, indigenous, African-Canadian communities” and “[t]he
‘New Canadian’ black communities, mainly of Caribbean origin” (Odysseys 14). As a result,
“African Canada is ... a fragmented collective,” Clarke writes, “one fissured by religious, ethnic,
class, and length-of-residency differences” (15). The phrase “fragmented collective” used here,
with its allusion to both division and unity, aptly captures the overall nature of African Canadian
culture today, the sense of what Clarke refers to as a sort of contingent cultural nationalism
which he sees as characterizing the African Canadian community (15), a potential source of
empowerment and belonging that Winks did not (and perhaps could not) see at the time.9 In this
regard, if, as Clarke maintains, the variousness of the black ethnicities that exist in Canada makes
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it difficult for African Canadians to fully agree on the meaning of black culture or identity in the
country (“On Black” 189), the social condition nevertheless has the capacity to undermine
essentializing conceptions of racial identity. Citing Stuart Hall, Clarke argues that this “diversity
of black communities proves that ‘“black” is essentially a politically and culturally constructed
category, which cannot be grounded in a set of fixed transcultural or transcendental racial
categories and which therefore has no guarantees in Nature’” (Odysseys 16). At the same time,
in a way that counterbalances this particularistic and destabilizing view of black culture, Clarke
sees the general experience of racism itself as a possible unifying factor able to bring together the
diversity of black communities in Canada (Odysseys 281). If a sense of commonality is to be
found among African Canadians, he says, it is to be located “in our history of forced relocation
(the ‘Middle Passage’/immigration), coerced labour (slavery and domestic/agricultural worker
schemes), [and] the struggle against white-imposed economic discrimination (de jure and de
facto segregation/colonialism).” To this, Clarke adds a more sweeping “articulation of cultural
links to Africa” that black people have also tended to maintain (“Introduction” xviii-xix). Hence
the overall advantage of ‘African Canadian’ as a term of identification, according to Clarke. The
designation, in his opinion, “connects us all back to Africa ultimately, while leaving it open that
if some of us want to call ourselves ‘Jamaican-Canadian,’ we will, or ‘Trinidadian-Canadian,’ or
simply ‘Black,’ that’s [also] fine” (“On Black” 189). Although the early anthologists had
themselves noted the cultural diversity of the literature,10 Clarke claims that the state of African
Canadian writing at the present time (in 2001) is “tremendously exciting” for the simple reason
that these issues relating to identity have begun to be talked about more widely (“On Black”
193). As he puts it, “We are realising that something called African-Canadian literature exists.
And we are understanding that this is made up of the contributions of people from very different
backgrounds, and of course from the different regions of the country, and for that matter, in the
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two different languages of the country” (194). What he deems “extremely fascinating” is the
shift that is occurring as second-generation authors begin to write, with the desire to give
expression to their dual cultural heritage—(usually) Caribbean and Canadian. Gradually, Clarke
states, “I think that our writing is beginning to centre more and more on the creation of Black
cultures here in Canada. I see an African-Canadian literature, but I think it is formed of a lot of
subsidiary cultures, coming from Somalia, from Haiti, etc. It’s a very eclectic group of texts and
writers” (194-95).
Despite this varied and centuries-long black presence in Canada, Canadians have tended
to be unaware (both passively and actively) of the history of slavery and racism in the country.
The origins of this ignorance can be traced back to the nineteenth century, when François Xavier
Garneau, generally accepted “as the founder of ‘scientific history’ in French Canada,”
intentionally omitted the mention of slavery in New France in his historical study of 1846,
Histoire du Canada, leading to the popular belief that the practice had simply never existed here
(Winks, Blacks 19). The text would be adjusted to allow for the existence of slavery in New
France in a subsequent edition published nearly forty years later (19n45). However, thanks to
“Garneau and his successors” (21), Winks writes, “by the middle of the nineteenth century there
was little awareness in the provinces of there having been any slavery in Canada at all” (20).
Basing his remarks on the analysis of over fifty textbooks on Canadian history published
between 1920 and 1960 (363n1), Winks has noted the continued absence of black history from
Canadian school books in the twentieth century. As he sees it, “most white Canadians would not
have learned that there were Negroes in Canada at all had they relied upon their formal
schooling,” given that the textbooks in question tended to exclude any reference to black people
in Canada after 1865. Most of the school books that were examined failed to “mention Canada’s
own history of slavery, and none referred to Negroes ... after discussing the American Civil
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War.” Since most of the textbooks that did speak of social problems originated from the United
States, Winks goes on to observe, “readers not unnaturally assumed that the racial problems
revealed in such books were unique to the Republic” (363). Another factor contributing to the
lack of awareness concerning black history in Canada is the legend of the Underground Railroad,
which has allowed Canadians to buttress their sense of moral superiority in relation to their
southern neighbour (233). According to Winks, “as the myths of the North Star, the
Underground Railroad, and the fugitives’ haven ‘under the lion’s paw’ grew in the post-Civil
War years, when these myths no longer could be tested, Canadians came increasingly to
congratulate themselves upon their lack of prejudice and to contrast themselves favorably with
the immoral and once slave-ridden United States” (193). This false sense of pride has persisted
into the present day. As Winks states, “Scores of self-congratulatory newspaper articles appear
each year in Toronto, London, Hamilton, and Windsor on the theme of how the slave found
freedom in Canada, and an official marker of the Canadian government notes the spot on the
banks of the Detroit River where the Underground Railroad is said to have had its terminus” (ixx).11 Winks’s observations here were first published in the early 1970s; however, Clarke has
made similar remarks, suggesting that Canadians today, especially those belonging to the white
majority, often tend to see matters having to do with race and racism “as peculiarly American
obsessions.” If, he says, most Canadians are aware of the white-black racial tensions that have
(most visibly) characterized American society throughout its history, fewer are cognizant of the
comparable racial animosity (directed at various racial groups) that has been present in Canada
during the country’s own past. As Clarke puts it, “An ignorance masquerading as innocence has
prevented Canadians from confronting a literary, political, and cultural past that was openly
racialist, preferring, in English-speaking Canada, to exalt white, Anglo-Saxon, and Nordic
European Protestant cultures over all others, and, in French-speaking Canada, to boost white,
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European, Catholic cultures.” It is this “much-ballyhooed ‘innocence’” that needs to be
reassessed (“Race” 922), Clarke contends.12
Lawrence Hill has taken a similar position on more than one occasion. Speaking of the
response to The Book of Negroes in particular, he claims that dealing openly with the topic of
slavery these days can sometimes have a disturbing effect on both students and educators, who
believe that the study of black culture should focus on success in the present rather than on a
slave past that is perceived as “demeaning.” However, Hill argues, “I don’t think it serves any
point to ignore history. I think too few of us know our history in the first place.” As he goes on to
state, “Most Canadians know extraordinarily little or nothing about Black history in Canada.
They know more about Black American history than they do about Black Canadian history.” If
most Canadians are familiar with plantation slavery as it was practised in the American South,
many remain unaware that slavery was also common in Canada during much of the nation’s past.
In Hill’s view, “there are tremendous gaps in our self-awareness,” and a great deal of this
ignorance “stems from a sense of moral superiority” that Canadians wish to hold over Americans
(“Projecting” 317). As Hill puts it elsewhere, such an outlook is profoundly self-defeating
“because it prevents any self-knowledge, it prevents any sort of open dialogue and we shouldn’t
be afraid to talk about these things” (“Spotlight”).13 Contrary to the African American context,
“where books about slavery practically constitute a separate genre,” Bailey Nurse has noted how
very little the issue of slavery has figured in African Canadian writing more specifically as well,
where it “has occupied corners or operated as backdrop” (Introduction [Revival] xviii-xix). In
this regard, Hill, according to Bailey Nurse, “is the Canadian novelist whose work most
articulately and imaginatively explains what the history of slavery has to do with us Canadians”
(“Lawrence Hill’s Double”). Hill has in fact referred to his own work as a writer as constituting
an attempt to ‘fill in the gaps’ that exist in Canadians’ knowledge of the black experience in
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Canada (qtd. in Hampson). Like Choy and his effort to document the experience of his Chinese
Canadian predecessors, Hill is also concerned with preserving the history of black people in
Canada. Reflecting on The Book of Negroes, he claims that, in this work, he “wanted to
dramatize a lost story, the story of the black loyalists of Nova Scotia and their migration and
hardships.” His novel, he states, “is meant to give a voice to their forgotten story” (qtd. in
McMillan). In this sense, Hill’s writings can be taken as an attempt to valorize the existence of
the nation’s black ancestors and their everyday struggles against slavery and racism. As he says,
“I’m here because of the courage of the men and women who went before me, black and white,
people who were empowered and important—such as lawyers or legislators and judges—and
others, just ordinary men and women and children who paid with their blood, sweat, and tears,
who insist[ed] on their freedom. ... [T]o me, it means that I’m here thanks to their courage and
their vision” (“Lawrence” [2007]). As shown in the previous chapter, one of Choy’s primary
objectives in his work is to undermine the essentialist conceptions of Chineseness that have been
produced from both inside and outside Chinese Canadian culture. In doing so, he rewrites what it
means to be Chinese Canadian in the present day and attempts to render intelligible to a
mainstream audience a component of Canadian society that has long been seen as
insurmountably foreign or other. Hill can be taken as having a similar goal. Indeed, as will
become apparent over the course of this chapter, although Hill is writing out of an entirely
different cultural tradition, the parallels between his work and Choy’s are quite remarkable. As
with Choy, Hill is also attempting to work from within his ‘roman mémoriel’ in an effort to
combat the myths and ideology that are tied to it, in such a way as to acknowledge the collective
history of African Canadians—that is, his own cultural origins—while at the same time trying to
open up the sense of collective identity belonging to this sector of Canadian society in its more
static forms. Like Choy, Hill too is attempting to maintain a tie between the past and living
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memory by revisiting the experiences of his forebears, which, according to Régine Robin, is the
genuine function of collective memory (Le roman 52). In the remainder of this chapter, I will
explore Hill’s use of what has been called the neo-slave narrative form in carrying out this
historical project.14

The Neo-Slave Narrative
Bernard W. Bell is generally acknowledged as having used the term ‘neo-slave narrative’
for the first time in his 1987 history of the African American novel, The Afro-American Novel
and Its Tradition.15 In a section of the eighth chapter devoted to “Fabulation, Legend, and
Neoslave Narrative,” he provides a very brief definition of the genre, which he sees as
comprising “residually oral, modern narratives of escape from bondage to freedom” (289), with
Margaret Walker’s Jubilee (1966) and Ernest J. Gaines’s The Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman (1971) serving as his main examples (286-90, 292-95). Since then, others have followed
suit in employing the designation, emphasizing the link between the neo-slave narrative and the
original slave narrative tradition that was implied in Bell’s first usage of the term. Ashraf H. A.
Rushdy has described the neo-slave narrative as a contemporary novelistic genre “that assume[s]
the form, adopt[s] the conventions, and take[s] on the first-person voice of the antebellum slave
narrative” (Neo-Slave [1999] 3). Elizabeth Ann Beaulieu sees the neo-slave narrative as having
in fact “inaugurate[d] a new direction in slave narrative studies.” As “[c]ontemporary fictional
works which take slavery as their subject matter and usually feature enslaved protagonists,” she
writes, “neo-slave narratives depend on the historical reclamation efforts of slave narrative
scholars and contribute to attempts to revise history to include the perspective of enslaved
Americans” (xiii-xiv). The slave narrative itself is quite commonly taken as the foundation of
African American literature as a whole. Toni Morrison has identified the slave narrative as “the
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print origins of black literature” in the United States (“Site” 85), and Rushdy claims that it is “the
first form in which African American subjectivity was articulated” (Neo-Slave [1999] 7). As
Charles T. Davis and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., put it, “the Afro-American literary tradition, and
especially its canonical texts, rests on the framework built, by fits and starts and for essentially
polemical intentions, by the first-person narratives of black ex-slaves” (“Introduction” xxxiii).16
However, the slave narrative was also part of a wider “[a]ntislavery print culture” with a
transatlantic reach (Gould 16) that would have encompassed Canada as well as the US. As
George Elliott Clarke writes, “The ‘slave narrative’ is actually the first Pan-African literary form.
It is not solely a relic of U.S. slavery. Considering only English texts, there are West Indian,
migratory ‘Black Loyalist,’ and Afro-British types.” Yet the slave narrative has not been as
visible in Canada as it is in the United States. According to Clarke, this is in part because the
slave narratives that were produced in Canada often “assume an un-American form.” Throughout
Canada’s colonial history reaching back to the time of the French regime, says Clarke, “the slave
narrative ‘inhabits’ legal documents such as the defence statement of Marie-Josèphe Angélique,
who was executed for arson in Montréal in 1734” and whose testimony recorded at the time of
her trial Clarke considers to be “a de facto slave autobiography” (Odysseys 69-70n39).17 In a
way that is consistent with the history of racial discourse in Canada, Clarke claims that the slave
narrative has been largely ignored here because “North American slavery is so profoundly
identified with the ‘Great Republic.’” Accordingly, the slave narrative in Canada is often taken
“as an exotic species of Americana, one having only incidental and abstract engagement with
British North America and, post-1867, that infant state—the Dominion of Canada.” Moreover,
Clarke maintains that many Canadian literary critics are simply willing to accept what he takes to
be the annexation of the slave narrative by African American literary studies, “prefer[ring] to
classify the slave narrative as American and alien.” While the situation is being rectified to some
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degree, Clarke notes that the slave narrative still goes unrecognized in most anthologies of and
guides to Canadian literature (Directions 19-20). Nevertheless, the slave narrative in Canada
does exist. Clarke contends that there is a “host of slave narratives, written or spoken and
transcribed—and sometimes published—in Canada, dating to pre- and post-U.S. Civil War
periods, that are (or, rather, should be) integral to conceptions of the canon of Victorian
Canadian literature” (21), and he makes the distinction between what he considers to be three
types of Canadian slave narrative: narratives of the colonial period up to 1833 found mainly in
trial records, letters, and newspapers; what he calls “‘exodus’ narratives focusing on the
experiences of Black Loyalists and War of 1812 refugees,” dating from 1783 to 1815; and
“‘Canaan’ narratives” dealing with the escape of fugitives to Upper Canada/Canada West along
the Underground Railroad from the 1830s to 1861 (215n12).18
This latter body of ‘Canaan narratives’ in particular can be said to be affected by a
distinctly Canadian trait. In Clarke’s view, these texts, somewhat ironically, “are so rich with
almost bombastic praise for Canadian/British ‘liberty’ that earlier, negative accounts of white
settler racism are obscured to the point of erasure” (Directions 215n12). In their fervent
denunciation of American slavery, he says, Canadian slave narratives often “supported the
creation of a Canadian nationalist anti-Americanism that, while suitable for abolitionist purposes,
also legitimized the repression of the reality and history of Euro-Canadian racialism” (25-26).
The slave narrative as a genre in North America was indeed closely controlled by white
abolitionist mediators who habitually instrumentalized and altered the narratives written by exslaves.19 Still, despite these constraints, the slave narrative in both the US and Canada was
characterized by certain clearly expressed political values on the part of the authors. Responding
to the rampant anti-black sentiment that permeated North American society during the time of
their publication, slave narratives constituted “a literature of propaganda that attack[ed] the pro-
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slavery arguments of white slaveholders and their allies, particularly their allegations of black
inferiority and depravity” (Clarke, Directions 23). As William L. Andrews writes, “slave
narratives have provided some of the most graphic and damning documentary evidence of the
horrors of slavery.” Many of these works “became virtual testaments in the hands of abolitionists
proclaiming the antislavery gospel during the antebellum era in the United States. These
narratives not only exposed the inhumanity of the slave system; they also gave incontestable
evidence of the humanity of the African American” (667). The neo-slave narrative is largely seen
today as continuing in this search for the social and political recognition of African Americans.
However, in its recovery of the early slave narrative form, the neo-slave narrative has also freed
the latter “from its rigid nineteenth-century conventions and its obligation to flatter white
audiences,” as Beaulieu remarks, leading to the production of a body of literature that is
“[i]maginative in ways its predecessors could not possibly be and yet factual in content and
faithful to the spirit of the original slave narratives” (143). Acknowledging the significance of
Bell’s early definition of the neo-slave narrative genre, Valerie Smith adds that “over time that
definition has expanded to include a more diverse set of texts than Bell’s initial description could
have anticipated.” According to Smith, the genre as it now exists “has evolved to include texts
set during the period of slavery as well as those set afterwards, at any time from the era of
Reconstruction until the present,” bringing a range of perspectives to bear on the institution of
slavery. Comprising realist novels, speculative fiction, postmodern experiments, satire, or any
possible combination thereof, “these texts illustrate the centrality of the history and the memory
of slavery to our individual, racial, gender, cultural, and national identities.” Indeed, the
historically oriented form has allowed its authors to approach any number of contemporary
issues in provocative ways, such as trauma, memory, the body, and agency, among others (“NeoSlave” 168-69).
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As Rushdy, who is the critic to have written most extensively on the form and the social
conditions that gave rise to it, has noted, the neo-slave narrative is intrinsically tied to the civil
rights movement of the 1960s. What Rushdy calls the neo-slave narrative’s “moment of origin”
(5) occurred in the latter half of the 1960s with the emergence of New Left social history (along
with that of the Black Power movement), which began to see history as being “made from the
‘bottom up,’” thus inaugurating a shift in attention away from “the imperial powers” that were
the concern of traditional history and towards working class, women’s, and ethnic minority
history (Neo-Slave [1999] 4). By the end of the decade, slave narratives and related forms of
slave testimony had begun to be accepted as legitimate historical evidence in the writing of the
history of slavery (39-40), and the study of the history of slavery itself was likewise stimulated
by this new-found “respect for the truth and value of slave testimony, the significance of slave
cultures, and the importance of slave resistance” (4). The neo-slave narrative was a natural
outgrowth of this renewed acceptance of slave testimony as valid historical evidence. As Rushdy
writes, “Once the antebellum slave narrative was recuperated as a class of writing whose
authenticity was not in doubt, this narrative form offered prospective novelists a new vehicle
through which to explore the representability of slavery” (92). In addition to these
historiographical considerations, the first wave of neo-slave narratives that Rushdy explores in
his 1999 study on the genre was also in part a response to the appropriation of the slave’s
perspective in two novels on Nat Turner published by white authors in the sixties—Daniel
Panger’s Ol’ Prophet Nat (1967) and William Styron’s The Confessions of Nat Turner (1967)—
which were seen by critics as having largely misrepresented or contained the experience of
slavery (6, 4). “In this act of recuperation,” Rushdy maintains, “the authors of the Neo-slave
narratives were replicating the acts of the fugitive slaves who had originally written slave
narratives in order to assert the authority of their experience—sometimes against the will and
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machinations of their abolitionist editors, always against the prevailing national sentiments
regarding the testimony of people of African descent” (6).20
It is this relation of past to present that the neo-slave narrative underscores and to some
extent creates that will be of central concern in this chapter. In accordance with this temporal
aspect of the genre, the neo-slave narrative can be located within the category of what Arlene R.
Keizer has called “African American postmemorial art,” “postmemory” being a term that she
takes from Marianne Hirsch and Holocaust studies (“Gone” 1650). Hirsch introduced the notion
of ‘postmemory’ in 1997 in her book Family Frames in which she attempted to describe the form
of remembering experienced by the descendants of those who had survived traumatic events, a
form of memory situated somewhere between direct memory and historical memory. As she
explains, “postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational distance and from history
by deep personal connection. Postmemory is a powerful and very particular form of memory
precisely because its connection to its object or source is mediated not through recollection but
through an imaginative investment and creation.” Granting that direct memory too is inherently
mediated, Hirsch maintains that its ties to the past are nevertheless more immediate.
“Postmemory,” she goes on to write, “characterizes the experience of those who grow up
dominated by the narratives that preceded their birth, whose own belated stories are evacuated by
the stories of the previous generation shaped by traumatic events that can be neither understood
nor recreated” (22). Family Frames is mainly concerned with how postmemory is mediated
through family photographs. For Hirsch, the photographs of Holocaust survivors are emblematic
of “the aesthetic of postmemory,” in that “they reinforce at once incomprehensibility and
presence, a past that will neither fade away nor be integrated into the present” (40). However,
Hirsch’s understanding of postmemory is intended to apply to a broader base than the direct
descendents of survivors strictly speaking. Reflecting on the United States Holocaust Memorial
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Museum and its voluble photographic archive, Hirsch speaks of how the museum was created
with a very wide audience in mind, “not primarily for survivors and deeply engaged children of
survivors ... , but for an American public with little knowledge of the event.” Such a site, says
Hirsch, has the capacity to potentially “include all of its visitors in the generation of
postmemory,” given its endeavour “to get us close to the affect of the event, to convey
knowledge and information, without, however, attempting any facile sense of recreation or
reenactment” (249). Indeed, Hirsch proposes that the idea of postmemory should not even be
limited to discussions of the Holocaust, but that “it may usefully describe other secondgeneration memories of cultural or collective traumatic events and experiences” as well (22).
Further on in the book, she will ask questions of the Holocaust Memorial Museum that
correspond in a way with Lawrence Hill’s own historical project, relating to how the museum
can “give some small sense of the world that was destroyed, beyond concentrating on the
destruction alone”; how it may show “that Jewish [or, here, black] experience was more than
only that of victims [and] convey the richness and diversity of Jewish cultures before their
destruction”; and finally how the museum can “reconstruct the world that ha[s] been destroyed”
(249). In the end, Hirsch writes, “[t]he aesthetics of postmemory ... is a diasporic aesthetics of
temporal and spatial exile that needs simultaneously to (re)build and to mourn.” Citing Nadine
Fresco, a child of Holocaust survivors who comments on how “those who were born after” can
often seem to “do nothing but wander, prey to a longing forever disenfranchised,” Hirsch
suggests that this descendant’s generation has also at times successfully managed to “relocate”
itself, precisely by “forg[ing] an aesthetics of postmemory with photographs as the icons of their
ambivalent longing” (245-46).
Comparably, the descendants of Africans in the New World frequently inhabit a sort of
genealogical exile that is also “temporal and spatial” in nature, an experience that authors such as
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Hill have attempted to address, if not remedy, through the use not of photographs but of novels.
Just as many survivors of the Holocaust have no photographs of themselves prior to the war
years (because they were largely destroyed by the Nazis) (Hirsch 251), black North Americans
have often felt a certain genealogical void in their lives as a result of slavery’s institutionalized
disruption of family lineage.21 Cynthia Sugars opens her essay “(Dis)inheriting the Nation” by
reflecting on how a preoccupation with origins characterizes the Canadian mainstream’s sense of
national identity these days (177-79). Recent authors, she argues, have in response emphasized
the “sense of disjunction and unhomeliness” that in fact lies at the centre of the Canadian
nation’s self-conception and its genealogical certainties. What these authors find, she writes,
is that genealogical inheritance is necessarily deferred. Impelled by a combined
urge for genealogy and an anxiety of origins [that is, over a lack of origins; Lois
Parkinson Zamora’s expression (178)], they demonstrate how such genealogies
are disallowed due to the disruptions of colonial history, and explore the ways
colonialism had a diverse range of disinheriting effects on different people in
Canada. (181)
In these works as a whole, Sugars maintains, “the effect is to undermine the validity of
genealogical accounts as in any way pointing to the coherence of Canadian identity today while
at the same time contributing to a sense of shared (dis)inheritance” (181). This sense of
‘disinheritance’ has been unusually pronounced for many people of African descent in Canada,
however. Commenting on Dionne Brand’s A Map to the Door of No Return, which has as a
central focus the “irrevocable rupture of the diasporic genealogical line” produced by slavery,
Sugars notes that, in this case, “[i]t is not just a matter of not knowing who your ancestors are,
but a question of there being no possibility of ever uncovering this” (185-86). If Hill continues to
appeal to this Canadian interest in origins, in his writing, he tries not simply to recognize but to
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alleviate this sense of disinheritance that has to some degree debilitated the historical and
genealogical bearings of people of African descent in North America. He does so by producing
fictions that, while they continue to challenge the official myths of Canadian identity, attempt to
imaginatively fill in the gaps in the historical record left by the experience of slavery.

Any Known Blood and the Genealogical-Palimpsest Narrative
In approaching Lawrence Hill’s postmemorial fiction, it is worthwhile turning to the
distinction that Ashraf H. A. Rushdy makes, “for heuristic purposes,” in his 1997 entry in The
Oxford Companion to African American Literature between four types of neo-slave narrative.
The first pertains to works written in the historical novel form. The second comprises “novels
about the ongoing effects of slavery” that Rushdy calls ‘palimpsest narratives’ and that he
defines as “first-person or third-person novels in which a contemporary African American
subject describes modern social relations that are directly conditioned or affected by an incident,
event, or narrative from the time of slavery.” At times “premised on a contemporary subject’s
dealing with the discovery of an ancestor’s narrative,” these works tend to “deal with the
destructive effects of an individual’s or community’s attempts to forget a slave past.” Rushdy
designates the third type as ‘genealogical narratives,’ with this category “consisting of novels
that trace a family line through the contours of a broadly defined African American experience,
representing slavery as one of the determinant experiences of that familial passage.” Finally, the
fourth type, which Rushdy does not name, “includes writing that loosely imitates the original
slave narrative form itself” and that “experiment[s] with the fugitive or manumitted slave as a
first-person narrator” (“Neo-Slave” [Andrews] 534-35). In his 2004 contribution to The
Cambridge Companion to the African American Novel, Rushdy narrows down his previous four
types into three categories—“the historical novel, the pseudo-autobiographical slave narrative,
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and the novel of remembered generations” (“Neo-Slave” [Graham] 90, 95)—with the first two
forms corresponding with types 1 and 4 of the 1997 definition, and the third with type 2. The
genealogical narrative (type 3) is now said to be located “somewhere amongst these three major
forms” in a more dispersed manner. For the purposes of this chapter, Hill’s Any Known Blood
can be considered an example of what I will call the genealogical-palimpsest narrative, and The
Book of Negroes an example of both the pseudo-autobiographical slave narrative and the
historical novel, though my reading of the latter text will focus, due to limited space, strictly on
its use of the historical novel form.
Any Known Blood, which draws on the author’s family history, is arguably the fictional
work by Hill in which the similarities with Wayson Choy are most prominent. Like Choy, Hill is
writing out of the autoethnographic tradition, and it is here, one could say, that their literary and
political objectives more plainly coincide.22 As discussed in the previous chapter,
autoethnography emerged in the 1970s and 80s as a way of admitting subjective experience into
the ethnographic process, which until this time had been governed by the rationalistic
methodology of traditional social science. This development involved both the recognition that
science is located in rather than above language and the admission of artistic and literary
elements into the creation of ethnographic works. As a result, autoethnographic approaches to
the study of culture have sometimes overlapped with the field of literary expression. However, as
Smaro Kamboureli has emphasized, where the evaluation of ethnic literature is concerned more
specifically, a distinction needs to be made between a veritable mode of autoethnographic
writing that sets out to study and comment on the author’s own cultural experience and work that
does not (but that often continues to attract closed, ‘sociological’ readings that stress the author’s
ethnic difference and ignore a text’s literary qualities) (“Politics” 46). The chapter that follows
begins by taking Hill’s work as being intentionally autoethnographic.
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The autoethnographic form that Hill and Choy employ in their writing in a way entails
the mobilization of what I have been calling the figure of the implied author. As addressed in the
previous chapters, the implied author, or an author’s ‘second self,’ is an effect that results from
the reader’s attempt to establish the meaning of any given text. While this is largely a benign
process in most cases, in the ethnic context, it can have a reductive influence on the author’s
identity, with the narrow social expectations of a mainstream audience and the literary institution
often requiring authors to participate in the reaffirmation of their ethnic difference and
marginality and, concomitantly, to act as representatives or spokespersons for their ethnic
community. Whereas Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen have attempted to extricate themselves from
this predicament, Hill and Choy have allowed themselves to be situated within it to some degree,
which in the end may not be entirely avoidable. The course chosen by the latter two authors is in
a significant way in following with the views of Ien Ang, who sees autobiographical discourse,
at its most effective, not as serving to depict a “subject’s authentic ‘me’” but as an attempt to
represent the subject’s experience within a specific historical and cultural setting, an attempt to
produce “a more or less deliberate, rhetorical construction of a ‘self’ for public, not private
purposes.” Under these terms, Ang writes, “the displayed self [becomes] a strategically
fabricated performance, one which stages a useful identity, an identity which can be put to work.
It is the quality of that usefulness which determines the politics of autobiographical discourse.”
For Ang, the value of autobiographical writing (and autoethnographic writing, one might add) is
to be found in its social and political applicability, in its capacity “to open up avenues for new
speaking trajectories, the articulation of new lines of theorizing” (On Not 23-24). In Hill’s
context, the manner in which the implied author figure is deployed has a long history and can be
traced back in the black North American literary tradition to the original slave narratives
themselves, whose authors tended to speak for the group because the major part of the group was
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held in bondage and literally could not speak for itself. Over time, as Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
writes, “the black slave’s narrative came to be a communal utterance, a collective tale, rather
than merely an individual’s autobiography. Each slave author, in writing about his or her
personal life experiences, simultaneously wrote on behalf of the millions of silent slaves still
held captive throughout the South.” Slave narrators, according to Gates, were well aware that
they would be viewed as spokespersons and as representatives of the race, that all black people
would be assessed—socially, intellectually, morally—in accordance with the evidence that they
provided in their published narratives (Introduction 2). Hill has made a similar observation,
noting that the memoir was “the first form of artistic literary expression among African Canadian
people and African Americans. Memoir is the first way that we have asserted ourselves in North
America on paper. It says, ‘This is who I am. This is my name. This is who I was. This is what I
have done. Now I am going to prove my humanity to you by writing my story down’”
(“Projecting” 321).
Today, conditions have changed, but authors are still called upon to speak for the
community in some ways. As Toni Morrison writes, “There must have been a time when an artist
could be genuinely representative of the tribe and in it; when an artist could have a tribal or racial
sensibility and an individual expression of it. There were spaces and places in which a single
person could enter and behave as an individual within the context of the community.” For
Morrison, this is no longer possible, as “the social machinery” in the contemporary United States
has created “a conflict between” people’s public and private lives. As a result, she claims to “just
do the obvious, which is to keep my life as private as possible; not because it is all that
interesting, it’s just important that it be private” (“Rootedness” 339). Still, she sees her work as
inherently political: “If anything I do, in the way of writing novels (or whatever I write) isn’t
about the village or the community or about you, then it is not about anything. I am not interested
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in indulging myself in some private, closed exercise of my imagination that fulfills only the
obligation of my personal dreams—which is to say yes, the work must be political. It must have
that as its thrust” (344-45).23 One discerns a similar split between Hill’s private and public life,
which in the end is probably not that uncommon among public figures. His public persona
conforms in certain ways with Choy’s, whose resistance to the workings of the implied author
can be seen in the manner in which he has deliberately shaped his public image by controlling
which aspects of his life are to be revealed publicly. As with Choy, the main focus of Hill’s
autobiographical writing is directed towards his childhood and, in Hill’s case, his experience as
the son of two social activists in a mixed-race household. Otherwise, all that is really known of
his adult life is that he has remarried once, that he has five children and stepchildren resulting
from his two marriages, and that he has lived with his family in various localities in southwestern
Ontario (Oakville, Burlington, Hamilton). The motivations that lie behind Hill’s use of the
implied author figure are reflected to some extent in his views on the political underpinnings of
literature in general. Responding to H. Nigel Thomas’s question concerning the social function
of writing, Hill claims that it undoubtedly does have a function, “a major social function.”
Noting that this function will vary “depend[ing] on the time and place where you live,” Hill
remarks that “[t]here are many people in many parts of the world who’d think this question
absurd because it would be obvious to them that writing is involved with some sort of liberation
struggle” (L. Hill, “Lawrence” [Thomas] 132). Like Choy, Hill is largely accepting of his racial
and ethnic identity, though he too feels a need to view his life in broader, more universal terms.
“If you ask me to define myself professionally,” he tells Thomas, “I would begin first with the
term writer. The words African and Canadian would usually get tacked on—by me or others—as
a result of some sort of interactions or discussions” (134). Although he has no problem with
being identified as African Canadian, he claims not to
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think of myself in that way at all moments. Fundamentally, I want to be an alert
and engaged person. I want to grapple with my ideas and my imagination, and to
recreate the world in print in a way that satisfies me. So first, I think, is a person’s
humanity. Then come the shadings and nuances, which can include race, gender,
sexuality, and so many other things. I think it’s possible to diminish one’s
humanity by focussing too obsessively on specific aspects of identity. (134)
In keeping with such an outlook, Hill also rejects the role of the representative that often comes
with the position of the ethnic author. As he puts it,
When writers belong to racial minority groups in places such as Canada, there’s
often the expectation that their characters should be role models, that they uphold
certain ideals. ... Some people might argue, or at least expect, that books by
Blacks should fulfill certain identifiable functions. I try not to listen to that. I
don’t want my writing to be influenced by the moral expectations of other people.
(132-33)
Ultimately, Hill takes a sort of median position between the need to protect his private life and to
speak about it publicly. Commenting on the tensions resulting from the publicity that Black
Berry, Sweet Juice received, he claims that
[i]t’s been gratifying [but] can also be overwhelming at times ... . You go from
being a writer in the privacy of your own home, and become a representative,
which of course I don’t want to be. But somehow that lands on your shoulders
anyway. It’s certainly a responsibility. If I’ve drawn on my own experiences and
written about these things so intimately, I can hardly turn my back on others who
want to talk about it.24 (qtd. in Cranston)
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In addition to what it may have to contribute to the understanding of his self-positioning
as an author, Hill’s nonfiction writing is of particular interest because of the light it sheds on the
autobiographical nature of his fiction more generally. According to Hill, all writing is
autobiographical to some extent (another view that he shares with Choy, and perhaps Caccia and
Chen as well), and he acknowledges having drawn from the experiences of the other people in
his life in producing his fictional work. “[It]’s only natural that you draw from the world you
know and have come to love,” he says, although he also stresses that “[t]here is no strict
correlation between what members of family or I have done and what my characters do”
(“Lawrence” [Thomas] 144). In this regard, there are autobiographical elements in all of Hill’s
novels. One thinks of Mahatma Grafton in Some Great Thing, who is born in 1957 (1), the same
year as the author, and whose resumé bears a striking resemblance to Hill’s own personal
background at the level of education (both have studied at Laval and have degrees in economics)
and his interest in literature and squash (Some 3; Black Berry 6). In the same novel, the more
domestically oriented Ben Grafton and the notorious provincial court judge Melvyn Hill also
share the middle and last names of Hill’s father respectively, which hints possibly at a split that
may have existed between the private life and public image of Daniel Grafton Hill III, who was
himself publicly known for his political activities. Likewise, Hill has acknowledged that Aminata
in The Book of Negroes carries the middle name of his eldest daughter, who was herself in part
named after a midwife whom he had encountered earlier in Mali (L. Hill, “Projecting” 318;
Bailey Nurse, “Lawrence Hill’s Big” 10). Indeed, Hill’s experience relating to his travels in
Africa, which he partially describes in the chapter “Allah’s Blessing” in Black Berry, Sweet
Juice (63-75), recurs in some form in each of his four novels; just as newspaper reporters—Hill’s
first form of full-time employment after completing university—return in some way in each of
these books as well.25
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Autobiographical elements appear most abundantly in Any Known Blood, however,
which draws on Hill’s family history and follows the conventions of the autobiographical novel.
In a way that corresponds with Philippe Lejeune’s definition of the autobiographical genre, based
on the identity of the author and his or her narrator and main character within the written text, the
autobiographical novel, according to Philippe Gasparini, is a work of fiction where the author
and narrator-character (“héros-narrateur” [19]) do not share the same name, and which makes no
claim to referentiality, but where the reader is still led to suspect that the author and narratorcharacter are the same (18-19).26 The form, which brings together the effects of two genres—
fiction and nonfiction—that are, at least in principle, antithetical to one another, is therefore
marked by a certain indeterminacy, an “ambivalence fondamentale.” In drawing on the
conventions of both autobiography and fiction, the author of the autobiographical novel does not
seek “une impossible synthèse des codes antagonistes, mais il les confronte, il les fait coexister”
in such a way as to produce a text that is at once “saturé par des signes de conjonction et de
disjonction des deux instances.” Hence the reception of such a work, in Gasparini’s view, does
not require a reading that would seek to account alternately for the constitutive elements of the
two primary genres but what he refers to as “une double lecture simultanée” (13). Under these
terms, the autobiographical novel would comprise “tous les récits qui programment une double
réception, à la fois fictionnelle et autobiographique, quelle que soit la proportion de l’une et de
l’autre. Dans cette optique, le degré de véridicité des textes importe peu. C’est la richesse
rhétorique des procédés de double affichage qui devient, à l’intérieur de cette classe de récits, un
critère de classement et d’appréciation” (14).
Accordingly, there are various features of an autobiographical novel that can help to
situate it on what Gasparini calls “l’axe fiction/référence” (14), and a necessary excursus here
will contribute to the overall reading of Hill’s novel. To begin with, a writer may signal
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identification between his or her own life and that of his or her characters through cryptic
references to the author’s first, middle, or last name, or to his or her initials (32-39), as well as
through allusions to information that can only be obtained from outside the text, such as the
author’s date of birth (46), place of birth or exile (49), or physical traits (50). Characters who
share a profession or social standing with the author (51), especially as a writer (52) or, to a
lesser degree, some contiguous occupation (“profession contiguë”) such as a journalist, actor,
linguist, or professor, for example, can also create a sense of referentiality (54). Added to these
content-based signs of identification are indicators to be found in the peripheral matter provided
by the work’s publisher (84-94) and in the epitext, comprising the author’s private writings,
interviews, and public commentary, including autobiographical statements, on his or her life and
work (94-100). Any Known Blood’s first chapter opens with a reference to Langston V’s
ambiguous racial identity (the result of having a white mother and black father [2]), which
immediately creates a link with the author’s own experience. Langston’s claim to “hav[ing] the
rare distinction ... of not appearing to belong to any particular race, but of seeming like a
contender for many” (1), calls to mind Hill’s remark in Black Berry, Sweet Juice that, in the
“racial limbo” created by Canadian society in which he grew up, “[p]eople knew what I wasn’t—
white or black—but they sure couldn’t say what I was” (5). Likewise, Langston at this point in
the novel is working as a speech writer for the Ontario provincial government, an occupation that
Hill held for a time as well (Ashenburg 65). Added to this, the five generations of Langston
Canes that are at the centre of Any Known Blood can be aligned easily enough with the four
generations of Daniel Grafton Hills that occur on the paternal side of Hill’s family lineage in the
present day. In this regard, an important source of information on Hill’s family history, in
addition to Black Berry, Sweet Juice, which focuses predominantly on Hill’s life growing up
with his parents in the Toronto suburb of Don Mills, is the website The Freedom Seeker (written
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by Hill and published by the Ontario provincial archives), which provides biographical material
on Daniel G. Hill III and his similarly named forebears. Here, Daniel Hill I (who will become
Langston II in Any Known Blood) is said to have been “born just a step outside slavery” to
parents who were ex-slaves. After the death of his mother and being abandoned by his father,
Daniel I was brought up and educated by a Maryland Quaker family, graduated from Storer
College and later Lincoln University, and eventually became a minister with the African
Methodist Episcopal Church in Baltimore, holding a doctorate in Religious Studies (Freedom
Seeker, “Family Life” sec.; O’Shea E2). As Hill points out elsewhere, little more is known of
Daniel I or what became of his eight siblings (“P.S.” 6). On the same Freedom Seeker website,
the history of Daniel II and May Edwards, who correspond with Langston III and Rose Bridges
in Hill’s novel, is given in a manner that coincides with their fictionalized experience as well.
Daniel II studied at Lincoln University and later became an AME Church minister as his father
had before him, and May is said to have graduated from Howard University. Their relationship,
like Langston III and Rose’s, met with resistance within the black community, and especially
from May’s relatives, for three reasons: he was dark skinned, she was light skinned; he was
Protestant, she was Catholic; he was of a more “modest” background, she the middle-class
daughter of a dentist. “Opposition was so intense to their union,” Hill writes, “that Daniel II and
May finally eloped to marry in secret” and only announced the marriage after May had graduated
from university to keep her from being expelled (“Family Life” sec.). The website in question
also indicates that Daniel II attended officer training camp in Fort Des Moines, Iowa, and served
as second lieutenant in the 368th infantry division in France in the First World War (Introduction
sec.), just as Langston III will do in Any Known Blood (157, 167). Excerpts from the
correspondence between Daniel II and May dating from this period, which will return in
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fictionalized form in Any Known Blood (169-75), are provided on the website as well (“Family
Life” sec.).
Aside from this material, the greatest amount of information to be found on Hill’s family
concerns the lives of his parents, Daniel III and Donna Mae Bender, who will become Langston
IV and Dorothy Perkins in Any Known Blood. Daniel III began his postsecondary studies at
Lincoln University, though his schooling was interrupted by the Second World War. After
having served in the United States army during the war, he completed his undergraduate studies
at Howard University and moved to Canada to pursue graduate studies in sociology at the
University of Toronto (L. Hill, Freedom-Seeker, Introduction, “Family Life” secs.). During his
time in Toronto, Daniel III lived in a rooming house on Pembroke Street. After receiving his
M.A., he returned to Washington, DC, to teach for a year at a local college. It is here (“in one of
the only two racially integrated and coed rental properties in all of Washington, D.C.” [Black
Berry 46]) that he first met Donna, a civil rights activist. They were married in 1953 despite
much opposition by both white and black members of their social milieu and soon left for
Canada. Once in Toronto, the two would have difficulty finding an apartment to rent and Donna
would be called upon to ask a white friend to act as her husband in her search. The couple did in
time find a basement apartment where they were allowed to live together (“Coming to Canada”
sec.), and they later settled in Don Mills to raise their family (“The Children” sec.). Daniel III
eventually became a publicly recognized figure as the first director of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission and maintained an interest in human rights issues throughout his professional life
(Home Page). Daniel III, like Langston IV, was “an imposing” presence in the lives of his
children (L. Hill, Any 20). Hill recalls being told by his father at ten or twelve years of age that
“[a]s soon as you are able to do something about the world, you become responsible for its
condition” (Black Berry 23-24). Aware of the racial barriers that would affect the lives of his
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children, Daniel III still had high expectations of them. “We were all to become engineers,
doctors, or lawyers,” Hill writes, “and we had better damn well become the best and the most
famous engineers, doctors, or lawyers in Canada. Anything less than that would be abject failure.
Or so my father wanted us to believe” (79).
The signs of identity in Any Known Blood are too numerous to name in their entirety.
They range from broader similarities, such as those just mentioned, to incidental details. Both
Daniel III in Black Berry, Sweet Juice and Langston IV in Any Known Blood, for example, use
the expression “[t]he Eagle shits today” on the days that the “GI cheques” that they receive to
pay for their education after having served in the American army are delivered in the mail (Black
Berry 45, Any 65). They also make the same observation that in Toronto in the 1950s “you could
walk all day and not see a black person” (Black Berry 1, Any 66-67). Both Hill’s and Langston
V’s parents honeymoon in Quebec City (Black Berry 50, Any 33), and both Donna Hill and
Dorothy Cane are said to have worked in some capacity for the Toronto Labour Committee for
Human Rights (L. Hill, “P.S” 8, Any 33, 78). Langston I will also at one point in Any Known
Blood consume a glass of lemonade with “bits of real lemon” in it (457), a drink that Donna Hill
habitually prepared for the neighbourhood children in Don Mills (Black Berry 54). At the same
time, the divergence in such details, according to Gasparini, can serve to rupture the sense of
identity between the real and fictional world and signal fictionality (47). Chapter 20 in Any
Known Blood dealing with Langston II’s life is, for instance, based on Daniel I’s experience. But
Langston II is born in Oakville not Maryland and only arrives in Baltimore at eight years of age
(410-11). He also has two brothers identically named Langston (410-11), which probably was
not the case with Daniel I, who, regardless of the fact, had eight other siblings. Langston II and
his brothers are orphaned after their mother’s death, but the conditions that lead to Langston’s
adoption by the Quaker Nathan Shoemaker are rather different than those experienced by Daniel
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I and his siblings in real life. In Any Known Blood, Langston II’s brothers are both dramatically
abducted by “snatchers” to be sold into indentureship (412, 416), whereas in reality Daniel I’s
father was forced to give up his children because he simply could not care for them alone (L.
Hill, Freedom Seeker, “Family Life” sec.). In a similar way, although Daniel II did move his
family “across the country” to Denver, Colorado, to get away from his mother-in-law (L. Hill,
Black Berry 237), the family never made it as far as Canada, which means that the sixteenth
chapter in Any Known Blood dealing with the time of Langston III’s family in Oakville is almost
entirely fictional. The incidents surrounding Rose’s throat cancer seem to be based on the
experience of Hill’s grandmother (both women are said to have the same scarring as a result of
their treatment [Any 325, Black Berry 196]). However, it is not exactly clear to what extent
Langston III follows Daniel II’s course in life when he earns a master’s degree in theology over
seven years of part-time studies in Toronto (Any 309) (a degree that Daniel II would have earned
in the United States, had he done so). Other discrepancies will occur in Langston IV’s narrative.
Like Daniel III, Langston IV is born in 1923, but in Oakville, not Independence, Missouri; and
he only moves to the US as a boy (Any 4, Freedom Seeker, “Family Life” sec.). Likewise,
Langston IV has only one sister; Daniel III had three (Black Berry 124, Freedom-Seeker,
“Family Life” sec.). After serving in the war, Langston IV moves to Toronto, like Daniel III, but
to study medicine rather than sociology. He also comes to Toronto directly from the US in 1950
(Any 4), whereas Daniel III spent a year in Oslo before coming to Canada (Black Berry 44).
(And whereas Daniel III’s studies at Lincoln University were interrupted by the war, Langston
IV’s time at the same school is cut short as a result of being expelled for theft and cheating on an
exam [Any 360].) Langston IV, unlike Daniel III, meets his wife, Dorothy Perkins, in Toronto
rather than Washington, DC, and Dorothy herself, unlike Donna, is said to be from Winnipeg
rather than the United States (Any 5). The marriage of Langston and Dorothy does take place in
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Washington, DC. Indeed, both the real and fictional weddings are small and take place in the
Howard University chapel, where the couple is married by the groom’s father. However, Daniel
III and Donna’s wedding occurs on 8 June 1953, Langston IV and Dorothy’s on 5 April 1954
(Black Berry 49, Any 5-6).
There are also formal and stylistic features that can point to either a work’s fictionality or
referentiality. The first sign of fictionality in Any Known Blood, drawing once more on the
thought of Lejeune, is the difference between the author’s name and that of his narrator and main
character, which appears in the novel’s summary on the back cover. The same summary
identifies the text unambiguously as “a compelling story” and “an engrossing tale,” and the
fifteen citations from positive reviews provided on the back cover and opening two pages of the
book praise the novel mainly for its narrative and stylistic qualities. Something like the
reappearance in Any Known Blood of the characters Yoyo Ali and Mahatma Grafton from Hill’s
first novel, Some Great Thing, is also a novelistic device that adds to the work’s fictional quality.
Conversely, portrayals of social struggle in a novel can often add to its referential value (268),
says Gasparini, and he provides the examples, among others, of works in which characters must
deal with a family secret (268-69) or denounce racial injustice (277-78), two themes that are at
the centre of Any Known Blood. In addition to this, Gasparini claims that narrative perspective
can also affect the reception of a work: third-person narration tends to signal fictionality in a
literary text (145), whereas the use of the first person is said to create a sense of referentiality
(166-67). In general terms, Gasparini writes, “le lecteur s’attend à ce que la fiction soit à la
troisième personne et l’autobiographie à la première” (146). However, if Any Known Blood
makes rather plain use of this rule to some extent, it does so in a way that reflects the basic
indeterminacy and dual nature of the autobiographical novel form by employing both
perspectives within the same fictional context, with the present-day activities and personal
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reflections of Langston V being told in the first person and his fictionalized accounts of his
family’s history in the third. Based on formal rather than thematic terms, then, it may be just as
difficult to sort out the fictional and nonfictional aspects of Any Known Blood. Although he
stands by his earlier claim made in Le pacte autobiographique that stylistically there are no
absolute differences between autobiography and fiction, Lejeune allows in “Le pacte
autobiographique (bis)” that outside the autobiographical pact initiated by the identity of author
and narrator-character there are certain stylistic features that can serve to broadly distinguish
between the two genres: the former tends to make a more documentary use of language, whereas
the latter tends to use a more aesthetic or literary register that is recognizable as fiction (25-26).
If, therefore, much of Hill’s family history comes across as fictional in Any Known Blood, it is
in part because of the way in which it is told. The family stories are presented in detail in the
novel, with well-rendered settings, dialogue, and psychologically developed characters that
extend beyond the anecdotal episodes that appear in Black Berry, Sweet Juice, or in most nonliterary accounts of family history for that matter. Along these lines, the story of Langston IV
and Dorothy’s courtship must be seen as being at least partly invented, and not simply because it
occurs in Canada. The scene that serves to introduce the two characters to one another, where
Langston apprehends a thirteen-year-old thief in the rooming house using a frying pan (67-71),
comes across as fictionalized for stylistic reasons. As does the couple’s first date, where Dorothy
has an allergic reaction to lobster chowder that leads to Langston being compromisingly
discovered in the ladies’ restroom of the restaurant (76-80). Still, their second date, to a Windsor
restaurant that does not serve black people (83-85), remains in keeping with Donna Hill’s actual
history, whose social activism in the United States involved participating in sit-ins at segregated
eating establishments (Black Berry 43-44). In this sense, if one accepts that an important sign of
fictionality in Any Known Blood is the extension of the anecdotal into literary discourse, a sense
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of indeterminacy persists in that it is, again, nevertheless difficult for the reader to tell often
which elements precisely have been fictionalized.
The foregoing discussion will have illustrated the difficulties involved in any attempt to
read a work of fiction—whether ‘ethnic’ or not—in autobiographical terms (and this even when
a significant amount of information on the author’s background is known). With this in mind,
one can, in a general manner, still say that Any Known Blood takes on a more fictional aspect as
Langston V leaves Canada, where his immediate family lives, for Baltimore, in part because
there is considerably less material in the epitext that can attest to the referentiality of the
narrative after this point. (The clear parallels that exist between Hill’s Don Mills family and
Langston V’s Oakville family do not carry over to Langston’s experience in the United States, in
other words.) In accordance, although Langston III’s experience as an officer in the First World
War corresponds closely enough with Daniel II’s in certain regards, the story in the novel is
‘fleshed out’ to the extent that it takes up a significant part of chapters 11 and 12 (157-64, 16775, 180-85), suggesting that much of the narrative has been imaginatively filled in. Langston
III’s difficulties in passing officer training in Fort Des Moines may or may not be invented (15763); however, his marital problems with Rose during and after the war are at least in part
invented as this portion of the novel contains intimate details and sexual matter that would not
usually be passed down from one generation to the next within a family (180-91). Certainly,
Langston’s sleeping with a French widow while waiting to be sent home after the war (181)
constitutes a moment of infidelity towards his wife that Daniel II, a church minister, would in all
probability not have spoken about openly to anyone. Langston I’s narrative, for its part, is
entirely fictional as almost nothing is known of Daniel I’s father, Richard Hill, other than his
being a slave who managed to purchase his own freedom and that of his wife and eight children
(L. Hill, Freedom Seeker, “Family Life” sec.). What survives of Richard Hill in Any Known
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Blood may simply be his enigmatic status within the family. According to Hill, the members of
his family have long speculated on how their ancestor found the means—legitimate or
otherwise—to purchase the freedom of ten people (qtd. in Steger; L. Hill, “Is Africa’s” 64).
Hill has himself commented on the autobiographical nature of his second novel, noting
that “there are a number of coincidences between some of the characters in Any Known Blood
and some people in my family, but [that] they are very short, transparent moments of parallel that
end almost as quickly as they begin, and so it would be a mistake to think that it wasn’t a work of
invention or that the characters weren’t entirely fictional; they are” (“Projecting” 312). Yet,
although Hill claims once again in the acknowledgements that conclude Any Known Blood that
“almost all of this book is invented” (507), the plethora of details referring back to the epitext
gives the impression that at least some parts of the novel are deeply autobiographical. In other
contexts, Hill has in fact referred to Any Known Blood as a “fictional tribute to [his] family”
(“P.S.” 4), “as a testament to the survival of the family” (qtd. in O’Shea E1-E2). To some degree,
the overlap between fiction and nonfiction in Any Known Blood may not be quite as pronounced
as it is in Choy’s work, where fiction and nonfiction deal with almost the exact same
experience—growing up in Vancouver’s Chinatown in the first part of the twentieth century.27
Nevertheless, what emerges when the autobiographical and fictional writings by Hill are read
alongside one another is what Lejeune calls an “espace autobiographique,” a discursive space
created by the reader in which an author’s literary production cannot be reduced entirely to being
either true or untrue, either fiction or nonfiction (Le pacte [1996] 41-42). Working from within
this ‘espace autobiographique,’ Hill combines fiction writing with personal experience in a way
that is consistent with the nature of the autoethnographic form and that allows him to address
certain issues that are socially and politically of some import at the present time.
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As mentioned at the outset of this section, Any Known Blood, following Rushdy’s
classification, can be taken as an example of what I have chosen to call the genealogicalpalimpsest narrative. In Remembering Generations, a study devoted to the palimpsest narrative
in particular, Rushdy returns to his definition from 1997 (170n13), describing this type of neoslave narrative in nearly identical terms. In brief, palimpsest narratives are said to be novels set
in the contemporary period in which African American subjects are led in various ways to
“confront familial secrets attesting to the ongoing effects of slavery” (8-9). The general intention
of such works, Rushdy says, is to urge the reader “to meditate on the social, psychic, and
material effects that slavery has had and continues to have for individuals, families,
communities, and nation-states.” Narratives such as these “ask us to consider the profound
relationship between the past and the present, between a national history of slavery and the
contemporary nation and peoples it produced” (5). On this broader scale, the palimpsest narrative
addresses what Rushdy calls “the family secret of America,” namely, the presence in the
country’s past of the institution of slavery itself. The latter, he maintains, “is not secret in the
sense that it is hidden from view or unknown. ... There are material residues that attest to its
existence, governing documents that hint at its importance, and contemporary analyses that prove
its enduring relevance.” Rather, America’s slave past “is secret in the sense that it haunts the
peripheries of the national imaginary because it is [in the words of W. J. T. Mitchell] ‘what we
think we know, what we can never forget, and what seems continually to elude our
understanding’” (2). Where black experience in the United States is concerned more specifically,
Rushdy writes that “the important thing about family secrets in African American life is that they
are the result of one historical American institution, slavery, and the ongoing social institution it
created, race” (22). Although Rushdy does not use the term ‘genealogical’ in referring to the
narratives examined in his study, their concomitant generational/genealogical aspect is suggested
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by the title of his book itself, Remembering Generations. I personally designate Any Known
Blood a ‘genealogical narrative’ because of the attention it lends to the Cane family’s ancestral
lineage. As for the image of the palimpsest, Rushdy proposes that it constitutes “a fruitful
metaphor for the intricate ways that contemporary lives and life stories are inscribed on
parchments through which the slave past always shows,” for the ways, put otherwise, “that the
present is always written against a background where the past is erased but still legible” (8).
The image of the palimpsest is certainly appropriate in referring to the generational
layering and interweaving that occurs in Any Known Blood; and the novel does indeed seek, in
accordance with Rushdy’s definition of the palimpsest narrative, “to explore the role of
generational memory in transmitting and repressing” a “partially hidden family secret”
associated with a slave past (Remembering 10). The family tree—titled “The Cane Family,
1828-1995” (x)—provided in the novel’s first pages also serves to signal the genealogical nature
of the work. In their study of autobiography, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson make reference to a
specific “genealogical” narrative form. “A method for charting family history,” they explain,
genealogical investigation in such a case serves to
locat[e], char[t], and authenticat[e] identity by constructing a family tree of
descent. [The form’s] key concept is the ‘pedigree’ of ancestral evidence based on
documents and generational history and verified through fixed protocols, such as
trees and charts. Genealogical projects recover the recorded past, which they can
verify as official. They are interested in the objective documentation of
relationships, not in the subjective stories people remember. (271)
Langston V, who draws to some extent on autobiographical conventions in Hill’s novel, has a
clear interest in such ‘genealogical projects’; however, he is necessarily required to depart from
the methodology identified by Smith and Watson in certain ways as well. Because much of black
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history has never been recorded officially, his documentary search for origins is somewhat more
haphazard and unofficial, relying significantly on the involvement of his Aunt Millicent and
Aberdeen Williams and “the subjective stories” that they remember. Indeed, Langston V’s
eventual discovery of Langston I’s manuscript disappoints any search for an ancestral ‘pedigree,’
in the sense of a resplendent and morally unsullied familial past. As it turns out, dealing with the
slave past remains a major difficulty for many people living in the United States today.
According to Rushdy, slave ancestry in African American culture continues to be commonly
associated with a sense of shame (Remembering 17-18). Writing elsewhere, he claims that
implicit in the neo-slave narrative in whatever form it may take is a “struggle to find a respectful
way to give voice to the historically muted subjects of slavery” (“Neo-Slave” [Graham] 97). In
Remembering Generations, Rushdy proposes that one specific means “to understand[ing] the
ways the [slave] past formed the present is to trace the contours of a particular familial line.”
This is the shape that Langston V’s personal search will take in Any Known Blood, an approach
that, in Rushdy’s view, brings with it three related issues that will recur in Langston’s own
genealogical explorations. The first pertains to the very possibility of locating “the records
capable of providing information about a familial past and the value one [can] give to oral tales
about family ancestors.” The second relates to “the difficulty of confronting the fact that these
tales did not circulate freely within families because they were charged with the peculiar form of
shame attached to having slave ancestry.” And the third has to do with finding “the possible or
proper ways of dealing with the particular form this shame sometimes took—the family secret”
(Remembering 15).
Rushdy’s schema here brings to mind the struggle over memory that occurs in Choy’s
memoir Paper Shadows, as described in the previous chapter. In this earlier discussion, I referred
to Smith and Watson’s view that sees what and how people remember as resulting from the
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cultural and historical conjuncture in which the remembering gets done. According to Smith and
Watson, life writers are sometimes faced with the need to “struggle with or resist collective
forms of cultural remembering” that are imposed upon them by their social environment (22). As
they write, “How people remember, what they remember, and who does the remembering are
historically specific. ... Often a historical moment itself comprises multiple, competing practices
of remembering. Narrators at the crossroads of conflicting understandings of memory ... may
explore these competing practices of memory and interrogate the cultural stakes of
remembering” (23). The authors go on to state that “remembering has a politics. There are
struggles over who is authorized to remember and what they are authorized to remember,
struggles over what is forgotten, both personally and collectively” (24). Ultimately, this struggle
over memory, Smith and Watson suggest, affects not only the group’s knowledge of the past but
the terms in which an individual’s self-knowledge is produced as well (25). This struggle over
memory does not seem to affect Hill all that much in his actual memoir, Black Berry, Sweet
Juice, perhaps because his parents were themselves social activists and the family tended to deal
openly with racial issues. (A certain tension is reflected, however, in the fact that two of Hill’s
informants in this work—‘Amanda’ and ‘Sara’—chose to remain anonymous [8]. Indeed, both
will speak in the memoir of their experience with racism and narrow-mindedness within their
own families [30-33, 145-47].) The struggle that does take place in Hill occurs in relation to Any
Known Blood, at both the levels of the author and narrator. Hill has remarked that the process of
writing the novel—which he describes as a reinterpretation “in my own eyes [of] what my family
history is”—involved a “very personal, private, intense struggle to work things out” (qtd. in
O’Shea E2). While his family was quite supportive of his fiction writing, Hill claims that his
parents were nevertheless somewhat “wary of how they and other family members were
depicted, even fictionally” (“P.S.” 5). He mentions how his father in particular did not like that
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“his sister” turned out to be a prostitute, although he too is said to have been aware of the line
dividing fact from fiction (“Projecting” 312-13). The struggle over the meaning of family
history, however, is most explicitly and extensively dramatized in the novel itself. At the outset
of Any Known Blood, Langston V is faced with a family secret of sorts that he senses lies
concealed within his father’s reticence regarding his relationship with his own sister Millicent.
At this stage, Langston V is already aware of the family’s slave origins (10-11) and is motivated
in his probing into family history not so much by racial issues as by his father’s silence on the
family’s past (55). When Langston V eventually announces his plans to visit Baltimore, his
father does everything to dissuade him (57). Later in the novel, Langston V will in a way blame
his father for having roused his interest in family history by the storytelling that the latter has
done, by his having “planted all those stories in me.” Reassuring his father with respect to this
sense of curiosity, he states, “It’s not got anything to do with hurting you. It’s to know my past. I
have to know. My life can’t go on until I know these things” (360). At the moment that he sets
out from Oakville to find the aunt whom he has never met, Langston V is aware of only a few
details—“that Mill had skipped my parents’ wedding, and that she had a thing about blacks
staying within the race, and that she had never married” (110). Once in Baltimore, he finds that
his aunt is not all that interested in speaking with him either (114).
The struggle over memory and the control of family history in fact recurs as a central
theme in Any Known Blood. Langston IV and Mill are led to suppress knowledge of the past in
the novel for their own personal reasons, but various characters will, on other occasions, do so in
their own ways as well. In the cover letter adjoined to Langston I’s memoir, in which it is
revealed that the latter fled from Oakville to avoid being charged with bigamy, Langston II notes
that his mother, Matilda Cane, had effectively concealed the true nature of Langston I’s
departure from Oakville by telling her children that their father had simply “left our home to take
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part in John Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry.” In the same letter, although he claims in a
comparable manner to have never spoken about Langston I’s manuscript to his own family,
Langston II explains that he has nevertheless preserved it, “[n]ot wishing to play God with
history” (427). Faced with similar information on Langston I’s indecorous behaviour in Oakville,
Langton III is also tempted to destroy the evidence but decides instead to have the papers in
question sealed and kept in a safety deposit box at the bank, with the seal not to be broken for
fifty years (301-02). Langston V himself, when he uncovers “a letter never intended for [his]
eyes” in which it is revealed that Mill was once a prostitute, decides not to mention it to her
(330). Indeed, when Mill finally detects that he has learned about this aspect of her past,
Langston momentarily questions the legitimacy of his own activities. “I wondered if the whole
family research project was a bad idea,” he writes. “I had forced my way into Mill’s life and
learned the one thing that she wanted to keep secret” (386). The character who may have the
greatest control over the Cane family’s history, however, turns out to be Aberdeen, the eightyeight-year-old who has spent his entire life in Oakville. Much of what Langston V does know
about his family he has received from Aberdeen orally (8, 10-11). More importantly, it is
Aberdeen who eventually shows Langston V the AME Church records in which Langston I is
shown to have been accused of bigamy prior to his flight from Oakville. He breaks the seal made
by Langston III nearly seventy years earlier because he believes that Langston V is now “ready”
to see the papers, claiming that he has never shown them to Langston IV because he was not of
the right temperament (338-39).
It is not exactly clear what causes Mill to change her mind with respect to helping
Langston V write his family history. If initially she did not want to have anyhing to do with him,
after their first encounter at the AME church service (126-31), she now offers to show him the
family documents that she has collected. It is perhaps Langston’s claim that he is going to write a
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book about the family that sways her, because, by the end of the same day, she has begun to
insist that her part be accurately represented in this history that she had at first wanted to be left
out of. “I was there, I keep telling you, and I won’t be left out of this story” (132-33, 178-79),
she declares. In her eagerness to get to Canada at the end of the novel, she actually begins to
more actively help Langston in his research (388, 395). Once Langston V has revealed to his
father that he is aware of Mill’s past, Langston IV also seems to become more open to speaking
about both his own personal history (involving “a bit of tomcatting and other things on the seamy
side of Baltimore”) and that of Mill, whom he is now shown to have been protecting (360-61).
Following the story of his time during the war in which he was duped by his sergeant into
delivering contraband arms from his base in Virginia to Baltimore, and which shows that he and
Mill were moving in roughly the same social circle (362-78), Langston IV appears to finally
accept his son’s desire to write about the family (379). In the end, Langston IV and Mill concur
on the cause of their disagreement. Langston IV tells his son that he has avoided speaking to Mill
not because of the prostitution but because of her opposition to his marrying a white woman
(378)—a claim that Mill later confirms (386-87). The secret that both Langston IV and Mill want
to keep from Langston V has to do with their lives in Baltimore during their youth, but this is not
what keeps the brother and sister apart, as they share this history to some extent. Rather, it is
Mill’s rejection of her brother’s marrying outside the race, which he resents, that is the source of
their discord. Oddly, in a manner that reflects the contradictions inherent to the ideology of race
and its hierarchies, Mill and Langston IV’s alienation is the result of Mill’s hatred of white
people, but their secrecy is related in a way to their failure to live up to white social expectations.
According to Hill, “one of the most troubling paradoxes about black identity in North America”
is that “[f]or four hundred years, we’ve been seen to be less than human. And so, to compensate,
we must be more civilized than the civilized. We place unreasonable expectations on ourselves,
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such is our desire to succeed in the world and to be accepted as equal to those who dragged us
across the Atlantic Ocean” (“Is Africa’s” 64). This undue pressure to maintain certain social
standards manifests itself in Langston IV’s admission to his son that he was expelled from
Lincoln University for having stolen sixty dollars from his fraternity’s cash box and for having
cheated on an exam, misdemeanours that Langston V sees as trivial but that appear to have been
a source of disgrace to Langston IV and his family. “You don’t understand the politics of
shame,” he tells his son. “Shame in one’s family, and in one’s community” (360-61). In this
case, the shame felt by Langston IV and Mill is not directly tied to the slave ancestor (because
before the end of the novel no one really knows anything about Langston I, other than the fact
that he was a slave, which does not seem to trouble any of the characters in any great way) but to
the nexus of social expectations that have grown out of the slave experience over time. Shame
here is situated in the siblings’ having opted to circulate among the lower strata of American
society (perhaps in some ways the outgrowth of slavery) and their fall from the ‘grace’
established for the family through Langston II’s and Langston III’s quasi mythic struggles to rise
above their slave history. That this sense of black propriety held to by Langston IV and Mill is
derived from white middle-class values is signalled by how Langston II’s original success in life
is attained not under the influence of Langston I, whom he never knew, but of his adoptive
father, the Quaker Nathan Shoemaker, a white man who, despite his enormous generosity, still
participates in racialist thinking to some extent, as when he decides that his adopted son will be
taught the religion of “his people” rather than be raised as a Quaker (418). Still, in his discussion
of the shame attached to slavery in African American culture, Rushdy observes that some
individuals and families do nevertheless succeed at times in “work[ing] through their shame”
(Remembering 18). This is what appears to occur in Any Known Blood, with Mill’s
reconciliation with her brother’s family constituting the most visible outcome of Langston V’s
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search and his bringing to light of the family’s past. Having been led to confront their history and
the shame tied to it, the brother and sister come to accept their past somehow and are thus
allowed to leave it behind.
The ties existing between the slave past and Langston V’s present-day situation at the
beginning of Any Known Blood (the son of social activists, fired for revealing the state’s
intentions to eliminate human rights legislation) are not immediately evident, though, as just
mentioned, the slave past is not fully hidden from view either. The sense of continuity between
past and present is revealed over the course of the novel, however, as Langston V traces his
family history back to two slave ancestors (if Matilda Tylor is taken into account). By revisiting
the lives of his forebears, Langston manages at once to create a sense of genealogical integrity
for himself, and eventually his family members, one presumes, and to dispel the shame
associated with slavery by instilling a sense of pride in family ancestors who are shown to have
survived and resisted the social forces of the slave system and its holdovers. As Langston V
states at the beginning of Any Known Blood, “I grew up with four family legends—one about
each of my direct paternal ancestors” (4). These legends have primarily been passed down by his
father (4) but also informed by Aberdeen (8, 10-11), and each will be explored imaginatively by
Langston V to varying degrees throughout the novel. As he explains to Mill when she tells him
that she does not “have enough stuff [on the family] to fill a whole book,”
‘I’ll use my imagination to fill in the holes.’
‘You’ll be using a lot of imagination, in that case. What’s the point of filling
most of a book with your imagination?’
‘That’s what writers do. That’s what I want to do.’ (132-33)
The postmemorial quality of the family stories that Langston has inherited in a way shows
through in a comment that he makes early on in the novel concerning his parents’ wedding. He
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has “heard so many stories about the wedding,” he says, “that I feel as if I attended it. When
someone retells an old story, I can point out errors” (5).
Langston V can be said to begin his family history with the material that he is most
familiar with. The first story that he relates deals with Langston IV’s initial encounter with
Norville Watson, an account that he describes as forming part of his father’s “own mythology.”
As Langston V puts it, “the Norville Watson story ... was the story from which all other stories of
his activism sprang. Over the years, I have heard many versions of the Norville Watson story,
Round One. The following version is the one I choose to believe. It’s one of my father’s earliest
versions—or, at least, one of the earliest versions that I remember hearing” (33). Langston V
goes on to tell in the third person of how his parents were refused an apartment by Watson, using
the names “Langston” and “Dorothy” (not ‘Mother’ or ‘Father’) and fully developed characters
with extended dialogue—all signs of fictionalization. The next segment of the family’s history,
again concerning Langston IV, takes up the greater part of chapter 6 and tells of his arrival in
Toronto as a medical student after the Second World War and his meeting Dorothy Perkins (6291). The story is told just after Langston V leaves Canada but prior to his reaching Baltimore,
where his research and writing will begin in earnest. Langston III’s narrative is produced after
Langston V gains access to Mill’s archive of family documents (133) and is represented in
chapters 11, 12, and 16. Langston III is the forebear who is by far accorded the greatest space in
the novel. His story also provides one main instance in which Hill’s resistance to the naturalist
tendencies of the ethnic novel is made apparent.
In the previous chapter of the dissertation, I attempted, drawing on a number of theorists,
to outline the conventions that characterize realist and naturalist writing (there being a significant
overlap, and sometimes confusion, between the two styles). Formally, the realist and naturalist
modes both innovated by introducing certain devices into literary discourse such as limited
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perspective, open-ended narratives, morally and psychologically complex characters, the
reduction of plot and action, and the use of familiar settings, among others. What distinguishes
the naturalist style from the realist is primarily the sense of determinism that is usually associated
with the former. The naturalism of the nineteenth century as exemplified by the work of Émile
Zola was driven by a belief in a form of determinism that was in essence dual—with the
determinism of nature (grounded in the individual’s physiology) and the determinism of the
individual’s social surroundings constituting its two components. If the second, unlike the first,
could be resisted to some degree, agency, or the exercise of free will, was rarely observed in
these naturalist writings. More recently, a sense of social determinism has been linked to much
of the ethnic writing that has been produced in North America since the 1970s and 80s. Often
‘naturalist’ in style, that is, dealing with the baser aspects of immigrant existence, such work is
said to reproduce and reaffirm the stereotypes linked to essentialist conceptions of racial and
ethnic identity as well as the marginal and minority positions out of which ethnic authors are
obligated to write. Choy’s use of realism resists the determinism associated with the naturalist
style in ways that will again be discussed below. In this manner, he lends the realist form a
certain political value that may not always be associated with it these days and renews what is
commonly taken as a nineteenth-century genre. Hill has called his own style “fairly traditional”
(“Lawrence” [Thomas] 135), with significant attention given to plot and setting. He attributes his
interest in plot in part to his “reading of African American literature: works I read when I was
thirteen, fourteen, fifteen and that I’ve been carrying in my memory since—by James Baldwin
and Richard Wright. Especially Wright.” He also prefers “to write things that are grounded in
specific social and political geographic settings,” in a way that allows his “readers to know
where they are [situated] socially, politically, historically, and geographically” (140).28 In
keeping with this predilection, Hill claims to have a certain admiration for Dickens,
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acknowledging that he “carr[ies] the influence of his focus on plot and character and
unashamedly so” (qtd. in Bailey Nurse, “Lawrence Hill’s Big” 10). Humour is also central to
Hill’s work. As he puts it, “I’ve always looked for a way to write about things that were serious
to me in an entertaining manner,” and he ties this tendency to his experience as a child listening
to his own father’s storytelling (“Lawrence” [Bailey Nurse] 121). In this sense, he sees his
humour as “subversive, playful, [and] disrespectful.” “The more painful the subject,” he
maintains, “the more I need to treat it humorously. I’m part of a literary tradition here. Black
literature, Russian literature, and Jewish literature explore painful themes with humour. I don’t
want my writing to be pedantic; I don’t want to bore my readers. I don’t want readers sighing
and shutting my books because they feel they’re being preached to” (“Lawrence” [Thomas] 136).
As George Elliott Clarke has noted, contrary to the “bleakness” and Marxist radicalism that
characterizes much African Canadian writing, Hill “has consistently depicted black male heroes
who struggle to build professional careers—to integrate, at least, class-wise, in the ‘white’
world—but who never lose their pride in their African ancestry. Nor do they ever meet a racist
they do not manage to ridicule or to convert. Hill’s novels chronicle black male achievement—
with sweat, blood, and tears, yes, but also with wit, spirit, and style” (Odysseys 310).29
Hence the reader of Any Known Blood will find Langston I alluding to his contemporary
Charles Dickens (457), in addition to a traditional denouement in which all of the novel’s central
characters are brought together and accounted for. The novel’s prologue, in which a love scene
between a white woman and a black man in an historical setting is interrupted by racist taunts
from the street and a stone thrown through the window (xiii-xiv), is of some significance here as
well, serving as a kind of contrasting keynote. It is a naturalist moment from which the novel
will depart through the use of humour and ‘narrative truth.’ The chapter on Choy considered
Carolyn Ellis’s understanding of the truth conveyed by autoethnographic writing, which, she
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says, tends to privilege a “narrative truth” over the truth of traditional ethnography, which is
generally seen as being objective and “unconstructed” (30). From such a vantage point, ‘truth’ is
to be located not in the facts of any given experience but in the meaning that is assigned to that
experience (116).30 Hill’s realism is, like Choy’s, concerned with conveying the narrative truth of
the author’s cultural experience over what, in literary terms, could be called its naturalistic truth,
which is regimented by social forms of determinism and the ‘facts’ of minority existence. This
tendency can be discerned in the scene in Any Known Blood where Langston III, cast in largerthan-life terms, saves the life of Ken Coombs by carrying the boy in his arms to a street where he
can find transportation and then, with Aberdeen’s assistance, into the hospital where he insists
that the boy be treated by a staff that is not accustomed to welcoming black patients (273-78).
There are a number of reasons for presenting the scene in this way. It conforms to some degree
with Cane family lore, but it also serves to situate the black ancestor in a favourable light, in a
way that counters the feelings of shame and indignity that are sometimes attached to black North
American family history. The event also serves to establish Langston’s authority and reputation
within the community in Oakville, which he has only just joined (280-81). Perhaps more
importantly, however, Langston III initiates a period of social change in this scene. Not long
after the incident, black residents in Oakville begin to go to the local hospital on their own and
are admitted (282), and, a few years later, a black nurse has found work at the same location
(306). In this regard, Langston can be said to embody the black ancestors whose social and
political struggles in the past have made certain rights possible in the present—which is perhaps
a legitimate reason to render the character in heroic terms. Hill refers, potentially, to this
magnification of Langston III’s character (and probably Daniel II’s real experience) in the
acknowledgements to Any Known Blood, where he admits to having “altered and exaggerated”
certain family stories (507; emphasis added).
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Still, this approach comes with its own particular problems. In accordance with his heroic
characterization, Langston III will put an end to the annual minstrel show in Oakville (285-89)
and also successfully stands up to the Ku Klux Klan—undoubtedly his greatest claim to
legendary status within the family. But readers may not always respond as expected to such
favourable portrayals of black experience. Hill in fact claims to “now have some misgivings”
concerning the scene in Any Known Blood where the Klan comes to Oakville as a result of one
reader’s response to the novel. A white reader once told Hill that she loved the book because, in
reading it, she “didn’t have to feel guilty for being white.” Hill’s “instinctive reaction,” he
relates, “was to remind her that a number of ugly things happened to black people in the book:
slavery, torture, and housing discrimination, to name a few.” Nonetheless, the reader insisted that
she “didn’t have to feel bad for being a white person” because of “the way you wrote it” (Black
Berry 213; emphasis added). Hill’s interest as a writer, he says, is not in making people feel
guilty. “However,” he states, “I don’t like to think that something I wrote absolved the reader of
a sense of social responsibility. On the contrary, I want my readers to see my scenes, to live
them, and possibly to learn from them.” “Had I made a misstep?” he questions. “Had I allowed
[the reader] to think that she didn’t have to consider her own life in a society that still oppresses
black people?” (214). In the chapter of his memoir devoted to a discussion of the episode in
question (“I Was Here Before the Klan”), Hill concludes that the scene may indeed “have made
it easier for the [reader] to let herself off the hook” because it underplays the hatred and tenacity
of the Klan when Renata Williams arrives and, along with Langston III, succeeds in breaking up
the gathering (214-15). In a way, this departure from factual reality, and plausibility, is
recognized in the novel itself when Rose’s mother, Hazel Bridges, later tells Langston that
“[d]own here [in Baltimore], the KKK wouldn’t even give you time to open your mouth ... . In
Oakville, we met their nice northern cousins. But in the States, they’d swing you from a branch
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and there’d be no talking before or after” (326). Nonetheless, Hill continues, “what the reader
gets [in Any Known Blood] is a scene where the Klansmen, although at first truly frightening,
are soon made to look like idiots (which is fair enough) and put in their place”—an approach that
may have “sufficiently candy-coated” the scene to allow Hill’s reader “to feel that the Klan’s
raid was an entertaining but insignificant part of Oakville’s history” (Black Berry 215).
In certain ways, the episode in Hill’s novel is largely faithful to the real historical event
that took place in Oakville. However, in the remainder of the chapter on the scene in his memoir,
Hill goes on to tell of “what really happened” on the night of 28 February 1930 when the Klan
came to Oakville, and in the days that followed (215-27). As in the novel, the local police chief
David Kerr turns out to know several of the Klansmen, but he is on friendly terms with them and
makes no arrests on the night of the incident. Indeed, the entire community proves to be publicly
supportive of the Klan’s action in preventing the interracial marriage at the centre of the
occurrence. As Hill writes, “Community leaders in Oakville expressed nothing but a smug
indulgence for the KKK, and a general satisfaction that justice had been served” as a result of the
intervention (219-21). According to one witness, some suspected that Kerr himself was a
Klansman (217-18). All of this contrasts with the novel in a way that Hill does not explicitly
mention. Unlike in the real incident, the police chief in Any Known Blood, Bob Phillips, arrives
on the scene along with the town’s mayor and the minister of the Presbyterian Church, whom,
along with Langston, he swears in as deputies. As he departs after having made his arrests,
Phillips calls out, “You’re good folks, Reverend Cane. This should not have happened to you.
And I happen to know that ninety-nine people outa a hundred in Oakville would agree with me”
(320-23). Once more, there are probably several reasons for choosing to cast the scene in this
way. One of them is that the positive portrayal of white people in the novel ties in with the theme
of reconciliation in the text that will be addressed again below. During the episode, Langston
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leaves his children with the trusted wife of the white Presbyterian minister Eric Small (314);
Oakville’s mayor, police chief, and baker are identified by Langston as being “[g]ood white
men” who will help deter the Klan (317); and the white businessman Bob Turner also appears in
order to discourage the raid (318-19). There seems to be a risk, however, that comes with
choosing to write in such a non-naturalist, non-deterministic style, and it is that some people will
get the impression that the experience in question may not have been all that bad. In this manner,
some readers of Choy might also conclude that life during the Exclusion era was not all that
oppressive. In the end, it may not be possible to reach all readers in the same way or to avoid
absolving some readers of their social and historical responsibility. (Indeed, some of these
readers were probably going to absolve themselves anyhow.) The other option would be to
continue writing the well-worn stories of insurmountable hardship, of black characters who are,
once again, defeated by white racism.
There is also, admittedly, a need to counterbalance the mythologization of the ancestor
with a more realistic view of the human subject that can be lived with on an everyday basis. Such
a view can be discerned in the more modest acts of heroism that occur in Any Known Blood,
carried out, for example, by Langston IV when he stops the adolescent thief in his rooming house
(a deed that is collectively appreciated by the other tenants) (67-71), or by Aberdeen in his lifelong devotion to his adoptive family. The demythologization of the ancestor is most noticeable in
the narrative of Langston I, however, whose story, I will argue, is invented by Langston V to fill
what in another context he calls a ‘hole’ in the family’s history (132). This need to invent
Langston I’s story is to be anticipated if one considers Langston II’s nearly non-existent presence
in Any Known Blood. Langston V uncovers four documentary sources on Langston II: a church
pamphlet (a sort of obituary) in Mill’s house (395); a six-page handwritten memoir and some
photographs in the AME church library (398-99); the diary of Langston II’s adoptive father,
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Nathan Shoemaker, in the Hall of Records in Annapolis (399); and Langston II’s academic
records at Storer College in Harpers Ferry (408). It is this paucity of information that can be said
to account for the brevity of Langston II’s narrative in the novel (contained in chapter 20,
approximately fifteen pages in length [410-24]). The further back one goes, the less information
exists on one’s ancestors, which explains the need, in some cases, to imagine outright much of
what one does understand of this past. Accordingly, Langston V is unable to fully explain in his
writing what happened to Langston II’s brothers. In Langston II’s narrative, they are simply
carried off by what before the Civil War would have been called slave catchers. Indeed,
Langston II’s own personal story can be seen as being partially lost in a sort of indistinguishable
morass of anonymous ‘black history,’ reflected in the way his two brothers are also named
Langston. His family comprises Langston Senior, Langston Junior, and “our Langston,” the latter
being “simply called Langston” (410-11). Beyond this sense of obscure repetition, one can only
presume the existence of an original Langston I—an ancestor whose existence is implied in the
serialized names of his descendants but that no one knows anything about. The situation is
emblematic of the manner in which many people of African ancestry live in North America
today without knowing precisely who their slave ancestors were. Langston V’s invention of
Langston I’s narrative fills this gap and this need for family origins.
In a basic way, the legend of Langston I in the Cane family is founded on his having
escaped from bondage and his alleged participation in John Brown’s historical raid on Harpers
Ferry. At the beginning of Any Known Blood, Langston V has learned much of what he does
know about Langston I from Aberdeen: that, as a slave, he escaped from Maryland in 1850 and
arrived in Oakville by means of the Underground Railroad and with the help of Quakers; that he
married and had three children; and that he disappeared nine years later, rumoured to have joined
Brown’s militia (10-11). Langston V has also learned from his father that Langston I was
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sheltered by Quakers in the town of Naples, New York, during his escape (60). Langston V finds
his great-great-grandfather’s involvement in Brown’s raid “farfetched” (11) but seems to accept
“the family legend” that Langston I died at Harpers Ferry (12). Much later in the novel, Langston
V will acquire additional information on Langston I from Aberdeen that is less flattering,
namely, that he “was not a church-going man,” that he drank occasionally, “had a sweet tooth,”
and was a reputed “womanizer.” Still, despite his infidelity towards Matilda (which Aberdeen
has just revealed to Langston V [339-41]), Aberdeen claims that his own grandfather Paul
Williams had “argued to the death that Langston [I] ... was a good man,” even if he “may have
done his wife wrong.” Langston V also learns on this same occasion that Langston I left Matilda
with enough money to support herself for two years, and that she is simply said to have returned
to Maryland after the Civil War (342). As Rushdy has noted, “many [American] families are
invested in generating narratives of their origin purified of the stains of criminal or base
behavior” (Remembering 16). Families in the US, he says, “generally desire to invent a glorious
rather than report a notorious past. In the case of African American families, that desire has been
spurred by a prevalent feeling of ‘shame’ attached to slave ancestry.” Although this ancestry has
often been privately and quietly acknowledged, “a poignant sense of shame” nevertheless
remains (17-18), according to Rushdy. Langston V will take the narrative of Langston I (based
on the little that he does know about him) in a rather different direction, breaking with those
social expectations that governed the lives of his forebears and the (North) American tendency to
sanitize family history by creating an ancestral figure who is flawed but with whom Langston V
himself can identify. Langston V’s departure from convention is reflected in how he and his
grandfather each react differently to the papers concerning Langston I’s accusation of bigamy
(documents received from Aberdeen in both cases). If Langston III responds (ashamedly) by
storing the documents in a vault, sealed for at least fifty years (301-02), Langston V includes the
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material concerning what was once a family secret in a novel—an indication that the social
environment, with its attitudes towards sex and slavery, has changed sufficiently between the
1920s and 1990s to make Langston V’s project feasible. Unlike Langston III’s narrative, in
which the latter is portrayed in larger-than-life terms that few, if any, of his descendants can live
up to, Langston I’s narrative will follow a more likely path. As the archivist at the museum in
Harpers Ferry tells Langston V, “amateur genealogists always like to discover royal blood in the
family line,” but he warns Langston not to expect too much of the manuscript that he has just
passed along to him (428). “Harpers Ferry hero this man was not” (426), he says. Hill has stated
that, in the case of Langston I, he “wanted to create a fictional narrative of a slave who did not
lead the life of a saint and who led a fallen life”—an account that resists the desire in the black
community to make “heroes” of its ancestors. In Langston V’s family, Hill maintains,
“everybody holds up his grandfather and great grandfather as heroes. [Langston V] struggles
against this because he perceives himself to be a failure. He wants to know about the first hero in
this line of five Langston Canes, and he discovers a man who is very much like himself”
(“Lawrence” [Thomas] 137).31
Hill’s comments here would seem to support a reading that sees Langston I’s narrative as
an authentic historical document, but there are in fact signs of fictionality everywhere throughout
the text in question. As Clarke has said, Langston I’s story in Any Known Blood is “part slave
narrative and part ingenious” (“Family”). The first indicator that the narrative may be invented
has to do with the register of Langston I’s narrative voice. In the historical segments of Any
Known Blood dealing with Langston II to Langston IV, no noticeable anachronistic use of
language is made, either by the characters or the narrator. Langston I, by comparison, employs a
register that is far less formal than the one that is typically encountered in the traditional slave
narrative. This is not to say that someone could not have written in this manner in the latter part
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of the nineteenth century, but the language in Langston I’s memoir is not the usual language of
written discourse belonging to this period. The historical Langston I is certainly capable of
expressing himself in a more formal register. He will at one point write a note addressed to
Robert Wilson that contains the line, “For the selfless assistance, thanking you heartily,” which
Wilson describes as “[a] turn of phrase requiring no slight degree of writing sophistication” (384)
but which also comes across as somewhat contorted compared to the informality of the memoir.
A more formal register also enters into Langston’s actual manuscript at times, such as in his
description of his travels with John Brown:
He spoke only when he had to. He drove in the silence of the dead. He had no
sense of humor. A very odd man he was. When we were short on food, he offered
me more than half. In our nightly lodgings, he left me the more promising bed. ...
If thieves had attacked, he would have laid down his life in my defense. But,
alone, pulled by two tired horses, or sitting on train seats, he preferred not to
speak. He knew nothing of the pleasures of conversation. I sensed that he knew
nothing of any pleasures at all. (474)
More often, however, Langston’s narrative (which would not, if it were authentic, have been
written any later than the 1870s) is tainted with colloquialisms that would not usually occur in an
historical document such as the one he is said to have produced and that are even anachronistic at
times. To “down” a drink or bowl of soup (431, 475) is a twentieth-century expression
(“Down”); the expression ‘to bank’ on something (439) emerges only in the mid-1880s
(“Bank”); and Wilson refers to “American firepower” at one moment (472), which is a
twentieth-century term (“Fire”). The word butt is another colloquial term that recurs in the
narrative (435, 460, 468). Although the history of this word does not strictly exclude its usage by
Langston (it has been used since the fifteenth century, though often in referring to cuts of meat;
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the sense in which Langston uses it dates to 1860) (“Butt”), the more probable “backside” is used
by the latter in his narrative’s opening (429) and will be employed again in another historical
period in the novel (189), as will be “behind” (184, 185, 262)—which Langston I also uses
(446)—and “bottom” (270). ‘To hump,’ in the sense of engaging in sexual intercourse, which
Langston I uses repeatedly in describing his relations with Jean (469), only comes into use in the
twentieth century (“Hump”). Likewise, Matilda will refer to Oakville as “Nicefolksville,” where
“[t]hey’ll nice you to death” (445), using an adjective as a verb in what comes across as a
contemporary formulation drawing from an ironic twentieth-century discourse on politeness. The
verb monkey, in the sense that Langston gets “monkeyed foolishly to the highest rung” of a mast
(446), simply does not appear in the Oxford English Dictionary, and comes across as pure
invention. In his acknowledgements to the novel, Hill himself points to a final anachronism, to
how Harpers Ferry was typically spelled Harper’s Ferry at the time of Brown’s raid (508),
though Langston makes use of the former contemporary spelling throughout his text.32 On
another level, perhaps the most conspicuous indication of fictionality in Langston I’s narrative is
the relationship that he enters into with John Brown’s daughter Diana, who never really existed
(as Hill again points out in his acknowledgements [512]).
While Langston I’s narrative coincides with family legend and what is initially known of
his life within the family, there is also the sense that it conforms with the additional information
concerning Langston’s encounter with John Brown discovered in the diary of Robert Wilson that
Langston V locates through his own research at the Oakville Historical Society (379-84, 470-73).
To some extent, one might expect that Langston I’s account of meeting Brown in Oakville would
correspond with Wilson’s, since they were both at the same meeting. However, certain
discrepancies between the official records of Langston I’s charges of bigamy (those locked away
by Langston III) and Langston I’s own telling of how these same charges were brought against
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him point more clearly to Langston V’s fictional reworking of the incident. In the first instance,
notice of Langston’s bigamy is brought to the AME Church in Oakville by a Mr. J. Yardley and
no children are said to have resulted from the relationship with Jean (340). Yet, as Langston I
describes the incident, Jean comes after him directly in Oakville, going to the AME Church
herself, where she claims to have had a child by Langston (470). Indeed, there is evidence of
Langston V’s presence everywhere in Langston I’s narrative. During his escape from Maryland,
Langston I will encounter difficulties in the town of Naples, New York, where he is concealed
“in a hidden crawl space the size of a coffin” near a barn (442), which sounds remarkably like
the one that Langston V sees at the bed and breakfast on his way to Baltimore earlier in the novel
(61-62). (Three Quaker “safe houses” are said to have existed in Naples, but it is impossible to
know at which one, if any of these, the historical Langston I would have found shelter [60, 6162]. Langston I’s experience in the memoir is highly coincidental.) Aided by Wilson during the
same escape, Langston I infers “that this man ate well” because he is physically “sturdy” and
“strong” (443)—a trait that the woman Djeneba also takes as an indication of wealth during
Langston V’s time spent in Mali (204). The good-natured Old Bill who gives ice cream to
Annette and Langston V in Baltimore (394) can be seen as inspiring the character of Wild Bill,
who loses his life in intervening in Hilda’s whipping (433-34). Langston I’s stealing from “a
cash box” at Harpers Ferry (490, 491) recalls Langston IV’s petty theft at college (360).
Langston I’s predilection for various forms of employment (“I like having different jobs. Lots of
jobs” [460]) also brings to mind Yoyo’s learning to “diversify” in order to survive in America
(256). And, just as Yoyo begins to depend on his writing to support himself, Langston I starts to
earn some money by selling information sheets on rat catching (464). (Yoyo’s first article in the
novel is also handwritten [259], like Langston’s leaflets, and the article that he later writes on
John Brown’s raid [406-07] in fact provides some of the background to the historical event that
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will later be described by Langston I/Langston V in greater detail.) Langston I will make two
rather frantic escapes in his narrative as well—one from a possible captor as he flees Maryland
and another from Harpers Ferry (442, 492)—that call to mind Yoyo’s escape from the police
station (which also involves running through streets, alleys, and a restaurant) (231). Langston
V’s mild sexual preoccupations which are established in the present context of the novel (13,
338) also show through in Langston I’s text. Any Known Blood as a whole is indeed rife with
erotic scenes and sexual matter. In Langston I’s narrative more specifically, his account of his
time with Jean and their prolonged and varied ways of gratifying one another (468-69) recalls
Langston V’s first sexual encounter with Annette Morton, which is portrayed in terms
approaching a sexual fantasy (251-52). “I am still amazed to think how many times and in how
many ways we loved each other that night,” Langston V reflects. “Had I really done those
things?” (252). If Langston V feels “strangely connected to Langston the First,” as he tells Mill
towards the end of the novel, it is perhaps because the character is Langston V’s own creation.
Mill also sees a connection between the two men based on their both “not fitting in” (497).
However, unlike Langston I, who has spent his life “drifting” (493), as he himself puts it,
Langston V ends by feeling a need to settle down. The writing of his ancestor’s narrative appears
to have provided Langston V with a sense of equilibrium, of genealogical stability, one might
say. With the completion of his novel, he seems to have acquired a different perspective on
things and now sees the possibility of making up for what he perceives to be his past failures by
creating a more solid family life for himself (497-98).
Having established Langston V’s invention of Langston I’s narrative in his reconstruction
of his family’s history, it becomes possible to see to what extent the rest of the novel might be
imagined as well, which brings one back to a consideration of the autobiographical novel form.
Parrallels similar to those found in Langston I’s narrative occur between Langston V’s lived
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experience in Any Known Blood and the other fictional texts that he will create in the novel. In
his account of his marriage with Ellen, for example, the couple lives in an apartment above a fur
store in Toronto that resembles the one that Langston V lives in after his divorce at the beginning
of the novel (197, 4). Another parallel that occurs between the scene of the drive-by shooting in
Baltimore and Langston III’s heroic rescue of Ken Coombs in Oakville is to be found in the
similar response in each episode of the two distraught mothers to their son’s impending death
and in the manner in which both Langstons begin to assist by having the women calm down
(217, 273). Langston V’s experience, however, which involves calling an ambulance and waiting
for the police to arrive, will be amplified in Langston III’s story. The word “tarry,” which
Langston V appears to have gleaned from John Brown’s speech in Robert Wilson’s diary (382),
will in the same way return in Langston II’s narrative (413), who, as a boy, is made to execute
yet another Yoyo-like escape from his abductors (416). Mill’s influence also seems to be present
in the novel. At an earlier point in Any Known Blood, she tells the story in which Langston III
shows himself to be “a clever weasel” in stopping a woman who has been stealing from the
church’s weekly collection (130-31). This aspect of Langston III’s character is played up in
Langston V’s account of the latter’s time in Oakville, where he has to deal with Aberdeen’s
sister Renata (who has a certain authority within the congregation [271-72, 279-80]), where he
brings an end to the annual minstrel show through a sermon delivered in a white church by
means of “a minister’s swap” (285-89), and where he finds a way for local officials to reject
Aberdeen’s request to have his Afrocentrist theories publicly acknowledged without offending
him (298-99). Likewise, the part in chapter 12 dealing with Langston III and Rose’s turbulent
relationship after the war (180-92) seems to follow Mill’s preceding advice to Langston V,
urging him to pay attention to “their long and rocky road” (180). One could go on.
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In a related way, one would expect that the historical expert at the Harpers Ferry
museum, whose role in the novel is to authenticate Langston I’s narrative by explaining to
Langston V that Langston I’s participation in John Brown’s raid cannot be fully excluded even if
it cannot be verified (426), would have noticed that Langston I’s narrative makes reference not
only to an unknown daughter of Brown’s but also to a previously unrecorded visit to Oakville by
the latter (512)—a factor that points to the possible fictionalization of the primary, present-day
context in the novel as well. The entries from Nathan Shoemaker’s diary that occur in chapter 20
seem, in a similar manner, designed in part to set the stage for Langston I’s narrative that soon
follows. Langston V uncovers the real diary with its references to Langston II in the Annapolis
Hall of Records (399), but its contents are never actually discussed. The diary citations that do
appear in the chapter telling Langston II’s story depict the latter as an independently minded boy
who does well at school and who is eventually chosen to speak as class valedictorian at his
college graduation ceremony, elements that largely conform with what Langston V actually
knows of his great-grandfather based on family history and his research. It is on the evening of
the graduation, however, that Langston II also meets the famous historical figure Frederick
Douglass, who assures him that his father died at Harpers Ferry not long after having met
Douglass himself. Only moments later, another man enters Langston II’s dressing room claiming
to be his father, still living, and leaving a copy of his memoir with his son (418-24). One sees
here how the fictional—involving Douglass and Langston I—has been woven into what
Langston V really knows about his ancestor Langston II, much as Hill himself has done with his
own family in his autobiographical novel at the authorial level. The chapter dealing with
Langston II’s life is in fact framed by two references to Langston V writing in a cafe (409, 425),
which suggests again that the material in question has been imaginatively reworked. A number
of similar metafictional indicators occur throughout Any Known Blood, where Langston V is
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shown not only sorting through Mill’s boxes but doing research in library and museum archives.
He portrays himself writing—in a restaurant (115), at home (196, 224)—and continuously
comments on the progression of his novel (117, 196, 234, 256-57, 261, 384). As Langston V
states at the opening of the novel (before he actually depicts himself as writing), “Years have
passed since I’ve had the courage to write—or, more properly, to re-create—my family history”
(3; emphasis added), a claim that not only acknowledges his imaginative reinterpretation of his
family’s stories but signals that the work in question—to ‘work through’ his family history, as
Rushdy would have it—began prior to the period represented in the text, and that the novel is
itself as a whole the culmination of this process. At the end of Any Known Blood, what one is
ultimately left with is simply a novel, a work of autobiographical fiction whose ties to the
referential world for the reader are largely indeterminate.
In this manner, Langston V ends by creating his own ‘espace autobiographique’ of sorts,
and if he may, like Hill, have embellished certain historical ‘facts’ pertaining to his family’s past,
at a more political level, it has in part been in an effort to foster a sense of reconciliation not only
within his fictionalized family but between the black and white races as well. This latter aspect
of Langston V’s novel is reflected in a passage from Langston II’s valedictorian speech as
recalled by Nathan Shoemaker: “He spoke of the need for friendship between people of all races
... . He spoke of the need to rise above racial hatred, and of the need for colored people to take
their full place in America” (424). Other characters will make related statements elsewhere in
Any Known Blood. Langston IV, who has been attempting “to make peace with” Norville
Watson since the beginning of the novel (26), tells of sharing a bed with him during their
kidnapping and of how Watson admitted to having made an error as a young man when he
refused to rent an apartment to him (357). When challenged by Langston V with regard to “some
upside-down views of the world” that Langston IV suspects Watson still holds, Langston IV
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replies, “Nobody wants to take a grudge into the grave,” and he explains that in his dealings with
Watson throughout his life, “I didn’t hate him. I opposed him. Hate takes something out of you.
When you start hating people, you start hating yourself” (359). As with Langston IV and
Watson, Mill, by the end of the same novel, now also wants to reconcile with Langston IV’s
family. Referring to Langston IV’s marriage to a white woman whom she has never met, Mill
makes an observation very similar to that of her brother, recognizing finally that “I hated her.
And I hated him. Because I hated myself” (387). There are in fact a number of reconciliations
that occur in the novel in addition to those just mentioned and that tie in with Hill’s nonnaturalist and non-deterministic orientation—Langston V is, perhaps most notably, reconciled
with his father; Yoyo with Hélène Savoie (379, 498); Annette with Langston V (503); and
Langston III with his mother-in-law Hazel Bridges (310-12). On a more personal level, both Mill
and Langston IV now also seem to have come to terms with the events that occurred in their
youth, “half a century ago” (247), “more than half a lifetime ago” (386).

The Book of Negroes and the Historical Novel
The Book of Negroes in some regards extends and completes the genealogical project
begun by Lawrence Hill in Any Known Blood. In this sense, the figures of both Langston Cane I
and Aminata Diallo can be seen as fulfilling the role of the slave ancestor (the “ancestral
presences”) that Ashraf H. A. Rushdy identifies as lying characteristically at the centre of the
neo-slave narrative form (“Neo-Slave” [Andrews] 533). Although Langston V in Any Known
Blood sometimes refers to the generational positioning of his historical characters (in speaking of
Langston the First, the Second, and so on), more often the main characters in his fictionalized
narratives are simply called Langston Cane, which lends the characters a kind of allegorical
quality, the sense of a single Langston Cane moving from historical period to historical period,
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from generation to generation towards the present day. Aminata’s character carries a similar
value, representing, from a female perspective, the African North American experience prior to
the nineteenth century with its origins in the African continent.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, The Book of Negroes, according to Rushdy’s
classification of the neo-slave narrative form, can be seen as drawing on the conventions of the
historical novel.33 In a way, the same breakdown of the division between art and science that
took place in the social sciences at the end of the twentieth century, and that led to the creation of
the autoethnographic genre, occurred within the field of historiography, where the traditional
distinction made between history and fiction came to be questioned, serving to introduce a
similar sense of indeterminacy into what qualifies today as historical truth. According to Kuisma
Korhonen, literature and history have existed as rival rhetorical and narrative forms since
antiquity. It is only in the nineteenth century that their relationship became antithetical, when
historical discourse took on a purportedly more scientific than rhetorical and creative outlook (910). This situation would be disrupted in the 1970s by the thought of Hayden White, among
others, whose work came to undermine the opposition existing between the two fields (11).
While acknowledging the seminal value of White’s work (327), Paul Ricoeur ties these
developments to the thought of Louis O. Mink as well. In this manner, Ricoeur writes, “Le
problème est posé qui fera le tourment de toute une philosophie littéraire de l’histoire: quelle
différence sépare l’histoire de la fiction, si l’une et l’autre racontent?” If one takes into account
the cognitive function of narrative, that the historical event and life itself are already constituted
through narrative, the narrative basis of historical writing is shown to be indisputable (310-12).
As with fiction, historical narrative also comprises a plot with events and characters, narrative
elements that contribute to the overall coherence of the historical text, its “intelligibilité
narrative” (312-14). Hence Ricoeur, following White, assigns both historical and fictional
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narrative to “une seule et même classe, celle des ‘fictions verbales’” (324). In the end, the idea
that historical truth is not absolute is reflected in the fact that historians have often written
conflicting narratives on the same event (311). A major outcome of these theoretical
developments has been the recognition that the past does not exist as some stable, knowable
entity that can be objectively represented by the historian but as a discursive formation created as
history under specific social conditions (Wyile, Speculative 8-12).
This shift in perspective has been furthered considerably by historians working out of
feminist, Marxist, postcolonial, and other related contexts, whose efforts have served to cast
history as only one more among a series of “beleaguered metanarratives” at the end of the
twentieth century. The situation has led to “an epistemological and political upheaval among
historians, throwing into question the very possibility of accurately representing the past”
(Wyile, Andrews, and Viau 7). In the words of Alan Munslow, “We have now lost the old,
modernist sense of history as a fount of wisdom or teacher of moral or intellectual certainty.
What this means is that any study of what history is cannot be other than located within its social
and cultural context. History, as a form of literature, is like music, drama and poetry, a cultural
practice” (qtd. in Wyile, Andrews, and Viau 7). In this light, one of White’s contributions,
according to Herb Wyile, has been to reaffirm “the subjective or imaginative elements in
historical discourse” (Speculative 19). As a consequence, if White’s work helped to set in motion
a general questioning of the knowledge base on which historical discourse is founded, it has had
an effect on how literature is perceived as well, which can now also be seen as “shar[ing] some
of the epistemological value of history” (20-21). As Korhonen puts it, fiction itself is not pure
invention:
All fiction selects and combines elements from the real world, and the reader fills
in all the gaps that exist in all literary texts according to his or her own
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experiences in real life. ... [F]iction becomes meaningful only when we read it in
relation to our own experiences in the world. They form the background of all
fiction, and there is no fiction that cannot be interpreted as an allegory of this
world. (17)
As such, Korhonen proposes that literature must be taken as being more than mere diversion, and
much more accurately as “serious research on world-making, language, and their multifaceted
relationship” (19). In this overall sense, developments in the field of historiography have served
to relativize the boundary separating history from literature, lending truth value to work such as
Hill’s, even if categorized as fiction.
Indeed, what Wyile calls “[t]he decline of the mimetic ideal” has greatly affected how
writers of historical fiction themselves now approach the genre that they work out of, with it
having “been revitalized on very different grounds from traditional historical fiction and often
with very different political and rhetorical aims” (Speculative 13). Novelists, like their historian
counterparts, have come to take an interest in the workings of historical representation itself—
“what history is and what it means to try to depict the past” (5). Of considerable importance has
been the recognition that the historical novel, “as a hybrid genre, combining the real and the
historical with the fictional and the literary” (16), has the capacity to represent historical reality
in a way that is as valid as more academic writing, often making similar use of sources, if
“without the same attention to footnotes” (24). In this regard, the traditional distinction made
between (“fanciful”) fiction and (truthful) history has, again, collapsed (Wyile, Introduction 1214). In keeping with the idea of narrative truth introduced in the chapter on Wayson Choy, Wyile
maintains that novelists have become aware “that there are different ways to reflect the past and
that steering closer to the (perceived) spirit of the past rather than the letter of the historical
record, as historical fiction so often tries to do, may be at least as epistemologically valuable an
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approach to representing the past” as what historical writing more strictly speaking has had to
offer (12-13). A central difference between the historical and fictional genres thus lies in “the
imaginative liberty” that the novel allows the writer, in contrast to “the empirical constraints”
that tend to affect the work of the historian (13). Another effect brought about by the change in
historiographical outlook that occurred at the end of the twentieth century has to do with how the
relation between past and present itself is now perceived. Writing in 1937, Georg Lukács already
recognized, with some reluctance (62-63), that what he calls “necessary anachronism,” after
Hegel, may not be entirely avoidable in the representation of the past. He acknowledges that
historical novelists allow their own contemporary perspective to influence their depictions of the
past to some degree “simply in allowing [their] characters to express feelings and thoughts about
real, historical relationships in a much clearer way than the actual men and women of the time
could have done” (61-63). For Wyile, Lukács’s wary view of necessary anachronism reflects an
underlying need felt among historicists to maintain an objective distance between past and
present. In today’s historical fiction, he writes, “the present intrudes more openly and
disruptively on the representation of the past” in a way that would have seemed out of place to
Lukács, in such a manner as to challenge what Wyile calls “the ‘pastness’ of the past,” the idea
that the past can be unproblematically shut out of the present (Speculative 14-15). It has in fact
become readily accepted that historical novels “serve to comment about the times in which they
are written as well as about the times of which ... they are written.” The “contemporary
motivations and concerns” of the author’s era cannot help but find their way into the written text
(256), an aspect of the historical novel that will show through clearly enough in my reading of
The Book of Negroes.
According to Jerome de Groot, for much of the twentieth century, the historical novel
was, in view of its informative or educational value, appreciated as a sort of supplement to
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historical writing proper. It was also seen during the same period as a lesser literary subgenre
(45-50). By a certain change in fortune, historical fiction is still seen as having educational value
today, though this value is now recognized as being on par with that of historical writing itself.
In Britain, de Groot claims that in the last decade or two, the historical novel has also regained a
certain literary and critical respectability while nevertheless maintaining its status as a popular
genre (97-100). Marie Vautier makes a similar claim with regard to the ongoing popularity of the
historical novel in Canada, observing that the genre here, in a country where history is
inconsistently taught in high schools, has also retained its pedagogical value (20, 21). According
to Vautier, one aspect of the new historiography that emerged at the end of the twentieth century,
and that is in a way related to this instructional side to historical fiction, has involved an
increased interest in the history of “marginalized or minority groups” (18). As Wyile writes as
well, “Resistance to history as a kind of unified story about the past has been reflected in a
variety of ways in the discipline, particularly in the emergence of social history and the focus on
gender, class, race and ethnicity, and culture.” Drawing on Margaret Conrad and Alvin Finkel,
Wyile sees the field as having thus shifted away from “the idea of ‘history as a sequence of
events orchestrated by a small and powerful elite’—a public, political history largely defined in
Eurocentric, upper-class, and male terms”—in an effort to create “a more demographically
varied social history reflecting the interests of groups previously marginalized in or excluded
from the story of traditional history” (Speculative 5-6). Consequently, unlike traditional
historical novels, often erected “as textual monuments to pivotal figures or events in a very
public, official national history,” much of what is being produced in the field at the present time
tends to “focus on what has been left out of that [official] history or on what that history has
served to override” (34). Since the 1970s, writers of historical fiction in Canada “have been
redefining, on a number of terrains, both the terms of the nation and history as a medium for
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recording its past” in a body of work characterized by “a distinctly revisionist and largely
postcolonial slant” (34-35).
In keeping with this latter trend, Hill’s historical fiction can be taken as contributing to
what Timothy J. Stanley has called an “anti-racist history” (80), which he sets against “the
‘grand narrative’ of” official Canadian history that has tended to “focu[s] on Europeans, tracing
the progress of European-derived communities and institutions” to the detriment of other racial
groups (82-83). Associated with this official narrative, in Stanley’s view, is the widely
circulating “myth that there is no racism” in Canada—a myth that is founded on what he terms
“‘white’ denial” (81). According to Stanley, when minority experience has been acknowledged
by official history in Canada, the outcome has tended to be distortive rather than instructive. The
solution, Stanley says, is not to be found in having the various histories of minority groups
“tacked on as separate chapters in what might be thought of as a multicultural history,” which
would only reproduce the differentializing logic of the existing official narrative. One way of
resolving the problem, rather, would be to create a discursive space allowing for “a ‘multicentric’
history in which Canada is shaped by multiple diasporas” (84-85). Hill has commented on this
predicament in a way that corresponds with Stanley’s position to some degree. “Black history is
a funny term,” he claims. “It suggests it’s one person’s history and not another’s. Really, it’s
Canadian history and it’s often overlooked and forgotten” (qtd. in MacLeod). Speaking
specifically of the Nova Scotian portion of the novel, Hill’s goal in The Book of Negroes, he
says, is in part to ensure that “this important and dramatic Canadian story be more readily
accepted in the canon of Canadian History” (qtd. in Gillespie). In this manner, Hill’s work
focuses on one of the potential ‘centres’ of Canadian history, providing a distinctively black
perspective on Canada’s past. As with Choy, who tells of the Depression and World War II
period from a Chinese Canadian point of view, Hill, through his use of the neo-slave narrative,
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covers the last two and a half centuries of the modern period from the vantage of African North
Americans, in a way that brings to light the racism on which Western wealth and power were,
and continue to be, founded, thus reorienting the official (white) historical narrative of Canada’s
past and that of its European and American counterparts. To some extent, Choy and Hill resist
the racism of the historical periods that they deal with, and its more contemporary
manifestations, simply by depicting their characters in ordinary and unstereotypical terms.
However, an anti-racist history, Stanley proposes, might also “concern itself with following one
particular racism, tracing the origins and generalization of the racializations that define it; with
documenting the ways in which exclusions are organized within and between institutions,
territories, and social groups ... ; as well as with recording the effects of exclusion on members of
excluded groups” (97). In this manner, “[b]y suggesting ways in which a particular form of
racism came to be generalized, by showing how social geographies of ‘race’ came to be or how
certain people’s meanings came to be excluded, we can identify specific strategies to show
racisms as both common and central to the lives of people in Canada” (81). Hill’s historical
writings as a whole can in this sense be taken as ‘anti-racist’ in that, altogether, they provide a
sort of genealogy not just of African ancestry but of white racism in the Western world,
beginning in the African slave trade and leading up to the present day—a genealogy that is
intended as an affront to official histories that have excluded discussions of racism in the West.
Although Hill makes use of traditional forms in his work, like Choy, the effect of his writing on
official history is discordant and revisionist.
Hill can, as a result, be seen as participating in the remembrance of one aspect of the
founding violence of Western society, and of the Canadian nation-state more specifically, as
initially addressed in the chapter on Ying Chen. As Ricoeur writes,
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[il n’existe] aucune communauté historique qui ne soit née d’un rapport qu’on
peut assimiler sans hésitation à la guerre. Ce que nous célébrons sous le titre
d’événements fondateurs sont pour l’essentiel des actes violents légitimés après
coup par un état de droit précaire. Ce qui fut gloire pour les uns, fut humiliation
pour les autres. À la célébration d’un côté correspond de l’autre l’exécration.
C’est ainsi que sont emmagasinés dans les archives de la mémoire collective des
blessures symboliques appelant guérison. (96)
Later, Ricoeur will refer in a similar context not only to “des blessures symboliques” (96) but to
“des blessures réelles et symboliques” (99; emphasis added), which is perhaps more in line with
the condition of racialized subjects in the West today, and of black people in particular, who
have been left to deal with the material fallout of the founding violence of African slavery.
According to Ricoeur, the legacy of this founding violence constitutes a potential source of
vulnerability for collective identity, and it is from this sense of vulnerability (“fragilité”) that
abuses of memory can often spring (99). In fact, the traditional omission of slavery from
historical discourse in Canada may in part be addressed in terms of an abuse of memory which
Ricoeur designates “la mémoire manipulée” (to be distinguished from ‘la mémoire empêchée’
which I touched on in the chapter on Chen without naming it as such). In such a situation,
memory (and forgetting) are instrumentalized in an effort to reaffirm and shore up an existing
collective identity (97-98). The dominant social order and its ideological bearing are maintained,
says Ricoeur, by the narrative that the governing authorities choose to tell about the collectivity’s
past—about what has taken place and those persons involved (103-04). In this sense, Ricoeur’s
notion of ‘la mémoire manipulée’ illustrates how memorization (a more static form of
remembering as opposed to the fluid and temporally oriented work of remembrance, as was
discussed in the chapter on Chen) can veer away from a legitimate usage into an abuse of
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memory.34 As Ricoeur explains, the memory that is imposed upon the collectivity by the
governing body under such circumstances
est armée par une histoire elle-même ‘autorisée,’ l’histoire officielle, l’histoire
apprise et célébrée publiquement. Une mémoire exercée, en effet, c’est, au plan
institutionnel, une mémoire enseignée; la mémorisation forcée se trouve ainsi
enrôlée au bénifice de la remémoration des péripéties de l’histoire commune
tenues pour les événements fondateurs de l’identité commune. La clôture du récit
est mise ainsi au service de la clôture identitaire de la communauté. Histoire
enseignée, histoire apprise, mais aussi histoire célébrée. À la mémorisation forcée
s’ajoutent les commémorations convenues. Un pacte redoutable se noue ainsi
entre remémoration, mémorisation et commémoration. (104)
In the end, the question of slavery’s erasure from collective memory in Canada is perhaps to be
located at the intersection of Ricoeur’s mémoire manipulée and what he calls “la mémoire
empêchée,” which he sees as more of a somewhat naturally occurring pathology than a deliberate
abuse of memory (83). While certain official bodies may have an interest in avoiding the talk of
slavery and racism in Canadian history, in other respects, collective awareness of slavery and the
nation’s founding violence may also have been impeded as a result of less direct factors. One of
the major issues facing historians today, who bring a certain privileged perspective to the
problem, has to do, according to Ricoeur, with finding a way of speaking about this neglected
history (resulting from both mémoire empêchée and mémoire manipulée) in a way that will
allow for the transmission of a more accurate account of the past (584). And it is in this sense
that historical fiction such as Hill’s has an important role to play.
To a large extent, The Book of Negroes follows the form of the historical novel as put
forth by Lukács in his well-known study The Historical Novel, an understanding of the genre
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based on the writings of the nineteenth-century author Sir Walter Scott, considered to be the first
practitioner of the historical novel in its modern dimensions. According to Lukács, Scott’s
dialectical understanding of historical progress led him to value the “middle way” as a means of
resolving social violence. As a result, Scott tended in his fiction to privilege the “‘middling,’
merely correct and never heroic ‘hero,’” in Lukács’s terms; the “more or less mediocre [and]
average” character “possess[ing] a certain, though never outstanding, degree of practical
intelligence, a certain moral fortitude and decency which even rises to a capacity for selfsacrifice, but which never grows into a sweeping human passion, is never the enraptured
devotion to a great cause” (32-33). In keeping with this disinclination for ideological extremes,
the central interest of the historical novel as exemplified by Scott is, for Lukács, not necessarily
to be found in “the re-telling of great historical events” but rather in “the poetic awakening of the
people who figured in those events,” in the representation of “the social and human motives
which led men to think, feel and act just as they did in historical reality.” In this regard, Lukács
goes on to write, “it is a law of literary portrayal which first appears paradoxical, but then quite
obvious, that in order to bring out these social and human motives of behaviour, the outwardly
insignificant events, the smaller (from without) relationships are better suited than the great
monumental dramas of world history” (42). Historical experience, in other words, is best
conveyed from the vantage of the ordinary people who lived through any given period. Scott’s
strength, in Lukács’s view, is to be found precisely “in his capacity to give living human
embodiment to historical-social types. The typically human terms in which great historical trends
become tangible had never before been so superbly, straightforwardly and pregnantly portrayed”
(35). Under these terms, Hill can be said to adhere in The Book of Negroes to “the classical form
of the historical novel” as laid out by Lukács (19). Although Aminata may require a certain
amount of “cunning” and “ingenuity” (Bell 28, 29) to succeed as a fugitive slave, and although
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Aminata’s relative good fortune, as will be discussed shortly, allows her to live in a way that the
majority of slaves could not, her character coincides in large part with Lukács’s standard. As a
whole, the central characters in The Book of Negroes lead unassuming lives and appeal to the
reader in their capacity to persist and to endure hardship like thousands of others like them.
It is perhaps the presence of great historical figures and events in The Book of Negroes
that most plainly situates it as a work of historical fiction initially. Following “the purely epic
character of Scott’s novels” (Lukács 35), Aminata’s entire life is caught up in major world events
tied for the main part to the transatlantic slave trade: she is removed from her African village as a
girl as a result of the British involvement in the slave trade, grows up as a slave on a plantation in
the American South, makes her escape in New York and eventually to Nova Scotia during the
American Revolution, travels to Sierra Leone in one of the world’s first back-to-Africa
resettlement projects,35 and ends up in London at the end of her life, where she contributes to the
gathering abolitionist movement. Likewise, it is the presence of certain “great figures of history”
(Lukács 37) in the text that in part lends The Book of Negroes its referential value. Along with
Governor John Wentworth and his wife, Frances, who enter into Aminata’s narrative during her
time in Nova Scotia (366-67, 473), a small pack of famous abolitionists will make an appearance
upon Aminata’s arrival in London, including Thomas Clarkson (449), Stanley Hastings (451),
William Wilberforce (455), and Granville Sharp (467). Undoubtedly, the most prominent
historical figures that Aminata meets are King George III and Queen Charlotte (463-64).
According to Lukács, the great historical figures that do enter into Scott’s novels tend to play a
“minor compositional role” and to hold a certain representative value (38-39, 45). However,
Lukács writes, “They are never mere representatives of historical movements, ideas, etc. Scott’s
great art consists precisely in individualizing his historical heroes in such a way that certain,
purely individual traits of character, quite peculiar to them, are brought into a very complex, very
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live relationship with the age in which they live” (47). In this manner, Scott also “portrays them
as human beings with virtues and weaknesses, good and bad qualities” (45). As it turns out, there
are a few historical figures who enter into Aminata’s narrative long enough to acquire such
‘human’ traits. One thinks of the somewhat saturnine Alexander Falconbridge and his ironic
wife, Anna Maria; of the affable Sam Fraunces; and the gently authoritative Moses (Daddy)
Wilkinson. John Clarkson, who as an historical figure has the most extended role in the novel, is
the one who is the most fleshed out in The Book of Negroes. If he is described by Aminata as
being “earnest” though somewhat anxiety-prone during their time in Nova Scotia (355, 36263),36 he is also for Aminata the most trusted among the abolitionists in London (4), despite the
fact that, as she observes, “he has little standing among these men,” that “[h]e is too vocal with
his ideals and is never mentioned in the newspapers” (101). He is in a similar manner
“venerated” by the Nova Scotians whom he is attempting to lead to Africa (366).
In addition to such historical events and well-known figures, The Book of Negroes is
filled with references to historical documents that also help position the novel historically.
Aminata is, for example, in New York City in April 1775 at the outbreak of the American
Revolution (251-53). A few months later, she comes across Lord Dunmore’s Proclamation, cited
in part in a newspaper, promising freedom to the black men who agree to fight for the British
(268). Likewise, the Philipsburg Proclamation of 1779, issued by the British commander-in-chief
Sir Henry Clinton, is partly cited in Aminata’s narrative, an edict in which all black people who
come behind British lines, not limited to soldiers this time, are promised employment of some
sort (279-80). At the end of the conflict in question, Aminata will read a portion of section 7 of
the peace treaty to the people of Canvas Town, which announces the intention of the British to
withdraw their forces from the Thirteen Colonies without “carrying away any Negroes or other
Property of the American Inhabitants”—a statement that leads the black Loyalists to initially
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believe that they have been betrayed by the British (282-83).37 In a different context, Aminata
helps the real historical figure Thomas Peters complete the ‘memorial’ that he intends to present
to members of the British Parliament in requesting more equitable treatment for the black
Loyalists of Nova Scotia—a text which is also in part reproduced (353). Added to the mention of
these more official documents are references to historical newspapers such as the South Carolina
Gazette (200), the New Amsterdam Gazette (265), and the Royal Gazette (282). In London, the
Times, the Morning Chronicle, the Morning Post, and Lloyd’s List are mentioned as well, and
Aminata comes across a fictional cartoon by the celebrated caricaturist James Gillray (461-62)
(based perhaps on the real one that is reproduced in the illustrated edition of The Book of
Negroes [479]). In Nova Scotia, Aminata will also notice an advertisement in the Nova Scotia
Packet and General Advertiser offering a reward for a runaway slave, which is cited in full and is
apparently authentic (321).
Certainly, the historical document most central to The Book of Negroes is the British
naval ledger after which the novel is itself named. As Hill points out, following James W. St. G.
Walker, it is British Commander-in-Chief Sir Guy Carleton’s interpretation of section 7 in the
provisional peace treaty between Britain and the American colonies, and the phrase “Negroes or
other Property” in particular, that made the register necessary to begin with. Deeming all who
had served the British for more than a year to be “technically free,” Carleton’s reading of the
treaty allowed black Loyalists to act as they saw fit and to leave the Thirteen Colonies with the
British. The “Book of Negroes” was kept to inform the Americans as to who was being allowed
to leave the territory legally. According to Hill, “The document gives not only the name and age
of every black person who sailed from New York under British protection, but, for the most part,
it also gives a description of each person, information about how he or she escaped, his or her
military record, names of former slave masters, and the names of white [Loyalist] masters in
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cases where the blacks remained enslaved or indentured” (“Freedom Bound” 19, 22). The ledger,
Hill explains, “is the largest single document about black people in North America up until the
end of the eighteenth century,” containing the names of three thousand individuals sailing from
New York to the British colonies, and especially to various parts of Nova Scotia (Book [2007]
471). “Dating back to an era when people of African heritage were mostly excluded from official
documents and records,” Hill writes, “the Book of Negroes offers an intimate and unsettling
portrait of the origins of the Black Loyalists in Canada. ... Indeed, what makes the Book of
Negroes so fascinating are the stories of where its people came from and how it came to be that
they fled to Nova Scotia and other British colonies” (“Freedom Bound” 18). In this sense, more
than a simple record of black migration, the “Book of Negroes” holds an intrinsic genealogical
value. Its importance lies in that “it allows genealogists and historians to track the movement of
African Americans back and forth in time, prior to their involvement in the Revolutionary War,
usually in the American South, and after the war when they fled” (L. Hill, “Writers”). Indeed, in
Hill’s novel, Aminata herself senses that in creating the “Book of Negroes” she is producing not
only what can be taken to be a series of condensed slave narratives but also a genealogical record
of sorts. As she puts it, “I liked writing names in the Book of Negroes, recording how people had
obtained their freedom, how old they were and where they had been born. ... It excited me to
imagine that fifty years later, someone might find an ancestor in the Book of Negroes and say,
‘That was my grandmother’” (294-95). Of the excerpts from the “Book of Negroes” included in
the novel, Hill states that some are genuine while “others have been invented or altered” (Book
[2007] 472). With its place in a 470-page narrative taking up little more than ten pages (291303), the fictionalized ledger’s overall significance to The Book of Negroes is reflected in the
title that both texts share, with the novel attempting in its own way to record the historical
experience of a people that has very often been left out of official history.38
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Once more, with the fictionalization of the official document the “Book of Negroes,” one
sees the dual nature of the historical novel, which seeks to situate real persons and events within
an imaginary world. Lukács notes how Scott himself made use of “intensification and dramatic
compression” in attempting to carry out this endeavour in his fictional writings. According to
Lukács, “The inclusion of the dramatic element in the novel, the concentration of events, the
greater significance of dialogue ... , these are intimately linked with the attempt to portray
historical reality as it actually was, so that it could be both humanly authentic and yet be reliveable by the reader of a later age” (40). Hill sees things in a similar light. Speaking of his
responsibility as a writer of historical fiction, he claims, in The Book of Negroes, to “have taken
several liberties with dates and places and so forth,” although he also “wanted the novel to be
realistic. I wanted to realistically reflect my understanding of the movements of African peoples
around the world at this time ... . I wanted these things to be quite accurate in the overall
depiction of events.” He would be dissatisfied, he says, if historians found the novel entirely out
of keeping with the historical record. Referring to the events depicted in the work, he states, “It
doesn’t so much matter if they never happened, but I would like them to be plausible and to
make sense. And so my responsibility to history is to project it honestly, meaning to project it in
a way that’s faithful to my intellectual understanding of the time, places and conditions in which
African people were living” (“Projecting” 316).39 In accordance with the traditional historical
novel form, then, and its use of ‘narrative truth,’ there are moments in The Book of Negroes
when Hill departs from the official record for literary reasons. As he writes in the novel’s “Word
about History,” “Though this work is built on the foundations of history, in some instances I
have knowingly bent facts to suit the purposes of the novel,” and he goes on to provide some of
the more important examples. He also refers to “a number of fictional characters who are drawn
from real people having the same names,” suggesting that the name in some cases may be all that
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the character and historical figure have in common. Hill speaks more specifically of Moses
Lindo, actual South Carolina indigo inspector from London, England. “For this novel,” Hill
states, “I have borrowed Lindo’s last name and his interest in indigo, but everything else about
my fictional character Solomon Lindo is invented” (473-74). As Hill also indicates in this
closing section of the novel, he has John Clarkson stay on in Sierra Leone longer than he did in
real life (473). According to Robin W. Winks, Clarkson remained in Freetown in the capacity of
superintendent and then governor until December 1792 (Blacks 74-76). In The Book of Negroes,
Clarkson is only made superintendent (390) and does not appear to leave the colony until late
1793 (425, 412). Likewise, Thomas Peters is said by Hill to have died in Sierra Leone “but not at
the hands of slave traders” (Book [2007] 473). Killed in the novel by an African trader passing
through Freetown (399), in real life, Peters met with a less noble death, succumbing to illness
after having been accused of theft (Pace, “People” sec.). However, as Aminata puts it, “We
wouldn’t be here [in Sierra Leone] if it were not for Peters” (403), and his character’s more
positive treatment in Hill’s novel can be seen as commemorating his very real efforts in helping
his fellow Nova Scotians. Another departure from historical fact that is not mentioned by Hill
has to do with the characters John and Frances Wentworth. By Winks’s account, Wentworth
“and his Lady, Frances,” did in fact contribute to “the gay social life” in Halifax during their
time in the Nova Scotian capital (Blacks 85), as they appear to do in The Book of Negroes (36667). However, it is generally known that Wentworth did not take up his post until some time in
1792, that is, after Clarkson and his ‘adventurers’ had left the province. The governor in place
when Clarkson arrived in Nova Scotia was John Parr, but, although he did object to Clarkson’s
project (as Wentworth does in the novel [367]), he died part way through its preparations in
November 1791 and was temporarily replaced by the provincial secretary Richard Bulkeley, who
turned out to be supportive of Clarkson (Winks, Blacks 68-72). One suspects that using
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Wentworth here to cover the period in question in the novel was simply more efficient than
trying to deal with the transition from Parr to Bulkeley and their varying attitudes towards
Clarkson’s project. Yet another divergence from the historical record that is mentioned at the
close of The Book of Negroes pertains to the race riot in Shelburne and Birchtown, which, as
Hill notes, actually took place a few years earlier than it does in the novel (473). Hill has called
the incident “the first race riot in North America” (“Freedom Bound” 23), which is suggestive of
its historical significance. In the novel, Birchtown is decimated. Aminata witnesses two killings
(338-39), finds the lynched body of another man (341), and other murders and rape are reported
as well (340). However, as Stephen Kimber observes, no murders actually took place during the
historical Shelburne riot, and he cites Hill’s admission to having “invented the murders because
they ‘enhanced the drama and made it more believable for Aminata to take the risky and
dangerous decision to leave her daughter temporarily with the couple in Shelburne’” (19). Still,
despite Hill’s avowal to having invented the Shelburne murders, such killings could realistically
have occurred here as they commonly did elsewhere in North America. Given the well-known
history of racial terror and violence committed against black people throughout the continent
and, as Rushdy points out, that black people were still being lynched and murdered in the
southern United States in the mid-1950s (Neo-Slave [1999] 23), the killings in The Book of
Negroes fall entirely within the realm of the possible.
At the same time, The Book of Negroes also explores the period in question at a more
everyday level: Aminata brings a personal perspective to the world events that she lives through,
as experienced in slave quarters, ghettos, and colonial outposts. According to Lukács, this
element as well was already present in Scott’s work, which concerned itself with “the portrayal
of the broad living basis of historical events in their intricacy and complexity, in their manifold
interaction with acting individuals” (43), involving representations of both “the leading
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personalities” of an era and “the masses” (44), which Lukács also refers to respectively as the
‘above’ and ‘below.’ Commenting on Scott’s Ivanhoe and “[t]he interaction between ‘above’ and
‘below’” that occurs in this work, Lukács takes note of “the fact that, while on the whole the
historical tendencies ‘above’ receive a more distinct and generalized expression, we find the true
heroism with which the historical antagonisms [of the period] are fought out, with few
exceptions, ‘below’” (49). This aspect of the historical novel ties in with Hill’s autoethnographic
project to some extent and his attempt in The Book of Negroes to portray the experience of life
under bondage. Here again, Hill’s application of the neo-slave narrative form to an
autoethnographic purpose can in a way be seen as following in the tradition of the original slave
narrative, which also tended to concentrate, “often with painstaking vigilance, on the actual,
daily conditions of slave life, because abolitionist readers and publishers desired—indeed
required—that kind of detailed evidence” (Gould 19). (One of the common slave narrative
conventions that James Olney mentions in his analysis of the genre, “I Was Born,” has precisely
to do with this ethnographic dimension, often involving a “description of the amounts and kinds
of food and clothing given to slaves, the work required of them, the pattern of a day, a week, a
year” [153].) In fact, Mary Louise Pratt has directly identified the “American slave
autobiography” itself—standing as it does for “a marginalised group’s point of entry into the
dominant circuits of print culture”—as an example of autoethnographic writing
(“Transculturation” 29).
In accordance with this autoethnographic aspect of the genre, the truth value conveyed by
the slave narrative was of crucial importance from the outset. As Charles T. Davis and Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., observe, “the veracity of the slave’s narrative was an object of close scrutiny by
friend and foe alike,” as it was on the basis of his or her account that “the common humanity and
the intellectual capacities” of the narrator could be proven (“Written” 3). Following in this
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direction, The Book of Negroes was thoroughly researched and bears the informative quality that
is usually associated with both the historical novel and the autoethnographic forms. The work’s
further reading section, which takes up four and a half pages, points to the research that went into
the novel (475-79), as does its acknowledgements, which enumerate a significant body of
“people, books and institutions that” contributed to the writing of the text (481-84). One possible
reason for The Book of Negroes’ popularity, according to Hill, is that the novel “seems to have a
deep historical layer that surprises many Canadians and informs them of something they didn’t
know anything about before” (qtd. in Northam)—an instructive dimension of the novel that
several reviewers have in fact picked up on.40 In a somewhat different manner, Hill has also
commented on how his travels in Africa in the 1970s and 80s—to Niger, Cameroon, and Mali—
“changed my life completely and opened up a creative vein that I have mined ever since.” As he
explains, “Almost all of my work touches in some way on fundamental and universal questions
of belonging. And all of these questions take me back, in one way or another, to Africa” (“P.S.”
9). In this sense, beyond the reading that he has done, Hill’s exposure to West African society
and culture has in a significant way contributed to the autoethnographic aspect of his work as
well. With respect to The Book of Negroes in particular, Hill claims that time spent in an isolated
village in Mali in 1989—“with no schools or running water, doctors and electricity”—helped
him to imagine Aminata’s life as a young girl (qtd. in Liepins). The rendering of Aminata and
her village is also said to have been inspired to a small degree by a midwife whom Hill met in
Mali, and “who worked in very rudimentary conditions” (qtd. in Hunt). Perhaps one of the
clearest signs of The Book of Negroes’ pedagogical value is to be found in the reading aids that
have been produced to help book clubs and high school English teachers approach the novel. The
most substantive of these is The Book of Negroes Teacher’s Guide put out by HarperCollins in
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2011, though two briefer reading guides have also been created by W. W. Norton (Hill’s
American publisher) and the Historica-Dominion Institute.41
The Book of Negroes’ autoethnographic function ultimately shows through in its concern
with depicting not only an historical period but a cultural reality and way of life having to do
with the experience of slavery that is distant in both space and time and that is still not all that
well understood today. Notwithstanding the enormous scale of the transatlantic slave trade, much
remains unknown about the practice. According to Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, slavery was a
common feature of many premodern societies, including those of Africa, and tended to occur in
“a variety of forms ranging from a harsh chattel slavery to a relatively mild domestic slavery that
approximated indentured servitude” (301). The African slave trade as it came to be in particular
has its origins in the mid-fifteenth century, when Portuguese navigators made their way down the
western coast of the African continent for the first time, which had up to this point remained
unexplored by Europeans, eventually kidnapping hundreds of Africans to be sold as slaves upon
returning to Portugal (Cooper, Hanging 26-27). The arrival of African slaves in Portugal would
serve to displace the white slave trade which had up to this point predominated in Europe since
ancient times (32-33).42 The transatlantic slave trade began to take shape in 1518 at the moment
that Charles V of Spain issued the first licenses permitting Europeans to remove people from
Africa to be used as slave labour in the country’s American colonies. During the decade that
would follow, “the slave trade developed into a full-blown operation managed by the Portuguese,
who controlled the slave forts and ‘factories’ on the west coast of Africa.” By the midseventeenth century, the slave trade had grown “into an international business” fuelled by the
increase in sugar plantations in the western hemisphere—a business that attracted the attention of
numerous other European nations, including Britain, “who would dominate the trade from 1713
to 1807.” The transatlantic slave trade would be responsible for “the largest migration of people
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in history up to that point,” as millions “were torn from their homeland and deposited on foreign
shores” (Richardson and Lee 4-5). However, there is as of yet no firm agreement on the actual
number of Africans who were affected by the trade. According to Saidiya Hartman, “The debate
still rages as to how many were transported to the Americas, killed in the raids and wars that
supplied the trade, perished on the long journey to the coast, committed suicide, died of
dehydration during the Middle Passage, or were beaten or worked to death—22 million, 30
million, 60 million, or more?” (772). Hartman goes on to observe that present estimates in fact
range from 15 million to 210 million (776n21).43 She also laments “the absence of a public
history of slavery” in the United States, proposing that, here too, the history of slavery has not
been dealt with as openly as might be wished, lying concealed behind “plantation pastorals and
epics of ethnicity.” As she writes, “the unmarked ports of entry in the United States, and the
national imperative to forget slavery, render it as romance, or relegate it to some prehistory that
has little to do with the present” (774). Indeed, there appears to be all sorts of impediments in
place to inhibit the memory of slavery in various parts of the world. As Édouard Glissant
observes, “alors même que nous en savons de plus en plus sur les réalités de ce phénomène
social et de civilisation qu’est l’esclavage, nous en concevons difficilement la totalité, car celleci est oblitérée par toutes sortes de conditions,” conditions, he says, having to do with a
reluctance among people to remember this aspect of the past at both an individual and collective
level, a tendency that is often sustained by the discourse of official history. Adding to the
fragmentation of the memory of slavery on a global scale, according to Glissant, are the
geographic, political, social, and linguistic differences characterizing the many territories in
which slavery took place. Altogether, he writes, these factors constitute “[u]ne masse
impressionnante, gardée par des tours de veille, qui ne laissent rien passer: les victimes craignent
la lumière, les profiteurs disposent de tous les leurres imaginables” (24). Glissant later refers to
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the memory of slavery as an “histoire cachée, ou plutôt [une] série d’histoires enchevêtrées dont
nous ne reconnaissons pas la trame” (79). The problem of remembering slavery, Glissant
suggests, also exists in Europe, though it is of a somewhat different nature here given that
colonization and slavery were, for Europeans, events that occurred elsewhere for the most part
(32). If the latter are often unaware of their country’s involvement in the slave trade, it is
because, at the time, they usually only saw the slave ships at the outset and return of their
voyages without being exposed to the disturbing reality of the Middle Passage (73-75).
On a more individual level, Fox-Genovese points to the difficulty of understanding the
personal history of the enslaved since they “did not record [their] side of the story” and what
remains is largely the white historical record (23-24). She speaks of her reluctant dependence on
slave narratives recorded for the most part by white interviewers as evidence in her history of
southern plantation female existence due to “the paucity of other sources, especially first-person
sources” (32-33). Unlike the white women in her study, whose lives can be reconstructed
through “the diaries, journals, and correspondence” that they left behind (31), few slave women
kept such records. “As a group,” Fox-Genovese writes, “they did not enjoy even the precarious
access to the world of published writings enjoyed by white women and former slave men” (33).
The problem is even greater when one attempts to account for the existence of slave women prior
to their abduction and enslavement. “Information on West African women in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries is virtually nonexistent,” according to Fox-Genovese,
primarily because West African societies did not have written records.
Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century histories provide some information on
gender relations at the level of politics and warfare, but next to nothing at the
level of everyday life. It is possible to speculate about the lives of early-modern
West African women on the basis of evidence from the late-nineteenth and the
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twentieth centuries, but to place too much weight on that evidence is implicitly to
assume that West African societies had no history. (427n1)
More recently, Glissant has argued that what remains least understood about slavery in the
modern period are its beginnings and its endings (“les débuts et les finissements”): in the latter
case because, although Mauritania was the final country to formally abolish slavery in 1980,
slavery and the slave trade have not yet ended but persist today in less open forms as child and
sweatshop labour, child soldiery, the sex trade and domestic work, and other kinds of coerced
labour;44 and in the former because no records exist of slavery’s earliest moments. “[C]omment
la traite s’est elle organisée dans les pays d’Afrique,” Glissant questions, “avec quelles
complicités, [et] au prix de quelle terreur [?]” (82-84).
Hill himself claims to have conducted genealogical research with his father that allowed
them to go back five generations, but that they were never able to find the country in Africa that
the family’s ancestors originated from (Montpetit, “Une femme”). Indeed, Hill writes, the link
between African (North) Americans and their African ancestors today is “a connection now so
theoretical and tenuous that it has become almost mythical for most blacks” (“Is Africa’s” 66).
Part of the neo-slave narrative’s task as historical fiction and autoethnography is to ‘fill in’ such
lacunae through research and imagination. As Madhu Dubey observes, “The main impetus of
realist historical novels of slavery is to fill such gaps in the official historical archive” and, in a
related sense, “to correct the blind spots and misrepresentations of dominant historical texts and
narratives” (334). Further along these lines, Elizabeth Ann Beaulieu has also spoken about the
neo-slave narrative in terms that converge with the discourse of both the historical novel and
autoethnography, noting that, “[a]s a contemporary phenomenon, the neo-slave narrative reflects
late-twentieth-century interest in slavery as subject matter.” In addressing this historical issue,
authors are said to bring “[c]lose attention to the details of everyday enslaved existence[, which]
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becomes a sort of homage to the very humanity of the protagonists and lends to the works a
reverence for the past and its attendant hardships” (xiv). In a similar manner, Toni Morrison
refers to her own attempt in her fictional writing to “fill in and compliment slave
autobiographical narratives” (“Site” 99), “to fill in the blanks that the slave narratives left,”
pointing to the related need to convey in her work a sense of what I have been calling narrative
truth, to remain faithful not so much to the facts of her ancestors’ lives as to the latter’s
subjective meaning (93-94). As John Sekora writes in discussing Morrison’s Beloved, the neoslave narrative today “can tell the truth as no nineteenth-century account ever could.” If dealing
too openly with certain social realities in the past “could bring retribution upon” the original
slave narrators, the neo-slave narrative is permitted a certain expressive freedom; “it has no need
to deny, evade, or suppress anything” (672-73). Phyllis Richardson has, in this sense, remarked
upon the imaginative and instructive aspects of The Book of Negroes in particular, which she
also approaches in terms of a neo-slave narrative, as a work “follow[ing] the pattern of early
slave narratives but from a modern historical vantage point. Like those early accounts, The Book
of Negroes chronicles unspeakable acts of brutality and prolonged hardship, while also reporting
remarkable moments of human strength and kindness.” Still, Richardson sees Aminata’s life
story as being “less simple” than that of the original slave narrators. Because she is raised as a
Muslim, Aminata cannot “profess an abiding faith in a Christian god and [follow] a forthright
journey towards salvation” as the authors of the earlier narratives tended to do. She also moves
between several languages and, while she values “the marks of ritual scarification” that she
carries on her face, her narrative raises the more extreme problem of female genital mutilation.
To be further considered is the troublesome issue of the practice of slavery in Aminata’s own
home village (“Brand”)—all topics that pertain to the contemporary, culturally complex world
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that most readers inhabit today and that the neo-slave narrative, with its autoethnographic
perspective, is aptly situated to explore.
As I have tried to illustrate, The Book of Negroes falls easily enough within the category
of autoethnography. In a way, Hill has Aminata deploy the conventions of nonfictional
autoethnography within a fictional context in the novel, in the sense that Aminata’s memoir
provides a close description not so much of Hill’s but of her own culture and of her own
subjective experience within it. It is Aminata’s personal involvement in the world around her that
permits her to convey a great deal of information to the reader concerning this social
environment. Aminata describes the rising political and economic tensions in South Carolina in
1774 prior to the outbreak of the American Revolution, resulting from the British jurisdiction
over trade and finance in British North America (the banning of paper currency, control of tea
and indigo), but also speaks of the social unrest caused by recent epidemics in fever, syphilis,
and smallpox (217). The fact that Aminata does not speak English upon her arrival in South
Carolina allows Georgia to explain things to her (and to the reader) that native-born slaves would
already understand: the difference between Gullah and English, how to speak ‘down’ when in
the company of white people (who must never be called white), and the difference between
“sensible” and “insensible” slaves (128-30). In a similar way, Solomon Lindo provides Aminata
with a lesson on the various forms of currency circulating in Charles Town during the period
(202-03), and it is Aminata’s initial condition as a refuse captive that allows her to stay to the
very end of the slave auction in Charles Town and thus to observe it in its entirety, including the
final scramble by white men for whatever they can grab of the remaining captives too worthless
to be put on the auction platform (111-16). In fact, almost every chapter in The Book of Negroes
deals with one kind of autoethnographic topic or another. Life on a southern plantation,
involving a description of black folk customs and medicine and the making of indigo, is
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portrayed, for example, in “Words Swim Farther Than a Man Can Walk” (123-62). The final two
chapters of “Book Two” provide a view of life in Charles Town from the perspective of a black
midwife on self-hire in the years preceding the Revolutionary War, during which time the
slowing economy has made daily existence difficult for many (186-229). The chapter “They
Come and Go from Holy Ground” depicts Aminata in New York at the outbreak of the
Revolution and her experience in the black quarter Canvas Town, including her work here and in
the city’s brothels delivering babies (240-78). The fourth and fifth chapters of “Book Three”
portray life in Birchtown and Shelburne for the black Loyalists after their evacuation from the
Thirteen Colonies, where they face broken promises of land grants, extreme poverty, and racism
that culminates in the Shelburne race riot (312-51). “Toubab with Black Face” describes the
initial construction of the Freetown settlement in Sierra Leone, as well as the political tensions
involved between the settlers, the Sierra Leone Company, and the local Temne people, who are
active participants in the slave trade (375-400); while “G Is for Grant, and O for Oswald”
provides a view of the Bance Island slave factory—with castle, slave pens, and Palaver House
(412-24).
Because so little is known of this cultural reality, the part of The Book of Negroes that is
perhaps of greatest interest in historical but also in autoethnographic terms is “Book One,” in
which Aminata deals with subject matter that does not always make it into the traditional slave
autobiography—life in Africa before enslavement.45 The first chapters of the novel provide a
glimpse of life in a West African village before European contact and portray the months-long
march from the interior that was required of captive slaves in order to reach the western coast of
the African continent, where they were finally introduced to their white captors. The first part of
The Book of Negroes is supplemented by the later chapter “God Willing,” which provides a view
of the inland slave-trading routes in Africa as Aminata, with an adult’s perspective, now travels
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with Alassane (429-47)—a view which, in 1800, would have been next to impossible for a
European to obtain. The question of how the slave trade was carried out in the African interior is,
by Hill’s account, considered to be “an explosive subject” these days. As he remarks,
some people are just infuriated to have the matter raised. I am not raising it as a
polemicist, but it does nobody any good to deny the fact. ... The fact is that
Europeans were not travelling deep into the interior of West Africa in the middle
of the 1700s. ... And so captives were brought from the interior of Africa to the
coast by African intermediaries who were paid and bribed to supply those on the
coast with slaves who were captured in any number of ways. I wanted to shock
and disturb the North American reader who has no concept of the complexity of
this trafficking of human beings and how far some people had to walk to be taken
as captives overseas. (“Projecting” 314)
As Aminata notes as she travels inland as an adult with Alassane in an effort to return to Bayo,
“Most people I had met in the Colonies—any people at all, who had not themselves been stolen
from Africa—imagined that captives had been scooped up on the [African] coast” (438).
According to James Sidbury, those original slave narrators who, like Aminata, had been born in
Africa had themselves “to confront and make sense of having been enslaved by people
Europeans called ‘Africans.’ The moment of enslavement stands in their texts as the epitome of
the unjust and illegitimate market that had to be eradicated if Africa was to be transformed.” Far
from reproaching their societies of origin for these violations, these authors attempted to
represent their “enslavement in ways that showed the local traditional market relations of [their]
village to have been perverted or infringed upon in some way by trade with Europe and the
Americas.” The authors often acknowledged the practice of slavery in their native villages, but it
was a form of enslavement that did not impinge on the slave’s material living conditions, which,
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in Olaudah Equiano’s terms, “resembled those of free people” (31). For many of these narrators,
Sidbury writes, “the forces of international commerce had transformed men into monsters who
cheated and stole without concern for right or wrong in their efforts to feed European and
American demand” (32). Reflecting in a related way on the differing roles that Europeans and
Africans played in the slave trade, Rushdy also stresses that
there is a huge disparity in the kinds, levels, and degrees of responsibility here.
The slave system on the West Coast of Africa was created by the Portuguese and
refined by the English. It was dependent on the establishment of the great
entrepôts in the delta ports at places like Elimina Castle, La Maison des Esclaves,
and Cape Coast Castle. It represented [in the words of Nathan Irvin Huggins] ‘the
first principal manifestations of modern, mercantile capitalism on the west coast
of Africa.’ ... This system, the slave trade, was not a result of mutual participation
by the Loko and the American people ... . The slave trade was not an equal
opportunity enterprise. (Remembering 161-62)
In the opening paragraphs of The Book of Negroes, Aminata sets up a contrast that points
to this socio-economic disparity and that her narrative, in its treatment of the transatlantic slave
trade, will attempt to explore and explain. She recalls her childhood in Bayo, which is cast in the
novel as a sort of idyllic space that she knew “[i]n the earliest days, when I was free and knew
nothing other.” As she goes on to say, “In those days, I felt free and happy, and the very idea of
safety never intruded on my thoughts” (1-2). These memories are countered by her present
condition as an ex-slave living alone in London. “I have escaped violent endings even as they
have surrounded me,” Aminata writes. “But I never had the privilege of holding onto my
children, living with them, raising them the way my own parents raised me for ten or eleven
years, until all of our lives were torn asunder” (2). Aminata’s early life in Bayo in fact serves to
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contest the claims of African barbarity that proslavery advocates often made to justify the
removal of people from the continent—an argument that Anna Maria Falconbridge brings up
later in the novel (409-10) and that the slave traders use again in their defence before the
parliamentary committee in London (457-58). As a girl, Aminata does live in a slave culture that
sanctions the enslavement of non-Muslims; as she herself acknowledges, “There were three
captives—all unbelievers—in our village” (13). But the practice of slavery in Bayo, while
limiting at a social level, is not excessively violent, not in the manner that Aminata will
eventually experience. Aminata goes on to provide a brief portrait of Fomba, one of the slaves in
her village, that gives an idea of what bondage would have been like in Bayo. Here, Fomba is
described as “a woloso, which in my mother’s language meant captive of the second generation.
Since his birth, he had belonged to our village chief. Fomba wasn’t a freeborn Muslim, and never
learned the proper prayers in Arabic, but sometimes he kneeled down with Papa and the
believers, facing in the direction of the rising sun.” Although a slave, Fomba is treated kindly by
most of the people in Bayo. He is exempted from fieldwork because he is not all that adept at it
and is better at hunting, and he lives among the other villagers as a near equal (16-18).
This less extreme form of slavery contrasts with the slave trade that will soon destroy the
village life that Aminata has known up to this point. As recalled by Aminata, the village of Bayo
is sustained by an active trade system, but her narrative suggests that there may actually be good
and bad forms of trade in operation here. As Aminata recounts, “From the hands of traders who
walked for many moons with bundles on their heads, magical things appeared in our village just
as often as people vanished. Entire villages and towns were walled, and sentries were posted
with poison-tipped spears to prevent the theft of men, but when trusted traders arrived, villagers
of all ages came to admire the goods” (8). As a child at this stage, Aminata is shown to observe
the effects of the slave trade (“magical things appeared”) without fully understanding their cause
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(“as people vanished”). According to Pratt, the arrival of European goods and knowledge to the
interior of the African continent long preceded that of actual European explorers (Imperial 70).
Hence the “prized metal bucket” in Aminata’s village, which is “said to have come from the
toubabu” (18), “the mysterious toubabu, the white men, whom none of us had ever seen” (14).
By comparison, the metal teapot that Aminata’s father acquires in exchange for a gold necklace
at the beginning of the novel appears to have come from another source, as it is said to have
“crossed the desert” (8), meaning presumably that it comes from somewhere in the northern part
of the continent, where it was in all probability legitimately purchased, not from the western
coast where the slave trade is thriving. By the time Aminata is eight, rumours have begun to
circulate in the region telling of how people are “being stolen by invading warriors or even sold
by their own people.” But, as a freeborn Muslim, she does not believe that this can happen to her
(“even children knew that no Muslim was allowed to hold another Muslim in captivity,” she
says) (13). On the night of the kidnapping, however, Sira Diallo has been paid for her services as
a midwife with a few items that include “a metal pail” similar to the one in the village (22-23), in
a way that foreshadows the impending violence—violence brought on by the encroaching
European economic presence on the continent. Aminata’s abductors are black (with “faces like
mine”) but speak “a strange tongue” and carry rifles (24, 27), the latter detail suggesting that they
too have been in contact with Europeans in some direct or indirect manner.
To some extent, the nature of Aminata’s undertaking as an autoethnographer is reflected
in her reworking of the image of the map that recurs throughout the novel. The Book of Negroes’
second epigraph—“So geographers, in Afric-maps, / With savage-pictures fill their gaps; / And
o’er unhabitable downs / Place elephants for want of towns” (n. pag.)—is taken from a poem by
Jonathan Swift, whose lines point to the reductive and inaccurate racial discourse that the novel
will attempt to rectify, lines that will be alluded to on two other occasions in Aminata’s narrative
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(368, 395). In Imperial Eyes, Pratt touches on this sense of ambiguity that characterized the
European understanding of Africa in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, commenting on
features of the region that Aminata comes from such as the city of Segu, the Niger/Joliba River,
and the legendary city of Timbuktu, to which Mamadu Diallo claims to have travelled (Book
[2007] 9). Segu, according to Pratt, was the capital of a kingdom called Bambara located along
the Niger River. In 1795, it had yet to be reached by any European explorers. The Niger, for its
part, was initially fabled to join the Nile, leading possibly to Timbuktu, Egypt, Carthage, “or the
remains of ancient Christian kingdoms,” though it would in time be found to turn southward and
flow back towards the western coast of the continent (68, 69-70, 250n10). Something similar can
be said of Timbuktu, which had since the sixteenth century “existed in European mental maps as
a city of gold at the center of a wealthy and cultured kingdom” (68). However, in the somewhat
insipid terms of René Caillié—“the first modern European to survive a journey to Timbuktu and
back” in 1828—the mythic city turned out to be, “at first view, nothing but a mass of ill-looking
houses, built of earth” (249-50n4). Decades earlier, in 1788, an Association for Promoting the
Discovery of the Interior Parts of Africa had been founded in London with the aim of
establishing commercial ties with the African continent outside of colonization and the slave
trade. Yet, as Pratt relates, the initial project that the group embarked upon—“to ascertain the
course, direction, source, and terminus of the Niger River, and to make commercial and
diplomatic contact with those who peopled its vicintiy”—eventually “proved so difficult that it
was the only one they ever undertook” (67-68). A passage from the Association’s manifesto
tellingly brings to mind The Book of Negroes’ epigraph: “Notwithstanding the progress of
discovery on the coasts and borders of that base continent [i.e. Africa] the map of its interior is
still but a wide extended blank, on which the geographer, on the authority of Leo Africanus and
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of the Xeriff of Edrissi the Nubian author, has traced with hesitating hand a few names of
unexplored rivers and of uncertain nations” (qtd. in Pratt, Imperial 67; brackets in orig.).46
The relative dimensions of the myth and reality of Africa in the Western imaginary of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are reflected in a copy of the Times of London published on
the morning of Aminata’s appearance before the parliamentary committee. The first page is
devoted to an enormously popular exhibit in the city of exotic African wildlife (where “the
frightful, lush, colourful barbarity of the animal kingdom in darkest Africa” has been put on
display), while a brief mention is made inside the paper of a former slave woman soon to speak
before the British government (458). Much earlier in the novel, Aminata is somewhat frustrated
to find that Mamed, the most knowledgeable person that she knows in America at this point,
“had no idea about how a person could get to Africa. He could only say that he had never heard
of a slave returning to Africa, or even trying to get there.” Aminata is confounded by the fact that
no one, neither black nor white, seems concerned with the idea of travelling to Africa and can
find no reference to Africa in any of Mamed’s books. “How could I come from a place, but not
know where it was?” (164-65), she wonders. Eventually, Lindo manages to get Aminata into a
local library to look at actual maps of Africa. Yet seeing the maps—adorned with “sketchings of
elephants, lions and bare-breasted women”—only makes Aminata despair that she will ever find
her way home. The maps are too vague and distorted and can tell her nothing of where she
comes from. Their representations of Africa are “a white man’s fantasy,” she finds, entirely
removed from lived reality. “After all the books I had read, and all that I had learned about the
ways of the white people in South Carolina,” she writes, “I now felt, more than ever before, that
these people didn’t know me at all. They knew how to bring ships to my land. They knew how to
take me from it. But they had no idea at all what my land looked like or who lived there or how
we lived” (210-13). Aminata concludes her narrative by imagining a map that she would like to
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include in her memoir and that in a way emblematizes the autoethnographic effort that she
undertakes in the novel, which serves to provide the reader with a more realistic, demythologized
impression of her land of origin, obtained from the mind and hand of an ‘African’ herself:
I would like to draw a map of the places I have lived. I would put Bayo on the
map, and trace in red my long path to the sea. Blue lines would show the ocean
voyages. Cartouches would decorate the margins. There would be no elephants
for want of towns, but rather paintings of guineas made from the gold mines of
Africa, a woman balancing fruit on her head, another with blue pouches for
medicine, a child reading, and the green hills of Sierra Leone, land of my arrivals
and embarkations. (470)
Both the traditional historical novel and the more common forms of autoethnography
depend in a rather basic way on a realist style that is at once mimetic and accessible. Lukács
comments on the “popular character” of Scott’s work (48-49) and its association with the
emerging realist genre of the nineteenth century, to which Scott contributed through his
furthering of conventions such as “the broad delineation of manners and circumstances attendant
upon events, the dramatic character of action and, in close connection with this, the new and
important role of dialogue in the novel” (31). In this sense, The Book of Negroes conforms with
Lukács’s overall view of Scott’s writing as being both popular and instructive. As Ted Bishop
puts it, Hill’s novel may be “popular fiction,” but it is also “the reverse of escapist
entertainment” (xiv). Reviewers have also noted this aspect of Hill’s work. Donna Bailey Nurse,
for example, sees The Book of Negroes as bringing together the slave narrative and “the
nineteenth-century novel, with its frequently vulnerable protagonists, its picaresque plots, its
unlikely coincidences, and its historical and social accuracies.” She also posits Hill as writing “in
the mode of Charles Dickens” and other “Victorian novelists” (“Lawrence Hill: A Map” 23).47 In
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addition to this, Hill’s use of the realist style, as suggested earlier in this chapter, is, through its
deployment of narrative truth, also decidedly non-deterministic—an approach that, again, allows
him to resist the constraints of the traditional ethnic novel. As Bailey Nurse once more puts it,
“Aminata’s tale arouses in the reader a paradoxical blend of horror and delight. Delight seems an
impossible word to reconcile with a slave account, yet Hill does just that.” She goes on to
compare The Book of Negroes to Oliver Twist—“a novel that examines child labour, poverty,
street kids, petty crime, unwed mothers, domestic violence, and murder, [but] which Dickens
seduces us into reading in entertaining ways.” In her view, Hill in The Book of Negroes
“transforms [the] traditional slave narrative with its myriad brutalities into an old-fashioned, riproaring story: He kisses steely realism goodbye” (“Lawrence Hill: A Map” 23). Commenting on
this aspect of his work, Hill has spoken of the difficulty of depicting the harshness of slavery in
fictional form. “How do you represent such human atrocity and not turn off the reader?” he asks.
“If you depicted it in its full horror, who would want to keep reading? So somehow you have to
shine enough of a light on the story that a reader has a reason, emotionally, to keep going, has to
believe that this character Aminata will somehow survive, will carry on” (“Projecting” 318).48 In
a way, the nature of Hill’s approach is reflected in Aminata’s claim in The Book of Negroes’
opening to “have escaped violent endings even as they have surrounded me” (2). As Hill remarks
on her character,
she is victimized, but she’s not a victim. I think readers don’t want to read about a
person who’s beaten up and beaten up and beaten up and beaten up. ... [W]here’s
the light in that story? So you have to try to be realistic and faithful to your
understanding of the time but also to create the possibility of movement and
evolution and strength. ... I wanted [to write about] a strong woman who would
survive emotionally and physically and intellectually, thrive, really, in this new
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environment. ... I chose her because, dramatically, I think it was necessary to hold
the reader’s interest, but also because I wanted to write a story of determination
and courage. (“Lawrence” [2007])
Hill’s choice of style has however led some critics to question the realism of Aminata’s
experience in the novel. It must be stated that the reviews of The Book of Negroes have in the
majority been favourable and that few critics have called into doubt either the credibility of the
action in the work or the believability of its main character. Yet there have been some
exceptions. In otherwise positive reviews, Michael Adams claims that some readers may find
Aminata’s character “too noble”; Richardson believes that Aminata’s characterization “elevate[s]
her above the common fray”; and Stephen Amidon finds fault with the “heroic terms” in which
Aminata’s character is sometimes cast. Following in this vein, Sarah Churchwell has provided
one of the more extended critiques of this dimension of Hill’s writing. In what is again a largely
sympathetic review, Churchwell actually seems to acknowledge Hill’s reasoning in selecting his
mode of writing, recognizing “that a brutal tale of unrelenting suffering is not everyone’s idea of
a good time.” Still, although she accepts Hill’s treatment of “the psychic trauma of slavery” and
of Aminata’s “emotional” suffering, she expresses some doubt as to how Aminata manages in
the novel to escape “most of slavery’s physical violence.” The latter has a relatively easy Middle
Passage, Churchwell writes, and is raped and beaten only once during her entire time in bondage.
Churchwell also finds improbable Aminata and Chekura’s life-long fidelity to one another, and
she considers Aminata’s movement from Canada to Africa and her eventual escape from African
slave traders to be less than convincing. In short, one could say that Churchwell, here, finds fault
with the novel for its lack of naturalist accuracy, which coincides in all likelihood with the
expectations of a significant number of readers. Yet one could argue that Hill, in his use of the
novelistic form, is working within an imaginary realm that is at times expected to depart from
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‘reality’ as it is lived (Baudelle 76), and that Hill does so for very specific reasons, as I have
already tried to demonstrate, that is, to escape the strictures of the ethnic novel. Reviewer Ruth
Scurr also speaks of the “intrinsic goodness” of Aminata’s character but does not see this as
detracting from the novel. As she writes, “Hill’s novel is a beautiful, compelling artifice, spun
from unspeakably savage facts. ... Unlike those cartographers of old [mentioned in The Book of
Negroes], Hill has approached the gaps in the 1783 ledger [the “Book of Negroes”] with
scrupulous care. Aminata’s is not a true story, but a fiction that faces the terrible truth about
slavery.” Although she describes The Book of Negroes in terms of an “artifice” and as not being
“a true story,” Scurr does not see Aminata as having been spared from suffering and speaks of
the “heartbreaking sadness” of her experiences in life having to do with her husband, children,
and unending poverty. If, as Carolyn Ellis has suggested, traditional truth-telling is usually
perceived as being objective and “unconstructed” (30), and therefore transparent, Hill’s use of
narrative truth simply allows for the artifice of the story he tells to show through.
Despite this sense of artifice that the novel conveys, the course of Aminata’s life in The
Book of Negroes remains quite plausible, one could say, even if somewhat unlikely. In this
manner, Hill’s approach again comes remarkably close to the narrative strategy employed by
Choy that was examined in the previous chapter. As I attempted to show, Choy resists the forms
of social determinism associated with minority existence and the ethnic novel by setting his work
in locations where such forces would be less likely to occur (such as in a merchant-sponsored,
working-class home rather than a labour camp, for example), without, however, entirely
eliminating references to the difficult conditions that most Chinese Canadians would have been
subject to at the time. (The life he represents would have been the reality of about four per cent
of the population.) His departure from factual reality—or at least majority reality—is an artistic
decision that provides his characters with a sense of dignity and agency that would be less liable
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to occur in a more naturalistic setting. Choy shifts the contextual frame of his narrative in a way
that allows him to take into account a reality that would perhaps have been unusual at the time
without being impossible, thus permitting him to maintain the sense of autoethnographic truth
that he is also trying to convey. In The Book of Negroes, Aminata also has a certain ‘good
fortune,’ in relative terms, that allows her to escape the fate of most others who would have
found themselves in similar circumstances. As she herself acknowledges as she boards the slave
ship in Sierra Leone, “A series of coincidences saved my life during the ocean crossing” (56).
Being among the last to get on the ship, unlike those who have spent months on board as the ship
was gradually filled with captives, contributes to her survival (56, 50), as does her youth. “A
child had certain advantages on a slave vessel,” she writes. “Nobody rushed to kill a child. Not
even a man-stealer. But, also, the child’s mind has elasticity,” which helps in surviving
psychologically (56). Other factors that aid Aminata in making it through the Middle Passage are
her reputed ability as a midwife and her knowledge of two languages, the latter allowing her to
work as an interpreter during the voyage (58-63). As will be touched on again below, such skills
provide her with a somewhat more privileged position on the vessel (which brings more food,
more space, and less filth). Later in the novel, she also admits that, if she managed to avoid being
raped by the ship’s surgeon during the crossing, it was at the expense of those women whom he
did force himself on: “The misfortune of those women was my good luck, their misery my
escape” (238). In addition to this, Aminata also avoids genital mutilation. She circumvents the
plantation by living with the comparably mild Lindos, where she is neither raped, beaten, nor
whipped. Her landing in Shelburne instead of Annapolis Royal, as initially planned in New
York, not only saves her from ship wreck but allows her to witness the historical race riot, which
she also survives somewhat ironically by taking shelter with the Witherspoons (who have
provided her with steady employment during her time in Nova Scotia, but who will soon after
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take her daughter). In each of these cases, Aminata escapes the determinism associated with her
race and gender. Moreover, her role in teaching others to read and write and in catching babies
provides her with a rather constant source of favours and gifts from the people she helps at no
charge in Canvas Town and Birchtown, and her innoculation against smallpox as carried out by
Georgia allows her to live through the epidemics that sometimes take the lives of those around
her (214). Yet this has not spared Aminata from suffering entirely. She has watched her parents
get murdered, has been abducted from her home, marched overland for three months in
degrading conditions, and branded. She survives the Middle Passage, even if nearly dying of
illness, and is made to labour on a plantation, where she is publicly humiliated, raped, beaten
(185), and has her child taken from her. She barely escapes being raped a second time by the
slave trader William King (173) and is sold once more as a young adult, which disrupts both her
marriage and the domestic arrangements that she had established with Georgia. Added to this,
she spends most of her life in dire poverty and has her second child abducted.
In 1802, a girl in a London school tells Aminata that “[h]er parents ... did not believe that
[she] could have lived in so many places” (3). In a way, this remark made in the novel’s opening
seems to anticipate the incredulous reader’s response to the text, a sense of doubt that Aminata
will at least at one moment later attempt to dispel. As she begins to issue tickets in New York to
black Loyalist emigrants, she speaks of how she “had imagined, somehow, that my life was
unique in its unexpected migrations. I wasn’t different at all, I learned. Each person who stood
before me had a story every bit as unbelievable as mine” (291). She goes on to observe how
those whose names she records in the “Book of Negroes” were born in places ranging from
“South Carolina, Georgia and Virginia” in North America to “Madagascar, Angola and Bonny”
in Africa (294). Even Aminata’s return to Sierra Leone lies within the range of possibility. Hill
has acknowledged that The Book of Negroes was inspired by the historian James Walker’s The
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Black Loyalists (1980). More specifically, he claims to have been intrigued by a certain detail
that he encountered while reading Walker’s book twenty years before the publication of his
novel, namely, that (in Bailey Nurse’s words) “[a] number of the blacks travelling to Sierra
Leone had originally been born in Africa” (Bailey Nurse, “Lawrence Hill’s Big” 10). As
Aminata boards the vessel for Sierra Leone, she notes that indeed “[o]ne out of every three men
and women had, like me, been born in Africa. Including children, there were 1,200 of us” (37071). If one considers that one third of the ‘adventurers’ were children, this means that
approximately 260 passengers who took part in the exodus had, like Aminata, led migratory lives
that would take them across the Atlantic at least twice.49
Residing in London under the care of the abolitionists, Aminata reflects on her somewhat
unusual living conditions that have allowed her to escape the deterministic end that tended to
befall those who lived in bondage. “These days, the men who want to end the slave trade are
feeding me,” she states. “They have given me sufficient clothes to ward off the London damp. I
have a better bed than I’ve enjoyed since my earliest childhood ... . Not having to think about
food, or shelter, or clothing is a rare thing indeed.” It is these relatively privileged circumstances
that allow her the time to read and write (6-7). It is also this situation that in a way permits
Aminata to evade one final ‘violent ending’ at the novel’s conclusion when, as a result of the
publicity that she has received, she is reunited with her daughter, May. This ending may very
well, as Churchwell says, “stretc[h] the bounds of the probable.” But in the tradition that Hill is
writing out of, it is entirely unexpected. As Mika Ono Benedyk puts it, in The Book of Negroes,
“Lawrence Hill daringly offers something we’re not quite used to in books about our
enslavement: a happy ending.” The novel’s happy ending, however, does not just consist of the
meeting of May and Aminata under unlikely circumstances; it also involves a publisher willing
to print Aminata’s memoir as it is without the editing of white abolitionists and despite its
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unconventional nature (469). Although he does not actually enter into Aminata’s narrative, this
publisher has an added role to play in The Book of Negroes’ Dickensian conclusion in that he is
also the “good man” to whom May finds herself betrothed at the end of the novel (469).
Curiously, the racial identity of May’s fiancé at the end of The Book of Negroes remains
undetermined. He could be black, but at least two factors suggest that he is white. He is, firstly, a
publisher secure enough financially to put Aminata’s narrative into print without any apparent
external support.50 Secondly, an allusion to “a zebra” is made in a somewhat earlier context
(463) that would have no bearing on the matter if the term did not appear elsewhere in Hill’s
work and commentary as a reference to the children born of interracial unions. Although
interracial marriage was somewhat rare at the time, it was not entirely unheard of, with the
literature on this historical period occasionally mentioning such relationships.51 In any event,
May’s marriage to a white man would certainly represent one more instance in which Hill
manages to resist the determinism of racial classification. Altogether, it is an ending that is well
overdue.

Black Tradition and the Idea of Race
I end this chapter by returning to the issue of race and its reinscription, with attention
given this time to Lawrence Hill’s treatment of black identity more specifically. In the preceding
chapters, and taking from a number of theorists, I attempted to illustrate and to problematize the
manner in which the minority subject in racialized society has tended historically to be identified
in accordance with certain racial markings while the normative majority subject, in contrast, is
typically perceived as going about unmarked. Both Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen try in their
work to shift the openness and indeterminacy associated with the majority subject’s identity onto
the minority subject through a universalizing mode of writing that seeks to evade the
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classifications of race and ethnicity and their effects. Contrary to Caccia and Chen, who employ
an unreadable, or defamiliarizing, style in an effort to produce a sense of ‘hesitation’ in the
reader with regard to the latter’s assumptions concerning racial and ethnic identity, Hill, much as
with Wayson Choy, can be said to use a more readable style in his work in order to rewrite the
terms by which the racialized subject is perceived by the reader, with the understanding that the
meaning assigned to the markings of race and ethnicity is in effect fluid and open to change. In
doing so, both Hill and Choy engage, to use the language of Judith Butler, in the performative
repetition of the existing discourse of race and ethnicity, relying on a form of realist
representation that attempts to reduce the distance occurring between the minority and the
majority, between the marked and the unmarked by rendering the abject (here racialized) subject
intelligible to normative society. In this regard, an important means in resignifying the signs of
race, as I have tried to illustrate again in this chapter, involves informing and historicizing
them—a procedure that is intimately bound up with Hill’s and Choy’s autoethnographic projects
and that I take up here once more.
As many scholars now tend to agree, the discourse of black racial identity, and of race
itself, has its origins in the European thought and colonial undertakings of the early modern
period. Colette Guillaumin has noted how the African slave trade as practised at the turn of
eighteenth century played “un rôle de catalyseur dans la formation de la notion de race.” As she
explains, racial classification developed well after the trade in African slaves had been initiated
as a way of justifying what was in reality an economically motivated practice. “[L]e processus de
prélèvement des esclaves était déjà en cours depuis un siècle environ lorsque interviennent les
premières taxinomies qui incluent des caractères somatiques,” she writes; “la marque suivait
l’esclavage et ne précédait nullement le groupe des escalves; le système esclavagiste était déjà
constitué lorsqu’on s’est avisé d’inventer les races.” It is at the end of the seventeenth century, in
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Guillaumin’s view, that Western taxonomies of the human species, initially based on external
attributes, would gradually come to assume the existence of some essential quality in the black
subject that made it predisposed to enslavement (336-38). As Édouard Glissant observes,
although slavery had been practised in the Mediterranean since antiquity, prior to the discovery
of the Americas no single group of humans had ever been deemed to be inherently well-suited to
slave labour. For Glissant, it was the pronouncement made early on in the history of the Spanish
colonies by the Dominican friar Bartolomé de Las Casas that Africans, without souls, lay
beneath the ‘Indians’ of the New World in the Great Chain of Being (“l’échelle des âmes”) that
would initially launch the African slave trade in earnest (47-52). Shu-mei Shih has thus spoken
of a need to think of race more generally as a concept that began to emerge during what she calls
the “colonial turn” of the late-fifteenth century, a perspective that ultimately allows for various
racisms—occurring in disparate times and places—to be compared as the effects of a more
global problem (“Comparative” 1349). As Michael Omi and Howard Winant put it, the colonial
period constitutes the moment in which “the ferocious division of society into Europeans and
‘Others’ soon coalesced” (Racial 61-62).
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., has commented on how the economic underpinnings of ‘race’
today continue to point to the historical origins of the term, used as a means of legitimizing
European colonization and African slavery. As he argues, the language of race has “develop[ed]
simultaneously with the shaping of an economic order in which the cultures of color have been
dominated in several important senses by Western Judeo-Christian, Greco-Roman cultures and
their traditions.” This sense of domination is in part reflected in “Western culture’s use of writing
as a commodity to confine and delimit a culture of color,” where literacy (or lack of literacy) has
historically served emblematically in “link[ing] racial alienation with economic alienation”
(“Editor’s” 6). Under these terms, an important motivating factor that pushed many slave
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narrators to write initially was simply European denials of their ability to do so. In the
introduction to ‘Race,’ Writing, and Difference, Gates cites the eighteenth-century thought of
David Hume, who argued for the inferiority of the black race—“and in general all other species
of men”—to the white race based on the absence of the ‘arts and sciences’ in societies outside of
Europe—a philosophical precept that would reverberate well into the nineteenth century.
Reflecting on the work of Hegel from this later period, who believed that Africans lacked history
because they had not developed the means to record it, Gates notes how, within this system of
thought, “[w]ithout writing, no repeatable sign of the workings of reason, of mind, could exist.
Without memory or mind, no history could exist. Without history, no humanity, as defined
consistently from Vico to Hegel, could exist” (“Editor’s” 10-11). The inability to write
artistically in particular was equated by Europeans with the inability to exercise reason:
“Writing, many Europeans argued, stood alone among the fine arts as the most salient repository
of ‘genius,’ the visible sign of reason itself” (8-9). According to Gates, blacks answered the
charges concerning their inability to reason and write as directly as possible, producing works on
political and philosophical topics as well as poetry and autobiographies. “Accused of lacking a
formal and collective history,” he writes, “blacks published individual histories which, taken
together, were intended to narrate in segments the larger yet fragmented history of blacks in
Africa, now dispersed throughout a cold New World.” In a way that highlights the process of
resignification that was already at work in these early writings, Gates remarks, “Text created
author; and black authors, it was hoped, would create, or re-create, the image of the race in
European discourse” (11; emphasis added).
However, writing in the mid-1980s, Gates also questions the feasibility of fully
articulating the experience of the black subject “in a language in which blackness is a sign of
absence.” As he observes,
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Black people, we know, have not been liberated from racism by our writings. We
accepted a false premise by assuming that racism would be destroyed once white
racists became convinced that we were human, too. ... Black writing, and
especially the literature of the slave, served not to obliterate the difference of race;
rather, the inscription of the black voice in Western literatures has preserved those
very cultural differences to be repeated, imitated, and revised in a separate
Western literary tradition, a tradition of black difference. (“Editor’s” 12)
In accepting the assumptions of Western racialist thought, black authors fell into “a trap” of
sorts, says Gates, one in which the black author remains forever indebted and subservient to the
master’s language. For Gates, the situation calls for the creation of a black critical tradition that
is able to respond to the “relation of indenture” of black literature and thought to the Western
tradition—a sense of tradition that, all the while able “to speak the other’s language,” in Jacques
Derrida’s terms, does not turn away from black history and culture in its questioning of the
essentializations that undergird Western racial discourse. Instead of looking “to master,”
“imitate,” and “apply” the canon of the Western critical tradition in dealing with black literature,
as he once thought appropriate, Gates now sees a need to “turn to the black tradition itself to
develop theories of criticism indigenous to our literatures” (“Editor’s” 12-13). This does not
entail abandoning the Western critical tradition altogether, but, rather, it “means using the most
sophisticated critical theories and methods available to reappropriate and to define our own
‘colonial’ discourses. We must use these theories and methods insofar as they are relevant to the
study of our own literatures,” without losing sight of what is particular or unique to this body of
black writing. To this end, Gates says, the founding of a black critical tradition involves turning
attention to the black vernacular tradition itself (“the tradition of our foreparents”) and to the
study of race in the black literary tradition (14-15).
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In closely related terms, Paul Gilroy proposes that “[t]he time has come for the primal
history of modernity to be reconstructed from the slaves’ points of view.” Such a “primal
history” privileging a black vantage onto Western society and culture, he claims, would “offe[r]
a unique perspective on many of the key intellectual and political issues in the modernity
debates.” In addition to challenging progressive notions of history, such a perspective would
bring with it “a discrete view not just of the dynamics of power and domination in plantation
societies ... but [also] of such central categories of the Enlightenment project as the idea of
universality, the fixity of meaning, the coherence of the subject, and, of course, the foundational
ethnocentrism in which these have all tended to be anchored” (Black 55). Gilroy claims that his
main objective in writing The Black Atlantic has been to cast black people “as agents, as people
with cognitive capacities and even with an intellectual history—attributes denied by modern
racism” (6). More recently, Gilroy has spoken in a similar way of a “need to reconstruct the
history of ‘race’ in modernity,” a task that “entails offering multiple genealogies of racial
discourse that can explain how the brutal, dualistic opposition between black and white became
entrenched and has retained its grip on a world in which racial and ethnic identities have been
nowhere near as stable or fixed as their accompanying rhetoric would have us believe”
(Postcolonial 30). As he goes on to write on the matter, “Rather than simply compiling an
inventory of catastrophic episodes in which the power of ‘race’ or ethnicity has been made
manifest, I think we should be prepared to explore the moral and conceptual challenges that
those systems of thought place before us.” In this regard, addressing the question of racism more
directly, and accurately, requires the acceptance of a certain (temporally oriented) tension that is
to be found between a need “to recover and to remain faithful to the past and the moral and
political imperative to act against the injustices of racial hierarchy as we encounter them today”
(31).
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In its capacity to address concerns of both the past and the present, the neo-slave
narrative is well-suited to accommodating this tension that Gilroy speaks of. In doing so, it
participates in the contestatory tradition established by the original slave narratives, which, even
if they participated to some extent in European racialist thought, as Gates has suggested, did, and
do, nevertheless hold a foundational position in the African North American literary canon.
Indeed, Gilroy sees the black-authored slave narrative as having appropriated some of the
authority that had once strictly resided in the possession of white abolitionist authors, claiming
that such works “express in the most powerful way a tradition of writing in which autobiography
becomes an act or process of simultaneous self-creation and self-emancipation.” Accordingly,
the slave narrative’s “presentation of a public persona” would eventually come to represent “a
founding motif within the expressive culture of the African diaspora” more broadly speaking. In
Gilroy’s opinion, the slave narrative generated “a new discursive economy” in which featured
“the refusal to subordinate the particularity of the slave experience to the totalising power of
universal reason held exclusively by white hands, pens, or publishing houses. Authority and
autonomy [in this case] emerge directly from the deliberately personal tone of this history.”
Ultimately, Gilroy contends, “these tales helped to mark out a dissident space within the
bourgeois public sphere which they aimed to suffuse with their utopian content” (Black 68-69).
This sense of ambivalence associated with the slave narrative—involved in reproducing racialist
thought and contesting it all at once—recurs in Toni Morrison’s views on her own work and on
how as a black writer she finds herself in the present day “struggling with and through a
language that can powerfully evoke and enforce hidden signs of racial superiority, cultural
hegemony, and dismissive ‘othering’ of people and language” (Playing x). As she goes on to
write, “The kind of work I have always wanted to do requires me to learn how to maneuver ways
to free up the language from its sometimes sinister, frequently lazy, almost always predictable
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employment of racially informed and determined chains” (xi). According to Gilroy, the return by
black authors such as Morrison to the issue of slavery at the end of the twentieth century
constitutes an attempt “to restage confrontations between rational, scientific, and enlightened
Euro-American thought and the supposedly primitive outlook of prehistorical, cultureless, and
bestial African slaves” (Black 220). In this sense, social forces similar to those that shaped the
slave narrative are still active today. As Gilroy writes, “The desire to pit these [black and white]
cultural systems against one another arises from present conditions,” most notably from a need to
expose the historical complicity of European rationalism in a mode of “terror systematically and
rationally practised as a form of political and economic administration” (220). In the end, the
neo-slave narrative, like the slave narrative before it, is in a very basic way engaged in the
resignification (“the construction and reconstruction”) of race (Rushdy, Neo-Slave [1999] 18).
Produced initially at a time when the idea of race was shifting from scientific reality to social
construct, Ashraf H. A. Rushdy maintains that the works addressed in his study of the
contemporary genre provide “not only a productive articulation about racial subjectivity but also
a critical analysis of the intellectual mobilization of the concept of race. They are, in other words,
both participants in and reflections on the process of racial formation” (18-20). In turning to the
past for inspiration, the neo-slave narrative can also be seen as endeavouring to rewrite the
conditions of the present. And it is in this manner that the form participates in the establishment
and perpetuation of a black literary and intellectual tradition as envisioned by Gates and Gilroy,
where the signs of race as seen from the Western purview come to be given new meaning.
In Hill’s case, it is the autoethnographic dimension of the neo-slave narrative and its use
of realist representation that allows for the expression of a more open, resignified sense of racial
identity. In the previous chapter, I considered how literature, and especially the realist novel,
may provide an important means for the reconceptualization of race. If their artistic and political
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value are sometimes questioned today, what no one seems to deny is that the nineteenth-century
realist and naturalist genres created for the first time a literary space for a burgeoning
sociological inquiry into the everyday existence of the middle and lower classes. Indeed, for their
time, realism and naturalism were contestatory forms, given their willingness to explore the
hypocrisy and vice existing at all levels of society. The realist-naturalist mode was privileged for
what was said to be its transparent mimetic representation of reality, which allowed authors to
convey to their readers information bearing upon a certain reality or a certain set of experiences
belonging to a less familiar world. As Pam Morris writes, the value of the realist form is thus not
merely to be found in the accuracy of its descriptions of the referential world but in “the worlddisclosing knowledge” that it has the potential to convey, that is, “the knowledge of the
possibility of other possible real-worlds to the one that we inhabit and are habituated to. As such
[the form] extends the horizons of the patterns of existence that we can imagine for embodied
beings. It suggests to us that things do not of necessity have to be as we currently know them”
(144). Through his deployment of the realist ethnic novel and his representation of African
diasporic experience, Hill can, as with Choy, be seen in this manner as attempting to introduce a
sense of difference, or what M. M. Bakhtin calls ‘heteroglossia’ (a notion that will again be
discussed below), into the existing discourse of race and ethnicity, and hence alter the way it is
lived and perceived.
In keeping with the conventions of the realist form, the environment that Hill’s characters
move in in his novels is always thoroughly described, again lending autoethnographic value to
his work. Virtually every setting and every character, even minor ones, that enter into a scene are
described in some manner by Hill. On his way to Baltimore, for example, Langston V in Any
Known Blood provides a description of Naples, New York, and the bed and breakfast that he
stays in (“I drove along Main Street, looking for a place to stay ... ” [60]). In the brief scene that
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follows, the ‘autoethnographer’ takes a quick tour of the premises and, in particular, looks at a
concealed hole in the ground in which fugitive slaves were once hidden (61-62)—a scene that at
once sheds light on the conditions that fugitives endured and portrays the author engaged in an
informal form of research. In similar terms, Langston V describes his neighbourhood in
Baltimore (“We walked east on Thirty-first Street ... ” [227]), including the Saturday market held
nearby, which comes across as a unique feature of the city (“In a rectangular parking lot ... ”
[228]). A four-paragraph description likewise introduces Langston IV’s arrival in Toronto (“The
Pembroke Street rooming house wasn’t clean ... Pembroke Street was downright seedy ... ” [6667]); just as Aminata, in The Book of Negroes, describes the hold of the slave ship over the
course of several paragraphs (“Our corridor was nothing but a narrow footpath ... Piled like fish
in a bucket, the men were stacked ... ” [63-64]), as well as her arrival at Robinson Appleby’s
plantation (“Into the yard I limped ... I gaped at the many men, women and children ... ” [12324]), and the initial work in constructing Freetown (“Over the next weeks, we cleared trees and
bushes ... ” [383-84]). Such detailed representations will also be made of other aspects of the
characters’ everyday lived experience. The previous chapter looked at how Choy resists the
forms of determinism that are sometimes associated with the ethnic novel through the use of a
realist style that challenges the essentialisms on which social determinism tends to rely. If his use
of realism lends a certain truth value to his depictions of a lesser-known component of Canadian
society, Choy is careful to undermine this sense of cultural authenticity as well by situating his
characters in a profoundly material and historicized space. To some extent, Hill can be seen as
working in a similar manner. Aminata’s involvement in the resignification of race in The Book
of Negroes is suggested in the novel’s opening, where she is questioned by a London schoolgirl
on certain aspects of her personal life. As Aminata relates, “She asked why I was so black. I
asked why she was so white. She said she was born that way. Same here, I replied.” By
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comparing herself to the girl in this manner, Aminata directs attention towards the question of
racial formation that will be addressed in the ensuing exchange and in the novel as a whole. As
Aminata responds when the girl repeats her grandfather’s assumptions concerning Aminata’s
diet, which is believed to include raw elephant, “I eat what you eat, I told her. Do you suppose
I’m going to find an elephant walking about the streets of London? Sausages, eggs, mutton stew,
bread ... , all those regular things” (3-4). Although she initially describes herself as “a brokendown old black woman” (3), Aminata goes on in the same opening part of the narrative to
provide a slow, meandering, and even sensuous description of her own body that runs over six
paragraphs and that takes in her skin, eyes, aged body, hair, the brand on her breast and the
moons on her cheeks, her height, and hands (4-6)—a description that can be seen as revalorizing
the black body. In a sense, similar care and attention is given to the other descriptions of the
social and cultural realities that enter into the novel. In a largely typical manner, Aminata will
provide a detailed account of her mother’s role as a midwife in the birthing process, which takes
up approximately three paragraphs and adds to the sense of cultural authenticity that the novel
seeks to convey (14-15). “Over time,” Aminata writes, concerning her own involvement in her
mother’s work,
I watched how Mama helped women have their babies. She had a series of
goatskin pouches, and I learned the names of all her crushed leaves, dried bark
and herbs. As a game, to test myself, I tried to anticipate when Mama would
encourage a woman to ride out all the shaking in her belly. From the way the
woman moved, breathed and smelled, and from the way she let out a guttural,
animal-like sound when she was at the height of convulsing, I tried to guess when
she would start to push. Mama usually brought along an antelope bladder full of a
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drink made from the bitter tamarind fruit and honey. When the woman cried out
in thirst, I would pour a little into a calabash and pass it along. (14-15)
Something very similar occurs with the description of Mamadu Diallo’s nearly ritualistic
tea preparation one night after his purchase of a new metal teapot:
Mama and I watched as Papa used the thick, folded leaves from a banana plant
to remove the teapot from three burning sticks. He lifted the lid that rose on
mysterious hinges and used a whittled stick to scrape honey from a comb into the
bubbling tea.
...
I brought my nose near. Fresh mint leaves had been stuffed into the pot, and the
fragrance seemed to speak of life in distant places.
...
When the tea was strong and sweet with the gift of the bees, Papa lifted the
steaming pot to the full height of his raised arm, tipped the spout, and poured the
boiling liquid into a small calabash for me, another for Mama and a third for
himself. He didn’t spill a drop. (9)
In approaching such autoethnographic representations, however, one must also question the
extent to which such portrayals of ‘exoticism’ can be trusted, given that all these scenes have
ultimately been invented or reimagined by Hill. If, for instance, the chapter “Three Revolutions
of the Moon” in The Book of Negroes provides a detailed description of the captives’ march
from the interior of the African continent to the western coast, it is difficult to say which
aspects—the nakedness, the yokes, the encounter with dead, decomposing bodies along the path
(41-42), and exposure to wild animals (42-43)—are the result of documentary research or simply
imagined, the line dividing autoethnographic writing and invention not always being clearly
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discernable. (As the HarperCollins teacher’s guide points out, the moons and stars that Aminata
and Chekura have scratched into their cheeks, and which are said in the novel to identify
individuals as coming from particular villages [Book (2007) 35], are indeed “a fictional creation”
[10].52) A scene in Any Known Blood indicates succinctly how the portrayal of cultural
authenticity in Hill’s work should not always be taken at face value. During his time in Mali,
Langston V encounters a village elder named Youssouf with whom he stays up one night
drinking tea. The episode includes a description of Youssouf killing a goat, which is given in
terms that are almost mystical in nature:
Earlier in the day, I had watched Youssouf scrape his hunting knife across an iron
block, scrape one side and then the other, until he could slice hemp so fast that the
split ends jumped back. I watched as he tugged a stiff-legged goat to the killing
ground. He rolled it on its side, bound its front legs with one rope and its hind legs
with another. The animal quivered. Youssouf spoke to the animal, placing his
hand on its neck. The goat settled down. Youssouf drew the knife hard from the
goat’s ear to its windpipe and kept the goat still as its blood ran out fast. (205)
Later that evening, Langston questions Youssouf about the event:
As Youssouf poured my fourth tea, I said he seemed to have known the animal.
‘What animal?’
‘The goat.’
‘Knew the animal?’ he repeated, laughing, and slapped his thigh. ‘We don’t
know animals here in this country. We eat them, and we like them in our bellies,
especially with tomatoes and gumbo.’ Youssouf drank his last tea, the fourth
being the sweetest, sighed, stood up, kicked away a mango peel, and wished me
good night. (206)
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The scene recalls Jung-Sum’s and Frank Yuen’s contrasting views of the porcelain gods in the
assembly hall of the Tong Association in The Jade Peony (126), which was discussed in the
chapter on Choy and which produces a very similar de-authenticating effect.
In accordance with this inclination to undermine notions of cultural authenticity, Hill’s
work is also centrally concerned with representing the open, discursively constituted nature of
racial identity. Gilroy has pointed to “the utility of a response to racism that doesn’t reify the
concept of race, and [to the need] to prize the wisdom generated by developing a series of
answers to the power of ethnic absolutism that doesn’t try to fix ethnicity absolutely but sees it
instead as an infinite process of identity construction” (Black 223). Hill’s thought follows a
similar course. As he puts it, “race is nothing but a sociological construct. Race is nothing but a
social hierarchy imposed by and among human beings, and as long as people are anxious to
maintain the profits from certain social hierarchies, race will be a concept that we can’t get away
from.” Indeed, Hill emphasizes that, despite the ease with which it has become possible to speak
“academically” about race as a social category with no basis in biology, in lived reality the
concept continues to have “a very profound meaning” for many people, and he says that he is
“not optimistic that the social hierarchies that have led to racial categorizations and to racism
will cease and fade in [his] lifetime” (“Projecting” 320).53 For Hill, the construction of race is a
social phenomenon that occurs relationally, an “endless dance of adjusting how we see others,
how we want to be seen, and how we see ourselves.” In his view, race, which inherently has no
meaning, “becomes an issue as a result of environmental factors,” such as when people of
different backgrounds come into contact with one another. Hill speaks of his own experience as a
child growing up, how he did not initially think of himself in racial terms, but how over time
“my environment started talking to me and making me aware that I was different, that I could
never be truly white” (Black Berry 4-5). This understanding of racial formation is reflected in
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how Aminata’s identity as an ‘African’ develops in The Book of Negroes, the novel itself being
set during the period in which modern racial discourse was in the process of taking shape.
According to Vincent Carretta and Philip Gould, the meaning of race was already somewhat
unstable in the eighteenth century, as debates over slavery and emerging scientific thought
generated new racial theories, theories that would nevertheless continue to reproduce racial
hierarchies in which black people occupied the lower strata. This, they say, following Nicholas
Hudson, was the time during which “the meaning of ‘race’ gradually changed from its original
signification of ‘nation,’ ‘family,’ or a group of people defined geographically to one denoting
skin color, appearance, and intellectual and moral qualities” (Introduction 5). As Carretta has
remarked elsewhere concerning the notion of an ‘African’ identity more specifically,
Only in the last decades of the [eighteenth] century did people forcibly removed
from Africa to undergo the Middle Passage and enslavement in the New World
come to accept and gradually appropriate the trans- and supra-national social and
political identity of ‘African’ initially imposed on them by Europeans who sought
to deracinate them. The indigenous people of Africa did not identify themselves
as ‘African’: they saw themselves as Ashanti, Fante, Yoruba, or any one of a
number of other ethnic groups with differing cultures, languages, religions, and
political systems. Victims of the Middle Passage and their descendants
increasingly styled themselves ‘Sons of Africa,’ even if they had never been there.
The transatlantic slave trade during the eighteenth century in effect created an
African identity in the Americas for the millions of enslaved people who suffered
the social death of the various ethnic identities they had while living in Africa.
(“Back” 12)
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Accordingly, during her time as a girl in the interior of Africa, Aminata has no conception of
‘race’ as such. She refers to individuals generally as villagers, Muslims, non-Muslims, Fulbe,
Bamana, captors, captives, and so forth, but has only a vague awareness of the existence of the
‘toubabu,’ who at this stage are of a largely mythic nature to her (14). It is only when she
reaches the coast and sees white people for the first time that she begins to use “men of the
colours of my homeland” (51), “men of my homeland” (51), “[w]omen from my own homeland”
(52), and eventually the shorter form “homelander” (52) as a way of distinguishing between
Europeans and people from the African continent. Upon arriving in the New World, she learns
for the first time that, here, she is now said to be “an African,” having come “from Africa,” a
categorization that she rejects as a reduction of her identity. “I belong to nobody,” she declares,
“and I am not an African. I am a Bamana. And a Fula. And I am from Bayo near Segu. I am not
what you say. I am not an African” (121-22).
However, if Aminata initially rejects this socially imposed identity, by the time she
arrives at Appleby’s plantation and has been renamed as Meena by Georgia, she seems to accept
somehow that “[i]n this new land, I was an African,” and that she has, a result of coming here,
acquired “a different name, given by someone who did not even know me” (127). Indeed, by the
time that she arrives at the Lindos’, Aminata appears to be quite accustomed to being identified
as “African” and “pure African” (192). Yet her New World identity continues to be a source of
denigration and confusion to her. Although the slave trader William King does accurately inform
her that she came to North America from Bance Island in “Guinea” (173), Aminata remains
rather wary of his knowledge of African people. If he appears to know the names of various
ethnic groups, he essentializes their character traits through a discourse that recalls the language
of livestock: “Coromantee is the best kind of African”; “Mandingo ... are gentle but useless when
tired”; “Whydahs ... are cheerful to the point of lusty”; “never buy a Callabar. They are the
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worst” (171-72). Likewise, Aminata is profoundly insulted when Lindo describes her as a
“Guinea wench” in the advertisement promoting her services as a midwife in the newspaper; on
one hand, because she does not see herself as a wench but as a wife, mother, and woman; and, on
the other, because the term Guinea is entirely insignificant to her—a way of speaking whose
offensiveness Lindo fails to grasp (200-01). Aminata is again somewhat perplexed by the
Western notion of Africa when Lindo explains to her that the continent is in fact called “many
things ... . Guinea, Ethiopia, Negritia, Africa—they all mean the same” (203). (In a way that
corresponds with this sense of ambiguity and arbitrariness, on her General Birch’s certificate
allowing her to leave New York for Nova Scotia, Aminata is inexplicably identified as “a Negro
of Mandingo extraction” [302].) Aminata’s consternation regarding her racial identity persists
even after her return to Sierra Leone, where she is suddenly rejected one day by a Temne woman
who identifies her as “a toubab with a black face” after Aminata has asked how to make her way
inland to the village of Bayo (394). “For days afterwards,” Aminata writes, “I felt a loneliness
that I remembered from my earliest time in the Colonies. I was now standing on the continent of
my birth, but as lost as I had been across the ocean” (395). As Aminata observes shortly after her
arrival in Sierra Leone:
In South Carolina, I had been an African. In Nova Scotia, I had become known
as a Loyalist, or a Negro, or both. And now, finally back in Africa, I was seen as a
Nova Scotian, and in some respects thought of myself that way too. I certainly felt
more Nova Scotian than African when the Temne women clustered around me,
grains and bound fowl and fruits balanced on huge platters on their heads. They
knew that I had come with Clarkson and the white sailors, and by the way they
squeezed my hands and arms, they seemed to think that I was just as foreign as
the British. (385-86)
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Despite her desire and efforts throughout her lifetime to return to what she herself understands to
be her home and place of origin, Aminata has also come to appreciate how her sense of self has
shifted in relation to where she has lived and how others see her.
Aminata’s experience points not only to the open nature of racial identities but also to
how racial categories are internally differentiated and to how the meaning of race is socially
determined. Such an understanding of race goes against a trend that is still to be found in some
quarters of contemporary society, however, where certain essentialist beliefs continue to
circulate. The previous chapter touched briefly on the manner in which marginalized groups have
at times assigned positive meanings to their racial identities in ways that may be immediately
gratifying but that continue to participate in the nefarious logic of racial classification. Within the
African North American context, Hill has shown a degree of lenience towards certain panAfrican beliefs that he sees, effectively, as being based on “the one-drop rule.” Although he
recognizes that black people have at times “internalized the very worst of North American racist
values” that have grown out of the latter concept, he also holds that “[s]ome of the ways that
black people have bought into this rule are good. Many of us believe in remembering our history,
and in sharing a spirit of kinship and attachment with others like us”—something that he believes
has kept black culture in North America from fragmenting irrevocably (Black Berry 235-36).
Likewise, Omi and Winant have stated that the value of pan-Africanism, despite its distinct
shortcomings, lies in “its ability to link the specific forms of oppression which blacks face in
various societies with the colonialist exploitation and underdevelopment of Africa” (Racial 39).
Gilroy is less accepting of pan-African views and his rejection more closely focused on the
essentialization that they tend to promote. He refers to how some black people in Britain at the
end of the twentieth century have responded to economic pressures and racism by turning to
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an overarching Africentrism which can be read as inventing its own totalising
conception of black culture. This new ethnicity is all the more powerful because it
corresponds to no actually existing black communities. Its radical utopianism,
often anchored in the ethical bedrock provided by the history of the Nile Valley
civilisations, transcends the parochialism of Caribbean memories [belonging to
this segment of British society] in favour of a heavily mythologised Africanity
that is itself stamped by its origins not in Africa but in a variety of pan-African
ideology produced most recently by black America. The problems of
contemporary Africa are almost completely absent from its concerns. (Black 8687)
Far from being sociologically accurate, such Afrocentric views of black culture are, for Gilroy,
associated with a sense of “mysticism and occultism.” Moreover, “these ‘essentialist’ and
‘primordialist’ outlooks have become all the more vicious by virtue of the wounds they have
acquired as the idea of a fundamental, shared identity has been challenged by the appearance of
sharp intraracial conflicts” (Against 38). In this regard, Gilroy notes how the “torrent of images
of casual death and conflict” presently emanating from the African continent has in fact served to
undermine any conviction that there may exist a single, unified African racial category (26); and
how, much in the same way, black communities in the diaspora in the 1990s are also
“experiencing both an unprecedented degree of internal differentiation and new levels of
economic immiseration,” leading to their increasing division along class lines (211). To the
essentializations of pan-Africanism, therefore, Gilroy opposes a “pluralistic” view of black
identity “which affirms blackness as an open signifier and seeks to celebrate complex
representations of a black particularity that is internally divided: by class, sexuality, gender, age,
ethnicity, economics, and political consciousness.” If such constructionist perspectives may at
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their extreme ignore the ongoing reality of race in the material lives of racialized subjects, Gilroy
commends their repudiation of “the authoritarian tendencies of those who would police black
cultural expression in the name of their own particular history or priorities” (Black 32).
Hill’s overall attitude towards racial identification is reflected in the reworking that
occurs in his memoir of the black North American expression that serves as an epigraph to the
book—“The blacker the berry / The sweeter the juice”—which, even as it celebrates blackness,
contains an essentializing and differentializing logic that Hill’s memoir, and his writing more
generally, will attempt to undercut (as seen in the “re-engineered” version of the saying that
appears in the text and that ends, “But if you get too black / It ain’t no use”) (Black Berry n. pag.,
21-22). In keeping with this latter de-idealized view of blackness, examples of internal
differentiation can be found everywhere in Hill’s work, with characters ranging class-wise from
the rather conservative provincial court judge Melvyn Hill in Some Great Thing to Yoyo Ali, the
Cameroonian living temporarily in Canada in Some Great Thing and illegally in the United
States in Any Known Blood. (Within the spectrum linking these two social polarities, one finds
in Some Great Thing the working-class figure of Ben Grafton and other ex-railway porters, the
police sergeant Reynolds Wilson [123], and the social activist Charlene Thompson [140-41].)
Like Mahatma Grafton in Some Great Thing, Langston V is another somewhat apathetic figure
who, at least at the beginning of Any Known Blood, goes against the expectations of the
politically committed black person. Langston IV (who also happens to like westerns [47-48, 86],
a conventionally ‘white’ genre) sees no need to lead an overtly politicized life either in his
younger years and is somewhat irritated by Dorothy’s own expectations that he be “committed”
to living in their mixed-race and mixed-gender rooming house, as she is, and thus be more
“socially engaged” (77-78). In a related way, Sam Fraunces in The Book of Negroes, whose
concern for the black people of New York is evident, goes against the political views of the rest
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of the community in his support of the rebels over the British in the War of Independence (28182); just as Moses Wilkinson and his wife Evangeline seem to be the only ones in Birchtown
who agree with and follow the local laws regulating the behaviour of black Nova Scotians,
including the prohibition of “Negro frolicks” (323; see also 325). The presence of the Bridges
family in Any Known Blood—wealthy and middle class—is again indicative of differences
existing along class lines. Following her marriage to Langston III, Rose resents being sent “off to
some outpost of A.M.E. illiterates in Missouri” (186), a situation which is considered to be “a
mammoth step down from the comforts she had known” earlier (187). (And the people in Rose’s
social setting are in fact “scandalized to hear about some of the conditions in which Rose had
lived” during this time [191].) Perhaps the starkest example of internal differentiation is to be
found in Aminata’s experience in Africa both as a girl and a mature woman, where she is
repeatedly confronted with the fact that black people are also involved in the slave trade, as
captors and traders but also sometimes simply as passive observers as her coffle makes its way
through various villages (34, 37-38, 39-40).
Mill’s dinner party in Any Known Blood is an episode that brings together a varied group
of guests (including, among others, Derek Wedburner, the pan-Africanist, and Annette Morton, a
sexually charged AME Church member) and that provides an occasion to more closely examine
Hill’s views on Afrocentrism (242-51). Derek’s version of pan-Africanism in the scene in fact
comes across as being typically essentializing and exclusionary, based on a notion that he
describes as “the burden of blackness,” which sounds very much like an extension of the ‘white
man’s burden’ of European colonial discourse. And he will admit Langston V, deemed “partially
black,” into this shared blackness only on a few conditions, and without really doing so: “if you
identify, if your thoughts, your mind, your culture are one with ours” (243; emphasis added).
Derek identifies the word “interesting”—which Langston has just used—as “a white word”; and
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if he sees “racial identity” as “a happening concept,” it also turns out to be, as Annette remarks,
“the only thing you know how to talk about” (243-44). Yoyo, considered by Derek to be a ‘pure
African’ (“[i]ndisputably undiluted”), will respond rather antagonistically to the latter’s unifying
views of Africa. He denies feeling any sense of what Derek calls “racial resonance,” referring to
the presence of civil war on the continent and to the 250 ethnic groups that inhabit Cameroon
alone, where Europeans and Asians are also said to live. Many Cameroonians in fact want to
leave the country, Yoyo points out, and he claims to actually aspire to someday becoming
“bourgeois”—a term that Derek seems to associate strictly with white, middle-class existence
(244-45). Yoyo eventually goes on to deny Derek’s own claim to be “an African,” noting that he
does not really know anything about Africa (248). In the opinion piece that derives from this
encounter, Yoyo writes, “It is one thing to celebrate one’s heritage. But it is quite another to see
oneself as the navel of the universe” (258).
The situation described here, pertaining to the internal differentiation of black racial
identity, is ultimately an indication of how the meaning of race is assigned culturally and in
relation to ethnic context, making it what has been called “a floating signifier” (Miki, Broken
125). The changing and irreducible nature of racial identity is embodied in Langston V who, in
the opening of Any Known Blood, claims to “have the rare distinction ... of not appearing to
belong to any particular race, but of seeming like a contender for many,” and to have been
variously taken in the past, and in different Western contexts, for French, Moroccan, Peruvian,
American, Jamaican, and Madigascan (1). Conversely, in Mali, Langston is identified by the
locals as a “toubab, the word for white man ... , although they knew I wasn’t really white, or not
entirely so” (201). In Black Berry, Sweet Juice, Hill speaks of a very similar experience in Niger,
where he is never quite recognized and accepted racially as he would like to be, either by a small
boy (67), the staff at a hospital (70), or a young man named Mohamadou, who questions him
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about mixed-race children in Canada without seeming to realize that he is speaking to a living
example of that condition (74-75).54 After surviving a serious illness in Niger in which his
Québécois friends care for him, Hill finds in fact that, despite “a family heritage and a sense of
self-identity that” may in some way bind him to this African space, “I had more in common with
Line, Daniel, and Marie-Paule than I would ever have with the people of Niger” (71). In a related
manner, Hill claims that his white mother “is just as black as my father when it comes to her
ideology and her approach to life. ... [M]y sense of identity and my connection to my own
blackness spring just as much from my mother as from my father” (40).
In yet another way, static conceptions of race and ethnicity can be undermined simply by
acknowledging the hybrid nature of all cultural formations, and it is under this overarching
conceptual framework that the issues addressed in the remainder of this chapter can be situated.
In the chapter on Choy, I spoke of how Homi K. Bhabha’s notion of hybridity is, drawing on
Walter Benjamin, founded on a semiotic understanding of language that sees languages (and the
cultures they constitute) as self-referential systems of meaning that are of necessity ‘foreign’ to
one another, which guarantees that any attempt to move or ‘translate’ from one system to another
will always be hampered or incomplete and will give rise to instances in which the
“incommensurable differences” of cultural systems are brought into the foreground (Location
234-35). As a result, it is the figure of the migrant who holds the privileged position in Bhabha’s
thought. For Bhabha, the migrant subject embodies “the element of resistance” involved in a
process of cultural change that he sees as unceasing, an element of resistance which, in
Benjamin’s words, “does not lend itself to translation.” The hybrid “migrant culture of the ‘inbetween’” that emerges as a consequence of the liminal positioning of the migrant subject
between cultures is thus ultimately for Bhabha emblematic “of culture’s untranslatability” (321).
The hybrid formations that stem in this way from cultural contact in any of its various forms are
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described by Bhabha as constituting “a difference ‘within’” (19), as being “neither the one thing
nor the other” (49), and are associated with a sense of ambivalence and internal tension.
Following from all this, cultural change itself is said by Bhabha to arise precisely at those
moments when “the incommensurable elements” of cultures are allowed to surface and to
interact as different cultural systems encounter one another (313). In Bhabha’s view, the hybrid
as described here emerges through a performative process, where what is new is produced
through the ongoing repetition of tradition; and it is this ever-present “split” between tradition
and the new, which characterizes all cultural formations, that ensures, in part, that no culture is
either pure or whole in itself but, rather, always formed out of what came before (50-53). As he
puts it,
the importance of hybridity is that it bears the traces of those feelings and
practices which inform it, just like a translation, so that hybridity puts together the
traces of certain other meanings or discourses. It does not give them the authority
of being prior in the sense of being original: they are prior only in the sense of
being anterior. The process of cultural hybridity gives rise to something different,
something new and unrecognisable, a new area of negotiation of meaning and
representation. (“Third” 211)
For Bhabha, the hybrid is tied to what he calls a Third Space in which what is culturally “new,
neither the one nor the other,” is allowed to take shape (Location 37), a space that transcends in a
sense the often dualistic conditions that precede it, all the while continuing to depend on these
conditions to some degree for its own meaning (53). Again, and most importantly perhaps, it is
the “discursive” nature of the Third Space “that ensure[s] that the meaning and symbols of
culture [here] have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be appropriated,
translated, rehistoricized and read anew” (55).
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In a fundamental way, the slave culture that developed in North America and the Atlantic
region during the time of colonialism, which brought numerous cultures into contact with one
another often for the first time, was hybrid in nature, even if heavily dominated by European
culture and values. The fact that most slaves had in some way been deprived of their cultural
heritage as a result of their involvement in a slave system that destroyed cultural ties through the
dispersal of individuals who were socially and linguistically connected meant that black people
in North America during this period were usually obligated to take up the master’s language and
culture in their attempt to give shape to their own racially bound social existence, retaining only
a residual knowledge of their African past. In her history of southern slave and slaveholding
women, Elizabeth Fox-Genovese writes that even the women of African descent who had been
born in the United States found themselves situated
between two cultures: that of the African past and that of the Afro-American
present. Their experience unfolded between two realities: the dominion of their
white masters and their relations within the black slave community. Their lives
and their identities as women combined these strands into a complex and
distinctive pattern. ... The West African past of her people permeated [the slave
woman’s] life and consciousness but could never entirely shape her world, for it
largely lacked an independent institutional foothold in southern slave society. She
participated in a cultural world fashioned by slave men and women from the
traditions of various West African peoples. The texture of her life, from music to
personal relations, from spiritual values to food, encoded memories of a vanished
world, even as it proclaimed appropriation of a new one. (146)
Although they “did not embrace white conventions” of gender, these conventions as well,
according to Fox-Genovese, invariably played a role in how slave women led their lives:
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The slave’s gender conventions resulted from a combination of West African
traditions, white influences, and their own experiences within the Afro-American
slave community. Transplantation to the New World, however violent and
disorienting, never eradicated African conventions but did divorce them from the
material and institutional conditions in which they had flourished; and it exposed
the slaves to the power of masters with views and attitudes different from their
own. (290)
As a whole, Fox-Genovese observes, slave men and women did what they could, despite the
unequal social conditions in which they found themselves, to create “a collective sense of
community legitimacy” whose “ideal lay somewhere between the whites’ notions of domesticity
and African notions of tribe and lineage” (299).55
Evidence of the hybrid nature of slave culture is to be found throughout The Book of
Negroes. Aminata in North America continues to carry her baby swaddled on her back “in the
African way,” as do some American-born slave women (331-32, 137, 208). Although the men on
Appleby’s plantation use hoes that are said to be more efficient, Aminata continues to plant
indigo seeds in the way that she had learned to do as a girl in Bayo with millet, using her heel
and toes (135-36, 56). And she names her first-born Mamadu, after her father, allowing one more
element to survive from her African past (180). African customs also persist in Aminata and
Chekura’s marriage preparations, even if Americanized. In accordance with the goats, iron bars,
copper manillas, and cowrie shells that Mamadu offered to Sira’s father “to compensate [him]
for the loss of a daughter” at the time of the former’s marriage in Africa (11), Chekura will give
Georgia “a big present” with similar intentions, comprising chickens, head scarves, a blue glass
jar, a bottle of rum, and a pouch of Peruvian bark (174). In a way that is perhaps most revealing,
Aminata will attend two ceremonies in the black burying ground in New York that illustrate how
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African cultural elements have been retained in the North American context in some residual
manner. In the first ceremony, Aminata encounters mourners of African origin who have
maintained their African spiritual beliefs, dancing and singing in what Aminata recognizes as an
African fashion (256). She converses with one woman whose comments point to the hybrid
nature of black culture in North America at this time:
‘None of us are truly free, until we go back to our land,’ she said.
‘And where is your land, in Africa?’ I asked.
‘We are from everywhere,’ she said, motioning at those walking ahead of her,
‘but I am Ashanti.’
...
‘And you?” she said.
‘Fula,’ I said, ‘and Bamana.’
‘Little bit of everything?’ the woman said. ‘It like that over here.’ (257)
The woman holds the belief that the infant that they have just interred “is on her way home” in
spirit form, carried “clear across the water” by the beads tied about her waist (257). The second
scene in question depicts the burial of Miss Betty, one of Aminata’s reading and writing students
at St. Paul’s chapel. Although the characters present are apparently all American born, the
ceremony involves elements that compare with some of those occurring in the first. Bertilda
sings a song which includes the line, “Our Lord and Saviour Jesus ... , take this woman over
those cold green waters, and take this woman home,” which combines Christian and African
beliefs. Glass beads and bottles are also arranged on the body; and when Aminata asks
Claybourne why the mourners have placed stones on the grave in a particular pattern (similar
again to the first ceremony [256]), he simply replies, “I don’t know, exactly ... , but I done seen it
on all the other Negro graves, and it seem fitting and proper” (266-67).
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At the same time, Hill is careful to demonstrate that such African elements cannot be
taken as deriving from any sort of pure ‘source’ culture. According to Sheldon Pollock, the
concept of hybridity is “banal” and “dangerous” when it is taken “in its usual connotations of
mélange or mongrelization ... , implying an amalgamation of unalloyed, pure forms ... that have
never existed” (625). As Gilroy puts it, in dealing with forms of “intermixture, fusion, and
syncretism,” “we must be prepared to give up the illusion that cultural and ethnic purity has ever
existed, let alone provided a foundation for civil society” (Against 250-51). In keeping with this
view, Aminata, in The Book of Negroes’ opening, immediately identifies herself as having a
mixed ethnic background, with her “Mama being a Bamana and Papa a Fula” (10). “I am a
Bamana. And a Fula. I am both” (4), she writes. Indeed, Aminata will later speak to Alexander
Falconbridge about her time as a girl in Africa in a manner that reveals that her native village of
Bayo itself was not a culturally pure space, with some of the villagers being Muslim and others
keeping a form of animistic faith, involving the belief “that animals and sometimes even
vegetables contained spirits.” As she goes on to relate, using language that departs from the usual
Abrahamic discourse, “We believed in helping one another at harvest time. We worked together.
Ate together. Pounded millet together. We believed that we would gather when we died, return to
those ancestors who had brought us life” (405; emphasis added). In this sense, the category
‘Fula’—Mamadu Diallo’s ethnic group—already appears to contain Muslims and non-Muslims,
whose belief systems may have informed one another to some degree. In a way, Aminata is born
into a kind of Third Space that has been produced as a result of the slave trade. “These were
troubled times,” she states, referring to her parents’ relationship, “and without all the turmoil, the
marriage between a Fula and a Bamana would not have been permitted. People were
disappearing, and villagers were so concerned about falling into the hands of kidnappers that
new alliances were forming among neighbouring villages” (11). With her return to Sierra Leone
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several decades later, Aminata again notes the ethnic diversity that characterizes the space when
she visits the Palaver House on Bance Island: “I saw Fulbe in white robes and white caps, and
Temne men in their own clothing, and Maninkau traders from inland. I heard Temne, Arabic,
Fulfulde, Maninka and English, and a litany of other languages I did not know” (423). Even the
settlement of Freetown founded by the Nova Scotians—which Aminata identifies as being
“neither one thing nor the other” (384)—contributes to the hybridity of the region when it
becomes an unexpected gathering place for the various people circulating along that area of the
African coast, including Temne traders and European seamen. The latter in particular, Aminata
writes, “stopped for provisions, trade and simply to rest, drink and eat, and thus our new colony
in Sierra Leone became an unlikely mix of Nova Scotians, Africans, British officials, and sailors
on leave from their ships.” Added to this, Aminata tells of how “the captains and crew of slave
vessels regularly took time out from buying slaves at Bance Island to come drinking and looking
for women in Freetown” as well, representing an incommensurable presence of sorts that
unsettles the Nova Scotians (388).
In a more extended way, the process of hybridization as laid out by Bhabha is dramatized
in Aminata’s development as a black diasporic Muslim in The Book of Negroes and the manner
in which her religious beliefs alter in keeping with the various cultural settings that she
encounters over the course of her lifetime. As just stated, the Muslim faith that Aminata holds as
a girl already appears to be hybrid. Going onboard the slave vessel in Sierra Leone, she claims to
fear the ocean because she believes that it will keep her “spirit” from “return[ing] to [her]
ancestors” should she die. On land, she says, “at least ... my spirit would travel, and I would
return home to my ancestors, and I would no longer be alone” (53)—a perspective that actually
seems to have something in common with that of the Ashanti woman in New York mentioned
above. At any rate, prior to the moment of her boarding, Aminata has already given up her
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prayers after having been hit by her captors a number of times for attempting to recite them.
“When I tried to mumble the prayers in my head,” she states, “it wasn’t the same. Praying inside
the head was no good. I was worse than a captive. I was becoming an unbeliever” (33-34).
Indeed, Aminata will be led to question her belief in God on a few occasions during the Middle
Passage after having her prayers interrupted by Fanta at one point. As Fanta tells Aminata,
“Don’t waste your time on that any longer ... . Can’t you see that Allah doesn’t exist? The
toubabu are in charge, and there is only madness here” (86, 92, 94). However, at some sort of
subconscious level, and despite her apparent loss of faith, Fanta nevertheless appears to retain
some of her convictions when she refuses to eat at Sullivan’s Island because she believes that
pork has tainted the food that is given to the captives (105). Something similar can be said to
happen to Aminata. Having been dissuaded from praying once again by Biton in the quarantine
compound because it will only expose her to beatings by their white captors (106), she
deliberately decides to give up her prayers. “[I]n the toubabu’s land I couldn’t pray by myself,”
she finds. “Praying inside my head felt lonely and futile. As the nights came and went, thoughts
of Allah faded” (107). On Appleby’s plantation, Aminata also begins to eat pork, having
imagined her father speaking to her, telling her not to “worry about it too much.” Given that she
is “in a new land now,” she hears her father saying, she must “[d]o what it takes to stay alive”
(133). After a few years on the plantation, Aminata has not returned to her prayers but claims to
still avoid alcohol and tobacco (175). She is also intent that Chekura marry her rather than
simply coming to see her at night, as often happens among the other slaves (174). Nowhere in
the novel is Aminata portrayed smoking; however, by the time that she is working as a midwife
in Charles Town, she has begun to accept Madeira, rum, and tobacco in exchange for her
services, products that she can trade with at the market (206, 215, 225). Aminata does not say if
she has actually started to consume alcohol during this period, and she makes no reference to her
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religious beliefs during her time in New York. But, if by the time she arrives in Birchtown she is
still avoiding pork when possible (322), she also acknowledges that she has begun to consume
rye whisky and rum (325, 329). It is in Birchtown that the hybrid nature of Aminata’s belief
system begins to become more apparent. As she explains to Daddy Moses, “mine wasn’t a
Christian soul, although I had seen a little of the Qur’an and the Torah and had many times read
parts of the Bible” (319). Though she attends Daddy Moses’s services in Birchtown, this leads
not to her Christian conversion, as might be expected, but to deeply felt memories of her parents.
The space of the chapel in fact seems to allow for reflections on the people that she has lost
during her lifetime, and these reflections are described in religious terms. “Many times that
winter, I slid onto my knees and called out the names of my parents, my son and my husband,
crying for them as if they had just gone missing with my most recent exhalation,” she says.
“Arms around my belly, rocking back and forth, I prayed for the gift of a healthy child” (326). It
is not clear who Aminata is ‘praying’ to in such moments, however, for she later tells Daddy
Moses once more, in a moment of despair, that she has lost the faith of her girlhood, “and that I
wasn’t thirsting for another God in my life” (350). (Further on in the novel, she will inform Anna
Maria Falconbridge that she is “[n]ot really” Christian, and that she simply goes “to church to be
with my people” [410].) Still, when she is back on the African continent as an adult and denies
being a Muslim to Alassane, she also admits that, “[i]n my heart, I didn’t feel that I had truly left
the spiritual beliefs of my father—I had simply grown accustomed to letting them sit quietly at
the back of my soul” (436). At the end of her life, Aminata has formed her own sort of religious
faith that is derived from the cultural encounters that she has made during her travels and that is
indeed somewhat ‘unrecognizable.’ As she writes, “I have not embraced a God as might be
imagined by a Muslim, Jew or Christian,” but she claims to still find comfort in sensing someone
with “a gentle voice” looking over her in the morning when she rises (233).
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If the ‘newness’ of slave culture emerged as a result of African migration and the mix of
European and African cultural elements that this entailed, this newness persists today in
contemporary black North American culture—even if, after centuries spent in proximity to one
another, black and white cultures in the West have adjusted to one another to some degree as
well, meaning that the two cultural domains are not as foreign to each other as they may once
have been. Some in fact have come to see the two cultural traditions as constituents of a shared
‘Western’ culture. George Elliott Clarke has commented on the difficulty of defining African
identity in North America these days, noting that “we are no longer African, even though we
have an African origin, and even, to a certain extent, a heritage (whatever survived through
slavery), and different elements survived in different places ... . Very different experiences
particularize us” (“On Black” 187-88). He tells of how as a young adult he came to see that
African Canadian literature in particular was “a species of hybridity. The King James scriptures
melded with East Coast spirituals, New Orleans jazz, Bajan calypso, and Nigerian jit-jive. Steel
drums and steel guitars harmonized. [It is a] discourse diced with Motown slang, Caribbean
Creole, approximated Queen’s English, gilt Haitian French, Canuck neologisms, and African
patois” (“Introduction” xii). In keeping with this sense of intermixture, Clarke maintains that
many of the ideas that are usually taken as being “‘European’ in origin” today—citizenship,
human rights, the individual, among a litany of others—were actually “modified and indigenized
via struggles between settlers and natives, masters and slaves.” If “the Enlightenment shone on
everyone,” as he puts it, the marginalized often turned European philosophical discourse against
itself in ways that both exposed the faults in Western thought and altered the nature of the
discourse itself (“Towards” 50-51). In a related manner, Morrison in Playing in the Dark reflects
on how the pervasive presence of slavery as a social issue in the United States in the nineteenth
century affected the nature of American thought as a whole. “How,” she asks,
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could one speak of profit, economy, labor, progress, suffragism, Christianity, the
frontier, the formation of new states, the acquisition of new lands, education,
transportation (freight and passengers), neighborhoods, the military—of almost
anything a country concerns itself with—without having as a referent, at the heart
of the discourse, at the heart of the definition, the presence of Africans and their
descendants? (50)
“It was not possible,” she goes on to say. “And it did not happen,” though the “master narrative”
that resulted tended to distort the meaning of this black presence in society to suit its own needs
(50-51). In more specific terms, Morrison sees a similar effect as having been produced within
the literary field in the US, which is often assumed to have taken shape outside the influence of
the African and African American people who have inhabited the country for the last four
hundred years. This assumption, she writes, “is made about a population that preceded every
American writer of renown and was, I have come to believe, one of the most furtively radical
impinging forces on the country’s literature” (4-5).56 James Baldwin wrote rather eloquently
about this sense of belonging to a shared black and white American culture in Nobody Knows
My Name, where he tells of how, during his time in Europe, he discovered that his fellow white
Americans “were no more at home in Europe than I was.” As he writes, “It became terribly clear
in Europe, as it never had been here [in the United States], that we knew more about each other
than any European ever could. And it also became clear that, no matter where our fathers had
been born, or what they had endured, the fact of Europe had formed us both[,] was part of our
identity and part of our inheritance” (4-5). In a public talk reprinted in Nobody Knows My
Name, where Baldwin addresses a presumably white audience, he compares the relationship of
blacks and whites in his home country to a marriage, or “wedding,” founded on what he
conceives to be a form of love:
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No one in the world—in the entire world—knows more—knows Americans better
or, odd as this may sound, loves them more than the American Negro. This is
because he has had to watch you, outwit you, deal with you, and bear you, and
sometimes even bleed and die with you, ever since we got here, that is, since both
of us, black and white, got here—and this is a wedding. Whether I like it or not,
or whether you like it or not, we are bound together forever. We are part of each
other. What is happening to every Negro in the country at any time is also
happening to you. (136)
An early attempt to come to terms with this conflicted condition was made by W. E. B.
Du Bois through his idea of double consciousness, which seeks to address this state of being part
of American society while simultaneously being excluded from it. As he writes in a familiar
passage:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking
at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness,—
an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder. (8)
As he goes on to state,
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife,—this longing to
attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and truer
self. In this merging he wishes neither of the older selves to be lost. ... He simply
wishes to make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an American, without
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being cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having the doors of
Opportunity closed roughly in his face. (9)
In a way, Du Bois’s thought prefigures late-twentieth-century conceptions of hybridity in its
understanding of cultural transformation and how both black and white culture in North America
have in part developed as a result of their historical interaction with one another. The black
musical tradition in particular is one element to have survived from “the dark past” of African
origins (3-4), in Du Bois’s view, even if some of the original meaning of the music has been lost
in the American context. For Du Bois, the music generated by black culture is still “the most
original and beautiful expression of human life and longing yet born on American soil. Sprung
from the African forests, where its counterpart can still be heard, it was adapted, changed, and
intensified by the tragic soul-life of the slave, until, under the stress of law and whip, it became
the one true expression of a people’s sorrow, despair, and hope” (129). According to Du Bois,
these slave songs have their African, African American, and European qualities. If they are “still
distinctively Negro” in some respects, the elements by which these songs are constituted are
often “both Negro and Caucasian” (171). Likewise, Du Bois suggests that the polygamous clan
system and “nature-worship” that at first characterized African society was altered through the
African’s encounter with the slave ship and plantation, with the African figure of “the Priest or
Medicine-man” more specifically (who filled the role of “bard, physician, judge, and priest” on
the plantation) eventually emerging as the African American preacher. In this sense, the ‘black
Church’ that would develop in North America was not initially Christian, in Du Bois’s opinion,
but would become so only after the passage of some time (132-33). Conversely, Du Bois argues
that white society could not live entirely outside the influence of the slave culture with which it
shared a social space either. As he sees it,
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The Methodists and Baptists of America owe much of their condition to the silent
but potent influence of their millions of Negro converts. Especially is this
noticeable in the South, ... where the religion of the poor whites is a plain copy of
Negro thought and methods. The mass of ‘gospel’ hymns which has swept
through American churches and well-nigh ruined our sense of song consists
largely of debased imitations of Negro melodies made by ears that caught the
jingle but not the music, the body but not the soul, of the Jubilee songs. (130)
Du Bois also tells of how, at a more secular level, slave songs at one point in the US “passed into
current airs” or “were caricatured on the ‘minstrel’ stage” to the extent that their origin was
eventually forgotten (168, 171).
At the same time, Du Bois’s notion of double consciousness continues to be implicitly
and problematically based on the essentialist understanding of race that was prevalent in his
time, on a sense of the untainted wholeness of the prior racial identities involved in the process
he describes—with the “American” and the “Negro” representing the “two unreconciled
strivings” contained within double consciousness, with its expression of “two souls, two
thoughts, ... two warring ideals” (8). This essentializing perspective is made more apparent in
“The Conservation of Races,” a lecture given by Du Bois in 1897 (a few months before the first
chapter of The Souls of Black Folk was originally published [B. H. Edwards xi-xii]) whose
objective is to plumb the depths of race as a “natural law” (179). Du Bois begins the lecture with
an attempt to open up the category of race and to question its meaning (179-80), and (if one
ignores the abstract notion of “common blood”) he in fact gestures towards a socially constituted
understanding of race when he defines the term as “a vast family of human beings, generally of
common blood and language, always of common history, traditions and impulses, who are both
voluntarily and involontarily striving together for the accomplishment of certain more or less
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vividly conceived ideals of life” (181). However, Du Bois reaffirms the racial science of the day
when he accepts that “[t]he final word of science, so far, is that we have at least two, perhaps
three, great families of human beings—the whites and Negroes, possibly the yellow race. That
other races have arisen from the intermingling of the blood of these two” (180). He later points to
the metaphysical nature of his conception of race when he states that “the deeper differences”
between the races are less physical than “spiritual” and “psychical”—“undoubtedly based on the
physical [differences], but infinitely transcending them” (182). In another vein, in referring in his
description of double consciousness to the “longing” of the ‘black man’ “to attain self-conscious
manhood, to merge his double self into a better and truer self” (9), Du Bois also seems to
presuppose the possibility of forming a unified self, something that semiotics and the idea of
hybridity today have done away with.57
In his conceptualization of the transatlantic cultural formation that he calls the “black
Atlantic,” Gilroy’s position is less ambiguous. One of the “aspirations” of the book that he has
devoted to this latter topic is in effect “to repudiate the dangerous obsessions with ‘racial’ purity
which are circulating inside and outside black politics” in the present day. The Black Atlantic, he
claims, is “essentially an essay about the inescapable hybridity and intermixture of ideas. ... The
history of the black Atlantic [that is studied in the book] yields a course of lessons as to the
instability and mutability of identities which are always unfinished, always being remade” (xi).
In Gilroy’s view, the notion of the black Atlantic allows for the people of the African diaspora
living in the West today “to be both European and black” at once, positioned “between (at least)
two great cultural assemblages, both of which have mutated through the course of the modern
world that formed them and assumed new configurations” (1). In this regard, Gilroy proposes to
“take the Atlantic as one single, complex unit of analysis,” in a way that allows for the creation
of “an explicitly transnational and intercultural perspective” on the history of the modern world
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(15), one that can accommodate what he refers to further on as “the complicity and syncretic
interdependency of black and white thinkers” (31). Having identified “the intellectual heritage of
the West since the Enlightenment” as forming one of the “adoptive” and “parental” constituents
of black culture in the West today (2), Gilroy goes on later to criticize the Eurocentric views of
the dominant discourse on modernity that have largely ignored the issues of colonialism and
African slavery, where, “if it is perceived to be relevant at all, the history of slavery is somehow
assigned to blacks” alone, rendering it “our special property rather than a part of the ethical and
intellectual heritage of the West as a whole” (49). Gilroy considers how Du Bois himself sought
in his writings to correct this tendency, looking
to establish that the history of blacks in the new world, particularly the
experiences of the slave trade and the plantation, were a legitimate part of the
moral history of the West as a whole. They were not unique events—discrete
episodes in the history of a minority—that could be grasped through their
exclusive impact on blacks themselves, nor were they aberrations from the spirit
of modern culture that were likely to be overcome by inexorable progress towards
a secular, rational utopia. (70)
In a way that is consistent with Gilroy’s general contestation of unified notions of racial
identity, black culture in The Black Atlantic is shown to be inherently characterized by both
intraracial and interracial tensions. Noting “that much of the precious intellectual legacy claimed
by African-American intellectuals as the substance of their particularity is in fact only partly
their absolute ethnic property,” Gilroy proposes, through the notion of the black Atlantic, to
reorient the historical discourse of African American culture and politics that has tended to take
this “legacy” strictly as its own. According to Gilroy, the history of the black Atlantic actually
goes back to the time of Columbus, with black people from different parts of the world having
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“continually crisscrossed” the Atlantic Ocean ever since, “not only as commodities but engaged
in various struggles towards emancipation, autonomy, and citizenship.” He also believes that,
more recently, the “[e]lements of political sensibility and cultural expression transmitted from
black America over a long period of time have been reaccentuated in Britain.” Although
“central” to black popular culture here, these elements are “no longer dominant” (15-16); and he
sees black culture in Britain as existing “in a syncretic pattern in which the styles and forms of
the Caribbean, the United States, and Africa have been reworked and reinscribed in the novel
context of modern Britain’s own untidy ensemble of regional and class-oriented conflicts” (3).
On the other hand, this diffuse black Atlantic culture that first took shape during the colonial
period is, for Gilroy, also characterized by a lengthy history of resistance towards European
dominance and social and intellectual discourse, a form of opposition that has received its
impulse from the experience of slavery and its memory in the West, with this experience having
led black people “to query the foundational moves of modern philosophy and social thought”
(38-39). Racial oppression under the Western capitalist economic system helped create an artistic
and political slave culture that Gilroy describes as “an ungenteel modernity, de-centred from the
closed worlds of metropolitan Europe,” which has served to situate black people ambivalently
“in an expanded West but not completely of it” (58). Still, Gilroy’s aim in The Black Atlantic is
not to confront black culture with white in terms that would position the two realms as
“incommensurable” entities, which, he claims, “would be the easy way out, for in focusing on
racial slavery and its aftermath we are required to consider a historical relationship in which
dependency and antagonism are intimately associated and in which black critiques of modernity
may also be, in some significant senses, its affirmation.” It is important in this regard to
appreciate the “complex interpenetration” of the two cultural systems under consideration,
according to Gilroy. As he goes on to write, “The intellectual and cultural achievements of the
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black Atlantic populations exist partly inside and not always against the grand narrative of
Enlightenment and its operational principles. Their stems have grown strong, supported by a
lattice of western politics and letters” (48).
In giving shape to the idea of the black Atlantic, Gilroy in a way responds to and fulfills
Gates’s earlier call for a black critical tradition that is cognizant of the specificities of black
history and culture. According to Gilroy, “The distinctive historical experiences of this [black]
diaspora’s populations have created a unique body of reflections on modernity and its
discontents which is an enduring presence in the cultural and political struggles of their
descendants today” (Black 45). It is Gilroy’s understanding of the notion of ‘diaspora’ that
ultimately provides a framework allowing for the expression of this varied sense of cultural and
intellectual heritage.58 Having stated the need, all the “while bearing significant differences in
mind, to attempt to specify some of the similarities to be found in diverse black experiences in
the modern West,” Gilroy suggests that the value of the concept of diaspora lies in its capacity
“to specify differentiation and identity in a way which enables one to think about the issue of
racial commonality outside of constricting binary frameworks—especially those that counterpose
essentialism and pluralism” (120). The “diaspora multiplicity” involved in black Atlantic
existence, he goes on to write, “is a chaotic, living, disorganic formation. If it can be called a
tradition at all, it is a tradition in ceaseless motion—a changing same that strives continually
towards a state of self-realisation that continually retreats beyond its grasp” (122). This sense of
a “changing same” (taken from the thought of Leroi Jones [Gilroy, Black 101, Against 129])
calls to mind the performative process of hybridization through which culture and tradition are
perpetually reproduced in Bhabha’s theory. As Gilroy sees it,
Iteration is the key to this process. The same is retained without needing to be
reified. It is ceaselessly reprocessed. It is maintained and modified in what
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becomes a determinedly nontraditional tradition, for this is not tradition as closed
or simple repetition. Invariably promiscuous, diaspora ... challenge[s] us to
apprehend mutable forms that can redefine the idea of culture through a
reconciliation with movement and complex, dynamic variation. (Against 129-30)
In this way, Gilroy’s understanding of the black Atlantic and diasporic existence recognizes the
intricate nature of black and white cultural coexistence in the West today, while at the same time
allowing for a sense of history and tradition that is open to those shifting and discursively
constituted forms of racial and ethnic identity that are resistant to the essentialisms of dominant
racial discourse.
Hill has acknowledged this sense of diasporic tradition residing within black culture in
his writings. Although he sees the attachment of most people in the black diaspora to the African
homeland as having faltered more recently (comparable, he says, to “the detached and cooling
embers of a dying fire”) (“Is Africa’s” 66), he also believes that “[b]lacks in Canada, like our
metaphorical brothers and sisters all over the world, have a vivid collective memory. We know
what our ancestors have been through, and we know what our children will face” (“Don’t”). An
anecdote in Black Berry, Sweet Juice’s introduction signals Hill’s appreciation of the contending
forces of sameness and difference involved in diasporic existence. Lost in downtown Utrecht in
1974, he approaches a black man in the street for directions, somewhat oddly assuming that he
will speak English. The man proves to be a francophone from Zaire, but, as the two begin to talk,
they immediately find points in common given their related experience as black subjects living in
the predominantly white societies of Europe and Canada (2). One particular outcome of life in
the diaspora is, perhaps inevitably, racial mixing: the cultural admixture that characterizes the
black diaspora has quite often made possible the formation of interracial unions. As Aberdeen
comments in Any Known Blood, in a way that refers back to this sense of amalgamation that
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characterizes North American society, “it was silly to call people black or white, because half the
world was at least some of both” (240). Accordingly, there are interracial relationships scattered
throughout Hill’s fiction. Several occur in Some Great Thing, involving Helen and Yoyo, the
train porter Alvin James and his Jewish wife Deanna, Yoyo and Christine Bennie, Sandra
Paquette and Mahatma. In Any Known Blood, in addition to Langston IV’s marriage with
Dorothy and Langston V’s with Ellen (4), Langston I enters into a relationship with John
Brown’s daughter Diana, and Aberdeen will be briefly married to Evelyn Morris. In a related
sense, Rose transgresses an ethnic barrier of sorts, upheld by her light-skinned, Catholic mother,
when she accepts to marry the darker-skinned and Protestant Langston III. And a sort of
interracial relationship—based on female companionship—takes shape between Aminata and
Anna Maria Falconbridge in The Book of Negroes (409-11), with something similar occurring
between Aminata and John Clarkson (390-91, 425-28). In the present context, the most
noteworthy interracial relationship that occurs in Hill is perhaps to be found in the detailed love
scene between a white woman and black man that opens Any Known Blood (xiii-xiv). As Clarke
puts it, Hill’s novel begins, in a way that might “seem strangely abstract—or worse, stupefyingly
compromising—to African-American readers,” “with a scene of black-white coitus calculated to
offend all nationalist mythologies of race” (Odysseys 220).
The latter scene can also be said to point to the illicit nature of such relationships as they
have occurred throughout modern history. Indeed, although blacks and whites in the West
inhabit a shared social environment, and have done so for centuries, the races and their cultures
still remain foreign to one another to some extent, and therefore mutually off limits. If, on one
hand, North America and the black Atlantic are a Third Space of sorts, where European and
African cultures have been brought together, it is a Third Space in a later stage of development.
Although differences exist between black and white culture in North America at the present time,
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these cultures are not quite as foreign to one another as, say, the Chinese and British cultures
were in the first part of the twentieth century in Vancouver, as portrayed by Choy, where entirely
different languages—Chinese and English—were involved. On the other hand, even if the
cultures of black and white in the West are shared in some way, the disorientating and adverse
effects of the Third Space may be just as intensely felt by many black individuals these days. The
sense of tension referred to here is especially discernable in the experience of the mixed-race
offspring resulting from the kind of interracial relationships just mentioned. In the chapter on
Choy, I considered how hybrid existence, despite the cultural freedom it may at times allow for,
can also be a source of confusion and anxiety because of the ambivalence and cultural discord
involved. Such pressures can be seen as affecting the lives of the mixed-race subjects that Hill
examines in his work as well, most notably in Black Berry, Sweet Juice, which continue to be
affected by an historical racial discourse that assumes the existence of cultural, if not biological,
differences between individuals based on skin colour. If black and white culture have become
less foreign to one another to a degree, a racial discourse that lends credence to essentializing
modes of thought remains in place today, as do its effects. The ‘racial,’ as well as cultural,
mixing that is involved in this situation adds to the complexity of the problem: although they
may feel both Chinese and Canadian culturally, none of the characters in Choy has to worry
about whether he or she looks Asian or European in the particular way that Hill’s mixed-race
subjects are led to do with regard to their black and white physical attributes.
The tension resulting from such a scenario—involving an essentializing discourse and its
material effects—is captured in the epigraphs in Any Known Blood, which juxtapose a 1944
passage by Gunnar Myrdal on the one-drop rule and racial purity with a stanza from “Cross” by
Langston Hughes on the economic and social precariousness and ambivalence of the mixed-race
person, which reads, “My old man died in a fine big house / My ma died in a shack / I wonder
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where I’m gonna die / Being neither white nor black?” (ix). To some extent, Hill, who claims to
have “bounced back and forth between” black and white culture as he was growing up (Black
Berry 7), has acknowledged the positive effects of occupying an interstitial cultural space.
Recalling his experience as a child, he tells of having “marvelled that I might be in a black
environment among black family friends and relatives in the morning and then move into some
utterly white environment in the afternoon. These transitions always struck me as being stark.
But I felt privileged, I suppose, to be able to move in what I felt were different worlds socially”
(“Lawrence” [Bailey Nurse] 120). In this sense, he believes that this experience is responsible for
having made him “the curious and energetic and happily ambivalent person that” he is today
(128). Still, despite all evidence to the contrary, Hill recalls feeling a more acute need to be
accepted by his father’s side of the family as a child. “I wished I was darker,” he writes. “I
wanted my blackness to be taken as a given, a fait accompli, and even though I was loved in the
family, I felt somehow that I would have to affirm my racial identity to be truly accepted” (Black
Berry 36). According to Omi and Winant, encounters with individuals who do not fit into
accepted racial categories become for many people “a source of discomfort and momentarily a
crisis in racial meaning” (Racial 59)—a sense of “discomfort” and “crisis” that may at times be
felt by or get passed along to the mixed-race subjects themselves. Hill himself tells of how, as a
child, “for the longest time I didn’t learn what I was—only what I wasn’t. In the strange and
unique society that was Canada, I was allowed to grow up in a sort of racial limbo. People knew
what I wasn’t—white or black—but they sure couldn’t say what I was” (Black Berry 5). He
speaks of feeling disturbed by his own physical appearance as a child because he didn’t see
himself “reflected anywhere” in the neighbourhood in Don Mills in which he grew up (53), and
of how he began to turn to American television and literature in an effort to forge some sense of
cultural belonging (60-61). ‘Sara,’ one of Hill’s interviewees in Black Berry, Sweet Juice,
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reports feeling like a racial “interloper”: “I’m always positioned on a peripheral level in both
communities. I’m not accepted by the black community or white community. I’m black in the
white community, but I’m not black enough in the black community” (99). As she says earlier in
the memoir, “There’s a lot of bleeding going on. There are wounded people out there. It’s a
difficult space to occupy, being of mixed race. It doesn’t mean that having two white or two
black parents is necessarily easy. But being of mixed race adds another layer of difficulty” (33).
The informant ‘Amanda’ also claims to persistently fear the rejection of the black community
because she is too light skinned, among a number of others who likewise tell of the tension and
discomfort experienced in growing up as mixed-race subjects (27-33).
For Hill, racial identification thus becomes a complex phenomenon, grounded on how
one is perceived socially as a result of one’s physical appearance but also on how one selfidentifies. Based on these terms, a person of mixed racial ancestry should be able to identify as
both “black and white, all in the same breath” (Black Berry 10-11), Hill writes; and he claims to
tell his children that they are in fact both black and white, though, because of their skin colour,
he knows that they are almost always going to be taken for white (39). Even if self-definition
today is increasingly taken as the basis for racial identification (210), then, such decisions are
never made with complete freedom, as Hill himself acknowledges. “You can have a white parent
and still be considered black,” he explains,
but you can never have a black parent and be considered white. Unless you are so
light-skinned and devoid of black facial features that you can pass for white, you
don’t get to be white in this society if you have black parents. It ain’t allowed. ...
This is one of the reasons why I self-identify as black. Attempts at pleasant
symmetry, as in ‘half white, half black,’ trivialize to my eye the meaning of being
black. (41-42)
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The informant Karyn Hood in Black Berry, Sweet Juice makes a similar observation, noting that
“[y]ou can’t live in two worlds. You have to make a choice. Saying you’re white isn’t really an
option” (179). As ‘Sara’ once more puts it, “I didn’t decide I was black ... . It was decided for
me. I was identified, labelled, categorized as that. I had to learn to get comfortable within that
label. I certainly wasn’t as a youngster, nor as a late teen. ... So I had to learn how to be
comfortable within that title, embrace it and identify with it. And that’s how I identify myself”
(211-12).
The black subject’s sense of inhabiting a shared but internally divided culture is reflected
to some extent in the presence of what can be called a black idiom occurring within the English
language that is spoken in North America today. Historically, this black ‘dialect’ has been
represented by white authors especially in a distorted or caricatured manner as a way of
accentuating black difference. Commenting on the place of the black idiom in American
literature from the colonial period to the late-nineteenth century, John Edgar Wideman contends
that the rendering of black speech during this time usually served to underline African American
inferiority, deficiency, and divergence from the white norm. “Black speech, the mirror of black
people’s mind and character,” he writes, “was codified by dialect into a deviant variety of good
English. ... Malapropisms, far-fetched words, the preoccupation with telling children’s stories,
with talk about eating, drinking and dancing, the rampant displays of superstition and fear of the
supernatural expressed in black talk were all proof positive of the infantilism, carnality,
instability and illogicality of black folk.” As such, the black idiom as it really existed was
“devalued, robbed of those mature aesthetic and functional dimensions it had developed in the
New World” (60).59 The tendency would extend into the twentieth century, most rampantly
perhaps in the interviews collected by the Federal Writers’ Project, a program funded by the US
government during the Depression that gathered thousands of oral testimonies by ex-slaves,
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eventually brought together in the multi-volume The American Slave: A Composite
Autobiography, edited by George P. Rawick and published over the course of the 1970s
beginning in 1972. According to C. Vann Woodward, one of the greatest sources of distortion in
these recorded testimonies resides in the fact that almost all the interviewers were southern
whites interrogating black people during a time of high segregation. Although there were some
black interviewers, who tended to produce more reliable and informative accounts, Woodward
writes that the white interviewers involved tended in their transcriptions to employ “a
patronizing or at best paternalistic tone and at worst an offensive condescension” (51-52). FoxGenovese, who makes use of oral testimonies recorded by white interviewers in her historical
study, also notes that many of the white authors who recorded the narratives of former slaves
deformed the speech patterns of their interview subjects, “ascrib[ing] to them not so much black
dialect as bad English.” By comparison, lower-class white people in these same writings “usually
come out speaking impeccably” (33). Barbara Christian has remarked that many black writers of
the nineteenth century were led to conform to these white literary standards, that their characters
often speak in “the language of well-bred white Americans” because the language of black
people “was considered at best to be comic, at worse, a symbol of ignorance.” As she sees it, “it
is difficult to communicate the authenticity of a character without investing her language with
value. If there is any one false sounding note in nineteenth-century novels about slavery and
reconstruction it is the language of the characters, the way the imagination of the authors is
constrained by the language their characters use” (332). In keeping with this general tendency,
Gates claims that the “voice” of the early slave narrators as well was typically made to “spea[k]
English through [a white] idiom which contains the irreducible element of cultural difference
that will always separate the white voice from the black” (“Editor’s” 12).
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Consequently, Rushdy proposes, citing William L. Andrews, that part of the slave
narrative’s purpose had precisely to do with “the finding of one’s voice, the reclaiming of
language from the mouth of the white other, and the initiation of the arduous process of fitting
language to voice instead of the other way around” (Neo-Slave [1999] 214). Contemporary
authors and thinkers have continued in this effort to legitimize the black idiom, however difficult
it may in fact be to define, given that it extends at times beyond the simple use of language.
Gates describes how black people speak “when no white people are around.” As he writes,
“Older black people don’t talk a certain way when white people are around; they’re never
ultimately comfortable. ... Sometimes it’s the nuance of thought; sometimes it’s the accent;
sometimes it’s whether the ‘ings’ are pronounced; sometimes it’s how much vulgarity or
vernacular is being used” (“Lifting” 149-50). Hill likewise comments on his father’s use of black
English when visiting family in the United States:
like the rest of my black American cousins, he lapsed into verbal playfulness at
social occasions. ... [W]hat bubbled up were hand gestures, a willingness to laugh
with his body, and, most interesting of all, a new way of speaking. I’m not saying
that he messed around with the down-home, illiterate-sounding blackspeak so
absurdly and stereotypically presented in the media to this day. He was university
educated, a professional, and damn proud of it ... . However, Dad’s diction grew
more colourful when he was with family.60 (Black Berry 35-36)
As I will attempt to illustrate, there is an implicit sense of ambiguity involved here, one that
carries over to the field of culture and aesthetics more generally. Comparing the somewhat
nebulous idea of “white culture” to that of black culture, Hill states that “‘[b]lack culture’ is
another kettle of fish. It actually forms part of our vocabulary; Canadian universities offer black
cultural studies. But anyone who peels back the term’s layers will discover what should have
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been obvious from the outset: Black culture is every bit as diverse and indefinable as white
culture” (“History”). In response to Donna Bailey Nurse’s question as to whether he believes that
“a black Canadian literary aesthetic” exists, Cecil Foster claims that there is such an aesthetic:
“When I go to poetry readings, I see it in the anger and the fire and in the sense of saying, ‘We
belong here. We are going to fight back and we are not going to run away. We are going to make
sure that there is change.’ I see it, too, in how [authors] present themselves; how words, music,
rhythm all interplay to create a cultural thing, an artistic thing” (Foster 115). Here, the aesthetic
is seen in political as well as formal terms, leading to what is somewhat obscurely (and
idiomatically) described as the production of a cultural or artistic “thing.” By comparison, H.
Nigel Thomas takes a somewhat different stance, hesitating to explicitly define an African
Canadian literary aesthetic. Although he too sees the common experience of racism that black
writers have had to endure as having produced a certain “ethos” that is “rooted in identity” and
that “is there whether the writer’s sensibility was shaped in the Caribbean, Windsor Plains,
Montreal, Ottawa, Newmarket, Petrolia, Calgary or Vancouver,” he claims that “[b]eyond this, it
would be impossible, I think, to speak of an African Canadian aesthetic. Our preoccupations are
the preoccupations of humanity everywhere; and how we employ words comes down to
individual talent, preferences, and temperament. At this level we are like writers everywhere”
(“Introduction” x-xi). Stuart Hall has offered what seems like a rather clear basis for a possible
definition of the black idiom as discerned from within the sphere of black British popular culture,
a definition which continues to emphasize the difference of black cultural experience but in a
revalorized way:
In its expressivity, its musicality, its orality, in its rich, deep, and varied attention
to speech, in its inflections towards the vernacular and the local, in its rich
production of counter-narratives, and above all, in its metaphorical use of the
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musical vocabulary, black popular culture has enabled the surfacing, inside the
mixed and contradictory modes even of some mainstream popular culture, of
elements of a discourse that is different—other forms of life, other traditions of
representation. (473; emphasis added)
These cultural traits, Hall goes on to explain, grew out of what “were often the only performative
spaces we had left” as a result of being excluded from the dominant culture (474). Drawing on
Cornel West, he tells of how
[s]elective appropriation, incorportation, and rearticulation of European
ideologies, cultures, and institutions, alongside an African heritage ... led to
linguistic innovations in rhetorical stylization of the body, forms of occupying an
alien social space, heightened expressions, hairstyles, ways of walking, standing
and talking, and a means of constituting and sustaining camaraderie and
community. (474)
However, Hall’s description here still occurs at a rather general level and, as he himself admits,
says nothing of the problem of “identifying the distinctiveness of these diasporic traditions” and
the “modes” through which they operate (as others, “who have devoted their scholarly, critical,
and creative lives to” addressing the issue, have done) (473).
Morrison can be seen as being one of those who has devoted some time and effort to
identifying the characteristics of the black idiom and to representing it through her writing. But
even her understanding of the black language and aesthetic remains somewhat inconclusive.
Referring to her lifelong effort to produce a literature that is “truly black,” she claims that this
latter quality “would be something intrinsic, indigenous [to the writing], something in the way it
was put together—the sentences, the structure, texture and tone—so that anyone who read it
would realise” (qtd. in Gilroy, Black 78). Accordingly, in “Rootedness,” she does in fact identify
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certain features that she sees as belonging to black art, involving the capacity to blend print with
oral culture and the use of antiphony (341), a “cosmology” that allows for the interaction of a
belief in the supernatural with a sense of practicality (342), and the presence of the figure of the
ancestor in the work (343). Morrison’s position is attended by a certain paradox, however. In her
opinion, “[t]here is something very special and very identifiable about [black literature] and it is
my struggle to find that elusive but identifiable style in [my] books. My joy is when I think that I
have approached it; my misery is when I think I can’t get there” (342). If a black literary
aesthetic is so “very identifiable,” why, one wonders, is it so “elusive” and such a “struggle” to
represent? Speaking nearly twenty years later, this sense of ambiguity persists. As she says
concerning her own work, “I feel I haven’t been able to articulate [a sense of the black literary
aesthetic] in a satisfactory manner. ... I’m not sure enough about my ideas ... to articulate them as
a formula or even a theory of black art. The only thing I can do, is do it, and make certain kinds
of assumptions about the work, about the people, about the race” (“Toni” 109). Added to this
sense of hesitancy, Morrison’s idea of black literature resists the positing of any clear coextensiveness between the aesthetic and racial classification. As she writes, “I don’t regard Black
literature as simply books written by Black people, or simply as literature written about Black
people, or simply as literature that uses a certain mode of language in which you just sort of drop
g’s” (“Rootedness” 342)—an outlook that locates the question in a more discursive, nonessentialist realm and that only seems to add to the irreducibility of the notion of a black
language and culture.
Hill takes a similar stance in his memoir when he explains to his daughter that Van
Morrison who is singing on the radio is white, and that, if “[h]e sounds black,” it is “because he’s
borrowing from black musical traditions” (Black Berry 20). Even so, Hill claims that as a child
he had already begun to sense “the sweet alchemy of trouble and joy that defined black musical
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expression, and black people themselves,” as he was exposed to jazz and blues in his parents’
home (24-25; emphasis added). In keeping with this shifting perspective, the representation of
the black idiom in Hill’s fiction remains somewhat problematic. Most of Hill’s black characters
in Some Great Thing and Any Known Blood can be said to use a black English of sorts, from the
high-achieving Melvyn Hill and Langston IV to Mill and her friends of more moderate means,
although its use seems to be more pronounced among the American characters. Ben Grafton’s
story about Melvyn during his days as a railway porter in Some Great Thing is a lengthy
monologue by a black character (114-19), but there is little, outside of Ben’s own occasional
rendering of dialogue, to indicate that it is told in a black idiom, other than its being related by a
black person. Likewise, the only black characters in Canada who might be said to speak a black
English in Any Known Blood are Langston IV and Aberdeen. Sean and Langston V both come
across as people who have grown up in Oakville, that is, they appear to sound more like their
mother than their father (48-59). The first African American that Langston V encounters in
Baltimore in the same novel is Elvina Peck, whose speech can be taken as being representative
of the black English that is spoken in the United States to some extent (103-08). Soon after
meeting Elvina, as Langston heads into the AME church service for the first time, he listens in
on an extended conversation between two women whose use of language can also be said to
exemplify the American black idiom employed by Hill in the novel—a scene that includes the
following passage:
‘Ugh! Anybody ever put me to rest beside my no-good ex-husband, I swear to
God, the six o’clock news would be talking about a second Resurrection. I’d
climb out of my own grave faster than Jesus. I wouldn’t even spend the night.’
Eleanor ... slapped her hands together and bent over in laughter. ‘You oughta
watch your mouth, Maggie. That’s not Sunday language.’ (122-23)
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Although it is not necessarily the rule, Mill and other characters in Any Known Blood will ‘drop
g’s’ on occasion—“doin’” (217), “watchin’” (217), “walkin’” (221), “botherin’” (250), “gettin’”
(411)—just as Elvina sometimes drops the verb are from her speech—“How much you willing to
pay?” (105); “Who you calling abject?” (108). Yet a white police officer makes similar use of
language earlier in the novel as well, employing “You got” instead of ‘Do you have,’ “outa”
instead of ‘out of,’ “How much they cost?” (dropping the ‘do’), “Gimme” instead of ‘Give me,’
“I catch you” instead of ‘if I catch you,’ “gonna” instead of ‘going to’ (97-98). Ben and
Mahatma in Some Great Thing banter in what could be taken to be black English:
Ben mumbled as he ate. ‘Stuff’s so good, it would make you fight your relatives.’
Mahatma picked up the next line, which he had learned as a boy. ‘It’s so good,
it’d make you beat back your grandmother—and dare your grandfather to stick up
for her.’ (122-23)
However, the same police officer in Baltimore in Any Known Blood again uses almost the exact
same language in describing one of Yoyo’s shish kebabs: “Smells so good I’d fight back my own
grandmother if she tried to take one outa my hand” (98). To some extent, Hill may in these
passages simply be representing a vernacular language that does not necessarily follow racial
lines in any precise way. Indeed, the presence of a black idiom is far less noticeable in the
middle-class home of Rose Bridges (138-42, 144-52, 165-66), suggesting that the use of a certain
black English may also be class related. In a similar way, Yoyo, the Cameroonian, outside of the
idiomatic expressions that he has managed to pick up during his time in North America, makes
use of a formal register in speaking that is entirely out of keeping with the language of the other
black characters in either Some Great Thing or Any Known Blood.
In The Book of Negroes, as she travels throughout British North America, Aminata is
also exposed to at least two forms of black idiom, both Gullah and a more familiar black English.
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As with Langston V, however, the use of black English in Aminata’s own narrative voice is less
distinctly felt than in the speech of the other black characters. This is perhaps to be expected to
some extent, because, although she has been taught to ‘talk down’ when in the presence of white
people (“Mamed had warned me never to speak proper English to a buckra” [170]), Aminata has
also been instructed on how “to speak like the buckra” by Mamed (153) and encouraged “to
speak properly” by the Lindos (188). If Aminata’s narrative voice seems informal to some
degree before her arrival in North America when compared to the formal register in which
African speech is rendered in the novel (as will be discussed again below), among the slaves on
Appleby’s plantation, it begins to sound literate and formally educated, giving a sense of the
different registers of the English language at play in both Aminata’s life and the novel itself.
Notwithstanding this variability in what can be taken to be black English, Aminata still makes
reference to what have come to be clearly identified as black cultural features in her narrative
that serve to align it with the black aesthetic tradition, such as the use of antiphony among the
Africans and African American slaves that she encounters (66, 80-81, 136, 446, 460-61), the
“mournful” and “troubled” tone of slave songs (120-21), and a belief in the supernatural among
the slaves (mixed in with practicality), as when Georgia is said to wrap a snake skin around “her
Sunday washing hat,” explaining, “Snake or master, same ole thing ... . Wear his clothes, it bring
good luck” (136-37).
In the end, a sense of ambiguity remains in any attempt to fully account for the nature of
a black idiom. Indeed, it is difficult to define the black English that occurs in Hill outside of a
rather vague reference to speech rhythm and diction, especially as the speech of the characters as
it appears on the printed page depends heavily on the reader’s own ‘ear’ in being evaluated. The
situation as a whole is to be discerned in the Norville Watson kidnapping that occurs in Any
Known Blood, which Langston IV, based on his knowledge of the ‘black community,’ believes
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to be a hoax from the outset (196, 237, 255). During the actual abduction, Langston IV explains
to Glen, one of the kidnappers who remains masked, why he thinks the latter is white. “The way
you talk. The way you walk. The way you act. Tell me one thing about black people, if you want
me to believe you’re black. Tell me one interesting thing about black history,” he asks, goading
Glen into rejecting somewhat too hastily the Afrocentrist theory that Africans preceded
Columbus in the ‘discovery’ of America (358). Later, the linguistic expert who is brought in by
the police is able to tell Inspector Hay that the abductor that he has just heard over the telephone
is “a young man in his twenties,” but he refuses “to speculate on the race of the young man,”
claiming that in such cases “[y]ou just can’t tell.” Langston V, by comparison, is less hesitant,
stating with some certainty that the man in question is not black, a conclusion that he founds on
the rather indefinite criteria of “[e]ar and instinct” (349)—“instinct” being a somewhat subjective
yardstick by which to measure the phenomenal world. Langston IV will eventually agree, again
based, as he puts it, on “[i]nstinct ... . Instinct, and a knowledge of speech cadence” (353).
The presence of the black idiom within the English language can, despite this sense of
equivocality, be usefully approached by returning once more to Bakhtin’s notion of
heteroglossia. In Hill, as with Choy, heteroglossia is allowed to emerge in two ways, at both a
formal and thematic level. In the chapter on Caccia, I first considered Bakhtin’s view of the
novel, who sees the latter as the only literary genre still in development today, given its ongoing
capacity to admit other forms into its discourse, such as letters, diaries, and confessions, but also
“extra-artistic” elements relating to moral, philosophical, or scientific discourse, for example (33,
262). “In principle,” Bakhtin writes, “any genre could be included in the construction of the
novel, and in fact it is difficult to find any genres that have not at some point been incorporated
into a novel by someone” (320-21). In the present context, the first and most apparent form that
Hill will replicate and integrate into his novels is the antebellum slave narrative and its
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autoethnographic discourse. (Indeed, among the “extra-artistic” elements that Bakhtin mentions
in his discussion of the novel’s heteroglossia are “ethnographic descriptions” [262].) Various
other genres—literary and non-literary—are also reproduced throughout Hill’s fiction. The song
“Rule Britannia!” is quoted in The Book of Negroes (236-38), as is a limerick recited by William
Armstrong (416). Lines of poetry by Jonathan Swift appear (368, 395), as well as an excerpt
from Gulliver’s Travels (204). Aminata reads a passage from Olaudah Equiano’s slave narrative
(443) and another from Alexander Falconbridge’s treatise on the slave trade (408). Likewise,
letters are reproduced in each of Hill’s novels on a number of occasions (Some 24, 197-98, Any
155, 169-75, 189-91, 281-83, 330, 426-27, 499-500, 502, Book [2007] 207). And, in Any Known
Blood, Robert Wilson’s diary is cited (380-84); a speech by Frederick Douglass is reproduced in
the diary of Nathan Shoemaker (418-24); and Langston V’s speech for the Minister of Wellness
is quoted (16-17). Some Great Thing, a novel about a newspaper newsroom, contains passages
from newspaper articles on every few pages. It also cites a radio news report (226-27) and press
releases (190, 199-200). Hill’s other novels also contain newspaper articles (Any 157, 195-96,
236-37, 257-59, 354-56, 389-90, 406-07, Book [2007] 450), in addition to newspaper
advertisements (Book [2007] 200, 208, 321); and a handwritten notice requesting the help of
volunteers is also cited in The Book of Negroes (248). Other more official documents are
referred to in Hill’s novels as well. In Some Great Thing, Mahatma takes a quick glimpse at the
US Immigration and Naturalization “lookout book” (225-26), and the Criminal Code of Canada
is cited (26). The AME Church records pertaining to Langston I’s accusation of bigamy are
quoted in Any Known Blood (339-41); and, in The Book of Negroes, in addition to entries from
the historical “Book of Negroes” (293-96, 298-99), Thomas Peters’s petition to members of the
British Parliament is reproduced in part (353), as are passages from the proclamations made by
Lord Dunmore and Sir Henry Clinton during the War of Independence, as well as a portion of
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the peace treaty eventually ending the conflict (268, 279-80, 282-83). In this regard, Hill’s fiction
is highly heteroglot; it is also polyglot in Bakhtin’s sense of the word, meaning that it is
characterized by “the interanimation of major national languages” (66). French is the major
language other than English that enters most frequently into Hill’s work, usually glossed but not
always, especially in Some Great Thing, which deals with the issue of French-language rights in
Manitoba, though the language will also play a small role in Any Known Blood (199, 206, 208,
211-12). In The Book of Negroes, it is Arabic that holds the most prominent place, with use also
being made of other African languages such as Fulfulde and Bamanankan (3, 46, 119-20). In
addition to these languages, the African language Bambara will briefly enter into Any Known
Blood (201-04), as does Spanish in Some Great Thing (5-6).
At the same time, as I have tried to demonstrate throughout this chapter, heteroglossia
operates in Hill’s writing at a more thematic level as well, in its attempt to disrupt the dominant
discourse on race. It is in this context that Bakhtin’s theory on language and his understanding of
heteroglossia are perhaps of greatest interest, allowing as they do for a way of conceiving of the
black idiom’s relation to the English language of majority culture in North America. In the
chapter on Caccia, I referred to the centripetal and centrifugal forces that are among the
conceptual mainstays of Bakhtin’s theory, also referred to as monoglossia and heteroglossia
respectively—forces that exist in tension within any ‘unitary language,’ what can be thought of
as a society’s official language. According to Bakhtin, a unitary language is the outcome of
“historical processes of linguistic unification and centralization,” or what he also refers to as “the
centripetal forces of language.” As he explains,
at every moment of its linguistic life [unitary language] is opposed to the realities
of heteroglossia ... [,] mak[ing] its real presence felt as a force for overcoming this
heteroglossia, imposing specific limits to it, guaranteeing a certain maximum of
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mutual understanding and crystalizing into a real, although still relative, unity—
the unity of the reigning conversational (everyday) and literary language, ‘correct
language.’ (270)
Thus unitary language maintains an overall controlling influence over a society’s everyday
discourse. However, the full ‘unity’ of unitary language, Bakhtin points out here, is never
entirely achieved either, with unitary language remaining open to the ongoing influence of
heteroglossia as well. As he writes, “At any given moment of its evolution, language is stratified
not only into linguistic dialects in the strict sense of the word ... , but also ... into languages that
are socio-ideological: languages of social groups, ‘professional’ and ‘generic’ languages,
languages of generations and so forth” (271-72). He goes on:
this stratification and heteroglossia, once realized, is not only a static invariant of
linguistic life, but also what insures its dynamics: stratification and heteroglossia
widen and deepen as long as language is alive and developing. Alongside the
centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language carry on their uninterrupted
work; alongside verbal-ideological centralization and unification, the
uninterrupted processes of decentralization and disunification go forward. (272)
As Bakhtin puts it elsewhere, however stable a unitary language, and the monoglossia that goes
with it, may appear, “It must not be forgotten that monoglossia is always in essence relative.
After all, one’s own language is never a single language: in it there are always survivals of the
past and a potential for other-languagedness that is more or less sharply perceived by the
working literary and language consciousness” (66). In this regard, the various “languages of
social groups” that occur within any given unitary language can be said to exist in a state of
unending contention with one another, involved in the process of giving shape to that official
language. In Bakhtin’s terms, what is in a sense being witnessed in Hill’s fiction—with its
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deployment of a black idiom and literary tradition and its effort at resignification—is a struggle
over the meaning of one of the major “survivals of the past” in the Western world, that is, the
discourse of race.
A tension of sorts continues to exist therefore between black and white culture in North
America, and in the West more generally, that may demand the same kind of autoethnographic
‘translation’ that was explored in the chapter on Choy, even if this manner of translation does not
involve entirely different languages but idioms within the same language.61 The previous chapter
considered how ethnography itself has often been represented as a translation-like process. The
designation ‘cultural translation’ in particular has also at times been applied to work such as
Choy’s, whose literary project as a whole has entailed rendering intelligible and familiar a people
and culture that have often appeared foreign to the Canadian mainstream. According to Sherry
Simon, it is such forms of minority writing produced in languages such as English and French
that are serving today to introduce a sense of cultural difference into these major languages, at a
time when more conventional forms of translation have ceased to do so (the translation of
foreign texts into English in particular having become much less frequent) (“L’hybridité et
après” 319-21). I go on to look in the chapter on Choy at how the migrant subject in Bhabha’s
theory on hybridity is usually taken as the primary agent of cultural translation, for whom the
work of translation becomes an integral part of everyday existence, a principal element in the
migrant’s “survival” and “the act of living on borderlines”—the process through which “newness
enters the world,” as Salman Rushdie puts it (Location 324).
The migrant’s existence between cultures in Hill is most fully explored in The Book of
Negroes. In a way, the dual sense of cultural belonging—to the Old World and the New—that
characterizes Aminata’s existence is reflected in the two names by which she will identify herself
throughout most of her lifetime—one African in origin, the other (Meena Dee) an anglicized
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version of the first. The sense of perpetual movement that gives shape to Aminata’s life is
reflected in The Book of Negroes’ working title, Migration (Book [2009] xiv), as well as in the
recurrence in the text of the phrase, “We are travelling peoples” (Book [2007] 301, 318, 319,
404). As Alexander Falconbridge describes Aminata, in a way that can be said to take into
account the hybrid nature of her identity and the accumulation of knowledge that her life of
itinerancy has generated, “She is African, American, and Nova Scotian—a cocktail of travel lies
in her wake, and not all of it voluntary.62 And let me tell you, she is better read than nine out of
ten Englishmen” (413). It is as a result of the slave trade that Aminata is thrust into what can be
thought of again as a Third Space, a world in which the existing signs of culture are completely
foreign to her and initially without meaning—although she will eventually learn to live within
this space and to provide these cultural signs with signification. Following the traumatic
experience of the Middle Passage, New World conditions immediately begin to disrupt Old
World conventions for the Africans in the quarantine station on Sullivan’s Island, where Fomba
is permitted to eat as an equal from the same communal bucket of food as the rest of Aminata’s
group of captives, something that Fanta takes issue with given Fomba’s former slave status in
Bayo (107-08). The foreignness of European culture to Aminata is made most apparent upon her
arrival in Charles Town, where she encounters a Western-style urban centre for the first time,
which, with its refuse and clutter, does not seem to be organized according to any recognizable
standard when compared to the towns of Africa (109-11). Aminata correctly identifies the
auction yard in Charles Town as a sort of market. However, as she looks about for the expected
“piles of squashes, salt or shea nuts,” she sees “only people—my people—bound and roughly
clothed,” failing to realize that she and her people are the items to be put up for sale (111).
“[T]his was a strange, strange world. I could not make any sense of it” (118), she concedes,
faced as she is with a space full of “homelanders” who apparently feel no need to revolt (110)
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and where Fomba is the only one left in the end who knows her language (115). Approaching the
coast of Africa in the coffle, Aminata encounters a single European man for the first time, to
whom her group of captors appears to be subordinate, although it is not clearly evident to her at
this stage why this is so (44-45). Something similar occurs on the day of Aminata’s arrival at
Appleby’s plantation, where she finds a single “toubab” among and apparently in charge of the
many black people gathered in the yard. “With legs apart and feet planted wide, he looked like
he owned the world,” she remarks. And the following commands given to her in a strange
language and the physical inspection carried out by Appleby and Mamed lie entirely outside of
her understanding (124-25). After having been taken in by Georgia and having spent a number of
years on the plantation, life in Charles Town with the Lindos once again presents Aminata with a
new cultural reality to which she must become accustomed. Most striking of all, Charles Town
comes across as being somewhat less segregated than the plantation, with black people moving
about in apparent freedom among the white residents, selling goods in the market and drinking in
taverns. “It seemed incomprehensible. Women selling in the market, Negroes drinking with
white men, and yet here I was—a slave” (187-89), she observes, still unable to fully see or
fathom the social forces that keep her in bondage.
But Aminata does eventually come to know the world that she has been thrown into. By
the time she begins to earn a living as a midwife in Charles Town, she has acquired Georgia’s
knowledge of the local plants and herbs that allow her to treat the various complaints that she
encounters in her work. In delivering the babies of slave women in town, she writes, “I learned to
negotiate with their owners as boldly as the women who hawked fish in the streets. ... Masters
sometimes refused to pay me in coins, but the only other payments I would accept were Madeira,
rum, tobacco and high-quality cotton fabric. I knew how much of each were needed to make up
twelve shillings, and I could trade them easily for the things I needed” (206). Helped along by
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Dolly in adjusting (192-97), Aminata begins to acquire a certain level of comfort in Charles
Town (208), and, years later, once in Freetown, she is still catching babies, teaching people to
read and write, working as John Clarkson’s “occasional secretary,” and providing medical care
to those in need of it, which, altogether, allows her a modicum of independence (388, 390, 39293). If earlier she had questioned the reasoning behind using coins to buy things instead of
bartering with other goods (202), as she begins to head inland with Alassane, she sees the
convenience of carrying gold guineas with her, which she now conceals among her personal
belongings and keeps sewn into her hat (429-30, 431).
From another perspective, as she initially enters this hybrid ‘Third Space’ of the Western
world, certain signs of culture nevertheless remain recognizable to Aminata, allowing her to
orient herself in the new reality to some degree. Having discovered that Mamed understands
some Arabic, she begins to sense that he (“the man who spoke the same words as my father”)
may be able to teach her something that Georgia cannot (151-52). Indeed, learning to read and
write in North America is perceived by Aminata as a continuation of the early lessons taught to
her by her father in Bayo (154-55, 207), even if she is situated within an entirely different
linguistic tradition. In a very similar way, Sira Diallo’s paraphernalia which she carries with her
as a midwife, and which Aminata is familiar with (“goatskin pouches” containing “crushed
leaves, dried bark and herbs”; “an antelope bladder full of a drink made from the bitter tamarind
fruit and honey” [14-15]), resembles Georgia’s to some extent (144-45), which explains in part
the ease with which Aminata is able to learn from Georgia (139-40, 145), even if Georgia and
Sira are, again, not working out of the exact same tradition nor with the same medicinal
ingredients. In yet another manner, Aminata is surprised to find that Lindo knows of the Quran
(201), and that he has had his newborn circumcised, as would have occurred in Bayo (209).
Having heard earlier that Lindo does not eat pork, she once more begins to wonder if there may
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not be something to be gained by getting “to know more about this man who avoided the same
food as Muslims” (168). It is with Lindo in fact that Aminata first learns about the contradictory
relations existing between Jews, Christians, and Muslims that in a certain way drive the racialist
world that she inhabits, where people who share a certain religious history continue to hold one
another in bondage (204-05).
The previous chapter of the dissertation considered the effects of the Third Space from a
Chinese Canadian perspective, how the migrant, here, is faced with the problem of living ‘in
between’ cultures—cultures whose elements are shown to often interact in a largely unrestricted
and indiscriminate way. The Third Space in Choy’s work is in this manner put forth as a space of
cultural change, where the static meaning of certain cultural signs is allowed to alter as a result of
contact with cultural difference. As such, the Third Space incites a process of resignification
through what could be called ‘epistemological crossings’ that lead to the production of
unexpected or unintended meanings, where signs of culture are ‘misread’ from the vantage point
of the migrant in a way that leads to their reinscription. In keeping with this understanding of the
Third Space, the earlier part of The Book of Negroes in which Aminata comes into contact with
European culture for the first time is filled with such moments of resignification, where certain
signs of Western culture are read through the ‘wrong’ epistemological perspective. Hill himself
has spoken of his desire to explore in the novel “the linguisic disorientation that” would have
affected the people who experienced the Middle Passage, “[t]o step off a slave ship and not be
able to communicate with anyone around you, even when you see people who are your skin
colour and look like they’ve come from where you’ve been stolen from” (qtd. in Steger). In a
way that reflects this general sense of disorientation, Aminata will, in her first encounter with a
rifle, an emblem of European military power, describe it as “an odd, long piece of wood with a
hole at one end” (24), as “an unusual, long, rectangular stick” (27). Upon meeting with a
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‘toubab’ for the first time, she compares the hue of his skin to “that of a washed pig” (44), sees
him as being “sand coloured” (45). She likens the colour of the surgeon’s hair on the slave ship
to that of an orange (58) and sees his pet parrot, which he has taught to speak, as an utter
absurdity (75-76) (as will other Africans later in the novel [447]). When she eventually sees
English written for the first time by a Westerner, she observes that his “hand moved the wrong
way across the parchment” (59-60), and, later on, that others also have “all learned to write
backwards” (112), that is, from left to right rather than the opposite. Upon first sight, the waves
of the Atlantic Ocean, which Chekura refers to as “the big water” (36), and which Aminata
compares to an “endless desert of water” (68), seem, in Aminata’s view, to “foa[m] at the mouth
like a horse run too hard” (49). She describes being unceremoniously dropped onto the deck of
the slave ship not like a slave but “like a sack of meal” (55), and notes how the hatch leading
down to the ship’s hold “grew wide like a crocodile’s mouth and kept widening, until it was
lifted straight up” (60). She likens the hold and its stench to a lion’s anus, and finds men here
“[p]iled like fish in a bucket” (63). Aminata sees the shackle on her ankle in terms of “an iron
claw” (57) and compares the slave vessel itself, and its rocking motion, to “a donkey that had
drunk palm wine” (67), “a donkey trying to shake off a bundle” (57), also describing the ship’s
sails as “linens on upright poles” (60), “poles towering like palm trees” (54). In a similar manner,
Aminata initially finds it incomprehensible that she and hundreds of others like her have been
removed from their homeland simply to be made to work for the toubabu. “Surely,” she reasons,
“they could gather their own mangoes and pound their own millet. Surely that would be easier
than all this!” (62).
Spurred by the words of her father—“fear no man, but come to know him” (45), a precept
that seems to serve Aminata in her encounters with cultural difference throughout The Book of
Negroes (138, 152, 168, 361)—it is ultimately through the notion of the African “djeli, or
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storyteller,” that Aminata comes to conceive of her role in life as an interpreter and mediator
between cultures. As she is made to embark the slave vessel in Sierra Leone, she reflects on how,
if she manages to return home some day, “[a]t night, in the village, while the fire glowed and the
elders drank sweetened tea, visitors would come from afar to hear my curious story” (55-56).63 It
is through Aminata’s character that the act of translation is, as in Choy’s work, thematized and
problematized in The Book of Negroes. To some extent, it is Aminata’s ability to pick up
languages that allows her to occupy the position of mediator to begin with. Having landed on
Appleby’s plantation where she first meets Georgia, she quickly perceives that, in this new
space, “[i]t was not for her to understand me. It was for me to understand her. I could go
nowhere and understand nothing until I could learn to speak with this woman” (126-27). As she
begins to follow Georgia around the plantation, learning as the latter introduces her to her new
environment, Aminata soon senses that Georgia “was teaching me two languages. It was like
Maninka and Bamanankan—different languages, but related. One sounded a little like the other.
There was the language that Georgia spoke when alone with the Negroes on the plantation, and
she called that Gullah. And there was the way she spoke to Robinson Appleby or to other white
people, and she called that English” (128). Aminata’s learning to read is also motivated
significantly by a desire to comprehend the world that she has fallen into. Upon arriving at
Appleby’s, Aminata has spent no more than a day or so in white urban society (in Charles Town
during the slave auction), yet reading here allows her to absorb knowledge of white culture at
some remove. As she writes, “Reading felt like a daytime dream in a secret land. ... Books were
all about the ways of the buckra, but soon I felt that I could not do without them. And I lived in
the hope that one day I would find a book that answered my questions” (165). At the outset, it is
initially Aminata’s knowledge of Bamanankan that allows her to communicate with the
surgeon’s assistant on the slave vessel who speaks Maninka, “a language vaguely like
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Bamanankan,” leading to her being used as an interpreter during the crossing (58-59). However,
in a way that complicates the work of the translator, in her very first translation, Aminata alters
the response of Fomba (who may have broken ribs) to the ship’s surgeon in the aim of helping
Fomba, telling the surgeon that the ribs do not hurt (59). She mistranslates again with Fanta, this
time lying to Fanta in order to have her to cooperate with the surgeon’s inspection without
getting beaten. (Aminata in fact tells Fanta that she will herself be beaten if Fanta does not do as
told.) She also deflects the surgeon’s attention away from Fanta by answering some of his
questions concerning Fanta’s pregnancy herself (61-62). It is in this manner that Aminata comes
to acquire the role of interpreter in The Book of Negroes, in a way that allows her to serve not
only herself but any number of those she meets along her way who find themselves in need of
her assistance. As such, throughout the Middle Passage, Aminata uses her privileges on the slave
ship to acquire added benefits for some of the other captives, such as clothing for Fomba and the
removal of his chains or additional food for Fomba and others (78-79). She knows Maninka well
enough by the time she reaches South Carolina to converse with a slave who is familiar with the
language and who passes information along to Aminata on her and Fomba’s new situation and
the customs of white society (121-22). Indeed, in the New World, Aminata finds that she will
have to learn to care for Fomba as well as herself (127), and it is by explaining to Mamed that
Fomba, who has lost the capacity to speak and does not understand directions very well, is a
skilled hunter that Fomba’s tasks on the plantation are eventually changed, to the betterment of
both Fomba and the other slaves (157). Aminata also helps to deliver the twins of a woman who
has recently arrived from Africa and who speaks only Fulfulde (139-42), and she is later
employed as an intermediary by the British in New York not only because of her ability to read,
write, keep ledgers, and speak African languages but also because she is trusted by “the coloured
element of Canvas Town” (284-85). Her ability to read and write and her knowledge of the black
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community again lead to her being employed as John Clarkson’s assistant in his resettlement
project in Nova Scotia (360-61), and in Sierra Leone she still finds herself acting as a mediator
and resolving division as she arranges at one point for Company officials to attend a meeting that
had initially been intended for recalcitrant Nova Scotians alone (401). Aminata’s willingness and
ability to cross cultural boundaries is reflected in how she immediately begins to learn the Temne
language after having arrived in Africa in order to facilitate the trade between the Temne and the
newly established Nova Scotians, but also because she realizes that she will need to know the
local language if she is ever to travel inland as she desires (384, 385, 386).
This ongoing role as an interpreter and mediator has a structural function in The Book of
Negroes as well, in that it allows Aminata to move within and among various cultural spheres, to
observe and participate in events in a way that an ordinary member of the black community in
this period would under normal circumstances not be able to do. This relative freedom is to some
extent made possible by the relationships that Aminata forges with the people of higher social
standing that she meets during her life’s travels. It is with Lindo, for example, that Aminata stays
in an affluent hotel in New York and attends a cello concert at Trinity Church (248-49), before
escaping from him and eventually coming to live in Canvas Town. Along with John Clarkson,
Aminata is given a tour of Government House in Halifax (366-67), and she is later allowed a
view inside the Bance Island castle and its Palaver House through the arrangements of Alexander
Falconbridge (406-07, 413-24). Finally, it is in the company of William Wilberforce, noted
abolitionist and parliamentarian, that Aminata meets with King George III and Queen Charlotte
and has tea at Buckingham Palace (461-65). Still at this structural level, Aminata’s role as a
translator is reflected in the actual written text of The Book of Negroes and in her rendering of
black speech. Aminata initially establishes herself as a translator in the novel’s opening when she
explains to the reader that “[F]a means father in my language. Ba means river. It also means
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mother. In my early childhood, my ba was like a river, flowing on and on and on with me
through the days, and keeping me safe at night” (3). In accordance with this status, and although
Arabic and other African languages do occasionally enter into Aminata’s memoir (glossed at
times [11, 16, 46, 432] but not always [33, 34, 107]), Aminata’s experience in Africa and among
African characters, is represented entirely in English. The speech of these African characters is
given in a formal register which serves to distinguish the languages that they use from the black
English that is spoken in North America—a register which is also presumably intended to
convey African speech patterns. An example of this formal register occurs in an early scene in
the novel where Aminata and her father come across Fanta, who is chastising Fomba:
Papa and I came upon Fanta, who was pulling Fomba by the ear.
‘Stupid man,’ she said.
‘Hello, Fourth Wife of Chief,’ Papa said.
‘Mamadu Diallo,’ she said.
‘No salutations for my little girl today?’ Papa said.
She grimaced and said, ‘Aminata Diallo.’
‘And why are you dragging poor Fomba thus?’ Papa said. She still had the man
by the ear.
‘He led an ass to the well, and it fell in,’ she said. ‘Put down that spoiled girl,
Mamadu Diallo, and help us fetch out the ass before it soils our drinking water.’
(21-22)
In South Carolina, Aminata finds upon arrival an American-born slave who knows Maninka and
with whom she can momentarily speak. Born in the New World, the man would usually be
expected to employ a North American black idiom, but his speech in Maninka is rendered in the
same formal register as that of the African-born characters—although his Maninka also contains
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North American terms that Aminata has never heard before—“African,” “niggers,” “Negroes,”
“buckra”—and that belong to the man’s first language (121-22). Likewise, dialogue between
Aminata and the Temne woman Fatima (394-95), as well as with Alassane (424, 436-37),
illustrates how the formal register resurfaces in representing African speech with Aminata’s
return to the African continent as an older woman. In some cases, use of literal translation is
made in conveying African expressions. The phrase “[s]leep in peace” is used in English, though
it comes across as an African saying (46). Aminata employs a metaphor in referring to the
cultivation of a millet field that also comes across as ‘African,’ observing that “you hoed the soil
so that the rain, when it came, would kiss the soil and marry it—not kiss it and run away” (56).
Other terms or expressions relating to midwifery also seem somewhat foreign in English and are
presumably African in derivation: “to bring a child to light” (12); to cut the “rope of life” (that is,
an umbilical cord) (15); “the catching of the baby” (11). (Though the Lindos also use the phrase
‘catching babies’ in addressing their slaves [191, 200], as does Aminata in speaking with
Appleby [149], indicating that it is an expression that is employed in North America as well.) At
other times, Aminata appears to use English equivalents in rendering African speech, as when
she claims that “[n]ever mind”—an English saying—is one of her mother’s expressions (16).
Likewise, dialogue between Aminata and Chekura during their march to the African coast, which
for the most part occurs in a formal register, also includes this exchange:
‘I bet my mother caught you,’ I said.
‘Caught me doing what?’
‘Being born, silly. She is a midwife.’ (35)
Getting ‘caught’ at something, as well as the words bet and silly, seem here like English
equivalents, distinguishable by the way that they introduce a less formal register into the
typically more formal speech of the African characters.
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Something similar occurs with the rendering of the speech of the black characters in
North America. There is a sense that the words of Georgia, for example, who is in all likelihood
speaking Gullah to Aminata and the other slaves on Appleby’s plantation (128), are not
represented exactly as they would have been spoken but are given in a more accessible black
English, which, as Aminata explains, is characterized in part by the use of done as an auxiliary
verb (as in, “brother done steal the hog,” for instance, or, “The long drought done spoil the
corn.”) (128-29). Although Aminata does seem at times to render Georgia’s speech in more
precise terms—“Doan be running your mouth on Africa”; “Hope the roof gwine hold” (138, 143;
emphasis added)—she also acknowledges altering Georgia’s speech to some extent when she
indicates that Georgia, in her actual way of speaking, uses “albees” for what Aminata would
usually write as always (127), or “Ky-ly-na” for what Aminata sets down as “Carolina” (133). If
Aminata does occasionally drop g’s in representing the language of the black characters—
“pesterin’” (131), “burnin’” (136), “stakin’” (137)—more often this is not the case. “I was
having myself a good dream,” Georgia says at one point in more typical fashion. “Why are you
messing my head with all this talk?” (135; emphasis added). Something comparable takes place
with Dolly in Charles Town, who is said to pronounce “Charlotte”—the term that Aminata
actually uses in rendering Dolly’s speech—as “Chawlut” (194). As a whole, the alteration of the
language of the black characters in North America has the effect of making the text more legible
while at the same time avoiding to excessively ‘foreignize’ the characters’ manner of speaking.
It is in this respect that The Book of Negroes presents itself most plainly, along with
Hill’s other writings, as a work of cultural, or autoethnographic, translation, serving to transmit
to a mainstream audience a more accurate understanding of the black experience in the West,
disencumbered of myth and stereotype. In this regard, both Hill’s memoir and his neo-slave
narratives are involved in what others have called the ‘lifting’ or ‘parting of the veil’ (Gates,
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“Lifting” 154; Morrison, “Site” 93-94)—a metaphor that was used early on in the African
American context by Du Bois in The Souls of Black Folk in referring to the sense of disjunction
that he saw as existing “[b]etween me and the other world” (7). In the latter work’s opening, Du
Bois tells of how, as a boy at school one day with white children, “it dawned upon me with a
certain suddenness that I was different from the others; or like, mayhap, in heart and life and
longing, but shut out from their world by a vast veil” (8). Accordingly, Du Bois himself
describes The Souls of Black Folk in autoethnographic and translational terms, with the book
serving, in his words, to “show the strange meaning of being black here [in the US] in the
dawning of the Twentieth Century.” As he goes on to write, “Leaving, then, the world of the
white man, I have stepped within the Veil, raising it that you may view faintly its deeper
recesses,—the meaning of its religion, the passion of its human sorrow, and the struggle of its
greater souls” (3). Autoethnographic in nature, the historical and sociological observations that
follow in the remainder of Du Bois’s text provide a picture of African American life in the
United States during the post-Emancipation period. Gilroy has also approached The Souls of
Black Folk in autoethnographic terms, maintaining that the work
is directed at and expressive of the experience of blacks in America—a people
swathed within the folds of the veil of colour. Yet it is also somehow addressed to
the worlds beyond that constituency. It speaks directly to white Americans,
challenging their sense of colour-coded civilization and national culture, and it is
also addressed to a wider transnational community of readers both in the present
and in the future. It aspired to give the particular post-slavery experiences of
western blacks a global significance. (Black 125-26)
In the end, if Hill draws on the original slave narrative tradition in his work, he can also be said
to follow in the path set by Du Bois more than a hundred years earlier. The autoethnographic
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side to Hill’s writing as a whole is captured by the image on the cover of the first edition of The
Book of Negroes, where a black woman’s face is concealed by a semi-transparent sheet of paper
covered in handwriting that recalls the ‘veil’ that Du Bois spoke of as dividing black culture
from white. Here, the veil is torn down the centre, revealing a significant part of the woman’s
face to the reader.
Aminata’s passage in The Book of Negroes from Appleby’s plantation to Charles Town,
New York, Birchtown, Freetown, and London appears to take her from slavery to genuine
freedom by increments. However, although she effectively escapes slavery in New York in 1775,
Aminata never really manages to extricate herself from the influence of the slave system and its
racism until she reaches London. And even here, though assured a certain amount of autonomy
and comfort, she never entirely escapes racial division and its social effects, which will persist
into the present day, as Hill demonstrates in his other works. It is these present-day
circumstances that make the work of autoethnography an ongoing necessity. I will end with
Aminata’s words, which in a way encapsulate her own and Hill’s autoethnographic objectives,
both today and in the past:
On that slave vessel, I saw things that the people of London would never
believe. But I think of the people who crossed the sea with me. The ones who
survived. We saw the same things. Some of us still scream out in the middle of
the night. But there are men, women and children walking about the streets
without the faintest idea of our nightmares. They cannot know what we endured if
we never find anyone to listen. In telling my story, I remember all those who
never made it through the musket balls and the sharks and the nightmares, all
those who never found a group of listeners, and all those who never touched a
quill and an inkpot. (56-57)

Conclusion: The Social Function of Literature
[C]omparative literature link[s] together sets of examples whose mutual
coherence is not obvious in advance of their combination. It is as if the reader
who asks, ‘What do X, Y, and Z have to do with one another?’ could only get the
answer, ‘Nothing—up to now.’
— Haun Saussy, “Comparative Literature?” (339)
The preceding dissertation has sought to compare the work of four authors whose
commonalities, as Haun Saussy puts it, may not be obvious at first glance. In addition to their
discrepant racial and ethnic backgrounds, Fulvio Caccia, Ying Chen, Wayson Choy, and
Lawrence Hill have each made individual use of conventions drawn from various literary
traditions: the French new novel, the fantastic, autobiography, realism, and the neo-slave
narrative. Despite these significant differences, however, the authors in the study can also be
seen as contributing to a shared project of sorts—the undermining of dominant racial and ethnic
discourse.
In their own way, each of the authors explored here has put forth a vision of crosscultural existence and understanding as well, which, as indicated in the discussion on
cosmopolitanism in the introduction, represents a central means in challenging the strictures of
existing racial and ethnic classifications. In “Comparative Cosmopolitanism,” Bruce Robbins
considers the place of the literature department within the American university and the charge
that has been heard of late as to its producing a professional caste that is isolationist and selfinterested (310-11). (A charge, he points out, often heard coming somewhat paradoxically from
the right in its reaction against the trend towards multiculturalism [310].) Robbins ends his essay
by turning to an idea of cosmopolitanism, understood as a sort of locally situated openness to
cultural difference, that could, in his opinion, serve as the basis for “a teaching of culture capable
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of mobilizing the energy and enthusiasm of a broad front of people who are not all or even
predominantly leftists, whatever the right may think.” A cosmopolitan orientation such as this,
Robbins says, would “answe[r] the charges of ‘particularism’ and ‘loss of standards,’ insisting
confidently that multiculturalism is a common program, a critical program, a positive ideal of
interconnected knowledge and pedagogy, that elevates rather than lowers existing educational
standards” (324-26). Robbins’s views can be taken as representative of a general shift that has
occurred at the turn of the twenty-first century involving a growing awareness of the need to
make literature, and literary studies in particular, more socially relevant, this at a time when high
literature and culture have lost the aura that once served as the justification for their study.1 This
change in perspective corresponds with another that Lucie Lequin claims to have discerned in the
literature produced in Quebec during the same period, namely, a renewed interest in the question
of ethics. As she writes, “Si l’éthique comme lieu de questions se manifeste de manière si
importante dans la sphère littéraire c’est aussi sans doute que les autres types du discours:
politiques, sociologiques, voire religieux, n’arrivent plus à poser les questions vitales ou du
moins à les faire entendre” (qtd. in Siemerling, “Ethics” 848). Peter Hitchcock likewise speaks of
a “turn to ethics” within the field of literary criticism, which comes after a period in which the
“ethics of literature” had to some degree been put to the side in making room for deliberations on
the self-sufficiency of the text and “the deadening opacity of ‘high theory’” (365). For
Hitchcock, who is dealing specifically with world literature in his essay, an ethics of literature
must go beyond the study of the usual moral values that have been associated with the more
traditional understandings of literature in the past (questions of right and wrong, good and bad),
representing instead a “kind of literary exploration that makes ethics less a system of value than a
cultural space more socially agonistic.” To this extent, an ethics of world literature cannot be
limited to a simple “celebration of difference.” Indeed, the recent interest in the ethics of world
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literature, according to Hitchcock, has been spurred by a crisis in how the notion of ‘world’ itself
is seen, demanding “that all world literature should be, whatever else it is, an attempt to think the
world conceptually” (366-68). More notably, the rethinking of the present state of the world
would need to move away from previous (totalizing) nation-centred paradigms and towards an
understanding of the world in its specificity, especially with regard to cultural difference (36869). In a related way, Robbins also sees world literature as having in a general manner “a very
obvious usefulness,” in that “[i]t embodies the moral imperative to expand and democratize the
set of others whose experiences and situations we are exposed to, and thus also the sorts of selfscrutiny and self-discovery that such exposure enables.” Under these terms, he claims, the study
of literature could very well lead “toward the end-point of global democracy: an international
public sphere in which all of the world’s voices will be able to participate equally” (“Uses” 383).
This linkage between literature and ethics, and political values more broadly, is
something that is commonly accepted and in all likelihood has been implicated in the experience
of reading in one form or another since the first works of literature were produced. As Jèmeljan
Hakemulder has remarked, belief in literature’s “ethical effects” historically has been
consistently widespread: “Presumably since the moment ‘literature’ emerged, people have
speculated about what these effects are, whether they could justify its existence, or reading or
writing literature, or whether they would necessitate censorship. Theories of literature have
frequently included assumptions about its contribution to moral education, as well as its ability to
corrupt” (1). Brook Thomas speaks of the work of literature’s capacity to affect its readers in
ethically or politically oriented ways in terms of its “power of engagement”—an attribute that
draws on the faculty of the imagination and that he sees as being unique to literary discourse. “A
work’s power of engagement,” he writes,
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is not solely dependent on a willing listener; it also comes from the structural
relation by which a work binds readers to the issues it treats. ... [F]or a work to
retain its power of engagement, it has to entangle readers in a world as
complicated as the world of history, rather than deliver them to an untangled and
secure position from which to judge events both within and outside the text. ...
[S]uch power, while dependent on the particular issues treated, cannot be
measured solely by the political positions that a work takes on them. (x)
For Thomas, literature exists as a distinct form of discourse that, while it cannot be equated in
any clear way with the political, “serve[s] an important political function in our society, not
because it serves as a guide to political action, but because it creates a space in which our
political beliefs can be tested and challenged by the dramatization of hypothetical events” (x-xi).
If there is a risk in politicizing art, of reducing the aesthetic to its political dimension, Philippe
Gasparini maintains that there is just as great a risk involved in avoiding to deal with the
politically oriented aspects of the literary: “Une telle démission intellectuelle laisserait en effet le
champ libre à d’autres formes d’instrumentalisation, par les préjugés culturels, par les lois du
commerce et du marketing” (333-34). In this sense, literary art must be seen as being inescapably
political, whichever way one chooses to approach it. Indeed, for Gasparini, the fact that literature
is founded on the (written) word, the very medium of human sociality, lends it an inherent social
function (333-34).2 Jane Tompkins’s Sensational Designs, published in 1985, is a noteworthy
work within this context, in that it addresses the problem of literature’s social function and
signals the direction that this issue will take at the end of the twentieth century. The book
appeared at the close of the modernist period and New Criticism’s predominance within the field
of literary studies but also at the moment marking the beginning of a concerted effort to revise
the traditional Western literary canon—a time when the significance of a work of literature was
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no longer to be located in the eternal truths or values that it conveys. Tompkins opens her study
of nineteenth-century popular literature by setting out its critical objectives, which involve the
“redefinition of literature and literary study” and, more specifically, the reconceptualization of
literary texts not as works of art embodying enduring themes in complex forms,
but as attempts to redefine the social order. In this view, novels and stories should
not be studied because they manage to escape the limitations of their particular
time and place, but because they offer powerful examples of the way a culture
thinks about itself, articulating and proposing solutions for the problems that
shape a particular historical moment. ... These novelists [in her study] have
designs upon their audiences, in the sense of wanting to make people think and
act in a particular way. (xi)
Taking as a starting point “that the text is engaged in solving a problem or a set of problems
specific to the time in which it was written” (38), the literary texts in her study, Tompkins says,
must be “considered in light of the cultural ‘work’ they were designed to do” (xv), not based on
“whether a work is unified or discontinuous, subtle, complex, or profound” but on “whether it
was successful in achieving its aims; and ... whether those aims were good or bad” (38).
If it seems apparent in some ways (and it does for many) that literature has a social
function, that it can alter readers’ minds and produce social and political change, less easy to
solve is the problem of understanding how this actually takes place. Mark Bracher observes that,
if it is generally accepted that teachers of literature should encourage the development of
cosmopolitan values in their students, there is no clear sense of how this is to be carried out, in
that “cosmopolitan education must involve much more than the acquisition of knowledge about
other peoples” but must also occur at the more intimate level of attitudes and behaviour. How to
‘educate for cosmopolitanism’ has yet to be fully established, given that cosmopolitan behaviour
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itself, not to mention its underlying psychological mechanisms, remain to be clearly identified
and defined (2-3). Bracher cites Steven Vertovec and Robin Cohen, who note how, at present,
“[t]here is little description or analysis of how contemporary cosmopolitan philosophies, political
projects, outlooks or practices can be formed, instilled or bolstered” in the real world outside
“the realm of rhetoric” (3). As Gasparini remarks, few readers are able to explain in any
unequivocal manner what it is that they experience when they read: “L’étude pragmatique peut
reconstituer la façon dont le texte programme sa propre lecture, mais elle est, jusqu’à présent,
dans l’incapacité de vérifier la réalisation de ce programme. Variable, secrète, en partie
inconsciente, l’expérience de la lecture résiste à l’étude” (344). For the time being, critics are left
to rely on qualitative observations and subjective approaches, with the social function of
literature remaining a rather nebulous phenomenon, widely intuited but largely unverified
empirically.3
As already suggested above, what ultimately brings together the writers studied in the
present dissertation is their ‘political’ commitment, their willingness to situate themselves within
the ambiguous, politically charged aesthetic domain of literary production in an effort to create
what can be thought of as a cosmopolitan literary space conducive to cultural coexistence and, in
so doing, alter their readers’ perceptions of race and ethnicity. In following with the observation
made by Tompkins, all authors are born (whether they acknowledge it or not) into ‘problems’—
be these the result of class, nation, gender, sexuality, or any number of other social positionings
that can complicate a person’s existence and affect what they write. The authors in this
dissertation—again, of rather different backgrounds otherwise—happen to have been born into
the ubiquitous, fully permeating problem of race and ethnicity, and this has influenced their
writing. This is not all that they write about, but it is unavoidably present in their work. Régine
Robin, speaking from a transcultural perspective, it should be noted, and in favour of
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heteroglossia (which she equates with the universal), made a similar comment many years ago
now on the impossibility of fully escaping the identity that one is born into (“La différence” 17,
19). As she writes,
cette différence-là [identitaire], elle va travailler dans l’écriture: tout le problème
est de savoir si elle va travailler dans ce que Mikhail Bakhtin appelle le
monologisme (l’assimilation, l’aplatissement général à travers le message d’une
majorité) ou si cette différence va pouvoir produire de l’universalité. Je crois que
tout est là finalement. Quelle que soit la langue, ça peut très bien donner de
l’homogène, le message-du-grand-écrivain-national, et le monologique (le roman
à thèse) ou ça peut donner la parole plurielle, ce que Bakhtin appelle la
plurilingue, et retrouver l’u[n]iversalité. (19)
If they are each faced with largely the same problematic, having to do with race and ethnicity,
the authors considered in the dissertation respond to it in their own manner, drawing on a range
of literary genres and conventions in trying to bring about some form of change in the audience
that they write for.
In this regard, the decision to deploy realist or nonrealist narrative strategies, readable or
unreadable literary styles is going to appeal to different readers and affect them in different ways.
Indeed, it seems safe to say that, putting aside the question of language, Choy and Hill are
probably not writing for exactly the same readership as Caccia and Chen. And to some extent
this is entirely appropriate, given that so much depends upon what each individual reader brings
to the text as well, in terms of expectations, values, and aesthetic predispositions. If one wishes
to avoid producing an hermetically contained sense of the literary, it is necessary to create a
space in which various styles and aesthetic values are allowed to circulate to the greatest extent
possible. With this in mind, it is worth noting that the ‘universalizing’ and the ‘resignifying’
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work that is explored in the dissertation may not have been entirely possible, or intelligible,
without the knowledge generated by the earlier forms of naturalist ethnic writing challenged by
the authors examined here. In this sense, it seems important not to dismiss outright the naturalist
work of a generation or two of writers whose body of writing has built the epistemological basis
of the tradition that the authors in this project are responding to. These earlier writers have made
possible the discussion of ethnic literature in terms of a tradition, for good or ill. Through their
creative labour, they developed the themes and conventions that are recognized as belonging to
ethnic literature today and an entire field of knowledge having to do with racial and ethnic
experience. Indeed, naturalist writing may still be of value to the extent that it does allow for the
portrayal of the hardship that was, and continues to be, encountered by racial and ethnic
minorities in dominant Western society, including racism and poverty—an experience that must
also be kept in mind and remembered, although authors should in no way be limited in their
writing to such topics or styles. On the contrary, an author should be entitled to draw on
whatever form is best suited to the effect that he or she is trying to create in any given situation,
and should be assessed on the basis of how well that form is used. If there was only one kind of
reader, in the end, one might conceivably argue for one kind of literature. But there are many
readers, so there must be many kinds of literature. Of primary consequence at this stage may
simply be the effort to connect and to relate that lies at the centre of the acts of reading and
writing themselves.

Notes
Introduction
1

Although there were southern European immigrants in Canada at this time, they tended

to concentrate in urban centres and in smaller numbers and were therefore less visible (Bennett
204n42).
2

On this last point, see Bennett 188; George Elliott Clarke, qtd. in Huggan and

Siemerling 100-01, 102; Davey 106-08; Kamboureli, Scandalous 94; Padolsky, “Cultural” 111;
and Siemerling, “Cultural” 268-69.
3

On the appearance of écriture migrante in Quebec, see Berrouët-Oriol and Fournier 7-8;

Chartier 303-04, 309-10; Green 13-15; Harel, Les passages 16-17; Ireland and Proulx,
Introduction 1-4; Lequin, “Paroles” 37-38; Padolsky, “Cultural” 121; and Simon and Leahy 38993. Literature written in non-official languages in Canada and Quebec is rarely mentioned in the
criticism; however, a significant body of work has been produced mainly in Eastern European
languages but also in Spanish, German, Chinese, Urdu, Hindu, and Punjabi, not to mention
certain Aboriginal languages (Padolsky, “Canadian” 362-63). As Ty and Verduyn note, it is only
in recent decades that certain language barriers have been overcome by ethnic writers, who have
begun to write in French and English. Prior to this, many authors were marginalized because
they wrote in a language that was largely inaccessible to the wider Canadian population
(Introduction 5). On work written, though not necessarily published, in Canada in non-official
languages, see Batts.
4

Verduyn situates the beginning of the debate over the terminology used in approaching

ethnic literature in English Canada in the mid-1990s (Introduction 10). To some extent, the
question has been taken up in greater depth in Quebec. Where écriture migrante is concerned,
Pierre Nepveu provided the first definition of the term in 1988 in L’écologie du réel, with
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acknowledgement given to Robert Berrouët-Oriol, who used the expression a year earlier in a
Vice Versa article. The designation écriture migrante, according to Nepveu, is intended to draw
attention away from the immigrant status of the authors in question, with its sociological
implications, and towards a sense of the aesthetic that takes in the movement and the crossing of
cultures (“croisements multiples”) involved in the experience of exile (233-34n2). For further
examples of how francophone critics have tried to define the corpus, in rather nuanced ways at
times, see Berrouët-Oriol and Fournier 12-15; and Chartier 305-06. Jean Jonassaint provides an
overview and critical analysis of the language used in both Canada and Quebec and proposes his
own alternatives (“Migration”); and Susan Ireland and Patrice J. Proulx also speak of the
terminology as it has been used in Quebec (Introduction 3). Sherry Simon and David Leahy,
writing in 1994, note “un certain embarras terminologique” in referring to this body of minority
writing and enumerate thirteen different terms that are commonly employed in Quebec. In their
view, this profusion is a reflection of the difficulties that critics face in addressing the sense of
cultural difference that has begun to introduce itself into the national literature (393). Still, the
authors choose to remain with “littérature ethnique” in their essay, “faute d’un meilleur [terme]”
(389, 402n1).
5

See also Kamboureli, Introduction xiv, xv, Scandalous 86-88. There is growing

awareness of the extent to which culture in general is becoming commodified in the present
world order, a phenomenon that is not yet fully understood and ambivalent in its outcomes,
capable of producing both wealth and autonomy for those involved, and disenfranchisement. For
an especially incisive and book-length account, see Comaroff and Comaroff. Otherwise, see, for
example, Arellano; Kaltmeier, especially 133-44 (chapter 7), 171-203 (chapters 9 and 10); Molz;
Roche; and Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism 20-21, 25, 98-111 (chapter 7),
“Cosmopolitan Openness.”
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6

Comparing the difference in size of the Hispanic populations in the United States and

Canada, Hugh Hazelton remarks that
Canada’s small size is less conducive to fractionalization according to national
groups and actually promotes interaction among immigrants from the various
countries of Latin America. A Spanish-language or multilingual poetry reading in
a Canadian city, for example, is likely to include people from a variety of
nationalities, whereas a reading in the United States often (but not exclusively)
draws on writers from a specific national or cultural group. (229n2)
In these terms, English Canada’s literature may be more prone to “fractionalization” than
Quebec’s due to the larger body of authors active in the former context.
7

In January 2015, when its website was consulted, the Department of Canadian Heritage

no longer offered funding to individual artists and writers; and the Canada Council for the Arts,
at present, now has an equity program in place in support of “Canadian artists of African, Asian,
Middle Eastern, Latin American or mixed racial heritage” (“About”). Somewhat more recently
than Clarke’s statement, a number of the African Canadian authors interviewed in H. Nigel
Thomas’s Why We Write, including Clarke himself, have spoken of the difficulties that continue
to be encountered in gaining access to the publishing industry in Canada. See H. N. Thomas,
Why viii-x, xiv-xv, 8, 11-13, 33-34, 43, 85-87, 113, 145-46, 154-55, 195-97, 222-23, 236-37. If
the geography has shifted since 2000, the general dynamic that Clarke identified remains in
place.
8

This term will be dealt with at greater length in the second part of the dissertation.

9

The “politics of difference” invoked here should not obscure the fact that ethnic

minority writers in English Canada are not entirely unconcerned with questions of the universal
as well. For comments, see New, History 306; and Padolsky, “Canadian” 365, 374.
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10

See Berrouët-Oriol and Fournier 17; Caccia, “Les écritures” [Gravili] 60; Giguère,

Introduction 21; Homel 150; and Simon, “Language” 119-20.
11

Kamboureli has made a similar observation within the anglophone context, noting that

“diasporic literature circulates within the Canadian literary tradition as a symptom of difference,
as a designated margin, and as a sign of cultural excess” (Scandalous 132; emphasis added).
12

See also Des Rosiers 104-05; Farhoud, “Immigrant” 45-46, 56; and Ghalem 82.

13

Writing in 2011, Robin speaks of how écriture migrante has yet to be fully integrated

into the national literature in Quebec (Nous autres 295-315). Corrie Scott’s historical study of the
representation of race in Quebec’s literature is one work that runs counter to the general
tendency that I see as differentializing the Canadian and Québécois literary fields, where a
concern for such representation has more often fallen within the purview of authors and critics
writing in English. As Scott observes, the issue of race and its representation has been largely
neglected in Québécois critical discourse, constituting “la grande oubliée de la théorie littéraire
québécoise.” Indeed, she writes, “le discours transculturel, si répandu dans les analyses de
l’écriture migrante aujourd’hui, éclipse discrètement les discussions sur le racisme” (14-15).
Scott notes how the question of race continues to affect the field of migrant writing at present,
even if critics have attempted to avoid dealing with it directly: “l’on détecte la présence de la
race en dépit d’une volonté de transgresser ce concept étouffant” (191-92).
14

For comments on race and ethnicity in academic and social discourse during this

period, see Berry and Laponce, “Evaluating” 3; Padolsky, “Ethnicity” 19-20; Shih,
“Comparative” 1347-49, 1360; Siemerling, “Writing” 2-4; V. Smith, “From Race” 1528, 1531;
and Verduyn, Introduction 9-10.
15

On the history of the race concept, see Bessone 25-55 (chapter 1), 59-65; Guillaumin

23-41 (chapter 1), 80-82, 331-38; Jordan 13-32 (chapter 1), 49-55 (chapter 5); Miles and Brown;
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and Tattersall and DeSalle 1-56 (chapter 1). On the genetic basis of human diversity (and the
scientific impossibility of races), see Jordan; and Tattersall and DeSalle. For additional
comments, see also Ossorio 174-79; and Yudell. Recent research in genomics is not without its
problems, with the knowledge that has been generated being prone to reductionism by the
scientists themselves at times and to a form of commercialization—especially in the areas of
ancestry testing, medicine, and forensics—that tends to reaffirm traditional notions of race and
racial categories even as they are denied scientific validity. These difficulties are now widely
acknowledged. For a number of recent discussions, see Krimsky and Sloan. See also Condit;
Jordan 127-38 (chapter 9), 147-74 (chapters 11 and 12); and Nash.
16

A discussion of racism in Canadian and Québécois society falls outside the scope of

the dissertation. On this issue, see Gastaut 18-22; Hier and Bolaria, Race; Labelle, Racisme 4-8,
32, 36, 37-39; Potvin; Satzewich and Liodakis 188-253 (chapters 7 and 8); and Wallis and
Fleras.
17

See, for example, Bessone 19, 113, 223; and Ducharme and Eid.

18

Today, ethnicity also has an economic side in addition to all this, involving ties

between ethnic status and certain types of (usually menial) labour—a situation in which labour is
effectively ‘ethnicized.’ “Always a shifting relation,” Rey Chow writes, “ethnicity is virtually
society’s mechanism of marking boundaries by way of labor” (Protestant 33-35).
19

Barth has been criticized for his lack of interest in the content of ethnic identity, which

is ultimately what allows for ethnic groups to be distinguished both from other ethnic groups and
from groups that are not ‘ethnic’ in nature (religious, professional, familial, and so on)—a factor
that Barth himself, writing in 1994, would come to acknowledge (Jenkins 111, 126; Lapierre 12).
20

The constructionist standpoint is frequently spoken of in terms of an ‘instrumentalist’

or ‘circumstantialist’ approach to ethnicity for reasons that I do not have the space to enter into.
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For an overview of the various theories that have been put forth in the analysis of ethnicity as a
social construct, see Cornell and Hartmann 58-89; and Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart 93-133
(chapter 4).
21

Cornell and Hartmann (20-21) and Poutignat and Streiff-Fenart (xvii-xviii, 155-63)

make similar arguments.
22

See also Baillargeon 4-5.

23

See Delanty 4-5, 54-61; Kleingeld and Brown; Rovisco and Nowicka, Introduction 1;

and Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism 2-3.
24

An entire field has emerged in sociology and political philosophy devoted to this

second area of interest, frequently referred to in terms of ‘global justice.’ Gillian Brock’s study
on the topic provides a thorough rendering of the main issues involved: global governance,
distributive justice, protection of basic liberties, humanitarian intervention, immigration,
economic development, obligations due to others, and the place of the nation in a cosmopolitan
global order. On these and related issues, see also Delanty 89-131 (chapters 3 and 4), 200-24
(chapter 8); Inglis and Robertson; Kurasawa, “Critical”; Rovisco and Nowicka, Ashgate 145-276
(part 2); and Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism 29-52 (chapters 3 and 4).
25

Similar oppositions between ‘neoliberal’ and ‘minoritarian’ forms of cosmopolitanism

have been made in Anthias, “Nation” 237-38; Bhabha, Location xiv, xvi-xviii; Binnie et al. 9-10;
Delanty 13-14; Gilroy, Against 249-53, Postcolonial 58-63, 67-68, 71-72; and Skrbiš and
Woodward, Cosmopolitanism ix, 12-13, 16-24, 67-69. For historical perspectives on this presentday sense of opposition, dating to the first millennium and the early modern period respectively,
see Pollock; and Mignolo, “Many Faces.”
26

Delanty deals at some length with the development of Kant’s thought on

cosmopolitanism (31-35). A number of other critics have noted the racist nature of Kant’s
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anthropological writings, which are seen as resting uneasily with his cosmopolitan outlook. See,
for example, Bessone 38-46; Bhatt 95-101; Gilroy, Against 58-61; and Shih, “Comparative”
1358-59. For Ernest-Marie Mbonda, the main weakness in Kant’s position is that the obligation
to admit the foreigner ultimately remains optional (“devoir de vertu,” “[qui] relève de la seule
bonne conscience”) rather than legal (“devoir de droit”) and thus mandatory (205-06). Delanty’s
first chapter (18-50) provides a detailed history of cosmopolitan thought from antiquity to the
nineteenth century that I cannot address in this brief discussion.
27

On the history of multiculturalism policy in Canada, see Davey 103-04; Labelle,

“Nation” 28-31, Racisme 4-5, 42; and Satzewich and Liodakis 162-64.
28

For criticism of federal multiculturalism policy in Canada, see, for example, Bannerji

6-10, 47-48, 78-79, 94-95; Chevrier 49-50; Satzewich and Liodakis 165-69, 173-74; and
Srivastava 291-95. For criticism of multiculturalism outside of the Canadian context, see Ang,
On Not 14, 16; Anthias, “Nation” 232-34; and Bessone 195-206.
29

On interculturalism in Quebec, see Bertheleu 61-63; Chevrier 50, 53-54; Harel, Les

passages 18n5; Labelle, Racisme 6-7; Micone, “La culture” 13-14; Satzewich and Liodakis 17882; and Siemerling, “Cultural” 270. For an extended reflection on the difficulties that immigrants
continue to face in integrating into Quebec society today, see Robin, Nous autres.
30

For positive interpretations of multiculturalism, see Delanty 132-33, 156; Gilroy,

Postcolonial 1-2; Kamboureli, Scandalous 93; Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism 69; and
Stam. For a somewhat more positive comparative analysis of official multiculturalism and
interculturalism in Canada and Quebec, see Robin, Nous autres 147-58. On the ‘hybrid’ and
‘transcultural’ aspect of cosmopolitanism, see Appiah, Cosmopolitanism 113; Delanty 11-13,
147; and Skrbiš and Woodward, Cosmopolitanism 10-11.
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31

In The Dialogic Imagination, M. M. Bakhtin makes the distinction between an

unconscious, naturally occurring “organic” hybridity that is responsible for ongoing change in
language and culture and an “intentional” hybridity that is consciously and deliberately produced
by individuals (358-61). Werbner deals with this distinction in her introduction to Debating
Cultural Hybridity and aligns the more transgressive forms of hybridity being generated today
with its intentional enactments (4-5, 6). See also Werbner and Modood, Preface xiv-xv. I am
more prone to seeing hybridity as a single, organic phenomenon, with ‘intentional’ hybridity
constituting one possible mode of hybridization within the larger, ongoing process.
32

Walter Moser makes a similar observation (34). It should be noted that ‘hybridization’

is also sometimes used in the English context in speaking of the process of hybridity.
33

On transculture’s opposition to the dominant discourse on culture in Quebec, see also

Berrouët-Oriol and Fournier 9-10; and Tassinari, “Le projet” 299. For a retrospective reflection
on transculture, Vice Versa, and écriture migrante and how these emerged in an interrelated
manner beginning in the 1980s, see Robin, Nous autres 271-315.
34

For an attempt to theorize the workings of transculturation within the Québécois

context, see Létourneau, who differentiates between transculturation and what he calls
“actualisation culturelle,” which amounts to a distinction between ‘major’ and everyday
processes of transculturation respectively (438-39, 442-43). The distinction corresponds with the
one that Bakhtin makes between intentional and organic forms of hybridity (358-61). See also
Lamore, who provided the first account of Ortiz’s concept in the French language in Quebec.
35

The term ‘hybridity’ has its own particular history originating in colonial racial

discourse that I have not addressed here. See Alexander 489, 498-501; Guignery 2-4;
Papastergiadis 257-67; and Simon, Hybridité culturelle 7, 32-34.
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36

As with Bhabha and the theoretical discourse of hybridity, Ortiz was also concerned

with minority experience, and what he called “the Cuban folk” in particular (Ortiz 98; Coronil
xv-xvi). Accordingly, the idea of transculturation was intended to show, through Ortiz’s “critical
valorization of popular creativity” in his work, how, in the words of Fernando Coronil, “the
social spaces where people are coerced to labor and live are also made habitable by them” (xv).
37

For a ‘transcultural’ reading of hybridity, where genuine hybridity is said to involve an

element of reciprocity, see Anthias, “Diasporic” 34.
38

For a description of the “rigidly divided” and conflictual nature of colonial Calcutta,

whose history can be taken as representative of the Indian experience of colonialism and the
unilateral aspect of the hybridizations that resulted from it, see Simon, Translating 22-25.
39

Although the native population in Cuba was wiped out as a result of its encounter with

Europeans, Ortiz’s ethnography of tobacco in the country demonstrates how the indigenous use
of tobacco in particular persisted here in transculturated form—as it would in other parts of the
world more widely—after the disappearance of aboriginal people. See 183-253 (chapter 7). Ortiz
mentions in passing that other customs would have survived in Cuba as well (103).
40

See also Bissonnette 320; Nepveu, “Vice Versa” 93-94; and Tassinari, “Sens” 21.

41

There is, at times heated, disagreement among comparatists as to the value of world

literature, which tends to involve the reading of literary works in (usually English) translation.
Because of the theoretically unlimited range of works that it allows a single scholar to study, this
practice has led world literature to be perceived by some as lacking in depth and as having a
distorting effect on the literature under consideration. I have no present need to enter into this
debate. My main interest lies in the willingness, if not always full capacity, to cross cultural
boundaries that both comparative literature and world literature share as disciplines. Damrosch’s
What Is World Literature? provides an extended defence of world literature that demonstrates the
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value of reading works of world literature when properly presented and contextualized. See also
Cooppan. Kadir, in “To World, To Globalize,” sees world literature as an outgrowth of neoimperial globalization, a perspective that is to some degree shared by Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak in Death of a Discipline (xii). See also Hayot for a reflection on the ambivalent relation
of world literature to globalization; and Huggan, “Trouble,” who also sees world literature as
symptomatic of a neo-imperial strain of globalization and its ideological and economic forces. In
what follows, my references to comparative literature should be understood as also involving the
field of world literature.
42

For related comments on the (at times utopian) political and ethical nature of

comparative literary studies, see Kadir, “Comparative” 127, 132-33; Radhakrishnan 20-21; and
Spivak, Death 20, 100-02.
43

See also Cheah 180-88; Mignolo, “On Comparison”; and Stam and Shohat.

44

See Cooppan 29-30 for similar observations.

45

See Bermann 172-73; Damrosch 22, 298; and Robbins, “Comparative” 311, “Uses”

391. Comparative literature has a somewhat ambivalent history with regard to its ties to
cosmopolitanism. On this topic, see Domínguez. Less frequent are appeals to universality within
the field of comparative literature, though Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak does speak briefly of the
need for comparatists to seek out moments of “equivalence” among the world’s many languages
in ways that may serve to ‘blur’ the differences that exist between them (“Rethinking” 256-59).
On the difficulties involved in locating universals, or ‘congruities,’ through comparative
analysis, see Palumbo-Liu.
46

I would like to thank David Leahy for directing my attention towards this latter point.
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Chapter 1
1

At present, people of Italian descent make up four per cent of the total population in

Quebec (Statistics, 2011; by ethnic origin).
2

Nothing comparable to Quêtes has been published in Quebec since the 1980s as far as

literary anthologies are concerned, although La poesia italiana nel Québec, edited by Tonino
Caticchio, appeared in the same year as Quêtes, with poems presented in both Italian and French
translation. In terms of criticism, Nardout-Lafarge and Fratta, writing in 2003, cite Jacques
Allard’s observation that there is at present no “étude fondamentale de l’inscription italienne
dans les corpus littéraires québécois” (15). Nevertheless, there have been a few publications in
this area. The interviews brought together in the collection Sous le signe du Phénix have been
followed by a brief survey of the “topoi” in Italian Québécois writing by Frank Caucci, published
in 1993, and a volume of criticism on Italian Québécois literary and artistic production, edited by
Alessandra Ferraro and Anna Pia De Luca and published in 2006. In addition to Joseph Pivato’s
1982 “The Arrival of Italian-Canadian Writing,” which provides an early history of Italian
Canadian writing in English, French, and Italian, his edited collection Contrasts contains some
criticism on Italian Canadian writing within the francophone context, as does a special issue of
Canadian Literature titled Italian-Canadian Connections, with both of the latter works being
published in 1985. In 1995, the National Film Board produced Enigmatico, a French-language
documentary on Italian Canadian artists—literary, visual, and musical—including some who are
francophone. Where Caccia himself is concerned, he has published his most recent novel, Rain
bird, in serialized form on his blog, Le blog de Fulvio Caccia. The novel comprises yet one more
retelling of the narrative that is at the centre of his previous works of fiction, but it appeared after
the dissertation had been completed and will not be commented upon.
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3

Pierre Nepveu also remarks that the theme of the return journey “constitue l’un des

motifs sinon obligés, du moins très fréquents, de l’écriture migrante” (“La passion” 106).
4

The pronounced proximity of the real author to what M. M. Bakhtin calls his or her

“authorial image” may be a formal quality inherent to the novel genre (27-28). In Bakhtin’s
view, the authorial image turns out in fact to be less sequestered from the real author than
Booth’s implied author is. As seen by Bakhtin, “this distancing of the posited author or teller
[types of narrator] from the real author ... may occur in differing degrees and may vary in its
nature” (312), sometimes within the same work (315). In the end, it is ultimately the real author’s
perspective that comes through in the narrative, if only indirectly and “in a refracted way” (31415).
5

Patrocinio Schweickart nevertheless sees an element of “intersubjectivity” as being

implicit in Booth’s notion of the implied author (11), an issue that will be addressed again below.
6

For a definition of the paratext, see van Gorp et al. See also Thérien 21 on the book’s

7

Catherine Grall reasserts Schweickart’s claim that the reading of a literary text, without

format.

representing a communicative act, does involve an intersubjective exchange between an author
and reader: “l’oeuvre littéraire dit l’expérience esthétique, de nature perceptive et cognitive de
son énonciateur; il s’agit, pour le lecteur, d’accéder par elle à un mode de connaissance en
devenant son co-énonciateur—cette ‘connaissance’ pouvant s’entendre comme le ressaisissement
d’un imaginaire” (7).
8

The motif of the boundary as a locus of power recurs in each of Caccia’s novels. In La

frontière tatouée, Richard identifies the idea of the boundary, and the image of the line, with the
internalized law that regulates human relations (53-54). In La coïncidence, the image of the line
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is associated with the law (“la loi”) and its violence (105), as it will be again in Le secret to some
extent (129-30).
9

Although I concur with Caccia’s understanding of the differentializing and deterministic

effects tied to the naturalist style, as will be discussed at greater length in the second part of the
dissertation, I cannot say that I am in full agreement with his view of the literary field as a whole.
To the extent that all realist/naturalist writing needs to be set within a specific cultural context of
some sort, such work will by necessity always be ‘differentializing’ in some manner. The only
way to avoid this would be to adopt a culturally indeterminate style such as the one employed by
Caccia and Ying Chen; otherwise, most authors will be led to resist the sense of determinism
linked to ethnic writing at a more thematic level. With this in mind, one could say that, while the
major part of the literature being produced at present is realist (and therefore differentializing to
some degree), it is not always differentializing in a reductive or deterministic way, but in fact
seeks at times to challenge essentialist modes of thought through more complex representations
of cultural experience. Caccia does not extensively define his view of naturalism in his writings.
His claim concerning the imbalance between the territorializing and deterritorializing work
currently being generated within the literary field may be somewhat less contentious if realist
writing such as Wayson Choy’s and Lawrence Hill’s is admitted into the latter category.
Although the writing of Choy and Hill is representative of what is being produced at the moment
in English Canada in terms of the authors’ interest in the representation of racial and ethnic
identity, on another level, their work, it will be shown in the second part of the dissertation,
remains somewhat distinctive stylistically and is atypical of what is usually considered to be
realist writing.
10

See Caccia, “L’altra” 44-45, Introduction 12-13, “Langues” 11. The term

‘deterritorialization’ is used in Deleuze and Guattari’s Kafka to describe the disruptive effect
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produced by what Kakfa called minor literature. As defined by Deleuze and Guattari, “Une
littérature mineure n’est pas celle d’une langue mineure, plutôt celle qu’une minorité fait dans
une langue majeure. Mais le premier caractère est de toute façon que la langue y est affectée d’un
fort coefficient de déterritorialisation” (29). If Kafka’s literary production makes such
idiosyncratic, or ‘intensif,’ use of the German language as it does, Deleuze and Guattari
maintain, it is in part because of the situation that he was writing out of in Prague, where a
number of languages—Czech, Yiddish, German, Hebrew, not to mention English, French, and
Italian—were superimposed on one another (46-50).
11

Sarraute also rejects the call for overt political engagement on the author’s part, which

she sees as reducing literature`s transformative potential. Political emancipation, she argues, is to
be found through what she perceives to be innovative thought, not recourse to formula (L’ère
146-51).
12

See Robbe-Grillet 7-8. Wolf may be correct in her critique of the new novel here;

however, one might argue in defence of the unreadable that it seeks to create a new public that is
simply more reflective with regard to what it reads. In his comments on the dissertation, David
Leahy noted that one of the objectives of the new novel was in fact to demonstrate that the
unreadable is readable.
13

Robin speaks again of the place that Montreal has held for her in her life and writing in

Nous autres, les autres (324-37).
14

Dimitri’s name is another source of confusion in the narrative. Jonathan refers to his

friend simply as Dimitri throughout most of La ligne gothique, although he will refer to him once
as “monsieur Dimitri” at the same moment that Marcovic calls him “[l]ieutenant Dimitri” (71).
Dimitri himself will identify with a character named Dimitri in Valente’s novel (21). There is the
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possibility that the character’s full name is Dimitri Dimitri. Sarraute mentions that the unusual
use of names is a common way of frustrating character (L’ère 74-76).
15

In his interview with Suzanne Giguère, Caccia refers to the guilt (“culpabilité”) that is

tied to incest as forming the basis of a “régulateur social” that makes up part of Western ideology
(“Fulvio” 31). The fact that Jonathan and Dimitri are brothers in the end would explain why the
former is at times seen in La ligne gothique as resembling the latter (56, 71).
16

Thomas Seyyad in the same novel also speaks of Richard as the chosen one (“l’élu”)

(97), and Horowitz refers elsewhere to the manuscript’s fantastic powers in somewhat
ambiguous and potentially supernatural terms (159-60).
17

See “1979” and “1984” in Caccia’s collection of short stories.

18

Other examples would consist of Martha Jo in Le secret, whose Jewishness is

caricatured not long after William Crollolanza has lunch in Little Italy (47, 49), and Lucia in
“1989” of Golden eighties, mentioned earlier in this chapter as the girl with a fear of pasta.
19

For more on these riots, see Cornell and Hartmann 153-54; Delanty 207-08; and

Satzewich and Liodakis 32-33.
20

Denis Villeneuve’s film Polytechnique, released in 2009, is a notable exception. The

event also enters briefly into Wajdi Mouawad’s play Forêts (25-27, 98).

Chapter 2
1

Authors in Quebec continue to use ‘Orient’ and ‘orientalisme’ unproblematically, the

terms not having acquired the same negative connotation as they have in the anglophone world.
In Quebec, the designation ‘Orient’ also covers the whole of the Asian continent, whereas in
English Canada, as Eleanor Ty and Christl Verduyn point out, ‘Asia’ tends to refer to the eastern,
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southern, and southeastern regions of the continent but not to West Asia, which is usually spoken
of as the Middle East (Introduction 15).
2

The only article relating to Chen in these three publications is Gilles Dupuis’s “L’Orient

désorienté,” which appears in both the Voix et images special section and Identités hybrides.
3

See Arseneault 26; and Chen, Quatre mille 23-24, 53-54.

4

See Chen, Interview [Encres], Quatre mille 23-25; Germain; Montpetit, “Voix”; and

Robitaille 80.
5

At the present time, only Chen’s third novel, L’ingratitude (1995), has been formally

translated into English (as Ingratitude [1998], published by Douglas and McIntyre), although the
author has recently self-translated and -published Querelle d’un squelette avec son double as
Skeleton and Its Double (2016), now available on Amazon.ca.
6

Hans-Jürgen Greif makes a similar claim (44).

7

Chen has recently stated that the reduction of temporal and spatial markers in her work

is made in an attempt to create a sense of distance between herself and the movement and
confusion of the everyday world, and that she does not associate this with a search for
universality (La lenteur 93). Still, one can argue that the literary space that Chen creates in this
manner nevertheless contributes to the production of the sense of the universal in her writing.
8

Of the sixty-one articles and book chapters on Chen that I was able to locate, a

significant majority (two thirds; that is, forty, and this up to 2010) continue to deal with Chen’s
first three novels (La mémoire de l’eau [1992], Les lettres chinoises [1993], and L’ingratitude
[1995]) on their own in one way or another. Of the sixty-one studies, only seven address Chen’s
later novels exclusively. Fourteen studies incorporate discussions of the later novels into a
broader analysis of Chen’s work altogether, including both early and later novels. Of these
fourteen texts, five are centred on the progression of Chen’s style towards the universal. One
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article looks at Chen’s move away from ethnic specificity in her first three novels. Chen’s latest
novel, La rive est loin, appeared after I had completed this chapter of the dissertation. Although
the subject matter in the novel, in which A. develops a cancerous brain tumour, coincides in
large part with my argument here, I do not examine it in any significant way.
9

In “Ying Chen’s ‘Poetic Rebellion,’” Christine Lorre signals the importance of

Sarraute’s work in Chen’s stylistic development (278-79). She cites three newspaper articles
where Chen mentions her awareness of Sarraute and acknowledges being inspired by her (29192n46). See also Arseneault 26; and Germain.
10

See Sarraute’s “Conversation et sous-conversation” in L’ère du soupçon (81-122).

11

See Immobile 33-39, 114, 117, 128, 140-41, Le champ 68-69, Le mangeur 36, 100-01,

Espèces 28.
12

The question as to whether there can really be a tropism continues to occupy thinkers at

the present time. Following Naomi Schor, Catherine Peebles sees the tropism as occupying an
intermediate space between the prediscursive and the discursive and speaks of the “almost prelinguistic realm” of the tropism (151). Both Peebles and Jefferson have in fact made efforts to
salvage Sarraute’s thought in some respects. In The Psyche of Feminism, Peebles proposes that
Sarraute’s sense of gender neutrality—an idea that has historically been seen by feminists as
privileging a masculine perspective—can be taken as representing a potentially new way of
conceiving of sexual difference that moves away from traditional meanings. “Sarraute’s
conviction that in writing there is no sexual difference,” she claims, “provides her work with an
open space in which ‘another incarnation,’ another subject, takes form” (126-28). In Nathalie
Sarraute, Fiction and Theory, Jefferson reflects on the complexity with which difference enters
into Sarraute’s work despite its ongoing call for universal sameness.
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13

I offer the following discussion on the universal nature of female oppression in

patriarchal society with an awareness of the problem that it raises, namely, that the experience of
gender is always unavoidably affected by the cultural and social context in which it occurs. In
this regard, Ien Ang cautions against the formulation of “any reductionist, essentializing
definition of ‘women’s oppression’ as a universal female experience,” and she cites Elizabeth
Spelman’s observation that “even if we say all women are oppressed by sexism we cannot
automatically conclude that the sexism all women experience is the same.” As Ang writes, “It is
now widely acknowledged that differences between women undermine the homogeneity and
continuity of ‘women’ as a social category: differences produced by the intersections of class,
race, ethnicity, nationality, and so on” (On Not 179). Taking this into account, one could say that
Chen’s focus on the universal aspect of patriarchal oppression remains appropriate within the
problematic that she has identified concerning the reception of her work in Quebec, where an
excessive emphasis has been placed on her racial and ethnic difference. The issues raised here on
the question of female abjection will, in addition, prove central to the discussions on race and
ethnicity in the following chapters. Due to limited space, I cannot deal fully with the idea of
‘intersectionality’ in the dissertation; however, much could be said about the way that racial and
ethnic context gives shape to the experience of gender in the work of Wayson Choy and
Lawrence Hill, especially with regard to their portrayal of family and domesticity. For more on
the topic of intersectionality, see Andersen; Hier and Bolaria, Race 171-252 (part 3); and Nagel.
14

Butler observes that the feminine has often been linked to materiality (as opposed to

rationality) in Western androcentric thought (Bodies 37). The association here is an ambivalent
one.
15

Chen’s most extended exploration of the world of the unspeakable occurs in Espèces,

where the narrator becomes a cat, permitting her to live outside of a language that is dominated
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by A. It is a condition that allows her to exist with and without her husband at the same time (5659)—“en compagnie de A. et pourtant sans lui” (69).
16

The motif of theatricality will carry over to Chen’s following works, where references

to the stage and to acting recur: “tout n’est que théâtre” (Le champ 32); “Vous jouez mal, ma
chère amie” (Querelle 131); “Nous étions sur scène” (Un enfant 41); and so forth.
17

I would like to thank Patricia Godbout for pointing out that this contrast between the

sense of (outer) immobility and (inner) mobility that characterizes the narrator in Chen’s novels
can be seen as coinciding with the author’s own positioning within racialized society. This is a
rare moment in Chen’s later novels where a reference to the author’s racial identity can be
discerned. The situation can also be said to correspond with that of the writer more generally in
his or her sedentariness.
18

See Baronian 26; Bouvet 45-47; and Bozzetto 32-33, 234.

19

On Nathalie Sarraute’s similar desire to challenge the division between prose and

poetry, see Jefferson 70-71; and Pierrot 157.
20

In a way that adds to her everyday spectral nature, the narrator appears to ‘dive’ into

the other time and space in this novel—“Je ferme les yeux, je retiens longuement mon souffle”—
and seems to glide through this second world without walking as she normally would (11-12).
The narrator’s early encounter with the older V. also comes across as occurring underwater,
keeping the latter’s speech from being heard (19)—a situation that coincides with the fact that
the village is somehow to be found under the sea. The older V. himself is described in somewhat
ghostly terms, with “ses lèvres étrangement pâles” (19) and hair that is covered in dust or ash
(20). What remains to be understood is if his ghostly state has followed upon his death or if he
has always been a ghost in some way. As an adolescent, if not exactly capable of flying, V. is
associated with “une légèreté inquiétante” (49). The narrator sees him drifting along the road
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leading to school and later observes his feet “s’élever miraculeusement du sol” (64, 91). V.’s
parents are also given potential ghost-like qualities; they seem to disappear into a cloud at one
moment (42).
21

Bouvet does not include the aberration of time in the present discussion because it was

dealt with in the book’s first chapter and her reading of Guy de Maupassant’s short story “La
nuit” (71, 19-33).
22

According to Ricoeur, memorization has throughout history been put to productive and

even formidable use, but it becomes detrimental when it arrogantly ignores the fallibility of
human memory and the possibility of forgetting (70-80). If Ricoeur goes on to resituate
memorization and its legitimate uses (what he calls “mémoire artificielle”) as a mode of memory
occurring within natural memory (the category to which remembrance belongs) (80-82), the two
forms of remembering—as represented by A. and the narrator—are held in oppositional tension
in Chen’s novels.
23

Ricoeur’s text places a heavy emphasis on the importance of memory as a material

process in constructing narratives of the past, even within history as a discipline: “mon livre est
un plaidoyer pour la mémoire comme matrice d’histoire, dans la mesure où elle reste la
gardienne de la problématique du rapport représentatif du présent au passé” (106).
24

See Chen, “Interview” [Lingua], Quatre mille 117; Montpetit, “Voix”; and Vigneault.

25

Following the current trend in neoliberal advancement, in La rive est loin, the city that

is subject to the earthquake in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double has recovered and is
doing remarkably well, having entered a phase of economic growth requiring that the area’s last
portions of arable land be set aside to make room for the corresponding urban expansion (14).
The narrator refers to the city as “[l]a ville de la nouvelle richesse” (23), and there is the sense
that it has become a new tourist attraction (48, 85-89). As A. observes, “La paix y règne. Les
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jardins bâtis sur les cadavres et nourris de sang fleurissent bien. La prospérité se prolonge sans
fin. Aucun signe d’écroulement. Le paradis existe. Le progrès est possible” (14-15). The city’s
history of violence, as represented by the earthquake, has now also effectively been covered
over. “Maintenant l’on ose me dire que cela ne s’est jamais produit,” the narrator states with
regard to the previous disaster, “que la ville d’en face a toujours été ce qu’elle est maintenant,
qu’il n’y a pas eu de chute mais seulement des montées, une infinie progression vers l’éternel.
Ceux qui parlent comme cela [that is, of the earthquake] seront giflés. Ceux qui parlent comme
cela dans notre rue seront même enterrés vivants” (23). For a reflection on ‘cultural difference’
and alterity that coincides in a certain way with the situation described in Querelle d’un squelette
avec son double, see Chen, La lenteur 10-22.
26

Indeed, the individualism that the narrator alleges to stand by is not really what it

claims to be. “Comme c’est bien d’être seule, sans l’être vraiment,” she will state. “De savoir les
autres près de moi mais sans les voir, surtout sans me confondre avec eux” (Querelle 77).
27

La rive est loin in fact ends with an earthquake occurring in the narrator’s own city,

suggesting that it has not in the end managed to avoid the same catastrophic fate as the double’s
city in Querelle d’un squelette avec son double.

Chapter 3
1

Three of Choy’s works have recently appeared in translation in Quebec, published by

XYZ: The Jade Peony as La pivoine de jade (2007), All That Matters as La montagne d’or
(2010), and Not Yet as Pas maintenant (2012).
2

Currently, Chinese Canadians make up 4.5 per cent of Canada’s population (Statistics,

2011; by ethnic origin), though it is important to note a distinction that exists within this
immigrant group as well, namely, between the early “pioneers” who arrived in the country prior
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to 1923, and their descendants, and “the post-1947 immigrants,” who are more recent and more
numerous. As Paul Yee observes, “These two sides had different life experiences, yet they are
often lumped into one group.” The first of these two groupings, at the time, consisted largely of
uneducated male sojourners whose families remained in China; the second is now quite often
made up of English-speaking, skilled professionals whose ties to the home country are facilitated
by modern telecommunications and transportation (9-10).
3

See Kanaganayakam, “Asia” 44; and B. Lee, Introduction 1-2. Although the sisters

Winnifred and Edith Eaton, who began publishing in the late 1800s, are often taken as the
“pioneers” of Asian North American literature, a field recognizable as Asian Canadian literature
did not begin to emerge as such until the 1970s (Goellnicht, “Long Labour” 2, 31n5). Two
important anthologies in this respect are Inalienable Rice, edited by Garrick Chu et al., and
Many-Mouthed Birds, edited by Bennett Lee and Jim Wong-Chu. For the titles of a number of
other anthologies and special issues of Asian Canadian writing, see Goellnicht, “Long Labour”
30n3, 31n6; and L. Lai 3, 65. Within the present literary context in Canada, writing by Chinese
Canadians is frequently seen as forming part of Asian Canadian literature more generally. Hence
my use of the larger category in the opening discussion.
4

With the introduction of the initial head tax in 1885 begin the first attempts to

circumvent Canadian immigration laws through the sale and forgery of return certificates, a
practice that affects the lives of most of Choy’s characters. On this topic, see K. Anderson 58,
133-36.
5

On these illicit social activities, see D. Lai 189-90, 195-96; and Siu 227-71 (chapters 15

and 16).
6

The need to document the history of earlier generations is a concern that recurs in

Choy’s commentary on his work. See “Why First Novel”; and W. Chow. If this history remains
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largely unrecorded, Choy claims that this is because the people of this time period belonged to “a
village culture” and had no formal education. As he explains, “the poor rarely have their history
recorded because they represent an oral culture, not a literary culture.” He sees it as the
responsibility of subsequent generations born in Canada to maintain this memory (“Being” 21).
For a recent exploration of cultural memory within the larger field of Canadian literature and
culture, see Sugars and Ty.
7

See also Choy, “Wayson”; Dafoe; Stoffman; “Why First Novel”; and Wyman.

8

Rey Chow, writing in 1998, makes a claim similar to Ang’s:
In recent years, as various alternative forces are gathering momentum, we are
beginning to see a gradual epistemic shift that seeks to modify the claim of a
homogeneously unified, univocal China. ... However flawed and unsatisfactory,
the modes of inquiries made under the rubric of identity politics have indisputably
opened up new avenues of engaging with ethnicity, which is, strictly speaking, an
unfinished process” (“Introduction” 7-8).

9

An earlier, and perhaps more widely known, version of this definition occurs in Pratt’s

Imperial Eyes (9).
10

Since the publication of Le pacte autobiographique in 1975, Lejeune has in at least two

publications revisited the idea of the autobiographical pact, which, with minor adjustments, he
maintains as still valid. See “Le pacte autobiographique (bis)” and Signes de vie. For another
full-length study on the autobiographical genre, see also L. Anderson. Michael M. J. Fischer
looks at the emergence of self-referential modes of writing within the ethnic context as it
occurred in the 1970s and 80s.
11

See the author’s note of both Paper Shadows and Not Yet (n. pag.). Not Yet does not

deal with ethnicity in the same way as the rest of Choy’s writing and will therefore only
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occasionally be referred to. As will be briefly explained later in this chapter, Choy’s latest
memoir is actually somewhat more in line with the work of Fulvio Caccia and Ying Chen.
12

See also Choy, “Discovering,” “Interview” [1999] 44; Little; and Wiebe.

13

Choy explains that his father also chose, “for his own reasons,” to stay with his false

name Yip Doy Choy for the main part, although he was known to family and friends by his birth
name, Toy Choy (Paper 290).
14

Choy has commented on this scene: “Even when it was happening I knew something

important was going on ... . I think my mother knew what she was doing. In those days—up until
the ‘60s—the Canadian and American governments were hunting [for] people [with] false papers
and deporting them” (qtd. in Martin 46; brackets in orig.). As Sandra Martin adds, “Having
nothing seemed safer than keeping papers that might be incriminating” (46).
15

Lejeune deals further with what I have been calling the implied author in “L’image de

l’auteur dans les médias.” The book chapter looks at how, since the mid-twentieth century, new
media—radio, photography, and television—have facilitated encounters between author (or at
least the author’s image) and readership in ways that were simply not possible before. Lejeune
considers how the image of the author is in fact constituted through the media that serve to
disseminate it.
16

Becker devotes a chapter to the efforts made by realists and naturalists (beginning with

Balzac but taken furthest by Zola) to legitimize the novel as a space for sociological inquiry,
dealing at some length with the measures taken in researching by the authors—sometimes
conducted on site, sometimes through documentation, not always without fault—and how this
research manifests itself in the final text (107-19).
17

Choy identifies Wong Suk as “a symbol of the pioneer railroad and steamship workers

who risked their lives to get [a] few pennies per day. Many were very badly scarred and injured
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and in those days there was no medical care—the community helped out or you simply died, and
many did” (qtd. in E. Lee 41).
18

See Statistics, Fifth 343, Sixth 542, Seventh 499, Eighth 450. The sex ratios in Choy’s

writing are approximately 1.3 to 1 in Paper Shadows, 1.6 to 1 in The Jade Peony, and 2.3 to 1 in
All That Matters. In calculating the sex ratios in Choy, the number of characters is difficult to
establish in precise terms; I ignored phrases such as ‘some men’ or ‘a few women,’ but took into
account the mention of ‘five men’ or ‘three women,’ for example. I counted characters related
only to the main time period in question, roughly the 1930s and 40s. Kiam’s narrative in
particular persists into late adolescence, a time when he moves away to some degree from the
domestic sphere that prevails in The Jade Peony and Paper Shadows, which explains the higher
number of men in his narrative.
19

Other theorists have spoken in a similar way of the possibility of working from within

the confines of racial discourse. Gutman compares the situation to expressing oneself from
within the limits of a language into which one was born without choosing (168). Appiah speaks
of working “from a tool kit of options made available by our culture and society” (“Race” 96).
As Miki remarks, “the formation of a subjectivity that interacts with the racialization of the body
is never necessarily passive in its relations with the mediating boundaries of language. The codes
of outsiderness with its negativity—of the ‘not-so’—incorporated in the imagination become the
medium in which the ‘i’ is produced in consciousness,” often in ways that “cannot be decoded in
the normative lexicon of social relations that structure unequal distributions of power, privilege,
and resources” (Broken 189).
20

On the nature of racial markings, see also K. Anderson 24, 132-33; and Ang, On Not 4,

21

On the political relevance of realism in a postcolonial context, see Moss, “Plague.”

48-51.
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22

Gilroy’s Against Race as a whole can be seen as an attempt to locate the idea of race

within the historical context of modernity in philosophical, political, and social terms. In
Postcolonial Melancholia, he speaks in a comparable manner of the need to produce “multiple
genealogies of racial discourse” in countering racism (30, 55-56). See also Gutman 163-64; and
Miki, Broken 104-05.
23

For similar statements, see Clifford, “On Ethnographic” 115; Marcus 171; and Tyler

137-38.
24

Simon mentions the use of “[i]ndirect translation” and “writing as translation” in

referring to the phenomenon in question as well (Translating 184). See also Adejunmobi, who
uses “compositional translation” (165, 166-70); and Tymoczko, who compares postcolonial and
“minority-culture” writing to translation without offering a more specific term to designate the
process (20-21). For a book-length study of what also commonly gets called ‘cultural translation’
within a literary context, see Cutter.
25

Sheldon Pollock speaks of the need to emphasize that hybridity does not entail a

mixing of pure originary cultures, noting that the concept of hybridity is “a dangerous one” when
it “impl[ies] an amalgamation of unalloyed, pure forms ... that have never existed” (625). See
also Gilroy, Against 250-51, who makes a similar claim.
26

Bhabha in the passage about to be read somewhat idiosyncratically translates énoncé as

proposition instead of using the more common utterance. He continues to use utterance,
however, in referring to the statement as a whole (comprising enunciation and
proposition/énoncé together). For the sake of simplicity, I will use Bhabha’s terminology in what
follows.
27

Young.

For an extended discussion of the discursive nature of Bhabha’s Third Space, see
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28

A number of authors have commented in ways that point to this inherent duality that

seems to characterize multicultural/cosmopolitan discourse as it presently exists. Ang, in On Not
Speaking Chinese, opposes a “togetherness-in-difference” associated with hybridity to what she
sees as the “unity-in-diversity” or the “living-apart-together” of multiculturalism (14); George
Elliott Clarke distinguishes between the official state policy on multiculturalism in Canada and
“what people have done with it” (qtd. in Huggan and Siemerling 100); Frank Davey
distinguishes between a dominant “White multiculturalism” and an “activist multiculturalism”
that emerges in Canada during the 1980s and 90s (105-06); Paul Gilroy sets an “oppositional,”
diasporic, and “subaltern” multiculturalism against a “corporate multiculturalism” (Against 241,
249-53), “a ‘vulgar’ or ‘demotic’ cosmopolitanism” against ‘top-down’ versions of
cosmopolitanism (Postcolonial 67); Smaro Kamboureli allows for the possibility of a
multicultural “counternarrative” that opposes the official narrative (Scandalous 93); Walter D.
Mignolo compares a cosmopolitanism with managerial “global designs” to a “critical
cosmopolitanism” (“Many” 723); and Robert Stam posits the existence of a “polycentric
multiculturalism” that runs counter to neoconservative ideology (188-89).

Chapter 4
1

In this chapter, I follow the common tendency in taking the term ‘African Canadian’ as

referring unproblematically to black Canadians, although it should be noted that a significant
portion of African Canadians are also white and of South Asian descent (see Siemerling, Black
397n2).
2

See Black, “Preface” xi-xii; L. Hill, “Lawrence” [Thomas] 133; and Bailey Nurse,

Introduction [What’s] 11. Bailey Nurse’s Revival ends with a suggested reading section listing
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works in the areas of fiction, nonfiction, memoir, poetry, drama, and anthologies (373-78). The
list mentions a few more works published since 2002 and the reprinting of Clarke’s bibliography.
3

A number of authors in H. Nigel Thomas’s Why We Write make similar comments. See

the interviews with Austin Clarke (34); Afua Cooper (86-87); Bernadette Dyer (96-97);
Lawrence Hill (145-46); Nalo Hopkinson (154-55); Suzette Mayr (177); Pamela Mordecai (19597); Althea Prince (222); and Robert Sandiford (236-37). Lawrence Hill’s novel The Book of
Negroes is something of an anomaly in this regard. Although Hill’s Some Great Thing has done
relatively well, having been translated into French in Canada in 1995 by les Éditions du blé (as
De grandes choses) and again in 2012 by Pleine lune (as Un grand destin), The Book of Negroes
has met with phenomenal success, having sold, as of April 2012, more than 600,000 copies in
Canada alone (Helm). The Book of Negroes has also been published in the United States,
Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom and has appeared in French, Norwegian,
Portuguese, Arabic, Hebrew, Dutch, and Turkish translation. See Chalifour; L. Hill, “What
Lawrence”; and Pleine lune. As Katherine Ashenburg puts it, Hill’s novel “broke the publishing
industry’s rule that black novelists don’t sell” (62). The Book of Negroes is “the biggest-selling
novel ever by a black Canadian writer, and one of the best-selling novels by any Canadian” (64).
4

Clarke has been a rather vocal critic of The Blacks in Canada, Winks’s history of the

black presence in the country. As he writes in Odysseys Home, the text, “though a treasure trove
of information, reads, at times, like a compendium of racial slurs. ... Time after time, Winks
blames blacks for white racism. His scholarship evinces, here and there, the creepiest and
subtlest—and supplest—forms of racialist thinking. It would be unwise to grant Winks’s
interpretations the same credibility that one must grant his facts” (18n2). Clarke nevertheless
allows that Winks’s history in 1997 remains “the most comprehensive treatment of its subject”
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(285). This is not the place to delve into the limits of Winks’s work—which are real. It should
only be noted that I use the text in this chapter with Clarke’s caveat in mind.
5

On the nature of this “legislative and judicial action,” see Winks, Blacks 96-113

(chapter 4); and D. Hill 15-20.
6

It should be noted that there would have been a significant slave population in Nova

Scotia as well at this time, as a number of the black people entering the region during the period
continued to do so as the property of white Loyalists (Winks, Blacks 28-29).
7

This point returns repeatedly in The Blacks in Canada. See xiv, 271, 326-27, 335, 463-

64, for example, and especially 470-83 (chapter 15).
8

In 2011, African Canadians were still close to representing 3 per cent of the country’s

total population (Statistics, 2011; by visible minority).
9

See also Clarke, “Introduction” xii-xiii, xviii, “On Black” 189. In fairness to Winks, this

sense of ‘cultural nationalism’ that Clarke speaks of is a more recent, post-1960s phenomenon.
10

See Cromwell; Elliott 2, 4; and Head 7-8.

11

Although thousands of fugitives did make the journey all the way to British North

America, it is difficult to say exactly how many slaves made it into Canada by means of the
Underground Railroad. According to Daniel Hill, the abolitionists tended to inflate the numbers
(claiming that 60,000 to 75,000 fugitives as a whole had arrived in Canada West between 1830
and the mid-1850s), whereas overall census figures for the period appear rather low (with the
total number of black residents in Canada West having increased from 4,669 in 1851 to 11,223 in
1861). “The fact is that no accurate figures can be given for the number of fugitive or free Blacks
in the British North American provinces,” Hill writes. “Many Blacks who set out for Canada
died or disappeared along the way. Many who reached Canada decided to ‘pass’ for white, and
many fugitives claimed to be ‘free’ Blacks because they mistakenly feared that Canadian
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authorities would return them to their former owners. Many Blacks were simply not
enumerated.” Hill estimates conservatively that “30 000 fugitives may have reached Canada
between 1800 and 1860,” both with and without the assistance of the Underground Railroad (39).
See also Winks, Blacks 233-40, on how estimates of fugitives living in Canada West in the years
preceding the Civil War were elevated and difficult to calculate.
12

See also Clarke, Foreword xi-xiv, xvi, “Introduction” xvii-xviii, “Towards” 48-50,

“White”; and Cooper, Hanging 7-8. Afua Cooper’s third chapter in The Hanging of Angélique,
“The Secret of Slavery in Canada,” provides an extensive discussion of slavery in the country
that is framed as a response to the existing silence on the topic (68-106). According to a poll
conducted by the Canadian Civil Liberties Association in 1995, “83 per cent of Canadians did
not know that slavery had been practised in pre-Confederation Canada” (Clarke, Odysseys 279).
The reluctance to recognize the presence of slavery in Canada’s past may, however, be one
manifestation of a more widespread problem. Saidiya Hartman refers to the same question as it
occurs in the United States (774), and Édouard Glissant considers the problem as it exists on a
more global scale (24, 32, 72-75).
13

See also L. Hill, Black Berry 153-54, “Conversation” 24, “Growing Up,” “Panel,”

“Sadly”; Hunt; Liepens; and MacLeod.
14

The general argument of this chapter was first encountered in a course on the neo-slave

narrative taught by Winfried Siemerling in the fall of 2007 at the Université de Sherbrooke.
15

The critical and literary theory that has been generated on the neo-slave narrative form

is based on a literature that has been almost entirely produced in the United States. In this
chapter, I extend this US-centred theoretical discourse to a larger North American context.
16

Davis and Gates make a similar statement earlier in the same text (xiv-xv). See also

Andrews 667; and Olney 168-70. According to Davis and Gates, the traditional slave narrative in
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the US is usually taken as having been produced before the end of the Civil War, after which
time slavery was legally abolished in the country. They make use of this periodization in their
introduction to The Slave’s Narrative for reasons that, they say, are at once arbitrary and
“literary,” noting that “the very structure of the narratives, their rhetorical strategies as a genre,
altered drastically once the milieu in which they were written and read altered drastically” (xiixiii). As they go on to write, “although hundreds of Afro-American authors after 1865 published
memoirs and autobiographies representing their pre-1865 years of bondage, after 1865 the
generic expectations of these autobiographies altered drastically, as did, accordingly, the black
autobiographical form itself. Essentially, the slave narrative proper could no longer exist after
slavery was abolished” (xxii).
17

Clarke’s view here coincides with a growing predisposition among scholars to accept

commonly excluded textual forms as genuine historical documentation on the slave experience,
forms which have largely been ignored in more traditional modes of historical research.
Following Maureen Elgersman, Afua Cooper proposes “that newspaper advertisements, bills of
sale, bills of hire, and contracts made between slaveholders be considered as authentic evidence
of the Black presence in Canada, and even as forms of slave narrative” (Hanging 302), to which
she “would add wills and court records and transcripts as sources that narrate the stories of
enslaved Black people, even if these stories are incomplete” (303). Under these terms, Cooper
contends that Angélique’s story (largely derived from the proceedings of her trial) could in fact
be taken as “the first known Black slave narrative in North America” (305).
18

Clarke provides a select list of Canadian slave narratives published during the

Victorian period (1838 to 1901) in his chapter on the genre in Directions Home called “This Is
No Hearsay.” Inclusion is based on the author’s residency and, in some cases, the place of
publication (21-22).
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19

For comments on abolitionist involvement in the production of slave autobiographies,

see Blassingame 79-82; Gould 19-20; Olney 158-68; and Rushdy, Neo-Slave [1999] 118-19. For
an illustration of the extent to which a fugitive’s life story could be appropriated and manipulated
by white writers and editors, see Winks, “Making.” As a result of this situation, Robin W. Winks
writes, “the values of the age stand between our readings [of the slave narratives] today and the
original source, and doubly so in that one can seldom tell definitely whose values were being
reflected,” that is, the ex-slave’s or the abolitionists’ (“Making” 113). Madhu Dubey refers to
“the restrictive features of the [slave narrative] genre, which was heavily edited to suit the
priorities of the abolitionist movement,” adding that “even the first-person documents of exslaves were written under severe constraints and therefore cannot be fully trusted to reveal the
authenticity of slave experience” (339). Alan Richardson and Debbie Lee put it otherwise.
Without questioning the authenticity of the slave narrative, they warn, drawing on Helen
Thomas, that “readers would do well to attend closely to ‘what is not articulated’ in them
explicitly, signified instead by systematic ‘blindspots, silences, and erasures’ and other strategies
of indirection” (4).
20

Rushdy sees this initial series of neo-slave narratives as having begun in 1976 with the

publication of Ishmael Reed’s Flight to Canada (Neo-Slave [1999] 96, 98-99), though he
mentions elsewhere Margaret Walker’s Jubilee (1966) as an early transitional work (“NeoSlave” [Andrews] 534). The first two chapters in Rushdy’s Neo-Slave Narratives describe the
intellectual, social, and political currents of the 1960s that would lead to the generation of the
neo-slave narrative form in greater depth than I have allowed for here (3-53). Chapter 3 looks at
the public debate that erupted between 1968 and 1971 after the appearance of Styron’s The
Confessions of Nat Turner (54-95). For another book-length study of the neo-slave narrative
genre, see Arlene R. Keizer’s Black Subjects. Madhu Dubey’s contribution to A Companion to
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African American Literature provides a concise history and overview of the neo-slave narrative
form, with attention given to works ranging from the more traditional in style to the
experimental, as well as to commonly encountered themes. Deborah L. Madsen explores the
issues involved in teaching what she calls “the slave narrative tradition,” comprising both
autobiographical works from the nineteenth century and neo-slave narratives from the
twentieth—texts that tend to put forth representations of traumatic experience (61).
21

For these reasons, Gates has justified his recent interest in DNA research pertaining to

race (seen by some as scientifically suspect [1537]) by arguing that it will allow African
Americans access to a sense of genealogical understanding that was not available before. As he
points out, “Many white Americans have been able to trace their family trees for decades, even
centuries; traditionally, this process has been difficult for African Americans” (“Reading” 1539).
See Landsberg for an article that addresses the phenomenon of postmemory through the notion
of what she calls “prosthetic memories” (66). For a somewhat more skeptical, though not
unsupportive, reading of Hirsch’s idea of postmemory, see Kertzer.
22

Hill has published individually at least eight short stories. The earlier among these are

autoethnographic fictions based on Hill’s travels in Africa. See “My Side of the Fence,”
“Richard De La Bonnevoie’s Pet Monkeys,” and “Perpetual and Everlasting.” Hill’s first novel,
Some Great Thing, can be seen as offering an autoethnographic view of the inner workings of a
newspaper newsroom and deals with a range of social issues, including gender, race, Frenchlanguage rights, and poverty. However, it will only occasionally be mentioned in this chapter as
it does not work out of the neo-slave narrative tradition, the mode of writing by Hill that most
closely compares with the work of Wayson Choy. In a related vein, Hill has written two earlier
works of nonfiction: a children’s history of the African Canadian community, Trials and
Triumphs, and a history of the Canadian Negro Women’s Association, Women of Vision. He has
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also assisted Joshua Key in writing his memoir, The Deserter’s Tale, which deals with the
latter’s experience as an American soldier during the war in Iraq. Blood, Hill’s 2013 Massey
Lectures, provides a book-length reflection on the place of blood in the human imaginary, both
in scientific and medical terms, and as an ancient source of symbolic imagery. Hill’s most recent
novel, The Illegal, deals with the issue of illegal immigration and, although it can be said to read
as a sort of contemporary slave narrative involving a black fugitive, it will not be discussed in the
dissertation.
23

See also Clarke, “George” 39, where George Elliott Clarke finds a similar need for the

writer in the Canadian setting to speak for the community to some extent, as a way of correcting
the ignorance in the majority culture on the black experience in the country.
24

Hill speaks at greater length of the anxiety that came with promoting Black Berry,

Sweet Juice, which deals with personal subject matter, in an interview with Donna Bailey Nurse.
He concludes that such writing is nevertheless necessary, as “[i]t does open up the world and
people do start talking more about these things. Barriers have been broken. I think there is some
talking going on as a result of Black Berry that maybe wouldn’t have happened without it” (L.
Hill, “Lawrence” [Bailey Nurse] 126-27). See also L. Hill, “Conversation” 15-16.
25

In addition to Yoyo Ali, who works as a journalist in Some Great Thing, Any Known

Blood, and The Illegal, the reporters Mahatma Grafton and Hélène Savoie from Some Great
Thing will also reappear momentarily in Hill’s second novel (24-25, 333-34, 354-56, 379, 257,
259-60, 389-90, 397-98, 400, 498). Mahatma returns again briefly in The Illegal as well (36, 41,
279), alongside one of the main characters, Viola Hill, another journalist in the text. In The Book
of Negroes, the newspaper editor Theo McArdle enters into Aminata’s narrative during her time
in Nova Scotia, in addition to a number of anonymous reporters that Aminata will encounter in
London (459-61). The place of Africa in Hill’s writing will be discussed again below.
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26

Lejeune puts forth a very similar definition in passing in Le pacte autobiographique,

where he identifies the autobiographical novel as “tous les textes de fiction dans lesquels le
lecteur peut avoir des raisons de soupçonner, à partir des ressemblances qu’il croit deviner, qu’il
y a identité de l’auteur et du personnage, alors que l’auteur, lui, a choisi de nier cette identité, ou
du moins de ne pas l’affirmer” (25).
27

Hill, for example, grew up in Don Mills, but Langston V in Oakville; and there are

other departures from the lived experience of Hill and his family throughout Any Known Blood,
most notably having to do with the Cane family’s presence in Canada historically. (Each of the
first three Langstons spends time in Canada in the novel, whereas, in real life, Hill’s father was
the first to establish himself here.) Choy’s memoir also makes use at times of a somewhat more
novelistic style than Black Berry, Sweet Juice. Again, the difference here is not in kind but in
‘degree.’
28

In his discussion of Richard Wright, the first black author to acquire a global mass

readership (146), Paul Gilroy refers to the capacity among white readers and critics to “misrea[d]
a racially encoded text.” Wright, Gilroy says, “was especially horrified at the possibility that his
mass white readership might discover deep pleasures in the image of blacks as victims of racism
or, more simply, that they might be completely comfortable with the representations of black
pain and suffering which inevitably flowed from attempts to deal seriously with the systematic
operation of racism in American society.” Gilroy (having noted the misogynistic tenor of the
comment) goes on to cite Wright’s thoughts on the reviews of his first collection of short fiction,
Uncle Tom’s Children (1938): “I realized that I had made an awfully naive mistake. I found that
I had written a book which even bankers’ daughters could read and weep over and feel good
about. I swore to myself that if I ever wrote another book no one would weep over it; that it
would be so hard and deep that they would have to face it without the consolation of tears”
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(Black 153-54). Wright responded to the problem in question through recourse to naturalism.
Hill may still be confronted with the difficulty of representing black experience in a way that
does not cater to white tastes for stories of victimhood, but he has chosen an altogether different
approach.
29

Other critics have also commented on the readability of Hill’s style and his use of

humour in treating harsh subject matter. See Bailey Nurse, Rev. 173, 174; Bethune; Grady; Ross;
and Cece Scott.
30

Within the field of autobiography, Lejeune has made a similar distinction between

“exactitude” (based on facts) and “fidelité” (based on meaning) (Le pacte [1996] 37); Smith and
Watson between factual truth and “subjective ‘truth’” (13).
31

See also L. Hill, “Conversation” 14.

32

According to one source, the name of the town Harpers Ferry was not spelled

consistently with or without an apostrophe even at the time of its founding (Colen). However, the
apostrophe would have been dropped officially some time after 1890, when the Board on
Geographic Names was established in the United States. The Board’s task was in part to
standardize the spelling of place names, which involved eliminating apostrophes indicating
possession (Newman).
33

Wayson Choy can also be seen as working out of the autobiographical and historical

novel forms in ways that are quite comparable to Hill. I have not addressed this issue, however,
due to limited space. Likewise, Any Known Blood contains an element of the historical novel
that I leave undiscussed here.
34

The opposition between remembrance and memorization is discussed in Ricoeur 69-70.

35

The second in fact, if one takes into account a first failed attempt to settle Sierra Leone

between 1787 and 1789 with free black men from London. See Winks, Blacks 61-62.
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36

For more on this aspect of Clarkson’s personality and his role in Nova Scotia, see

Winks, Blacks 64-74.
37

For more on these three documents, see L. Hill, “Freedom Bound” 18, 19, 22.

38

A transcription of the “Book of Negroes” can be found on the website Black Loyalists,

“Documents” sec. See Pace. For an extended account of the historical circumstances surrounding
the creation of the “Book of Negroes” and what it reveals of black North American experience
during the latter part of the eighteenth century, see Siemerling, Black 36-52.
39

Hill has made similar comments elsewhere. See L. Hill, “Conversation” 13-14,

“Lawrence” [Thomas] 135, “P.S.” 6-7; and Steger.
40

See Clark; Kline; Sims; and H. N. Thomas, “Memorable” 118.

41

All three guides are available online and links can be found on Hill’s website,

Lawrence Hill.com. According to the HarperCollins guide’s proposed “Rationale,” the study of
The Book of Negroes is expected to help students “develop critical-thinking skills that challenge
their values and beliefs, explore historical links to the novel, understand an author’s motivation
to write, and develop reflective skills so that they can connect to literature on many levels,
including in relation to their own lives” (1).
42

For a description of the geopolitical conditions that led to the emergence of the slave

trade in the fifteenth century, which corresponded with, and facilitated, the rise of the Portuguese
empire, see Cooper, Hanging 24-45.
43

Alan Richardson and Debbie Lee set the range of various estimates at 10 to 50 million,

suggesting that approximately 12 million persons were actually displaced as a result of the trade,
with 10 to 15 per cent of these dying during the Middle Passage and another 30 per cent during
the year or so required for “seasoning,” the “period of acclimatization” needed to adjust to the
new physical and cultural environment (4-5). Philip Curtin’s research in the 1960s established
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the number of people transported from Africa to the Americas as being 10 to 11 million, figures
that have been corroborated more recently. See Diedrich, Gates, and Pedersen, “Middle” 5-6;
and Eltis, Richardson, and Behrendt 21. Afua Cooper accepts 15 million displaced persons as “a
conservative estimate,” maintaining that, in addition to these, another 30 to 40 million would
have perished in slave wars, on the journey by foot to the African coast, and in slave factories
and the Middle Passage (Hanging 35).
44

As Lawrence Hill has also stated,
Although the trans-Atlantic slavery described in my novel [The Book of Negroes]
has been eradicated, the phenomenon of slavery continues to this day. There are
millions of people around the world who are held in slavery right now, in the
richest countries of the world and in developing and poorer nations. Slavery is an
ongoing phenomenon unfortunately; it is thoroughly documented. It is not as
though this issue of slavery, or of human injustice, has been resolved, and that
we’re just wasting our time talking [today] about something that has been long
fixed. We would like to think that it is resolved, but it is ongoing in modern
incarnations. (“Conversation” 24-25)

45

Afua Cooper comments on how the discourse on slavery has the tendency to focus on

the experience of adults: “We tend to talk about men, especially, somebody labouring in a field,
and we tend to forget about children. One third of every slave population was composed of
children. They suffered. They died. They were sold away from their parents. They experienced
hunger and thirst and all kinds of abuse: physical abuse, sexual abuse. Children suffered too”
(“Afua” 209-10). In this sense, the first part of The Book of Negroes fills a gap concerning the
interior slave trade in Africa not only from a female perspective but from a child’s perspective as
well.
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46

Chapter 4 of Pratt’s Imperial Eyes provides a reading of Mungo Park’s travel narrative,

Travels in the Interior of Africa (1799), an account by the first European to survive the
exploration of the West African interior (67-83). The latter text also appears in The Book of
Negroes’ further reading section (476).
47

Gerry Atwell also refers to Hill’s portrayal of London in The Book of Negroes as

“Dickensian,” and the anonymous reviewer for CBC Books describes The Book of Negroes as
“bring[ing] together two popular literary traditions,” the slave narrative and “the Victorian novel,
à la Charles Dickens” (“Book”).
48

See Hill’s similar remarks in Northam; and Pierre.

49

Winks claims that, of the approximate 1,200 passengers to sail to Sierra Leone (he puts

the figure at 1,190 to 1,996), four hundred are estimated to have been children (Blacks 73n27).
He as well notes that a significant number of the adults had been born in Africa (72). See also L.
Hill, “Conversation” 17.
50

On the difficulties faced by first-time authors in London at the end of the eighteenth

century in finding investors willing to fund the publication of a book, see Carretta, “Olaudah”
52-53.
51

In “Zebra,” Hill tells of how his father sometimes jokingly called him a ‘zebra’:

“Within our family, it became a private expression for people of mixed race” (44). Likewise, the
mixed-race Langston V in Any Known Blood will refer to himself as “Zebra Incorporated”
(400). See also L. Hill, “Conversation” 10. Others have also used the term in a similar way. See
Clarke’s chapter “Canadian Biraciality and Its ‘Zebra’ Poetics” in Odysseys Home, especially
220-32. For references to interracial marriage in the eighteenth century, see Carretta, “Back” 15,
17, 18; P. Edwards 176; Equiano 125, 228, 242; and Winks, Blacks 104.
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52

Hill has in fact spoken of how Aminata’s experience in the slave coffle in The Book of

Negroes is largely imagined. See “Conversation” 18-19.
53

Hill has spoken about how his concern with race in much of his work feeds into a more

general interest in identity. He claims to have used the issue of race as a means of “explor[ing]
more universal questions of the human experience.” As he puts it, “I feel my experiences
growing up black in Canada and coming to terms with my own racial identity have informed
everything about the person I’ve become. They’re not the only thing, but that’s been very central.
It’s made me who I am and it’s made me develop into the writer I am” (qtd. in Northam). Hill
allows that the question of identity is in fact a significant topic in much writing by black authors,
given that their identities historically have often been ascribed from the outside. Yet, he says, “I
would hope that the identity issues that I explore are of interest to other readers regardless of
their race because fundamentally they are universal issues” (“Lawrence” [Thomas] 144-45).
Altogether, Hill has stated, “it would be a wonderful thing for us to transcend these ridiculously
arbitrary categories of race and identify with each other by humanity. And so, that’s of course the
long-term objective” (“Growing”). Hill’s position here is again in line with Choy’s in certain
ways.
54

Langston V’s experience of being seen as coming potentially from various racial and

ethnic backgrounds also turns up in Hill’s interviews with two mixed-race subjects in Black
Berry, Sweet Juice (177, 178-79). For more on Hill’s own personal experience in Africa at the
level of race, see “Conversation” 6.
55

In addition to the forcibly enslaved, black diasporic authors of the eighteenth century

also found themselves in what could be called ‘hybrid’ cultural conditions, moving, as Carretta
notes, “from one continent to another, and back and forth in many directions as they redefined
themselves several times over” (“Back” 12). These authors—“whose travels encompassed West
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Africa, England, the West Indies, and North America” (3)—would produce a body of writing
characterized by “complex identities” as well as “diasporic movement and cultural encounter”
(Carretta and Gould, Introduction 1). For his part, Ira Berlin has identified another earlier hybrid
formation that he calls ‘Atlantic creole,’ to which, he contends, the partial origins of black slave
culture in North America can be traced. The “charter generations” of Atlantic creoles in North
America were composed of men and women who, “from their broad experience in the Atlantic
world, flourished prior to the triumph of plantation production on the mainland” of the North
American continent, which began to take shape in the latter part of the seventeenth century
(117). Atlantic creoles, Berlin says, “by experience or choice, as well as by birth, became part of
a new culture that emerged along the Atlantic littoral—in Africa, Europe, or the Americas—
beginning in the 16th century” (145n8). Resulting originally from the meeting of Europeans and
Africans on the west coast of Africa, many Atlantic creoles worked as intermediaries between
African and European traders (118). Their social positioning did not spare Atlantic creoles from
enslavement, however, and many in time found themselves forcibly transported to the New
World (124). With the rise of plantation production in North America, Atlantic creoles here were
either “swallowed up” by the slave system or were absorbed into the neighbouring Spanish
colonies, the Aboriginal populations of North America, the western frontier, and even white
colonial society, although a small free black population founded by Atlantic creoles also
succeeded in maintaining itself in North America after this period (142-43).
56

For an earlier account of the hybrid nature of African American culture, resulting from

the acculturation of Africans to the New World context, see Bell 3-36 (chapter 1). Bernard W.
Bell’s discussion momentarily hints at the ‘transcultural’ aspect of US culture more generally,
where African culture is acknowledged as having been altered through slavery, but where the
white element of society has also been “Africanized” and “Afro-Americanized,” especially as a
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result of the influence of black musical culture (10). He also refers to “the Afro-American novel
as a hybrid narrative whose distinctive tradition and vitality are derived basically from the
sedimented indigenous roots of black American folklore and literary genres of the Western
world” (xii).
57

My argument here follows, and shortens, the one put forth by Kwame Anthony Appiah

in “The Uncompleted Argument,” which looks at how Du Bois in his life’s work came close to
forming a non-biological, socially constituted understanding of race, without doing so entirely.
Appiah reformulates his position in “Race, Culture, Identity” (74-82). The matter may still be
open to some debate. Brent Hayes Edwards defends Du Bois against Appiah’s charge that his
conception of race is problematically “grounded in biological essence” (xii-xiv, xiin11).
Winfried Siemerling acknowledges Appiah’s perspective (New 149-50, 163n6). He also
maintains, however, that the idea of double consciousness itself “has become one of the most
important models for thinking about cultural difference today” (31). He associates double
consciousness with a sense of “continuing vacillation” that he aligns with a hybridization-like
process of cultural ‘emergence,’ and that he links to a condition in the subject that allows for the
ongoing renewal of cultural understanding, which he calls “re/cognition” (4). Added to this,
Siemerling contends that Du Bois’s notion of double consciousness—with its longing to merge
“a ‘double self into a better and truer self’” (34)—alters the idea of Hegelian sublation that it
draws from, taking it in a more egalitarian direction (7, 34-36, 50). On this latter point, Gilroy
takes a similar position. Although he sees the “twoness” of Du Bois’s double consciousness as
being eventually “sublated into a ‘better truer self,’” he claims that this new self should not be
seen as upholding the Euro-American element in the equation but as constituting a more
universal, humanistic formation, characterized by “novel patterns of reciprocal human
recognition that would create vital alternatives to the terminally alienated relations in which
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races encountered one another in a radically alienated manner as human and infrahuman”
(Postcolonial 34-35). On the hybrid nature of the self, seen from a contemporary perspective,
Nikos Papastergiadis writes,
The positive feature of hybridity is that it invariably acknowledges that identity
is constructed through a negotiation of difference, and that the presence of
fissures, gaps and contradictions is not necessarily a sign of failure. In its most
radical form, the concept also stresses that identity is not the combination,
accumulation, fusion or synthesis of various components, but an energy field of
different forces. Hybridity is not confined to a cataloguing of difference. Its
‘unity’ is not found in the sum of its parts, but emerges from the process of
opening what Homi Bhabha has called a third space within which other elements
encounter and transform each other. (258)
58

The final chapter in Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic considers the idea of tradition in black

cultural discourse (187-223). Ambivalent in nature, the concept
is important and inescapable because racisms work insidiously and consistently to
deny both historicity and cultural integrity to the artistic and cultural fruits of
black life. ... However, the idea of tradition is often also the culmination, or
centre-piece, of a rhetorical gesture that asserts the legitimacy of a black political
culture locked in a defensive posture against the unjust powers of white
supremacy. This gesture sets tradition and modernity against each other as simple
polar alternatives as starkly differentiated and oppositional as the signs black and
white. (188)
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Gilroy’s understanding of diaspora and the black Atlantic—which he describes as a
“discontinuous ‘tradition’” (45)—attempts to engage with the first issue raised here while going
against the second.
59

See also Morrison, Playing 52; and Mulvey 26-27.

60

There is still some debate over the origins of the black idiom spoken in North America.

In a section of Odysseys Home entitled “The Genealogy of Black English,” Clarke refers to the
work of J. L. Dillard from the 1970s, which saw black English as having developed from a
pidgin spoken by early slaves that combined elements of West African languages with an
English base. However, Dillard’s thesis has been challenged more recently by linguists such as
Shana Poplack, who claims that the vernacular English spoken by African Americans is derived
from the English language alone and that, over time, “as the African American community
solidified, it innovated specific features” (87). In her view, the grammatical structures of the
black idiom “were already present in the English that the [early] Africans first acquired” (87),
and the “grammatical distinctions” that do exist between black English and American and British
English are quite recent developments, dating from the time of the Civil War in the US (88). In
defence of Dillard’s theory, Clarke continues to hold that, although it is not clear to what extent
African languages survived in the American context, slaves “may still have shared similar
syntactical and grammatical approaches to assimilating and modifying the European tongues
imposed upon them” (101n3). Édouard Glissant would seem to concur, seeing Gullah as being
characterized by “des déformations agressives et géniales d’un usage de la langue anglaise, et
non pas [par] une synthèse en profondeur réalisée avec des traces des langues africaines.” Given
the actual rarity of African words in the Creole languages spoken in the New World, he adds,
“c’est peut-être davantage la structure de ces créoles qui les rapproche de ces origines” (109-10).
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For a discussion of how the movement between black English and standard English can

be said to require a form of translation, see Cutter 137-75 (chapter 4).
62

It should be noted that some of Aminata’s travels are voluntary. Her departure from

Nova Scotia for Sierra Leone is “my choice” (370), as she says, as is her decision to leave for
London late in life, when she could have stayed—comfortably enough—in Freetown. Indeed,
Aminata must initially clear all sorts of obstacles to even get a chance of returning to Bayo,
which is a lifelong dream. Hence her reference, as she sets out on her inland journey to Bayo, to
her lifetime’s “migrations—enforced and elected” (431). Gilroy speaks of how, “in the history of
the black Atlantic, ... movement, relocation, displacement, and restlessness are the norms rather
than the exceptions,” but also of “the folly of assigning uncoerced or recreational travel
experiences only to whites while viewing black people’s experiences of displacement and
relocation exclusively through the very different types of travelling undergone by refugees,
migrants, and slaves” (Black 133). Langston I, the other slave narrator in Hill’s fiction, will also
continue to ‘roam’ and to ‘drift’ after having found freedom (462-63, 493).
63

For a reading of Aminata’s character as an historical witness to the transatlantic slave

trade, see Siemerling, Black 20-22.

Conclusion
1

On the need to make literary studies more socially responsive, see also Gumbrecht; and

Perloff, “Return.” For a more general discussion of the present need for ethical and intellectual
renewal in the humanities and social sciences as a whole, see Kurasawa, “State.”
2

Numerous authors interviewed in Suzanne Giguère’s Passeurs culturels and H. Nigel

Thomas’s Why We Write comment on what they see as the social function of literature, as well
as the necessity to maintain at the same time a certain aesthetic autonomy within the sphere of
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the literary in relation to the political. See Giguère 36-37, 71, 91-92, 137-39, 175, 232-33, 25657; and H. N. Thomas 15-16, 164, 172, 179-82.
3

Hakemulder’s The Moral Laboratory represents one attempt to examine the effects of

literature on the reader’s ethical orientation in quantitative terms, but the study arrives at no firm
conclusion, especially when it comes to establishing if the values acquired during the act of
reading are internalized over the long term. Bracher’s Educating for Cosmopolitanism draws on
cognitive science in trying to demonstrate how literary study can produce change in readers,
especially in a classroom environment. However, even if he provides a convincing hypothesis on
how reading can change students’ behaviour, he provides no empirical evidence that it does so
outside the classroom over longer periods of time.
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